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A STUDY IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE JEWISH PEOPLE
AND JESUS CHRIST.
CHAPTER I.
Some years ago Dr. Chaim Zhitlowsky, the father of Jewish 
socialism and the foremost exponent of the Yiddish culture move- 
ment, published an article in his Journal, Das Neue Leben, in 
which he called upon the Jewish people to "revise the Dreyfus
cawe, "by which our innocent brother of Nazareth is daily condemned
(» 
and crucified 1'. Behind these words of a great Jew lies the
strange and complicated history of the Jewish attitude to Jesus 
to Nazareth.
G6*sta Lindeskog makes reference to the picture drawn by 
Joseph Norden in an article "Jesus von Nazareth in der Beurteil- 
ung der Juden einst und jetzt", which may well serve as a symbol 
of all the prejudice and antipathy the Jew has kept in his heart 
for many centuries towards Israel's greatest son. An old, 
weary Jew, on the high-road approaching the town, on the eve of 
the Sabbath, full of anticipation.of family bliss, suddenly 
notices a Crucifix. His features-change, his face becomes
 
tense with pain and anger, and his lips murmur: " l^i>T/ //3\-»
'  i 
- may his name and his memory be blotted out". The name of
Jesus and the symbol of his suffering evoke bitter memories in 
the Jewish mind. Jesus of Nazareth is still held responsible 
by many Jews for much that they have suffered for centuries at 
the hands of Christians. Norden explains: "Darum hat sich 
aller Hass der Gepeinigten gegen die Peiniger auf das Haupt des 
Mannes ergossen, den die Kirche als ihren Erldser verehrt". 
But the fact that Jesus became the complete stranger to the
2.
Jewish people is not merely explained by the behaviour of the 
Christian Church. To put the entire blame upon Christianity is 
to ignore important historical evidence.
It must not be forgotten that the decision concerning Jesus 
of Nazareth was taken at a time when Gentile Christianity was 
scarcely of any consequence to the Synagogue. The parting of 
the roads between the Messianic movement and Judaism began upon 
Jewish soil as a result of a religious controversy between Jews 
and Jews. This does not diminish the guilt of Christendom. 
The Church was, and still is, an important factor in the Jewish 
attitude to Jesus Christ, but not the only one. There are 
still other, internal factors, which determined the relationship 
between Jesus and the Jews.
It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate the deeper 
reasons which have led first to the separation and later to the 
complete estrangement between the Jews and Jesus Christ.
How did it happen that Jesus the Jew, passionately concerned 
with the welfare of his people, was for centuries looked upon as
a bitter enemy, whose name was not to be mentioned, and whose 
ui&?
teaching to be despised ? There is still a further question
A
of equal, if not of greater interest: how did an essentially 
Jewish movement detach itself completely from its original back- 
ground to flourish as a non-Jewish religion ?
There are two standard answers to the last question, emanat- 
ing from two different schools of thought:
l) Traditional Christianity held for centuries that the 
Jews as a people rejected and'the Gentiles accepted Jesus Christ* 
The crowd, which on Good-Friday shouted "crucify, crucify him", 
expressed the will of the entire Jewish nation, with the except- 
ion of a small minority. Thus, the Jewish people having reject- 
ed their true Messiah, Israel's spiritual heritage passed on to
3. 
the Gentile world.
2) A more modern asnwer is connected with the person of 
Paul the Apostle. Between Jesus of Nazareth and the Gentile 
Church stands the man of Tarsus, The Gospel which Jesus preach- 
ed and the Gospel which Paul preached were two different Gospels. 
While Jesus was and remained a Jew, Paul, under the influence of 
Hellenistic ideas, deviated from the path of pure monotheism. 
Thus it happened that while Jesus himself was pointing to God, 
Paul, the Hellenistic Jew, was pointing to the glorified Christ. 
In reality, therefore, historical Christianity has only slight 
connections with Jewish Palestine, its sources are to "be sought 
in the philosophico-metaphysical ideas of the heathen world.
Both answers, however, are inadequate for the following 
reasons:
a) Jesus and the Jewish people.
- tf 
Jesus of Nazareth was "born into a Jewish family. He was
"brought up in the faith and traditions of the Jewish people.
His teachers were Jews, his primer was the Hebrew Bible. He\
shared in the life of the common people and dressed in the custom- 
ary dress of the pious Jews. His disciples were Jewish men 
and it was primarily to his own people that he knew himself 
called to preach. The first Church in Jerusalem was a Jewish 
Church. They were Jewish men and women who first proclaimed 
Jesus the Messiah. Early Christian records bear evidence to 
the fact that at least for a time, Jesus was a popular and much 
favoured preacher. \Vherever he went, throngs followed the 
Master and hung upon his lips. His struggle against the 
Pharisees seems to have met with approval amongst the common 
people. The "behaviour of the crowd "before Pilate was "by no 
means vox pppuli in any sense. The Gospels make it clear that 
the crowd demanding the death of Jesus, was the priests*crowd.
4.
There is a passage peculiar to Luke which may well portray the 
sentiment of many Jews. We read that Jesus, on his way to 
Golgotha was followed "by "a great multitude of the people and of 
women who "bewailed and lamented him". There is no need to 
assume that the crowd consisted of enemies only and of the usual 
ra"b"ble led "by curiosity and boredom. Many will have been guided 
by deep-felt devotion to the great Master of Nazareth. Prom 
Acts, it would appear that after the Crucifixion, Palestine was 
experiencing something of a Messianic mass-movement. Judging 
by the reaction of the Synagogue some fifty or sixty years later, 
this movement was only subdued after a long and bitter struggle. 
How then can we maintain, in face of these facts, that the Jews 
as a people have rejected Jesus Christ ? Are we to regard the 
crowd before Pilate as more representative than the thousands 
of believers who joined the Church ?
There is still a further point to be considered. The 
Christian Church began as a movement of individuals and remained
»
such for some centuries. It was only at the price of an unfor- 
tunate compromise that Christianity assumed a national form. 
To say that the Jews have rejected Jesus is to give to the 
Messianic movement a connotation which was contrary to its char- 
acter. The idea of the remnant and the consciousness of 
election form the psychological background of the early Church. 
It was the individualistic character of the Messianic movement 
which contributed to the alienation of the followers of Jesus 
from the leaders of Judaism. V/hile the Synagogue thought, and 
still thinks, to a large extent, in collective terms, Christian- 
ity is essentially dependent upon the personal decision of the 
individual. To deny this is to deny its very nature. Out- 
ward conformity belies the meaning of the Christian message.
5.
"Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into 
the Kingdom of heaven, "but he that doeth the will of my Father 
which is in heaven" (Mt.7,2l). Recent events have abundantly 
revealed the "baselessness of the affirmation that the Jews have 
rejected and the Gentiles accepted Jesus Christ. This is a 
view which demands correction. It is thus the second aim of 
this thesis to establish the fact of an always present Jewish
 
element within the Christian Church. All through the centuries 
there was a steady flow of Jewish converts to Christianity. We 
will have occasion to show that, in the second century, there 
was an indigenous Jewish Church closely related to orthodox 
Christianity. This fact is of signal importance to the Church
  i
historian, for it links the Gentile Church with Palestine and 
the Hebrew Christian tradition. Scholars have hitherto worked 
on the assumption of a complete "breach "between Jewish and Gentile 
Christianity. Their attention was focussed upon Ebionisra as 
the Jewish form of Christianity, overlooking the fact that there 
was in existence another "branch holding similar views to those 
of the Gentile Church.
In our own days, there has "been a rebirth of the Hebrew 
Christian tradition which remains almost unnoticed "by modern 
writers. But the growing number of Jewish Christians "belies 
the assertion that Christianity is a Gentile prerogative. It 
will "be extremely difficult to prove that the Jews have rejected 
and the Gentiles accepted Jesus Christ. The truth is that some 
<Iews and some Gentiles have accepted Him as their Master and Lord 
while many Jews and many Gentiles have remained either indiffer- 
ent or hostile to the claims which he makes upon men.
b) Paul and the Hebrew Church.
The school which makes Paul responsible for the distinctly
6.
Christian theology of .the Church offers only an apparent solution 
of the genesis of Christianity. It is now increasingly recog- 
nised that Paul's missionary activity would have been impossible 
without the authority and support of at least a section of the 
Church in Jerusalem. It must never be forgotten that at the
 
time of Paul's conversion there was already in existence a Church 
enduring persecution. Paul entered the Church as a learner and 
a disciple. Ananias, who visited Paul in Damascus was a Jew, 
and so were probably the other disciples withlwhom he stayed 
after his conversion (Acts 9,10ff). Significantly enough, the
»
belief that Jesus was the Son of God, a fact which <j.ominated 
Paul's entire theology, he began to preach already in Damascus.
 *
The notion that Paul's viewb are derived from Antioch and not . 
Jerusalem makes a division between these two Christian centres 
at such an early date historically unwarranted. There is, how- 
ever, another factor which deserves all possible attention.
The fact of the Crucifixion of Jesus and the early persecu-
«
tion of the Christian Church is not an accidental but a constit- 
uent element in the Messianic movement. The reasons which led 
to the death of Jesus are still a puzzle to the careful observer. 
Objectively speaking there is nothing in the teaching of Jesus 
to explain the enmity on the part of the Jewish leaders. It is 
for this reason that scholars have tried to give Jesus' activity
»
a political significance. Admittedly, only on political grounds 
is ,the condemnation of Jesus explicable. But against such a 
view stands the Christian primitive tradition bearing evidence to
 
the aloofness of Jesus Christ from political issues. Some 
scholars have therefore called in question the veracity of the 
early tradition, explaining it by a pro-Roman tendency. But 
the whole character of the Christian movement makes such an 
explanation doubtful. In our view, the controversy between
7.
Jesus and his opponents was essentially of a religious nature 
and centred round his personal claims. The offence which he 
constituted to Judaism lay in the unique authority which he assum- 
ed. If this be the case, then the death of Jesus, the persecu- 
tion of the disciples and the preaching of Paul, "become logically 
connected. There is an intimate relationship "between the Cruci- 
fied Messiah of the Hebrew Church and the Glorified Christ of 
Pauline theology. If Jesus, after his crucifixion, was still 
regarded "by his followers to "be the true Messiah, then he could 
have been only preached as the ascended and glorified Christ. 
Faith in the Resurrection of the Messiah was no Pauline inventionx 
it was a firmly held belief in the Jewish Church. Thus only 
is the Pauline Christ linked up with the historic Jesus, and 
this via the Church in Jerusalem. Paul ! s merit was to have 
given some coherence to a faith which v/as not only latent but 
actually present amongst the Jewish believers. The interposition 
of Paul between Jesus (viz. the Jewish disciples) and the Gentile 
Church does therefore not yield a satisfactory answer.
The third aim of this thesis is to show how an essentially 
Jewish movement became entirely detached from its original back- 
ground and assumed a non-Jewish character.
c) The national element.
It appears to us that an important element in the relation- 
ship betv/een Jesus and the Jews has been strangely overlooked.
Most scholars are agreed that the struggle between. Jesus 
and his opponents was of a religious nature. This is certainly 
true of the Synagogue and the early Church. The controversy 
between Judaism and Hebrew Christianity was naturally a religious 
controversy. After a protracted and bitter struggle it ended 
in the triumph of the Synagogue. But the success of the
8.
Synagogue is closely connected with the political situation of 
Jewry. The reason why this fact has "been overlooked springs 
from the unfortunate assumption that the Christian movement was 
from the beginning mainly associated with|bhe Gentile world and 
that Judaism remained relatively unaffected by it. It is our 
aim to show that such was not the case. The Messianic movement 
scored considerable success amongst the Jewish people, notably 
in the period between the Destruction of Jerusalem and the Bar 
Kochba rising and affected Judaism considerably. It was only 
after the Bar Kochba incident, when national survival became 
the sole consideration, that the initial success of Christianity 
abated.
The struggle between the Church and the Synagogue fell at a 
critical period in Jewish history. It is therefore natural that
a religious controversy should at such a time become a nationali «
issue. The decision was hastened by the calamities which befell 
the nation. To maintain old established customs, to cling to 
the past, to turn away from everything which might endanger 
national survival, became imperative for the continuance of Jew- 
ish life. For this purpose, new barriers were erected, which
a
were to segregate Israel from the world.
The destruction of the Temple assigned a new task to the 
Synagogue. It now became the centre of all apiritual and cul- 
tural life. This brought about not only the decline of Sadduc- 
ean influence, but also of every other form of religious opposit- 
ion. While before the Destruction one could be a good Jew 
without being a Pharisee, now Pharisaism and Judaism became 
synonyms. To this must be added the fact that the rapid growth 
of the Gentile Church constituted a new danger to the Jewish 
nation. There is an undeniable 'denationalising tendency
 9.
associated with the Christian message. The breaking down of 
the "barrier between Jew and Gentile spelt nothing but danger to 
a scattered people. From henceforth resistance to the Church 
became a national duty. Christianity ceased to be a sect within 
Judaism and became a dangerous rival threatening to disrupt 
Jewish life.
The importance of the national moment in Jewish-Christian 
relationship can be gauged from the attitude to the Christian 
convert even in modern times.
d) The Jewish-Christian controversy and Jesus Christ.
Both Church and Synagogue have always looked upon Jesus as 
the Pounder of Christianity. Traditional Judaism opposed 
Christianity because it opposed Jesus, and vice versa, it opposed 
Jesus because it opposed Christianity. The religious aesocia-
^
tions connected with his name kept Jesus in age-long obscurity 
from his own people. Owing to certain trends in the modern 
study of primitive Christianity, however, it became possible to 
dissociate the Master of Nazareth from the subsequent Church. 
This prepared the way for a re-examination of the Jewish attitude 
to Jesus Christ. Since the appearance of the first Jewish mono- 
graph by Joseph Salvador (1796-1873), Jesus-Christ et sa doctrine
J (1839), books written by Jewish authors on this subject have
\
greatly multiplied. It is now possible to speak of a distinctly 
Jewish Leben-Jesu-Forschung. The Jewish effort is directed to 
reclaiming Jesus the Jew from the Gentile Church and to reinstat* 
ing him to a place of honour in Jewish history. This process 
of reclamation has continued for over a century and has been 
greatly accelerated in recent years.
It must, however, be remembered that Jewish interest in 
Jesus has little spiritual and no religious significance. The 
whole exphasis is upon the historical Jesus. Jewish attrition
10.
is concentrated not so ranch upon the person, as upon the teaching 
of Jesus and its relationship to Judaism. Every effort is made 
to Heep separate the Prophet of Nazareth from the Second Person, 
of the Trinity. Thus, the discussion is shifted from the relig- 
ious to a purely historical plane. The Jewish age-old controv- 
ersy with the Church which hitherto centred round the significance 
of Jesus is thus brought to an abrupt end. The Christ of the 
Church, who owes his existence to Greek philosophy and Jewish 
apocalyptic speculations, has nothing in common with the great 
ITazarene. The discussion concerning Christian doctrine and the 
discussion concerning Jesus of Nazareth are two distinct themes.
But the nature of the Gospel and the claims which are assoc- 
iated with the person of Jesus inevitably force the discussion 
from the secular to the religious. In as much as the signifi- 
cance of Jesus is not limited to a certain period of t ime and 
his spiritual challenge extends to all ages, it is not easy to 
avoid entering upon a theological controversy, especially as the 
life and teaching of Jesus are so closely related to religion.
 
Furthermore, the complete separation between Jesus and the Church 
makes the fact of Christianity inexplicable. 7/e have already 
had occasion to notice that Christianity is closely connected 
with the Church in Jerusalem and the Jewish disciples. Its 
foundation and its history are anchored in the person of Jesus 
Christ. Jewish scholars have therefore been unable to discuss 
Jesus of Nazareth without involving themselves in a theological 
dispute. This is specially the case with orthodox Jewish writers. 
Here is is admitted that Jesus and Christianity are closely relat- 
ed by ties of history and tradition and that to accept the one is 
to accept the other. Gtfsta Lindeskog h?s shown that the attempt
of Jewish scholars to place Jesus within the boundaries of forma-
10 
tive.Judaism has proved unsuccessful. Jesus of Nazareth still
11.
stands outside the course of reconstructed history. He is still 
the great puzzle, the enigma, requiring a solution. But even 
Liberal Judaism has been unable to assign to Jesus a satisfactory 
position without jeopardizing its fundamental principles. Dr. 
C. D. Raven1 s opinion that the position of some Liberal Jews 
approaches in certain respects the position of some Christians 
regarding the person of Jesus, must be taken with utmost caution/'
 
For even the most Liberal Christians will have to admit the 
unique significance of Jesus if they are to maintain their right 
to historic Christianity. But Liberal Judaism can admit no such 
uniqueness to any historical person without affecting the whole 
structure of Jewish thought.
 
It is the fourth purpose of this thesis to give a survey of 
the discussion in Jewish quarters concerning Jesus of Nazareth. 
The subject has been ably discussed by G6*sta Lindeskog, and the 
present writer had to guard-himself against the temptation of 
trespassing upon well-covered ground. This thesis is, in one 
sense, a continuation of the work done by Lindeskog, in that it 
brings back the dscussion from the purely historical to the 
religious plane. In the last resort,' the question concerning 
Jesus is a religious question. Jewish reclamation of the 
"historical" Jesus is of no real consequence to the Church or 
the Synagogue. The discussion between Judaism and Christianity 
transcends historical interest and is essentially a discussion 
of faith.
e) The juxtaposition of Church and Synagogue.
 
The ultimate purpose of this work is to provide the reasons 
which make Jesus in the Christian interpretation impossible to 
Judaism. Such a task demands a clear recognition of the essen- 
tial differences between Judaism and Christianity. These . 
differences lie in the sphere of philosophicrl end theological
12.
thinking; but in as much as human thought is the expression of 
an attitude to life, theological or philosophical differences 
lead back from the realm of abstract thinking to the concrete 
fact of existence. Thus, the differences between Church and 
Synagogue are not mere /thought-differences, but real differences 
between men and men. They reveal a difference of attitude to 
the complex phenonema of life. Jewish-Christian relationship 
is conditioned by more than the historical, national and relig- 
ious factors, though these are of vital importance. The fact 
that Jews are not Christians cannot merely be relegated to the
caprice of history. The reason why Christianity won the hearts
\
of millions, while Judaism did not, is not adequately explained 
by the adaptability of the former, as Klausner suggests, nor Ijy 
the political preoccupation of the latter at the crucial moment, 
as Ziegler would have it. Judaism is above all, a characteris- 
tic religious attitude, independant of history and tradition* 
This attitude, though historically bound up with the Synagogue, 
is not confined to a particular race or creed, but underlies 
all religious endeavour. Deeply imbedded within the human soul 
is the inexorable will of man to work out his own salvation and 
to remain the master of his fate. This will to self-assertion 
is as much a fundamental fact in the Christian as in the Jew. 
It is here that the often repeated assertion that Christianity 
runs against the grain of human nature comes into evidence. 
The Christian attitude is essentially the attitude of surrender. 
Christianity begins with man in crisis, Judaism begins with the 
assertion of human strength. The real difference between 
Judaism and Christianity is in the difference of attitude^on the 
part of the individual believer.t.a QocU Seen from this angle, 
the Church indeed is invisible. The traditional division
13.
"between Judaism and Christianity has only the outward form in 
view "but not their inner nature. In terms of spiritual life, 
such a division is inaccurate. A Gentile can "be a Jew "by his 
inward attitude, though "by reason of tradition he is a member of 
the Christian Church. On the other hand, a Jew can "be a Christ- 
ian without knowing it, though his religious connections tie him 
to Judaism. Thus, the traditional "boundaries dividing the two 
faiths "become fluid and their juxtaposition in the customary
 
sense impossible. Prom the subjective point of view, the differ- 
ence between Judaism and Christianity becomes a difference of 
emphasis, tendency or direction, rather than of clear-cut dogma. 
This led some writers to the conviction that the antagonism 
between Judaism and Christianity rests upon a misunderstanding; 
that by reason of their historical kinship, the two faiths, though 
expressing themselves in somewhat different language, mean the 
same thing; they strive towards the same end and are moved by 
the same spirit. In our concluding chapter we have therefore 
placed the most characteristic tendencies in Jewish thought vis 
4 vis to the basic principles in Christian theology in order to 
bring out the deep difference of the two faiths. The result of 
such a juxtaposition revealed that the fundamental difference is 
derived from their respective teaching regarding man, and because 
they differ on this vital point, they of necessity differ on 
every other point.
Both Judaism and Christianity are the result of a major 
controversy which took place during the first and the first half 
of the second century. This controversy was of a theological 
nature and centred round the significance of Jesus of Nazareth. 
Our study has led us to the conviction that the general view 
which holds that Judaism remained unaffected by the Christian
14.
episode is untenable. Judaism had been deeply affected by the 
rise of Christianity and was pushed in the opposite direction. 
The opposition between the two creeds is thus an integral part 
of their separate existence. Only in opposition to each other 
do they learn the truth about themselves.
f) The problem of subjectivity.
Every v/riter on a religio-historical subject strives to 
eliminate the personal element and to present as much as possible 
an objective, i.e. "scientific" point of view. But the nature 
of our study has made such an approach impossible. For under- 
lying this work is the assumption that a discussion concerning 
Jesus of Nazareth inevitably becomes a religious discussion. A 
religious discussion, however, in any real sense is only possible 
by taking sides. Buber and Schoeps have rightly stressed that 
a Jew can only view Christianity and a Christian Judaism from 
the outside. The recognition of this fact makes a purely aca- 
demic approach difficult, if not impossible. V/e have thus
 
tried to see and understand the Jewish point of view. But to 
carry on the discussion, we have been forced to take sides and 
we have made our stand upon positive Christianity. This work 
thus ends on a subjective note. To the Christian, the Jewish 
refusal to see in Jesus of ITazareth, the promised Messiah, is 
unbelief; not Jewish unbelief, but human unbelief. For the 
Jew, in retaining his attitude of negation to the Son of Man, 
becomes part and parcel of an unbelieving world. The Syna- 
gogue's No, is the human No to the Son of God who still knocks 
at the door of the heart of humanity.
15. 
CHAPTER II
JESUS CHRIST AND THE SYNAGOGUE.
It is not possible to investigate the attitude of the Jewish 
people towards Jesus Christ without taking into full account one 
of the most potent factors in Jewish life, the Synagogue. The 
Synagogue has, for centuries, moulded Jewish thought and fashioned 
the opinions of the individual Jew.
 
a. Judaism and Christianity.
Modern Jewish scholars have repeatedly maintained that
(i
Judaism has no dogmas and that, unlike Christianity, its stress
is not upon orthodoxy, for which it has not even a "proper Hebrew 
equivalent", but rather upon "orthopraxy". This is true with
some modifications. Judaism is certainly not a "dogmatic relig-
 
ion". "It possesses no organ having authority to regulate or
   
control faith. We may even maintain that it does not permit of
orthodoxy in the strict sense and leaves room for the widest
3
freedom of thought". But it nevertheless has very definite
k- 
dogmas, which are absolutely essential to Judaism, This is
borne out by the fact of the Synagogue*s.reaction to heresy. 
The Talmud knows of four main kinds of heresies, one of which is
r
undoubtedly Hebrew-Christianity. The attitude of the Synagogue 
to Gentile-Christianity varied with the circumstances under which
Jews lived in Christian countries. The question Sometimes dis-
 
cussed by the Rabbis was whether Christianity was to be classed
with Abodah Zarah and the Christians regarded as P ! ^3/3 ' ~ril.y
-M/Tpj (Cultores stellarum et planetarum). . This question has
#
actually remained undecided and is still so for the orthodox Jew.
16. 
Judah ha-Levi (1085-1142) regards Christians and Mohammedans as
proselytes who have not accepted the law in its entirety, and who
 7 
still hold to idolatrous practices. Maimonides, (1135-1204)
$holds a similar view. It is the traditional view of the Synag- 
ogue "that Christianity 1 s function is to be a sort of half-way
9house "between heathenism and Judaism". The orthodox position,
at present, seems to be that though "For purposes of social con- 
duct, our contemporary Gentile friends cannot, of course, "be com- 
pared with the idolaters. Nevertheless, it must remain our 
"bounden duty to eschew contact with them in religion and in
10
matters having a religious basis, e.g. marriage". It is charac- 
teristic that in the language of the Talmud and the Rabbis, the
*
words idolater and non-Jew are synonyms. Cultus alienus and 
cultus idolorum n*)>ft-r|tiy and &'^'^ S jnily are the usual
i
terms applied to the religious practices of the P f '/> . "Sie 
bezeichnen immer und tfberall Gtftze und G6*tzendienst, d.h. jeden 
nichtjtidischen Cultus".
Christianity would naturally fall under the category of non- 
Jewish religions. But both Islam and Christianity were recog- 
nized to serve a special purpose as having closer relationships 
with Judaism. Both were, nevertheless, severely criticized for
fJLfalling below the standards of the Synagogue. Christianity was
chiefly censured for its Trinitarian doctrine and for some idol-
i*
atrous practices. It must be admitted that some Jewish critic- 
ism was justified. Referring to R. Isaac 1 s criticism of the 
worship of images in the Christian Church, Lukyn \7illiams remarks:
*
"In this last I confess that R. Isaac is right, right also in 
pointing out that although Christians may argue that images are
made by them only for the honour of the saints, male and female, 
and not for prayer, yet even though this were said with truth of
17.
images made in metal, wood and stone, Christians cannot deny that
they worship idols of bread, and pray to them, and say of each of
it 
them that it is God". We must therefore understand t he scruples
the Jews had with regard to Christianity. L. Rabinowitz has 
shown how circumstances and the ordinary necessities of life have
had a modifying influence upon the stricter views as laid down in
T
the Talmud with regard to the non- Jewish world. The leading
Jewish theologians of the LCiddle Ages have thus decided that 
strict monotheism is only an obligation upon the Jewish people, 
while the Christians as the "Sons of Noah" were under no such 
obligation. Shittuf (= *I/*VJ ) , i.e. the combining of the name
of God with something else, was not idolatry in the case of 
Christianity. R.^Gershom of Mainz (d. 1040), Rashi (1040-1105), 
Isaac ben Sheshet (d. 1408), Joseph Caro (1488-1575) and many 
others have held that the Christians are proselytes of the gate 
^.y^iV /* >/! and not idolators.' 7
But the Synagogue's attitude to early Hebrew Christianity 
was- not determined by the same factors. To begin with, the
notion of idolatry could not have arisen. The Jewish Church in
t *  
Palestine was a^'far removed from idolatry as the Rabbis were.
Yet the Synagogue's attitude to the Messianic movement was not
accidental. It saw in Christianity a grave departure from the
c
Rabbinic point of view. Thus, the answer of the Synagogue was
«
the only possible answer it could afford to give, a determined 
and absolute "No".
Most Jewish scholars and some Gentile scholars connect the 
hostility of the Synagogue towards the Christian movement with
the name of Paul. They maintain that prior to the formulation
rS
of Paul's antinomian theology, there was no real antagonism.
Both Jesus, as well as Hebrew Christianity, were firmly planted
18.
upon Jewish soil, and their I.Iessianic faith gave no real cause 
for hostility. Antagonism developed later during the process of 
transformation from Hebrew-Christianity to Gentile-Christianity. 
But even then, Jewish animosity was provoked by the ever growing 
anti-Jewish trend within the Church. In support of this view,
it is pointed out that there is manifestly less enmity amongst
ia 
the Tannaim towards Jesus than amongst the Amoraim. 1
But the whole background of the New Testament points to an 
early hostility between the new Messianic movement and the Syna- 
gogue. Upon investigation, the tension leads back to the earl- 
iest days and centres round the person of Jesus himself. Prof. 
V/. D. Niven rightly stresses the point "that the Apostles are 
preaching Jesus, whom the Council had condemned". This fact 
must not be overlooked in an attempt to understand early Jewish- 
Christian relationships. To find the reasons which led to an 
open condemnation of Jesus is the problem which Church historians 
have repeatedly to face.
  
»
On the Jewish side, it is often emphatically denied that 
there was any legal procedure against Jesus, as all the evidence 
points against it. Rabbi I. M. Wise makespach of the fact that
the Jews at that time were not at liberty to execute capital
l\
punishment. Jesus was never brought before the court of t he
Sanhedrin, "the only body competent, under Jewish law, to try a 
charge involving the death penalty. Almost every rule of that
23,law was, indeed, trampled on in t he case of Jesus of Nazareth". 
But both Montefiore and Klausner admit the possibility of c 
trial, though "that there was any meeting of the full Sanhedrin
23
is most doubtful".
Jewish scholars are almost unanimous in their plea that the 
Gospels contain a definite anti-Jewish bias and that their
19.
evidence therefore does not reflect true history. The object 
of the Gospels is "to whitewash Pilate, and to throw the respon-
2tf
sibility of the crucifixion upon the Jews". But however the 
case may toe, it cannot easily "be denied that Jesus met with 
strong opposition. Who were Jesus* enemies and why ?
b. Jesus and the two main Parties.
The importance of the political "background in the struggle
* 
"between Jesus and his opponents is an element which deserves due
notice. Jewish scholars have paid much attention to this aspect, 
as it appears to provide a clue for the solution of the problem 
of the reason for the condemnation anddeath of Jesus. Some 
hints of the political significance of the struggle "between Jesus
and his opponents are contained in the Gospels. But Jewish
*
emphasis upon the politic?! implications of Jesus' activity is 
due to a desire to exonerate the Pharisaic party. The prevailing 
view amongst Jewish scholars is that there were no basic points 
of difference between Jesus and the Pharisees; on the contrary, 
they had much in common. The Pharisees, therefore, could not 
have been involved in the plot against Jesus. This led to two 
conclusions, first, that the Gospels misrepresent the case, and 
secondly, that Jesus 1 enemies are to be sought outside the . 
Pharisaic party. t
1. The Sadducees.
It- was therefore held that the most obvious enemies of Jesus 
were the Sadducees. They were the only people whose interest 
it was to maintain the political status quo. They must have 
objected to Jesus, not only on doctrinal grounds, but also for 
the political implications of his Llessianic claims, and for his 
interference with the established institutions. Their first
20.
concern was not to provoke the Roman masters, in case they "come
, -#"
and take away both our place and our nation". This does not
mean, of course, that the Sadducees were friends of Rome "by 
choice. But they were realists, they understood the utter imposs- 
ibility of freeing themselves from Roman supremacy and as their
own position was safeguarded, they readily accepted foreign dom-
26
ination. Klausner calls them "practical politicians" who had
reasons to oppose "any change which might disturb their peace
il
and their enjoyment of the pleasures of this life". To the
Sadducees, Jesus was nothing more than another political rebel 
who must be dealt with quickly before it was too late. Thus, 
Jewish scholars are almost unanimous in putting the blame for 
the condemnation of Jesus upon the shoulders of the priestly 
party, "who were Israel's despots and? the tools of Roman masters". 
C. G. Montefiore, who usually exercises restrained judgement, 
inclines to that view, but he cautiously admits the possibility 
that the Sadducean priesthood may have had the support of some of
the leading Rabbis, and who, together with the Sadducees and the
*4
Romans, may be held responsible for the death of Jesus.
An unusual view is presented by Rudolf Leszynsky, who is the
30
only Jewish writer to champion the cause of the Sadducees.
 
Leszynsky is able to find important points of agreement between 
Jesus and the Sadducees. He contends that Christianity, in
«
fact, was at one time much nearer to Sadduceeism, than is usually 
held possible. Thus, Jesus 1 attitude to the ritual washing of 
hands (pp.43,207); his attitude to the obligation of paying the 
Shekel (p.69); his views concerning the Davidic descent of the 
Messiah (p.297); but.above all, his interpretation of the Law of 
Moses, was essentially Sadducean (p.284). Leszynsky attaches 
importance to the fact that Jesus never spoke against the sacri- 
fices. This leads him to the conclusion: "Das Gesetz Loses war
21.
es also nicht, was Jesus ablehnte, wohl aber die G-esetze der
zi
PharisMer". The fact that the Christian Church has fixed Easter
  
day to fall on a Sunday and has thus decided in the controversy
"between Sadduceeism and Pharisaism regarding the interpretation 
of M >».i*/ii J^i/i/D/i t» in favour of the Sadducees is, to Leszyn-
sky, another link in his chain of evidence.
This does not mean that Leszynsky claims for Jesus absolute 
agreement with Sadduceeism. He does not. We are told that in 
several important points Jesus differed from the Sadducees. In 
his' faith in the Resurrection, and in his attitude to the Xex
55"
talionis, Jesus approached the Pharisaic view. Otherwise Jesus
« •
was on the side of the Sadducees. His whole effort was directed 
against Pharisaism: "Die Hauptgegner der neuen Lfchre waren von
Angang an die PharisSer. G-egen sie richtete Jesus seine Angrif-
16
fe". . Though the Sadducees had little sympathy with him, the
real enemies against whom he fought throughout his life were the 
Pharisees. Leszynsky suggests that the reasons why these facts 
were hitherto overlooked, lie in the difficulties of investigat- 
ing the history of Sadduceeism. "WMhrend wir die Entwicklung 
des Pharis&ertumes Schritt fdr Schritt verfolgen ktfnnen, liegt 
die Geschichte des Sadduz&ismus fttr uris ziemlich ifc Denkeln". 
Leszynfcy* s efforts have not "been received favourably "by 
Jewish scholars. His views are regarded as extravagant and ill-
i5
founded. Abrahams dismisses him with an exclamation mark, and
3^Klausner with a few sentences. Admittedly, Leszynsky f s evidence 
is slender and his conclusions lack convincing power. But the 
importance of his work lies not so much in his assertions as in 
the fact that it is possible to make out a reasonable case for .
 
the Sadducees. This ought to caution those who make unqualified 
affirmations about the sole importance of Pharisaism and its
22.
influence upon Jesus.
Chwolson1 s views regarding the Sadducean attitude to Jesus 
may "be taken as the accepted opinion of Jewish scholars up to 
this day.
o.
Chwolson is convinced that the Sadducees are solely respon-
a /
LIO
sible for the death of Jesus. Prom the case of James (Jos., 
Antiq. XX,9,1), he deduces: "dass die SadducSer die Verfolger
und die PharisMer noch im Jahre 62 die Verteidiger der verfolgten
4/ 
Christen waren11 . He points to the fact that at the time of
Jesus, the Pharisees were only aspiring to power; they were in 
the minority in the Sanhe&rin and decisively overruled "by the 
Sadducean majority. They had no cause for condemning Jesus, 
who faithfully observed the commandments, and who never opposed 
Pharisaism as such, "but only certain private opinions of indivict- 
ual Pharisees. Chwolson ends his remarkable essay with the 
following words: "Nicht das jfldische Vblk, auch nicht die 
Pharisa*er sind schuld an dem Tod Christ!, sondern die habsflchti- 
gen aristokratischen Priester, die feigen R&nlinge, welche vor 
den ro'mischen Behflrden zitterten, urn ihre reichen Einnahmen 
besorgt waren und in Christus einen politischen Agitator, einen
»
neuen Judas G-alilMus, witter'ten - diese, und keine Anderen, waren
4i
die; Henker Jesu Christi".
2. The Pharisees.
. We owe a real debt to Jewish scholarship for correcting many 
long-established views about Pharisaism. Jewish scholars have 
vigorously protested against the indiscriminate condemnation of
43the Pharisaic party by Christian writers. Their main line of 
defence is a) that the Gospels exaggerate Jesus 1 opposition to 
the Pharisees, and that far from holding diverse views, they had
23.
much in common; and b) that Jesus' attack was directed against 
the bad Pharisees only, a feature which we also meet in the 
Talmud.
a) The Synoptic account of the Pharisees.
Dr. James Parkes, who is strongly influenced by the Jewish 
point of view, is driven to the conclusion that all the anti- 
Pharisaic passages in the Gospels "come from a Judeo-Christian 
source, from Christians very conscious of their membership in 
Israel, of their obedience to Torah, but in violent conflict with 
the Pharisees over the orthodoxy of their position". But Dr. 
Parkes offers this only as a "probable explanation". It is, 
however, clear to him that the Gospels were written "on a back- 
ground of the steady intensification of the conflict between 
Gentile Christians and the Jews" and that none of the authors 
were personally acquainted with Palestinian Pharisees or Rabbinic 
Judaism. "They were not themselves aware of how much of the 
teaching of Jesus which they recorded was Pharisaic". Such is 
also the Jewish view.
H. Loewe, referring to Mt. 23, says: "It seems to me most 
natural to regard the chapter as intentionally altered by later 
hands. The objection to it is not the denunciations, but the 
fact that the denunciations are wholesale". Klausner accepts in 
part D. Chwolson's suggestion "that much of the opposition shown 
in .the Gospels to Pharisaism and Judaism generally was directed 
against the Sadducees". But the real explanation for Klausner 
is contained in A. Bitchier* s view that the Gospel writers have 
confused, out of ignorance, the terms Scribes and Pharisees, and 
used them as if they were synonyms, ignorant of the fact that 
'the chiefs of the priests and the Scribes and the elders 1 of
24.
whom we read in the Gospels "were almost entirely Sadducees 
Such a mi stake could have only arisen at a time when "the
Sadducees had lost power^and importance" as actually happened in
  4ft the period when the Gospels were written/ A similar view is put
forth by Montefiore, 3aa explains that "Matthew often unites the   '  
Pharisees and the Sadducees. He probably had only a vague, un- 
historical idea who the Pharisees and Sadducees were. All he
knew, or cared to know, was that they were opponents of his
*H
hero". Such a theory implies three assumptions: a late composi-
tion of the Gospels in a non-Jewish milieu: complete ignorance 
concerning Jewish life, especially in the case of Matthew (,f ); 
and the immediate disappearance of the Sadducean party after the 
destruction of Jerusalem. Indeed, Jewish scholars have tended 
to accept a very late date for the Gospels. Klausner's moderate
«
view is that Mark was composed between 66-68 ,. Matthew "after 
the Destruction and near the end of the century" and Luke "at 
the beginning of the second century".. Almost all Jewish writers 
stress anti-Jewish tendencies in the Gospels, and ignorance con- 
cerning things Jewish. It is also generally assumed by Jewish,
 
as well as Christian scholars, that Sadduceeism ceased to exert
 
any influence with the destruction of the Temple. But it must 
be admitted^ that we know only of SadduceaA history on Pharisaic 
evidence, and that it is still an unexplored field. Jewish 
scholars have devoted much time to 'the study of Pharisaism; 
this is partly due to apologetic motives. Sadduceeism, as 
Leszynsky has pointed out, is still .a mystery to us. S. Schech- 
ter, in his introduction to the Documents of Jewi sh Sectaries t 
appends the following note to his remark concerning the unsatis- 
factory state of knowledge regarding the history of Saduceeism: 
"It need hardly be pointed out that there are both in the Hagada
25.
and in the Halacha of our sect (i.e. the Zadokites) features 
which strikingly recall the famous hypothesis of Geiger regarding 
the Sadducees and the Old Halacha. But this hypothesis is still 
so undeveloped in its details, that it seems "better to leave the 
subject in abeyance. It is a further and larger question whether 
we have to deal with a sort of counter-tradition or with an inter- 
pretation claiming to go back to primitive Judaism11 . Leszynsky, 
who seems to owe much.to the hints .contained in Schechter's 
study, affirms the connection "between the ancient Sadduceds and 
the Karaite movement. He even suggests that Sadducean traditions 
have survived amongst the Abyssinian Palashas and the Samaritans I 
However the case may "be, the assumption that the Sadducees dis- 
appeared immediately after the destruction of the Temple, is . 
nothing more than a generally accepted hypothesis, founded on 
the usual argumentum ex silentio. As to the exact dates of com- 
pilation of the various Gospels in their present form, the  
question is open to argument and we are entirely left to .conjec- 
ture. To assume complete ignorance concerning the difference 
"between Pharisaism and Sadduceeism on the part of the Evangelists, 
is to ignore obvious facts. For it cannot be easily denied that 
the Gospels presuppose a very thorough knowledge of Jewish trad- 
itions and local circumstances. Israel Abrahams claims such 
knowledge even for John.
Jesus and the bad Pharisees.
The tather alternative is to assume that the criticism of the 
Gospels directed against the Pharisees, much of which undoubtedly 
goes back to Jesus, has only the bad representatives of that partj
in view. Most Jewish scholars take this view. Mori/z Pried-
5*4*
lender is an exception. Klausner explains Jesus' attitude in
26. 
the sense that his criticism was actually not an attack "but a
«.
defence of Pharisaism against cant and hypocrisy. Israel
> 
Abrahams warns against the danger of confusing a system with its
abuses. l.Iontefiore readily accepts the possibility that there 
could have "been living examples of a perversion of the Pharisaic 
religion, "but to apply Luke's parable of the Pharisee to all 
members is a "ludicrous caricature of the average Pharisee, a 
monstrous caricature of the Pharisaic ideal". H. Loewe refuses 
to accept Prof, Burkitt's suggestion that the discrepancy between 
the Gospel account and the Rabbinic picture of the Pharisees 
may have been caused by the transformation which took place in 
their ranks after the national .disaster of A. D. 70. Loewe 
rather favours the opinion that Jesus' attacks were directed 
against some sectaries who stood mid-way between Pharisaic and 
Sadducean tradition, trying to reconcile their divergence, and 
thus giving the impression of being Pharisees. Loewe is convinc- 
ed that "against the Pharisees, as the term is commonly under-
sf.
stood, they could not have been directed". On the contrary, 
Jewish scholars have repeatedly affirmed, that Jesus stood firmly 
upon Pharisaic ground. All the noble and commendable features 
of his teaching have their origin in the Pharisaic ideal. It 
is commonplace amongst Jewish writers to present Pharisaism in
Lindeskog's words: "als das 'edelste Erzeugnis des o'tfdischen
S«
Volkes" - the deepest and most perfect expression of Judaism.
\
However, Jewish scholars admit the existence of friction between
60
Jesus and the religious leaders of his time. For it is not 
possible to overlook the unanimous witness of the Gospels to 
such a struggle. But only reluctantly do they admit participa- 
tion of the Pharisaic party in the contest. The reason for 
this is in the eagerly made assertion that there is absolute
27.
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unity of purpose between the Pharisees and Jesus.
Prom the Synoptic account, it would appear that the Pharisee^ 
in so far as they enjoyed greater popularity as the leaders of 
religious life, ple.y also a more prominent part as the antagonists
*
of Jesus. Herford1 s presentation of Pharisaism and its attitude
62.
to the Christian movement shows a definite "bias. A. T. Robert- 
son has conclusively shown the prominence given in the Synoptic
^3
Gospels to the tension between Jesus and the Pharisees. Even 
Parkes admits that "every source deals with points of conflict 
between Jesus and the Pharisees, the leaders of Rabbinic Judaism". 
Parkes, however, dissolves the conflict by accepting the theory 
that Jesus' attack was directed against the bad Pharisees; 
against those who "failed to live up to the truth they already
t>?
possessed". This emphasis upon Jesus 1 agreement with the good 
Pharisees and his castigation of the bad is by no means a Jewish
_ »
invention. This has been, and still is, an often repeated view
6
on the part of Christian writers, but it avoids the main problem.
The Synoptic tradition does not merely present Jesus as a 
moral teacher castigating the sins and shortcomings of religious 
devotees; he rather stands out as a royal figure making supreme 
claims. It is difficult to escape the impression that the clash 
between Jesus and the Pharisees is of a fundamental nature. 
The issues involved are greater than mere petty failings. The 
actual cause of the friction cuts right across the very essence 
of religious life. The clash between Jesus and the Pharisees, 
is ultimately the clash of two vital principles in constant 
opposition to each other; the categorical imperative of eternity, 
and the ever compromising principle of time. There may be more 
than would appear in the Jewish contention that the demands 
 which Jesus made are irreconcilable with the experience of life.
28.
The theory which attributes the anti-Pharisaic passages to latefc 
accretions, completely ignores the "basic nature of the conflict.
6*
3. The Law.
Jewish scholars have naturally paid much attrition to Jesus' 
attitude to the Law. Both luontefiore and Klausner have discussed 
the subject carefully. In Montefiore's view, Jesus, driven "by 
his prophetic temperament "was compelled to take up a certain 
attitude towards the Mosaic Law itself, and this attitude was
6ft
novel and even revolutionary". 7 Klausner, too, after considering 
the various instances in the Gospels "bearing on tiie subject says: 
"Thus, Jesus would abrogate not only fasting, and decry the value 
of washing of hands in the 'tradition of the elders', or in 
current traditional teaching, but would even permit (though he 
does this warily and only "by hints) the foods forbidden in the 
Law of Moses". ° It is held that this strange laxity towards the 
Law ultimately completed the "breach "between him and the Pharisees. 
But in spite of this, Klausner claims for Jesus absolute and
faithful adherence to Judaism.  "Jesus was a Jew and a Jew he
7/
remained till his last "breath", a Jew, of course, in the relig- 
ious sense. Lindeskog, has already pointed out the inconsis- 
tency. Israel Abrahams avoids the difficulty "by assuming that 
the controversy about the Law revealed only a difference of inter- 
pretation and in the case of the most vital point of the dispute,
* "73
the Sabbath, the controversy was only of a local character. 
Jesus thus still stands within the Jewish tradition. His 
attitude to the Law simply represents a different point of view. 
While to the Pharisees "all labour not pressing and postponable 
was forbidden", to Jesus, "no act of mercy, whether the need 
pressed or not, was to be intermitted because of the Sabbath". 
29.
Jewish scholars, however, are aware that there is an air about 
Jesus which is very different from the submissive acceptance of 
the Law we meet in Pharisaism. Klausner brings this point out 
very clearly. He even attributes Paul's revolutionary attitude 
to the Law to the fact that the Pounder of Christianity gave the 
precedent. This is an important admission, which throws new 
light upon the discussion on the relationship between Jesus and 
Paul. To quote Klausner himself: "had not Jesus 1 teaching 
contained a kernel of opposition to Judaism, Paul could never 
in the name of Jesus have set aside the ceremonial laws, and 
broken through the barriers of national Judaisto". But this 
"kernel of opposition" is to Klausner nothing more than an im- 
plicit tendency, an overemphasis of characteristic Jewish teach- 
ing; it is, in fact, nothing more than "exaggerated JudaismJJ. 
Travers Herford, who usually represents the Jewish point of view, 
holds, that Jesus "was really rejected, so far at all events as 
the Pharisees were concerned, because he undermined the authority
of the To rah, and endangered the religion founded upon it".
«,
But it is here that we meet with a strange contradiction. Jew- 
ish scholars generally deny that Jesus was consciously opposed to 
the Law7^ Klausner inconsistently holds that Jesus did not even 
attack the ceremonial laws, but that he laid little stress on
K
them.7*?
This basic dilemma is not easily solved. Both views, though, 
contradictory, seem to contain a kernel of truth. In view of
the evidence we have, it cannot be easily maintained that Jesus
*
impeached the authority of the Law, consciously or unconsciously. 
Prof. Branscomb's opinion, that Jesus arbitrarily, as it seems, 
selected a few basic commandments of a positive religious and 
ethical character "and disregarded the other precepts whenever
30.
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they came in conflict with these primary commandments in any way1 '
is unacceptable, unless his action was supported toy an authority 
exceeding that of the Law. Prof. Branscomb probably implies 
this, though he brings it down to a specific "understanding of tht* 
divine Revelation" on the part of Jesus himself, and to his con- 
scious opposition to the "Pharisaic interpretation of the Torah 
given by God". Prof. Branscomb f s statement to the effect that
9
Jesus "dealt with the written law as freely as he did with the 
oral", and the stress upon "the basic moral principles of the
8i
Torah", Is inclined to impute modern liberal ideas to the mind of 
Jesus. Neither is it possible to subscribe to the view that
/
Jesus 1 intention was wholesale repudiation of the Pharisaic under-
53standing of the Law, as Branscomb suggests, since the Gospels
record instances where the contrary is asserted. Prof. T. V/. 
Ivlanson's views are more convincing. Jesus neither rejected the  
Law, nor did he lightly disregard any of its commands and prohibi-
//
tions. If he breaks them, he does so consciously in the inter- 
ests of something greater than the Law and the Temple. That
»y
something is the Kingdom of God". But even Prof. Manson1 s view
is defective. -It does not draw the last conclusion; it avoids
> * s '
the problem of 6^ovO«-«c which inevitably comes to the front
and which was actually the point under o/djscussion between Jesus
and the Jewish authorities.. Manson presents Jesus "as the
&
Servant par excellence of the Kingdom of God", who is ready to
sweep away^p.ll obstacles hampering its approach. Jesus, however 
was not only the Servant of the Kingdom, he knew himself also to 
be the King. This aspect of Jesus* Messianic consciousness is
#7
an essential element underlying his action.
Montefiore denies that Jesus claimed the right as Messiah to
*
dispense men from the obligation of the Law. He holds v/ith
31.
Menzies, however, that when necessity arose to defend a higher 
principle, Jesus did not hesitate to "break the Mosaic precepts. 
But that the Son of Man is lord also of the Sabbath, applying
o uto5TT0xr «o/0fco7To4/ ^o his own person, !.:ontefiore rejects as
t>&
improbable. At the same time, he favours the view that Jesus
held himself to "be the Messiah, though he "does not appear to 
claim authority over the commands of the Law in virtue of his 
Messiahship". By what right then, we would ask, does Jesus set 
at naught Mosaic commandments, which "both he and his opponents 
believed to have "been ordained by God Himself ? Montefiore f s 
assertion has no support in the Gospels, which unequivocably 
create a contrary impression, especially Mark 2,28. The ques- 
tion round which the whole issue revolves is not v/hether Jesus' 
conception of the Messiah was in accordance with Jewish views,
apocalyptic or otherwise: but whether Jesus assigned such extra-
 
ordinary authority to the "essianic office as to set the Messiah 
above the Law. It cannot easily be denied that the intention 
of the Gospels is to propsgate such an impression. The question 
whether such an attitude is true to the historical picture of 
Jesus is open to discussion. In our view, the Gospels record 
actual fact. Jesus did not hesitate to brush aside certain 
Rabbinic injunctions. But this could have been relegated to a 
mere difference in exegetical method, as Abrahams suggests. 
He actually did more. To use Prof. Branscomb's words, he 
"dealt with the written law as freely as he did wit-hthe oral 11 . 
But this not in defence of some dogmatic principle, or moral 
ideal. The authority for such unexemplified behaviour must be 
sought somewhere else, namely in his Messianic consciousness.
Jesus' attitude to the Law was neither determined by human- 
istic motives nor moralistic scruples. Not even the cause of
32. 
the Kingdom of God would justify his action, Md it not "been for
the fact that he identified the Kingdom with his own person.*? ^«
The claim to highest authority is not inconsistent with the Suffe<-
90
ing Servant, as l.'ontefiore appears to admit. It is as the Ser-
vant of G-od, the King Messiah, that Jesus claimed the authority 
which he 3mew to Toe delegated to him by God. In view of hisx
humble, submissive acceptance of the will of God, Constantin* ,
Brimmer's theory, that Jesus, claiming the highest authority, 
approached an atheistic point of view, falls extremely flat.
  Jesus never questioned the authority of the Law. He accept- 
ed it as divinely appointed. God had given it, and only God 
could annul it. Its duration was determined by the approach of 
the I.Iessianic Age. Only the Messiah, as the Messenger of God, 
stood above the authority of the Law. Such an attitude was
neither rebellion, nor presumption, it was dictated by an unique
92self -consciousness.
The Messianic Age, however, was not to terminate the Law, 
nor to supersede It. The purpose of its coming was the ful- 
filling of the same. Matthew 5,17 - *" tc^^V u6occ £AXi
— throws important light upon the Christian 
attitude towards the Law, and may well reflect Jesus 1 own position 
Admittedly, this much discussed passage is full of difficulties. 
To start with, it has no parallel in the Synoptic tradition, it
is peculiar to Matthew only. It belongs to the passages with a
93
definite "Judaistic tendency". It has been questioned whether
the passage can be safely attributed to Jesus himself, and opin-
qil.
ions are' naturally divided. Once we have accepted the passage
as genuine, there is still the exegetical difficulty of determin-
  " i - s " 
ing the meaning of ^Aff u>o<x.^ .
Streeter regards Matthew 5, 17-20 as reflecting the attitude
33.
of the Jewish Christians who grouped themselves round the person 
of James. Referring to this and other "Judaistic passages" in 
Matthew, Streeter remarks: "it is difficult not to suspect the 
influence of the desire of the followers of James to find a Justi- 
fication for their disapprobation of the attitude of Paul by in- 
venting sayings of Christ, or misquoting sayings which, even if 
authentic, fcnist originally have "been spoken in view of entirely
4<-
different circumstances". On these grdunds, Streeter seems to 
deny authenticity to the whole paragraph. But his argument is 
not conclusive: l) the fact that v. 17 was not in Q does not 
therefore qualify it as unauthentic. 2) v.18 has a parallel in 
Luke 16,17, and is therefore derived from a common source. 3) 
Matthew's attitude to the Law is not as "Judaistic" as some would 
make out. This is testified "by the presence of 11,13, of which 
Streeter admits that: "whatever its original meaning, certainly 
lends itself to the view that the Old Law was in a sense suspendedL 
"by the Gospel". 4) the whole passage is in complete agreement 
with Jesus' attitude to the religious past of Israel. Y/e there- 
fore accept v.17 as authentic.
The further question is as to the meaning of 7rA»j?ouV •'  *
Montefiore, who discusses the passage at some length, cautiously 
says: ."It seems to say that the standpoint of Jesus is not that 
he desired to abolish the Law, but to deepen it, and in that sens«^ 
to fulfil or complete it. The righteousness of the Law, so far 
as the mere letter goes, is inadequate for the disciples or for
A"t
the Christian". The intention of the Sermon on the 1-lount was to 
give to the Commandments large? scope and greater depth. Monte- 
fiore, therefore, speaks of Jesus as "the new legislator". But 
this may prove a misapplied term. The passage in question 
no warrant for such an appellation.
34.
The question is, what was the original word which Jesus used 
for 7^»jfot/i/ ? Strack-Billerbeck say: "Jesus wird statt
/3 7. f1 gesagt haben, dessen G-egensatz das oben fflr
/ 96 * 
verrautete 713tL . . .bildete". AAV1 is the most
obvious word to suggest, it was, and still is in universal usage, 
and always associated with the fulfilment of the -^'/3>a. But
if this "be the case, then the attitude of Jesus towards the Law
• gg '
is that of humble submission. Such a view may suggest an incon-
sistency on the part of Jesus, and Montefiore is quick to recog- » 
nise this. He thinks that it is not possible to arrive at a 
certain conclusion "as to Jesus' theoretic attitude towards the
< 4C6
Law, because he probably had not faced the question himself".
  
In our view, however, there is no actual inconsistency involved.
If we accept the passage as it stands, then the clue to the
•
& +\ 'puzzle is contained in the words: £fc>j c*v
to which Montefiore remarks: "it is a strange expression as
applied to the Law".
*' * > 
There is an inner connection between 6013 <*v 7r<x vr<x
/ v - C /and the words in Matthew 11,13: -/r<*vr*-$ « oi 7r>oj>T<XL, KOH.*>
If we accept Lulce 15,15 as the
»oi
more original, at "any rate, the more lucid text, then the conn.ec-
/o$
tion becomes even more apparent.
The Law and the Prophets form the background of Jesus 1
tt)li
activity. His appearance, which marks the approach of the Hew
Age, does not annul or abrogate the Law, it fulfils it. All that/ ' "
the Law and the prophets were* standing fjor, hinting at, is now
« 
being realised, fulfilled and accomplished. Thus, the King
Messiah has not come to annul ( 7 \0 .X/S ) the Law, on the contrary.
The Law stands ( P* /» ) in all its aflajctity, in all its signifi-
*/ '^ ' ' /of 
cance, but only: 60)5 «cv fr<*vzroc ^^M-roCt-. In the days of
35.
the Messiah, however, the Law will "be written within the hearts
i?
of God's people. This is the mark of the New Covenant (Jer. 31, 
31ff). To Jesus, his Messianic activity was the commencement of 
the New Era: His coming "breaks history in two parts. The Law 
and the Prophets on one side; the Gospel of the Kingdom on the 
other side (Luke 16,16). But in a deeper sense, the Law and the 
Prophets and the Gospel of the Kingdom are one. They stand to 
each other as promise to fulfilment.
T.Ve would, therefore, repudiate the view that Jesus sought to 
abolish the Law. It is even doubtful whether he opposed the 
Pharisaic interpretation of it, as is sometimes asserted. Mt.23 
appears to "be, not a condemnation of Pharisaic exegesis, "but
I0<o
rather of Pharisaic deeds. Oesterley s suggestion that Jesus 
accepted the Law in principle "but modified and expanded it where
necessary", even to the extent of abrogating it altogether in the
f °7
name of "a higher morality and a more spiritual religion", we
categorically repudiate. Such a view is only possible on the
 
assumption that to Jesus, the Lav/ was not divinely instituted. 
But such an assumption has no foundation. On the contrary, thec«, 
is every reason to sssume that Jesus regarded the Law as God-give*! 
But, to quote Montefiore again: "if you "believed that the Law 
was divine, you believed that it was all divine, and not only a 
few sentences here and there; you took the Law at its own valua-
H '°* . -
tion". Montefiore 1 s complaint that "some commentators do not 
seem to understand what divineness of the Law means", is well
104
justified. 7
It appears to us that the whole problem concerning the Law 
must be placed against a wider issue. We would deny that the 
central point in the controversy between Jesus and his opponents 
was concerning the permanency of the Law. This was only a side-
36.
issue by way of implication. It "became a "burning problem at a 
somewhat later stage between the Church and the Synagogue. But 
the main point at issue between Jesus and the authorities was on 
a different plane. It centred round the person of Jesus himself- 
Before we enter upon this vital question, there is still one 
point to be considered.
4. The teaching of Jesus.
Jewish scholars have emphatically affirmed the utter Jewish- 
ness of Jesus. They have, with great patience, collected abun- 
dant material to prove the close connection between Jesus and 
Judaism. This led to the conclusion that the subject-matter of 
Jesus' teaching contained nothing new for the Synagogue/'0 Abraham 
Geiger, in his essay, Das Judentum und seine Qeschichte, had 
already pointed to this fact. To Geiger, Jesus was a Pharisee 
"mit galil&ischer F&rbung, ein Mann, der die Hoffnung der Zeit 
teilte und diese Hoffnung in sich erfttllt glaubte. Einen neuen
V
Gedanken sprach er keineswegs aus, auch brach er nicht die Schran-
•in
ken der NationalitMt". Almost all Jewish writers of more recent
date hold a similar view. An extreme example is Paul Goodman. 
Rabbi Goodman tells us that "it can be safely asserted, without 
any attempt to depreciate his greatness, that there was no utter - 
ance, however striking or characteristic, emanating from Jesus 
(with the sole exception of the idea of non-resistance) which 
cannot be traced often in identical words to the teachings of tbe 
Jewish schools". Even Llontefiore, who is characteristically 
cautious in his judgements, finds it difficult to detect new 
elements in the teaching of Jesus unknown to the Judaism of his
time; "if we ask wherein his hearers found the teaching .of Jesus
"3
new, inspired, prophetic...it is not quite easy to reply". This
37.
is the more important when v/e remember that of all Jewish writers^ 
L'ontefiore shows the most earnest desire to appreciate the signi- 
ficance of Jesus. He warns against the Jewish tendency of de-
 
preciating his originality, and contends that the teaching of
Jesus must be taken as a whole, and thus it will prove to "be more
//V
than a mere dissected list of injunctions. He admits that in
comparing Talmud and Gospels, "the originality is almost always
 
on the side of the Gospels". But for all that, there is no 
actual difference between Jesus and the Ra"bMs. Liontefiore 
thus concludes: "My verdict would "be that Jesus unites himself 
with the very best Rabbinic teaching of his own and of later
times. It is, perhaps, only in trenchant ness and eager insistent*-.
cy that he goes beyong it. There is a fire, a passion, an in^ 
tensity, a broad and deep positiveness about these verses, (Luke 
6,27ff), which is new". It is thus not the subject-matter of
t
his doctrine, but the spirit of Jesus which distinguishes him ' 
from the Rabbis: it is heroic, ethical, compelling to action. 
But it also contains "a remarkable blend" of "the higher selfish- 
ness and the highest unselfishness"; it shows signs of a double 
ethic. ^ Tlie originality of Jesus is thus to be sought in his
attitude and bearing rather than in novelty of doctrine. "It 
was in these more undefinable and subtler ways that the teaching, 
like the bearing, of Jesus was new, inspired, prophetic, rather
H$than in any novelty of doctrine in any one di'inite particular". 
To Montefiore, therefore, the significance of the New Testament 
lies in that it corrects and supplements "sometimes more fully, 
sometimes more brilliantly, sometimes with fresh illumination 
and from a novel point of view", what v;as already in the possession 
of Rabbinic Judaism. "But it does not, for the most part, con- 
tain what we, from our Liberal Jewish point of view crn regard
38.
IHJ
as completely ne\y doctrine which is also true doctrine.
^Orthodox Jewish writers are even more emphatic in asserting 
v
Jesus 1 dependence upon Judaic. Loewe, who at first admitted an 
element of novelty in Jesus 1 conception of faith, on second 
thoughts retracted. He holds that the conception of faith we 
meet in the Gospels is a regression to a more primitive stage in 
Israel's development. It is a faith "based upon iniracles and 
upheld "by the desire for direct answer to prayer. The Rabbis 
were less primitive in their views. In this respect, they 
stood above Jesus.
It is, however, admitted that there existed points of differ  
ence betY/een Jesus and the Pharisees, though I. M. Y/ise and 
Ziegler deny such a possibility. They both protest against the
idea that "die edlen Sittenlehren Jesu wMren mit Ursache seines
w
Sturzes gewesen". It is Ziegler 1 s conviction that neither
Pharisees nor Sadducees could have possibly objected to the teach* 
ing of Jesus: "Die Ideale Jesu waren Gemeingut des jfldischen 
Gedankenlebens von den alten Propheten her. ..Wer die Bergpredigt 
bewundert, bewundert das Judentum ;bewundert die jttdische Ethik". 
It is for this reason that Ziegler holds the Herodias solely
responsible for the death of Jesus.
Klausner enumerates several points which mark the difference 
between Jesus and the Pharisees. l) While to Jesus, the near 
approach of the Kingdom was the main burden of his message, to 
the jScribes and Pharisees it was only of secondary importance.
*
2) While the Scribes and Pharisees laid equal stress upon the 
ceremonial and moral laws, Jesus singled out the moral laws as 
of greater importance. 3) Whereas for the Scribes and Pharisees 
the exposition of Scripture was of basic importance, "Jesus 
relied butslirhtly on Scripture, wrapping up his teaching alto- 
gether in parable form". 4) V/hile to the Pharisees,
59.
the teaching was of primary importance, and miracles only second- 
ary, to Jesus "teaching and miracles possessed equal importance". 
On examination, it soon "becomes evident, that none of Klaus- 
ner's points explain fully the breach "between Jesus and the relig- 
ious authorities. On his own evidence, three points reveal only 
a difference of emphasis. Point 2 - the most likely to cause 
friction - is also eliminated "by IQausner f s assertion that Jesus 
did not try to abolish the ceremonial laws. For all that, 
i'lausner is rwere of an important division between Jesus and the 
Pharisees. It is here that tlie weakest point of his contention 
appears. "Ye are told that "the Pharisees objected to Jesus 1 
behaviour - his disparagment of many ceremonial laws, his contempt 
of the words of the "sages" and his consorting with publicans 
and ignorant folk and doubtful women. They (i.'e. the Pharisees^
considered his miracles sorcery and his Messianic claims effron-
//
tery. "Yet with all that", Klausner continues, "he was one of
»
themselves: his convinced belief in the Day of Judgment, and
 
the resurrection of the dead, the Llessianic age and the kingdom
i
of heaven, was a distinctively Pharisaic belief; he taught
nothing which, by the rules of the Pharisees, rendered him
,, HHcriminally guilty .
Klausner thus reveals an indecisive position in which Jesus 
and the Pharisees appear friends and enemies at the same time, 
they have much in common, but they also greatly differ. Psych- 
cologically impossible is his suggestion, that the Pharisees whom 
he himself calls the enemies of Jesus, withdrew at the critical 
moment, leaving his trial in the hands of the irritated Sadducees, 
Such a supposition is necessitated by the determination to exon- 
erate the Pharisees at all costs.
There can be little doubt that Jewish criticism has had a
40.
salutary effect upon the natural tendency to reduce the importance, 
of Jesus to the originality of his-teaching. In this way,. Jew- 
ish scholars have helped considerably to rectify an old establish- 
ed notion. It is still held in certain quarters that the signi- 
ficance of Jesus lay in the new values which he taught. Dr. G. 
Hollmahn thus tells us that Jesus brought about "a complete 
change of value in the decisive, fundamental factors 11 of Judaism.* 
He explains that before thfe time of Jesus, Judaism "oscillated 
dubiously between two extremes. There we.s no certainty of sal- 
vation". Jewish writers have vigorously protested against such 
affirmation** In view of this situation, it is not possible any 
more to insist upon the absolute novelty of the teaching of Jesus.
 
This brings us to the question as to the nature of Jesus' 
mission. It is sometimes held that his aim was the reformation 
of Judaism. According to this vie-?, Jesus was essentially a 
moral reformer.' He ne&er intended to replace Judaism or to 
break away from it. His aim was "reform and not abolition". 
His quarrel with Pharisaism was not because of its refusal to 
accept his doctrine, but because the Pharisees "failed to live up
»27
to the truth they already possessed". Dr. Pa rices finds proof 
for his assertions in the following facts: Jesus accepted the 
Torah as Divine revelation; he visited the Synagogues and preach- 
ed in them; his teaching in so far as it was connected with the 
past "was Pharisaic in character"; Jesus and the Pharisees shareat 
the same ideals; and finally, that Jesus never rejected Judaism 
nor the Jews. . On these grounds, Dr. Parkes sees reason to main- 
tain that Jesus, like the other prophets, stood in the main stream
%
of Judaism, and that he never intended "either to supersede or
u*
to reject the religion of Israel". This, however, opens once
again the question as to the reason for the conflict between
41.
Jesus and the Synagogue. Dr. Parkes explains it by the attested 
rule that lfthe prophet is not accepted "by the regular authorities
of established religious institutions, and that reform in religion
H HI
comes slowly .
Some of Dr. Parkes' conclusions deserve full acknowledgment,
A
especially his insistence upon the continuity of Jewish tradition 
in the New Testament. But though Parkes tries to guard himself 
against the charge "that the whole mission of Jesus was simply to 
reform certain abuses in Pharisaism", he has not succeeded in 
preventing such a conclusion.
Against Dr. Parkes 1 assertion that "nothing in the teaching *
of Jesus made necessary the separation "between Judaism and Christ-*-
/30
ianity , we would place Klausner's maxim: ex nihilo nihil fit.
We agree, however, that the main cause of friction was not connect- 
ed with his teaching, which was "basically Old Testament doctrine. 
Dr. Parkes has failed to include in his considerations some 
important facts: l) Jesus, "by assuming the role of Messiah (a 
fact Dr. Parkes does not deny) set himself above the position of 
a prophet: .2) Jesus, as Hessian, knew himself inaugurating the 
Messianic Age; his intentions must have, therefore, "been differ- 
ent from that of a reformer. 3) Pharisaism is not the only off- 
shoot of Old Testament religion. This is a fallacy which has
»
obscured the vision of many writers. The question, therefore, 
whether Jesus intended to separate himself from Judaism is 
fallacious. It presupposes that Rabbinic Judaism in New Testa- 
ment times was the sole heir of Old Testament tradition. Jew-  
ish writers have vigorously asserted that Pharisaism is the only 
legitimate 'offspring of the prophetic tradition and the direct 
heir of the Hebrew Bible. It has retained its original purity 
and "has no Greek strand" like Christianity. L. I. Pinkelstein
42. 
goes so far as to assert that half the world derives its faith
'32
from the Pharisaic tradition. The final argument for the truth 
of Pharisaism is usually seen in the fact of its survival. But 
it may "be questioned whether Rabbinic Judaism continued in a 
straight line the Hebrew tradition." In the ITew Testament period;
m
representing the last stages of the formative process of Judaism, 
there still existed a parallel tradition closely related to the 
Prophets of the Old Testament. Prof. Burkitt maintains with
good reason that Christianity and Judaism are both two daughters
133
of what he calls "Old-Judaism". Christianity has as much a
Claim upon heirship as Judaism has, unless spiritual rights are 
narrowed down to physical descent. Whether Jesus belonged to 
Judaism of the strictly Rabbinic type may be doubted. But that 
the Pharisees'and Jesus had much in common is now a well estab- 
lished fact. It is not here that we can find the reason for the 
cleavage which finally led to the Crucifixion.
An interesting attempt to solve the puzzle was recently 
made by Vladimir G. Simkhovitch. He views the struggle between 
Jesus and the Jewish authorities from the angle of the political 
situation. To Simkhovitch, "the great and fundamental cleavage
 
was constituted by Christ 1 s non-resistance to Rome". But
  t
because this could not be used as an accusation against him,
l*M
other charges had to be invented. This explains why Pilate
tried to save Jesus. Simkhovitch takes up the traditional line 
that Jesus aimed at a religious revival. This, however, clashed
with the prevailing political sentiment and also constituted an
i*f
offence ta organised religion. Prof. Simkhovitch, however, does
not mean to imply that Jesus remained indifferent to the political 
situation. He resented Roman aggression and the humiliating 
position of his people. But using deep spiritual insight,
43. 
Jesus understood that "the ID alto for that "burning humiliation was
humility. For humility cannot "be humiliated.. .Thus he asked his
i$6 L_ 
people to learn from him". Contrary to the general Jewish expect"
/ation, the Kingdom of Heaven Jesus understood as an inward 
change. "The great trouble was that Christ was teaching an in- 
sight, preaching ideas, while the people could only understand
1*1
things". For Prof. Simkhovitch, Jesus' teaching reveals an
t 
"overwhelming intellectual system" of unusual grandeur, which
'38
only modern man can grasp in all its significance. To men of
his own days, Jesus' vie?/s presented an offence which inevitably 
led up to his crucifixion.
No doubt, Prof. Simkhovitch has given expression to some 
profound truths, especially in his concluding paragraphs. Mere 
misunderstanding, however, does riot fully explain the violence 
of the conflict. We know that Sadducean sentiment was, within 
limits, pro-Homan. The Pharisaic party, or a section of it was 
steering clear of political conspiracy. Though it must "be.
admitted that the passivity of the Pharisees in the-great, struggle
fH
has been over-emphasised. Israel Abrahams rightly holds that
there were definite limits for Pharisaic conformity to Roman
mo
demands. This is borne out by the picture Josephus draws of
Hi
the Pharisees, and also by the connection between the Pharisaic
'V*
party and the Zealots. But the answer to Prof. Simkhovitch is
contained in the fact that the Gospels unanimously present a 
definite religious conflict with almost no political implications.
It is for this reason that Klausner bitterly resents t^e "other-
iq»'
worldliness" of Jesus.
In this connection, Louis Finkelstein 1 s theory may be men- 
tioned. Dr, Finkelstein viev/s Judaean history from the angle of 
a social struggle between the "plebeian" and "patrician" elements
44.
of Jewish society. He regards Christianity as a country movement
t
directed against the urban population, whom the peasants viewed 
with suspicion, \ confusing "the social grace of the trader v/ith
. 
dissembling and hypocrisy". H. Loewe accepts Finkelstein' s
theory as the most satisfactory for explaining certain religious
ii/f
and social problems connected with the rise of Christianity. It
is certainly striking tha"t Jesus' greatest success and "best supp- 
ort were associated with the provinces, especially Galilee, and
that his closest followers were country-folk and not townspeople.
^
But the natural antipathies "between town and country would have 
little influence upon the struggle "between Jesus and the Pharisee^
 
who v/ere, according to Pink el stein, predominantly townspeople.
 
Class-consciousness does not appear to have "been a/decisive factor 
in the early Christian movement.
9
Prof. James Toffatt has drawn attention to the' novelty which 
the ministry of teaching as practised "by Jesus must have present-
 
ed to the Jews, as this was not usually associated with the Ivless-
llfL
ianic function. It is obvious, however, that the practice could 
have constituted no offence, as the democracy of the Synagogue 
admitted free expression of views, provided these views were int 
agreement with the great principles of Judaism, It is generally 
held, as we have already seen, that Jesus' teaching was not 
opposed to Judaism.
TVe are thus driven to the conclusion that Jesus' teaching 
in itself could have "been no sufficient reason for the deep 
cleavage "between him and the authorities. Prof. nY. Lianson has 
shown that though parallels to the teaching of Jesus may "be found 
in Rabbinic literature and among the heathen moralists, nowhere
can be found "the same rigour either in the formulation or in
1^7 ^
the application". nut if we understand Prof, l.lanson aright, it
45.
is not the subject-matter forming the substance of Jesus' teach- 
ing which marks him as the Messiah, "but rather the realism "with 
which the sovereignty or kingdom of God is brought home to men". 
It is thus that men confronting Jesus found themselves in a cris- 
is, facing the supreme demand of the Kingdom which Jesus repres- 
ented in his own person. Prof. Manson, therefore, insists that
'H
the ethic of Jesus is the ethic of the Kingdom. The Sermon on
the Mount is neither a moral code nor the expression of an Utop- 
ian Weltanschauung, but rather an "existential summons to our 
spirit, by which we are called primarily not to thought, but to
K M**"
action; and to action vis-a-vis with G-od".
* 
The ultimate reason for the friction between Jesus and the
authorities, therefore, is not to be sought in a divergence of 
views on matters of doctrine. The background of the struggle 
is the claim to unique authority underlying the words and actions 
of Jesus Christ. It is a mistake to define the significance of 
Jesus in terms of abstract truth. "His coming", says Principal
 
Curtis, "was not simply to give to mankind by His actions and
'  
character an example, and by His words a teaching or a rule of 
guidance, but through both media a Spirit. The life He lived,
ILa
the the things He said, combine to embody the Truth He was..." 
5, The claims of Jesus.
Most scholars are agreed that Jesus made extraordinary claims. 
Jewish scholars readily accept the view that Jesus made the claim 
to Messiahship. The crucial question is whether the exaggerated
»
claims connected with that office were made by Jesus himself or
by later generations; in other words: what meaning did Jesus  "* 
attach to the function and person of the Messiah ?
It may be said at the outset of our inquiry, that an unbias- 
ed answer is almost impossible. An attempt to give an objective
46.
answer deduced from a critical study of Hew Testament sources 
must fail, for these sources, however critically examined, are in
 themselves "biased. "Whatever importance we assign to Q, it is
iso 
nothing else "but a Christian document. There is no other
evidence outside the Christian tradition which could throw light 
upon our problem. It must be remembered that the various answers 
offered by scholars are merely a reflection of their own convic- 
tions. For it is at this critical point that we are left to our 
own intuition. In this connection it may be interesting to
note Albert Schweitzer* s remark: MSs gibt icein persflnlicheres
, t /5V
historisches Unternehmen, als ein Leben-Jesu zu schreiben .
There is great -truth in E. Hermann* s statement that the character
of every individual mind that approaches the person cf Jesus
//
leaves an infallible stamp upon the great Portrait: ffenan 1 s
Jesus reveals Renan more than Jesus. Hausrath f s Jesus isthe 
wise and benignant rabbi, emitting brjffiant aphorisms which
 
strike home even to the blase mind of the nineteenth century; 
and there we hWe Hausrath's own somewhat amateurish and shallow 
mind. For Matthew Arnold, Christ is sweetness and light...
Caird's Jesus is a poetical Hegelian; Seeley f s, a moralist touch
'S'2.
ed with emotion".
It is thus natural that Jewish scholars should offer an 
answer from their own point of view. It is characteristic of 
Jewish historical realism that most scholars affirm Jesus 1 claim 
to Llessiahship: "Die Eigenart der jfldischen Forschung zeigt sich 
nun auch darin, dass sie fast ohne Agsnahme in Jesus den MesBias- 
is ra*tendent en sieht. Ohne dieses llessiashewusstsein Jesu wird
seine ganze Geschichte .rait ihren Konsequenzen nach ju'dischem
/£3
Empfinden ein R&tzel". The best Jewish scholars, like Monte-
f$«/
fiore and Klausner have firmly held to this view. But they
47.
differ considerably as to the nature of the claims which Jesus 
made in connection with him Messianic mission. Montefiore asks: 
"Did he call himself Son of Man, and what did he mean by the 
appellation ? Die he regard himself as the Son -of God in some 
unique special sense which could "be applied to none other than
himself ? Had God entrusted him with powers such as He had
  
entrusted to none after him again ? And had he these powerstfs-
given him "because he was not only human, "but divine" ? It is
  .
clear to Montefiore that Jesus made extensive claims: "Jesus 
as the Messiah in posse felt that he possessed greater power,
and claimed a more personal allegiance, than any prophet "before
1 T6
him". He also attached an unique significance to his own person;
he "believed he stood in an important personal relation to the
Kingdom of God. ' "A deduction of this kind from the Synoptic
\
records does not appear to "be unwarranted". But granted all« »
this, Montefiore holds that the claims recorded in the New Testa- 
ment were not Jesus 1 claims, "but. were made on his "behalf: "Yet 
so far as we can judge, his estimate of his own power, and of 
his relation to God, was gradually intensified "by the sources ani
i$9>
the editors".
Montefiore, in admitting that Jesus made unique claims, goes 
further than most Jewish scholars. Klausner refuses to "believe 
that Jesus could have made any extraordinary claims, apart from 
the claim to l.'essiahship. Evidence for this Klausner finds, in 
Jesus 1 use of the phrase pT* -^ , which occurs, according to 
him, not in its technical sense, but instead of the pronoun "I";
its meaning "being simply "man", "without any qualification or *
/$-<j 
specific intention". A similar view is taken by TTerbert Loewe:
"I do not believe that Jesus called himself "son of God" in a 
sense different from 'children are ye to the Lord your God 1
48.
(Deutr. XIV, l), that he rejected the Lav/, or that he did or said 
anything that a good Jew in that environment and in the.t age 
have abhorred. For example, I do not "believe that he claimed a
mystic or supernatural power to forgive sins, in spite of Mark 2,
>t>o
10-12". That such opinion is utterly subjective and devoid of
historic support can "be seen from the -striking plea made "by Monte- 
fiore. Admitting that Jesus "may have regarded obedience to his
commands as equivalent to-the dointi of God 1 s will", he is deter-d
mined that "Jewish admirers will cling to the hope that he did
not believe that he was a better, wiser man, with a fuller know-
,. '*'
ledge of God, than anybody who had ever lived". This is indeed
a fine example of wishful thinking. What if the historic Jesus 
did not fulfil modern Jewish hopes ?
Dr. J. K. Moseley in hj,s book, The Heart of the Gospel, has 
a striking paragraph which deserves quoting in full: "Is the
%
Son of Man Who forgives sins, Who overrides the Law of the Sabbatk 
Who gives His life a ransomIbf many, Who shall come to ^udge in 
glory, and sit upon His throne, so much less than the message 
which He brings that really Tie is quite outside it ?" And he 
continues: ' "Of course it is tremendous - far more so than we 
often realize - that Jesus should have spoken in this way, and 
I think I can understand how scholars like Bousset are drawn to 
reject such sayings as reflecting the mind of the later Church 
read back into the words of Jesus. But to understand is not to
Hel
justify". However biased Dr. Mosley's opinion may appear to
  
the critical mind of a modern scholar, it has the merit of possess-
ing the whole weight of the New Testament evidence on its side. 
Jewish writers have sometimes made ingenious efforts to shift
at least some of that evidence in support of their own theory.
» ' 
Thus, H. P. Chajes-has tried to make out thrt " <£JOi/6iot» j_n
49. 
Matthew 7,29, goes back to a misreading the Hebrew ^ U/5-X to
T T"  
mean ^Y//>b , which is to say that, instead of "he taught as
  *  
one having authority", the original text must have read, "he
' v
taught in parable". J Another example is S. Schechter* s suggestion
that icc<>'*t*.'-j"' /A. ig ft translation of 
the Rabbinic formula *>/Olf TO^A ...'}* Jf/Mft where i^X !//Oll£ 
means "I might hear" or "one might hear", that is to say "one 
might be mistaken in pressing the literal sense of the verses in 
question too closely": therefore )/5/^ T/3^/) "there is a 
teaching to say that the words must not be taken in such a sense". 
This would explain, in Schechter's view, how Jesus could have 
declared in the same breath his attachment to the Torah and have 
quoted passages to show its inferiority. "The formula being 
a strictly Rabbinic idiom" was rendered inaccurately by a Greek 
translator. But if Schechter were right, the whole pointe of 
Matthew 5,21ff would have lost much of its power and the impress- 
ion upon the crowd (Matthew 7,29) could not have been so profound/ 
llontefiore rightly observes that such an explanation "is unsuit-
able for the last two, and rather awkward though not impossible
n><r 
for the middle two examples". The' fact remains that according
to the Gospels, Jesus claimed extraordinary privileges and except- 
ional authority. This is the impression conveyed on almost 
every page. llontefiore, in his usual scholarly honesty, admits 
that the Synoptic records warrant the deduction that "Jesus was 
not mere herald or prophet of the Kingdom, such as John. He was
/6£>
mor- than a prophet..." It is the "more" which conceals the 
mystery, but also gives a clue to the riddle why Jesus met with 
opposition and a cruel death.
The Roman Catholic writer, Andre Charue, like A. T. Robert- 
son, strongly opposes the view prevalent amongst modern writers
50.
that the Gospels represent a false picture of Pharisaism. Charue/ 
like most orthodox writers, agrees that there were saints amongst 
the Pharisees, Tout on the whole the portrait in the Gospels faith- 
fully reflects the truth r"bout the Pharisaic character. Charue "7
appeals to Josephus and quotes the authority of P. de Grandmaison,
On the other hand, there is the whole weight of modern scholar- 
ship in defence of a misrepresented and a misunderstood religion, 
Chwolson's plep, has ever since "been the plea of many Gentile 
and most'Jewish scholars: "Die PharisMer hatten gpr keine Ur- 
sache Christus zu verfolgen, da die Lehren desserben im Ganzen
r
und Grossen zu den ihrigen night nur in Iteinem V/idersp ruche, son-
/68 
dern in vollem Einklange mit ihnen standen". Orthodox, Christian
writers fall "back upon the authority of the New Testament. Jew- 
ish writers appeal to Ra"b"binic literature. To find a solution, 
many explanations have "been proposed: none satisfactory. The 
reason for this failure lies in the desire to fit Jesus into a 
preconceived theory; to modernise him -and to present him ss an 
acceptable figure to men of his age. Thus, the possibility that 
Jesus made unusual claims for himself is from the start ruled 
out as impro"ba"ble.'
After careful examination, we are driven to the conclusion 
that the opposition which Jesus met was not specifically actuated 
"by political reasons on the part of the Sadducees. It was also 
not called forth "by any provocative teaching or "behaviour on the 
part of Jesus in opposition to the Pharisees. Even in the case 
of the Law, Jesus was no mere revolutionary. There is much 
truth in J. Gresham Machen's statement to the effect that "there 
is definite reason to suppose thsit TTe (Jesus) observed the cere- 
monial Law as it is contained in the Old Testament, and definite
utterances of TTis in support of the authority of the Lav; heve
(69
"been preserved in the Gospels". Chwolson rightly ar^aes thr.t
the claim to I/essiahship could have never constituted a capital 
offence in the eyes of the Pharisees. Jesus could not have been
classed as a />•"#>/ -h'Crp nor as a *>}ik/f7 X » tl } as there
'7*
is no trace of his inducing the people to idolatry. \/e must
p.lso recognise the justice of the plea of Jewish apologists that 
it is wrong to form a picture of Pharisaism solely on the Gospel 
evidence. The fact is that Jesus does not attach the Pharisees 
qua Pharisees. It is not that "because they were Pharisees, he 
was opposed to them; there was nothing v/rong in "being a Phari-
>
see, on the contrary, the Pharisaic ideals were close to the 
heart and mind of Jesus. /
IT. Loewe finds it somewhat amusing that the Barthian "assault"
i-jt
upon the Pharisees is on the ground that they were good men.
But strange as such a view may seem to a Jewish Rabbi, there is
more psychological end religious truth in Earth's perception of
/7lthe case than would appear on the surface.
Jesus does not criticise Pharisaism as an outsider. He 
stands right in the midst of Pharisaic life. His first concern 
was with the pipus. The Pharisaic effort was the most heroic 
effort man could inalce. But such heroism involved great spirit- 
ual danger. It made for.self-reliance and self-sufficiency:
the publicans and the harlots entered the Kingdom before the just
'73
and the Pharisees. The first shall be last and the last first,
is the recurring note of the C-ospels. The elder son,in the 
pprable, v/ho WPS offended by the reception of his prodigal brother- 
exhibits all the psychological reactions of the sincere and the 
pious. This has been re-enacted throughout the whole history 
of religious life in Church and Synagogue alike. Such is human 
nature. It is not a case of how good or how bad the Pharisees 
were: before the absolute demands of God, no human beinr holds
52.
his o\vn. This is the "burden of Paul's message. The danger is 
with the religious man v/ho inevitably takes up the position of
spiritual self-assertiveness. But Jesus said: Blessed are the
ijif 
humble in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven. He knew
himself sent not to the strong who need no physician, tout to them 
that are sick: "I came not to call the righteous, "but sinners".
i V "^
Montefiore is right, there is biting irony in these words. The 
tragedy of the religious man is that he knows about his righteous- 
ness. Uonteflore's constant contention is that there were pious, 
sincere and righteous Pharisees. Indeed, judged by human stand- 
ards, the Pharisees were the most noble section of Jewish society^ 
but judged by the eternal standards of God, all men are under sin| 
there is none righteous, all are unprofitable, there is none 
that doeth good. This levelling of all human prerogatives and 
the revaluation of all standards was the first cause of offence 
to the pious Pharisee.
The second cause of offence was Jesus' supreme claim. There 
can be no doubt that Jesus not only claimed to be the Messiah, 
which could have been no real offence to an Israelite, but that 
together with that claim, he made demands and assumed an author- 
ity which were nothing short of blasphemy. Those who came in 
immediate contact with the Ilaster of Nazareth stood between two 
alternatives: either become disciples, or opponents. The 
challenge which Jesus presented, pressed for decision. It is 
only natural and psychologically explicable that the pious, those 
deeply concerned about God and TTis Law, should lead the opposition.
oa
It could not have been otherwise. There is some truth in 
Montefiore's statenent that both Pharisees and Jesus were right. 
For the.Pharisees to leave Jesus unchallenged would hr.ve been 
equal to complicity in the greatest offence - blasphemy. For
53.
Jesus to litait his message to the publicans and sinners would 
have "been an offence against his Ilessianic consciousness. As 
the Messiah, his first clnim was upon the pious in Israel. His 
first concern was with those who lived and hoped for the Kingdom 
of God. Thus two loyalties have clashed, two rights have result- 
ed in a "bitter struggle. The lesser right won, as it always 
wins. But the defeat of Jesus was paradoxically a manifestation
of his greater right. VlactteLr Simkhovitch well said: In the
/*0 
conflict "between moment and eternity, the moment wins; to this
we would like to add: "but eternity ultimately conquers.
Only seldom do Jewish scholars view the conflict "between 
Jesus and the religious authorities as connected with the extra- 
ordinary claims he made. The general tendency is to explain the
struggle as a controversy centring round the validity, permanency
181 
and holiness of the Law. This preoccupation with the Law is
only natural, "but hrs obscured the main issue. In this, Pauline 
teaching, and persistent Jewish reaction against it, has "been 
projected upon the person of Jesus. But the real conflict "be- 
tween Jesus and the authorities, Sadducean or Pharisaic, as the
case may he, was not of an academic nature. It was personal.
*
The offence laid to the charge of Jesus, was his claims. As 
already said, not the claim to Messiahship, which in itself was 
no offence, "but the claim to unique authority. Such claim, the 
pious Jew could only repudiate. That this was so is sufficient-
 
ly "borne out. "by the Synoptic evidence. It appears to us that 
the Johannine Gospel "betrays an apologe'tic interest in stressing . 
the claim to supreme authority on the part of Jesus. The whole
controversy w ith the Jews seems to turn round the question of 
»5 . ' 
£foU 6 tot. It thus adds another genuine feature in its present-'
ation of certain historical facts. It is of psychological
54.
importance that this claim to supreme authority constituted an 
offence, not only to the leaders of Judaism, Taut to many others 
throughout the ages. For it is at this point that the last 
decision is made concerning the llan of Fazareth.
Jesus' claims were extensive and unusual, they revolved 
round the significance and the authority of the Messiah, There 
is a certain truth in Dr. Lee Woolf's contention that Jesus'
interpretation of Messiahship exceeded those of popular expect-
f&
ancy. But Dr. 7/oolf is hardly justified on this account in
detaching the authority of Jesus from his Messianic office. He 
does it on the grounds that Jesus refused to "be the Messiah in 
the traditional sense. But we would ask, how does Dr. Lee V/oolf 
know that ? His only evidence lies embedded in the Gospel 
accounts, "but is it not so that in spite of all the secrecy
 
surrounding Jesus' messiahship, our records are intent on convey- 
ing the impression that he was the Messiah ? To detach the auth- 
ority of Jesus from his Messianic office and to transfer it to 
his own self-consciousness seems to us unwarranted. It is a 
suggestion which may have far reaching consequences if thought 
out to the end. Dr. V/oolf says that Jesus "became the Liessiah, 
not "by virtue of an external "call", but through an inner exper- 
ience. This may "be sot in the last resort it is futile to 
attempt an explanation as to the nature of "experience" the 
Messiah may undergo. When, however, Dr. Lee V/oolf maintains 
that the Messiahship of Jesus was "born of his own soul, through 
his own communion with God", and that consequently, Jesus' minis- 
try was not a "conferred role", but a self-assumed vocation, he 
lays himself open to grave objections. Such a presentation of 
the case puts Jesus under the suspicion of arbitrariness and
/*3
subjectivity. It actually defeats Dr. Woolf's own ends, for the
55.
Church has always held that Jesus, by virtue of his Sonship, was 
the Messiah, and not because he thought himself to be the Messiah
» M It V'
did he become the Son of God (Adoption!sm). '7e would, therefore, 
maintain that Jesus derived his claim to supreme authority from 
his Office. It was this that turned the controversy into a per- 
sonal issue. A compromise became impossible; either he was 
right in his claim, then the only answer was submission, or he 
was wrong, t hen he committed bla.sphemy.
It is important that at an early stage of Christian history 
Jesus came to be called "Lord" by his disciples. This has been 
vigorously denied, notably by Bousset, who contends that the titlfi. 
"Lord" is of Gentile origin and was never used by the primitive 
Church in Jerusalem. To this may be added Dalman1 s evidence
which would go to prove that on Palestinian soil the title "Lord"
i 
was nothing more than "a term of deferential homage".
would therefore, in most cases of Synoptic tradition, lead back 
to the Aramaic form of ' *])£ or X 5 *")/} . But I'achen has shown 
with considerable force that at least in a few instances, the 
Synoptic Gospels imply by the use of the v/ord more than mere
1*7
reverence. From Acts, but especially from the Pauline Epistles, 
it is clear that the Lordship of Jesus was an early and univer- 
sally accepted doctrine of the Church. Moreover, the use of the 
Aramaic phrase "Maranatha" by Paul, points tot he Hebrew Christ- 
ian community in Palestine, thus discrediting the theory v;hich 
associates the term only v/ith Gentile Christianity. Such an 
appe]£ation reveals the extraordinary authority excercised by 
Jesus. In that the early Church called Jesus "Lord", it acknow- 
ledged his claims and submitted to them. It was this that char 
acterized the believers and singled them out from among the 
other Jews.
166 ,/ / 
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6. The continuation of the Struggle. 
\
The opposition which Jesus met, and which finally led to the 
Cross, did not cease after his death. It passed on as a legacy 
from the Master to the disciples. It could not have "been other- 
wise: the Synagogue rejected Jesus, and "because" it rejected 
Jesus, it consequently had to reject the movement which was assoc-
 
iated with his name. The stronger Christian influence grew upon 
Jewish society, the stronger grew also the opposition of Judaism 
towards the Church.
The Messianic movement which centred round the person of 
Jesus, was later continued Toy his disciples, spreading with 
remarkable rapidity upon Jewish soil. It soon reached the Jew- 
ish diaspora, and found ready acceptance among the semi-Hellen- 
ised communities abroad. The fact that Hellenistic Judaism 
showed more response to Christianity than Palestinian Judaism 
would refute the theory proposed by Montefiore and accepted "by 
Parkes, that "the Judaism which Paul opposed to his Christianity
was not. Rabbinic Judaism"; but the Judaism which P??ul knew, i.e.
' I&4
that of the Diaspora.
»
There is reason to suppose that the national disaster of 
70 A.D. increased the influence of the Christians. The frustra- 
tion which followed the fall of Jerusalem, and the destruction
»
of the Temple, gave the Hebrew Christians a new impulse, and
 
provided them with a n*ew weapon: the calamity -was interpreted 
as God 1 s punishment for the rejection of the Messiah. Such 
reasoning must have made a deep impression upon the perturbed 
minds of many Jev/s. It is possible that a trace of it is still 
preserved in a strange passage of the Talmud which explains the 
destruction of the second Temple 
Jochanan ben Tortha, who lived about A. D. 110, must have, in some
57.
way received this tradition from Hebrew Christian sources. The 
phrase which goes "bad: to Psalm 35, 19 strikingly reminds one of
John 15,25:'foe- £/w, 4, 6y 6<* \/ /*.e <fto^t<*\/ which Delitzsch trans-
<#/
lates iV/TOW p^h .hjo'W . Hebrew Christian influence-. : T     ;   .
upon Jewish society increased to such an extent as to cause appre. 
hension amongst the Rabbis. This is evident from the counter- 
measures taken: active persecution, alterations in the liturgy, 
introduction of the Birkat-< la-Liinira, and calumniation of the 
person of Jesus.
a) Persecution.
Rabbi Ignaz Ziegler, who attributes to Paul alone the 
creation of Christianity, admits that persecution "began with the 
appearance of the Pauline party. Saul accomplished what the 
other Apostles would have never even attempted - the removal of
 
the Law. "Damit war das Tischtuch zerrissen", "between Judaism
and the antinomian movement led "by Paul, his friends and his
/0i
successors. The Jews have taken up the challenge and have
fought the new heresy with all available means. Ziegler adds:
  
"Ich wflrde mich noch heute meiner Ahnen schMmen, virenn sie in
gedankenloser Feigheit nicht von alien Mitteln Gebrauch gemacht
'53
ha*tten, um dera Feinde an den Leib zu rftcken". This frank ad- 
mission needs only one correction: persecution did not begin 
with the appearance of Paul, it began with Jesus. But, no 
doubt, Paul's attitude to the Law and the Gentile world must 
have provided a new stimulus.
Evidence of definite hostility towards Jesus and his dis- 
ciples is to be found in the whole ITew Testament literature. The 
impression the Gospels try to convey t is that the Messianic move- 
ment initiated by Jesus was bitterly opposed by an important sec- 
tion of the Jewish community. That opposition developed into
58.
violent hatred causing the death of the Ilaster and endangering 
the lives of his disciples. '.Then Paul entered the Church, he
entered as a former persecutor. How this fact could have escap-
'0?
ed the attention of Dr. Ziegler is not easy to explain. Israel
Abrahams, who discusses the question of Jewish persecution direct- 
ed against Christianity more fully, shows with good reason that 
it was mainly a measure of self-defence and that it was directed 
against Hebrew Christianity only. As to Gentile Christianity, 
the Synagogue was not vitally concerned with it, at any rate, not 
"until the organised Church had become imperial and. was in a 
position and displayed the will to persecute the Synagogue". 
Until then, "Christianity as such was not the object of much , 
attention, still less of attack". Abrahams admits, however, a 
certain measure of persecution but thinks that "the protagonists 
of a new movement, and their heirs and historians in later ages, 
are always inclined to mistake opposition for"persecution". His 
main point of emphasis is upon Jewish laclc of interest in Gentile 
Christianity. He, therefore, contests Tiarnack's affirmation
that the Jews were the main source of anti-Christian activity
i$fe 
and the instigators of persecution. However the case may be
with regard to Gentile Christianity, and after careful examination 
of the arguments on both sides, ITarnack's opinion seems psycho- 
logically more justifiable, though some of his remarks are based 
on conjecture, there can be no doubt about the Synagogue's atti- 
tude to Hebrew Christianity. If Abrahams questions the histor- 
icity of some of the New Testament passages recording persecution 
on the part of the Jews, there is ample evidence from Rabbinic 
literature to establish the case. To use Abrahams* own words: 
"The Jewish sources have a good deal to say about Christians, 
but almost invariably it is Jewish Christians thr't are the
59.
the object of castigation".
The attitude of Judaism towards Hebrew Christianity mist "be 
viewed from the angle of national emergency. Prior to 70 A. D., 
the Messianic movement was looked upon as another kind of heresy, 
"but after that date, and especially after the Bar-Cochba incident, 
a new element.came into play. The Jewish people, deprived of 
its national life, could not afford to its members freedom of 
conviction without endangering its national existence. To pre- 
serve a small religious minority, surrounded on every side "by 
hostile nations, was a task which only the ingenuity of the 
Synagogue could accomplish. Christianity, with its universal- 
istic outlook and supra-national tendency, constituted a menace 
to the integrity of Jewish life. He"brew Christianity was a 
"breach in the walls of nationalism, opening wide doors to assim- 
ilation. Opposition, therefore, towards Jewish Christianity, 
tended to grow in violence in proportion to the worsening of the 
Jewish national position. In the eacd end, it became relentless 
and uncompromising. The weapons the Synagogue used were social
ostracism, religious excommunication and every other form of
. 07suppression.
All that the Talmud has to say about the Jewish attitude to
14*
the Llinim primarily relates to Hebrew Christians. The rules
laid down aim at a complete separation from those in any way 
suspect of that heresy. These rules ere severe, almost ruth- 
less, but have probably never found full application in actual
'99
life. Thus, a L!in was to be treated worse than a heathen: no- 
body was to sell to him, nobody was to buy from him. No busi- 
ness transactions were made with him. His son was not to be
*
taught a profession. Medical treatment was not to be accepted 
from him. He was to be regarded as a renegade.and traitor, who
60. 
is not helped in need and whose life may be exposed to danger.
The "books of the Llinim were not to "be rescued from fire, 
though the name of God is to "be found in them; but ?.. Jose, the 
Galilean (ca. 110 A.D.) suggests that if the "burning of the 
"Gilionim" takes place on a week-day, the name of God may "be cut
101
out. Meat slaughtered by a Win was to "be regarded as if pur-
lej,
posed for idol sacrifice; his "bread like that of a Samaritan; 
his v/ine as if destined for idols; his fruit as untithed; his 
"books as books of sorcerers, and his children as bastards.  *
tf) Liturgical alterations.
R. Travers Herford, in a short essay on the separation of 
Christianity from Judaism says: "Judaism was hardly at all
affected by the rise and separation of Christianity, except while
2cL+
the process was going on'1 . This process Herford puts as cover- 
ing a period of about 50 years: "It began with the ministry of 
Jesus and it ended when the declaration against the !,>inim (Jewish
Christians) was officially made by the assembly of Rabbis at
,>5~
Jabneh, in the year 80 or thereabouts". But actually, the pro- 
cess of separation covered a much longer period and its influence 
upon Judaism was considerable. In fact, t he whole stress of 
the Synagogue since that time was upon those features of Judaism* 
which emphasised its difference from the new faith. It is true 
that the Synagogue's opposition was not only directed against
i 
/
Christianity, but also against gnostic and other heresies. Moore 
makes it abundantly clear that Judaism was not only opposed to 
the Christian weakening of the Unity of God, but to every kind
of dualism which was "in the atmosphere of philosophical and
2ob 
religious thought". But the Synagogue's chief antagonists were
the Hebrew Christians; we owe the eH^hasis of this fact to 
Herford's thorough labours in his valuable book on Christianity
51.
in Talmud and. I'idrash. Uerford rightly says that the Hebrew 
Christians "were the class of heretics most likely to "be affected 
"by regulations concerning the liturgy to "be used in worship. Ho
doubt other heretics would be detected if any such were present;
lo-f
but the Jewish Christians were the most important-". The abov,e
quotation refers to Mishnah !;Ie^:illah IV,8 and similar passages,
where it is laid down how to detect the presence of a Lin. The»
Hebrew Christians naturally visited the Synagogues, participated
\
in the Services, took part in-the discussions and based their
 
arguments upon Scripture. Thus, we hear of a certain I'in who
used to plague R. Joshua "b. Levi. with questions about the inter-
208
pretation of Scriptural texts. Indeed, the controversy between
 
Judaism and Christianity was, to a large extent, of an exegetical 
nature. Characteristic is the case of R. Simlai, an eminent
 
Haggadist who lived in Palestine and Galilee, and who engaged in
2otf
many controversies with Jewish Christians. Prominent amongst
the christolbgical proof-texts were the passages which indicated 
a plurality in the Godhead: the word p ' Vl fK in Gen.1, and 
Deutr. 4,32 - the recurring question put to the Rabbis was, how 
many divine personalities were responsible for the creation of 
the world ? Who assisted God in the. creation of man (Gen. 1,26)? 
What is the meaning of the threefold name of God in Jos. 22,22; 
Ps.50,1 ? What is the meaning of />'kil~T^ p*Tl*7X in Jos.24, 
19 ? . What is the meaning of /V.llS/7 £«»l*7*in Deutr.4,7 ?
too
etc. Other questions under constant discussion were as to the
 
time of the coming of the L'essiah, and the Resurrection f rom the 
dead.
An amusing story is attached to the name of R. Safra. R. 
Abbahu (ca.300 A.D.), recommended him to the Minim PS a great 
scholar. R. Safrp was therefore exempt from paying trxcs for
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thirteen years. One day, the !'inim, on meeting the Rabbi said 
to him: f lt is written, You only have I lmov/n from all the fam-
*
ilies of the earth, therefore I will visit upon you alljyour ini- 
quities 1 . (Amos 3,2); If one is angry does one vent it on one f s 
friend ? The Rabbi could not answer; so they wound a scarf 
round his neck and began to torture him. 'V/hen Abbahu came, he 
asked why they were thus treating him, to which they replied: 
"Have you not told us that he is a great man ? He cannot explain 
to us the meaning of this verse .'" R. Abbahu explained: "I may 
have told you (that he was learned) in Tannaitic teaching; did
I tell you (he was learned) in Scripture ?" The Minim then in-
£">{?" 
quired way he himself knew the answer to their guest ion, Abbahu
replied: "\Ve who are frequently with you, set ourselves to the 
task of studying it (i.e. Scriptures) thoroughly, but others do 
not study it as carefully". Herford places the incident in 
the beginning of the 4th century. R. Abbahu, was the disciple 
of R. Jochanan and lived in Caesarea. R. Saphra was a Babylon- 
ian. Hefford does not think there is sufficient ground for 
dismissing the story as a fiction. He is also convinced that 
the Minim here are Hebrew Christians. However the case may be, 
the frank admission-of R. Abbahu that the I'inim forced the Rabbis 
to a more thorough study of Scripture, throws much lig'ht upon
   
Jewish reaction to Christianity. This took the form of elimin- 
ating passages from the Synagogue worship v/hich might give support 
to the Minim for their interpretation; of reinterpreting texts 
with a Messianic tradition; and of placing special emphasis upon 
the absolute humanity of the expected Messiah and the absolute 
unity of God. But the contact with Christianity was not with- 
out influence upon the Rabbis themselves. R. Abbahu, who seems 
to have acquired expert knowledge how to- answer the many questions
63.
of the Kinim, and who plays so prominent a part in Jewish-Christ-
2llt
ian controversies, himself shows traces of Christian influence.
Joe'1 mentions some immediate effects upon Judaism s.s a 
result of the Jewish-Christian Controversy:
1) The omission of the Decalogue in the daily Services (Ber. 
12a)
2) The injunction to recite :Turn. 15, 57-41 morning and even- 
ing (Ber.lSb) 2/5"
3) The prohibition to use the LXX.
l) Mishnah Tamid (v. l) records that the Ten Commandments, 
together with the Shema and several other passages of Scripture 
were daily recited in the Temple. This was also the custom in
a/6
the Synagogue worship. "But the custom was discontinued in the 
Synagogues outside Jerusalem '"because of the cavilling of the 
heretics, for they night say: These only were given to looses 
on Sinai 1 (Berachoth, 12a)". ' Thus the Decalogue was omitted in 
order not to create the impression that it is singled out as of
 
greater importance than any of the other Commandments contained 
in the Torah. But the whole case is wrapped up in mystery and 
lacks an actepiate explanation. Finkelstein refers to it as "the
t«A
curious excision of the Decalogue". The crucial question, of 
course, is, who were the I.ttnim who forced the Synagogue to make
*
so drastic a change ? "They could not have "been Gentile Christ- 
ians, for controversies with such would hardly affect the Synag- 
ogue* s liturgy. ' They must have been Jews? either Jewish Christ- 
ians or other heretics. In view of the fact that the validity 
of the Law was the main issue between the Church and the Synago- 
gue, the heretics were obviously Hebrew Christians. ( This view 
is supported by the early date of the change. Finkelstein puts- 
it .as early as the middle of the first century. ' Oesterley and 
Box say that though it is impossible to determine the exact date
*
when the exclusion of the Decalogue from the Liturgy was effected
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"in all probability it w?s during the first century A. D. ". A. L. 
Knox suggests two reasons why the Decalogue was withdrawn from
*
public service: "in the first instance the withdrawal took pl?-ce 
in the synagogues of the Dispersion as a precaution agaixtst bias 
phemous parodies", by Gentile opponents. The second reason 
being the "cavillings of the heretics", as the Talmud explains. 
Knox adds: "The heretics here are, no doubt Christians". But 
the writer seems to imply that the excision of the Decalogue from 
the liturgy in the Synagogues of the Diaspora was not directly 
effected by the "cavillings of the heretics", but occurred at an 
earlier date "in order to avoid the danger of blasphemy by Gen- 
tile opponents". Such a step, according to Knox, was prompted 
by the feeling of special reverence towards the Decalogue in some 
Jewish circles. It is, however,.difficult to see how the danger 
of blasphemy from outside could affect.public worship within the 
Synagogue. The fact that there existed an ancient Christian, 
though unorthodox, opinion, that the Decalogue was the original 
Law, and that the rest of the Law was given as a punishment for 
the sin of the Golden Calf, together with the other fact that 
the Rabbis stressed the validity of the whole law, eveh trying* »
to prove by way of gematria that the Decalogue "implied the 
whole Torah plus the Rabbinic commands", favours the argument 
that the decision was ta'cen with the view of refuting Christians. 
Knox cautiously accepts such a probability. It is, therefore, 
reasonable to say that the excision of the Decalogue from Syna- 
gogue worship was primarily dictated by apologetic reasons in
223
the controversy with Hebrew Christianity. The later argument 
of the Gentile Christians regarding the Decalogue was merely a 
clumsy elaboration of an earlier view. The Decalogue played an 
important part in early Christian thought. It is frequently
65.
referred to in the Gospels. It is summarised "by Paul "by t'le 
law of love (Rom. 13,8ff), it forms the "background of the Didache. 
It is only natural that later Christians, following Paul's example^
 
should see in the Decalogue the essence of the whole Law. The 
section of Hebrew Christianity which refused to adhere to the 
ceremonial law must have laid special emphasis upon the perman- 
ent validity of the Ten Commandments only. The fact that there 
were Jewish Christians in greater numbers who took a Pauline 
view of the Law is of far-reaching consequence.
 
2) The second po£nt mentioned "by Joe'1 is of lesser import- 
ance. It concerns -the last section of the Shema, (Num. 15,37-41). 
There seems to have "been some difference of opinion whether it 
was obligatory to recite this section in the evening as well as 
in the morning. The Mishnah definitely enjoins that it "be re-
Z25~
cited in the evening also. The case seems to have some connec- 
tion with the controversy against the Minim. This is also 
Joel's opinion. In his view, the decision to recite Hum.15, 37- 
41 morning and evening was taken "damit man tMglich zwei Llal 1 
das Joch der (resetze auf sich nehme"; Joe'1 adds: "wenigstens
finden die Alt en darin Anti-LiinMisches", and he points to Bera-
llfe
koth 12b. If Joe'1 1 s be the coreect explanation, this is another
case where the dispute centres round ̂ the validity of the whole
T **!Law. '
In this connection it may "be mentioned that another ancient 
custom underwent alteration because of the Minim. It used to be 
the practice to recite the Benediction: "Blessed be His name, 
whose glorious Kingdom is forever and ever", which follows immed- 
iately after, "Hear, 0 Israel etc." in a low voice. But because 
of the Minim this custom was abandoned. R. Abbahu explains
66.
that in Nehardea (Babylonia), i.e. where there are no Mini?, this
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doxology is still said in a whisper. The reason for this alter- 
ation is o"bvious: . the suspicion arose that the L'inim might take
advantage of the occasion and insert a heretical prayer, or in
li<\
the case of Christians, the name of Jesus the Messiah.
3) The main reason for the hostile attitude to the LXX lies 
in the-fact that it provided the Christians with specific Christ-
 
ological arguments, and the many gnostic sects with a vast field 
for speculation. Together with^the denunciation of the Greek 
text went an aversion to the Greek language. There is a pro- 
hibition to teach the Jewish youth Greek recorded in the Mishnah 
which dates back to ca. 116 A. D. Joe'1 thinks of four further 
reasons which led the Rabbie to prohibit the Greek language and 
the Septuagint: l) The LXX contained not only mistranslations   
(MissverstMndnisse), but also a number of spurious texts. This
Joe'1 bases upon Justin Martyr's accusation that the Jews have
23/
left out certain passages from Scripture. 2) The importance
the Gnostic sects attached to Old Testament exegesis, basing 
their arguments upon the Greek version. 3) The fact that the 
Gnostic sects began to betray signs of hostility towards the 
Jews (Judenthum), may have been a further consideration. 4) Ehe 
political effect which Greek understanding.(Auffassung) of the
Old' Testament had upon Jewish life, may have also come into
Itt
play. But to our mind, the main reason for the prohibition to
use LXX, is closely connected with the Jewish-Christian contro *  
versy. To provide a more reliable translation which would 
eliminate the LXX from general use was attempted by the Greek
proselyte, a convert from Christianity to Judaism, A-niila (middle
M
2nd century). His aim was to give a literal translation close- 
ly related to the mc.soretie text. But though upheld by the
67.
Synagorue, it was not a success. Joseph Reider describes it
as something of a monstrosity, "its Gree:; vocabulary and gr:i.L.i£-
IM
tical forms being often uncouth and "barbaric". Its significance
lies in that it provided a separate G-reek version authorised "by
»
the Synagogue, while "the Septuagint became the official Bible
25^
of the Christian Church". The Jewish attitude to the Apocrypha 
was also conditioned by the dispute between the Church and the 
Synagogue. Sphraim Levine observes that Akiba* s objection to 
this literature "was directed a^Lnst Jewish Christians, who drew
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many of their' arguments from that source". To this ought to be 
added the fact -that there is some connection between the fixation 
of the Canon at Jabneh and the Jewish- Christian controversy. 
Fr. Buhl has shown with 'good reason that the Canon was
already in 'existence prior to the De struct ion/N and that even the 
Hagiographical part of the Old Testament was firmly determined 
before the 1st century. The discussion at Jabneh, therefore, 
was not concerned with the fixation of the 'Canon, but with the
 
revision of it. There appear to have been objections to some 
of the canonically sanctioned boo^s. The Rabbis reaffirmed the 
canonicity of these books. Buhl sees a connection between the
decisions at Jabneh and "the conflict with the powerfully advanc-
«*M
ing Christianity . Loewe seems to hold a similar view. He
remarks: "7/hen Christianity had definitely parted from Judaism, 
the provision of a canon became imperative". * It appears to us, 
however, that the incident at Jabneh still belongs to 1he process 
of separation itself. The reaffirmation of the already exist-
ing canon and the removal of objections to some of its books was
t
probably designed to separate the Old Testament from the Hebrew 
Christian literature and to provide an answer to the Christian 
contention that not nil the books of the Canon enjoy equal
68.
authority.
In a curious passage in Pes. R. 141), we get c glimpse of the 
Jewish reaction to the Gentile (?) Christian claim which was mads 
possible "by the possession of a Greek Bible: God foresaw that 
the Gentiles would one day translate the Torah and read it in 
Greek and say: "They (i.e. the Jews) are not (the true) Israel". 
God said to Hoses: 'The nations will say, V/e are (the true) 
Israel, we are the sons of God; and Israel will say, "We are 
the sons of God". So God said to the Gentiles: "Why do you
*  
claim to "be my sons ? I know only him who has my mystery in
t
his possession, he is my son". Then the Gentiles ask, "What is 
thy mystery ?" God answers: "It is the Hishnah" (i.e. the Oral 
Law). The meaning of the passage' is two-fold: it denies the 
Christian claim to have superseded Israel, and it claims on be- 
half of the Synagogue the key to the right interpretation of
_ . . im
Scripture. c ) The Birkat ha-Minim.
The Shemoneh Esreh, which is the Tephillah par excellence
MI
and "the central feature of the three daily prayers", contains 
a strange ""blessing", the much discussed Birkat ha-Minim. It 
is associated with the names of Gamaliel (OR. 100 X D.) and 
Samuel the "Stir A & (died ca. 125 A.D.). The classical Talimidic 
passage recording the introduction of the ""benediction" reads:
i
Our Ra"b"bis have taught: Simeon'the cotton-dealer (Dalman transl.
  . * ' '
FlachsschSler) arranged the eighteen "benedictions in order in 
the presence of Rattan Gamaliel at Jalmeh. Rattan Gamaliel askecU 
the sages: "Is there anyone who knows how to word the "benedic- 
tion relating to the Ivanim ?" Samuel the Small, stood up and
fc\i^
worded it. The Shemoneh Esreh, which according to tradition,
iff
was drawn up "by the Len of the Great Synagogue, has thus acquired
*
an extra "benediction", though it still retained the former name
69. 
of "Eighteen" ("benedictions). Immediately preceding the passage
4
quoted above the question is "being asked: "As to those eighteen
 »
benedictions - there are nineteen .' R. Levi said: The "bene- 
diction relating to the Minim was subsequently instituted at Jab- 
neh. Corresponding to what was it instituted ? R, Levi said: 
According to R, Hilleih, the son of R. Samuel b. Nachmani, it 
corresponds to "The God (El) of G-lory thundereth (cp.Ps. 29,3) ;
*
according to Rab Joseph, it corresponds to "One" in the Shema; 
according to R. Tanchum in the name of R. Joshua b. Levi, it 
corresponds to the small vertebra in the spinal column". It is
*
obvious from this passage that the Rabbis have tried to find some 
justification for the introduction of a curse into the otherwise 
lofty prayers of the Shemoneh Esreh. Jewish scholars have for 
a long time maintained that the Birkat ha-Minim was mainly direct-
 
ed against heresy as such, and only indirectly against Hebrew
i*r
Christianity. Even Israel Abrahams in his notes to Singer's 
Prayer Book says that the benediction "was directed against anti- 
nomians - those who rejected or neglected the Law - and also 
against sectarians (Minim) within the Synagogue. The statement 
which originated with Justin Martyr that the paragraph is an
imprecation against Christians in general has no foundation what-
146 . 
soever". This is correct in so far as it applies to Gentile
Christianity. It can hardly be expected of the Synagogue to be 
so concerned -with Geiitile Christians as to denounce them public- 
ally in its liturgy. The course of the Gentile Church only
»
indirectly affected Jewish religious life. Prom this quarter, 
the danger to the Synagogue was remote. But the case with Heb- 
rew Christianity was different. . The Jewish believers in Jesus 
of Nazareth were the real and immediate danger to the Synagogue. 
There can be little doubt who are meant by the "Minim". There
70.
was no other sect or heresy which could compare in importance 
with Hebrew Christianity.
The Hebrew Christians were steeped in the traditions of
»t
Judaism, many of them were loyal to the "traditions of the elders.
They were spiritually alive, abounding in religious zeal. They 
were agressive, and above all, they were the enthusiastic bear- 
ers of the greatest Jewish heritage- - the Messianic hope. They 
were dangerous because they had the advantage of attacking Jud- 
aism from within. It therefore became imperative for the' Syna- 
gogue to isolate them. For that purpose the Birkat ha-Minim 
was composed. Loewe rightly calls it a "test passage"; its 
intention being "to separate the sheep from goats, and compel 
the Minim to declare themselves". It naturally had the effect 
of widening the breach between the Jesus-believing and the non- 
believing Jews in that it made it impossible for the believers 
to worship in the Synagogues.
The present text of the 12th benediction which begins with 
the word piVVJ^A?/ reads: And for slanderers let there be no 
hope, and let all v/ickedness perish as in a moment: let all 
thine enemies be speedily cut off, and the dominion, of arrogance 
do thou uproot and crush, cast down and humble speedily in our 
days. Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, who breakest the enemies and
humblest the arrogant. But in this form the prayer is a "com-
iJTI
paratively late substitution". The Birkat ha-Minim has under- 
gone alterations, made "by the Jews for fear of censorship, and
2$i
"by the mediaeval censors for fear of blasphemy. That the
original text of the Birkat ha-Minim mast have made mention of
/ 
the Christians was anticipated by the learned Prof. Samuel Krauss,
Dr. Krauss rightly concluded from the repeated complaints by 
the Church Fathers that the Jews curse the Christians in their
71.
Synagogues three times daily, that this must have constituted an 
integral part of the Daily Prayers/ This assumption was "borne 
out Toy an old text found in e. Cairo Gefcizah by Dr. S. Schechter. 
That text reads: "For the renegades ( />* T£ll0/>^ ) let there "be 
no hope, and may the arrogant kingdom (=Rome ?) soon "be rooted 
out in our days, and the ITazarenes ( />* *")S l!l M / ) and the lainim 
perish as in a moment and "be blotted out from the book of life
and with the righteous may they not be inscribed. Blessed art
iSVthem, 0 Lord, who humblest the arrogant 1 '. It is difficult to
assess the age of the Genlzah fragment, but it is not the only 
instance where the ITozrim are explicitly mentioned in the Birkat 
ha-Minim.
Strack, referring to Schechter 1 s text remarks: "Auch der 
Siddur des G-aon Rab Amram nennt in dieser Berakha die Christen in 
dem im Anfange des Jahres 1426 vollendeten Codex Oxford BcKll. 
1095... Auch der llahzor - Codex de Rossi Nr. 159 in Parma sagt 
Blatt 2, dass die Berakha gegen die ScMler Jesu von Nazareth,
155"
talmid£ Jesu ha-nocri, gerichtet sei". He also points out that 
Rashi, in one US to Berachoth, expressly says, that the 12th 
benediction has the Christians in mind. But the question what 
was the original form of the Birkat ha-l.linim is a difficult one. 
Many scholars, like Derenbourgh, Hamburger, II. Priedl^nder, 
Bousset and Hirsch favour the view that the Birkat ha-Minim has
been added to some similar prayer already in existence. In
 
support of this theory an old Baraitha is brought forward, where,
**strangely enough, A '^ 'A and 1 »\U I *>S occur together Levy 
translates in this case the v/ord yYJl*)D by "Dissident en", 
apostates. But Schwaab rightly holds that this is untenable.'2*/
 
It rather looks as if JiXJI^D is a scribe's mistake. Jer. 
Ber. II, 4 contains the phrase /V^VJ*) fY/ p«V/D an(^ iv, 2 reads;
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' ^yj ID $YJ/ /V*J '/3; ^*tll*7b therefore, may easily "be a 
mistake for either of these. But there are other considerations 
which favour the view that the Birkat ha-l!inim was an entirely 
new addition.
l) The Talmud Jerushalmi says explicitly that before the 
introduction of the prayer against the Minim, there were only 
seventeen "benedictions. This led Schwaab to the view that the 
number Eighteen was fixed at the time of Gamaliel II. Though 
the number of the petitions was fluid, prior to the d e struct ion 
of the Temple, there were already 'in existence 17 benedictions 
in the amidah. After 70 A. D. , the benediction Abodah was aug-
mented by the words:n h'b. :XT7 l llfjl and later" '!••»• ' T ~"' r    »- 
the Birkat ha-!,*inim was added. But there still remains the fact
that the Babylonian Talmud actually counts 19 benedictions. In 
order to account for this, Schwaab, following the Ilidrash, ex- 
plains the process: "erst 17 Benediktionen, dann durch Hinzu-
fflgung der 12. Bitte 18 und zuletzt 19 durch das Hinzutreten der
M>t>
15. Benedict ion". The 15th benediction having arisen out of
the 14th, which was divided in two parts. But a glance at the 
text suffices to contradict this view. _The process seems to 
have taken place in the opposite direction: not that the Baby- 
lonian Talmud has divided the 14th petitiortnto two, thus creat- 
ing 19, but that the Jerushalmi has contracted petitions 14 and
i *
15 into one, thus retaining the original number "Eighteen 11 . 
Strack-Billerbeck show that the number Shemoneh Esreh was loiav/n
at least before Gamaliel's retirement from the presidency at
Ifci 
Jabneh. It is fairly safe to assume that it was ^znov/n before
his time, otherwise it would be difficult to account for the
fact thpt the Babylonian Talmud uses the name Shemoneh Zsreh for
jthe amidah.
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2) Samuel the Small, the composer of the Biriat ha-I,:inim, 
a year after he had composed the prayer, was leading the service 
at the Synagogue. When he came to reciting the Birkat ha-Hinim,
 
he could not remember it. He tried to lecall the prayer />*.hVJ
*fe3
,Jl I .y YJ >U7YJl -but he was not dismissed. The question is asked, 
why did they not dismiss him ? The rule laid down "by Rab 
Jehudah (died 299) on the authority of Rab (i.e. Abba Arika, 
167-247) was that if the precentor errs in any of the benedict- 
ions they do not dismiss him, but if he errs in the Birkat ha- 
l.'inim, they dismiss him, because there is the possibility- of his 
being a heretic. But in the case of Samuel the Small it is 
different, because he himself compoased it. But could not he 
have changed his mind ? To this, Abaje (died 338/9) replied
that there is a traditional saying: A good person does not be-
iM * 
come bad. Prom this story, one conclusion is certain: the
Birkat ha-LIinim was introduced as something new and even its 
composer found it difficult to get used to it.
3) The next question is as to the exact time of t he com- 
position of the Birkat ha-Minim.
Joe'1 attempts to prove that the prayer was introduced at
*
the time of Trajan, as a reaction against the Christian inter- 
ference with the rebuilding of the Temple. This is a conjecture
which is devoid of any historical evidence, but it shows that 
even a conservative Jewish v/riter like Joe'1 puts the Birkat ha- 
Llinim at an early date. Chwolson does not think that it could 
have taken place. before 100 A. D. , as prior to that time, the 
leaders of Judaism were preoccupied with important political 
questions; but it could not have been composed after 120 A. D. , 
as Samuel must have composed it a fe\; years before hl->s death, 
v/hich occurred in 125 A. D. At present, most scholars are a;;reed
74.
that the introduction of the Birkat ha-I^inim took place some
1.66 
time "before the end of the first century. The exact t line is
*
naturally impossible to fix, "but taking into consideration the 
inner circumstances, we may surmise that the inclusion of so vio- 
lent a curse into 'the Amidah points to a time when the Synagogue 
7/as witnessing a new surge »of Hebrew Christianity in the form of 
a revival of Messianism. This must have taken place not many
years after the destruction of Jerusalem. The frustration which 
that greatest national disaster, prepared the ground for Christ- 
ian propaganda. Since it is possible that Gamaliel II took
over the presidency at Jabneh "before the death of his predecessor,
irfy 
3. Jochanan "ben Zakkai, it is safe to assume that the Birkat ha-
I.Iinim was introduced about the year 90 A. D. , or even earlier. 
4) The second question which presents itself, is against
Y/hom is the prayer, directed ? There are two opinions on this 
point: l) The Birkat ha-IIinim had in view all heretics including 
Christians, This is the view of most Jewish scholars. 2) The 
Birkat ha-l,Iinim was chiefly directed against Christians, "but 
naturally included other heretics. - An adequate answer to the 
problem depends on what meaning we assign -to the word Minim, and 
whether we assume that the word p 1 *)^ 1* originally belonged to 
the wording of the prayer. It must be admitted that these are 
difficult questions, and that a final decision is impossible.
 
But there are some considerations in favour of the second view. 
Schurer explains that the word p'^^b in the Birkat ha-
J.iinim is "der engere Begriff, die p»Vp*der weitere (=Ketzer,
Ijr 
Abtrunnige ttberhaupt) ". Schwaab, too, tries to answer whether
Nozrim and Minim were the original words, and whether they stand 
in some relationship to each other. TIe' asks: "1st nun dieses
75.
V/ort (i.e. - Tozrim) von An$?nr; an neb en der Bezeiclinung £ «b '/^ 
als 'der engere Begriff gestanden of " And though he differs 
from Hoennicke as to the reason why the word ITozrim was inserted 
at a later date, he agrees with him that it was not originally 
in the text. Schwaab finds the answer to the puzzle in Schlatteti 
statement that the complete Hebraisation of the liturgy in the 
Greek Synagogue was in the fourth century by no means an estab- 
lished fact: "Minim durfte aber einer (ibersetzung, und die nactet- 
liegende Ubertragung war das von Epiphanius and Hieronymus be- 
zeugte M^J^f <* LOt> !V Schwaab, accepting Schlatter's opinion 
adds: "Dprnacli wMre P 1 *!^!) p.ls eine der hMufigen und beliebteH 
pleonasti^schen Hinzufftgungen zu erkl&ren". According .to this 
theory, the Hebrew word Minim \YP.S translated into Greek for
<y I *J r\,S*
liturgical use by M* ju)y«t. OL vfaioh, ±n course of time, became 
a Ifw8rtliche Rttcku'bersetzung neben I.Iinim" and slowly both words 
came in use. There seems to be some reason in Hoennicke's 
argument that Krauss has attained too much importance to the evi- 
dence of the Church Fathers in trying to prove that in the origin- 
al prayer the word ̂ * *) *^ IV) was already present. In the case 
of Justin, it cannot be shown that he is actually referring to 
the 18 benedictions, and in the case of Epiphanius, it must be 
borne in mind thrt his evidence refers to the prayer the Jews 
had in use in his own time, Hoennicke, therefore, concludes:
'Es wird l~raX' ^^^^ /^'^J'/^'nl die 'ursprftngliche Textform sein; 
in spSterer Zeit hat man dps TVort A'^^Vi hinzugefttgt". 
This is important; whatever view we accept in explaining the 
presence of the word Nozrim, there is reason to surmise that it 
was not originally in the text. It was added at a time when 
the word IJinim assumed a wider meaning including all heresies,
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and v/hen the bitterness against Christianity assumed such depth 
as to require specie 1 mation. Justin* s testimony, on the other 
hand, cannot easily "be "brushed aside. ~,Ye would, therefore, 
assume that Just in gnew that the liirkat ha-Minim had primarily 
Christians in view. This he could have easily learned from 
Hebrew Christians or from'sources related to them.
Y/e therefore feel justified in drawing the following con- 
clusions:
1) The Birkat ha-Minim had no precedent in the Synagogue, it was
a new creation, entirely dictated by internal necessity. \
2) It was composed at an early date* not many years after the 
destruction of Jerusalem.
3) It did not contain the word ITozrim, but it did contain-tne 
word, Llinim.
%
4) It was primarily directed against Hebrew Christians. In 
this we go a step further than Schwaab, who says that the 12th 
benediction was directed "zum mindesten auch -' gegen die Chris-
ten"*'5"
It is only natural to assume that the introduction of the 
Birkat hr.-Ilinim resulted, not only in widening the breach between
Hebrew Christians and orthodox Jews, but also in further pre-
'j'tf.
judicing the Jews towards Jesus of Nazareth.  
oj Calumniation of the person of Jesus.
 
Both the Talmud and the vast liidreshic literature contain
some references to the person of Jesus. Scholars are agreed
*77
that these references are mostly, v/ith a fev; exceptions, legend- 
ary and devoid of all historical authenticity. In tthe words 
of Klausner: "they partake rather of the nature of vituperation 
and polemic against the founder of a hated party, than objective
n&
accounts of historical value". This is also Laible's view. 
After carefully explaining all the data, Lnible says: "Zveierlei
77.
ist uns fortv/.Hhrend in suffMlli^er V/eise entgegengetreten:
1. die ungemeine Dtirftiglceit und Sp&rlicfrceit dieser ITotizen,
*M
2. ilire fabelhafte Beschaffenheit". This is a curious and
disappointing fret. 'Ye would hcve expected historically well 
authenticated evidence from Jewish sources respecting the person 
of Jesus of Nazareth. But this is not so. Klausner gives two 
reasons, for this: 1. The Talmud authorities rarely allude to 
events which too> place in the period of the Second Temple; 
2. The ttontemporaries of Jesus hardly noticed his appearance in 
the turbulent days of the Terods and the Roman Procurators. By
the time Christianity, however, became an important sect, they
280already possessed no historical knowledge of the actual facts.
'This probably explains the case, though s it is difficult to see 
how the Rabbis hr ve completely overlooked the historical facts 
connected with the life of Jesus, or remained ignorant of^them. 
Klausner 1 s second point suggests that the life of Jesus did not 
create the stir, and its effects were not as momentous as we are
 
led to suppose on Hew Testament evidence. But there may still 
be another explanation. Tlje Talmud seems to adopt 1wo methods 
in dealing with opponents. The one method is to ridicule, the 
other is to ignore the adversary altogether. It adopted the
 
first in its presentation of the life of Jesus, and the second 
in its attitude to John the Baptist. It is a curious fact that 
the whole Rabbinic literature does not contain a trace of the
t r
existence of John. But John 1 s activity was important enough to
^- .«&* 
be noticed by Josephus. la^wer, the same can be said about
A
other important events in Jewish history which find no mention 
in the Tf?.lj<rad. Klausner rightly draws attention to t he fact 
that, had it not been for 1 and II i.pccabees, and the writings 
of Josephus, the Talmud would not have conveyed to posterity even
78.
the name of Judas Maccabeus .' But whatever the reason may be, 
the Talmud makes some statements about the person of Jesus, 
though admittedly under the strain of heated controversy. Later 
references contained in the Rabbinic literature were called forth
*
by way of reaction against Christian oppression: "a highly
v
treasured, private form of vengeance in return for the attitude
• £&2
of the Christians towards the Jews".
%
r
1. Talmudic statements about Jesus.
Neither the historical value, nor the authenticity of refer-
9
-ences'or hints regarding Jesus contained in the Talmud are decis- 
ive- for our investigation. All we are concerned^ with ifc to 
collect the features which formed the portrait for those Jews 
who sought information about the Man of Nazareth from the pages 
of Rabbinic literature.
There is extant at least one Mishnaic reference to Jesus; it 
is generally held to be the oldest mention of our Lord. R. Simeoh 
b. Azzai said: I found a family register in Jerusalem, and in it
*
it was written, 'Such a one is a bastard through' (a transgression
of the law of) thy/neighbour's wife 1 , confirming the words of R.
133
Joshua. There are also several Baraitas and a number of Mid-
rashic allusions either to Jesus himself, or disciples of Jesus. 
Only occasionally does the actual name of Jesus occur, in the 
form of l\J', ' >*} ! \\ji (or, 0*3) or i •)&!% )1 Ifc" (also
More often he is referred to as
(the anonymous one) or [V/«*tl I .ft IK ("that man"); this is chiefly
asr
due to medieval censorship. Later Jewish authorities seem to
/ 
have confused the person of Jesus with a certain Ben Stada, and
Z&6
have thus added another synonym to the collection.
The contents of the passages referring or alluding to
Jesus in the Talmudic and Midrashic literature have been care- 
fully examined "by many authorities. After the work done "by scho- 
lars like, Lai"ble, Strack, Herford, and more recently, Klausner, 
there is no need for a detailed discussion. It may suffice to 
quote the summary of the story as given "by Herford: "Jesus, 
called ha-TTotzri, B. Stada, or Pandira, was born out of wedlock 
(M. Jeb. IV, 13, cp. Bab. Shabb, 104b). His mother was called 
Miriam, and was a dresser of women 1 s hair (Bab. Sha"b. ib. where
'Miriam megaddelah nashaia* is a play on 'Miriam Magdalaah', i.e.
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Mary Magdalene). Her husband was Pappus b. Judah, and her para-
mour Pandira. She is said to have been the descendant of princes 
and rulers, and to have played the harlot with a, carpenter =(Bab. 
Sanh. 106a). Jesus had been in Egypt, and had brought magic 
thence. He was a magician, and deceived and led astray Israel.^
He sinned and caused the multitude to sin. (Bab. Sanh. 107b).
» 
He mocked at the words of t-he wise, and was excommunicated (ib. ).
He was tainted with heresy (ib. 103a). (He) called himself God, 
also the Son of Man, and said that he would go up to heaven (Jer. 
Taan 65aj Jesus is not mentioned by 'name, but there is no^ 
doubt that He is meant). He made himself live by the name 
of God (Bab. Sanh. 106a; also anonymous). He was tried in 
Lydda (Lud) as a deceiver and as a teacher of apostasy (Tos. 
Sanh. X, -H; Jerus. Sanh. 25c,d). Witnesses, were concealed 
so as to hear his statements, and a lamp was lighted over him 
that his face might be seen (ib. ). He was executed in Lydda, 
on the eve of Passover, which was also the eve of Sabbath; he 
was stoned and hung, or crucified (ib. and Tos. Sanh. IX, 7). 
A herald proclaimed, during forty days, that he was to be stoned, 
and invited evidence in his favour; but none was given (Bab. 
Sanh. 43a). He (under the name of Balaam) was put to death by
*
Pinhas the Robber (Pontius Pilatus) , and at the time was thirty-
90.
three years old (Bab. Sanh. 106b). He was punished in Gehenna 
by means of boiling filth (Bab. Gitt. 56b, 57a).. He was 'near 
to the Kingdom' (Bab. Sanh.. 43a). He had five disciples (ib.).' 
Under the name of Balaam, he was excluded from the world to come 
(M. Sanh. X,2).*! Two things are obvious from this account: 
l) The Rabbis "deliberately attempted to contradict events record- 
ed in the Gospels". 2) An effort is made to present Jesus in an 
unfavourable light. In the words of Hennecke: "Im ganzen
^*  
billigerweise sagen, dass Jesus im Talmud nichts anderes ist, als 
das, natflrlich durch den jfldischen Widerwillen verzerrte. Spiegel 
bild der/juden - Oder heidenchrist lichen Christusbilder der Kirche?
2. The Tol'doth
Besides the sparse and inadequate Talmudic references to 
Jesus, there is in existence an old Jewish source which offers a 
more elaborate and rather fantastic account of his life. It has 
been the object of much discussion since the Middle Ages. Hore 
recent investigation of the Tol'doth Yeshu was in respect to 
their origin and age. The most valuable work was done by the 
learned Samuel Krauss, who carefully selected and classified the 
MSS, and minutely and critically examined their contents. A morfc. 
recent study of the Tol'doth Yeshu, with the object of establish- 
ing a connection between the Jewish source and the Gospel Accord- 
ing to the Hebrews, was made by Mr. Hugh J. Schonfield, himself
197
a Hebrew Christian.
This strange parody of the Life of Jesus shares some featured 
with the traditional account in the Talmud, but is more elaborate 
and less restrained. Its readers were the more ignorant people 
in Jewry.
The Tol'doth differ in two important points from the Talmudic.
account: l) They purport to replace the Gospel story, thus
aUOtMllr
offering a coherent Aof-the Life of Jesus of their own making; 
2) Their intention is not only to replace the Gospels, "but also
the Acts of the Apostles, offering instead "eine entsprechende
)94
jfldische Darstellung". Dr. Krauss does not regard the Talmud
I 
as the main source of the Tol'doth Yeshu. He says: "Gerade der
Umstand, dass die Toldoth-Recensionen Jesum nur als ben Pandera, 
nicht als ben Stada kennen, also in demjenigen Sagenkreise, den- 
auch Celsus kennt, beweist,^ dass der Toldoth-Schreiber nicht aus 
dem Talmud compiliert, sondern die lebendige jftdische Ueberlie-
%  
ferung aufzeichnett ein Theil dieser Ueberlieferung gelangte ira
// 
Talmud, der andere Theil im Toldoth zur schriftlichen Fixierung...
Krauss regards the canonical and apocryphal Gospels as the back-
 
ground of this Jewish tradition, but 'its immediate and most im- 
portant source was "Das hebra*ische 'Geschichtswerk Josippont wel- 
ches auch ypn Jesu und von den Anfa*np;en des Christentums' berich-
. Jo/
tete... On the other hand, Schonfield, after comparing the
Tol'doth with the canonical and extra-canonical Gospels arrived 
at the conclusion, that the author must have had another source
•
before him. Schonfield identifies that other 'source with the 
lost Gospel according to the Hebrews, He even thinks that a 
reconstruction of the lost Gospel is possible by following close- 
ly the order of the Tol'doth account. In Mr. Schonfield's view,
  *
the author of the Tol'doth v/rote his "counter-Gospel" by copying 
the form and arrangement of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, 
but perverting its contents. Schonfield, then concludes: "The 
Tol'doth* Jeshu will be found on serious examination to supply a
  
*
most important witness to the structure of the lost Gospel accord
&>2
ing to the Hebrews". It seems that Mr. Schonfield's main argu- 
ment is based on the fact that the Tol f doth has appended the
story of the Acts of the Apostles, or rather a perversion of it, 
while ,Prof. '-Benjamin Bacon has suggested that the Ebionite Gospel 
must have hsd a similarly appended story in which Peter, and not
«*
Paul, WQS the chief hero. Epiphanius actually mentions such
303
Acts of the Apostles according to the Etoionite version. Schon- 
field goes a step further and declares that the Ascents of James
in the Clementine Recognitions are "an expanded form o'f a section   *  "      '  .
of the Hebrew Acts", which concluded the Gospel according to the
*oi+
Hebrews. Prom this, Schonfield adduces: 1) That many Jews
adhered to the doctrine of Jesus; 2) that serious disorders 
resulted from the Nazarene preaching; 3) that the Nazarenes 
accused the chief priests of'slaying the Lord's anointed; 4) 
that the Nazarenes did not leave the Jewish community; 5) that 
strife and discord developed between the opposing parties. But
\
Schonfield's patristic evidence is very meagre and his conclusions
_ v m
forced. There is no need to rely upon so dubious a source as 
the Ascents of James to prove the above mentioned points. Every
* '-/
point is amply borne out by the first chapters of Acts. A very
weak-link in Schonfield's argument is the assertion that the com-; /
piler of the Tol'doth has utilized the appropriate points in his
305-
narrative, taking care not to do too much violence to his source. 
This seems to contradict the whole thesis that the author of Tol f « 
doth was bent upon presenting "a Satirical Gospel" in spirit 
truly related to Celsus 1 , The Discourse* and Lucian of Samosata's
»
De Morte Peregrini. It is difficult to see why historical fact 
should have had a restraining effect upon the author's imagina- 
tion ?
As to the time of the Tol'doth, there is great difference 
of opinion, but Krauss' reasoning seems to compe.re favourably 
with other views. He says: "Wahrscheinlich mtfssen v/ir uns das 
Toldoth im 5. Jh. entsteheh denken. Die Schrift berichtet nur
83. 
Ereignisse welche ins 5. Jh. reichen; ' sie spricht ausser von
f
Jesus noch von.Petrus und Paulus, von Simon Magus, von der 
Auswanderung nach Pella, von den Bischofen Kleophas und Jaco"bus, 
hat Thatsachen, die auf Pseudp-Hegesippus weisen, berichtet die 
Kr'euzauffinduhg, weiss von ITestorius, a"ber nichts dartfber hinaus, 
auch nicht von der Wegnahme des Kreuzes durch die Perser im Jahre 
614, wo doch dieses Factum dem j-ftdischen Autor sehr willkommen
i06
gewesen wMre, wean er es gewusst hStte". Krauss also points to
>
the list of Christian festivals referred to in the Tol f doth, and
-
especially to Christmas (natalis). Schonfield thinks that the
original form (the Ur-Tol f doth) is probably earlier than the 5th
»oy 
century. Klausner rejects the view that our present To1 doth
goes back to the 5th century. -' But he admits the possibility 
"that some book entitled Tol f doth Yeshu - though more or less
   
different in content and altogether different in form and Hebrew
 
style - was in the hands of the Jews as early as the fifth cent- 
ury, and that it was the same book which fell into the hands of
Agobard, Bishop of Lyons, (who refers to it in his book, MDe
? v
judaicis superstltionibus tf , which he composed in conjunction with 
others about the year 830)-, and into the hands of Hrabanus Maurus, 
who became Archbishop of Magenta in 847, and, in his book, "Con- 
tra Judaeos", referred to Jewish legends about Jesus \tfiich corres-
3.05 
pond to much of the contents of the surviving Tol'doth Yeshu. "
But Klausner affirms that the present Hebrew Tol'doth "even in
its earliest form, is not earlier than the present Yosippon, i.e.
309
it was not composed btfore the tenth century'). But this state-
/ 
ment refers only -to LISS which have come down to us. The tradit-
^«
ion itself is very old and goes back to a time when "the propagan 
*
da of the TTazarenes among their non-Christian brethren, and the .
vo 
circulation of their. Gospel", was counteracted with the story of
the Tol'doth. Krauss, rightly relegates the Tol'doth to the 
class of apologetic and polemical vvritings. Schonfield 1 s sugges*- 
tion that it originated at Ti"berias may point to an even earlier
 
date than the 4th century.
•
A "brief summary of the contents of the Tol f doth can "be found
3//
inKlausner's book. The main gist of the story is the assertion 
that Jesus WPS an illegitimate child, that he performed miracles 
"by means of sorcery which he learned from the Egyptians; that 
he acquired the power of performing miracles "by stealing the 
Ineffable ITame from the Temple and sewing it underneath his skin- 
that he was arrested on the eve of Passover; that he was hanged
*
on a cabbage stem (the reason given is that Jesus had previously, 
adjured all trees by the Ineffable Name not to receive his body
but he failed to adjure the cabbage stem, which do'es not count
 
as a tree ,f );_that hispody was removed on the eve of the Sabbath 
and "interred; that the gardener removed his body and cast it
V
into a cesspool.
Such is the story ?/hich Krauss affirms "was intended ser-
ZIZ
iously as a history of Jesus 11 , to Herford ! s great surprise. To
indicate the influence of the Tol f doth upon the Jewish people, we 
will quote an interesting passage from Klausner: "This book is 
not now common, though at one time it had a wide circulation./, 
in Hebrew and Yiddish among the simpler minded Jews, and even
»
more educated Jews used to study the book during the nights of 
TTatal (Christmas).. .Yet the book may still be found in MS, and 
in-print amdng many educated Jews. ^ Our mothers knew its contents
 
by hearsay - of course with all manner of corruptions, changes, 
omissions,'and imaginative additions - and handed them on to
M *'*
their children , In the Middle Ages, and even up to our own 
days, the Tol'doth Yeshu served as a popular handbook and was
almost the only source left to the Jewish people from which to 
draw their knowledge concerning Jesus Christ. It used to "be 
read with great relish, especially on Christmas Eve, and even 
now, Jewish school-boys in countries like Poland, are given the 
evening free to en.joy the story on the night of Nit'l,37^
ejl The lingering past.
The scanty references in Talmud and Midrash and the derisive
 
account offered "by the Tol'doth Yeshu were the two main sources 
upon which the children of Israel drew concerning Jesus, his life 
his labours, his teaching and his end. The characteristic 
feature of "both these sources is "best described "by the Jewish 
Encyclopedia when it says: "It is the tendency of all these 
sources to belittle Jesus "by ascribing to him illegitimate "birth, 
magic and a shameful death". To quote once againjbhe authority
 
'of S. Krauss: "Jesus' illegitimate "birth was always a firmly
held dogma in Judaism, which found clear expression in its ancient*
and modern literature, passed 'over to the heathens of antiquity 
and lives today in the consciousness of every siinple minded Jew,
who only knows as much on this subject as he has-learned from his
T>\(0
parents". The purpose of these disfigured and fantastic state-
*
ments was to repel the Jew from the person of Jesus, and to keep 
him immune from Christian influence. No doubt, the effort ha?s 
"been crowned with complete success.
i*
'Generations of Jews have lived and passed into o"blivion, 
and though surrounded by Christianity on every side, have never 
actually faced the truth about Jesus. Equally little have they 
known about Christianity iteelf. To the son of Israel, his 
Christian neighbour remained a" Gentile who believed in three 
gods, worshipped the Cross and hated the Jews. A large measure 
of the guilt for this state of affairs falls upon the Church ' 
itself, an equally large measure falls upon the spiritual, leaders
86.
of Judaism.
Conservative Judaism still refuses even to discuss the case
 
of Jesus. Appeals made "by enlightened Jews to reconsider the 
Jewish attitude towards Jesus of Nazareth immediately raises in 
these quarters an outcry of indignation. In this respect,' no- 
thing has changed. Even critical studies of the life of Jesus t •
made "by Jews seems to "be, in the eyes of conservative Judaism, 
an unpardonable sin. Thus, Prof. J. Klausner's "book, ^ihich is
anything "but favourable to Christianity, has raised a storm of
ilfl
protest: "Jesus must never again even cross our rnindsV is the
Jifl
rule of" the orthodox camp. Yet even more astounding is the fact
that this persistent and uncritical, almost wholesale rejection 
of Jesus, is "by no means characteristic of the .Orthodox group 
alone. The attitude of supreme negation is the general rule 
for Jewry at large. Here, as nowhere else, do we maet with the
 
lingering memory of Jewish suffering which, in the Jewish con?
33*
sciousness, is closely associated with the name of Jesus, This
is the "burden of the Christian guilt.
«7
Chapter III
The Church and the Jews.
The second potent factor in the process of alienr-tion 
between Jesus and the Jewish people was the Church. This is 
the darkest spot in the history of Christianity. The
VI .
Christian record of Jewish wrongs and suffering is the most 
incriminating testimony against the Church. This explains
why, to the Jew, Christianity "became a synonym for Jew-hatred.   ,
It is commonplace for the Jew to associate the name of Jesus 
with the Ghetto , the Badge and. the Inquisition. To Jews of 
Eastern Europe, the Cross to this day is the symbol of 
persecution. And how could it "be otherwise ?
\
Dr. James Prrkes has studiously tracer) hack the evil 
which is usually called pnti-Semitism'to Christian exegesis 
and theology. He has shown in his valuable work on the 
Origins of Antisemitism the extent to which the Church is to
 
"be held responsible for the suffering of the Jews throughout
ftthe ages-. Much has "been written on the subject especially "by
Jewish writers. Every detail has "been thoroughly investigated 
"by Jewish and Christian historians. All that remains for us to 
do is to give a general outline.
I. The ascendency of the Church.
T7e have already seen the extent of reaction on the part of 
the Synagogue to the Christicn heresy. But the Synagogue's 
struggle against Hebrew Christianity w^s entirely en internal 
affair. It was a controversy between Jews as to the significance 
and meaning of certain events Which have taken place in 
own midst. The dispute was of s religious nature and as is 
always the 'c^se, it grew in violence until it c me to a split. 
The minority, which in this case were the "Christians" was 
defeated. This involved suffering end persecution. Jews were
9*
persecuting Jews. Such internal strife is no /^jol :,ted case in 
history. But .soon a new element came into play. The Llessianic 
Movement "broke its national ties and confronted the Gentile
world. Jewish missionaries began to preach the Jewish lies si ah
j>
to the heathen and met v/ith -remarkable success.
The starting-point ^or the Christian evangelists were the 
Synagogues of the Diaspora which attracted considerable numbers 
of Gentiles. The 66ro/*£*OL, and Aorouyvtf voc in Acts, however we 
interpret their status in the- eyes of Judaism, were n-turally 
the first of the Gentile world to respond to the Gospel message.
The reason Harnack gives for assigning the name
4ively to Gentile Christians IKS convincing force. The heathen
populace at Antioch coined the name to designate the Gentile
£
believers. Acts 11, 26, therefore, marks a new stage of develop-
ment where the Christian community shows already a preponderance 
of Gentile members. But this may have been an isolated case. At
first, the proselytes who were won for the Gospel remained in
  
the Synagogue or attached themselves to small Hebrew Christian
groups within the Synagogue. But soon new converts were added 
who had no previous attachment to Judaism. The question whether
these newly won heathen were first to be received in the Syna-
y '
gogue or might become XftdT/dt^OL without the mediacy of
Judaism was bound to become a burning issue. On this point 
ions were .divided, and it came to a split between the "liberal"
party headed by Paul and the "Judaizers", whom £aul calls the
' 6 
"false brethren". The r6le which the leaders at Jerusalem
^
played in the dispute is not clear. The name of James is usually
    
associated with the Judaizing party, but with what' .justification
. * '
it is difficult to decide. A general agreement -/ill probably
never "be reached in this matter. But one thing is fairly certain; 
Paul was "by no means the only champion of "rntinomianisa" as is 
sometimes" maintained. He was "backed "by a considerable "body of 
men, and not fill o^' them came from the Diaspora or were tainted
^ ~  
with Hellenism. This is "borne out "by the "behaviour of Peter at 
Antioch. Machen who has discussed the relationship between Peter 
and Paul at great length, significantly says: "The very exist- 
ence of the Church would have "been impossible' if there had been
 »
a permanent "breach "between the leader in the Gentile mission and 
the leader among the original disciples of "Jesus". The exist- 
ence of a strong antinomien party within Hebrew Christianity is
well authenticated from Jewish sources, as we have seen in the
$
preceding chapter.
It is at this point that the Apostolic Decree of Acts 15 
becomes of x vital importance. This highly controversial subject 
has been keenly discussed 'for over a centnry without any conclu- 
sive results. The main difficulty is the interpretation of w. 
28 & 29. The question whether the Decree aimed at purely
/   ; 
ethical standards or also involved a certain adherence to cere- 
monial law, is not easy to decide. Prof. A. S. Peake calls it
"one of the most tangled problems in the history of the early
9
Church". The rarest problem is the decision regarding the text,
as there are considerable differences involved. The generally
\
accepted text has three food prohibitions and one ethical 
prohibition. But enrly pnrf important MSS omit "things stranded!'
 
This would leave two food prohibitions rnfl one ethical prohibi-
*
tion. "But the remov?! of f things strangled 1 makes it possible
to take pll three as ethical, that is PS prohibitions of
1 re
idolatry, murder and impurity".
Strangely enough, most authorities which omit "things
 9o
' 
strangled11 (n-^/iuToVj add the "Golden rule" in its negative form.
it '3
First Hilgenfeld and later Gotthoid Resch have accepted the
Western reading as the original, i.e. the version which omits
 
the clause ."things strangled" and adds the "Golden rule" in the 
negative form. Harnack previously fought for the Eastern, i.e.
/4 
the common text, but h.°s l^ter accepted Resch 1 s view with the
exception of the Golden rule which he regards as P. later addit- 
ion. Harnack*s change of opinion is important? only grave 
considerptions have caused him to accept the other view. This
is now the generally accepted view. Kirsopp Lake says: "The
// 
T three-clause 1 Western text of the Decrees seems to "be right".
But Kirsopp Lake finds it more difficult than Harnack to inter- 
pret the "three, clauses'1' in a strictly ethical "sense, as the >  
"Iribegriff eines Moralkatechismus" to use Harnack 1 s phrase.
 
And it seems to us that this "balanced'opinion is nearer the
/ 
• truth. Lake says: "TToj^ 4 * whether it means "fornication" or .
*>
marriage within prohibited degrees , has no olace in food-law,
1 • A 
and Of^uat though it might have meant murder is not likely to
have done so... Therefore the theory of a "food-law" seems to
I 
"be blocked "by one word, and that of a "moral-law" by the other".
The Decree, in our opinion, actually represents "both, the 
elementary moral and "food-laws" required from the Gentile if 
social intercourse with a Jew was to become possible. The
  ~  
»
division between the strictly moral and the "ceremonial" in our 
modern sense was entirely unknown to the Jews. In view of the 
fact that both V/eiss and Harnack -are inclined to regard Acts
15, 23-29 not as the original letter, but only a "Compilation"
'I
made by the hand of Luke from an older document (Urkunde), it.. i
v
is not unreasonable to assume that Luke f s decree is pn abridged
 
form of a slightly longer statement. To this we would add the
fact that mos-t scholars r.re agreed that .the Decree has 
affinities with the Rabbinic rules concerning Gentile "God- 
fearers". Prof. Lake says: "there is sufficient resemblance 
between the Apostolic decrees and the Noachian rules to make 
it probably that both represent the regulations which
the intercourse of Jews and God-fe?rers in the middle of
10
the first century. " The rules concerning the "Sons of Noah"
-*
were the minimum the Rabbis required from the Gentiles who lived
  »
in their midst if any social intercourse was to become poss-
»
Ible. These seven Ai 'J^t/ll/^A consisted of submission 
to the authorities, the rejection of idolatry, the prohibition
of blasphemy, incest, shedding of blood, robbery and the cutting
21
of a limb from a living animal. These Noachian Commandments
have played considerable importance in Jewish jurisprudence, 
though their actual application was only seldom in use for lack
 
of opportunity. It is possible that these were the rules to
which theii\0/.h '*)S had to submit; those Gentiles who were only
12
semi -proselytes. Il^imonides declaires; "Whosoever receives
the seven commsndments, and is coreful to observe them, he is
#
one of the pious of the nations, of the world, end has a share 
in the World to come". There is therefore every reason to
suppose that these or some similar commandments were to form
*
the basis for the intercourse between the Gentile Christians
n
and the Church at Jerusalem. But the acceptance of the Nochian 
rules in itself, did not put the Gentile on an equal footing 
with the born Jew. To become a full member of the Commonwealth 
of Israel, complete conformity \vith the requirements of the 
Law was expected. "The Apostolic Decree has therefore left the 
Gentile position undefined, so much so that Peter himself was 
uncertain to who.t length it WPS permissible to go. Paul's
silence about the dec-ree may be due, not so much to his refusal 
to accept'the verdict, PS Prof. Lake suggests, but rpther'to  
* 
i  
, a desire to avoid a controversial issue; there must h^ve been 
considerable devision of opinion PS to the interpretation of 
the Decree. The Judaizers interpreted it one way, the circle of 
which Paul was representative another way. The clash between
the two parties centred round this problem as the Epistles- of 
* .  
Paul testify. A solution was never reached, %a compromise was 
impossible. In the course of time, however, the Pauline view 
prevailed. Such a triumph was only possible thanks to the len-
\
iency, if not pctive cooperation of the Church at Jerusalem. 
This is a point too often overlooked.
The reaction o^ the Synagogue to the pntinomian tendency in 
their midst WFs naturally violent. The position WPS aggravated 
by the fact thr t msny semi-proselytes to Judaism embraced the 
new faith, which offered them equality without the 'requirement 
to undergo the peinful ceremony of circumcision and without 
submission to the ceremonial part of the Law.'
*
Jewish scholars, as we have seen, have strongly opposed the 
generally.accepted view that the Synagogue was guilty of perse- 
cution. Abrahams categorically repudiates Harnack 1 s statement
that the Jews were the first and the greatest enemies of
18
Christianity. Making allowance for Jewish protestations, we
would still hole! that the Synagogue WPS responsible for a good
deal of persecution, not only of Hebrew Christipns, but plso of
'*? * 
the G-entile Church.' The re?son for such behaviour lies not only
in the fact that in the eyes of Judaism Christianity was a 
heresy, but thrt it WPS also P rival religion which soon proved 
a dangerous competitor in the mission-field. This psychological 
factor is of conBiderable importance.
33
Jewish writers have-sometimes alleged that the Church
 
was at pains to ex >lain to the Roman authorities the essen- 
tial difference "between Judaism end Christianity. This was done 
in order to escape "the penalties attached to the observance
30
of the Jewish religion" after the Destruction of the Temple 
and especially pfter the Bar Cochba incident. Mr. Ephraim 
Levine suggests the possibility that Christians who opposed 
the Bar Cochba insurrection gained special favour with the 
authorities and were thus not hindered in setting up a bishop- 
ric in Aelia Capitolina, the pagan city "built on the ruins of 
51
Jerusalem. But none of these views can "be supported "by
reliable evidence. On the other hand there is the witness of
»
the N. T. & the Church Father's. Even allowing for the measure
3Z
of exaggeration suggested "by J. Weiss, the Synagogue still 
appears in violent opposition to Christianity. Trypho himself 
was not indifferent to the fnct that Justin was a Christian:t < *» - 
to him Christianity was tantamount to forsaking God and reposing
confidence in man.
Jewish scholars who emphasise the Synagogue's lack of 
interest in Gentile Christianity; overlook the fact that the 
Church constituted a continual challenge to Judaism. Justin's
«
Dialogue'is a classical example. The Synagogue could not 
possibly remain indifferent to the Christian appropriation of 
all Jewish hopes, the national hope included. The Church 
disinherited the Synagogue and usurped all its privileges. The 
Synagogue naturally re-fused to accept such a situation. A clash 
v;as inevitable where Synagogue and Church had to live side "by 
side. Justin remarks that Jews don't hesitate to put Christians
s
to death, when they have the power to do so (ch.95). But by 
160 A. D. (i.e. the time the Dial, was written), the actual
division has taken place, and the controversy has lost much of 
its heat. Harnack rightly observes: "Der" Dialog mit Trypho ist 
in Wahrheit der Monolog des Siegers. Nicht der Gegner serbst
35*
spricht mehr; Justin l&sst ihn sprechen . Christianity is 
already in the ascendency, the Gentile Church has won the field.
He"brew Christian connection with Jerusalem was broken prior
36
to A.D. 70 when the community migrated from Jerusalem.to Pella.
The second crisis which deepened the disruption "between the Jew- 
ish followers of Jesus and their "brethren was caused by the diffi- 
cult situation which arose during the Bar Cochba insurrection.
Bar Cochba made claim to Messiahship and was upheld "by the most
57 
prominent Rabbi of the day, -Akiba.' For Hebrew Christians to
lend a hand in the struggle virtually meant a denial of the ".
\
Messiahship of Jesus, as there could not be two Messiahs to eomm-
*
and their loyalty. Hebrew Christians therefore refused to d°in
58
the insurrection^and were bitterly persecuted. This marks the
end of Jewish-Christian relationship. When, after the insurrec- 
*
tion, the broken tradition was re-established by setting up a '.. 
bishop in Jerusalem, now a pagan city called after a pagan god, 
the new bishop was a Gentile and a stranger to the old life of
30
the Hebrew Church. .Prom now onwards, Hebrew Christianity is 
pushed into the background. It is Gentile Christianity which 
occupies the forefront of history.
2. The Victory of the Church & its effect upon Jewish life.
The Gentile Church, together with the primitive tradition 
has taken over the struggle between the Jewish-Christian 
minority and orthodox Judaism,, as a legacy from the early 
Church. But here an important change took place: l) The 
chainpiAns of the new faith were now strangers and by nature 
deeply prejudiced towards the Jewish people. 2) While the
controversy between the "Judaizers" and Pauline Christianity 
was- an internal controversy between Jews, against the new back- 
ground of the Gentile Church it assumed an altogether different
r
 
proportion. The original struggle of the Judaic Church against 
Judaistic tendency assumed in the Gentile Church the aspect of 
direct opposition against the Jews. Thus, two elements have com- 
bined, the racial and the religious, to form a barrier dividing 
Gentile Christianity from the Jewish people. Both Church and
t \
Synagogue h^ve developed under the sign of opposition to each 
other, and ?s is usual in human relrtionships, the weaker antag- 
onist was destine'd to carry the burden of responsibility. -
a) Spiritual disinheritance.
The Apostle Paul introduced a new conception regarding the 
meaning .of Israel. -While hitherto "Israel" was a purely national 
conception, Paul widened it to include all those who by faith in 
Christ Jesus entered the spiritual tradition of the Jews. Thus,'
those who were formerly "alienated from the common-wealth of 
Israel" (Eph.2,12) became through faith sons of Abraham(Gal.3,7). 
For in Christ Jesus, the Gentiles become united with the seed of 
Abraham, and therefore,""heirs according to .promise" (Gal.3,29). 
But Paul goes actually further than this. He distinguishes bet-
v . x
ween IsraelK^Tot Od^KO^i Cor. 10,18) end the Israel of God (Gal. 
6,16). "For he is not a Jew, who is one outwardly...but he is a 
Jew who is one inwardly" (Rom.2,2$;29);therefore: "they are not 
all Israel, who ere of Israel" (Rom. 9,6); for "it is not the 
children of the flesh that are the children of God". (Rom.9,8).
Yet with all that Paul holds on tenaciously to the election and
^. /
prerogatives of the Israel XotteL &Xf»C<* (cp.Rom. i,4. 5). He ref- 
uses to belive that God hath cast off his people (Rom. 11,If), 
A.   v
and he expresses his hope in the day when rii Israel shrll be
(11,26): "'For the
gifts and the calling of God are Irrevocable" (
v. 29). It has "been said "that St. P?ul is not always
4l
consistent with himself", end that "he shies away from the
42
logical conclusions of his own arguments". But it must "be "born
in mind that Paul is a stranger to the modern secularised
 
conception of nationality. To him, a Jew who detaches himself
/
from his religious "background forfeits all privileges. Israel, 
for the Apostle, is not racially nor n itionally, but religious­ 
ly defined. Rom. 9-11 is not concerned with nationhood, but the 
Church. It does not constitute a political discourse, but an" 
interpretation of the history of grace, i.e. God's sovereign 
dealing with man. Conclusions as to the future of the Jewish 
people in the secular sense are therefore misapplied. But
  *
however we interpret these chapters, Prof. Goudge rightly ob-.
'V
serves that the Apostle discloses here a "passionate love for 
his nation".
But with the transformation of the background there soon 
came into existence a different attitude towards the Jews. The 
Jewish people, .to the Apostle of the Gentiles, still the elect 
people of God, gradually becomes in the eyes of the Gentile 
Church, a God forsaken )eople divested of all merits. The Church 
appropriates not only the spiritual heritage "of 'Israel, but even 
the national history of the Jews, their patriarchs, saints and 
prophets. In time, the whole spiritual and national background 
of Judaism was t°rn ^way from the Synagogue and claimed as the
sole property of the Church. Even the heroes of the Maccabaean
4s 
wars were included in the' Christian legacy. Eusebius m-'kes a
clear distinction between the Hebrews, God's chosen people, the 
most ancient people in the world, and. the Jews, a reprobate 
people which rejected the prophets and crucified Jesus.
The process of appropriation "began fesrly in Christian his- 
tory. Just in Martyr makes already full claim to the Hebrew Scrip- 
tures. He says to Trypho thrt the Jewish Scriptures "belong to
the Christians: "For we "believe them: "but you, though you read
4r
them, do not catch the spirit that is in them". This was a nat- 
ural clPim, "for the Church knew herself to "be in possession of
- i
the Holy Spirit, the only competent interpreter of the Scriptures".
But with* Just in, the affinity "between Church and Synagogue is'
^,   
still clearly realised. The whole discussion with Trypho makes
 
this apparent. Here the Christian appeals to the "better judgement 
of the Jew; the appeal is "based upon Scripture; What David sang
9
and Isiah preached, ,°nd Zecharirh proclaimed and Hoses wrote- is~  
4/6familiar to "both, Trypho the Jew and.Justin the Christian. The
difference "between them is a difference of interpretation. A
»
dialogue is therefore still e possibility* There is still close
«
proximity "between the Church and the Synagogue and the middle 
link "between the two is Hebrew-Christianity. But Hebrew Christ- 
ianity, that vital bridge "between the two parties, gradually 
faded av-7-y from history. With the weakening of Hebrew Christian
influence, the "breach between Judc^ism c nd the Church became
*&
complete. Jerome ($46-420) already goes as far as to maintain
«
.that God gave the Jews the Law with the deli^er^ate intention
44of deceiving them rnd leading them to destruction. To him, the
Jewish pl^.ce of worship is nothing else "but*the "Synagogue of
 
Satan"; Ambrose calls it the Temple of Impiety. Dr. Parkespoints
out that Constantine in the first law dealing with the Synagogue
5b
refers to it by a term which, in Roman slang, meant a brothel.
When we come to Chrysostom (5477-407), we find, the process of 
alienation completed and hostility the guiding rule in Christ- 
ian-Jewish relationships. Chrysostom1 s denunciations of Judaism
si
of which he knew little c?n scarcely be surpassed. x Lukyn
Williams, whose balanced judgement im.y "be relied u:j>on, conments
»
on Chrysostom's attitude to the Jews: "There is no sign that he
* " A
felt the slightest sympathy with them, much less a "burning love
* 
for the people of whom His Saviour came in the flesh, or, indeed/
  N
that he regarded them in any other w-.y than as having "been 
rightly and permanently punished for their treatment of Christ,
1 %
and as "being emissaries of Satan in their- temptation of Christ- 
51 
ians". Apart from the notorious eight Homiliae 'adversus ludaeos y
there are many disparaging references to the Jews scattered
53
throughout his many works. They all "breathe the same spirit, that 
of contempt and utter rejection, with the exception of his trea- 
tise Contra ludaeos et Gentiles, quojl Christus sit clejyj, 'which
£v/
CJirysostom must haye written rt a much earlier period. It must,
  »
however, he borne in mind that Chrysostom is primarily a relig-
» * "
ious opponent." His first concern was the purity of the Christian
 
faith which he thought jeopardized through too great familiarity
SS
"between Jews and Chri.stia.ns.  
It was these religious considerations which aggravated Jewish- 
Christian relationship and made friendship impossible, The Church
*
viewed with misgiving Christians who entertained too friendly
Av-tL.
relations with Jews* The fear of "Judaizing" ike proselytism on
  *
the part of the Synagogue w?s ever present in the mind of Christ-
5fc "'  
ian leaders. The whole situation must "be'viewed from the aspect
\
of religious rivalry. Most of the Papal bulls and the many
<
decrees of Church Councils concerning the Jewish people "were
.» 
protective measures. Their aim was to. hinder the Jews from ex/er-
cizing religious influence upon Christians. This legitimate aim
f 
was ensured by methods, not only sub-Christian, but inhuman. In
this respect the Jews fared no worse than other heretics, Reli-
  r> .
gious intolerance is a general human failing. The Church felt no 
compunction to put obstacles in the free ex^ercise of the J*ewish
religion, "but was full of holy indignation at any sign of 
pros'elytism on the part of the Synagogue. At the same time, the 
Church was using every conceivable device to force the Jews to
 
conversion. The right of the strong and the right of the wealf 
are two different rights.'
The picture which the Church drew, for the benefit of the 
faithful, of the Jew and Judaism, was detached from experience, 
it was a distorted picture with little reference to actual fact. 
Dr. Parkes hardly exaggerates when he describes the impression 
gained from the pages of early Christian literature of the Jew 
as a "monster,, a theological abstraction, of superhuman cunning
5$
and malice, and more than superhuman blindness". The extent of 
Jewish unwort-iiness in the eyes, of Christianity is well illus- 
trated by the case of Anacletus II, the "Jewish Pope". On his 
accession to the see in 1130, Christendom split into two parties. 
On the side of Cardinal Pierleoni were "the majority of the 
cardinals with the Bishop of Porto, the Dean of the Sacred Coll- 
ege**, and the Roman clergy and dignitaries, and almost the whole
«
population of Rome. In the rival camp supporting the antipope,
60
Innocent II, was his chief champion, St. Bernard of Clairvaux,
the emperor Lothair III, and "the entire European royalty of the 
time, the Councils of Rheims and Pisa, and the majority of the
&'
Roman Catholic clergy". The main cause of the schism, at any rat&j
s
the centre of attack by the opposing party was concentrated upon 
the Jewish descent of PierleoniV For his great grandfather was 
a Jew called Baruch, who after baptism assumed the name of 
Benedictus Christianus and married a lady of an old Roman aris- 
tocratic family. Anacletus himself was at first a monk at Cluny, 
who later attained to the dignity of Cardinal. He was accused 
of a Jewish physiognomy, of using bribery to effect his election ;
of Jewish perfidy, and even of the crime of having a deformed  
63
brother who looked more like a Jew than a Christian... The 
temper of the Church was expressed in the words of- St. Bernard 
in a letter to the Emperor: "Ut enim constant, Judaicam sobolem 
sedem Petri in Christi occupasse injuriam..." To that extent 
had the Church forgotten its Jewish connections.
 
The process of spiritual expropriation was completed at an
4
early stage of Church history. An interesting example is the 
attitude of Archbishop Gregentius concerning the Scriptures and 
the Promises given to Israel. In his discussion with the Jew 
Herban in ca.480 A. D. the Christian prelate finds it quite nat- 
ural to adduce proof from the Scriptures that Israel had for-
64 '
feited his rights. Such a deduction was easy in the light of the
* r
Pauline Epistles, but it is doubtful whether it actually repre-
i   
sents the Pauline view. For the inclusion of the Gentiles in the
  
commonwealth of Israel is one thing, but the inclusion of the
Gentiles at the expense of the Jews is another. In this respect 
the Gentile Churdi was nearer to the views of Marcion than ,that 
of Paul. '
b) Legal discrimination.
It would exceed the scope of. this work to trace the various 
stages of the process which changed the legal position of Judaism 
from a religio licita under Roman rule to the inferior position 
it occupied under the rule of the Church. Dr. James Parkes has
tkall
studiously examined the subject and we «±£3. mostly draw upon his*
* »
work.
We have already noted the faqt that many of the decrees which
V
the Church has promulgated against Judaism were dictated by
&
necessity. The two rival friths called to exist side by side were
forced to take protective measures in order to guard their foil - 
owers from harmful influence. In this respect, both Church and
/o/
Synagogue acted on the same principle, though their methods 
were of necessity different. The Synagogue lacking legislative 
power resorted to mornl coercion in enforcing the strictest 
rules of separation from Christian influence. The Church enjoy- 
ing enormous political power endeavoured to protest its faith-
.  
full "by legrlly restricting Jewish rights. The fact that the
Jews were not only religious opponents "but ethnically strangers
16
facilitated the process. . 
.  
It may "be argued that the Church cannot "be held immediately
\r t
responsible for laws enacted "by the secular powers of for the
 
-many acts of violence committed "by infuriated mobs. Admittedly, 
the Church has often exerted a restraining influence upon over- 
zealous authorities and repeatedly denounced mo"b-violence. A 
characteristic cpse is the action taken "by Gregory the Great at
/
the complaint -of the Jews An Rome. Bishop Victor of Palermo hadj\ 
iiwithout case oJ? provocation, confiscated some of the Synagogues
^
and thus deprived the Jews of their places of worship. This was
"V
 
an act of violence and against the law which provided that new
% 
    * »
Synagogues were not to "be built, "but that' old ones were not to 
"be confiscated without reasonable cause. Gregory at once inves- 
tigated the case and finding the Jews innocent, ordered that due 
amendment be made. His pronouncement is significant of the off-
 
icial attitude of the Church: "If the Jew may not exceed the law.
he ought to be allowed peaceably to enjoy what the law permits".
\ 
The Church was deeply concerned that the disabilities imposed
upon the Jews be applied without slrckening. We hear of constant
  V
threats and admonishments addressed to kings and prelates,, 
occasioned by their failure, to ^pply the oppressive laws in all 
their rigidity. Gregory VII (Hildebrand, 1073-1085) rebuked
»
Alfonsb the King of Castile for employing Jews in high offices 
of 'state; he admonished the Spanish bishops to desist from too
ffriendly relations, with Jews. Similarly, Innocent III (1198- 
1216), who strongly disapproved of acts of violence and rebuked 
the Crusaders for their despicable practices upon the Jews of 
France, WHS' anxious that none*of the restrictive la\vs be infrin- 
ged . Philip of France, who according to the pope's view, was 
too lenient v/ith the Jews, met with severe criticism* The Count 
of ITevers was told in a letter dated 1208, that "The Jews must
wander' about the earth like the fratricide Cain, they are fugi-
6$
tives and vagabonds and are to be covered with insults". Against
    ..
the few humane popes, like Alexander III (1159-1181),' Innocent IV 
(1243-1254), Gregory X (1271-1276) and Paul III (1534-1540), who* *
attempted to shield the Jews from acts of violence, there is the 
long list of Roman pontiffs who pursued an opposite course. Many
> 
of them reg-rded the Jews v/ith contempt, some were indifferent, 
others were guilty of-active persecution even to the extent of 
allowing rets of violence. In Rome itself "the fate of the Jews
 
hung upon the personal character of the Popes, who sometimes 
bravely and humanely protected them; sometimes threw over them 
a shield from the selfish advantage they might reap from their
presence: sometimes drove agrinst them v/ith fagot and sword as
64 
bitter persecutors". Thus, John XXII (1316-1344) is held to have
been personally responsible for the massacres of Jews. He ordered
tjtieir expulsion from the provinces outside Rome and only revoked
lo 
the edict against' the sum of 20,000 golden ducats. Bugenius IV
(1431-1447) reenacted a decree dating from 1412, which forbade 
every form of intercourse between Jews and Christians. Paul IV 
(1554-1557) excelled his predecessors in harshness and intol- 
erance towards the Jews. He ordered Synagogues to be destroyed, 
the practice of Judaism to be severely restricted, the enforce-
r
\
ment of a distinctive headgear for Jewish men and women, and ev 
form of intercourse with Christians to be avoided. Jews were
precluded from belonging to guilds, forbidden to own property, 
even the number of annual marriages was strictly limited "by law .
- The legal position of the Jews*is closely connected with the
\
relation "between Church p.nd State in Christendom. Fishberg 
observes that "in countries where the Church has "been part and 
parcle of the machinery of the St&te the fate of the Jews hafi 
been more or less deplorable, while wherever the Church hes
been divorced from the State, the Jews have enjoyed some degree
,,72.
of civic and political liberty". This may seem a .biased view,
but Dr. Parkes 1 opinion is to the same effect. Speaking on the 
influence of the Church upon anti-Jewish legislation in Spain,
v*
Parkes remarks: "those kings who were not elected by the favour*
of the clerical -party, either- passed no laws against the Jews at%




The first steps towards legal discrimination were made by 
Constantine the Great. This mainly affected the Jews in three 
points: their treatment 'of Jewish converts to Christianity, their 
treatment of non-Jewish slaves and their proper share in the 
duties of the decurion^te, from which they were hitherto exempt. 
It is mainly in the second of these joints that the lagel rights 
of Judaism were infringed. Jews were prohibited from circum- 
cising their slaves and conversion to Judaism came to be regarded
74
as an offence. Constantius v/ent one step further and imposed
'N
additional restrictions upon the Jewish possession of slaves: no 
Jew was to be in possession of a Christian slave. The contraven- 
tion of this law became a criminal offence punishable with the 
confiscation o^ all property. Furthermore, it was decreed that 
the circumcision of a slave was an offence deserving capital 
punishment. Under Qmtian,. the burden of the decurionate was
*
extended to include Jewish Rabbis, while the Christian clerics
tOlf
v
were naturally exempted. "This is the -first real infringement 
of the rights of Judaism as a 1'awful religion, for it placed it 
on a definitely inferior plane to orthodox Christianity", writes
Dr. Parkes. Theodosius I went still further. He enacted that
marriage concluded "between Jew and Christian was equal to a.dul-\ .
- B
tery; Jews were only to marry amongst themselves, and this
% ,
according to the Christian ta"bles of affinity. Dr. Parses expresses 
the opinion that the law prohibiting the "building of new ' 
Synagogues, a Irw very burdensome to Judaism, the infringement
of which was one" of the causes which led to the deposition of the
16
last patriarch, Gamaliel, in 415, "belongs to this period. The
prohibition- of "building new Synagogues "became a general rule in 
Christian legislation. Its purpose was to reduce Jewish influence 
upon the.Gentile population. But at this stage Jewish freedom was 
still only limited. The Jews still enjoyed internal liberty to 
live in accordance with their own custom. Yet such a peculiar 
position could not last long. As Parkes well remarks: "Infer- 
iority and equality cannot "be permanently combined. The equil- 
ibrium is bound to-change in one direction or the other . ^ 
The defenceless position of Jewry decided the direction of the
 ' N :  
f
change. The Jewish minority had no means in its power to arrest
; J
the process. New legislation further curtailing Jewish rights
^ *
followed in continuous succession, until in-the Middle Ages, we
find the Jew the personal property of the reigning prince,
i
The. transition from antiquity to the Middle Ages is marked 
by a steo.rTy decline of the J^vish le^rl position in Christ- 
endom. But the process itself took many centuries and went 
through various intermediate stages, until finally the Jews sank 
from the status of civis Romani to that of seryi camerae. This 
process progressed < t a varying speed in different parts of 
Christendom, The Apocriticus of Ilacarius Magnes, a book which
I OS
, . 7* 
was certainly not later than A.D.410, "but probably much earlier,
shows strange embarrassment in answering the question of a 
heathen critic? how St, Paul could have laid claim to being. both
-a Jew and a Roman. The only answer Mrcarius can tiling of is by
c ' 
making a pun on the word f uj/^ ̂  . He attempts three explanations:
l) Paul was driven by. the Jews into the hands of the Romans, and'*
so he could say he was not a Jew but a Roman.'' 2) He was right in
c. /
calling himself a Roman for by the might (§w/uij ) of the spirit 
he was to teach the Roman nation. 3) When he calls himself a
he honours his countrymen^ when he calls himself a Roman he pro -
80
claims his nobility. Grafter, in a footnote remarks: "Macarius
does not seem to have grasped that a Jew could be a Roman citi-
* *
zen". But this is not the case. Elsewhere Maoa.rius explicitly
* '  >' Hi
says that there was a time when Jews were Roman subjects. In view
of the fact that Caracalla conferred Roman citizenship on all 
free-born subjects of the Empire in A. D. 212, 'the discussion must 
have taken place long afterwards, at e time v/hen the legal posi- 
tion of the Jews had already changed considerably. ̂ At the beg-
»
inning of the 5th century, it is therefore an already establishment 
fact that to be a Jew is to belong to an inferior race. For , 
once a precedent was se/lt, as in the case of Constantine, the
logic of events proceeded with mathematical precision until legal
«2
discrimination ended in .legal nonentity.
Gratian deprived converts to Judaism of all testamentary
\
rights. Honorius removed the Jews from all political influence 
and from military service. Valentian III enacted a law forbidding 
parents and grandparents of Jewish converts to disinherit them 
after their baptism. Theodisius II went so far as to. impose upon 
his Jewish subjects the observance of Christian feasts and fasts. 
His successors enforced his^ laws not only in the Byzantine Empire. 
but also in B- "by Ionia where Mar Zutra Il(c. 496-580) . the Prince
9
of'the Captivity, managed to maintain for some 7 ye^rs a measure
S3
of independa.nce over against the Persian king Qubad I. Such
interference may have contributed to the decline of intellectual 
life in the hitherto flourishing Talmudic ac&demies of Sura and 
Pumbeditha.
It i-s* difficult to say to what extent Jewish behaviour was 
responsible for some of the edicts against them* There are natur-
 
ally instances on record where the provocative behaviour of some 
Jews called forth restricting enactments. Purim, the festival 
commemorating Esther*s triumph over Haman sometimes gave occasion
m ' •-
to grave offences. Theodosius introduced a law, 29th May 408, 
prohibiting the burning of Haman* s effigy, which apparently in 
some cases led to the mockery of the Cross. Such misbehaviour was
»
probably prompted be the desire to retaliate for the humiliation>
they suffered. But whenever an opportunity for revenge occurred, 
the Jews.were not slow to seize it. A typical instance is the 
case in Alexandria,which ultimately led to their expulsion under 
Cyril in 415. It is, however, doubtful to what' extent the Jews
4
are>to be held responsible for the massafcre . It is significant>
that Orestes, the governor of the city, the authority immediately
responsible for law and order sided with them and refused to be
86
reconciled to Cyril for this act/of violence.
Gradually the restrictive measures against the Jews i-n Spain 
and Prance reached P severity far exceeding the enactments of
v
Justinian I (527-565) and Heraclius (610-641) in the East. While
the Jewish community soon recovered under Omar (c. 581-644),after
»
his victories against the Persians, the Spanish Jews under Egica 
(687-702) continued to meet with new restrictions. They were
N
forbidden to own Imd and houses, to trade with North Africa, to 
transact business with Christians. In the end, on the pretext 
that the' Jews were plotting with the Moors, the ..hole population
"7
was virtually sentenced to slavery and their children of seven
years and upwards were handed, over to Christians to "be "brought
«7
up in their faith. Fortunately, this state of affairs came to an
 
abrupt end when Egica 1 s second successor, Roderic, (711-713), the 
last Visigothic king in Spain, was defeated and killed "by the
i
Hohammedans in the autumn of 713. It is o^ no mean significance 
that during the occupation of Spain "by the Saracens, the Jews 
enjoyed a period of peace and security, with the exception of 
the persecution started "by the Caliph of Damascus, Omar II, in 
720.
A( strange consequence of the lep:al discrimination which the 
Jews had to endure, was the necessity o^ taking them under -the
«
special protection of the selfsame authorities which "brought about 
such a situation. The legal enactments aimed at severely res- 
tricting Jewish freedom, but they did not sanction violence. 
The margin, however, between law and lawlessness became so narrow^ 
that mob-violence prompted by g-reed was the inevitable result. 
Measures, therefore, had to be taken, to protect the Jews, against 
injury. The first instance of such protection is connected with 
the n~me of Louis the Pious. T/e learn thus, that in 825. the king 
granted special letters with the purpose -"to protect the Jews
 
from arbitrary acts of violence, to allow them to carry on their
4*
trade undisturbed". The fa^t that the Jews had already reached
\ 
a state in '.vhich special protection of the crown became necessary
reveals the precariousness of their position. It foreshadows the
K
future development which will ultimately make them the private 
property of the ruling ;rince. An analogous case is in the
  
gradual development of the ghetto. The bishop of Speyer,Rttdiger, 
i
in order to protect ±he Jews ag°inst t^.e mob conceived the idea 
in c.1084 of confininr them to p special .-mr.rter o^ t^e town.
*
Gradually, what vr.s at ^irst p measure of protection, became
A*
a place of involuntary confinement enforced by law. In Spain,
' , .
in 1412, every city was enjoined to est-blish special gusrters
B9 
for Moors and Jews surrounded "by a well with one single gate. In
the end, the Council of Basle in 1*34 decreed th?t the Ghetto
$o
"be universally ppplied in Christendom.
In 920, we hear of Louis of Provence confirming to the Arch- 
bishop of Aries not only the possession of the city, but also of
9i 
its Jews. In 1103 the Emperor, Henry IV, is forced to include
the Jews, for their own safety, in the paacia gene rails, thus
 
singling them out from the rest of the population and putting
gt« 
them on the level with, the women and clergy. The Jew is now not
only under the special, protection of the prince, "but to all 
intents and purposes, the personal property of his host. All he 
has, his life included, is no longer his own. His disabilities
*
are innumerable: MHe had to obtain royal permission.to settle in 
any city or town, from which he could not remove without similar
leave: his property was continually liable to be taxed or tallagedlj
» 
at his death the King claimed the whole, and secured a large
n
share of, his possessions". Like other serfs, he-was obliged to
.4
do work for his master, but while the Christian was privileged to
1 f  
till the soil, the Jew was pressed into the business of usury. 
With some variations, such was the Jewish position in Christendon 
till the French Revolution.
It is vain to argue that Jewish disabilities were chiefly im-   »
posed by the secular powers and th^t the Church exercised P mit- 
igating influence. The- fact is that the moving spirit behind the 
secular arm w^s the Christian Church,' which relentlessly pressed 
for discrimination. This is clearly seen by the rnsny edicts of 
the various Council^' affecting Jewish life. It must rlso be rem- 
embered thrt the distinction between ecclesiastical rncl secular 
spheres is a comparatively modern division. The close relationship
log
"between Church rnd State which -pervaded Christendom npkes a ^
distinction of that kind inadmissible. On the contrary* there
7 '
was a' great measure of unity of purpose "between Church end State
  '
concerning the Jewish peopie. Church and State worked hand in . 
hand in the .policy of keeping the Jew et "bay. Frequently, the
Church interfered in the life of the state, to the state f -s dis-
9i
advantage, "by -demanding the elimination of Jewish influence in
the political and social spheres. It is'therefore not surprising 
that for almost every law passed "by the secular authorities
there can "be found the parallels in the canons of the Church.
  
.The first canons were chiefly concerned with creating a
»
barrier "between Jews and Christians with the purpose of elimin- 
ating Jewish influence upon the Christians. Such influence was 
very considerable at first. In latter centuries, when Jewish- 
Christian relationship became more s-trnined, the various Church-**- 
Councils entered upon the path of direct anti-Jewish legislation.
% 
An outstanding example are the canons passed by the succession"' Qif
of Councils at Toledo in the 7th century. These Toledo enactments
were the main source of incitement "in the prosecuting policy of*$  
the later Visigothic kings". The nature o p that policy v/e have
already described. It was thus the Church which not only encour-
 
aged but often compelled the State to bsr the Jew from citizeri- 
ship and from the enjoyment of the ordinary human rights.
c) Forced baptisms and other means of coercion.
The most outrageous crime committed, not only against the
Jews, but also against the Church itself were the many instances
  
Qf forced baptism. It must be said, however,. to the honour of
the Church, that officially it never approved of such action . 
But in spite ̂ of official disapproval, forced "baptisms were a 
widely practised evil in_which not only fanatical mobs and ignor- 
ant clergy, but often high ecclesiastical dignitaries indulged.
Ho
Even the Bulls issued by the papal see were unable to stop the
%evil. The oldest "bull of this kind which has been preserved is
that by Alexander II (1159-81). In it the Pope announces his
*
intention to follow his predecessors, Calixtus II (1119-24) and
9j
Eugene III (1145-53) in their charitable treatment of the Jews,
But already-Gregory IV (827-44) asked that Jews should not bei . »
baptised by force, though he thinks that once baptised they ought 
to remain Christians. It is this inconsistency which made such a
   
situation possible. On the one hand, the popes frequently under
  . 
pains of excommunication prohibited violence against the Jew, on
the other hand, they often held the impossible position thaV. .
 
once baptism had taken place, though against the will of the
baptised, that person is a Christian. Such an attitude towards
« 
baptism has a long history behind it,, and was primarily dictated
 
by doctrinal considerations. Once the opus opera turn view pre-%.
dominated even'to the exclusion of the proviso of non ponere
1   ^,**
oblcenu the Church had consistently to demand of those baptised
 
against their will to remain Christians; thus, those who were
<*
guilty of such violence knew they were performing a pious deed.
 
This is probably one of the reasons why forced baptisms, in spite
*
of frequent protests, were a constant feature of medieval life.
  \
Another reason was the fact that even the highest dignitaries of
» 
the church were often guilty of using compulsion.
A mild form of compulsion wrs the practice of conversional
« ,
sermons. It seems to have been a generally accepted pratice to
1 ,   *
send preachers on the Sabbath day to the Synagorrues in order to
  x.  '
instruct the Jews in the tenets of the Christian faith. This
 
often led to scenes of violence, especially when together with
the appointed preachers, a Christian mob entered the Synagogue
9$
to support them. In other instances, Jews were compelled to attend
*
sermons in Church on special occasions. James I of Aragon
who tried to protect the Jews of Lerida from the interference
the Inquisition, granted to them as a special privilege the 
right of non-attendance when these sermons were delivered outside 
the Jewish quarters. But he seems to have "been either unwilling 
or unable to relieve them o^ the obligetion of listening to the 
friars in their own Synagogues. The only stipulation he mrkes is
that those friars "be accompanied "by not more than 'ten Christians
4?
of good repute. Since the establishment of the Inquisition, the
Dominicans enjoyed the privilege of entering Jewish synagogues 
w;ith the view of preaching to the worshippers.
The compulsory hearing of sermons "by Jews in Christian Chur- 
ches was already practised in the 13th century. Two centuries 
later it "became a general custom, especially in Italy. Abrahams 
records the comic situation how the ears "of Jews used to "be ex- 
amined on entering the Churches "for they were suspected of 
stopping them with cotton. Overseers were appointed to ensure 
that the Jews remained awake during the two-hours* sermon deliv- 
ered to them. The conversion of at least one Jew was a necessary
loo 
part of the function in some instances". The Bull of Benedict
XIII of 1415 decreed that three public sermons were to be preached
to the Jews anually and that all abov'e 12 years of age "shall be
to/
compelled to attend, to hear these sermons". But ttiere was already
 
1 jr
in existence a Bull of Nicholas III issued in 1278 in which the 
Dominican and Franciscan Orders were instructed to gather the
«
Jews as often as suitable and to read to them a lesson with the
101. ob.ject of winning them for the faith.
Another form of compulsion of much greater severity was the
4
.repeated choice put to the Jews to accept either baptism OT ex-
«
pulsion. Here, again,.the official policy of the Church was to-
 
wards leniency. But in most cases the secular powers acted either 
under Church influence or in order to please the ecclesiastical
party. This is particularly the case with the Visigothic rulers 
of Spain after the Conversion of Recared from Arianism to 
Catholicism in 586. Thus Sisebut- in Visigothic Spain decreed 
that pll Jews within his Kingdom were either to leave the country
or to pccept "baptism. Similar decrees were enacted "by his succ-
10}
essors. Dr. Parkes records en interesting case where the alter- 
native of Baptism or explusion is actually propagated by the pope 
himself. 'The Archbishop of Llpinz asked Leo VII (936-939) for 
advice how to deal with the Jewish population within his juris- 
diction. The Pope's reply was that the religion of the Holy 
Trinity and the Mystery of the Incarnation "be preached to them 
"with the utmost wisdom and prudence". But should this effort to
win them fail, the Archbishop is'at liberty to expel them, "since
 * ' *
we- ought not to dwell with the enemies of God". .
Apart from direct interference in Jewish^life many indirect 
methods were used to induce the Jews to conversion. In th*$ cate- 
gory will fall the prohibition of building new Synagogues. Such
a law WPS first introduced in the 5th century, or perhaps even
H>5"
earlier. One of the m^ny restrictions imposed upon the Jews by
Theodosius II was that new houses of worship were not to be er- 
ected. But at the same time, the emperor mr.de it plain that the
 
pulling down and the confiscation of already'existing Synagogues 
was not lawful. In later years, Theodosius assumed a harsher tone. 
In the third Novella he declared: "Whoever builds a synagogue
*
shall know that he has laboured for the Catholic Church...
whoever repairs a Synagogue'shall be fined fifty pounds: whoever
corrupts the faith of the Christian shall be put to death"?6 The
 
law regarding new Synagogues'was included in the Brrbsrir.n rec- 
ension of the Theodosi«?n Code rnd is contained in the Breviary
«
of Alaric, thus being transmitted to the 'Jest. This law was rep- 
eated in other legislrtions -?nd WPS jealously guarded, "by the
Church. One of the offences which fell under the punishment of 
the Inquisition >.vas the "building of new Synagogues, an act for-
"* 4
hidden "by secular as well as canon-lav/.
Historical records tell, not only of the prohibition of "build-
ing new Synagogues or i^he repairing of old ones, "but also of the
' «. -""^ 
"barbarous practice of destroying and confiscating Jewish houses
of worship. Thus, .Justinian, in his Novella 37 to Salomon, the
 
Governor of Africa, ordered all Synagogues to "be confiscated and
107
handed over to the Catholic Church. It is recorded of the "bishop 
of Dertona in Northern Italy, that he, together with his -flock,
destroyed a Synagogue and "built a church on its Site. The hishojfe
106
name was Innocentius: John of Ephesus "boasts that during his
f
mission to Asia, he had turner! no less than seven Synagogues
lOtj
into churches. There were other forms of subtle compulsion ser- 
ving the same end. Thus Paul III established an institution for 
Jewish convert sj the support of the inmates was laid to the charge
of the Jewish community in Rome. Under Gregory XIII, the Jews
» 
were made to pay the monies who sermonised them against their will;
 
The most effective pressure however was that of economic coercion. 
Jews were frequently offered wealth and honour in exchange for 
their religion. To return once again to the strange incident in 
Minorca: Reuben the Jewish convert says naively enough to
Theodoras, a prominent Jew: If you wish to live securely, "in hon-
no 
ours and riches, "believe, like me, in Christ 11,. This is not the
voice of Reuben the convert, "but of an impatient, intolerant
% 
Church, sanctioning any method in order to* attain her end. But
the most repulsive form of coercion was the Church's attitude
tuut   
tov/ards those who hove "been "baptised against their will, or in
the case o^ minors, against the will o^ their parents.
In an effort to "break Jewish resistance, there have "been many 
instances when fanatical mo"bs imposed "baptism upon defenceless
Jews, notably at the time of the First Crusade. In contraven- 
tion to canon-law, and with the disapproval of the official 
Church there were also cases when local Churches and Councils 
made themselves guilty of using force in inducing the Jews to 
accept Christianity. Thus at a council held in Paris in 614, it 
was decided that any Jew found holding official position pro- 
hibited "by law, was to "be taken "by the bishop and immediately 
baptised together with his whole household. The VI Council of 
Toledo decreed that only Catholics may reside in the Kingdom. 
Jews were thus put between the choice of baptism or < expulsion.
 
We learn of Sulpicius, the bishop of Bourges, that he is to be 
held responsible for a number of forced baptisms taking place
between 620-644. The bishop of Trier, Everard, four hundred years 
.later, put before the Jews baptism or expulsion,- thus sustaining 
the spirit of intolerance which has persistently continued till 
modern- times.
The Church officially condemned such practices. Alexander II 
(1061-73) .reprimanded prince Landulphy Benevente in 1065' for 
forcing Jews into baptism. But notably Calixtus II (1119-1124J 
in his bull Sicut Judaeis (ca. 1120) explicitly forbade the prac- 
tice of compulsory baptism on the grounds that it encouraged 
hypocrisy. The question however arose what was to. become of those 
w£o had been baotised ? Were they to be allowed to return to 
Judaism ?
Such a problem prose after Sisebut's depth. The king had ord- 
ered all Jews who 'had remained in his dominion after the expulsion 
to be forcibly baptised. The IVth Council of Toledo presided
over by Isidore of Seville strongly condemned Sisebut's action,
» 
but it nevertheless declared these baptisms valid. This was due
to the 'peculiar view regarding the eff icpcy of the sacraments, 
as already indicated. The same council devoted much of its time
us
to meting out punishment to those Jews v/ho after having "been 
forcibly "baptised relapsed into Ju^ism, -under the mild rule of 
Swinthila. The VI th Council of Toledo upheld the vi^w. In a 
letter addressed to the pope Honorius, the Council expressed its
 
surprise at the pope's leniency pllov/ing baotised Jews to return
* .
their former faith. It assured the pope that such 8 thing could
have never happened in Spain. Gradually it "became the general 
rule in the Church that once, a Jew was "baptised, he was under\
obligation to remain a Christian. Urban II strongly disapproved 
of the Emperor, Henry IV1 s decision to allow the Jews who
"been forcibly "baptised during the disturbances of 1096 to return 
to Judaism. Similarly, Hugue's Aubriot, tne Prevot of Paris was
* %
severely reprimanded in 1380 and made to do penance for allowing 
Jews to reel pirn their children who had "been forcibly "baptised.
*
Louis VII was even persuaded by the Church to compel Jews thus
* 
/ -
"baptised to remain faithful Christians "under pain of "banishment,
US'
death or mutilation". Men like Vincent of Beauvais and John Duns
  in> 
Scotus "vehemently defended the practice of .enforced "baptism".
Such practice was only gradually evolved. The Church fathers 
were champions of tolerance. Tertullian IP id down the rule that
the natural law authorised man to follov; only the voice of con- 
science in the practice o^ religion, since its acceptance was a
H7
matter of free-will and not of compulsion. .Origen points to the
> • 
difference "between the lav/ of Moses and that of Christ: Christians
were no more ot liberty to kill 1 their enemies e.ncC to "burn or to
ii* . 
stone violators of the law, A fine plea for tolerance, is made: c
"by Lactantius. He lived at a time o^ hitter persecution. In 508
»
he wrote his Divinae Institutiones where he pleads for tolerance,
as "there is. no occasion for violence and injury, for religion
\ ,
cannot "be imposed "by force: the matter must "be carried on "by
1 l{<\
words rather than blows, that the v/ill may be -fleeted". But in
116
the struggle against the .Donatists, P.t a time when the Church
could .already count on the support of the St^ te, the tone 
towards those whom she regarded to be in error gradually changed. 
Even Augustine, who displayed, so much restraint and tolerance 
towards the Manichaeans, who after their, expulsion from Rome and 
Milan sought .refuge, in Africa, seemed to have changed his views 
in later life. Writing against the Donatists, Augustine admits 
the right of the State to -use force, for it may sometimes prove 
wholesome to the erring end give protection to'the faithful . ,
  . 
/
Aquinas quotes Augustine's well known sentence: "It was once my 
Opinion that none should "be compelled to union with Christ, that
 
we should deal in words, and fight in arguments. However this
ULO
opinion of mine is undone..."
The first Catholic "bishop to Justify th,e co-operation of the
»
State in' .questions of religion was" Optimus of Mileve. He even 
asserted the right of the State to inflict the penalty of dea,th
*" .. ,  
  in
on heretics, appealing to the authority of the Old Testament.
But such was not the common view. Chrysostom, for instance, 
thought that "to consign a heretic to death is^.to commit an 
Offence "beyond atonement". The II Council o^ Nicaea of 787 re- 
fused to administer baptism to the children of Jewish Christians
121
who were insincere in their faith. St. Bernard of Clairvaux
i
still held that the only way of dealing with heretics was "by
113
argument, since: fides suadenda non imponenda. But gradually the 
harsher view prevailed. In the end heresy was associated with
j #
crimen Inesr.e maiest-stis. The position of the Roman Church has 
been defined theologically by Thomas Aquinas. In his Summa 
Theologica, Part II Q ZO, 8, he quotes Chrysostom: "unbelievers 
ought not to be compelled to the faith"; he also quotes the 
the Decretals (Can. De Judaeis) "The holy Synod prescribes with 
regard to the Jews, that for the future, none ?re to be com-
117
pelled to "believe": 'also Augustine's earlier view: "it is poss- 
ible for a man to do other things against his will "but he cannot . 
"believe unless he is willing". Aquinas therefore concludes: 
"Among unbelievers there are some who have never received the 
faith, such as -the heathens and t he Jews: and these are "by no 
means to "be compelled to the faith, in order that they may "be- 
lieve, "because to "believe depends 0*1 the will: nevertheless they 
should "be compelled "by the faithful, if it "be possible to do so, 
so that they do not hinder the faith, "by their "blasphemies, orbby 
their evil persuasions, or even "by their open persecutions..."
"On the other hand, there are unbelievers who at some time 
have accepted the faith, and professed it, such as heretics and 
all apostates: such should "be submitted even to "bodily compulsion^
4
that .they may fulfil what they have promised, and hold what they,
'/
at one time, received.
."Those Jews who have in no way recieved the faith, oufcht "by
  . > 
no means to "be compelled to the faith: if however, they have re- 
ceived it they ought to be compelled to keep it..." It is o"bviou$L
i
then, that Aquinas is emphatic as to the attitude to the "lapsed"
i
an(JL ambiguous with regard to unbelievers. Such has been the 
Church's position throughout. L. I. Newman rightly says: "Conver-
 v
sions by force were officially condemnedby the medieval Church, b 
but in a fashion which left room for other missionary methods,
i if
the result of which was almost equally distasteful".
The fate of the Jews who have been forcibly baptised was more 
than tragic. At times of popular uprisings, Jews had often out of- 
fear accepted baptism and allowed their-children to be baptised. 
When persecution abated, however, they returned to their former 
faith. Newman records an instance of such lapsed Jews being im- 
prisoned and excommunicated. After having been kept for a year 
without recanting their error, the inquisitors inquired of the 
pope, Nicholas II, as toa the further steps to be taken.
1 t,
The pope's answer wss that they were to "be treated as heretics,
nS" _ .
i.e. burned for continuous obstinacy. It WRS s rule in tne
'Church that children under seven yerrs of age were not to "be "bap-
  «
tised without the consent of their parents, hut once "baptism 
had taken place, they had to remain Christian, living in sep- 
aration from their unbaptised parents. The Church however took 
the view thnt children past the ~ge of 7 were sufficiently'grown
up to chose for themselves and could "be "baptised even against
(26
the will of their parents.
It was with heretics and "lapsed" Christians that the Inqui- 
sition was called upon to deal. To elicitete the truth from its 
victims, it received the sanction from Pope Innocent IV, May, 
1252, to apply torture. This was later confirmed "by other popes'.
Henry Charles Lea, who has made the most detailed and'
>*6
scholarly study of the Inquisition, "exonerates the papacy and 
the CKurch generally from 'any large measure of responsibility. 
for the constitution or practice or methods of the Inquisition". 
It is enough to read Adler*s-book, where a brief summary of Dr. 
Lea's work is contained, to gain the conviction that the Churcfy 
must 'take a large share of the "blame. A.dler rightly remarks that 
"Persecution was not uncongenial either to pope or king, and, if 
not always welcomed for its own sake,'.was rejected "by neither
'30
when it could advance some high political purpose". The Holy
'31 .
Office which put 'on its "banner the words: ilisericordia et
justitia, "became the most unholy institution o^ "blackmail and
' * ,'
robbery. The'"saddest part of the story of-the Inquisition is the
importance "bribery played in its procedure, riecir'inr ebout the
iff
life rnd de?th of its victims. The Church ingeniously left to
the seculer powers the task of carrying out the sentences prssed
<3M
by the Inquisition. There was only much jealousy between Pope
isf
and King regarding the spoil; but otherwise there WPS complete
unity of purpose.
To the Jews, the activities of the Inquisition were the source 
of untold suffering, though rs such they, could have hardly come 
under the category of Christian heretics. In fact, PopeiMartin V, 
explicitly forbade the Inquisitors to inquire into matters con- 
cerning the Jews. But an institution which was set up to deal
 
with -blasphemy and witchcraft and since 1257 with usury, could
not have passed "by the Jews, who, in the eyes of Christianity,
4K& 136
were guilty of .three crimes combined. But in addition to these
^  
three cardinal crimes .which fell "by law under the authority of 
the Holy Office, medieval ingenuity invented a nuniber of other 
offences v/hich exposed 'the Jews to the inquiries of MLa Supreraa lf'/
as the supreme Council of the inquisition was called. Philip the
i
Pair extended the authority of the Inquisition to deal with Jews
n - *
wlio were found guilty of inducing Christians to heresyj of
 ' \*vV -
handling the Host; of 'blaspheming against the Sacraments;" of 
circumcising Christians; of- sheltering heretics; of building
*
Synagogues; or singing too loudly in them; of possessing copies
* - :t -:,
of the Talmud, or deluding Christians. It was fortunate for. the 
Jews that the King soon afterwards renewed his quarrel with the 
pope, ?nd thus -restricted the privileges of the Inquisition. At 
times, the chicanery of the Inquisition went so far as to use 
force to induce Jews to accept "baptism in order to "be able to
'3*
accuse them afterwards of heresy. Proof that at least in some
y
instances the Church's concern was not only the purity of the 
Catholic faith can "be seen from the readiness it showed in acc- 
epting the offer "by Solomon "ben Abraham of Hontpellier and his
supporters to proceed-against the Maimonists in the same manner
T 
as against'"Christian heretics. The Dominicans end Franciscans
were only too glad to lend a hand in purging Judaism from heresy, 
with the result that all Maimonist "books were confiscated and
120
•
Dublically "burned in Dec., 1233. Thus was set a precedent for
/so *
the future "burning of Hebrew "books. But it was not until the
15th-century In Spain under Ferdinand and Isabella, the "Catholic "
/4o
monarchs, that the Inquisition reached the height of its activ-
t
ities. Its main victims were the Marranos, a disparaging name
iifi
for Jewish Christians suspected of heresy.»
The true organiser of the Spanish Inquisition was -Prey Tomas
de Torquemada (1420-1498), whom Sabatihi describes as w the
ml
arch-enemy of the Jews". He was appointed inquisitor-general of
Castile and Aragon in 1483 or earlier, "by pope Sixtus IV. During
the fifteen years of Torquemada 1 s activity as leader of the Holy
 
Office, thousands of heretics were sent to the stake and tens
ItfU
of thousands suffered lesser penalties.*
It is strange to hear a modern Roman Catholic writer explain
\
that Hthe much maligned autos-da-fe were in reality "but a
4
religious ceremony (actus fidei}". The same writer tells us that* "
"The Church established by Christ, as a perfect society, is -emp-
»
owered to make laws and inflict penalties for their violation.
Heresy not only violates her law, but strikes at her very life,
»
unity and belief 5 and from the beginning the heretic had incurred/*5"
all the penalties of ecclesiastical "courts". Such an attitude ' i /
glaringly reveals the gulf which' divides a Christian scholar from
iKt
the forbearing spirit of his Master. But in' the case of the Jews
or the New Christians as the "Converses" were called, BlStzer's
-x
explanation can hardly apply. Who was responsible for creating 
a situation by which thousands of Jews were condemned to the
*
humiliation, of outwardly feigning Christianity and inwardly 
clinging to the faith of their fathers ? Was it not that the
' '  
  *
terrible massacres of' l&9t which enveloped the whole of Spain
»
created a new class of "Christians", consisting of Jews who 
accented baptism as the only alternative to death and destructidn?
It is not surprising 'that the Church looked with suspicion upon 
those "Converses" whom she had gained in so unworthy a manner. 
The grim irony lies in the fact that these converts in whom
"panic destroyed the unyielding fortitude so often manifested tcr
#7
the Jews under trouble", were held responsible for a situation
 
which they had neither created nor could they help.
In order to rid the Church of a dangerous and undesirable 
element which she acquired "by her own intolerance, the Inquisi-
\ tion resorted to the- rack and the stake. At the height of its
 
activity it was enough to have the smallest admixture of Jewish\ *
"blood to make a man a suspect. ''Much of the time of the Inqui- 
sition was taken up also in examining limpieza, or purity of
*
"blood from any Jew or Moslem, admixture, of which it would grant
certificates, which were requisite "before taking up any public
rt& 
office 11 . Spies were sent about the county and denunciations were
:' >
made on the slightest pretext. But here as nowhere else, the
<*
tenacity of the Jew has "been tried and proved. Though whole 
congregations jinder the heavy blows of persecution accepted 
Christianity, love for the faith of their fathers and abhorrence*. *( *
of a religion which employed such, barbarism only stiffened their 
inner resistance. Nothing could erase from their embittered
hearts their love for Judaism. They remained Jews. Many Marranos
*
were burned at the stake, many fled for their lives abroad, some 
survived for centuries upon their native soil. As recently as 
1920, a number of Marranos in Northern Portugal openly professed 
Judaism and under the leadership of'Captain Arthur Carlos de 
Barros Basto established a Synagogue, of their own. *
3. Jewish reaction.'
It i~s no exaggeration to say that the empirical Church, i.e.
the Church of history^has shown herself the greatest enemy of 
the Jewish people. The Church has, therefore* been the first and
foremost stumbling-block in the Jewish appreciation of Jesus. In 
the words of Canon Dariby, no mean authority on the subject : 
"The Church, "by its deliberate choice and conduct, has made itself 
one gigantic and seemingly impenetrable obstacle "between them 
an4. the figure of our "blessed Lord".
The memory o^ terrible wrongs suffered at the hands of Christ-
/ %
ians has deeply entered the Jewish consciousness. It could not
i
have "been otherwise. Crimes perpetrated in the name of one rel-x . '
igion against another religion, make the victims into martyrs,
and martyrs are not easily forgotten. The experience of the past. ' ' »
.V  
still lives on in the Jewish tradition and has "become an integral 
part of Judaism. An instance is the introduction to the prayer
* k
ftblJ} i"l:I />)'! in "the Miisaph Service of New Year, still retaine^L 
in some old editions of the Jewish Prayer "book, according to the
* *
German and Polish rite. Legend has. it that" Rabbi Aranon of Mayeace., -   r
a learned and wealthy Jew, was repeatedly pressed by the Arch- 
bishop to accept Qhristianity. In a moment of weakness he prom- 
ised to consider the matter in the space of three days. But on 
leaving the palace he repented of his promise and at the end of
% .   
  \
the three days refdsed to follow the summons of the Archbishop.
   
For this he had his members amputated and placed next to him in 
a coffin. After his mutilation, .at his own request he was carried 
to the Synagogue; It was New Year' s .Day, and;* the reader was ^uet
about to begin the VlYJ ITp when the Rabbi interposed and began
/5/ 
to recitel./Sl'M J^sun'p *1 jp'-H 713 nil . The fapt that Aranon oT
Mayenee is only a "legendary martyr" -and that "the poem itself
»53,
is much older than the periofl. of the Crusades", has left the
 
main impression unimpaired: Amnon the Rabbi dies at the hands of
the Archbishop, paying the price for* his constancy to the God of
/ 
Israel. That such a price was exacted and exacted frequently has
for ever embittered Jewish-Christian relationship. -Character is-
tically enough, the great Hebrew poet, Judah ha-Levi 
(ca. 1085-1142), lets his. hero say to Al Khasari: "I only seek 
free'1.'))!   "'rom gei'vicjy of those  :!iume?oa-3 paojl- w^o-^3 f-./) i:? I 
not care for, and shall never, obtain, though I worked for it all
45*
my life". This was the modd of a Jew in the 12th century. The 




The most eloquent witness of what the Jews thought about Christ- 
ianity comes from a letter addressed to German Jewry by Isaac 
Zarphatl, a fugitive from Christian Europe to Mohammedan Turkey: 
HI have "been informed of the calumnies, more "bitter than death, 
which have "befallen our "brethren in Germany; of the tyrannical lavs,
i
the compulsory "baptisms, and the "banishments which daily take 
place. And if they flee from one place, greater misfortunes "befall
them in another. I hear an impudent nation raising up its impudent
^ 
voice against the faithful, .and see its hand swinging over them.
r i
There are woes within and woes without; daily edicts and taskmas-
, s,
ters to exort money. The spiritual guides %tnd the monks, the false 
priests, rise up against the unhappy people, and say 'We sh'all 
persecute them to destruction, the name of Israel shall no longer 
"be remembered 1 . They imagine that their religion is in danger [be- 
cause the Jews in Jerusalem, peradventure, purchase the Church of
,  
the Sepjfulchre. For this reason, they have issued a decree that 
every Jew who is found on a Christian ship sailing for the East
%
is to be cast into the sea. How are the holy German communities 
treatedj How are their energies weakened.1 Tfce Christians not 
only drive them from place to ,place, but lurk pfter their lives, 
brandish over them the sharpened sword, cast them irito the flaming 
fire, into surging waters, or into.stinking swamps. My brethren 
and teachers, friends and acquaintances, I, Isaac Zarphati, who 
came from Prance, was born in Germany, and there sat at the feet
of masters, proclaim to you that Turkey is a land in which
nothing is wanted. 'If you are willing it shall "be well with.».  
you 1 . You shall go safely from Turkey to.the Holy Land. Is• '. ? r:r;.ii
it not "better to live among Mohammedans than among Christians ? 
Here we are allowed to dress in the finest material, here every-
,u
one sits under*his' own figtrees and vines, while in Christian'*  
countries, you are not permitted even to dress your children in *£ ' 
red or "blue without exposing them to "be "beaten red or "blue. Hence
  £
you .are obliged to walk about like "beggars, and in rags.1 All your 
days are glo.omy, even your Sabbaths and festivals; strangers enjoy 
your possessions, and what use are treasures to a wealthy Jew '? 
He keeps them only to-his misfortune, and they are all lost in one 
day".'5"
* »
But it must not "be inferred that the present .attitude towards
 
Christianity is simply determined "by pnst history thus showing an«
irreconcilable spirit on the part of the Jews. Jewish experience'
is not only coloured "by past events handed down "by tradition.*    ' 
Every generation has added its own "bitter knowledge to the common
stock* And this is a-s much true of the 20th century as of the 12th,.    
It was not only a medieval "bishop who, on obtaining an additional
 
few cities to hip jurisdiction and finding some Jewish inhabitants
• IS?
there, decided to solve the "Jewish problem" by burning the Jews. 
The president o^ the Holy Synod in Czaris.t Russia, in our own 
modern days, followed the path of hallowed tradition,, when he
  ' -   .
suggested that the solution JbO'the Jewish problem lay in the
f
emigration of one third, the "conversion" of - another third, and
iS6
tl^e massacre of the rest. More recently, ^at in 1938, when the
 
Patriarch o^ the Church in Roumania, Miron Cristea, became Prime
*
Minister, he solemnly declared himsel^ in favour of anti-Semitism; *
o M
In the long list of inveterate dew-baiters is a strange collec-h »
tion of Christian names from fanatics like Peter Hermit, Peter
Cluny, to men like Stephen Langton, Innocent III and Martin Luther 
A new note was struck by' the late Pope Pius XI in a famous "broad - 
cast in Sept. .1958. Commenting on the Canon of the Mass 
sacrificium Patriarchae nostri Abraham, the Pope said: "Notice
 
that Abraham is called our Patriarch, our ancestor. Anti-Semitism 
is incompatible v/ith the thought and sublime reality expressed in 
this text. It is a movement in-which we Christians can have no
part whatsoever...Antisenitism in unacceptable. Spiritually we
i5*
are Semites". These unequivocal words-uttered at a time when anti-
V
Semitism in Germany had reached its height, have made a deep imr-
 
pression upon the Jewish people. But it is rightly felt that such 
pronouncements have come too late. At a time when the racial 
philosophy ha^ "begun to threaten the very existence of the Christ- 
ian Churc-h, it is only natural that, official Christendom should 
dissociate itself from the taint of anti-Semitism. It is, however,
doubtful whether the Church is a"ble at this' juncture to ward off
fthe evil. There are still countries in Europe where anti-Semitism
and Catholicism are almost .synonyms. A popular way of demonstrating
i$q
one's love for the Church is to hate the Jews.
It is therefore not surprising tjiat in the Jewish consciousness 
Christianity is associated with terrible wrongs and "bitter suffer-
A
ing. To^many Jews, especially in Eastern Eurooe, the Cross is 
still the symbol of hatred and persecution. It is only natural 
that Jewish aversion to Christianity should take the form of sus- 
picion and antipathy to Jestts Christ. If it is true that "in the 
sinister shadow o^ the Cross, the Church has forgotten not only 
the words 'Father, forgive them, for they know not* what they do 1 ,
160
"but a-a the vast extent of her indebtedness to the Jews"; it is 
equally true that the Jews have forgotten to distinguish between 
historic Christianity and Jesus Christ. But the Jewish mistake is 
easier to explain* Sightly says A. Filrst about the Jewish attitude
to Jesus: "Dass sich dieses fflr Liebe empftngliche Herz so stoiscA. 
and hartnflckig der opferfreudigen Liebe des Einen G-erechten aus 
seiner Mitte verschliessen konnte^ das ist ein psychologisches 
Rflthsel, welches nur Israels lange Leidensgeschichte unter -den 
Heidenchristen zu l8sen vermag". He aptly remarks that to Trei- 
tschke1 s famous phrase: The Jews are our misfortune; the Jewish 
people has greater right to retort: The Christians have been for 
nearly two thousand years our misfortune.
Nobody can seriously deny'that there was tension between the 
Church and the Synagogue from the earliest days. Such tension
y.
is almost a necessity considering the uncompromising claim of 
both. The existence of Church and Synagogue side by side, make 
a compromise impossible if both are to remain what they are. Any, 
rapprochment on a religious basis can only prove detrimental to 
both parties. The .nature of Judaism and Christianity is such 
that they exclude each other. Any ajbtempt to create a "bridge 
theology", however well intended, will prove futile. Church and 
Synagogue can only exist in eternal challenge to each other. Mar-
  .
tin Buber has grasped this significant fact, Lev Gillet has not.
<e
Ifi^is vain to seek an understanding between Christianity and Jud- 
aism eri the basis derived from the - common .Bible. Church and Syna- 
gogue have actually two different Bibles and a different approach .
*   *
 to the Old Testament. V/hile to the Jew'the old Testament points 
to Moses, to the Christian it points to Jesus Christ. The divid- 
ing line between them is the Cross. This St. Paul and the Old 
Church knew better than our modern theologians. Yet the struggle 
between the two rival faiths ifi of B purely spiritual nature: the 
Church's cleiri to represent the New Israel, the Israel of God in 
the spiritual sense, should have been a stimulus to' "isrsaOLf r.nd 
a challenge to the Synagogue, for this is a holy rivalry. Alas,
the Church exchanged the' Sv/ord of the Spirit for the sword of 
steel. In an attempt to defend her faith she "betrayed it. The
struggle which "beo-an on a spiriturl plane ended in an earthly
% 
fight for privilege, honour and gain. Here we have found the
second answer to our question: * How did it happen that Jesus of 
Nazareth "became a stranger to his own people ?
Between Jesus and the Jews stands the Christian Church.
CHAPTSR TV. 
CONTSMPORARY JUDAISM AND J3SUS CHRIST.
From the middle of1 the 2nd century A.D. * until the time of 
their emancipation, 1. e., from the time when the process of sep-
^ %
aration between Judaism and Hebrew-Christianity was completed*
till the time when they re-emerged from the medieval Ghettos*
 
there was no Jesus-problem to the Jews. For many generations*
*
Jesus' name was not mentioned amongst them* unless in derision. 
His life was not seriously considered as is evident from the Tol* 
doth Yeshu. His claims were made the subject of ridicule. Some- 
how the Jews managed to shut themselves up in their own dreamy 
world and to ignore the Man who changed the course of history be- 
fore their eyes. There were, of course, .great Jews tfio fully 
realised the significance of Jesus for the Gentile world* like the
4great commentator* Rabbi Sh'lorao Yltzhaki, or the great religious
i philosopher* Moses ben Maimon; but these were exceptions.
*
The ever growing difficulties of Jewish life in the Middle 
Ages* the repeated expulsions* the destruction of schools of learn- 
ing, the severe censorship of literature* the burning of Hebrew 
books* ultimately caused an intellectual decline. Thus* the 
Jews* who had played so prominent a part in philosophy and science, 
and who had made such vital contributions to the revival of learn- 
ing In Surope, thus pairing the way for that mighty spiritual awak-
' * k 
enlng which goes under the name of the Reformation* became them-
 
selves Intellectual paupers. It Is no exaggeration to say that 
after the 15th century, the end of which was marked by the tragic
*  
expulsion from Spain* Jewish Importance in the sphere of learning 
rapidly declined until it sank into insignificance. Laurie Mag-
 
nus describes this period of decline: MSocially, and morally too,
1*4
to some extent, it is -a story of degraded conditions; linguisti- 
cally, it was an age of jargon; and intellecutally, the influence 
of Jews on literature and thought was either merely occasional or 
chiefly revived from earlier times". Such was the inevitable re- 
sult of the stress under which Jewish life was lived. An elo- 
quent example of the difficulties the Jews had to face is furaisb-6 '
ed by the vicissitudes of the Talmud in Christian Surope.
* ,
Already, Justinian tried to force uj»on the Jews by an imper- 
ial decree the Greek translation of the Old Testament, and the 
abandonment of d£Ut 6j>u)6i,£ in later centuries, after the est- 
ablishment of the Inquisition, the Talmud was singled out for 
special attack. A famous instance of wholesale destruction oc- 
curred in Paris, in 1S42, when twenty-four cartloads of copies 
were publically burned. Later, by a papel bull of 1554, severe 
.censorship of the Talmud and other Jewish literature was introduc- 
ed. In 1559, the Talmud was included in the first Index Sxpurga- 
torlus."7 Pope Pius IV, decreed in 1565 that the Talmud be de- 
prived of its very name. But all efforts to suppress it proved 
altogether unsuccessful. Renewed attacks upon the Talmud were 
made by Gregory XIXI. In 1593, Clement VIII again interdicted 
the possession of copies of the Talmud. The beginning of the
 
16th century saw the great controversy between John (Joseph)
Pfefferkorn, a baptised, Jew, in the service of the Dominicans,< *
and the great and noble scholar John Reuchlin (1455-1522). The 
violent controversy lasted over 10 years, and ended with the ac- 
tual triumph of Reuchlin, though he himself was condemned by the 
Pope. But, as Canon Danby says, the condemnation was only "on
principle", for the decree against Hebrew literature was not re- 
ft 
newed. .For the first time in history, the Talmud was printed' i
together with other Jewish books by a Christian printer, Daniel
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Bomberg of Antwerp. This was the inmediate result of Reuchlin's 
victory. But many years had still to elapse "before the Jews were 
given the freedom to read and write as they pleased. Meanwhile, 
not only the possession of the Talmud, but in some instances, the
»
possession of any Jewish literature was regarded by the author!-
   
ties as a criminal offence. The Jewish struggle against the
 
severe censorship exercised by the Church, and the many prohibi- 
tions against Jewish writings, was carried on with courage and
9self-denial. But it was certainly no inducement to the further­ 
ance of learning. Small wonder that under such circumstances, 
intellectual life became stagnant. The ghetto became, not only 
the symbol of physical enslavement, but also of intellectual de­ 
cline. In the end, the Jews grew accustomed to Ghetto conditions
and as a psychological reaction, deliberately refused to show any•
Interest in what was happening in the outside world. • As a Jewish
writer put it: "Das flussere Ghetto wurde beantwortet mit dem
ID
gewollten, bewussten, dem inneren Glfetto",. Thus, the Jew confin- 
ed to the narrow'walls of hi sown home, concentrated all his in- 
tellectual faculties upon the study of the Talmud and upon mystical
  *
speculations. There was neither the freedom nor t he will to
./
gain an independent, view regarding Jesus. For critical study* 
and o£en expression of thought conditions were unpropitious. The 
Jews only entered intoxpublic discussion with the Church under
 
duress, as the weaker partners labouring under severe handicaps. 
The extent of the Jewish disadvantage can be seen from the two 
most famous public discussions of that kind. The first took
*
place between Pablo Christianjii, a Jewish convert, and the famous- 
R. Moses ben Nachman (1194-12?0) at Barcelona in 1263, lasting 
four days?' The second was the one between Geronimo de Santa-Pe 
(the former Jewish physician Joshua ben Joseph ha-Lorki) and a
/3f
body of representative Jews lead by the physician and poet Don 
Vidal'Ben-Benveniste Ibn Labi (Ferrer) of Saragosa. It took 
place at Tortosa in the Kingdom of Aragon and extended over a year 
and 9 months (Febr. 1415 - Nov. 1414) covering 68 (69) sessions 
in alii*
* »
The public dispute between Pablo Christian! and R. Moses ben 
Nachman was turned into a state occasion and was held in the pres- 
ence of the King of Aragon, Jayme I. In spite of the fact that 
the Rabbi was assured by the king of no evil consequences, and 
was granted freedom of speech, the Dominicans procured the public 
burning of his pamphlet which gave an account of the discussion
/3and a sentence condemning him to exile for two years. The dis-\ *
putation at Tortosa, which is unique in Jewish history both for
*
the length of time it covered and for the interest it aroused, 
ended with even more disastrous consequences. For it resulted
in a bull (1415) forbidding the study of the Talmud and other
lit 
forms of degradation*
An unique case is that of the Karaite Isaac b* Abraham of
Troki (1533-1594), the author of Chizzuk SmunahJ* His freedom in  . »
expressing his views was due to the peculiar circumstances of 
Polish life at that time, permitting great liberty of speech and
lively exchange of thought. A striking exception to the condi-
'  
tions in Europe at that period.
1. Emancipation and its effects upon Jewish life.
A
Neither the Renaissance nor the great Reformation Movement 
following in its wake made any impression upon Jewish life. The
>
great change came with the Age of Enlightenment.
i
The first condition for the re-entering of the Jewish people 
into European society was the removal of political and wlvil dis­ 
abilities. Such a condition was created at 1he end of the 18th
I, *
century. The process of emancipation was naturally a slow one, 
and the new problems it created are still acutely felt "by both 
Jews and Gentiles. The process itself is still in progress and 
its ultimate success entirely depends upon the triumph of the 
great liberal Ideals of the 18th century which ir&iated it*
The "natural rights** which Locke and Rousseau have claimed 
for the individual have laid the philosophical foundations for our
modern age, .and have thus paved 12ie way for Jewish emancipation.i .
This became possible when the old medieval rule of cuius reglo 
eius religiOv became obsolete. The famous sentence: HIn my 
states everyone may be saved after his own fashion**, marks the
* - -
spirit of the new age.\"
The 18th century saw the beginning of a new epoch in world 
history. It was also one of the most pregnant periods in the
..*
history of the Jewish people. On July 4th, 1776 was published 
the Declaration of American Independence, thus adumbrating the
,»*. 4,-H. • '  
French Revolution. It was soon followed by the famous Declaration
ft*M • , f *
S
of the Rights of Man, issued by the Constituent Assembly of France
is . 
in Aug. 1789. But Jewish emancipation was not won without a
struggle. Characteristically enough, the extension of ̂ the Rights 
of Man to the Jewish population of France met with considerable
\A
resistance within the Assembly. It was not till one day before 
the closing of the Assembly that better judgement prevailed. 
Sept. 27, 1791, brought political freedom for French Jewry, "al- 
though some minor political and civil disabilities were yet enfor- 
ce 
ced for years thereafter*1. This was the first instance for Jews
 
in Surope to beaorae citoyens actifs, and thus to enjoy equality 
of rights. The French example was soon imitated by other Europ- 
ean states. Thus, the King of Prussia, Frederick William III, 
under the guidance of his liberal-minded prime minister Harderiberg,
issued his famous edict of .toleration, March 1812, which raised 
the Jews to Prussian citizenship and opened their way to greater 
opportunities*
The process of Jewish emancipation in,the West of Surope last- 
ed throughout the 19th century, and though it has known many set-
 
'backs, its course remained unarrested. The conservative reaction- 
ary forces made a last attempt to stay the tide of progress and 
many political "battles were fought, but the spirit of the New Age
V
prevailed. Sven in England, where first attempts at emancipating 
the Jews were made earlier than anywhere else in Surope, the
actual removal of dlasbillties did not pass without a prolonged-*>
struggle. Already, John Toland (1670-1722), in an essay entitled 
Reasons for naturalising the Jews in Great Britain and Ireland, 
(1714) was demanding equality of rights for the Jewish population.
«
In 1753, Pelham (1696-1754) .tried to introduce a Bill which would
make it possible for,the Jews to apply to Parliament for natural-1 \  
ization, .Curiously enough, this bill passed without much opposi- 
tion in the Upper House, but was defeated in the Commons. All
/. 
the cities of England sent in their protests. A hundred years
 
later, it was the House of Lords which raised most objections,^as 
can be seen from the fierce struggle over the well known Oath Bill* 
It was not until 1858 that the effort at emancipation was crowned 
with success. , But in some European countries, the process was
4
carried over to the 20th century. In Russia full political equal-
 
ity came to the Jews with the Revolution of 1917.
, h
The entry of the Jews into Suropean life instantaneously met
•with a wave of reaction. Suropean society was spiritually un­ 
prepared to accept the Jews as equal partners, and the old stored-
* »
up prejudice created a new phenomenon which passes under the in- 
\
accurate name of anti-Semitism. It is a characteristic product
'34
*
of our modern, secularised age. In that it is moved not "by .
religious, "but "by purely racial and economic considerations, m it
it 
differs vastly from the older form of Jew^hatred.
  «
The home of modern or "scientific" anti-Semitism was Germany,
 
and its most prominent prophet was Houston Stewart Chamberlain,
t v
an Englishman, who gave the finishing touches to its pseudo- 
scientific dress* There may "be some psychological reasons for
i
German prejudice towards the Jewish people, but anti-Semitism 
itself is so irrational that an'adequate explanation is impossible
apart from the fact that xenophobia, "the instinctive hatred of
a 
the human being for^the strangerH , is deeply ingrained in human
nature* There is the fact that, according to ancient Germanic
* / 
custom, the resident stranger was outside the protection of the
law, unless by some agreement taken under the patronage of an» *
13
important member of the tribe* National Socialist Germany has, * 
therefore, reversed the process of progress and returned to 
ancient Germanic custom when publishming the Nuremberg decrees of 
1935.
In the early days, the anti-Semitic surge, which rallied the
\
most conservative elements in Surope, had definite associations 
with the Church. This was specially true of countries like 
Germany, Russia and Prance. Behind it was the vain effort to 
stem the tide of rationalism and to preserve the old way of life. 
Thus, the name of Christianity was used as a weapon against the 
Liberal Spirit of the time of which the emancipation of the Jews 
was one of its manifestations* But gradually as the Church lost 
ground in the West, its propaganda-value decreased* Anti-Semit- 
ism freed itself from all religious pretence and became by the 
genius of German politicians, an independent science on a purely 
racial basis. The complete break between anti-Semitism and
135-
Christianity is of the greatest consequence in that it bears dir- 
ectly upon the Jewish approach to Jesus.
The moment the Jews found themselves outside the Ghetto walls 
their first and immediate problem was that of adjustment. They 
had not only to find themselves a place in modern society, but 
also an inner attitude towards its prevailing trends. The corol- 
lary to external emancipation was the initiation of the process 
of Internal emancipation with its revolutionary effects upon the
Jewish mind. .i
\ 16 a) The Haskalah.
The Jews left the religious atmosphere of the Ghetto to enter 
a society of growing rationalism and secularization. Their first 
impulse was, therefore, "to acquire western culture and to become
27like their neighbours in language, dress and habits". There was 
the feeling "that only lack of Western civilization hindered the 
Jews from achieving full legal equality with the other peoplesH. 
The work of Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786) served as the opening
phase of the long process of adjustment* His translation of the
 ty 
Bible in modern German first brought the Jews in contact with
a language which served as a medium of European culture. By the 
divice of printing the new translation in Hebrew letters, it be- 
came possible to be read and understood by almost every Jew in 
Surope.
The 'desire to avail themselves of hitherto unknown spheres 
of learning gave birth to an educational movement known as the 
Haskalah, The Maskilim made it their objective to spread the 
knowledge of European culture amongst their brethren. They were 
prompted by the desire thus to hasten the inner process of culfcir- 
al development. Their aim was "to secularize and Suropeanize" 
Jewry. Their greatest achievements were attained in Sastern
Surope, especially amongst Russian Jews upon whom they left an 
indelible mark. It has been pointed out that the Haskalah is to 
be held responsible for the spiritual crisis into which the Jews 
were plunged immediately on coming in contact with Western civil- 
ization. For the Haskalah, by exerting a denationalizing influ- 
ence upon Judaism, and by secularizing Jewish life, catled in 
question the separate existence of Jewry. The two basic princip- 
les of medieval Judaism, "the Messianic hope and the dismissal of 
the outer world**, have been undermined by the surrender to Surop-
30
ean civilization. But actually such a crisis became inevitable 
by the abruptness of the change from medievalism to modernism. 
What was achieved in Surope by a slow process of development cover- 
ing several centuries, was appropriated by Jewry within the space 
of 50 years. The rapidity of absorption is exemplified by the 




The urge for the appropriation of Western culture created an 
unique situation in Jewlftjl history. What neither the sword nor' 
the stake were able to achieve in the days of persecution, was 
unintentionally accomplished by^the Liberalism of the 18th century. 
Jewish emancipation in the West was attended by an alarming drift 
towards Christianity. This p%nomenon had already become evident 
at the Initial stages of the emancipatory movement. Most of 
Mendelssohn* s own children accepted baptism; later, not a single 
member of his flescendents remained faithful to Judaism.
We are told that of the 3,610 Jews who lived in Berlin in
3V
1819, "only  !, 236 became Christians within the next four years**. 
Israel Cohen attributes the wave of apostasy to social pressure.
V
He explains that "the secessions in Prussia were encouraged by the
State, and welcomed "by the King. Not only were the Jews excluded
4
from all public positions, denied all civil and political rights, 
and subjected to special humiliations, "but even when they attempt- 
ed to reform the Synagogue service in the hope of stemming the 
tide of apostasy, they were hindered "by the Government, which for- 
bade the use in the Synagogue of the German language and the wear-
•**
ing of the talar (minister's gown) H. However; while admitting 
a certain form of coercion, we hold that it does not explain the 
tide of apostasy itself. Jews have lived under similar and worse 
pressure for many centuries, staking their wealth and their lives
for the faith of their fathers. They have resisted greater tempt-
••/) 
Rations than the bonus of ten ducats offered by Frederick William
HX to every Jew at his baptism; or the wedding-present offered 
by Frederick William IV to every baptised Jewess at her wedding. 
There can be little doubt that in the majority of cases, the 
motives which led to baptism were anything but religious. Though
It seems to us that the generalisations of which Mr. Cohen is
37 
guilty do injustice to a small number of converted Jews. But the
deeper reason for 'the drift from the Synagogue is to be sought in
/
the prevailing spirit of the age. The fact was, that the philo- 
sophical humanism of the ISth century had broken into the Jewish 
position with devastating effect. This coincided with a surge 
of Liberalism in Christian theology which glossed over the points 
of doctrine appearing most offensive to the Jewish mind. Christ- 
ianity was reduced to a system of lofty ideals to which every 
educated person could subscribe. There was more than mere oppor- 
tunism on the part of many Jews who sought baptism. It must be 
borne in mind that the second half of the 18th century was a time 
of great philosophical and ideological renaissance. It saw the 
rise of humanism in Germany, of Deism in Sngland, of materialism
in France* Most of   these ideologies had the ethical standards
»
of Christianity as their 'background* Christianity, therefore. In 
the mind of the Jew, striving after emancipation, "became the symbol 
of Western culture* Baptism came to "be looked upon as a necessary
ceremony attending the entrance of the Jew into the civilized' / ' 
world* There is ample evidence to show that "both the Church and
the Jews understood it in this way.
De le Rol quotes some interesting incidents which show up the
 
laxity of the Church of those days* For example, Chr. Wil.Krause 
is supposed to have declared with conviction in his sermon fit the 
baptism of Ferd. W. Fliess (1783) that by this act, he is now 
receiving the "convert 11 into the religion of reason, taking him 
away from the God of the Old Testament* Fliess was assured by 
the pastor that from henceforth nobody would Interfere with his
»
religious convictions, his religious views being his own private 
concern. Sven more striking was the sermon delivered at the
*
baptism of Ssther Moses (1795) in which the preacher, Pastor C*
Fr. Zastrau of Breslau ridiculed the missionary attempts of the
3* 
Church* . What wonder tha_j£ a man like Heinrich Heine (1797-1856)
  . »
regarded his baptism as the entrance ticket to European culture ?
*
On the Jewish side, the Liberalism which did not hesitate to    .
resolve the* Christian faith into a vague and sentimental humanism,
was hailed with enthusiasm and gratitude. Jewish scholars, who
» »
have written on the subject usually miss the fact that it was not 
to orthodox Christianity, but to German liberal theology of the 
18th century that those "converts" subscribed* An interesting 
case is that of David FriedlUnder (1750-1834), an intimate friend
and colaborator of Moses Mendelssohn. Friedlflnder addressed an
»
open letter: Sendschreiben an den Oberconsistorialrath Teller zu
4o 
Berlin von'einigen Hausvfctern Jfldischer Religion, in which he
suggests the union between Judaism and Christianity based on a
1*9
nntual reform of doctrine* Friedlinder offered to accept Christ- 
ianity on condition that the interpretation of certain Christian 
dogmas be left to his own private judgment. Teller's answer is 
even more remarkable* De le Roi well observes that it reveals 
Nden ganzen Jammer des damaligen Rationalisms". In it Teller
 
boldly declares that there is no need for the Jewish "Hausvflter"
to trouble themselves with the formal adherence to Christianity*
*// 
as they are already .the bearers of the spirit of Christ. Though
Friedlinder himself has later changed his views and has even writ- 
ten against the missionary activities of the Church, he was as 
Incapable of preventing his family from being baptized as was his 
friend Mendelssohn* The drift towards the Church lasted through- 
out the 19th century* 
c) Reform.
The *eform movement grew out of the need to adjust Judaism to
     .
the new conditions of life. Phi lip son admits that the first re- 
formers were guided Hnot by the thought of Jewish development, but
by the artificial motive of making the external expression of their
4z faith respond to an aesthetic longing1*. But it was not merely
"aesthetic longing" which pressed for the reform of Judaism* In 
the Reform movement, the Jewish instinct for self-prweervation 
asserted itself once more* Reform of the liturgy and ceremonial 
practice was the only answer to the breach which had been made In 
the age-old institutions of the Synagogue* To prevent the drift
 
4, 
from Judaism, reform became an iterative demand. It was an
effort to save the sinking ship from utter destruction. The 
Reform movement bears evidence that the drift towards Christianity 
was more than the result of social pressure or the desire for 
gain, as Mr. Cohen makes out. Philipson rightly points to the 
difficult position in which enlightenment had placed Jewish youth.
The discrepancy between the spirit of the time and the demands of 
Judaism pressed for a compromise. Such a compromise could only 
be made possible by the re-thinking of Judaism and the re-defining 
of its essence. The first question which arose out of the dis- 
cussion was the problem of authority. The conservative group 
naturally appealed to tradition, the progressive group held, in 
common with the spirit of the age, that reason was the last Ins- 
tance of appeal. In this it could claim men like Maimonides and 
Mendelssohn as partisans. The basis principle of the reformers
 
was that Judaism is not a static, but a growing religion, ever
<» l,f
adaptable to the changing conditions of life.
In Liberal Judaism, especially as it developed in Great Brit- 
ain and America, the Reform movement has reached its final stage. 
It Is distinguished by a marked rationalism, an overemphasis of 
the ethical elements in religion, and a non-national outlook. The
first philosopher of Liberal Judaism was Solomon Formstecher (1808-
.1/6 
89). Simon Hadowicz describes the movement ws a tendency to
j
"continuing more the prophetic than the rabbinical heritage, stand- 
Ing for limitation, reforming or abolishing the 'practical ritual 
laws', aiming at 'purifying* Judaism in the direction of the high- 
est concept of monotheism, emphasizing the ethical character of 
Judaism and the universallsm of the Jewish ethics, often interpret -
 
ing the supernatural revelation not in the verbal traditional way 
or considering it not essential and central, and putting Instead 
the general religio-ethical content of Judaism as Its leading 
idea... H Liberal Judaism repudiates all* nationalistic traits in 
the Synagogue and regards the dispersion as an essential prerequis- 
ite of Jewish life. It aims a*t "separatism in religion with
assimilation in all the other elements of the national life, poli-
4g 
tical, social and cultural 11 .
d) The Science of Judaism.
The necessity for justifying the existence of Judaism before 
the modern world gave birth to a new science: Die Wissenschaft 
des Judentura. The recognized founder of this new branch of learn-
f  
ing is the great scholar Leopold Zunz (1794-1886). Next to him 
deserves to be placed Abraham Oelger (1810-1874). Lindeskog 
rightly describes his importance in these words: MSr 1st der 
Schflpfer der .Ifldischen Theologie im modernen Sinne des Wortes".50 
It is only natural that the Reform Movement and the Science of
r
Judaism, two concomitant phenomena, should be closely related.
\
They both served the same end and they sprung from the same need, 
namely the adaptation of Judaism to modern life. The Reform 
Movement stood in need of a scientific approach to the theologlcal/ 
philosophical and historical problems which Judaism presented. 
This need was met by Jewish scholars who strove to obtain a his- 
torical and connected picture of the development of Judaism. The
* v
result was a philosophical and theological re-definition of Judais^ 
in keeping with the spirit of the modern age.
e) Assimilation and nationalism.
Next to the question as to the seat of authority in Judaism, 
arose the correlated problem as to the meaning and purpose of a 
separate Jewish existence. The 'broadening of the Jewish outlook 
in matters of religion went hand in hand with a tendency towards 
denationalization of Jewish life. The Reform Movement, with its 
emphasis upon abstract ethical values, was rapidly drifting to- 
wards national effacement, until in the end, "all recollections 
of national glory were stricken from the memorial tablets of the 
people, all striving for national redemption were denied. They 
reduced themselves to the rank of a religious confession and re- 
pudiated the peculiar character and content of that religion - all
this for the sake of winning confidence of the 3uropean no rid, of 
showing themselves worthy of emancipation11 , complains a Zionist 
writer, Geiger already contended that the Jews are a religious
»
community and not a nation in the usual sense of the word. This 
became a fundamental principle in Liberal Judaism, The reformers 
argued that they were Mfcermans of the Mosaic persuasion" and that 
their distinctiveness in the past rested upon a misunderstanding
52of the essence * of Judaism*
The reformers 1 effort to detach Judaism from its racial back- 
ground and to give It a universalistic dress, led to the uncon- 
ditional "affirmation of the lands of their exile". Such an
 
attitude was equal to national self-effacement. But once again, 
the Jewish will for existence asserted itself. The Haskalah
movement, which aimed at breaking the barriers dividing the Jews»
from Suropean life, became itself a means of awakening the nation- 
al consciousness. By bringing about a revival of the Hebrew 
language, it gave rise to a modern Hebrew literature, thus pre- 
paring the way for the national renaissance.
The contact with Western thought released destructive forces 
within the Jewish community. MThe sudden break with the basis 
of Jewish life in the Oaluth, without original values to replace
53
them was bound to endanger the very existence of the people". It 
led, on the one hand, to the violent desire of breaking with the
past and submerging among the nations; on the Other hand, there
/  
set in a sense of disillusionment and frustration. This is 
specially true of Russian Jewry, which made noble but vain efforts 
at emancipation, Splegel gives an accurate picture of the spirit- 
ual struggle in those early days. He quotes the words of Hoses'<
Lelb Liliehbaum (1843-1910), an outstanding writer: "My heart is
54 
empty, I am barren as an ice-waste, like an oak hewn down". This
mood of frustration is "best exemplified in the 'person of the most 
prominent Jewish writer of that time. J. L. Gordon (1831-1892)
ST
has teen called "the leading poet of the Haskalah period". Spiegec 
says of him: . "He believed himself to te the last of the singers
of Zion and the Jews, not a people nor a religious fellowship, but
$t> 
a hopeless, aimless flock".
The lapse from orthodox faith into nihilism, the prevailing 
mood of the Russian intelligentzia in those days, the quick die-
*
illusionment with Suropean culture which set in early under the 
stress of life under the Czar, cooperated in creating a vacuum in 
the hearts and minds of many. The reaction expressed itself in 
a renewed affirmation of the cultural values of Jewish life. 
There is an interesting connection between the revival of Suropean
nationalism and political Zionism whose origin leadspack to the
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Maskilim of Russian Jewry. The rapid growth of the national con- 
sciousness in the Gentile world strangely contrasted with the 
spirit of national-abnegation amongst Western Jews. The appeal 
to national egotism proved stronger than the vague idealism offer- 
ed by the assimilation!sts. Jewish national renaissance came 
at a time of spiritual stress and filled a gap created by the in- 
roads of rationalism upon Jewish life. This was accelerated by 
the growing tide of anti-Semitism which swept across Central and 
Sastern Surope. It created new values for the Jewish youth and 
renewed the hope in a distinct Jewish future.
But an exaggerated emphasis upon nationhood is not an in- 
dication of strength, but of weakness. Behind the nationalist 
effort is a gnawing sense of defeat. The falling back upon ones 
own resources is a means to disguise the rejection meted out by 
the world outside. Nationalism is always an act of despair.
  ^  
Underneath the self-assertiveness of political Zionism is. a yearn-
ing for the values of Judaism irretrievably lost* There is a 
subtle difference between ancient and modern Jewish nationalism: 
in the past, nationalism sprang from the religious consciousness, 
at present, the religious consciousness springs from nationalism, 
In other words: in the past, the Jew knew himself primarily a
*
member of the Synagogue, and therefore a member of his people; at 
present, he knows himself a member of his people, and therefore 
feels some obligation to be still a member of the Synagogue, This 
difference indicates the extent of secularization of Jewish life,
f) Conclusion.
In sutaning up our investigation, we gain the following pic- 
ture: Emancipation brought the Jewish people in immediate contact 
with European culture. The attempt to adjust Jewish life to the 
new conditions has profoundly endangered the former structure of 
Judaism, It led on the one hand to apostasy and assimilation,
and on the other hand to secularization and nationalism. The
  
Reform movement which grew out of the desire to find a positive
answer to the new problems which Judaism had to face gave the im- 
pulse to the scientific study of Judaism and to a new theological 
orientation. It divided Judaism into two separate camps: orthoto* 
and Reform (Liberal) Judaism, thus creating a schism, which broke 
the unity of Jewish life/8
The entry into European civilization demanded an attitude to- 
wards Christianity and thus brought to*-the forefront the problem 
of the Jewish attitude to Jesus,
 
2, Contemporary Judaism and Jesus Christ,
The discussion concerning the Jewish attitude to Jesus began 
in the early days of the emancipatory movement. It has now last- 
ed for over a century and Is still in progress. The subject is
not of a purely academical nature* The moral and spiritual power 
of Christianity constitutes an ever present challenge. The de- 
cline of Judaism and the constant threat of Christian missions has 
added to the urgency^ of the problem. The rationalism of our age
has created a vacuum in Jewish life which made Jews singularly
* / 
susceptible to the G&spel story. Eminent Jews have, therefore,
found it imperative to speak out freely in order to warn those who 
are not able to form an opinion of their own.
But apart from the practical side of the problem, there is
 
also a definite historical interest. A closer study of Judaism 
has made It necessary to place the Christian "incident" in its 
proper perspective. By right, it belongs to Jewish history. The 
sources of the Christian Church have sprung upon Jewish soil.. Its
*
Founder is an important product of the religio-historical process 
of Judaism. Who was Jesus ? What did he teach ? What is his 
significance for Judaism and the Jewish people ? These are ques- 
tions which legitimately belong to the realm of historical re- 
search.
Above all, the controversy concerning the person of Jesus
is part, and an important part of the Zwlegesprflch between Judaism
50 and Christianity. It is a theological necessity for both, the
Church and Synagogue, to continue the discussion till the end of 
tine. It was to their mutual loss that such a dialogue became 
impossible. For centuries, the controversy lapsed Into a mono- 
logue carried on by the Church, which lacked the grace and the 
patience to listen' to the voice of her one and adequate opponent - 
the Synagogue. It was left to our modern age to create the con- 
ditions under which the resumption of the dialogue became again 
possible: to-day, the Jew may say openly and freely what he thinks 
of Jesus of Nazareth, without exposing himself to danger. Freedom
of speech has become an integral part of modern life. The follow? 
ing is the result of the controversy carried so far.
For a closer analysis of s the views regarding the person of 
Jesus expressed by a multitude of prominent leaders in Judaism, 
we select, for the sake of brevity, a few outstanding names. To 
give a balanced picture, we deem it necessary to chose from both 
camps, the orthodox and the liberal alike. Though both schools 
of thought widely differ on many important subjects, they show a 
striking similarity in their approach to Jesus of Nazareth; not 
so much in what they say about him, as in the way they circum- 
scribe his person and limit his significance. Characteristic for 
both is the over-emphasis of the "Jewishness*1 of Jesus. But 
while for the orthodox group the Jewishness of Jesus is only a 
questionable quality, i.e., Jesus is only a Jew at his best; the 
liberal group is inclined to apply a text-critical method which* 
presents him always as a Jew, and always at his best. It Is a 
feature of Jewish criticism, with but few exceptions, to treat
  s
the Synoptic text recklessly. The text Is always adapted to the 
preconceived portrait of Jesus; but this is not only a Jewish 
failing. Wherein the orthodox and the Liberal school of thought 
differ fundamentally is in relating Jesus to Christianity. While 
for the orthodox, Jesus is the Founder of Christianity and in- 
separable from the Church, the Liberals differentiate between 
Jesus and historic Christianity, assigning its foundation chiefly
to Paul.
60 
a) Orthodox Judaism: Rejection.
Orthodox Judaism is naturally marked by the faithful adher- 
ence to tradition. . This alone already predetermines the nature 
of the approach. The Synagogue* s attitude towards Jesus in the 
past is an important factor in the discussion. There is a sec-
tlon amongst orthodox Jews which even avoids mentioning the name 
of Jesus* Characteristically, the Chief Rabbi, Dr. J. H. Hertz, 
invariably refers to him as the Pounder of Christianity, without
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mentioning his name* The attitude of this group is that of abso- 
lute negation* Such Jews look with misgiving upon all those of\
their co-religionists who engage in the study of the life and 
work of Jesus* Any sign of positive criticism is decried as a
r
betrayal of Judaism* Guarded appreciation, such as Dr. Klausaers,v
critical, and from the Christian point of view, negative book on 
'Jesus, is enough to cause a storm of indignation amongst them* 
Judah David Sisenstein, the editor of the Hebrew Encyclopedia, 
explained that Jews who speak appreciatively of Jesus do so only
to flatter the Christians* These are his words: **Some Reform"' (   
Rabbis, eager to flatter Christians, are wont to praise Jesus of
Nazareth as a Prophet, and they commend His moral Law* But these
do us more harm than even Christian missionaries***And still more 
are we injured by these Jewish writers who come out from their
«j*
holes and begin to paint things falsely, and break out in praise 
of Jesus of Nazareth, as, for example, Dr. Joseph Klausner does 
in his book Jesus of Nazareth and His Law. He was the first
 
among Jewish writers to compose a whole book in.vindication of 
Christianity and to describe the life of Jesus and His 'Law', and 
to establish him as a teacher of morals above all others* 3phraim 
Deinard in his book The Sword of the Lord and of Israel", the 
writer continues, Msays that Klausner has given a scientific trend
*-^
to his book that none may suspect death in it*.. 'For his book is
deadly poison to young Jews, and a sharp sword in the hands of
i • to 
our adversaries 1 **. Those who know Klausner's book will apprec-
63
late the exaggeration.
A source of irritation to the conservative-orthodox group
the frequent homage paid by Liberal Rabbis to the person of Jesus
v .   Christ. Dr. J. H. Hertz 3oins issue with those who by their
"attitude of indiscriminate adulation of the Pounder of Christ- 
ianity, whose whole life was one of enmity and warfare against the 
foundations of our Faith as well as«of amazing vilifications of 
the Rabble", cause great damage to Judaism. For in so doing,
 
"we not only condemn the attitude of our forefathers towards him,
14 but to all Intents and purposes, accuse them of Judicial murder11.»
Such unconditional surrender to tradition, however, is quick-  > ., r 
ly vanishing. The most common attitude to Jesus even amongst
scholars of the orthodox school is that of guarded appreciation.. < i
Paul Goodman 1 s views are perhaps the most typical for the
/
whole orthodox group. Martin Buber, on the other hand, who isi
a keen and independent thinker, is interesting for his peculiar
moral approach.
i Goodman speaks of the charm of Christ's personality, and
frankly admits that countless human hearts have been inspired,
6Sthrough faith in Jesus, with the spirit of love and self-sacrifice. 
The writer is aware Hof the most extraordinary paradox of history*1
   
which is that though "the roots of the life and thought of Jesus 
lie entirely in Jewish soil*1 , yet the Jews, Mthe kinsmen of Jesus 
have to this day remained the most consciously determined oppon-« *
ents of his supremacy1*. Goodman then puts the question: What
t
is the Jewish argument against the claim of Jesus ? The answer 
is: "It is the Jewish view that Jesus added no important original\
*
element to the religious and moral assets which had been accumulat - 
ed by the Jewish prophets and sages, and that he has certainly 
been the more or less direct cause of lowering the pure and lofty 
ideas about God and man current in Judaism". The grounds for the 
refusal- are to-day the same as of old: "For a good work we stone
thee not, but for blasphemy, and /because that thou, being a man, 
raakest thyself God". The Jews, the writer goes on to explain, 
"the standard-bearers of the highest form of ethical Monotheism", 
cannot believe in the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation, Such 
a doctrine is offensive to the "inner springs of the noblest Jew- 
ish susceptibilities". Goodman dwells often on the subject of 
Jesus* .dependence upon basic Jewish teaching, a feature common to 
all Jewish writers. He complains about the misrepresentation of 
the Pharisees on the part of the New Testament, and of Christian 
theologians. He regards the Sssenes, pr~r'0h , (?) as forming 
the link between Pharisaism and the Nazarenes ("primitive Christ- 
ians"). The "modernist" approach of Paul Goodman is marked by 
the fact that he makes an important distinction between the real 
Jesus-and the Christ of the Gospels: "The four Gospels are not
*
biographies of Jesus by men .who knew him and were eye-witnesses
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of what they recorded". He stresses the spuriousnessjbf the Synop- 
tic account and points to the-impossibility of using it as warrant- 
ed historical evidence; he thinks it ridiculous to make the 
Synoptic tradition the basis for dogmatic conclusions. His plea 
is that "it'is conceded by those who have utilized the accumulated 
results of New'Testament criticism that there is no acceptable . 
basis for the Christian dogma of the Incarnation, and that the 
Christian ides of a Xogos and of a Trinitarian Deity can be easily
V
traced to pre-Christian Jewish and heathen philosophical concept- 
ions which were grafted on to the Monotheism of the Jews*1 .* So 
much for Christian doctrine. Nevertheless, Jesus himself, was a 
ti»e "Jewish monotheist". ° Here the author quotes not only Gospel 
sayings, but also utterances by St. Paul, to prove that Jesus 




In the sphere of ethics, Jesus stands on Jewish ground. This
is an axiom for the author. With the exception of the idea of 
non-resistance, there is nothing in the teaching of Jesus which 
cannot "be traced "back to the influence of Jewish thought: "com-
A
petent Christian theologians have acknowledged the eqaality of
M 11Jewish ethics with the loftiest thoughts enunciated by Jesus". 
But there is a serious flaw in Jesus' ethical teaching in that it 
oversteps "the righteousness of the Scribes and the Pharisees",  i
thus turning the practical teaching of Judaism into "a set of 
fantastic rules followed "by a very few, while it is consciously 
disregarded as utterly impracticable by the overwhelming mass of •
even the most earnest believers". This accounts for the fact•
that Christians have so miserably failed to walk in their*Master's 
steps* Contrasted with the hertic demands of Jesus "it is the 
distinction of the Mosaic rule of life that it requires no Im- 
possible, superhuman effort, no seclusion or morbid saintllness, ,
to carry out our duty to God and man". It is therefore Mr. Goodr-«
man's conviction that from the Jewish point of view, Jesus cannot 
be recognized as a teacher "who affected a revolution in the 
ethical domain of Israel".^ Christianity, he holds, owes its 
success in the world not so much to what it "characteristically 
Christian, such as its teachings on poverty and non-resistance,
but to the healthy and vigorous ethical principles derived from
m if Judaism11 .
' / 
Paul Goodman rightly sees the main issue between Judaism and
Christianity to centre round the question: "Was Jesus God or
%
man ?" It is because he realizes that the person of Jesus "is 
indissolubly bound up with the Christian dogma of the Trinity" 
that he is driven to the conclusion: "The most rational attitude 
of the Jews towards Jesus is a purely negative one", as, "there
151 
can "be no place for Jesus in the religion of Israel". The slg-
 
nifieance of Jesus for the Jew lies in his world-historical impor- 
tance, "as a Jewish figure, who has shed a light over vast masses
76
of his fellow men..."
The views of Gerald Priedlander are very much the same. He, 
too, reiterates Jesus 1 dependence on the religious and etiical
. * *
values of Judaism, derived from the prophets and the psalmists* 
He crosses swords with Mr. C. G. Montefiore for calling Jesus the 
"last of the prophets"; he finds it difficult to understand how 
Montefiore could consider him to be the greatest of them. He
3
attacks Montefiore for suppressing some of the evidence elaborated 
by Gentile and Jewish scholars, which throws doubt upon the his- 
toricity of the person of Jesus, though Priedlander himself is 
not prepared "to go quite as far as Drews and Robert son'in denying
•ja
the possibility of the existence of Jesus". But he emphatically 
asserts the impossibility of relying upon the scanty records we 
possess: "we cannot obtain from the Gospels, the only available 
sources at our disposal, the necessary data for a critical and
historical life of Jesus".7* *' ""
Priedlander asks: Was Jesus a prophet ? He accuses Monte- 
fiore of "unbalanced judgement" for answering this question in the 
affirmative. Por himself, he asks: If Jesus be considered a 
prophet, "did he reveal an aspect of the Deity previously unknown 
or forgotten in his day ? H The answer is: to the Gentiles he 
may have been a prophet, for he taught them things they did not
know before, but: "The Jews of the days of Jesus had nothing to
&o 
learn from his message". Priedlander stresses the fact that "the
Jews have refused steadfastly to see in the hero of the Gospels 
either a God, or an inspired prophet, or a qualified lawgiver, or
Sla teacher In Israel with a new message for his people". There
was nothing new or original in all that Jesus taught: "The 
Beatitudes have undoubtedly a lofty tone, but let us not fprget
that all that they teach can be found in Isaiah and the Psalms.
«2. 
Israel finds nothing new here*1. Sven the originality which Monte-
A
ffore ascribes to Jesus in combining Lev. 19,18 with Deutr.6,4f,
 
Friedlander flatly denies: Mthe Jew, the Pharisee, who wrote the
 
 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs had already said before Jesus:
83 
I loved the Lord, likewise also every man with all ray heart".
There is nothing in the Sermqn on the Mount of special value to
* *? 
a Jew: Pour-fifths of it is exclusively Jewish, the rest is of
doubtful qualityj*r in other words: "the good is not new, the new
86
is not good". With all that, Jesus may be counted among the 
teachers of humanity, though he was ."less inspired than the pro-
» *7
phets of the Old Testament". His significance is confined to the
Gentile world, the same can be said of Mohammed.
 
Friedlander's greatest objection to Jesus is the authority 
he assumed and the elaims he made: "No Jew could possibly admit 
these claims which involve, l) his right to abrogate the Divine 
Law, 2) his power to forgive sins, 3) the efficacy of his vicar- 
ious atonement, and 4) his ability to reveal God, the Father of
..** 
man to whomsoever he will".
*
Thus, Jesus, the apocalyptic dreamer and the eschatological
preacher, whose message 10 "of little practical value to everyday
$0 ^ 
life", is of no real consequence to the Jewish people. He belongs
entirely to the Gentile world.
Prof. Martin'Buber, though in a sense representing orthodox 
Judaism, occupies a position entirely his own. His great powers 
of discernment and his depth of thought give him a characteristic
approach to the Jesus-problem, which is consistently in line with
i
his religio-philosophical conception of Judaism.
/53
Buber, who combines fervent Zionism with religious socialism, 
regards as the most precious heritage of classical Judaism the
90
tendency towards actualization (die Tendenz der Virwirklichung): 
that is to say, it is a characteristic feature of Judaism to trans- 
late the will of God in human action. Buber explains: "Gott
ist in den Dingen nur keimhaft zu schauen; aber er ist zwischen
9/ 
den Dingen zu verwirklichen". The realization of the will of
«
God can only take place within society (Gemeinschaft), and true
  ' 02,
society is where the divine is actualized among men* Judaism, 
thus, has only one aim, it tries to attain to the Truth of Action,
, t   
g*
This'is one of its fundamental principles. Buber finds it sig- -/
nifleant, that the first word of Jesus' message as presented by
the Synoptic and the Johantine tradition, was the key-word of the
I Prophets: IJllUJ. MDie Schwungkraft der Botschaft Jesu ist die
altjfldische Forderung der unbedingten Sntscheidung, die den Men- 
schen wandelt und ins Gottesrelch hebt. Und sie ist die Schwung-
9kfcraft des Christentums geblieben..."
Buber, therefore, views Jesus' activity in its prophetic set 
 
ting and calls him the "central Jewtt in whom the Jewish will for
 
actualization found its deepest expression. When Jesus taught 
that if two shall agree upon earth as touching anything, it shall 
be done unto them; when he taught that no man who puts his hand 
to the plough and looks back is fit for the Kingdom of God; lie 
was giving expression to the greatest truth of Judaism. For, 
the Kingdom of God to Jesus, is: ftkeine vage himmlische Seligkeiti 
es ist auch keine geistliche oder kultische, Vereinigung, keine
^ »
Kirche; es ist das vollkommene Zusammenleben der Menschen; es
m «
ist die wahre Gemeinschaf t die eben dadurch die unmittelbare
55" 
Herrschaft Oottes, seine Basileia ist 11 . Jesus' emphasis upon
positive action, his insistence upon the doing of the will of God,
his conception of the Kingdom as "die konmende Geraeinschaft, in 
der alle, die da hungert und dftrstet nach der Gerechtigkeit, satt 
werden, und die nicht aus gdttlicher Gnade allein, sondern nur aus 
ihrem Zusammenwirken mit dem Menschenwillen und der geheimnis -
vollen Verbindung beider hervorgehen kannw , distinguishes the
96 
Master of Nazareth not only from Sssene teaching, but also from
07 Pauline thought.'
"Gemeinschaft" is an important word in Buber*s religious 
philosophy. To him, the purpose of Jesus was to make this ideal
 
human relationship possible: MJesus, der von einer vergeistlich- 
ten Spfttform der Theokratie auf die ursprflngliehe Gewisshelt des
Gotteskdnigtums und seiner Srfdllung zurflckweist, verkttndigt sie»,
(i.e. die Gemeinschaf t), indem er die Knechtskonzeption erneuert 
und wandelt. Seine Botschaft aber hat nicht in ihrer echten
ffestalt, sondern in einer Verzweiung, die der Botschaft Jesu frend .
9B
ist, die Vfllker erreicht w. Herein liee the tragedy of the Christ- 
ian Church: it lacks that essential Jewish dynamic element (Sle-
99 
ment der Aktiv&tMt) which presses towards unity and actualization.
»
The Church, therefore, though in the teaching of Jesus, it receiv- 
ed Jewish teaching, missed its most vital element: "die Tendenz 
der Verwirklichung ist in die geistigen Grundlagen des Vdlkerle)(-
A I6°
-gens nicht eingegangen . But for this the Teacher is not to be 
blamed. In his "Three, talks on Judaism*1 , Buber deplores the 
fact that the most important paragraph of the spiritual history 
of the Jewish people, the appearance of Christianity, should have 
been obliterated from its records, through no fault of their own. 
It was due to circumstances which created the Mgalut ff psychology
«
with its superstitious fear of the Nazarean movement: Mwe must 
place it back where it belongs: within the spiritual history of 
Judaism**. It is obvious then that Buber claims Jesus for Judaian
but not the Pauline Christ, and not the second person of the Trin- 
ity, but Jesus the Jew, one of the Synagogue 1 s greatest represent-
101
atlves: "Jesus wollte aus dem Judentum den Tempel der wahren* 
Gemeinschaft erbauen, vor deren bio seem Ariblick die Mauern des
/03
Gewaltstaates zerfalien mttssten". That he failed, does not de-   
tract from his importance. In a strictly,limited sense, Jesus
may even make a legitimate claim to Messiah ship, without offend-'•* 
ing Judaism, for it expects salvation from man: "well es des
Menschen Sache ist, Gottes Macht in der" Srdenwelt zu begrflnden". 
But as long as'the Kingdom of God is not yet realized, Israel will 
neve? accept any man as the Messiah.
. Buber is distinguished from most orthodox writers by a sharp
emphasis upon the difference between Jesus and Christianity, and
i ^ 
by giving to Jesus a positive meaning frir%hin the history of Judaism,
He thus approaches the Liberal attitude, standing, as it were, 
midway between the two groups.
b) Liberal Judaism: Appreciation,
The discussion concerning the Jewish attitude to Jesus be-
V
came necessary the moment the Jews entered Western civilization, 
it is thus closely connected with the Reform movement. It was 
Liberal Judaism, with its tendency to break the fetters of tradi- 
tion and to assimilate surrounding culture, which initiated the
*  - VL
controversy, f The orthodox group was forced into it by way of 
reaction. The conditions for the resumption of the discussion 
were singularly propitious. Not only has the old prejudice to­ 
wards the Pounder of the Church been broken down, thanks to a 
better understanding of history, but also improved relationship 
with Christianity has greatly helped towards a more sympathetic 
approach to the subject. . The modern Jews were, therefore, pre­ 
pared to face the problem independently and to form their own
156
opinions. They entered the discussion at a moment when the field 
for critical investigation was already well prepared. So much so 
that Jewish scholarship has not been able to contribute anything- 
original to the general discussion concerning Jesus of .Nazareth. 
It had to be content with repeating, modifying or correcting the 
views of Gentile scholars. Its main merit, however, lies in the
field'of Rabbinical studies which helped towards a better under-
106 
standing of the background against which Christianity was born.
But we are here not concerned with the strictly scientific
»
study of the origins of Christianity. Behind the Liberal approach 
to the person of Jesus were deeper motives than academic interest. 
These motives are closely connected with the two main principles 
guiding the Reform movement - inward and outward readjustment.
Inward readjustment was necessitated by the evergrowing tide 
of rationalism, -and by the profound upheaval caused through the 
collapse of the old structure of Jewish life. It led towards a 
re-examination of the foundations of Judaism, and a redefinition 
of its lasting values. The result was the rejection of Rabbin- 
ism in favour'pf prophetic Judaism. Interest in the prophetic 
conception of religion brought Jesus to the forefront.
*" 9
Again, outward readjustment demanded a positive attitude to
, \
Western culture. It was soon recognized that an integral ele- 
ment of that culture was essentially Jewish. Jesus, thus, formed 
the link between the Gentile world and the Jewish people. It 
was recognized that Judaism and'Christianity have much in common. 
Behind the outward form of both, accretions which in the past
 
have obscured their-real essence, is the manifestation of the 
eternal Truth. The eclectic tendency in Liberal Judaism and its 
peculiar emphasis upon ethics has also helped to fix the attention 
upon the Master of Nazareth.
Still another important motive may "be added; it is of a 
psychological nature: there is an undeniable need for the human
r
mind to classify and co-ordinate. Jesus, the Great ^folgrop, creat- 
ed a feeling of discomfiture and presented a constant challenge. 
He had to "be fitted into the long chain of religious evolution. 
A place had to be found for him, and honour demanded that such a 
place be within the precincts of Judaism. Hence the constant em-
IOS
phasis upon the Jewishness of Jesus.
A detailed survey in the nature of an anthology, of the views 
expressed by Liberal Jews, concerning Jesus is here unnecessary. 
There is a strange affinity of outlook, not only within Liberal 
Judaism, but within Judaism at large. In essence, both Liberal 
and orthodox Jews are in agreement concerning Jesus of Nazareth. 
The difference is mainly of perspective and emphasis. By choos- 
ing, therefore, a few outstanding names within Liberal Judaism, 
we receive a pretty accurate picture of the general outlook within 
that group.
The most outstanding figure in Liberal Judaism is undoubtedly 
C. G. Montefiore (1858-1938). He has contributed more than any 
other Jewish scholar towards a dispassionate and critical study 
of the person of Jesus Christ. He may also daim the credit for
»
being the first Jew to write a modern commentary on the Synoptic 
Gospels.10*
Montefiore approaches the person of Jesus with great rever-)
ence. As far as it is. consistent with his liberal views, he is
prepared to go to any length in acknowledging the genius and the
« I.,.
greatness of the Master of Nazareth. He says of himself: MI be- 
lieve that I hold a higher view of the greatness and originality 
of the teaching of Jesus than is common among Liberal Jewish 
writers*1 . Lindeskog, who has studiously examined the author's
many contributions to the subject says with justifiable apprecia-
 
tion that Montefiore, like no other Jewish writer, was quick to 
grasp the quintessence of Jesus 1 teaching/71 He also attaches 
special importance to Monteflore's contention that the teaching
/
of Jesus must not be viewed piecemeal, "bit "by bit, but as an organ- 
ic whole. Lindeskog favourably contrasts this approach which he 
calls "Totalita*tsbetrachtung" with the former method which aimed
at finding analogies("Parallelismus"), and he thinks that it will
nit 
constitute a new departure for future discussion.
V
Montefiore f s Jowett Bectures for 1910, Some Elements of the 
Religious Teaching of Jesus according to the Synoptic Gospels, 
present in outline the author's views on the subject. His later
contributions show but little deviation from his main line of
•*."* approach.
  
Montefiore readily concedes to Jesus the right to be called
a prophet. He says: "the inwardness of Jesus, the intense 
spirituality of his teaching... show his connection and kinship
M6
with the Prophets. He takes up and renews their message". 
Though he refused to see in Jesus the prophet, he acknowledges 
him to be "one of the greatest and most original of our Jewish 
prophets and teachers"; he adds, however: "but I should, hesitate 
to say that he was more original than any one of them".' 7 To 
Montefiore, Jesus is essentially a reformer: he raised his voice 
in condemnation of self-righteousness and formalism and he was a 
seeker of souls. Jesus' main sphere of activity was amongst the
*
afflicted and the unhappy. Though the Rabbis, too, attached 
great value to repentance and were always willing to welcome a 
penitent sinner, yet the redeeming activity "as practised with
the methods and the intensity of Jesus" was "something new in the
ii* 
religious history of Israel". By introducing the idea of re-
deraption, Jesus brought a new conception into the religious life 
of his time. But, otherwise, there was nothing new in the teach- 
ing of Jesus, which was neither anti-rabbinic, nor anti-Jewish. 
All that Jesus did was to give to the old familiar doctrines "a
IIQ
high degree of purity, warmth and concentration". In one point 
Jesus differs from the prophets; against their impersonal func- 
tion, stands his personal authority, which goes far beyond that 
of a prophet: "None of them ask for renunciation or sacrifice for
*-
my sake". But Montefiore explains that this claim to authority 
was due to the fact that Jesus believed himself to be the Messiah.'*0 
His Messianic consciousness prompted Jesus to connect the imminent 
Kingdom with his own person. But Montefiore is willing to over- 
look such a natural mistake and even thinks that such a view was
'21
not entirely unworthy of the Master.
On the other hand, Montefiore, is able to find weak pointsjin 
the character of Jesus. Thus, Jesus, "like every other great 
teacher, was not always consistent. Nor was he always at his 
highest level". Sometimes he appears tender and loving, teaching 
to forgive our enemies; at other times, he appears violent, Im- 
patiently denouncing the sinner, especially if he happens to be
113 
his opponent. There are two sides in the character of Jesus,
12.1*
"one stern and one tender, one forgiving and one severe". There 
is also a "double current in the teaching of Jesus". First,, the 
particularistic Jewish tendency ir^the "anti-Gentile" utterances; 
secondly, there is the "universalistic" tendency to embrace all 
nations!
Naturally, Monteflore's great difficulty, is in deciding the 
authenticity of the Synoptic tradition. The last chapter deals 
with this problem exclusively. Though the author assures us of 
his sincere intention to approach the problem unbiased and without
prejudice, as a "modern and an unorthodox Jew", his judgements are
/2fcoften sweeping and sometimes illfounded. Passages in the Synop- 
tic tradition which do not comply with his preconceived view of 
the "historic Jesus" are declared unauthentic or spurious. Not 
only are utterances of slight verbal disagreement in the Synoptic 
account attributed to later editors, tout in a few instances, some 
of the most noble words are put to their credit. Thus, the words
uttered from the Cross, "father, forgive them", are, according to
11* - 
Montefiore, "almost certainly not authentic". He solicits our
gratitude to "an editor who could rise to such a noble height". 
Again, the words "come unto me allfye that are. weary and heavy 
laden and I will give you rest", words which have brought, as 
Montefiore says, healing, strength and courage to many sorrowing 
and suffering souls, have probably never been utteced by the his- 
toric Jesus.
But with all that, Jesus is a real person and occupies a 
central place in the history of religion. Not Paul, but Jesus, 
against Welteusen's view, was the great pathologist of Judaism: 
"Jesus put «his finger upon real and sore places: upon actual dan- 
gers, limitations, shortcomings. But the author of the Spistle
no 
to the Romans fights, for the most part, in the air". Montefiore
identifies three evils which Jesus attacked, l) The putting of 
ritual in place of morality. 2) Self-righteousness or pride. 
3) Ill-directed intellectual!sra. Herein Jesus fundamentally 
differs from Paul. While the Master of Nazareth was involved in
practical issues of every-day life, Paul's chief concern was of a
j)> 
purely theological nature. But the main significance of Jesus
lies in his person and character. Thus, Jesus, "by his teaching, 
and by certain qualities in his personality", broke down the 
barriers of law and nationality ̂ and made a diffusion of Judaism
possible. He has accomplished what, on a small scale has re- 
peatedly been tried, "but without much success, namely the break- 
ing down the barriers of race and nationality in order to bring 
the essential elements of Judaism to the Gentile world. In this, 
Montefiore significantly differs from most Jewish scholars, who 
assign the missionary success entirely to the influence of Paul. 
In several other respects, Montefiore 1 s position is unique. Par- 
ticularly in his insistence upon the originality of Jesus. We 
have already seen that Montefiore, like most Jewish scholars, 
stresses the dependence of Jesus upon his Jewish environment. But 
while others are content with stating the fact and hunting for 
evidence, Montefiore has an open eye for the powerful personality 
of the Master. "The originality of Jesus 11 , Montefiore agrees 
with Wellhausen, "lies in this, that he felt and picked out what 
was true and eternal amid the chaos and the rubbish and that he 
enunciated and emphasized it with the greatest possible insistence 
and stress". Though much of the teaching of Jesus can be found 
in one form or another in Rabbinic literature, there is a definite 
difference of atmosphere. "Here (i.e. in the Synoptics) we have
V
religion and morality joined together with a white heat of inten- 
sity. The teaching often glows with light and fire. Nothing 
is to interfere with the pursuit of -the highest moral and religious
111
ideal, nothing is to come before it". Already the fact of "bring 
ing together so many excellent ethical and religious doctrines
within the compass of a single volume constitutes an originality
» *** 
in itself".
Montefiore has clearly stated his position with regard to the 
teaching of Jesus. But his appreciation of the person of Jesus 
in no place pierces the closed circle of his Liberal outlook. He 
thus divides the Synoptic material in three parts, rejecting what
he regards as inconsistent ,with his views and accepting what in 
his opinion is of lasting value. First, there are items in the 
teaching of Jesus (like retribution, merit, love for one's enemies 
etc.) which seem both "original and striking", and \ftiich "deserve
the fullest and most careful consideration". Secondly, there
.
are elements in the teaching of Jesus respecting repentance, for- 
giveness, humility, etc. which are "essentially Jewish" and though 
not original, present "Jewish doctrine in sayings and parables 
of great power, beauty and impressiveness". Thirdly, there are 
certain elements in the teaching of Jesus erroneous and due to 
the "limited outlook of his time", such as the teaching about the 
"strait gate"', the "two ways", about Gehenna and its fire, etc.: 
these are categorically to be rejected. There are still some 
other elements of lesser importance and doubtful value, like 
Jesus 1 teaching about prayer, riches, non-resistence, etc. These 
are of an indifferent nature. The Liberal Jew has the inner free- 
dom to approach the New Testament without prejudice, selecting
'36
what is good and noble and rejecting what is inferior and outgrown.
 
But there still remains to be noted one other feature of 
Monteflore's criticism, which singles him out from among Jewish 
scholars. It is the general line of Jewish criticism to point
out the impractibility of the ethics of Jesus, designed for angels
' 37 
and not for human beings. Monteflore challenges such a view.
He says: a morality, devised for 'human beings and not for ang- 
els' , which takes account of human limitations and weaknesses, 
seems to be a morality which least of all enables men to overcome
*
i
their weaknesses and to transcend their limitations. Ideals that 
can be fulfilled are/not ideals at all. A great poet has declared
tt *k»u& . i* >jg
that *a man's reach im*»t^ exceed his grasp*. The positive values 
of the Gospel teaching are such that it can be doubted whether the
/63
Liberal Jew can ignore them with safety. "The prophet of in- 
wamess", as Montefiore calls Jesus, has still a message for man-
/^
kind and can serve as an example of the good life.. In fact, he 
cannot conceive a time when Jesus "will no longer "be afetar of the 
first magnitude in the spiritual heavens, when he will no longer
"be regarded as one of the greatest religious heroes and teachers
\*9 
whom the world has seen". But with all that, to Liberal Jews,
Jesus can neither be "the one and only Master", "the adored exemp- 
lar of all perfection", or "the One Consummate Teacher". Neither 
can the New Testament be anything else but "secondary and supple- 
mental". Liberal Judaism draws its life-blood from the Old Testa- 
ment Scriptures where all its essentials are already present: "The 
bulk of our religion and the bulk of our morality seto due neither
to Jesus nor to Paul, neither to Plato nor to Spictetus, but to
mo
the sacred Scripture of the Jews". In Jesus, Montefiore, ad- 
mires a great man "aflaihe' with love of God and love of man"; "a 
large-hearted man, who gazed into the deepest nature of righteous- 
ness"; "a man who loved and was beloved"; "a hater of shams and 
hypocrisy"; "a man of great tenderness, of deep compassion"; a 
strong and fearless man; "a lover of children, and a lover of
nature"; a man who lived and died in the service of others and
i if i
Min intimate communion with God". Such a man deserves our ad- 
miration and our homage. So far Montefiore goes. He can afford 
to do so without endangering his position* Between him and
 
Christianity, not only in its orthodox, but even in its Unitarian 
form, is still a margin of safety. His appreciation of the per-.
son of Jesus in no place even touches the periphery of religion.
.. His advances, as he rightly says, are "only supposed advances".
 
Further he cannot go. One step more would mean to lift Jesus 
from the contingency of history and to assign to him a place,
which in the Jewish mind can only be assigned to God. HThe Jew
cannot find God in man11 , he cannot call any man his Master. "The
/4S Master of the modern Jew - is, and can only be, God'1 .
/
Next to Montefiore in importance and influence stands Kaufmarm
Kohler (1843-1926). H. G. Snelow says of him that he was "univer-
'44sally Regarded as the foremost exponent of Reform Judaism". Koh- 
ler1 s views are similar to those of Montefiore, with the exception 
that he lacks the sense of proportion so characteristic of the 
latter. His judgements are less cautious and his pronouncements 
are more dogmatic. His appreciation of the person of Jesus is 
characterized by a free use of superlatives and his style is more 
that of a rhetorician than that of a scholar.
Kohler 1 s approach to the Synoptic story is naturally highly 
critical. He views the biographical data with great scepticism 
and detects legend and exaggeration at every step. Sometimes
his inventiveness reaches unusual heights of ingenuity. Thus,
  .
he remarks about Mark's account of the temptation in the wilder- 
ness: "Mark relates that he (i.e. Jesus) was carried up to the 
upper sphere of the world where he was with the Hayyot, that is, 
the holy beasts that carry God's throne-chariot - the translator
erroneously took the word to mean wild beasts - and where the ang-
/4f 
els ministered unto him". But behind all the legends and miracles
which tend to obscure the person of Jesus, stands the Man of 
Nazareth full of power and charm, a man of a greater personality
\
than even Hillel. "Indeed we do him little justice when, in com- 
paring him with Hillel, the great and meek teacher, we fail to
give him credit for the simplicity and incomparable humanity in
114(0 which the man of the people eclipsed the Pharisean schoolmen".
Kohler is convinced that both John the Baptist and Jesus be- 
longed to the Sssene sect, but the former must have exercised a
far greater influence upon his contemporaries, judging from Jose-
1^7
phus. Kohler deduces the Sssenic connections from the fact that
Joseph of Arlmathea - Ramathaim - "was anxious to provide a singu-
/4g 
larly honorable "burial for Jesus". The probability that Joseph
was an Sssene he rests upon the dubious witness of Abot de-Rabbi
Nathan, according to which there was a colony of Chasidim and
/4u? 
Sssenes in Beth Rama, which Kohler identifies with Arimathea. But
he holds that there was an important difference between Jesus and 
the Sssenes, in that Jesus represented no particular group, or 
school of thought; he was atnan of the people. Unlike John the 
Baptist, Jesus was specially drawn to the outcasts of mankind. 
Being filled with true greatness, he sat down with publicans and 
sinners and communed with those whom the Sssenes would have re- 
garded as already condemned.
Kohler protests against the common view which makes Jesus 
the Founder of Christianity. Nothing was further from Jesus 1
 
mind, who was and remained "a perfect Jew", and who "shared the 
belief of his coreligionists in God as Father". '*'
We are told with great emphasis that the significance of 
Jesus lies in bringing the Sssene ideal of love and fellowship to 
supreme perfection. Jesus, therefore, ought not to be compared 
either with Hillel the Slder, nor with Philo of Alexandria. He 
is arf unique phenomenon in the history of religion.
*
The teaching of Jesus about purity of heart and thought, his 
condemnation of all superficial and ritualistic practices reveal 
him a prophet and fearless reformer. But strictly speaking he 
is neither. He is not a prophet in the accepted sense, because 
his emphasis upon his own "I tf disqualifies him to be ranked with 
the Prophets of Israel. Those Jewish scholars who try to place 
Jesus with the Prophets overlook this important fact. Nevertheless/
Kohler assures us, that though Jesus claimed to be the Son of God
in art unique sense, he was far from "ascribing to himself a divine
» /5"2 
character".
Jesus was also no social reformer, nor was he an "universal- 
ist". He cherished apocalyptic dreams and favoured ascetism. His 
aim was to establish a worldly Kingdom over against the Kingdom of 
Satan, which was Rome. His outstanding quality was his great 
sympathy with the outcast and despised. This "made him a re- 
deemer of men and an uplifter of womanhood without parallel in
frt
history". Kohler can rise to great rhetorical heights in his
appreciation of Jesus, as his speech before the Congress of 1893 
clearly shows. One passage deserves special mention: "It cannot 
and ought not to be denied", he says, "that the ideal of a human 
life held up by the Church is of matchless grandeur; behind all 
the dogmatic and mystic cobwebs of theology there is the fascinat- 
ing model of human kindness and love, a sweeter and loftier one 
than this was never presented to the veneration of man. All the 
traits of the Greek sage and the Jewish saints are hamwyniously 
blended in the man of Golgotha. No ethical system or religious
» %
catechism, however broad and pure, could equal the efficacy of 
this great personality, standing, unlike any other, midway between 
heaven and earth, equally near to God and to man...Jesus, the help- 
er of the poor, the friend of the sinner, the brother of every 
fellow-sufferer, the comforter of every sorrow-laden, the healer 
of the sick, the uplifter of the fallen, the lover of man, the 
redeemer of woman, won the heart of mankind by storm., .Jesus, the 
meekest of men, the most despised of the despised race of the Jews 
mounted the world's throne to be the earth's Great King..." Koh- 
ler explains, that Jesus1 victory, is in fact, the victory of the 
Jewish truth; it is the vindication "of the humanity and philan-
thropy taught and practised in the Synagogue".
In one important point Kohler differs from Montefiore, i.e. 
in the estimation of the practical value of Jesus' teaching.. Al- 
ready in 1893, Kohler expressed the view that "while Judaism fails 
to offer a perfect human model of individual greatness, it pres- 
ents a far safer "basis of social ethics than the Church does. The 
Decalogue is a better foundation to "build on than the Sermon on 
the Mount. Society cannot be reared on mere love, an element 
which is altogether too pliable and yielding. Justice and law 
are the pillars of God's throne". 'In his last book, Kohler again 
touches upon the same subject. He points out that Jesus "an 
idealist of the highest type" cared nothing for the requirements 
of civilization, such as industry, science and art. This, natur- 
ally diminishes his importance for every day life. Nevertheless, 
to Kohler, TJesus remains the great Martyr in the cause of right- 
eousness, love and brotherhood.
To complete the picture, we will now turn to another promin-
i
ent Liberal Jew, Israel Abrahams, the late reader of Rabbinics 
in Cambridge (1858-1925).
Like Kaufraann Kohler, Abrahams was originally an orthodox
Jew, who afterwards became sheading figure in the Liberal move-
/£6 
ment. His Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels, intended by the
author as an Appendix of notes to Montefiore f s Commentary on the 
Synoptic Gospels, contain most of his views on our subject.
Abrahams holds that one of the problems in connection with 
the study of the Synoptic Gospels is how to keep the balance be- 
tween the teaching of Jesus on the one hand, and the teaching of
Judaism on the other. This remark in itself reveals the authors 
main purpose. His intention is to maintain the balancd. For 
this reason, he is forced into the much-trodden path of Jewish
163
criticism: he is out to show Jesus 1 dependence upon Judaism* But 
there is still another purpose Abrahams has in mind. He wants to 
help Christian readers to understand the two sides of the teaching 
of Jesus, namely, his "prophetic-apocalyptic visions of the King-
 
dom, and his prophetic-priestly concern in the moral and even rit- 
ual life of his day, in which he wished to see the Law maintained 
in so far as it could "be applied to existing circumstances 11 ./ These, 
two contradictory dispositions represent a real difficulty to the
Christian, but "the Jew sees nothing inconsistent in these two
|S7 
aspects". The issue of the discussion largely depends upon our
picture of Pharisaism at that time. The author, therefore, wants 
to remove certain misconceptions and replace the negative picture 
painted "by Christian theolpgians "by a more positive one deduced 
from the evidence of Jewish sources.
Abrahams "begins "by pointing out that Jesus was given all free- 
dom to teach in the Synagogues; the only difference "between him 
and other teachers was that .he was entirely independent of any 
particular Rabbinical school. Jesus never appealed to any mediate, 
authority in support of his doctrine. Abrahams coins a peculiar
phrase to describe the nature of Jesus' teaching, he was an "origin-
,.'** 
al eclectic". This explains why it is so difficult to place
Jesus in any particular school. He had something of each, he was 
a mixture of themkll. He thus created the impression of being 
his own authority. In this he differed from his contemporaries, 
whose custom it was to quote the authority upon which they based 
their views. Again, Abrahams bids us remember that in many cases 
the controversy between Jesus and his opponents was only of a 
character and of no particular significance. But in one import- 
ant point, Jesus differed fundamentally from all Pharisees, i.e. 
in his attitude to the Sabbath. "He asserted a general right to
to abrogate the Sabbath-law for man's ordinary convenience, while
i $9 
the Rabbis limited the licence to cases of danger of life". In
fact, Jesus went so far as to assert that no act of mercy should 
"be postponed, whether it interfered with the Sabbath or not.
Another fundamental difference between Jesus and the Phari- 
sees, appears to lie in their teaching with regard to the human 
access to God. While Pharisaism on the whole, though not through 
out, maintained the universality of access, Jesus, as represented 
 by the Synoptic Gospels, often disputed it. "The contrast of 
sheep and goats, of wheat and tares. ..the declaration that those 
who refuse to receive Jesus or his apostles are in a worse case 
than the men of Sodom and Gomorrah, the invariable intolerance 
and lack of sympathy when addressing opponents. . .make it hard to 
accept current judgement as to the universality of all the Gospel 
teaching in reference to the divine forgivenessj'x Abrahams ad- 
mires in Jesus the strong, unique sense of his own relationship 
and unbroken intercourse with God. But he adds: "this sense 
of nearness is weakened for all other men when the intercourse 
with God is broken by the intrusion between them and God of the 
persbn of Jesus". Against this, Abrahams points to "the inher- 
ent universalism of Rabbinism", which shows itself in the Alenu 
prayer of the Jewish liturgy, in the saying that the righteous of 
all nations have a share in the world to come, and in the view 
that the Gentiles find repentance easier thanoren Israel does.
Abrahams contrasts the absolutonooo of tho etoJna as found in 
the Gospels with the lenient and the broad-minded views of the 
Rabbis who promise forgiveness to- everyone who repents, and who 
strive to make repentance easy. His sympathy is naturally with 
the Rabbis who are radically opposed to the Pauline theory of 
grace. "The world is fudged by Grace (Utei), yet all is accord
no.
ing to the amount of work". - "This antinomy Is the ultimate doc-
„.)& 
trine of Pharisaism".
Abrahams does not regard Jesus as the originator of .the meth- 
od of teaching "by parables, at the same time, he admits that some 
of Jesus' parables point to a "strong personality". Jesus was
 
not outside the Jewish camp and he could count upon the sympathy 
of the "best representatives of Judaism. His criticism of the "bad 
Pharisees, his zeal for the purity of the Temple, his fight against 
empty ritualism could only meet with their approval. Jesus often 
stood upon Pharisaic ground as represented "by its "best exponents. 
On the question of forgiving ones enemies, of love to man, of 
devotion to God, therecould "be no difference "between him and the 
Rabbis. Again, in his attitude to divorce, Jesus "appears to 
have been a Shammaite"; in many other points he shared the views
 
and methods of other leading personalities of his own or earlier 
times. Abrahams compares Scclesiasticus 28, 5-5 with Matthew 6, 
12,14f, and draws the conclusion that "this teaching of Jesus, son
'tlbl
of Sirach, is absolutely identical with that of Jesus of Nazareth. 
Abrahams traces a straight line of development running through 
Proverbs, Sirach, the Twelve Patriarchs and the Synoptists. Jesus,
'thus, belongs to the spiritual history of Israel. He stands with-
ii
in the boundaries of the Synagogue; when Jesus overturned the
^
money-changers and ejected the sellers of doves from the Temple, 
he did a service to Judaism..." The reason that this is not 
understood by Christian writers, lies in their misconception of 
Pharisaism which is being judged by its misuses andlnot by its 
merits. Abrahams bids us remember that the money-changers and 
dove-sellers were not the only people who visited the Temple. 
Pharisaism, like Christianity ought to be judged by its saints
and not by its sinners, by the great characters it produced and
i not by the false servants who misrepresented it.
t-'l
Abrahams, though not "blind to the weak points in the Synoptic 
teaching, fully appreciates the traits of originality and the lof- 
ty idealism of Jesus of Nazareth. On the whole he adds little to 
the discussion.
In summing up the controversy, it "becomes clear that there is 
a strange affinity "between orthodox and liberal Judaism in their 
attitude to Jesus' Christ; they "both tend with slight variations, 
to the same conclusions. '/That Buber says about Jesus is in es- 
sence the same as Kohler says about him, Judaism rejects, and 
rejects categorically the specific Christology of the Church which 
removes the man of Nazareth from his natural environment and from 
the causality of history. While there is a growing conviction 
amongst Jews that there ought to "be assigned a place of prominence
to Jesus in their spiritual history, all are agreed that "there, /65" 
can "be no place for Jesus in the religion of Israel". In this
Paul Goodman, an orthodox Jew, and Claude Montefiore, a Literal, 
stand united.
3. The Jewish Le"ben-Jesu-Porschung.
The first Jewish monograph dealing with the life and teaching 
of Jesus was written "by Joseph Salvador in 1838. Since that tins
c |Jewish investigation has grown to considerable proportions. Thot%k 
Jewish scholars have added "but little originality to the general 
discussion and have sometimes tended to rely upon the work of
others, they show features in this field of study which make it
163 possible to speak of a specific Jewish Leben-Jesu-Forschung. The
motives, which have led Jewish scholars to such enterprise are
varied. In some instances, it is purely historical and scienti^
i lo 
fie interest, as in the case with Robert Sisler: in other cases,
it is the need for a definition as to the nature and character of
'71
Jesus 1 teaching and his attitude to Judaism and the Jews. Cor- 
related to this is the urgent need for a clear statement concern- 
ing the Jewish attitude to Christianity on the one hand, and to 
Jesus of Nazareth on the other.
The variety of views concerning Jesus and the mass of mater- 
ial which has accumulated has been sifted and co-ordinated in a 
masterly fashion "by G8sta Lindeskog. For our purpose, we have 
to exclude the work of a purely scientific nature and devote our 
attention to those scholars whose views are representative of the 
opinions of Jewry, and whose underlying motive betrays personal 
and spiritual interest. But even so, we can pay attention only 
to a few outstanding names.
a. Jesus and Christianity.
The first feature of the Jewish approach to the historical 
Jesus is characterized by an effort to detach him from the dogma- 
tic conception of the Church. Jewish scholars are not interested 
in the Christ of Christianity, but in Jesus the Jew. Most of 
them assume that Jesus of Nazareth had no direct influence upon 
the creation of the Christian Church. Kaufmann Kohler ascribes 
the existence of Christianity neither to the life nor the teaching 
Of Jesus, but to "his followers 1 vision of his resurrection".'71 
Others make him only indirectly responsible for Christianity, in- 
dicating that its creation would have never met with the Master's 
approval! z Jesus stood firmly upon Jewish soil. "Not only did 
Jesus accept the fundamental religious ideas of his people, but 
he shared their superstitions, their mistakes, and their ignor- 
ances". Jesus firmly held to the particularism of the Jewish 
people.' 73 Nothing was therefore further from his mind than to 
break with Judaism and to establish another religion^ All he 
wanted was "to reform and to purify the religion of his fellow
'73
Hebrews".17 * It was only "after his death" that "his dis agreements 
'.7lth contemporary Judaism were magnified in the interests of Gen- 
tile propaganda".' 7 This is a commonly held view. It is pointed 
out that Judaism in its purity was not able to gain adherence 
amongst the heathen, thus it had to "be modified, it had to assume 
a new name and new forms'.77 The teaching of Jesus has not reached 
the Gentile world in its purity, but "in einer Verzweiung", for-
IJAeign to his original message. The role of mediation fell to
Paul, the Apostle to the Gentiles.
b. Jesus and Paul.
Paul is assigned a singular position "by Jewish scholars. On 
the one hand, he is spoken of with admiration, Snelow calls him
180
"an intellectual giant"; on the other hand, he is looked upon as
<s/ 
the greatest enemy of Judaism. But all are agreed that without
him, Christianity would have never come into existence, at any 
rate, not in its present form. Graetz says: "Christianity might
have died a noiseless death, if Saul of Tarsus had not appeared,
Hi 
giving it new life and vigour". Paul is therefore looked upon as
"the real founder of the Christian Church". Kohler goes so far 
as to place Paul entirely outside Rabbinic tradition. He thinks
 
that only Christian writers who are unfamiliar with Rabbinic theo-
logy, can find traces of Rabbinic thought in Paul's writings/ He 
denies that Paul could have. ever sat at the feet of Gamaliel.' 
Kohler warns against stressing Paul's phrase "a Hebrew of the 
Hebrews" too much. He is even inclined to doubt the veracity of
his being of the tribe of Benjamin, on the grounds that "we find
166 
nowhere that genealogical lists were kept in those days". He
holds, with other Jewish and Gentile scholars, that Paul owes his 
strange ideas to his Hellenistic upbringing. Paul was imbued 
with Philonic conceptions, but was probably more familiar with 
the Apocryphal Book of Wisdom and other apocalyptic writings than
with Greek literature. Though it is difficult to measure the 
extent of pagan influence upon Paul, the author is certain that
his "Monotheism was not as sublime and absolute as that of the 
ISf prophets". I. M. Wise goes so far as to claim that the whole
story of the crucifixion was a mere invention "by Paul, "who made
l$8
use of everything useful". It was Paul's influence which trans- 
formed the heroic death of Jesus into a vicarious sacrifice, with 
the result that "Jesus, the proclaimed Messiah, was turned into a 
son of David for Jews, and a son of God for Gentiles".'*9 With few 
exceptions, Jewish writers make Paul solely responsible for the 
creation of the Christian Church. They point to the gap separat- 
ing Jesus from Paul .   representing two worlds which do not meet.; 
Paul "superimposed" says Reinach, upon the mild ethics of primitive 
Christianity, "the harsh doctrine of original sin, redemption and
/
grace, which gave birth to eighteen centuries of arid disputation 
and still weighs like a nightmare on humanity*.°
Prof. Klausner, in his- recent "book on Paul, has tried to 
place the Apostle of the Gentiles in the context of the religious 
struggle of his age. This important study of the teaching and 
life of Paul sums up the most authoritative Jewish view on the 
problem of the relationship "between Jesus and Paul.
Klausner says of the Apostle that he "consciously opposed 
paganism and brought over the pagans to Judaism in the new Christ- 
ian form which he had created; but he was unconsciously influence 
ed by paganism and took over from it most of its sacred practices 
(sacraments) in so fa» as he could find for them a precedent in 
Judaism, or, he unintentionally coloured Jewish customs with a 
pagan-mystery colour". But wiih all that, Klausner, contrary to 
the opinions already quoted, recognizes Paul's important collections 
with Judaism. He does not think there is any warrant to doubt
Paul's repeated assertions that, prior to his conversion, he was
1 41 a strict and faithful Jew, of the Pharisaic sect. There is also
no reason to deny Paul's claim to have "been a pupil of Gamaliel; 
in fact Klausner finds evidence in the Talmud in support of this 
claim.143 Klausner, thus, significantly concludes: "there is al-
most no doubt in mind that "that pupil" means Paul, "who sat at 
the feet of Gamaliel". But in spite of this, Paul was not a Jew 
in the proper sense: "nis soul was torn "between Palestinian 
Pharisaism, the teachings of which he learned particularly in 
Jerusalem, (although he was a 'Pharisee, a son of a Pharisee' and 
thus a Pharisee "by family descent), and Jewish Hellenism - and in 
a certain measure also pagan Hellenism, in the midst of which he 
was Taorn and educated in his childhood in pagan and half -Hellenis- 
tic, Tarsus", The result of this strange mixture of influences 
was that Paul "was not completely at home either in his first 
religion or in his second, after his conversion". The difference 
"between Paul and Jesus was the difference of environment; Jesus 
a Palestinian Jew, Paul a Hellenistic Jew. Paul's inherited 
Hellenism explains his tendency towards denationalization and
»0r
division of soul. Such difference was of far-reaching conse- 
quence. But Klausner departs from the generally accepted 
Jewish argument; he says of himself: "Intensive research over 
many years has brought the writer of the present book to a deep 
conviction that there is nothing in the teaching of Paul - not 
even the most mystical elements in it - that did not come to him 
from authentic Judaism. For all the theories and hypotheses 
that Paul drew his opinions directly from Greek philosophical 
literature or the mystery religions of his time have no sufficient 
foundation. But it JLs a fact that most of the elements in his 
teaching which came from Judaism received unconsciously at his
hands a non-Jewish colouring from the influence of the Hellenistic
Jewish and pagan atmosphere with which Paul of Tarsus was surround-
/
ed during nearly all his life, except for the few years which he
106 
spent in Jerusalem11 . This important acknowledgement of the
Jewishness of Paul, "by as great and esteemed a scholar as Joseph 
Klausner, marks a new departure in the study of Pauline theology 
not only in respect to Jewish, "but to scholarship in general.
Klausner, in a chapter, Jesus and Paul, makes it clear, that 
Paul's function in the development of Christianity was decisive. 
He thinks it is permissible to say - "of course with certain reser- 
vations - that it was not Jesus who created (or more correctly, 
founded) Christianity, hut Paul. Jesus is the source and root 
of Christianity its religious ideal", "but Paul is its actual found-
IA-J
er. It was he who gave Christianity its sacraments, its mystic- 
ism, its organization and its peculiar colouring. There is also 
another point of great importance: in spite of all the tension 
"between him and the religious authorities, Jesus remained faith- 
ful to Judaism, "he did not intend to found a new religion or a 
new Church, he only strove to bring about among his people Israel 
the Kingdom of Heaven, and to do this as a Messiah preaching the 
repentance and good works which would result in the politico- 
spiritual redemption of his people, and through them, of all man-
kind". But the case with Paul was different. Paul "was pre-
'90 
pared to found a new Church consciously and intentionally". The
Nazarenes would have remained a religious sect 'within Judaism and 
would have probably been reunited to the Synagogue after a time, 
but for Paul. Klausner therefore concludes: "Thus it can be 
said with finality: without Jesus, no Paul and no Nazarenes:*00 
but without Paul, no world Christianity. And in this sense, 
Jesus was not the founder of Christianity as it was spread among
'77
the Gentiles, but Paul 'the apostle of the Gentiles 1 , in spite of 
the fact that Paul based himself on Jesus, and in spite of all
  ***
that Paul received from the primitive church in Jerusalem". 
c. Jesus the Jew.
L. Neufeld admirably expressed the'main tendency of Jewish 
criticism concerning Jesus when he said: "Das moderne Judentum, 
Oder wenigstens die geistige Elite des Judentums, sieht in Jesus 
nicht den Abtrttnnigen oder den Irrlehrer, den die Rabbinen 
Kerer Jahrhunderte in ihm erblic&ten, sondern den wohl grdssten 
Mann, den das jfldische Volk je hervorgebracht hat". oi The emphasis 
upon the Jewishness of Jesus is common to most modern Jewish writ- 
ers. In fact, the extent of his dependence upon Jewish heritage 
is often over-emphasized to the exclusion of any signs of origin- 
ality on the part of Jesus. Jesus is in everything and always,
Z03
a Jew.
The emphasis upon the Jewishness of Jesus is a natural re- 
action against the Christian tendency to underrate Judaism^ but 
also against the traditional method of the Synagogue to under- 
estimate the importance of Jesus. Thus, even orthodox writers, 
have been emphatic to stress this point. We have seen how Paul 
Goodman, an orthodox Jew, has .stressed that: "the roots of the 
life and thought of Jesus lie entirely in Jewish soil". To 
prove this, Jewish scholars have devoted much time to a detailed 
examination of the teaching of Jesus. They have carefully 
scrutinized the Gospel narratives with a view to finding parallel 
teaching in Rabbinic literature. Their main purpose was to show 
that Jesus taught not only in conformity with Jewish tradition, 
but that all his life he remainedfeithful to the tenets of Judaism 
Even Moriz PriefllMnder, so often in opposition to Jewish opinion, 
says of Jesus: "Nicht einmal ein Neuerer will er sein, nur
na
fortsetzen will er das Werk Mosis und der Propheten; er gehdrt ai
ihnen und will die Kontinuit&t mit ihnen durchaus nicht uhter -
to^ 
brochen wissen". All that he did was. to give "new expression vOf
what the religious leaders of Israel and particularly the Prophets
fu>f had sought to teach". He was a Jew, faithful to the Law even to
the traditional dress: "He wore on his garments the fringes or- 
dered by the Law and belonged so thoroughly to Judaism that he 
shared the narrow views held by the Judaens of that period, and
^^»/-
thoroughly despised the heathen world". . The prevailing view 
among Jewish scholars, is that Jesus in most things followed the 
Pharisaic mode of life, and sometimes showed himself a disciple
of Hillel^7 Though Klausner points to some important differences
i£>&  between them, yet none are of a fundamental nature. Cecil Roth
well summarizes the Jewish view of the historical Jesus in the 
following words: "In his wanderings throughout the country, he 
had urged the people to amend their manner of life. He taught 
the Fatherhood of God and human brotherhood, the infinite capacity 
of true repentance to secure forgiveness of sin, the possibility 
of holiness even for the humblest and most unlearned, the certain- 
ty of life everlasting for those whose faith was complete and un- 
questioning, the equality of powerful and lowly before the Divine 
throne. His doctrines were not perhaps conspicuously original. 
He copied and elaborated the teaching of contemporary Rabbis, as 
he had heard them repeated from earliest youth in the Synagogue 
of his native place. He presented them, however, in a new fashion 
untranraelled by the shackles of ceremonial law, and enlivened by 
continuous parables of haunting beauty. It was in the spirit of 
the ancient prophets of Israel that he inveighed against the ex- 
ploitation of the poor by the rich, and at the strangle-hold which
TLOQ formalism seemed in his eyes to be establishing on religion".
m
The prophetic strain in Jesus is an important point in the 
Jewish conception. Moriz Friedl&nder says in this connection 
that Jesus "fflhlte sich also berufen eln zweiter Jesaia, ein be- 
freier seines Volkes aus geistiger Nacht zu werden. Die Blinden 
wollte er sehend, die Gefesselten frei machen, die Armen und SIen- 
den aufrichten". In this, his prophetic activity, Jesus, like 
the Prophets of old, met with opposition, his was the fate "that
every serious reformer encounters from the ranks of organized
in 
religion". "The idealist must be ready to pay the price of his
ideals"/' 1
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Snelow calls Jesus "the arch-idealist". This feature in 
Jesus 1 character finds a recurring note in Jewish criticism. Some 
times it is made out that it constitutes a weakness which made him 
exaggerate the ethics of Judaism (Klausner), but in most cases, 
it is looked upon as a sign of perfection. Thus, Danziger speaks 
of Jesus as "full of human charm and sweetness.. .whose sublime 
principles might have united all men, Jew and Gentile alike, under 
the banner of his Messiahship, had it not been for the errors and 
crimes of those whonlstook his word and work and mission, and even 
in his name were guilty of deeds at which humanity revolts".' The 
ideals which Jesus taught and practised are not something new and 
strange to ethical conceptions of Judaism. They are Jewish ideals. 
The whole controversy concerning the originality of Jesus turns 
round this point.
Moriz FriedlMnder has gone furthest in acknowledging the 
originality and genius of Jesus. But he occupies an isolated 
position amongst Jewish scholars. Some think that Jesusuield no 
original views whatsoever; others, that his originality lay not 
in what he taught, but how he taught. Rabbi I. M. Wise who speaks 
for the first group, challenges orthodox Christianity "to produce
i do
from the gospels any sound, humane, and universal doctrine not
2/6
contained in our 'Judaism'". He claims that "nobody has ever "been
2/7 
able to discover anything new and original in the gospels". But
this is an extreme view. The general trend among Jewish scholars
   
is to acknowledge a certain degree of independence on the part of 
Jesus. His significance, it is held, lay not in the novelty of 
the doctrine he taught, but in the peculiar emphasis upon certain 
truths already familiar to the Jewish people. Snelow, who speaks 
for the latter group, points out that the whole controversy rests 
upon a misunderstanding of the meaning of originality. He accepts 
Hazlitt's definition, to the effect that originality does not con- 
sist in showing what has never been, but in pointing out what is 
before our eyes. Applying this to Jesus, Snelow says: "he gave 
a fresh interpretation of the laws governing the spiritual life, 
a fresh message concerning the meaning and purpose of religion, a 
new illumination of the sense and the object of the old law and of
the old prophetic utterances. Here lay his genius and original-
21* ° 
ity". We have seen how Montefiore contended against the pedantry
of some scholars whose main objective consists in finding parall- 
els between Jesus and the Rabbis. The originality of Jesus, 
according to Montefiore, lay in his "trenchantness", his "eager 
insistency", in the fire, passion and intensity which characterize 
some of his sayings!11? It seems to us, however, that Snelow goes
beyond Montefiore, when he says: "Supreme personality is greatest
iao
originality". But neither as a teacher nor as an original think- 
er, does Jesus stand outside the circle of Jewish life, as Klaus- 
ner puts it: "Jesus is the most Jewish of Jews, more Jewish than 
Simeon ben Shetach, more even than Hillel". The Jewish people 
has a right to claim the Man of Nazareth as its own. Not only 
does Jesus belong to Judaism, but the whole Christian movement, "
long as its followers belonged to the Jewish people", is a part 
of Jewish history?" Whatever ways primitive Christianity chose to 
pursue, there can "be no doubt about Jesus, to quote Klausner once 
more: "Jesus himself did not deliver a single word with the in-
12*
tent to found a new religion or a new religious coramunily ". 
Christianity was the work of Paul, but Jesus was, and remained,
 
a Jew, not only in the -national, but also in the religious sense.
d. The nature of Jesus' activity.
We have already made mention that some Jewish scholars con- 
nect Jesus with the Sssenes in one way or another. Foremost 
amongst those who hold this view is Graetz. He says: "Although 
it cannot be proved that Jesus was admitted into the order of the 
Bssenes, much of his life and work can only be explained by the 
supposition that he had adopted their fundamental principles".
This view in a modified form Klausner accepts: "in a certain
  ***"
measure, Jesus had points of resemblance with Sssenism". But
there are also important differences between Jesus and John on
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the one hand, and the Sssenes on the other hand. Some, there- 
fore, deny any connection between Jesus and the Sssenes altogether. 
The problem which Jewish scholars had to face was as to the nature 
of his activity. What did Jesus aim at ? or as Lindeskog
tig
phrased it: Wer wollte Jesus sein ?
Most Jewish scholars are agreed that Jesus thought himself
the promised Messiah. Upon this assumption was built up Salva-
iza 
dor's view concerning the nature of Jesus* activity. Geiger,
Graetz, Montefiore and Klausner, are all agreed on this point. 
The main question is, what is to be associated with this title. 
Jewish scholars are convinced that whatever else Messiahship im- 
plied, it could not have meant what Paul makes it out to be. To
 
quote Herford, who though a ftentile, closely approximates to the
Jewish view: "The Jewish Messiah portrayed in the earlier Gos- 
pels, the purely human "being...was replaced in the mind of Paul
by an ideal figure scarcely to "be called human, though Paul would
«» have shrunk from calling it divine". This view would meet with
Prof. Klausner 1 s full approval. According to Klausner, Paul, 
though a typical Jewish Rabbi, and a Pharisee, unconsciously yield- 
ed to foreign influence and thus presented the historical Jesus 
in terms acceptable to the pagan world.
It is clear to Prof. Klausner, that there is an important 
difference "between the stories about the crucifixion and re- 
surrection of Jesus" and the stories of the pagans about the death
i32
and resurrection of their gods". There can be no doubt, however, 
that these stories helped to make "a Jewish Messiah" into the 
"Christian Son of God". But the vital question which has to be 
answered is: What kind of Messiah was Jesus;- or what kind of 
Messiah did he want to be ?
Robert Sisler has attempted to prove that Jesus was first 
and foremost an ecstatic revolutionary with a definite political 
purpose. To Sisler, Jesus is the ringleader of a revolutionary
v    
movement of a religious-nationalist character. This movement was 
directed against the Temple hierarchy and its Roman masters. Sis- 
ler's theory is related to that of Moriz Friedl&nder, to whom, 
Jesus was the leader of a popular party consisting of arame ha-arez, 
As such, Jesus stood in fierce opposition to the Pharisees. This 
struggle against the Pharisees became in the end a struggle against 
the ceremonial laws (Gesetzesbuchstaben). But Priedlttnder ex- 
plains, that Jesus did not mean to abrogate the law, he remained 
faithful to it, only that his attitude was that of a non-Pharisee:
"ein Leben im Geiste, aber nicht im Buchstaben des Gesetzes". 
Such was also the attitude of all educated non-Pharisaic circles
1*3
in Palestine and the Diaspora, and of the Wisdom and apocalyptic 
literature. It was this fight against the Pharisaic interpreta- 
tion of the law and its mode of life which brought Jesus to the
236full consciousness of his Messiahship. But in reality, Jesus, to 
FriedlSnder, is not a revolutionary in the usual sense of the word 
but rather "ein Religionsstifter". His significance lies in his 
emphasis upon the importance of the individual. Priedlttnder 
notices in the Gospels an all pervading tendency to bring the in­ 
dividual to his own right, whom Jesus regarded "als den wahren 
Tr&ger des religiflsen Lebens". This becomes specially clear in 
Mark 3,28f (the sin against the Holy Ghost) upon which ffyieffifoyiep 
comments: "Nicht Gott noch sein Messias 1st der Religion Selbst- 
zweckt sondern der einzelne Mensch, der sich zu G-ott und seinem
*
Messias erheben soil11 . He concludes with the words: "Und diesem
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Werke der Srl6sung des Menschen lebte und opferte sich Jesus".
The purely apocalyptic nature of Jesus* message and Messiah- 
ship is brought out by 3. R. Trattner.
Trattner takes over from Abba Hillel Silver the theory that
 
Jesus, like John the Baptist, and many other Jews at the time, 
believed the fifth millennium coining to an end ("the time is ful- 
filled", Mark 1,15), and that the sixth millennium ("the Kingdom
23*
of God") was at hand. "With this thought uppermost in his mind, 
Jesus felt a terrific inward compulsion to preach". But though 
he "drew heavily upon the prophetic heritage of his people*/* he
•ZVJ
was actually "more of an qpocalyptic mystic than a prophet". "The 
Kingdom of God" which Jesus was preaching he understood in a 
national sense; he believed that God in a supernatural way would
t^e
intervene on behalf of His p-eople. But "only a very few shared
with Jesus the conviction that the Kingdom of God was not to be
mi 
established by the sword". In every other way, Jesus remained a
faithful Jew and his attacks were not deliberately directed against 
contemporary Judaism, though some of his teaching contained the
germs which were later developed in the "harsh anti-Pharisaic
ixi 
attitude of the Gospels". Though some of his claims were unusual
"it would "be extremely difficult to imagine Jesus, even in his 
most sublime moods, feeling that his relationship to the Heavenly 
Father was "based upon some sort of physical pro-creation or to be-
M3
lieve that the words "Son of God" were meant to be literal".
Jesus was a mystic, an apocalyptic,'a millenerian, a man of little
xW
erudition, but of "profound insight", who was preparing his people
for the coming of the Kingdom of God, which, in his mind, was 
imminent. His aim was to "reform and purify.the religion of his
fellow Hebrews", he thus loiew himself to have come, not to annul,
IMS" 
but to fulfil the Law.
Nevertheless, the Sadducean priests who delivered Jesus into ' 
the hands of the Roman Governor acted in the interests of the 
whole nation, for "JeHUS* teaching about himself as a messiah con- 
stituted an alarming menace fraught with the greatest jeopardy to 
the entire Jewish nation".
\
Against the purely apocalyptic picture of Jesus, Snelow pre- 
sents a more moderate, spiritual portrait.
 
H. G. Snelow explains that Jesus had soon to face the two 
most vital questions connected with his ministry: l) ' What was 
the nature of the Kingdom he preached ? 2) What was his own re- 
lation to that Kingdom ? These two questions created the great-
M7 
est crisis in Jesus' life. How did Jesus answer these questions?
After some inward struggle, Jesus reached a decision which became 
the "ruling thought of his life": "The Kingdom of God, he decided 
was not political, it was not of this world: it was spiritual". 
And because it was spiritual, it was already present: "The King-
dam of God is already here". This was his answer to the first 
question. The second question he answered in the same spirit: 
"he decided, if to realize inwardly the Kingdom of God meant to 
be the Messiah, the Anointed of God, God's Son, he was 12ie Messiah / 
What did this Messianic consciousness of Jesus imply ? An answer 
to this question lies in Snelow's treatment of Jesus 1 attitude to 
the Law. Like most Jewish writers, Snelow is convinced "that 
it.was not the purpose of Jesus to overthrow the Jewish religion, 
or the old law, and* to find a new one". He did not come to des- 
troy but to fulfill the Law. The author explains that this ful- 
filling of the Law meant to Jesus: "an absorption and application 
of its spirit, an inward apprehension of its content and the un-
t
foldment of its purpose in actual life". In other words, Jesus 
taught that, "Mechanical conformity was not enough. The Law de- 
manded spiritual discernment and realization". Such a conception
*
of the requirements of the Law was not a peculiarity of Jesus, 
but represents the opinion of the best teachers in Judaism at all 
times. The difference between Jesus and the Rabbis was not a 
difference of conceptions, but "a change of emphasis, and the 
change was toward the accentuation of the personal element, Jesus 1 
own personal 'interfusion with his teaching". While the Jewish 
teachers "were interested in principles, in doctrines, in ideals",
Jesus was* interested in the individual. They "taught iraperson-
2^9 
ally. ..Jesus taught personally". We have already seen that Moriz
Priedlfinder made a similar distinction, but 3nelow gives to Jesus 1 
activity a purely spiritual interpretation. His view is best 
described by Monteflore's phrase: Jesus was the "prophet of in-
l$o
wardness". Hence the conflict between him and his contemporaries. 
To him, Messiahship meant one thing, and to them another thing. 
This involved Jesus "in the most tragic misunderstanding of his
career", for which he had in the end to pay with his life.'
Halfway between Sisler and Snelow stands Joseph Klausner. 
To Klausner, Sisler f s view with its characteristic emphasis
upon the political aspect of Jesus' activity is unacceptable.
Klausner denies that Jesus was a purely political Messiah, but he
admits: "there was in the messiahship of Jesus also a political
*
side, even if this side was not so fundamental in it as Robert 
Sisler, for example, thinks". Klausner, who characteristically 
enough, opposes H. von Soden's view which makes the Acts of the 
Apostles out to be a kind of apology before the Roman Government, 
holds that it actually reflects definite historical events. He 
thus bases his view concerning the political aspect of Jesus 1 
activity upon Acts 1,4-8. Klausner makes the following comment 
on this passage: "There is here a clear indication that shortly   
after the crucifixion the disciples of Jesus decided to give up 
the politico-national Messianic conception of the Jews, which in- 
volved a certain danger to the Roman Smpire on account of its 
revolutionary implications, and to devote themselves solely to 
the propagation of the primitive Christian Messianic idea, which
was abstract, mystical, and entirely spiritual - first in Pales- 
455" 
tine and afterwards in all the world". But this change of policy
is a later development, entirely dictated by circumstances, it 
does not represent Jesus' view. "Sven Jesus gave consideration 
to the emancipation of the Jewish nation from subjection to earth- 
ly kingdoms by means of repentance and good works, by the estab- 
lishment of the Kingdom f not made with hands 1 through the agency 
of a supernatural power which God would give to the ethico-spirit- 
ual Messiah". For how otherwise can we account for 'the view ex- 
pressed in Acts 1,6 ? Klausner observes that the hope expressed 
in this verse "seems strange as the beginning of the story of
25%
Christianity".
A similar approach we find expressed in Klausner's earlier 
work, Jesus of Nazareth, His life, Times and Teaching. Here the 
author declares: "Thqre is no reason to suppose that, like con- 
temporary false Messiahs, he (Jesus) wished to arouse a revolt 
against Rome. Had such been the case, he would have met witfa **c- 
same fate as they, and with his execution by the Romans, his 
ideal would have perished". No, Jesus' first objective was a 
spiritual revival.- For this purpose he has chosen the holy city 
and the Day of Redemption (Passover) "when Jewish pilgrims from
*
all the corners of the earth flocked to Jerusalem", in order to 
proclaim himself Messiah with the call to repentance and good 
works. The result of such a spiritual revival would be God's
direct intervention, the overthrow of Rome, and the establishment
zsi 
of the Kingdom. '
We see thus that Klausner chose the via media in determining 
the nature of Jesus' activity. He combines the several elements
V
into one whole: here are the three aspects woven together: the 
political, the mystical, (apocalyptic), and the spiritual. Jesus 
calls to repentance, he expects as a result of it the inauguration 
of the New Age, which involves the defeat of Rome and national 
freedom. All this is implied in Jesus' claim to Messiahship.
e. The significance of Jesus.
We have seen that Jewish interest in the person of Jesus is 
entirely dissociated from all religious implications. Jesus is
discussed by Jewish scholars, not in the context of Christian doc- 
\
trine, but in the context of Jewish history. Jewish writers are 
not concerned with the Second Person of the Holy Trinity, but with 
Jesus of Nazareth, the man and the Jew. What then is the signi- 
ficance of the historical Jesus to the Jews ?
There was a time when Jesus had no significance whatsoever tc 
Jews. His life and teaching were of no consequence in the posi- 
tive sense. Later, when the spiritual benefits of Christianity 
"became evident, he was given a place in the plan of Divine Provi- 
dence as a "preparer of the way for the King-Messiah", amongst the
lS9
Gentiles. The question as to Jesus 1 significance for the Jews 
themselves is of recent origin. It was only thanks to the new
circumstances in which the Jewish people found itself, that such
zsg
a question was raised and an answer attempted. The closer con- 
tact "between Judaism and Christianity necessitated "by modern life, 
made it impossible to ignore the Man, under whose influence his-
*
tory took shape and whose moral power has endured for centuries. 
The fact that this Man was also a Jew, is the most outstanding 
element in the Jewish discussion. "No sensible Jew", says Sne-
 
low, "can be indifferent to the fact that a Jew should have had 
such a tremendous part in the religious education and direction
 
of the human race". This knowledge is almost staggering to the 
Jewish mind. Trattner, in the foreword to his book, makes the 
following remark: "...it is estimated that more than sixty thous- 
and volumes have been written about him (Jesus). Sight hundred 
languages and dialects tell his story". He continues: "To me - 
because I am a Jew - this is an amazing thing, for nothing quite
like it has ever happened on so large a scale in the annals of
it * 6'
man".
What then, is the significance of Jesus to the Jew ?
Klausner has tried to answer this question in the last para- 
graph of his book: These are his words: "To the Jewish nation 
he can be neither God nor the* Son of God, in the sense conveyed
*
by belief in the Trinity.. .Neither can they regard him as a Pro- 
phet; he lacks the Prophet's political perception and the Pro- 
phet's spirit of national consolation in the political-national
sense...neither can they regard him as a law-giver or the founder 
of a new religion: he did not even desire to be such. Neither 
is he a "Tanna" or Pharisaic rabbi: he nearly always ranged him- 
self in opposition to the Pharisees...But Jesus is, for the Jew-
162
ish nation, a great teacher of morality and an artist in Bar able". 
Klausner's view well expresses general Jewish opinion. With
i
few exceptions, there is a genuine dedire to appreciate the person 
of Jesus and to acknowledge his significance for mankind. It is 
repeatedly stressed that his main value lies in the sphere of 
ethics, and that, not only in what he preached, but how he lived: 
Jesus is the supreme example of great human character. Graetz, 
remarking on the apparent deficiency in the education of Jesus, 
says: "His deficiency in knowledge, however, was fully compensat- 
ed for by his intensely sympathetic character. High-minded earn- 
estness and spotless moral purity were his undeniable attributes; 
they stand out in all the authentic accounts of his life that
265
reached us..." His great human sympathy-with the suffering and 
the lowly is often emphasized by Jewish writers. Thus, Kaufmann 
Kohler is prepared to"admit that Jesus 1 great sympathy with the 
outcast and despised, which was his outstanding characteristic,
made him a redeemer of men and an uplifter of womanhood without
9(,j/   
parallel in history". There is also an awareness amongst some
Jewish authors that Jesus 1 activity marks a new epoch in the his- 
tory of spiritual development. Trattner with great emphasis de- 
clares: "No Jewish prophet before Jesus ever searched out the mis- 
erable, the sick, the weak and the downtrodden in order to pour 
forth love and compassionate service. He went out of his way to
redeem the lowly by a touch of human sydrpathy that is altogether
  **5" 
unique in Jewish history".
* 
Rabbi Hyman Gerson Snelow, deviated the last chapter of his
"book to the question of the 'Modern Jewish attitude to Jesus. He
266
regards it "a subject of absorbing interest". He first calls 
attention to the fact that "there is no official attitude of mod- 
ern Jews to Jesus. Neither the Jewish people, nor any consider- 
able part of it, has made any formal declaration on the subject". 
But many prominent leaders of Judaism, though speaking as individ- 
uals have expressed their opinion. What then is their attitude ? 
l) Jews of all shades of opinions "whether modern or ancient,
Reform or Orthodox, do not acknowledge the divinity of Jesus..."
268 
"Jews could not do that and still remain Jews". 2) Jews cannot
acknowledge in Jesus the Messiah: "for the reason that the ideas 
associated in the Jewish mind with the Messiah not only were left 
unrealized by Jesus, but have remained unfulfilled to this day". 
The age "of human perfection, of human happiness, of justice and 
peace, as drawn by Isaiah and other Prophets" is not yet*6^ Jews 
thus still hope for the Messianic age. 3) "The modern Jew de- 
plores the tragic death of Jesus", He would rather that it had
 
not occurred. But he died the death of a true idealist, "and
*
who knows whether it was not by this very death that Jesus gained
his immortality ?..." 4) The modern Jew cannot "fail to glory
« 
in what Jesus has done for the growth of the ethical and spiritual
no 
life of humanity": the fact that Jesus was a Jew, that he can be
only understood in connection with his Jewish environment, adds 
special significance to his case.27' 5) "The modern Jew realizes 
the ethical power and spiritual beauty of Jesus";-he therefore 
"cannot fail to appreciate Jesus as a religious and ethical teach- 
er". On these grounds, Snelow assigns to Jesus the place due to 
him "among the noble teachers of morality and heroes of faith
,M 1 "li
Israel has produced".
Looking back upon the sincere endeavour of Jewish scholarship
 
to find the truth concerning the Man of Nazareth, a few outstand- 
ing facts inevitably strike the observer:
,1) There exists a strange unanimity of opinion amongst Jew- 
ish scholars concerning some vital historical problems. This can 
be seen from the almost generally accepted view regarding the 
"anti-Jewish" and "pro-Roman" bias in the New Testament literature/ 
which led Sisler to look for material concerning the historical* *
Jesus elsewhere. There is also unanimity in the matter pf Pharis- 
aism and its relationship to Jesus; in the matter of. Jesus 1 
attitude to the Law and to Judaism: in the matter of his Messiah- 
ship and its implications, etc.
2) The preoccupation with the teaching of Jesus to the neg- 
lect of a closer study of his personality, its innermost motives 
and self-consciousness.
5) The constant emphasis upon the Jewishness of Jesus which
«
invariably leads to an analytical study of his teaching with re- 
ference to Rabbinic.literature and minimisation of hie originality.
r
_ 4) The endeavour to separate Jesus from Pauline and Johan- 
nine theology, and thus from the Church. It is an effort to re- 
cover Jesus from the entanglements of Christian doctrine in order 
to make him presentable to the Jewish mind;
5) The effort to relate Jesus to the religious life of his 
time in order to assign to him a place within the development of 
Judai sm.
6) The marked change in the gnneral outlook concerning 
Jesus, expressing itself in sincere appreciation of his teaching, 
character and influence.
7) The awareness of his profound significance for humanity 
which expresses itself in a desire to correlate Jesus in one way 
or another to modern Jewish life.
It must, however, beporne in mind that the discussion con- 
cerning Jesus which began with Joseph Salvador after 18 centuries 
of silence, is still in its initial stages. It has not yet reach- 
ed maturity. So far, only individual Jews have spoken, but 
Judaism has not yet raised its voice. The effect of Jewish stu<3y 
resulted rather in the breaking down of prejudice than in the 
building up of positive conceptions. The last word concerning' 




So far, we have dealt with some of~ the features characteris- 
tic, of the Jewish attitude to Jesus Christ. It is throughout a 
negative picture. But there is still another side which has
remained unnoticed even by the most penetrating students. WeA . /   i
are referring to the fact- that throughout the ages, there were 
numbers of Jews who submitted to the claims which Jesus made and 
acknowledged his Messiahship. This is important, for it is al- 
most universally held on "both sides that'the Jews have rejected
V/
and the Gentiles accepted Jesus of Nazareth. This grave mistake 
is due to the fact that Christianity, which .originally "began as 
a movement of individuals and remained such for several centurieSj
.   t
subsequently became a state-patronized religion. Herein is- the 
irony of history, that while the early triumphs of Christianity 
were due to the breaking down of all national ties, these very
t f _ .
triumphs led- it back into the'bondage of nationalism. The main 
issue between the early Church and the mother religion was con- 
cerning the national prerogatives of Israel. But eventually 
Christianity became nationalized, for only as such could it come
*
to terms with the State; To-day, we speak of "Christian*1 
nations and non-Christian nations without even suspecting the con-
 . ' 
tradiction. We have became accustomed to speaking in collective
terms about a movement which by its very nature concerns "only 
individuals. If there ever were "Christian" nations, the Jewish 
people never was one. But if amongst the .nations of the world
  »
there were many Christians, it is our purpose to show, that the 
same can be said about the Jews.
1. Jesus* popularity.
There is reason to assume that Jesus' ministry extended over
 
a period of three years or thereabouts. The essence of his mes- 
sage was a familiar feature of Jewish piety. He called men to
i 
»
t1iLl^.h« Yet there was an important difference "between his 
message and that of the Prophets. Their "ft' filf , usually a. 
future Day of Judgement, was proclaimed by him as a Day of Salva­ 
tion close at hand/Occ Tr£7rAiToci, o
/ •» /\ ~ £ 
trioL TOV C»£-otf This was also John the Baptist's message. But
while John appeared to "be retiring and unassuming, keeping him-
*
self in the background, Jesus was constantly amongst the people, 
and his message was strangely related to his own person. He knew 
himself uniquely connected with the Kingdom he preached. It 
reveals a good sense for realism on the part of Jewish scholars 
that they invariably admit the Messianic consciousness of Jesus.
 
But Jesus of Nazareth was not only*a preacher, he was a man
.  
of action. He was constantly ̂ on the high-road, moving from
1 * *
place to place "healing all manner of sickness and all manner of
disease among the people".' A distinct feature in Jesus' activ-
* 
ity was his chief concern with the needy and the outcasts. He
knew himself sent to the sick: Oi/ Xttotv icu^v ot
. His vocation was to seek the lost:
ii, TO
main mission was to preach the Gospel to the poor.
 7
He ate with publicans and sinners. This naturally made for the
popularity of Jesus amongst the simple folk. As time went by, 
his popularity increased. The Johaiinine tradition records a
»
~~* t ••
genuine fact when we read of the Pharisees saying amongst them- 
selves: *l(t c K*6 !*<>$ i-fiCu oturou &nfj\bt\/ 9 Enelow correct- 
ly assumes that Jesus' popularity was till the very end of his
« I9f
life on the increase.
2, Jesus 1 unpopularity.
The fact that Jesus found a large adherence from among the
multitudes in whom he saw a flock of scattered and fainting sheep
10   
without a shepherd, was one reason for the tension between him
*tf
and the authorities, though not a decisive one. There was more
than mere jealousy which in the end led to his Crucifixion. But
his unpopularity with the spiritual and religious leaders of the i >
people is only one side of tfife picture. He was also unpopular1 ?
with: many in the crowd. The masses of the people were drawn 
and repelled at the same time. Jewish scholars have repeatedly
f
pointed to the double strain in the character of our Lord. We 
have seen how Moriz FriedlSnder tried to explain this disturbing
»
dua^t/y y by attributing it to the conflicting ideas regarding
^J   ./5 
the ̂ Messiah prevalent at that time. We would suggest another
explanation. The two sides in the character of Jesus are onlyv
an apparent disharmony to the outeide observer. The apparent
me0tts<Yle«A«y
auplioity is not to be sought in the character of Jesus, but in
the nature of his message. A similar case is presented by the 
Prophet Jeremiah. His message, as it were, runs against his 
natural disposition. He wants to speak comfort to-his people,
but it is his prophetic duty to proclaim judgement. Herein lies
\k
the deep tragedy of the prophetic vocation. The case with Jesus
is similar. His heart goes out to the people. He is moved
i
with compassion at the sight of their need and frustration. He 
invites them to come, he brings to them the promise of the Kingdom. 
He says his yoke is easy and his burden light. But this is only 
one aspect*of his message. There is another aspect of stern 
demand and great sacrifice. The path Jesus is walking is that
* *
of self-denial. The way of the disciple is a narrow way
= squeeze, press); salvation leads 
through a. "strait gate" ( o <-* T^$ (rtts Wu^^ ). Discipleship
,
entails renunciation to the highest degree: .a complete "break, 
not only with wealth, "but with all family ties for the sake of a 
a higher purpose. It is interesting to note the context of 
Luke 15, 26 f: Great multitudes went with him and he turned and 
said unto them: if anyone come to me and hate not his father,
  « 
*   *
and mother and wife and children. . .yea, and his own* life also,
>6 
he cannot "be my disciple". To he a, disciple meant to "be perse-
cuted, to carry a cross and to love the Master a"bove everyonen '
else. He required absolute loyalty and stedfastness: he who
puts his. hand to the plough and looks "back is not fit for the
. 16 
Kingdom of G-od ; Such a message could not have "been' popular,
'and it was not. It isnot for nothing that the verb^'«*v<k/lt ?6 *v 
so often occurs in the O-ospels. Jesus was a two-fold offence *
.,,v . m •
to those who came in contact with him: l) He offended people
"by the extreme demands of his teaching; 2) he offended "by the-- \ ' 
unique emphasis upon the importance of his own person - "for my
sake" .' The right to forgive sin, his strange attitude "to the
  *
law, must have "been a constant irritant to his hearers.- It was  '
' » 
not only the Pharisees who took offence. Whatever "the cause  
of the sudden change may have "been, John records historical fact
when he says: many of his disciples went "back and walked no more
'«
with him. Thus, Jesus was popular and unpopular at the same
time. His power of personality, his "beauty of speech, his lofty
 
teaching, his care for the simple and lowly were an a ttraction.
\ 
But only the small group round the- Twelve and a few outsiders,
men and women, formed the inner circle of diseipleship.   The rest 
remained outside; they were only a"ble to 'hear a"bout the myster-
t
ies of the Kingdom of God in parables.' Indeed, the words of 
Matthew 20, 16 express the personal experience of the Ilaster:
Many "be called, "but few chosen. Only those who had ears were 
able to hear;  the others were offended.
3. The Resurrection-Faith and its effects.
The death of Jesus created a crisis in the small circle of 
faithful disciples. The movement which centred round the I raster ,5 
person came to a sudden end. The mood amongst his followers is 
reflected in the story of the two disciples on the way to Emmaus 
(Luke 24, 13ff). But such was the intention of Jesus' enemies;
 
they rightly assumed that the shameful death "by crucifixion would 
not .only remove a dangerous foe, but would also deliver the final 
"blow to the movement which he started. Yet, it was to "be other- 
wise. Graetz well remarks of Jesus: "He is the only mortal of«
whom one can say without exaggeration that his death was more
effective than his life. Golgotha, the place of skulls, became
20
to the civilised world a new Sinai". How did this come about?
The problem how the .crucified Jesus came to "be the triumphant
and risen Christ, is the most crucial issue in the reconstruction
>   >   
of events. It has .occupied many minds and has created a vast
literature. The most perplexing fact to scholars is that Christ - 
ianity is not so much the result of the teaching of Jesus, as of 
faith in His Resurrection. The Church staked her existence 
upon that faith; upon it rests its whole structure.
It is universally admitted that faith in the Resurrection of 
Jesus was not invented by Paul, but was already a peculiarity of
J s
the Jerusalem Church prior to the-Apostle 1 s conversion. On this 
"epilogue", as Klausner .calls it, hangs the Messiahship of Jesus. 
How did the disciples come to such a faith ? To answer this 
question is to answer all other questions related to the problem 
of the birth of the Christian Church. How did Jesus, the 
preacher of the Kingdom of God, become himself the ob.lect of
I9B
Christian preaching ? Or, as Arnold Meyer puts it: "wie ist
 
Jesus, Subjekt und Trflger eines Glaubens, zum Gegenstand des
2&
Glaubens geworden" ? It has "been felt that the only man to
answer this question was Paul. The customary method was to 
place the Apostle to the Gentiles between Jesus and the subsequent 
Church* Steck has pointed out that Paul gradually removed him-
self from Hebrew-Christian influence until he became its bitter>    > .
opponent. He traces the line of growing opposition from Romans
23
to Corinthians until it reaches its height in Galatians. Paul's 
theology, it was said, springs from a double source - Philonism 
(Jewish Hellenism) and Stoicism (pagan Hellenism), (so Bauer,'
m «
Steck and'others). These -two worlds, it is explained, became 
in the mind of Paul, a synthetic whole: "nur der konnte den
Juden ein Jude werden und den. Griechen, ein Grieche, . der von
tf
beiden etwas in sich trug". A similar synthesis has been assum-
ed by Klausner, in his recent book, Prom Jesus to Paul. But the 
importance of Klausner f s work lies in the strong emphasis upon 
the Jewish elements in Pauline thought. Klausner is thus driven 
back to Harnack's stand-point, who saw in Paul a true representa- 
tive of Hebrew-Christianity closely related spiritually to Phar-
^  
isaism: "Der Pharisaismus hat seine Aufgabe in der Welt erfflllt
als er diesen Pharis&er in die Welt gesandt hatte". Paul's
r
deeply rooted connections with Judaism have forced Klausner to. 
assume not a direct, conscious assimilation of foreign elements, 
but an indirect, unconscious- appropriation of* conceptions from 
alien sources. Klausner holds that it was inevitable that Paul
should be influenced by the "general atmosphere" which prevailed
21
at that time.' But there is one difficulty which Klausner has
V.
l,eft unexplained, namely how Paul, the keen thinker, in all his
' - '  
sharp reasoning, failed to notice the precariousness of his 
position ?  The accommodating attitude which Paul adopted toward^
the Gentile world, had its limits for him as for all Jews. The 
demarcation line was the principle of the absolute unity of God. 
Did not Paul realize that he was encroaching upon Jewish mono-
 
theism when lie exalted Jesus Christ his Lord ? Some scholars 
have therefore held that Paul made a definite and conscious de- 
parture from Judaism. But Meyer rightly remarks: - "Wie der Mann- 
von Tarsus sich auf einmal in einen der freiesten Geister ver-
• 28wandeln konnte, das'erklSrt uns niemand". This is an important 
point* There are no signs in^the Pauline Epistles of an intent­ 
ional break with Judaism. Faith in the Messiah,' to Paul,- did\  
 
not imply a renunciation of the past, but its fulfilment. There
 
is thus no satisfactory explanation either way: it is difficult 
to hold with Klausner that Paul yielded to pagan influence to the
i
extent of endangering Monotheism; it is also impossible to 
accept the radical view which assumes a conscious break with 
Judaism. The answer to the puzzle lies in the novum which enter - 
ed the Apostle's consciousness at his conversion: The Resurrect- 
ion 6f Jesus. Where did Paul get that knowledge ?
The link between Paul and the historical Jesus was formed 
by the Church in Jerusalem. % The importance of the primitive
Church in the shaping of Pauline theology is now increasingly
1A 
recognized.' Klausner regards the Jewish Church, even prior to
Paul-f s conversion, as a decisive factor in the development of
30
Christianity, especially singling out the person of Peter. Paul 
received from the apostolic Church the cardinal tenets that Jesus 
was the Messiah, that he was crucified, and that He- rose from the'i.
dead.. We are thus led back from Paul to the first disciples.' 
The main question is, how did those witnesses of the crucifixion 
attain to the resurrection-faith ? To this, Prof. Meyer gives
n
the following answer: MDass das Argernis des Kreuzes tfberwunden
loo.
wurde, dass die Jilnger es vermochten, den Mann der Schmerzen, den 
sie in Gethsemane zittern und zagen sahen, deimoch ftir den Messias
zu halten, dass sie, Juden, die niemand aribeten mochten als-den•
allein wahren Gott, dennoch den Namen dieses Menschen nach seinem
\ ,
Tode an alien Orten anriefen unverrtlckt, dass kann man nur er#- 
lSren aus dem gewaltigen, das ganze Herz erfassenden Eindruck
4
seiner Pers6*nlichfceit. . .Das Getragen - und Ergriffensein von 
diesem Eindruck 1st das Ur chri st entum" . But the force of this 
psychological argument is weakened "by the admission that the 
crucifixion of Jesus was a catastrophe terrible enough to counter- 
act the spell of any personality, no matter how great. There 
is thus a gap between the experience of the disciples on Good- 
Friday, and that of Easter-Sunday. It is here that the story
  /
of the Resurrection comes into full play.
Klausner, who attaches considerable importance to the faith
 
in the Resurrection of Jesus amongst the disciples, lessens its
 
significance, however, by pointing to the universality of such a 
belief in those days. But ther,e is an all important difference
between the commonly accepted faith in />'-/>») -h«»h_h which 
was to take place at some distant time, and the actual resurrect-
*
ion of the Hessian which the disciples believed to have person-
s' 'ally experienced. It was this that transformed in the eyes of
the early disciples the crucified Jesus into the triumphant 
Messiah. Not Paul, therefore, but the Jewish believers in 
Palestine, had already assigned an unigue position to their
t
*
Master which lifted him out of the limitations of mere humgn
 
existence. "To be sure", says Klausner, "the beginning of the
 §
exaltation of Jesus to his high estate ("Saviour of -the world",
5fT 
"Lord", etc), was made by the Twelve". All that Paul did was
to take these conceptions "from the first disciples and from the 
primitive Jerusalem community", and develop, broaden and deepen
20/
Such an admission bjr so scrupulous a scholar like Klaus- 
ner is of greatest importance. It connects Gentile Christianity 
once again with Jewish Palestine.
The Resurrection of the Crucified Master was t£e turning 
point in the fate of the Messianic movement. It "became the 
corner stone upon which the faith in the Messiahship of Jesus was
  i
"built. Paul's whole theology centres round this fact. It is
not the Cross, "but the Resurrection which is the > starting-point
*7
of Pauline thought. It was also the Resurrection which "became
:fche K>*)tv fl/*A of the primitive church. That Christ was risen 
from the dead was their 6. Vot frA^ov' . Hitherto, a fainthearted
and shy group of men, they "became "bold witnesses to their risen 
Lord. The amazing news of the triumph of the Messiah spread
with great rapidity throughout Palestine and found ready accept-*  
ance among thousands of Jews. On one particular day, about 
5,000 people were added to the £ *C*L\'* u LoL , at another time, we
hear of 5,000 who believed. During the life-time of the Master, 
the circle of disciples consisted of but a small group, after 
his Crucifixion, it rose to considerable proportions, to the 
extent of causing apprehension amongst the leaders of the people.
4. Church and Synagogue: the reason for the breach.
Those who accepted the faith in the crucified and risen 
Messiah were faithful and pious Jews. Not for one moment did 
they intend to separate themselves frofa the rest of the people. 
They participated in the services of the Temple, and together 
with the "unbelieving" Jews, worshipped in the Synagogues. They
naturally kept the Law of Moses and looked upon the High priestly
% 
office-bearer as the highest spiritual authority. Graetz gives
a false impression frhen he says that "the picture of Jesus nailed
to the cross, crowned with thorns, the blood streaming from his
wounds, was ever present to his followers, filling their hearts
4-JZ,
with bitter thoughts of revenge". There is nothing in the whole
New Testament literature to justify such a view. On the contrary,
/
the impression we receive from Peter1 s speeches in Acts, and 
Paul's Epistles, is the earnest striving of the "believing Jews 
to heal the "breach which must inevitably follow Israel's reject-
\
ion of his Messiah. Nevertheless, Weizs&cker is justified in
assuming a deep-seated antagonism "between the believers and the
*3non-believers. Between them stood the person of Jesus. The
cross and all that was connected with it drew a dividing line 
between the two groups.
» '
The essential difference between the believers and non-bel- 
ievers was, that the first saw in Jesus the Messiah in whom all
%
promises were fulfilled, and the others were still waiting for
X
the Messiah. To the outsider, such a difference might have
*
appeared of little consequence, but in actual fact, it was of 
momentous 'import. For Messiahship as conceived in those days
0*
implied more than Judaism has later conceded. .What did it 
imply ? ,
*
Klausner's early work, Die Messianischen Vorstellungen des 
jfldischen Volkes, goes to show that in the Tannaitic period, the 
Messiah was looked upon as a political hero whose Kingdom was
» i«
entirely of this world. Klausner remarks on the words* My 
Kingdom is not of this world - "dieser Spruch ist im Munde des 
j-fldischen Messias undenkbar. Nicht einmal der vergeistigte 
Messias der '1)^X^01 ZoAo/uwvros' wflrde ihn-geSussert haben".^ 
Prom this study, it would appear that there were almost no 
features in the Tannaitic period to correspond to the New Testa- 
ment view of the Messiah, his significance and his work. On
  .
the main issue as to the suffering of the Messiah, Klausner
 
emphatically declares: wln der ganzen messianischen Literatur
i *"*—• »••«••• A^MMMMMI^HM
 
des tannaitischen Zeitalters ist keine Spur vom 'leidenden 
Messias zu finden".^*" The author, therefore joins issue with
'scholars like Weber, Dalman, Wttnsche, Schttrer and Bousset, who
>  
purport to find points of contact between the New ̂ Testament
* »
Messianism and that of early Rabbinic teaching. It may be ̂ 
Klausner has proved too much, but there is certainly a conspic- 
uous difference of outlook between the early Rabbis and the New
/ »
Testament. The conclusion, however, that .because of this
difference, the sources for the New Testament outlook are to be'
 
sought outside Judaism, has proved to be fallacious. It was 
based upon the yiew that the controversy with Christianity began 
at-a later period and left Judaism unaffected. But this is not 
so. We have already seen that the struggle between the follow- 
ers of Jesus and their opponents began at the earliest period.
We will have occasion to show that the controversy with Christ- \
ianity affected Judaism considerably.* It forced the Rabbis to
' - i •
change their emphasis and in some instances to alter their views.
That the Tannaim are conscious of Christian opposition, Klausner
A7
himself admits*' The.Talmud is therefore no reliable source for/
the question as to the Messianic views at the time of Jesus
 
Christ. But neither are the Apocalyptic writings an infallible
toguide. This has been admitted by Bousset and others. The
only source is the New Testament itself; ^ There is an all-
 
important difference between Apocalyptic Judaism and'the.New 
Testament out-look regarding the Messiah. Bousset emphatically 
says: "Die Gestalt des Messias gehflrt nicht zumeisemen Beyrf- 
;tand der eschatologischen Hoffnung Israels und des Judentums". 
But for the New Testament, the Messiah is fundamental and central.
The. difference is not to be explained, however, by external
fo
influence as Bousset would have it, but by the change of circum-
' stances. 'It arose from the difference "between hope and fulfil- 
ment. The followers of Jesus have riot only taken over apocalyp- 
tic conceptions, "but have also adapted them to the events which
*
have taken place, events which have determined their lives and 
outlook. This consideration forms the starting-point to an
. f
understanding of early Jewish-Christian relationship.
Jewish scholars have stressed that the Synagogue admitted a 
large measure of- freedom: "It is a mistake to think", says Ene- 
low "that all Jews had the same idea on the subject (i.e. regard-
   
ing the Messiah). Uniformity was never an intellectual or
 
spiritual characteristic of the Jews". This is certainly true 
of Judaism, as far as side-issues are concerned. But on question^ 
of principle, the Synagogue knew no toleration. "Difference of 
opinion was not a sin in the eyes of the Pharisees, unless they
 
were convinced that this difference was contrary to the fundamen-
c*
tal principles of the Torah", says Klausner. Bousset has shown
that there existed two Messianic conceptions side "by side, the 
politico-national and the apocalyptic eschatological: "Zwischen 
diesen Polen der Auffassung schwankt die o'fldische messianische
 
Erwartung, so dassfast nirgends das eine oder andre Messias"bild
5"3
ganz rein heraustritt". Both views were "based upon Jewish trad- 
ition and were to some degree harm&nisdd with one another. 
Bousset 1 s contention is that, owing to the tragic death ofthe
*
Messiah, the apocalyptic view was given the preeminence: "Der 
Messiasglaube der Urgemeinde konnte sich nach dem Tode Jesu in
gar keiner anderen Form gestalten als in der des transzendenten
ft
Messiasideals". However, "even this emphasis upon the transcend- 
ent Son of Man was still within the purview of Jewish thought 
and could not have "been the deciding factor in the schism. It 
has "been maintained that Hebrew Christianity in its earliest 
form was a tolerated sect and only its extreme Hellenistic "branch
as represented "by Stephen was 'liable to persecution: "To Stephen 
and, his party, Jerusalem is hostile; as soon as they come into 
public view, their leader is killed and his friends dispersed. 
At the other end is James the Just, the Brother of the Lord...No 
1 popular outbreak against the Nazarenes seems to touch him...Bet-
 
ween these extremes comes Peter: he had "been unaffected "by the 
persecution of Stephen, "but later on he is singled out, because 
the would-be orthodox King Herod thinks he will be a popular 
victim". But Prof. Burkitt is well aware of the fact that it 
was not only Stephen, 'but also James who died the death .of a 
martyr. What'occasion could there have been for a man of his 
integrity to give offence to the priestly hierarchy ? Eisler's
fantastic hypothesis that James was set up as a rival to the\
High-priest by an extreme nationalist party cannot be taken ser- 
iously. It flatly contradicts the whole spirit and tradition 
of the Messianic movement. Prof. Burkitt makes an interesting 
suggestion which, when substantiated, may well lead to a satis-
V ' -
factory answer. "1 venture to suggest", says Prof. Burkitt, 
"that the abstinence of St. James was not exclusively directed 
to the mortification of the flesh. *H e may indeed have been a 
Nazarite from the beginning, like Samson of old, as Hegesippus 
implies, but he does not say that he was a vegeterian from the 
beginning". Burkitt means to say that James's strict ascetism 
was due to an effort to avoid a difficult situation. This was the 
only way left to a non-Pauline Christian;* Indeed, there seems 
to have been an inevitable conflict between faith that the 
Messiah has come on the one hand, and the demands of the Law on 
the other. It is of great significance that Prof. Klausner
admits that the abrogation of the Law was in one way or another
$1 
connected with the Days of the Messiah/ It may well be that
Rab. Joseph's remark in Niddah 61b, "The ceremonial laws shall
206
be abrogated in the world to come", where Kill fi^^ * s 
given the meaning o*f the world (or time) after death, is a re- 
interpretation of an earlier view. This may be borne out by
the fact that in earlier times, the words ftl'n A^lS* and/  
"* -h/yO f were not so sharply differentiated as they were
by the Rabbis in a later period.' Strack-Billerbeck carefully 
explain that the fiVJTh Yl^l-T* which, in^he view of the Rabbis, 
was connected with the coming of the Messiah must not be under- 
stood in the sense that "diese %neue Tora die alte Tora Moses 
verdra*ngen oder durch Zus&tze erweitern sollte". But they admit
*
that though the new To rah, the fV\Op ̂ Y/ (.P'll.n* is still 
the old Torah of Moses it was 'expected to receive a new and deep~
er interpretation. They also cite instances, which seem to go
66beyond their own words. It would appear that in at least a
few cases, the Rabbis expected an abrogation or alteration of 
some Mosaic laws. It ought to be borne in mind, that the early 
Christian attitude to the Law was not much different. The "Old" 
and the "New" Law, the Law of Moses and the Law of the Messiah 
were essentially the same. Even Paul 1 s famous T 6/1 05
(Rom. 10, 4) does not neeessarily imply the "end"
6lof the Law, but its completion. *'
It is only natural to assume that the same conflict which
»
the Master had to face regarding the Law and its validity was
 
inherited by his disciples. Under immediate suspicion were, of 
course, the Hellenistic Jews, this explains why Stephen was the 
first victim. But as time went on, it became clear to the Jew- 
ish leaders that even men like Peter and Jamesratre blameworthy 
as far as the Law was concerned.   Wagenmann1 s view, therefore, 
that the first disciples remained absolutely loyal to the Law,
*
and' only their claim to be the true, Israelites created the rift
63
with the rest of the community, must be rejected. , Only a
fundamental issue, such as the validity of the Law, could have 
created the schism^ If Jacob of Kefar Sekanya, of whom we read
in the Talmud, may be identified with James the Brother of our
65"
Lord, a possibility which Klausner does not exclude, then it
would appear that his orthodoxy was, to say the least, question-
66
able. Grundmann's arguments, which are based on the assumption
/
of a sharp discord between the Hellenistic party, centring round
Stephen, whom he associates with Peter, and the Judaizing party
67
in Jerusalem, have no real foundation. There was, perhaps, a
^
greater outspokenness on the part of Stephen, but no fundamental 
difference of view between him and the rest of the disciples. 
The theory that only Stephen understood the meaning of the mes- 
sage which Jesus preached, has no support from the evidence we 
possess. If, as Prof. Grundmann thinks, Jesus* message was 
directed against the Temple and the sacrifices, it is difficult 
to see why only the Hellenistic and Galilean Jews should have
  *
understood its significance. The ar1>ifioialt distinction he
*^ **t> <tv4*'A.«.£«&£ /-> •£«- lvt+>9t<rt>YfoZu.
draws. between Galilee and Judea cannot bo proved, but by the /
™«\T\l thftOry Of Wn + ymnH n+ ftn^nyiy,
 
We may, therefore, with good reason, assume a general agree- 
ment on fundamental issues, and an early discord with Judaism.
j 
The main problem was the question of the Law. The question at
v
issue was not the validity or sanctity of the Law, nobody had 
any doubts about that. The problem was, whether the Messianic 
Age, the ^ ' VU/3H >i//*f inaugurated by Jesus of Nazareth, can
»
be brought into harmony with the institutions which were hitherto 
binding. The maintaining of both* was a logical contraditipn, as 
they virtually excluded each other: either the Messiah has come
 
and fulfilled the Law, or the Law is still pointing towards him, I
«4/»e. Mu. . •
Messiah has not yet come.
lot
5. 'The Schism.
It-must he conceded that the views concerning the. deeper 
implications connected with the fV>O/)«i >//>» were not univer- 
sally accepted. Indeed, there was no uniformity of outlook
concerning the person and function of the Messiah. On this
6$
subject, Rabbinic statements are confused and contradictory; they
were so probably not only after, but also before the Destruction.
\
The question which immediately-arises is: What were the unifyii^g 
factors which made for an early Hebrew Christian view ?
Naturally, a unified Christology came only slowl^ into 
existence. There is a measure of truth in K#hler f s presentation
 
that the ."early Church distinguished itself little from the.Syna- 
gogue. Its members, who are called Judaeo-Christiaris, continued 
to observe the Jewish law, and changed their attitude to it only
M **
gradually". Not only were ideas still in the melting-pot, but
4
an adequate terminology was lacking. Prof. Burkitt says rightly
*
that the disciples "were not at once provided.. .with an appro-
*My»
priate nomenclature for thei*r mysterious Master". But whatever 
other influences moulded the specif is Christian outlook regardii^g 
the Messiah, two factors were of fundamental importance: the
5
teaching of Jesus and Hie teaching of the Old Testament Prophets. 
It is surprising how little attention scholars have paid to these 
two powerful influences in the formation of a specific Christology 
in the early Church. We venture to say that the influence of
\
the Old Testament upon the Messianic movement .by far outweighs 
all other considerations. It is a striking fact that while the 
Pharisees and the Rabbis stand nearer to the Law, Jesus and his 
early followers-, stand closer to the Prophets. There is no 
evidence to prove a definite connection between the Essenes and
f
the Messianic movement (against Graetz, Kohler and others), but
there is enough internal and external evidence to 3^7 an -iVi-ii 
between early Christianity and the Prophetic outlook.
It is an established fact that the Old Testament presents a 
double strain: the prophetic and the priestly view. These two 
tendencies often contradict and sometimes oppose each other. No-
*
 
where is this more evident than in the case of the sacrifices. 
While in the priestly opinion, the sacrifices and the Temple cult 
are the highest form of service, the prophets, with strange unan- 
imity, make light of such a view. Prof. Volz, whose judgement 
may well '"be trusted says: "Vbn Amos his Jeremias tritt ein 
Prophet nach dem anderen als Gegner des tfffentlichen Gottesdiens- 
tes auf; 'Gehorsam 1st "besser denn Opf er' , 'Jahwe will sittlicheS 
Lefcen, nicht Tempelkult und Opf er' , erklMren sie 1 Sam. 15, 22; 
Am.5,21ff: Hos.6,6: Jes. l,llff; Mi. 6, 6-8. Si a wollen also 
nicht gereinigten Kult, sondern anderes als Kultus. Auch sagen 
.die Propheten deutlich, dass sie damit nichts Neues "bringen, viel- 
mehr nur die seit Jahrhunderten verschtlttete Quelle Moses wjeder 
aufdecken wollen. Sie haben recht; das Prinzip der alttestament-
lichen Religion ist die sittliche Verehrung des geistlichen
7Z 
Gottes.. ." It is difficult to "believe that this far-reaching
tendency, which Vblz calls the "Wendepunkt in der religiflsen 
Geschichte", should have disappeared from the 'spiritual horizon,
especially after the Prophetic message had, through the Canon,
* • \ 
entered the Jewish consciousness. The M*) -J and the
of Ia.57,15 like the anawim of the post-exilip period, 
are singularly close to the circles from which Jesus and his 
followers came and to those to whom the Master' s message was 
directed.
In spme respects, Pharisaism was also a reaction against the 
supremacy of the priesthood. Bousset has called attention to 
this fact. He says: "Piese Fr&nmigkeit des Tempels und des
MO
Kultes 1st im Zeitalter des Spflt.ludentums allmflhlich von einer 
zwar der Art nach verwandten, aber doch in ihrer ganzen Struktur
wesentlich verschiedenen Frflmmigkeit abgelflst; von der eigent-
  
lich gesetzlichen Fr6*mmigkeit oder der Frommigkeit der Observanz,
die schon vorher zuy&i tail als Unterstr6*mung vorhanden, nun in- -in 
der Folgezeit an die gberfl&che dra*ngt M. He points out that on
the surface, it may appear that the Temple-cult was still at, the 
time of Jesus of extraordinary importance, "but in reality, this 
w ts not so. There was an ever growing independence on the part 
of the lay-people from the priestly form of worship. But there 
was a profound difference "between the Prophetic view, with its
t
characteristic insistence upon the deeper motives of the Law, 
and the Pharisaic submission to its letter.
In the Tannaitic period, when the splendour of Hie Tefegole 
was associated with national independence, the restoration of ths 
Temple-service was paramount to the restoration of Israel. The
 
Messianic Age, therefore, does not, according to the Rabbis, dis- 
pense with the Temple cult. But this is obviously not the view
f
of the New Testament. The "best evidence we have is the Epistle 
to the Hebrews. Prof. Burkitt shows remarkable insight when 
he says: "I do not suppose that the idea of 'Christ our Passover 
was exclusively Pauline 11 . It certainly was not. The prophetic 
leaven has slowly worked its way into the religious consciousness* 
Since the days of the Prophets, there was latent the tendency to 
disclaim the absolute efficacy of the Temple-cult. The Messiah, 
who was to fulfil the deepest hopes, was associated with the pure
and the spiritual worship of God, which would supersede the
7 ./ 
crude Temple sacrifices. The 0*^05 TV^v^^Mi^ built of living
7
stones for a holy priesthood offering spiritual sacrifices, is 
the finest fruit of Prophetic teaching/?
But the other more immediate influence is of equal import- 
ance. Bousset, after hinting at the characteristic feature of
 »  
Jesus 1 message which was directed against the outward show of 
piety, observes: "Gegen Ubertreibungen und tfbermassige Wertschflt- 
zung des Opferkults hat er verhaltnisma'ssig gelten polemisiert". 
But though references to the Temple are scarce, they are not
»
entirely absent.
It is first to. he noted that Jesus was deeply concerned with 
the ihirijy of the Temple. It is to him the House of God. The 
record of the cleansing of the Temple is not only contained in 
all the Synoptic accounts, hut also in John. It surely belongs
»
to genuine Christian tradition. The story about the cleansed
 
leper, recorded by all the Synoptics, with curious unanimity, ends, 
with the advice that he go andshow himself to -the'priest and
V
offer the gift which Moses commanded. In this case, a conclusion,
as to Jesus 1 " attitude is made difficult by the addition: £1$ ^u*f«
" / 5 ' y ~ ~ '
TUfioVoitfroT^ , which suggests.that the object of the thankoffer-
ing is the reinstitution to' community life. A.more positive
i
 
attitude, however, we find in the Matthaean tradition, which, 
though unsupported "by the other Synoptics, is nevertheless gen- 
uine, as it only reiterates a view already expressed in connect- 
ion with the cleansing of the Temple. Matthew 2&, 21, we read:
0 0/*06°«-$ eV T«I> VX«t> «/UV«/£L i* *uru> K*l fr*/ TtO KotTOl -
> / *
<*ufoV. gut even in this, no definite conclusions can be
* i
made. In the related passage in the Sermon on the Mount, the 
\ , ' f £t ' \ 
satoe sanctity, is ascribed to the whole of Jerusalem: ore ffoA ij
(Matthew 5,35). On the negative 
side the evidence is much more conclusive. First, there stands 
the great word of the .Prophet: h ̂ .T H^l 'J^^t)/^ TOh (Hos.6,6),
which occurs twice in. the Matthaean tradition," (lit. 9,12; 12,7),
^7<7
• though the verse is not quoted by the other Synopti&s. In
zn
Matthew 5,24, we are told that reconciliation with the brother 
goes "Before the offering of a sacrifice, Tout it is also added:
. An interesting
passage is Matthew 12,6: 4 £ 3 <•> ft V/-MV or*, TCV it^^ "
irfTiV £ofe . Some 11SS read instead of /u
This verse again is peculiar to Latthew. A remarkable passage
is Mark 12,32f, where, not Jesus, but a Scribe approvingly re-
/
marks that love towards God and one f s neighbour: TT6-j>L 660
Small wonder that the Master told him, he was not far from the
g« 
Kingdom of God. Both, the Scribe's remark and Jesus' answer
are an eloquent example how the Law was understood in certain 
circles. Our main evidence, however, comes from the accusation 
which was made against Jesus. It may seem odd that we should 
accept the witness of people who are described by the evangelist 
as tp&U(fo yu0t{ru^u>ti9 but there is a strange persistence in 
Christian tradition which lends to their testimony the mark of 
authenticity. They were "false witnesses", not because of what
they said, but of how they said it, and their intention in saying
S5it. An echo of the accusation is contained in John 2,15: "Jesus
answered and said unto them, Destroy this temple and in three
H**
days I will raise it up". It is quite in keeping with the be- 
haviour of false witnesses that Matthew and Ivlark substantially
differ in the wording of the accusation. TLiile in I.:atthe\v 26,61
< 
they give v/itness that Jesus said: "I am able to destroy the
temple of God and build it in three days"; in Marie 14,58, they 
say: "We heard him sey, I Will destroy this temple thct is made
with hands, and in three dpys will I build another made without
/
hands"; Strangely enough, later in the crucifixion-story, when 
the passers-by mock at Jesus, Uatthew and Hark almo^ verbally 
agree: "Thou that destroyest the Temple, and buildest it in
three days, -save thyself .' tf (Mt.27,40; Mk.15,29). It is of 
Singular interest that the accusation against Stephen is similar.
>' L i A ' * KASephen is accused of uttering: ?»7/u<<r< r A of <* ^> 9 yu-^ fct^nuiu 
6hVK«urov flt<£/(Acts 6,11). These words of "blasphemy against 
Moses and God, are presented by the "false witnesses" as blas­ 
phemous words "against the holy place and the law", (v.13). 
Stephen is credited with having said: "This Jesus the Nazarene
* 
 
will destroy this place and change the institutions which Moses 
gave us". That the accusation was not entirely devoid of truth, 
is "best"borne out "by the speech which follows. \Vhatever authen- 
ticity we ascribe to it, it is a fine example of early Christian 
apologia* The* veiled attack upon the whole sacrificial system 
"by quoting Amos 5,25b (LXX; cp. Acts 7,42) and the remark-follow-
«
ing the menti'on of Solomon's temple: "However the most High 
dwelleth not in hand-made (temples)" (Acts 7,48), sufficiently
substantiate the accusation made against the first martyr of theas- 
Church. Prof. Burkitt has drawn attention to en interesting
  
point. ' According to Ebionite tradition, Jesus is supposed to
At
have said: "I came to destroy the sacrifices". To this Burkitt« »• »
remarks: "this may "be taken as unexceptionable evidence t hat
 
some, at least, of the Jewish Christian schools of thought had
a difficulty in combining the old sacrificial worship with their
B7 new belief that Jesus was the chosen of God". This, of course,
s
evokes the problem, as to the interpretation by the early dis- 
ciples of the death of the Messiah. That an adequate interpre- 
tation of the crucifixion was an absolute necessity, is obvious, 
if we are to assume that Christian preaching began soon after- 
wards. How did the first believers explain the death of their 
Master ? ,
oudfaovily ' cjn*s> i cU f*^**-, 
Von WeizsScker, whose judgement is still to bo oountod with,
4
'says: "There was on the whole no difference of opinion between
Paul and his predecessors as to the meaning of Christ's death.
t
We know,, and not only from 1 Cor. XV, 3, that he traced his doc- 
trine that Christ died for our sins to the tradition that had 
"been handed down to him. But it is also evident that it was his 
most impbrtant line of proof, when he desired to rest his argument'
*
on a proposition contested "by no one, and accepted even "by his
*
opponents. Paul's statement concerning the death of Christ,
»i 
Rom. 3,25,* was undisputed: it was only-Ms inference from it that'
» 
served to refute his opponents.. .The preaching of the Cross wae
  »£ 
everywhere recognised as the preaching of the Gospel (l Cor. 1,'18}»
*
 It is obvious that 'the tradition -to which Paul appeals does not 
simply go "back to that of Antioch, hut to Jerusalem itself. "For
0
the Jewish Christians", says WeizsScker, "the suffering Messiah 
formed the transition to the crucified". The witness to the
*
Messiahship of Jesus was only possible if his death was given a
  t ~
religious meaning, if it was explained as part of the scheme o£
.  
salvation. , This was not entirely alien to Jewish thought. To
, «
quote WeizsScker once more: "So far as our knowledge of the con-
/  
temporary Jews goes, even-they were not all indisposed to the
.  * 
"belief that the Messiah should pass through sufferings, although
% 
it met with opposition on the-part of a section of them". It is,
nevertheless, remarkable how little evidence there is from
«
Rabbinic sources to show any such belief in the period under
discussion. The isolated references to a suffering Messiah
gqseem to belong to a later date. Strack-Billerbeck, however,
-  
remark: "Die Ablehnung eines- leidenden Messias hat etwas Auf-
fallendes, wenn.man die hohe Bedeutung erwSgt, die die alte
9o 
Synagoge gerade den Leiden beigelegt h'at". It may well be that
this extraordinary silence concerning a view which, as it would 
appear from the New Testament is almost taken for granted, is a
result of the feud which arose "between the disciples of Jesus
* *
and the Synagogue; . We may therefore assume that there were two 
opposing views concerning the Messiah: a popular view, which has
 
survived to this time in certain quarters, and which makes the
Messiah a national hero, whose main mission is the aggrandizement
91
of Israel. ^ Along with this, there was another view, shared only
"by a small group and closely akin to the prophetic idea concern-
// $3
ing the "  "* r T i*V ". Between the two stood the Jewish apocalyg
tic, offering a synthesis of the two conceptions. Its main 
 
influence, however, was confined to Hellenistic Judaism; it 
only affected the prophetic group to a limited extent and was 
therefore unable to bridge the " cleavage. We are thus driven 
to the conclusion that there existed in Palestine, to use Prof*
Burkitt 1 s phrase, "two Judaisms": a Pharisaic and a Prophetic
&Judaism. The latter was to srfrae extent related to the Hellen-
9istic Synagogue, in many important features differing from both.
The prophetic outlook has been deposited in books, like the
07 ?* 44Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistle of James, and the Didache/
Aji unique example is the Matthaean Gospel, which Moore .describes
as "the most conservatively Jewish of the Gospels, and the most
too
violently anti-Pharisaic". The Gospel was evidently edited at
"a time when one could still be both.
The process of separation began immediately after the death 
of Jesus, and was necessitated by an inner logic which made a 
compromise impossible; between the two diametrically opposed 
groups stood the crucified Messiah. The inevitable persecution 
which thus arose, hastened the process. The main issue .turned 
round the Sacrifices. If Jesus was the Messiah, then his death 
was of a propitiatory nature, and the sacrifices became super-
fluous; but if the sacrifices were still obligatory, then Jesus 1
,   
death m8 of no efficacy, and thus he was not the Messiah. But
"because in the. view of his 'followers, Jesus was the Messiah, the 
implications were such as made their religious existence within
Judaism impossible. Had the Messianic movement fallen immediate
    
ly after the Destruction, the. whole situation would have "been
lot
different. But as it,was; a "breach became inevitable. The
persecution against the Church, which made an early appearance > 
revealed more than mere fanaticism; behind it were concentrated 
the forces which are born out of the tension when the Old and
the New meet. History has its own logic and goes its own.ways./ '
'03,
The parting of the road became a historical necessity. Its sig- 
nificance lies in the fact that it began in Jerusalem and before-
<
the Destruction of the Temple. Joe'1 is thus essentially right 
when he says: "Die Entfremdung hatte^ zun&chst nicht dogmatische 
Differenzen im engeren Sinne als Ursache, sondern den Streit um
die Verbindlichkeit oder Hichtverbindliehkeit des G-esetzes. nach
  /c>3 
Erscheinen des Messias".
 
6. The growth of Hebrew Christianity.
' » 
We have said that the separation between the Synagogue and
the Church took placed in'Jerusalem and before the Destruction of 
the Temple. But such a statement needs certain reservations. 
In the first instance, there was no consciously planned act on
i
the part of the disciples which made a schism inevitable. On
<to
the coniaary; the Jewish believers in the Messiah Jesus, tried
"-     «
for many years to maintain their position in Judaism. We have 
seen that this is the only explanation for the introduction of 
the Birkat ha-Minira before the -end of the first century. Then, 
the small group of Jewish Christians regarded itself not only as
an integral part of the people, but also the rightful heir to
>
Israel's heritage. They% were fighting their way from the begin- 
ning to the heart and the conscience of their brethren. Theiii
4/7
efforts were not without success. Their .enthusiasm, their
sincerity and their mode of life was a great attraction. Several
 
factors must have worked fo'r the success of the Messianic preack-
ing. First, the political unrest of those days will have created
... : . .     
a receptivity for new spiritual values, as is usually the case.
Secondly, Messianic preaching had always political associations*  
to the Jewish mind. As in the case of Jesus, at an earlier timey 
there will have "been many who joined the new movement under a
misapprehension; some were disillusioned and left, 'others remain-
toLf-
ed. Thirdly, there was the prestige and the influence of. Jesus
*
himself. . The memory of this winning personality was still fresh 
in many minds. Many who drifted away after the tragic Friday, 
"began slowly to return. Faith in the risen Messiah overshadowed 
the fact of his Crucifixion. One more point may be added. The 
early Christian community consisted mostly of simple, folk, peas- 
ants and fishermen. Following the example of their Master, the 
disciples would have paid special attention to the poor and the
:  
lowly. Their simple message was for the humble and the oppressed.
Acts records the conversion of Pharisees 'and even of priests,
  /o*-
"but they were naturally in a minority. The good news found its .
*
way easiest to the hearts of those who were hungering and thirst- 
ing for righteousness. Thus, the most stable and tenacious
*    
elements among the people were won for the Messiah.
  
Owing to the hostility which t(he movement met, it was driven
,*
from the "beginning to assume a (defensive character, and a meas-
ure of independence. The formation of separate Synagogues seems
107
to have been a feature of Jewish life in Jerusalem. Soon there
*
was added a new Synagogue, that of the'Nazarenes. Its existence
\ ' >
will have scarcely created any sensation, though it was destined 
to become the nucleus of a world-wide Church, Its separate 
existence was not due to Peter, "the fickle one", as Klausner
106
contemptuously calls the Apostle, tut to the difficult situation  
in which the disciples found themselves. The fact that James 
the Just became the head of the community is usually interpreted 
as a sign of its orthodoxy, "but this rests upon a misunderstand- 
ing as to the nature'of James's position. Klausner naturally
 
vouches for James's orthodoxy, who, though recognizing Jesus as
tog /
the Messiah, did not regard him as the Son of God. But Klausners
position reveals an inconsistency. If James really was the
i
strictly observing Jewj he makes him out to "be, how could he have 
had a hand in a decree which, in Klausner's own words "yielded 
to the Gentiles on most of the ceremonial requirements, "but not
on all; and to Jews who had become believers in Jesus, it yieldect
ii no . nothing ? James's popularity, however, may be due to other
reasons; it may simply be an indication of the esteem the
«
Messianic movement enjoyed among the people. If Klausner 1 s 
suggestion as to the meaning of the name which, according to 
Hegesippus, wa.s given to James, holds good, then it would go sons
5 ft I I .141
way to prove our point. If u>P/lt*> means Father of the People,
 
then his popularity may as much be due to his position in the 
Messianic community as to his own personal integrity. That his 
esteem did not reach the upper classes is proved by his death*
*
James was the Father of the People because the Messianic movement.
*
was essentially a movement of the Pep-pie. This would to a 
large extent explain the ever-growing hostility on the part of 
the Jewish authorities.
It may well be that the martyrdom of James the Just and the 
flight of the Hebrew Christian community to Pella in Perea, east 
of the Jordan, are logically connected. According to Eusebius, 
this took place in obedience to a "certain oracle that-was vouch- 
safed by way of revelation to approved men there". Epiphanius,
*
who mentions Pella on several occasions, has nothing to say
beyond the flare fact "cum Pellae discipuli omnes habitarent, a 
Christo de relinquenda Hierosolymorum urbe migrandogue praemoniti,
//3
quod ejus immineret obsidio". Lawlor and Oulton think that both
Epiphanius and Eusebius have drawn upon a common source, probably
iiif. 
the Memoirs of Hegesippus. But the fact itself cannot be easily
called in question. ' It rests upon authentic Christian tradition. 
The motives which lay behind such a step are difficult to ascer- 
tain, and to some extent depend upon the date whenthe exodus took
. \    
place. Prom Eusebius' account, it would appear, that it took
 place before the beginning of the war. The war against Rome
 *
began in> the year 66 A. D., following the disturbances in Jerusa-
i»r , flem under Florus. The Martyrdom of James, if we credit Josephus
116
account, falls in the year 62 A.D. The migration to Pella must/
therefore, have taken place between 62-66. But the reasons for 
such a desperate step at such an early date are entirely lacking. 
WeizsScker rightly conjectures that the Christian community would 
have not lightheartesLly abandoned the city, unless absolutely
 
compelled by circumstances. Such a situation, Weizsficker holds,
arose in 67 A.D., after the Jewish victory over Cestius, when
iuJtt,
nationalist poign set in, showing intolerance to those of more
moderate views. Harnack assumes an even later date. He says:
"Im Anfang der ersten Belagerung Jerusalems verfciessen die
.. "7Christen die Stadt", i.e., -in the year 68 A.D. But it is diffi- 
cult to see how the Christians were allowed to leave the city 
once the siege had started. Even Weizsftcker's date raises
difficulties. For Perea itself was at that time a war-threaten*
11$
ed country. Again, there is no evidence for the theory that
the primitive Church was in any way politically committed, unless 
we accept Eislerts point of view. But then, it is difficult to 
see why a nationalist movement of Eisler's description would be
forced to quit Jerusalem/'* But Schflrer does not exclude the
i
possibility of an earlier departure. We would venture to suggest 
that it took place not long after the martyrdom of James. The 
reason for such a step was probably an outbreak of persecution 
which did not stop with the death of James, tout affected the
whole community. The migration to a foreign country was not a
*»
voluntary act, ForA Jerusalem occupied too important a place in
iioJewish-Christian thought. Jewish Christians left the city when
life "became impossible there; it was entirely a measure of self-
^
protection.
The persecution was instigated T?y the authorities. Its aim 
was to deprive the community of its venerable leader and to 
scatter its members. This is actually "borne out "by the evidence
*
we- find in Eusebius. There seems to "be more than a literary 
connection "between the death of James, the "banishment of the 
Apostles from the land of Judaea, and the migration of the church 
to Pella. If our conjectures are right, the flight to Pella
*
would, therefore, "be another sign of the early success of Christ- 
ianity upon Judaean soil. Persecution is usually an indication 
of success on the part of those persecuted.
The departure of the more prominent members of the Christian
«i
community, the rapid deterioration of the political situation in
»
Palestine, and the terrible struggle which followed, brought the 
Messianic movement to a temporary standstill. The situation 
changed, however, after the ?all of Jerusalem.
 The year 70 A. D. marks a turning-point, not only in the 
history of Judaism, but also of Christianity. The military 
defeat which ended in the Destruction of the Temple, affected the 
young Jewish Church in several ways:
1) The fact that the war against Rome took place without 
Christian participation widened the breach between the national-
.istically minded Jews and the "believers in Jesus Christ. 
i
2) The Destruction of the Temple tipped the scales in favour
of the antinomian elements of Jewish Christianity and it also
solved the perplexing problem concerning Christian participation
in
in the Temple cult.
3) It detached the Jewish Church from Jerusalem as a relig- 
ious centre, and thus allowed a greater measure of freedom and
*   *
independance.
4) It provided the Messianic movement with a new and power- 
ful weapon for propaganda purposes. It is on this last point
9
that we will now concentrate our attention.
Soon after the Destruction of the Temple, we find evidence 
of an increase in Jewish-Christian influence. There are two 
outstanding facts which point in this direction: l) thefintro- 
duction of the Birkat ha-Minim; 2) the new frequent disputes
/'
between^the Minim, in most cases, Jewish Christians, and the 
leading rabbis. The first point we have elaborated in another
place. . In support of the second point, we should like to quote
ut e*yA fy ?/7' H * ow. 
the mMEuestionafcle author^ 4>y of George Foot Moore. Prof. Moore
says: "The vehemence with which the leading rabbis of the first 
generation of the second century express their hostility to the 
gospel, and otheipooks of the heretics, and to their conventicles 
is the best evidence that they were growing in numbers and influ- 
ence: some even among the teachers of the Law were suspected of
4ty
leaning toward the new doctrine". This lends support to the 
view that Hebrew-Christianity experienced a sudden revival after 
the Destruction and that its influence made itself felt to an 
extent as to alarm the Jewish authorities. What was the cause 
of its sudden rise ? This question evokes a four-fold answer.
l) The Destruction of the Temple was naturally interpreted 
by the Church as an act of judgement. It was looked upon as a
punishment for the rejection of the Messiah. Thus, Justin says 
to trypho: "even when your city is captured and your land ravag-
'!$" — /
ed, you do not repent..." The 01*05 £f^/u<>5 which undoubtedly 
refers to the Destruction of the Temple is already in the oldest
lib
Christian tradition connected with the rejection of the Messiah. 
That the Destruction was an important point in the polemic between 
the Church and the Synagogue may be supported from Talmudic 
evidence. In Jr. Sab. 119b and Yoma 9b, an effort is made to 
provide an answer for the cause of the Destruction. In the 
first passage, eight reasons are enumerated which have brought
  *
about the calamity: .in the second passage, three main sins are 
mentioned: idolatry, fornication and the shedding of blood. ' 
Schoeps accepts Marmorstein1 s view that the Rabbis thus intended
to contradict the Christian contention which made'the Destruction
/** 
a punishment for the rejection of Jesus.
2)  The death of Jesus, after the Destruction of the Temple,
%
appeared in a new light. The whole Epistle to the Hebrews is 
built up upon the thought, that the Temple-sacrifices were only 
  an adumbratio or a pra.efiguratio of the perfect sacrifice of the 
petfect Highpriest. Whatever date we assign to the Epistle,
there can be little doubt that it was composed before the end of
114 
the first century. Even if we accept von Soden* s view that the
i
recipients of Hebrews were Gentile Christians in Italy, the
*
writer himself must have definitely been a Jew, even though an
1*0
Alexandrfen Jew. Strangely enough, though Justin, in his Dia- 
logue, in several instances closely approximates the point of 
view of the Epistle to the Hebrews, he never refers to it. But
 
what Harnack says" about Paul may be easily applied to Hebrews 
also. Justin did not know the New Testament in our present 
composition. All he knew were some apostolic traditions 
("Errinnerungen der Apostel") and some apocalyptic fragments.
Justin's argument concerning the passover- lamb, is typical of
'i f .
the Christian point of view: "God doe.s not permit the lamb of 
the passover "to, "be sacrificed in any other place, than where His 
name was named; knowing that the .days will come, after the suffer
*   * '
ing of Christ, when even the place in Jerusalem shall "be given 
over to your enemies, and all the offerings, in short, shall 
cease; and that lamb which was commanded to "be wholly roasted 
was a symbol of the suffering of the cross which Christ would
  '**
undergo". The same point of view we meet in the Agnus Dei
motif, and in the allusion to the spiritual worship of God in
/M 
the Johannine Gospel. Paul's reference to Christ as our passover
*
sacrificed for'us (l Cor. 5,7) was probably a well known thought 
in Hebrew Christian circles as its associations with the Lord's 
Supper and the paschal meal were only too obvious. But the 
whole force of the argument could only be made use of once the 
Temple was destroyed. Evidence that Messiafr's sacrifice was 
acceptable in the sight of God and that all other sacrifices
became unnecessary was seen in the fact that God allowed the
\ 
Destruction. .This is the meaning of the synoptic reference to
1314
the rent veil of the Temple.
 
3) The prophetic utterances of Jesus concerning the Temple: 
Mark 13, If records an utterance of Jesus which occurs in the
other Synoptics, but which has every mark of authenticity. -As'.' '  
Jesus was leaving the Ten^le in the company of his disciples,
one of them draws the Master's attention to the magnificence of 
the building ( /i f*t*ctAtt **-& rro TOLUOL \t-00L ^«\ TToToCTTol •
. ) to which Jesus replies: ov /ui) oc<3f>£#* \iBoc Irl . _ / / » ii, j
*
Klostermann comments upon this apocalyp­
tic word of Jesus: "Das braucht urn so weniger ein vaticinium
ex eventu zu sein, als'ein Mhnliches durch 14,58 usw. verbflrgt
l»«
ist". He draws attention to similar prophetic utterances,. «like
Mi. 3,12; Jer.33,6,18; and the prophecy of Jesus the son of
Ananos in Jos. Bell. VI,53. Such an oracle belonged to the 
prophetic function of the Messiah and was in keeping with accred- 
ited tradition. Strangely enough, "both Josephus and the Talmud
13$
know of similar premonitions attended "by miraculous signs. But
whatever authenticity we are prepared to ascribe to Mark 13,If, 
it undoubtedly belongs to the oldest Christian tradition and 
Served as an important proof of the Messiahship of Jesus.
4) The psychological effect of the Destruction was an 
important factor'in the reaction to the Gospel preaching. The
burden of the Messianic message was an invitation to those who  t    
were fainting with weariness and were heavily burdened (oc tco-
Jesus himself had a 
special word of comforfc for those who mourn (Mt. 5,4; Lk.4,16-20). 
For a people which has been bereaved of all its national hopes; 
which'has been left like sheep without a shepherd, humiliated by
a bitter and ruthless enemy, the message of the love of God, the 
i .
hope for the heavenly Jerusalem, and the triumph over death
* ' j
through the risen Messiah, was indeed, mHx-jj&Aiov in the deepest
sense of the word. It offered spiritual consolation at a time
<34
of great national defeat. This psychological moment helped to
create an unique situation never paralleled in the history of 
Judaism. The period between the Destruction of Jerusalem and 
the war under Hadrian saw the rise of an indigenous Jewish Christ- 
ianity which, if not similar, was yet closely related to the 
Christianity of the Gentile Church.
If the list of Jewish bishops as enumerated by -Eusebius is
mo 
genuine, the 13 "bishops" or elders who are interposed between
the years 107-135 A.D. would go to show how widely spread were
\
the Jewish communities in Palestine. This may be another proofi
of the existence of a large number of Jewish Christians all over
the country.
7. Judaic Christianity and.Judaistic Christianity.
Prof. Harnack, who with.his usual thoroughness, has subjected 
Justin 1 s Dialogue to close examination, has recognized the great 
importance of this document for our knowledge of Hebrew Christ- 
ianity.in the middle of the second century. Justin reveals a 
remarkable knowledge of the Jewish arguments against Christian!tyx 
and the Jewish-Christian position; Harnack, therefore, rightly 
stresses the fact that Justin1 s home was Samaria. He knew of 
Jewish Christianity from his own personal experience. At that 
time, says Harnaek, "erscheint das Judenchristentum noch nicht
 
als Rudiment und geschichtliche CuriositSt, sondern steht noch
vor Justins Augen als ein lebendiger und verbindenfler Faktor
'VI 
zwischenden beiden Parteien des Judentums und der grossen KircheV.
 -. Justin, addressing himself «to Trypho,' comments on the wicked- 
ness of the Jews, which is the cause of God* s withholding from
 
them "The ability to discern the.wisdom of his Scriptures; yet
 
(therejare) some exceptions, to whom, according to the grace of .  
His long-suffering, as Isaiah said, He has left a seed for sal- 
vation, lest your race be utterly destroyed like Sodom and 
Gomorrah" (ch. 55). At another place, Justin explainsthat God
*
    -V
spares the Jews now, as he spared them in the days of Elijah, 
because of the seven thousand who have not bowed their knees to
Baal; and he continues: "even so He haaiiow neither yet inflict-\ *
ed judgment, nor does inflict it, knowing that daily some (of
* *
you) are becoming disciples in the name.of Christ and quitting
m
the'path of error", (ch. 39').
To Trypho's inquiry as to Justin 1 s attitude to those Jews 
who both believe in Jesus and .keep the Law, (ch.46), he receives 
the following answer: "In my opinion, Trypho, such an one will
"be saved, if he does not strive in every way to persuade other 
men, I mean those Gentiles who have toeen circumcised from error
"by Christ, to observe the same things as himself, telling them'
 
that they will.not "be saved unless they do so... 11 Justin ex- 
plains thpf this is his private opinion; there are, however, 
Christians who thinly otherwise and who would not "venture to have
*
any intercourse with or extend hospitality to such persons, "but 
I do not agree with them". But Justin'.s tolerance has a defin- 
ite limit. He disapproves of those Jews, who though "believing 
in Jesus Christ, compel Gentiles who are also "believers "to live 
in all respects according to the law given "by Moses"; "but even 
those thus persuaded to practice the* Law "shall probably "be saved 
(ch.47).
What were the christological views of the Hebrew Christians 
Justin is referring to ? On this, unfortunately, we nave no 
clear statement, "but only one or two hints. Thus, Justin,
*
addressing himself to Trypho and his companions, remarks: "there
HMI
are some, my friends of your race, who admit that He" is Christ,
*
while holding Kirn to "be Man of men, v/ith whom I do not agree... "
*
(ch.48). Harnack asks the important* question: "Dachten alle 
Judenchristen so ?" He holds that a definite answer is not 
possible, "but is. inclined to assume that such was He"brew-Christ-
 
ian opinion. However, it seems to us that Harnack 1 s exegesis 
is somewhat Mased. There is no need to press Justin*s words 
too much. Harnack f s conclusion^ "based upon a very fine dis- 
tinction as to the literal meaning of Justin1 s words: "Justin 
sagt nicht 'Einige aus den Judenehristen1 , sondern *Einige aus
den Juden*, es kflnnen also alle Judenchristen dieser Meinung
^f  
gewesen sein". But apart from the fact that there is some doubt
as to'the reading "our race" or "your race", such a 'view does not 
tally v/ith Justin* s former statement. It is difficult to imagine
that he would acknowledge as "brothers those who not only keep
%
the law, "but also deny the divinity of the Messiah. Harnack 
himself has felt the difficulty, for in a note, he cautiously
t
adds: "Es scheint rnir sehr "beachtenswert, dass Justin hier nicht
'46
schSrfer wird, a"ber zuviel darf man daraus nicht schliessen... "
If, however, Justin associated himself with the Hebrew Christians 
"by calling them "some of our race", then Harnack's definition of 
He"brew Christianity as Justin understood it needs correcting.  m
Harnack puts the question: who is a Hebrew Christian accord-
.   ^
ing to Justin ? He answers: "Ein Judenchrist ist nur der Jude,
der an Christus glaubt und das Gesetz "beo"bachtefc. Beotoachtet er
? . 
das Gesetz nicht, so ist er so we^ftg mehr ein Judenchrist, wie
« 
ein vom Gesetz sich emancipierender Jude'noch ein Jude ist". :
In a footnote, Harnack adds: "Umgekehrt ist ein beschnittener
y^7
Heide,. der das Gesetz "beobachtet, ein Voirblut Jude". But a
Jew who "both keeps the-Law and denies the divinity of Christ, 
would hardly "be reckoned "by Justin as a member of t he Church.
a
If Justin 1 s reference, however, was to some of Trypho's race, 
then, according, to Harnaclc* s definition, he is simply referring
 
to Jews who are outside the Church, "but hold Jesus to "be the 
Messiah in a strictly heretical sense. But to such.Justin is 
opposed.
The result of Harnack 1 s inquiry into the "Hebrew Christian  
*
position and its relationship to Gentile Christians as it appears i 
from Justin 1 s Dialogue, can "be seen ffom the following list: 
''••'
1) There are Jewish Christians who insist that Gentile
\
Christians keep the Law, and who refuse communion with those who 
do not. These Justin refuses to regard as "brothers in Christ.
2) There are Jewish Christians who keep the Law, "but do 
not insist ^that -Gentile Christians do likewise. Justin regards 
them as brothers, though other Christians do not share his opinion
3) There are Gentile Christians who have "been misled by 
Jewish Christians to keep the Law, "but do. not refuse communion 
with other Gentile Christians who do not keep the Lav/. Justin
*
thinks that such may "be saved,
4) There are Gentile Christians who, under adverse circum- 
stances, had to deny Christ, "but tried to save themselves "by 
adherence to Judaism, in order to remain faithful to the true God, 
Such must return "before death, otherwise they are lost.
5) There are Jews who'do not regard it as essential to join 
the Christian Church, on the grounds that the Church admits that
faithful Jews, "before the coming of Christ will "be saved. Justin/
holds that such will perish, though those who lived before Christ
1
will "be saved.
/ In our opinion, it is to this last group that Justin is 
refering in Ch.48. They were of Trypho*s race, they held Christ
to "be man of men and they-remained within the "boundaries of Jud-
«
aism. This explains th* utter indifference with which Justin 
is treating them.
But Harnack's list is not complete. The most important
MB
section of Christians of Jewish descent has "been left out. Who
» " 
are those Christians referred to in ch.55, as some laudable excep, 
tions whom God has left as a seed for salvation lest the race "be
V
utterly destroyed ? Who are those seven thousand alluded to who
* i
have not bowed, their knees to Baal (ch.39) ? Harnack doubts
*
whether the " *"<- V6J", those who are daily becoming disciples,
»
are actually Jews, but it seems to us that the whole argument
*
res.ts upon that fact. . What connection would there otherwise
*
be between the Gentile converts who daily turn to Christ, and 
the continued persistence of the Jewish people ?
The fact is, that Justin*s conception of "race" is such as
/ 
to include all those who are knit together by the bond of a
"'•
common faith. ^ Jews who were full members of the Catholic Church^
were of the Christian Hrace lf , and their existence was taken for
i5*o 
granted. Only those who were not within full communion of the
Church, whose position had to be clarified, and concerning whom 
there was some difference of opinion, d^re the object of Justin's 
elucidations. We thus arrive at the following conclusion:
1) There, were Jewish Christians, members of the Catholic. 
Church; the seven thousand who have not bowed to Baal and who 
constituted the remnant of Israel, the holy seed (Is,1,9: 6,13).
2) There were Jewish Christians who kept the Law and demand- 
ed of the Gentile Christians to do likewise. These were outside 
the Christian communion,*
3) Between these two extremes there was a third group 
occupying a middle position; those who keep the Law, but did 
not demand of Gentile-born Christians to do likewise. Concerning
*
such, there was. difference of opinion*
4) Apart from these, there were Jews still within the
/r/
Synagogue who were semi - or secret believers. Their position 
was ambiguous and Just in shows little^ interest in them. Such 
was the situation in the 1 middle of * the second century.
A remarkable feature of the picture thus obtained is its 
close similarity to what we know about the internal position of 
the Jewish Church from the Pauline Epistles and from the Acts of 
the Apostles. The deep-seated division between the Judaizing 
party on the one hand, and the anti-nomian party on the other, 
began in Jerusalem and goes back to12ie days of the Apostlesj 
There is also evidence for the existence of a moderate party, 
standing helf way between the two; a party vhich probably at one 
time enjoyed the greatest influence as it could claim for itself 
the authority of James and Peter. Thus, the "temporary duality"
»
which the Church developed in its earliest days, Sndured for over
130 
a century, e But now the situation was undergoing a change. The
middle of the second century, i.e., the time when the Dialogue 
took place, marks a transition-period in Hebrew-Christian history. 
The change is effected "by the new political situation.
After the failure of the Bar Kochba insurrection, and the 
"brutal measures adopted "by the Roman authorities to quell the - 
Jewish spirit of resistance, there is a nota"ble change of outlook. 
In the Jewish consciousness, nationalism and religion have "been 
always closely related. But Jewish nationalism prior to the 
Destruction was nurtured entirely "by religious motives. For 
Israel to "be in subjection to heathen rule was an insult to God. 
We know from Josephus that till the last moment, Jewish national- 
ists were clinging to the hope that God would miraculously inter-
-   iM 
fere to save His Sanctuary. They conceived their cause to "be
identical with that of God. But after the Destruction and the
v 
final defeat under Hadrian, religion "became subservient to the
*
national^ cause.- It "became the means to an end, and that end 
was the preservation of Jewish identity. In the changed circum- 
stances, the problem concerning the Law was lifted from its 
religion-theological connotation into the sphere of national 
emergency. "Jewish nationalism", says Klausner, "in so far as 
.it is connected with religion, is bound up with the ceremonial
laws", for "they are a defence against assimilation "by the
'  ,       /ST 
heathen peoples which surrounded the Jews on every side". But
what is a defence is also a' barrier. Thus, Judaistic Christian- 
ity, which tenaciously adhered to the Law for the sake of the 
 people,became isolated from the rest of the Church. A part of
it drifted back to Judaism from which it was separated more by
If6
tradition than actual difference of belief. The rest was
V
swallowed up by the strong gnostic currents, until it entirely
*
lost its Jewish-Christian connections.
  "Judaic" Christianity, following the signification given "by*
F. J. A. Hort'/7we identify with that section of the Jerusalem 
Church, which, from the "beginning, held a liberal outlook concern- 
ing the Law.- It inclined to. the Pauline view with regard to the 
Gentiles; it found itself in.opposition to the Jewish authorities; 
it was compelled to take refuge in Pella, and in the Diaspora, 
it united with the main tody of the Catholic Church. These 
Jewish Christians soon lost £heir identity through intermarriage,
 





Mori'z Friedl&nder has tried to show that the Minim, whom
  -V
we meet so often in*the Talmudic literature, were originally not
. * 
Christians, "but Jewish heretics of pre-Christian times. Their
antiquity is avouched "by the fact that the meaning of the word  
itself has "been lost, as is also the case with the names Phari->  » >
sees, Sadducees* Essenes: "was uns lehrt, dass ihre Enstehung in»
so frfthe Zeit fflllt, dass die Sltesten Berichterstatter sel"bst
/ tff " ' 
die Etymologic dieser Namen nicht mehr kannten". Another proof
  
for his theory Friedlflnder"adduces from the fact that already in
«
the first Christian century, there was in existence "eine stark 
angefeindete, von den^pharisSischen Schriftgelehrten mit dem 
Anathem "belegte Literatur"; "Eine solche a"ber entsteht nicht
ifeO
#ber Nacht". FriedlMnder, therefore, feels justified in dis- 
associating the Hebrew Christian movement from that of the Minim, 
They have nothing in common. Friedlfinder 1 s conclusion is "based
upon the unwarranted assumption that the Minim rejected the car- ..      * *
dinal dogma of. Christianity, i.e., the resurrection.^1 But Fried- 
Iflnder1 s views havS found little support amongst scholars. On 
the contrary, it is generally held that, if not in all, then in -
many cases, the Minim referred to in the Talmud are Hebrew Christ-    
ians'.63 The fact that they were well acquainted with Pharisaism,
»
that they knew the Scriptures and were trained in the principles
4
of tne Jewish religion, is no justification for turning them into
a MGnostic heretics, as Priedlander does. 
a. The etymology of "Min". 
The etymology of the word i'/3 has for long presented a
ffff
puzzle to scholars and many suggestions have "been made. We will 
now dwell upon it at some length as in our opinion, the meaning 
of the name is essential to a right understanding of Hebrew 
Christianity and its relationship to Judaism.
In the first place, it must be borne in mind that the word 
i '/3 has come to us from an opposing party, i.e., from an enemy 
source. It is, therefore, a name of derision. But as is usually 
the case, such nicknames are either a perversion of the real name 
with an intent to giving it a malicious meaning; or else, they 
are an entirely new invention, expressing some peculiar feature
t
of those thus named. In other words, the name j'/D must either 
refer to some peculiarity of the sect under discussion, or else
be a corruption of another name, or both. The purpose of a
«
.nickname is to 'drovide the opponent with a derisive or negative
N
app elation.
The mp.-jority of scholars are agreed that the word ifa is toi
be connected with G-en. 1. and translated to mean "species", "kind".
Thus, Strack explains: "Min ist einfach das aus Genesis 1 be-
« / 
kannte Wort min, ̂ 6^05 , Art. Und ebenso wie go:!, Volk, bes.
Heidenvolk, die Bedeutung "Heide" und Jisrael, Israel, die Bedett- 
tung "Israelit" bekem, erhielt min die Bedeutung; der (im Unter- 
schiede von der Hauptmasse der Judenheit) zu einer besondern Art
(Abart) Gehtfrige, HMretiker; der dem eignen Herzen (statt den
. /&>
authoritativen Worten der Gesetzeslehrer) Folgende". Herford
233
holds the same view, "but he gives a more elaborate explanation in
support of this theory. He first contradicts Levy's suggestion 
that the word j'/D is derived from the Arabic r^ot "man", to lie^ 
speak falsely; and the Syriac "mania", madness. He then suggests 
that "because ^>and ]'/$ are equivalent, and "because ti}^ in the 
Old Testament means unfaithfulness to the "covenant-religion 
with God"; ") ^ and J'/3 have "been combined in such a way as to
*
mean "both "apostasy from the national religion", and also "kind", 
"species", "sort". ' Bacher, who holds a similar view to that of 
Strack and Herford, offers a more simple and therefore inore con- 
vincing hypothesis. He explains: " \IQ est le terme biblique
7 /
qui dans G-enese,l, par example, est traduit par ^^°S . Au
/ ' c/ i figure, ce mot^est employe dans le sens de secte, oftf£6<j ; c'est
particulierement dans les cercles pharisiens qu'on parlait du
/Vt'TMT'iTl V/3 9 de 1& secte des Sadduceens". Bacher then / I I ' .
points to Josephus, Ant iq.. XII 1,10,6, where we find the expression
used in the sense of 
He then explains: "Avec le temps, ]•** signifia simplement secte 
et d'abord, celle des Sadduceens". This is a very plausible 
explanation, but for one difficulty.
It is important to notice that the very simple word i»o 
occurs sometimes in a varied orthography. Thus, in Sanh. 37a,
,* *
it reads 7O«& » ^u* j-n Bab? bathra 25a, it reads 'V^ whereas, 
Sifra has entirely an'orthography of its own: VX/3 and /yVX£ 
Bacher hp.s felt the difficulty, though he only refers to the ' 
spelling in Sifra (Torath-Kohanim). But he explains it as an 
isolated case of no further significance, due .to the hand of a 
writer, whose intention was to give to the word a distorted mean- 
ing of his own: "il semble gue 1'auteur de cette orthographic
individuelle, qui ne se trouve pas- ailleurs, a insere de propos
/ / *. ^ /delibere le X dans le mot P'l'O pour deformer et lui donner un
sens de'testable: p ' 1 'X/Q ou />' tJ *'/3 serait le pluriel de 
(Ex.7, 14; 9,2; 10,4), ou Men de  ) S D , comme dans Je'r. 13, 10".'6*
But the verb ] HD , which means to "refuse" or "diso"bey" neither 
deforms the meaning nor makes it specially detestable/ At "best 
we can regard it -as an attempt to give some meaning to a difficult 
word. Had this "been the only orthography, such an explanation
could have "been acceptable. But we have already seen that there
t 
are other modes of spelling it. Bacher* s explanation is, there-
fore, not satisfactory.
On the other hand, a few important scholars have held that 
the word j»/ais a corruption of f*   j '/DK/i . This explanation
i  
has the advantage, not only «of restoring a reasonable meaning 
to a difficult word, "but also of relating it to the life of those 
thus named. Joe'1 rightly observes that such names are to be 
explained not only "mit Hilfe der Linguistic, sondern zugleich 
aus dem Leben und a.er gesetzli-chen Praxis (Halachah) heraus. . . "
9
In a footnote, Joe'1 adds: "Es ist eigentlich ttberflilssig, die 
wesenhafte aud darum auch namengebende Bedeutung der 1Ti6ci$ At 
im Neuen Testamente nachzuweisen". It is also possible that 
Derenbourgh* s theory, which explains [V*J'fa as a contraction
of the initials f.Wli VIU 1 O '/M^P or jip of
is by no means too far fetched, especially when' we remember how 
fond the Rabbis were of making puns and juggling with .words. It
seems to us that Herfbrd dismisses such a suggestion too light-
174 ' * 
heartedly.
The fact that a > scholar like George Foot Moore, though dec- 
laring himself in favour of the first theory, mentions without 
contradiction the etymology which sees in "Minim" a corruption of
, and even quotes Acts 5,14r7Ti,6r6J0*-rfc5 TiZ
in support of it, is significant enough/ It is also worth noting 
that this is not a theory of entirely modern origin, but that it
has some measure of support in Jewish tradition. Jo eminent ions
that he found Mussafia (1606? -1675)' to have given a similar ex-
  176 
planation,
But even if we accept "min" to "be connected with y/*X£> 
there is still the question why such a corruption and no other ? 
On the other hand, if "min" meant nothing at all, it would have
 >
t
"been useless as a nickname. It appears to us that "both contend-
• •
ing views contain part of the truth. \ ifi is to he understood
'
in connection with Gen.1 and means l^fy r It was given a nega- 
tive connotation, something like "Abart" (Strack); this happed- 
ed because the p'i'D called themselves />*V/3X^ . Herein 
lay their distinction from the rest of the people; they were the 
believers. By some strange coincidence, the original name has 
preserved itself in Sifra. It is remarkable that but for one
 *
single letter, it presents the unmistakable reading of />« *i '/$&/$
If such an interpretation stands its ground, we have made the 
first step towards identifying the Minim. 
b. The identification of the "Minim".
9-
It appears from R. Nahman' s remark (Hul.lSb), who speaks in
. " 
the name of Rabba bar Abuha, ttiat the word "Minim" is applied to 
Jewish, and not to non-Jewish sectaries: "among the Gentiles
< » . *  
there are no Minim". It is generally agreed that this .is the
case; the word Min signifies a Jew tainted with heresy. But
  < 
there occur some exceptions. Herford admits that there are in-
>
stances when the term appears to be applied to Gentiles also.
In the case of R.'Hanina, R. Hoshaia and the Min (Pes. 87b) engag-
 
ed in a conversation, in which both Rabbis and also the Min make
«
use of Scripture, the latter is obviously a Gentile, and probably
9
a Christian.^ Who then were the Minim.?
As with the etymology of the name, so with its application, 
opinion is mainly divided into two groups:
'236
1) Some scholars, like D. Chwolson, H. Graetz, A. Geiger, 
A. Schlatter and M. Joe'1, hold that "Minim" a-re primarily Hebrew 
Christians.
2) Others, like H. Ewald, J. Hamburger, E. Schtlrer, A* 
Wttnsclie, J. Bergmann and J. Levy, regard Minim to signify Jewish
 
heretics in general, Christian or otherwise.
It must "be admitted that most modern scholars are .in favour
*
of the wider interpretation of the name. Thus, Israel Levi,
defines the term in the following words: "C'est un terme neutre,   ,
passepartout, s'appli quant indifferemment a toutes les heresies, 
ici aux ;judeo-chretiens, "tantot aux chretiens (consideres comme
formant une secte ^uive) , souvent aux gnostiques chretiens".
    
And again, more emphatically: "Mais, encoreime fois, jamais ce -
mot par lui-meme ne denounce une heresie determinee; il signifie
tout simplement; heresie. . . " It cannot "be denied that the word 
Min has acquired a meaning for'which there is enough evidence to 
support Israel Levi's wide interpretation. But even those scho- 
lars who hold a similar view are constrained to admit a special
to
connection "between Minuth and He"brew-Christianity. . Thus, Stracic
*
k
observes that whenever the Synagogue was speaking of Minim, it 
had primarily in mind HeTDrew Christians. Bacher says: "de j'/3
»
 
on forma I'alDstrait J> I i ' ^ , qui, dans un sens plus particulier.
/ '&o
designe le christianisme". Bflchler, whose one aim is to show
that Minim are non-Jewish heretics with no reference whatsoever
 
9
either to Jesus or to Christianity, feels constrained to make 
the following observation: "Damit soil nicht in Abrede gestellt 
werden, dass in einer ganzen Reihe von Talmudstellen Min sich 
auf Juden mit hfiretischen Ansichten hezieht; aber alle diese
*
Nachrichten "betreffen Meinungen und ZustSnde vor dem Eahre 135
|A| •
und zwar in Judfta 11 . This is an important admission on the part 
of Bilchler. The question which immediately arises is: what
2*7
kind of heretics were those people whose Jewish connections Bflch-
* 
ler reluctantly admits ? His reservation, though not completely
. *
justified, that t'hose Jewish minim belong to the period prior to 
135 A.-D., and that their place of abode is Judea, is an important 
clue to the solution of our problem. The height of success was 
reached by the Hebrew Christian movement in the period between 
$he Destruction of the Temple and the Bar Cochba insurrection, 
i.e., between 70 and 135 A.D. In the middle of these 65 years, 
in the year 90 A.D., or thereabouts, the Birkat ha-Minim was in- 
trodtlced. The Synagogue was striving to. apply counter-measures
V
in order to check the heresy. The division became more and more
 
pronounced. An important factor was the steady growth of Gen- 
tile Christianity, which compromised the Jewish Christians in
the eyes of the Rabbis. The crisis came to athead at the out-» i
break of the insurrection. Bar Cochba 1 s authority rested upon 
a Messianic claim, a claim which Hebrew Christians could not
accept. Public opinion turned against them, and t hey were sub-
I&&
jected to severe persecution. This completed the process of
 
separation. The Jewish Christians now realized that a comprom- 
ise was impossible; there was no room for them amongst their
«/it>itc,> 
people. Before them were three nltepnni-frges; 1) back to the
Synagogue, 2) membership in the Gentile Church, or 3) a sep- 
arate existence. No doubt, some made one choice, others made 
another. That there still survived Hebrew Christian communities 
leading a separate life, we know from Jerome, who called them 
"semijudaei" and "semichristiani", which well described their
I6i '
difficult position. This is in complete agreement with Moore's
statement as to the effect of Hadrian's war upon Hebrew Christian-
i*M
ity in its relationship to the Jews. But it must not be assumed,
as Moore does, that after the war, every contact with the Jewish
431 
people was broken. Prof. Moore states: "The Christianity which
 
the rabbis had to do with after (the war) was Greek, and the con-  IBS' 
troversy with catholic doctrine". As in the case of Btichler,
this statement is "based on the assumption that there were no Heb- 
rew-Christians within,the catholic Church, or approaching the
 i '  
view of orthodox Christianity. We will have occasion to see 
that there actually were such Jews. But if Moore is right, then 
we have to assume that the discussions with Minim of a later date 
refer either to Jewish Gnostics, or to Gentile Christians. But 
Herford has shown that in most cases, the controversy involved 
Christian doctrine. His conclusion with regard to the Minim is, 
that they are neither Gentile Christians nor Jewish Christians, 
"but a certain type of Jewish Christians who tried to keep up
their connection with Judaism, and whose theology was related to
iSb
that of Hebrews. These two contradictory statements make it
abundantly clear that the word Minim has "been gradually widened 
to include both Jews and Gentiles. But the fact that Gentiles 
were included within the category of Minuth, leads us again back 
to Hebrew-Christianity. For how otherwise could Gentiles be 
heretics, unless their,heresy was associated with Judaism ?
Harnack makes" the following observation: t!Der Name 'Christen/ 
ist ein Titel der Heidenchristen; Judenchristen sind zun&chst 
und wahrscheinlich lange Zeit hindurch mit dies em Namen nieipale 
genannt worden".  -- In a footnote, he-explains ithat, to his know- 
ledge, there is no old Christian document where Jews are called 
"Christians". This was entirely a Gentile designation: "'Yeder 
konnten die Juden fttr die Christen den Hamen Christen aufbringen,
noch konnten Heiden darauf verfalien, von "Christen" zusprecheri.
f&8so. lange die Bewegung eine rein innerjftdische war..." But it
appears to us that even the Hebrew equivalent of /V'tVYj/} 
would have been -an impossible appelation, as faith in the luessiah
23$
was not only eu Christian, "but also a Jewish characteristic. The
only difference "between .them was that the first "believed he had 
come, 'while the others still looked for his coming. The 'Christ-
4 
*
ians' were thus the "believers, the /i« 43'/3>P. This self-des­
ignation has "been derisively corrupted "by their opponents into
i 
and p'Y'D.. When the Gentiles accepted faith in the llessiah,
and claimed to "belfieve in the God of Israel: esteemed the Scrip-$
tures and looked for the Resurrection, "but otherwise walked in
»
the way of the llinim, they were naturally £ in Jewish eyes, also 
Minim,
The Minim were thus Christians: first Jewish Christians, 
then also Gentile Christians; later, when Christianity removed
 
itself from the Jewish horizon, the appelation was given to any
ig<?
Jews of dissenting views. It "became a terminus technicus to
(44
describe apostasy from God.
c) The Minim and Judaism.
Chwolson draws attention to an interesting sentence in con-
 
nection with the case of R. Eliezer hen Dama, the nephew of R. 
Ishmael, who was "bitten "by a serpent and who died "because his 
uncle prevented his "being healed "by Jaco"b of Kefar Sama (Sekanya) 
in the name of Yeshu hen Pandera. To the implied question, why
R. Ishmael intervened in a case of emergency, in which case there
191
is no prohibition, the following explanation is given:ft iyp '
I ft ' f V)!L *l^P/> 'JlXT ht)^/^ which Chwolson translates:. 
""bei I-linut (Judenchristentum) ist es etwas Anderes, weil es ver-
lockend ist und man konnte sich von.ihnen (den Judenchristen)
'?l
angelockt ftihlen". That Mi nut h had an enticing quality against
which a Jew was to guard himself we know from other instances. 
Eliezer "ben Hureanus, who was arrested for I.'lnuth "by the Roman 
authorities, on R. Aki"ba's suggestion, suddenly remembered that 
he once walked along the street (upper market) of Sepphoris, where
Mo
he met Jaco"b of Kefar Sekanya, who quoted-a saying of Jesus 
which pleased him. The Ra"bM thus interpreted his arrest for
Minuth.as a punishmentfbf taking pleasure in a Scriptural inter-
1414
pretation which had Jesus as its author. The actual exposition
concerning the hire of a harlot (Deut.23,19) strangely contrasts 
with the sayings of Jesus we meet in the Gospels. Klausner 
remarks:" "at first sight, this exposition...does not accord with
the character of Jesus 1 teachings...", "but he holds that "Phar-
iq<~
isaic methods of exposition are "by no means foreign to him". '
Klausner therefore accepts the tradition as genuine. Strangely 
enough, R, Eliezer "ben Hyrcanos, was himself under gratfe suspic- 
ion of heresy. It is remarkable that he does not refute the 
change, "butmakes, as Herford says, "a skilful evasion". There
is also the fact of his excommunication \jy the Sanhedrin at Ja"b- 
146
neh. It is therefore possible that "behind his confession to
have taken pleasure in a certain exposition coming from a heretic-
'97
al source, is more than would appear on the surface. But however
the case may he, the fact is that the Minim were a' snare to one
* f
of' the greatest Ra"b"bis at the end of the 1st century A.D.
R. Eliezer "ben Hyrcanos is "by no means an isolated case. An 
even more interesting person is the much discussed Elisha "ben 
Abuyah, often referred to as Aher ("the other"). Elisha, who
flourished at the end of the first and the "beginning of the sec-
i<ja
ond century, was a famous Tannai and the teacher of R. Meir. The
«
references concerning him are o"bscure and sometimes contradictory. 
The opinion amongst scholars as to the nature of his heresy is
4
diverse. Some scholars hold that hd became fi diiostic, others 
that he/became a follower of the Philonian philosophy. Louis 
Grins'berg holds that he was simply a Sadducee. Only this, he
*
 »
thinks, can explain R. Heir's continued friendship with his for-
149' 
mer teacher. But Ginsterg's interpretation meets with a great
difficulty. There is the fact that Elisha was credited with
2oo
having "broken the Sabbath in the most unseemly manner. Was this
characteristic of Sadducean "behaviour ? However, it is imposs-
3,01
i"ble to decide what his views were. But we do know that he was
suspected of hiding in his clothes "sifre minim", while he was
t
still functioning as a teacher in the schoolhouse.*" Herford
/ .
points out that -Elisha, whofei he calls the "arch-Gnostic of the 
Talmud", is never referred to as "being a Min himself; -"the most 
that is said of him Is that he used to read "books of Minuth". 
Nevertheless, though there is no. evidence for his adherence to 
Christianity, this may show that he took some interest in it. 3 .
*
Curiously enough, the story about Hananiah, the nej^ew of R. 
Yoehua. ben Hananiah, in one featjire resembles the case of Elisha 
ben Abuyah,
  Midrash Rabbbh tells the following storyr Hanina, the son 
of R. Yoshua 1 s brother, came to Capernaum, and the Minim worked 
a spell on him and set him riding on an ass on the Sabbath. He
 
 
went to his uncle Yoshua, who anointed him with oil and he recov-
 
ered. (R. Yoshua) said to him, "since the ass of that wicked
person has brayed at you, you are not able to stay in the land of
» . 
Israel". So he went from thenc.e to Babylon and he died in peaeeT*
*
Herford eaysi "That the Minim here denote Christians, there can
be no possible doubt". "The ass of the wicked one", he inter-
  / 
prets as a reference to Jesus. But he has some doubts as to the
»
authenticity of the incident on the grounds that Hanina, a well-
\
known Babylonian authority, rwas in a dispute with the patriarch
^ «
R. Shimeon ben Gamaliel, and the incident here recorded intends
Jlor m^ 
to depreciate an opponent. The story is only recorded in the
Midrash, and there is no reference to it in the Talmuds. However 
Herford sees reason to believe that it goes back to- old tradition*
There certainly are no sufficient grounds to discredit it. As 
it stands, the narrative gives the impression of veiled hints, 
and the whole incident seems to be wrapped in mystery. But sev- 
eral facts stand out clearly: the story refers to a famous rabbi, 
whose uncle enjoyed a great reputation. It seems to us that the 
mere quarrel'with the patriarch is.not sufficient ground to throw 
suspicion upon an important personage, as the passage unquestion- 
ably does. It is also evident that the Minim here are Christ-
  '  'i
ians, and that there is a reference to Jesus. The incident 
takes place ^n Capernaum, and the rabbi is presented as a breaker 
of the Sabbath law; very much like Elisha ben Abuyah. Herford 
says: "The story represents Haninah as having been the victim 
of magic". The spell upon the Rabbi which his uncle so effect- 
ively removed, was the result of the "braying of the ass of the 
wicked one". The real nature of the incident is revealed by the 
fact that Hanina had to leave Palestine. The spell of the Minim 
spoilt his reputation. .  
Justin presents Trypho as haying said: "I am aware that
 
your precepts in the so-called Gospels are so wonderful and so 
great, that I suspect no one can keep them; for I have carefully 
read them". (ch.X). This is an interesting admission, which 
undoubtedly goes back to an authentic remark of Justin's opponent   
especially as the praise of the lofty Gospel-teaching is combined 
with genuine Jewish criticism, which is strangely reminiscent of
modern writers. Whether Trypho can be identified with R. Tar-
iofe
phon or not, he was a distinguished Jew, who knew the Scriptures
and had read the Gospels. On his own admission, he had studied
. >
them carefully. There may be a grain of irony in his words, but 
it is nevertheless an admission that the Gospels are both wonder- 
ful and great. Significantly enough, the controversy between
U.f>0«_
Trypho and Justin does not turn pound the teaching, but the peesoH
of Jesus Christ and the Christian attitude to the Law. Trypho's
 
knowledge of the Gospels reveals their popularity and the fact
. no?
that they were read, not only "by Christians, "but also "by Jews.
I.t is therefore natural to conclude that they presented an attrac- 
tion. It is with this fact in the "background, that Talmudic and 
Midrashic evidence concerning Hebrew Christianity must "be viewed.
« * '  
a£
The sources at our disposal are hostile, and their aim is to mis- 
represent a hated opponent. To take all they say literally is 
to misunderstand their purpose. This "becomes abundantly clear in 
the light of the following example:
In Eccles. rabbaft 1,8, following upon the story of Hanina, 
is the strange experience of R. Jonathan with the Minim: One 
of Jonathan's disciples ran away to the Minim. The Rabbi went 
to seek him and found him in subjection to them (or doing the
20tf
cooking). The Minim invited the Rabbi to join them. Thereupon 
he fled, and they pursued him. After they had persuaded him to 
do kindness to a bride, he went and found them ravishing a girl. 
He said to them: "Is this the way for Jews to behave ?.'" They
>
answered with a text, (Prov. 1,1.4). Then he fled home and shut the
door in the face of his pursuers. The story ends with the Minim\
saying to R. Jonathan: "if thou hadst turned and looked upon us, 
instead of our pursuing thee, thou wouldst have pursued us".
Herford holds that the Rabbi is R. Jonathan ben Eleazar, a Pales-
\ .' • . toy 
tinian Amora, of the third century. He belonged to the circle
* *
of R. Hanina, was a pupil of Simeon ben Jose ben Lakonia, and
mo
teacher of Samuel bar Nfehman. He lived in Sepphoris. The Minim
here are, according-to R. Jonathan himself, 27ews. The fact that
they lived either in Sepphoris or Capernaum points to their being
VI
Hebrew Christians, The rest of the story, however, is nothing
else but an exhortation to keep away from the Ilinim. They are 
thus presented as practicing immorality, which characteristically
enough-they justify by quoting a text from Scripture. This is 
undoubtedly a reference to the Christian habit of appealing to 
the Old Testament. They entice Jonathan's disciple and keep him
in subjection. But above all, they even endanger the Maste-r him -; 
self. The mere, sight of a Min is sufficient to pervert a pious
t/fcJew. All rabbinic references to Christianity "bear a similar
*' *  
character. They are therefore misleading in any attempt at con-
i./ ̂struing the conduct and "beliefs of their opponents. Nevertheless.
there are enough hints to warrant a guess as to the main tenets
of the heresy.
' 
The fact has "been noted that in the discussions "between the 
 
Rabbis and the Minim,' the person of Jesus is strangely avoided:
MDie Erwiderungen sind meist indirekt, haben gleichnishafte Ein-
*'* *kleidung und bewegen sich oft in kaum verst&ndlichen Anspielungen..,
This fact led Herford to assume that the Minim in question were 
"Jewish-Christians whose Christology was developed beyond the
point at which the Messiahship was the chief distinction of Jesus. 
It is not clear, however, what Herford means by that. To Christ-
r
lans, especially Hebrew-Christians, the Llessiahship of Jesus was .
•
basically important. It would have certainly been the main 
topic of conversation with unbelieving Jews. It appears to us 
that the reasons for that strange caution are*to be sought in 
the fact, first, that we have only fragmentary notes and even
these are distorted, and secondly, that the Jewish sources were
v  
not interested in providing posterity with the views and argu- 
mentations of the Minim. There is also an obvious tendency to
 
avoid the name of Jesus.
A characteristic feature in the dispute between Jews and the
• Minim is the constant appeal to Scripture on the .part of the
«
latter. It is usually not the Rabbis, but the Minim, who are
 
the questioners, and the. discussions seem always to turn round
the interpretation of texts. In this, the I,:inim adopt a method
similar to'that of Justin. He, too, clinches his arguments "by
Iffc ,quoting Scripture. Now, what was the topic of their conversa- 
tions ? The fact that, in spite of the many references in the
j
Talmudic and Midrashic literature, this question is not- easily 
answered, is already significant. But, as we said, there are 
some hints.
The Jewish main argument against Christianity was always
t 
directed to prove its deficient view of the Godhead. It teas
argued that, "by raising the Messiah to a position almost equal 
to that of God, the purity of monotheism was impaired; Some of
the Ralfbinic references have clearly this objection in view; '
/
Trypho's contention against the Christian doctrine of the Messiah
• |Cj
points in the same direction. The question concerning the plur- 
ality in the Godhead* is a prominent feature in the Ra"bt>inic dis- 
cussions with the I!inim, Traces of it, it would appear, may 
already he found in the Mishnah."' One particular passage in the 
Talmud well illustrates the. nature of the dispute; R. Johanan
said: in all the passages vwhich the Minim have taken (as grounds)
  
for their heresy, their refutation is found near at hrnd. Thus,
"Let us make-man in our image" (Gen. 1,26: plural), - "and God 
created man in His own image" (v.27 j sing.); "come, let us go 
down and there confound their language" (Gen.11,7; plur.) - "And 
the Lord came down to see the city and the tower" (v.5; sing); 
"Because there were revealed (plur) to him God" (Gen.35,7) -
"Unto God who answereth (sing.) me in the day of my distress"
$> 
(v.3); "For what great nation is there that hath God so nigh
/
(plur.) unto it, as the Lord our God is (unto us) when we call 
upon Him (sing.. ; Deut.4,7) : "And what one nation in the earth is 
like thy people, (like) Israel, .whom God went (plur.) to redeem 
for a people unto Himself (sing.,2 Sam.7,23): "Till (thrones)
were placed and (one) that was 1 ancient did sit" (Dan. 7,9).
  ».
The Talmud, however, proceeds to ask: Why were these
 
rals) necessary ? R. Johanan1 s theory is: The Holy One, blessedt 
be He, does nothing without consulting His heavenly Court (^'^/ab,
»
family). The idea being that the plurals indicate the presence 
of the heavenly "beings who stand before God. But this does not 
explain the plural of the last text: "Till thrones were placed",
R. Akiba 1 s suggest ion'is: "One (throne) was for Himself and one
r 
for David" (i.e., the Messiah). ,But R. Jose protested: "Akiba,
how long wilt thou profane the Shechinah ?" R. Jose offers a
better explanation: "One (throne) for justice, and the other
/ 
for mercy". R. Eleazar ben Azariah, however, suggests: "One
  '  
for His throne and one for His footstool. A throne for a seat
J22/and a footstool in support of His- feet".
ALciba's remark concerning the son of David and the immediate 
rebuke of R. Jose, significantly enough a Galilean, in our view, 
throws important light upon the whole discussion. Why did R.
Jose think that with his remark concerning the Messiah, the 
Shechinah was being profaned ? Jacob Schachter answers: "By
4JZasserting that a human being sits bwside Him". But did not R.
Akiba notice the implication of his remark ? Herford has felt 
the difficulty. He says: ' "It is remarkable that R. Aquiba, who 
was sufficiently alive to all danger of heresy, should not have
2*3detected the fault in his interpretation of the text". Such an 
assumption is impossible. It is more natural to hold that Akiba
was giving expression to an ancient view.   But at t hat time, i.e
\
before the Bar Kochba insurrection, such a view became unpopular. 
The severity of the rebuke reveals the importance R. Jose attach- 
ed to the case. Herford says rightly that R. Jose's explanation 
is "a very forced one"; so it was. It is an explanation creat- 
ed by an emergency. Here we meet a case where Scripture is be-
3*7
ing reinterpreted under the pressure of Minuth.
4
We have previously noticed that the references to the Messiah- 
ship of Jesus are few. But that the Messiah was discussed, and 
that Jesus was meant, is more than a mere assumption.
R. Abahu ancl ( a Min discussed an anachronism in the psalms. 
The difficulty for the Min was why "the Psalm which r efers to the 
earlfer event comes after that which refers to the later one". 
To Abahu, this is no difficulty at. all. He says to the Min: 
MTo you who do not interpret "contexts", there is a difficulty, 
to us, who do interpret "contexts", there is no difficulty".
But Abahu proceeds to ask: "Why then, is the Psalm concerning
ito 
Absolom (Ps. 3) next to the Psalm concerning God and Magog (Ps. 2)?
He explains: "So that should anybody ask thee: 'is there a 
slave that rebels against his master ?' do thou ask him: 'Is 
there a sori who rebels against his father ?' The latter has 
happened, and similarly will the former happen".
The rebellion of the slave against his master, refers to the 
nations rising in revolt- against God (Ps. 2); the son rebelling
v » 
against his father, refers to Absolom's rebellion against David. 
So much is obvious from the text. But when v/e ramember that
R. Abahu was speaking to a Min, and that he often engaged in
**9 .
disputations with Christians, the conclusion that he was hinting
4
at Jesus is near at hand. A more-explicit reference to-the Son- 
ship of Jesus is contained in the Jerusalem Talmud. Commenting
on the phrase "Like a Son of God" (Dan. 3,25), Reuben ben Aristo-
110 ,/ 
bulos (.?) said: In that hour (i.e. when Nebuchadnezzar uttered
these words), an angel descended and struck that wickedJone upon 
his mouth and said to him, 'amend thy words: hath He a son ? f " a*/ 
Bacher regards this passage as a definite rebuke against the 
Christian doctrine of the Son of God. This is also Herford's 
view. It is difficult to say whether Reuben's censure is direct-
ed towards Gentile or Jewish Christians. But the fact that he
still belongs to a comparatively early period would suggest the
tv/
latter.
That the Rabbis took notice of what was happening in the
Gentile world can "be seen "by the interesting, almost modern view,
U36)
expressed "by R. Hanin, who said: "Israel will not require the
teaching of the royal Messiah in the future, for it says: Unto 
him shall, the nations seek (Is. 11,10) "but not Israel". H. Fried- 
man remarks: "For Israel will receive its teaching direct from
God . Bacher sees in it "eine polemische Spitze gegen das
,,236
Christ entum u. seinen Mesaias". The fact that such an explana- 
tion was necessary, contradicts the View that Judaism remained
237indifferent to the Christian movement.
 
The Talmud quotes a saying which seems to have "been attribut-  ..*
ed to several teachers: "The sonk of David will not come until
1*8
the whole kingdom is converted to Minuth". A similar sentence
is to "be found in the Mishnah, which, -though there is some doubt
/
whether it was uttered "by R. Eliezer "ben Hyrkanos, "belongs never-
&Qtheless to the Mishnaic period/' It therefore falls in the sec- 
one Century. "Malkuth" is usually interpreted to mean Rome. 
Herford explains thef meaning of the utterance: "The conversion 
of the Empire to Minuth is merely a way of saying that the spread 
of heresy and the consequent decay of religion will be universal11
 , « .
But at that early stage, does it mean that the Rabbis were con- 
cerned with the "orthodox^" of pagan Rome ? There is, however,
Y
another passage about which there is some doubt as to the read-
-%
ing, and which Herford. has therefore not included in his collec- 
tion; but Bacher does not hesitate to accept the reading of   TO
, . 
instead of /V 7 31 in the text. . It reads: "When thou seest
the seats (subsellia in the schools) filled with Minim, then look
for the feet of the King Messiah. As it is said: "He hath
- 
spread a net for my feet, he hath turned me "back". (Lam. 1,13).
It is difficult to imagine that Abba "b. Kahana, who is credited 
with this utterance, could have applied the quoted text to his 
Babylonian colleagues. The fact that Minim are invading the 
schools of learning points to Hebrew Christians. The Rabbi is 
undoubtedly exaggerating. Perhaps the reference is not to pupil* 
"but to teachers, as the word subsellia ( \«^0t)0) seems to sugg- 
est. We have already seen that a few of them became suspect'  < . - ..
of heresy. It reveals the alarm the Rabbis felt at the spread 
of the Christian heresy in their own ranks.
The Synagogue's aim was not only to separate the "sheep from
.iw
the goats"y but also to find suitable argumenta to counter Christ- 
ian propaganda.
  . *"
The Midrash contains an interesting passage which deserves 
to be quoted in full: "Abraham said to God: 'Sovereign of the 
Universe .' Thou madest a covenant with Noah not to exterminate 
his children; then I arose and accumulated meritorious acts and 
pious deeds, whereupon my covenant superseded his. Perhaps 
another will arise and accumulate even a greater store of precepts 
and good deeds, and then, a covenant with him will supersede T&y 
covenant with me ? ! Said the Holy One, blessed be He, t o him: 
'Prom Noah I did not set up shields of the righteous, but from 
thee I set up shields of the righteous. Moreover, when thy child- 
ren take to transgressions and evil deeds, I will see one right- 
eous man then who will be able to say to My Attribute of Justice, 
"Enough.1 fl Whereupon I will take him and make him atone for them11 . 
Here is Bacher's comment on this unique passage: "Man jkann sich 
des Eindruckes nicht erwehren, dass diese Agada eine polemische 
Spitze gegen den f neuen Bund* enth&lt, welcher den 'alten Bund 1 , 
der mit Abraham begann, beseitigt zu haben vorgab. Abraham
erhSlt die Zusicherung, dass die aus Israel erstehenden Frommen 
die 'Schilde 1 ( ]**/*) des Volkes eine Gewehr fflr die Dauer des
*
Bundes sind. .Die Idee des grossen Mannes,' den Gott zur.Stthne• *
•
fflr das sflndige Volk hinwegnimmt , soil gegerrftber der christlichen 
Idee vom stlhnenden Tode Jesu als der Grundlage des neuen Bundes 
betonen, dass eine solche Stihne, durch einen Frommen aus Israel
»
bewirkt, nur die Continuitfit des Alten Bundes mit Abraham befes-
JWfc 
tigt". Now, the Midrash is of a late date, but incorporates
ancient tradition. The reference to the righteous man whom 
God makes atone for the sin of Israel is puzzling. Bacher con- 
nects the atoning power of the death of the righteous qne with 
the "shields of the righteous". This may "be, or may not "be so* 
It can hardly "be a reference to Jesus, whom the Christians claim 
to have 'died an atoning death. On the other hand, this passage
9
\ I *
points to a time when Christian arguments were still a master 
of conscience, and when adequate answers were urgently needed.
The claims of Gentile Christianity left Jewish thinking largely
Mlunaffected. We are thus "brought "back again to Hebrew Christ­
ianity.
 
. What then were the main points under discussion ? They< .  
JW
concerned the interpretation of Scripture, the Unity of God, the
  '  
human nature of the Messiah. . It has been argued that the con- 
troversy was with Gentile Christianity exclusively or else with 
Gnosticism. "Keinesfalls", says Bitchier, "dachten die Lehrer 
der Mischna im zweiten Jahrhundert noch an den Sohn Gottes, denn 
ihr Kampf gegen diesen gehSrt einer viel spSteren Zeit, zwischen 
280 in 550, an". But even in the later period, Jewish Christ-
ians are fexcluded. This is a biased view, basedjbn the conviction 
that all Jewish believers in Jesus were strict observers of the
»
1*0
Law. Such an assumption is contradicted by the facts. To our 
mind, the most conclusive, proof that the controversy was with
251
Jewish Christians lies in the effect it had upon Judaism.
The controversy with Jewish Christianity caused the Syna-
gogue to modify some of its views and to alter its emphasis: The
 
unity of God, the most fundamental principle in Judaism, was up- 
held with renewed insistence. The ideas concerning the Messiah
were modified and stripped of all metaphysical significance. The 
Torah was giv&n a transcendent meaning "by way of reaction. Ortho 
doxjr "became more rigid in proportion to the intolerance shown to
those who dared to maintain their own point of view. The nation-
Tiff
al aspect of Judaism was reaffirmed. . Other, once essential ten-
is*
ets, were assigned only secondary Importance. "Die jfldische
h .
TTberliefrung hat - das lehrt der Dialog - durch den Kampf mit der
Christlichen To chter religion eine ausserordentlich starke Ver&n-
2$7
derung und Verengung erfahren". The result was that Hebrew
is&
Christianity was pressed out of Jewish life.
%
9. The decline of the He"brew-Christian Church. 
j Christians of Jewish descent.
The TTazarenes.
The Ebionites.
Israel Abrahams has shown that the Synagogue's dealings with 
Minuth must "be viewed as an internal affair. Its main purpose
was self-defence. For that purpose, it intro.duced the Birkat
160
ha-Minim; it altered its liturgy; it changed its emphasis, esp-
*>*>•
ecially with regard to Messianic teaching; it created harriers.
 
As the disintegration of Jewish national life coincided with the 
growth of Gentile Christianity, the reemphasis of Israel's elec-
A
tion in face of -the Christian claim v/rs an important factor press   
ing for decision. Thus. Hebrew-Christianity found itself at the 
cross-roads. 7/e have already said that some Jewish Christians
must have returned to the Synagogue, perhaps secretly still unit-
261ing the Messianic hope with the person of Jesus. Many, of course
  ' *
entered the life of Gentile-Christian communities where they dis-
   
appeared through intermarriage. Some, though still retaining 
features peculipr to Jewish Christianity, stood in close relation-
«
ship with the catholic Church. An interesting case is HegesippuSft -
the author of the yfTo^LVij/tiofiotTfevte. According to Eusebius, 
he was of Jewish origin, a fact which is well "borne out "by his
lt>Lknowledge of Hebrew-Christian tradition. Hilgenfeld holds that
* 
Hegesippus was opposed to Pauline theology, but at that stage,
* \
he could still remain within the catholic Church, This view,
1^3however, has been disputed. There seems to be good reason to
*
maintain his Jewish origin, and this in spite of his strange list
&Hof Jewish heretical parties. Eusebius appeals to him as an
authority on Apostolic tradition, and seems to have TO doubt what- 
9
soever, about hi SB orthodoxy. Two other men may probably be claim­ 
ed by Hebrew Christianity: it is possible that both Papias and
a&rMelito of Sardis were of Jewish origin. However the case may be.
Hilgenfeld1 s description of Hebrew-Christianity as a "Grossmacht" 
is certainly no exaggeration for the first decades of the second
166
century.
"*   
There is a good measure of truth in Schonfield's suggestion
 m *
-that the Gentile Christian attitude towards Jewish Christians,«
*
as it appears from Justinf s Dialogue, had a .corresponding parall— 
eljon the Hebrew-Christian side. There were those amongst the
Gentiles who refused fellowship to those who kept the Law; but
•
there were also such, like Just in himself, who did not mind, pro-»
vided it. was not imposed upon others. Similarly, there was a 
  .    
Jewish section of the Church which accepted'the Virgin Birth and
\ /* * 
the Apostleship of Paul. These Hebrew-Christians were satisfied i
that the Gqntile brethren kept only the Hoachidic laws as laid
  
down in Acts. There were others, however, who demanded from the
Gentiles absolute submission to the Law. But it seems to-us
•that Schmidtke f s important work has been too often overlooked by
268writers on^the subject. Scholars sometimes use the names Efbion-
ites, Jewish Christians and Nazarenes, as if they were synonyms, 
which they are not. This fortuitous use of names,'rot only con- 
fuses the issuei "but also gives the impression that all Hebrew- 
Christianity was heretical as far as the catholic Church was con- 
cerned. But this is incorrect. We will therefore attempt to 
give a brief outline of the Hebrew-Christian situation as it 
appears in' the last 'decades of the 4th century.
a) Chri-stians of Jewish descent.
Scholars speak of Jewish bhristianity as opposed to the 
Catholic Church. This creates the impression that all Jews, 
believing in Jesus were outside-the communion of catholic Christ- 
ianity. It is therefore important to emphasize that such a 
presentation fails to convey the whole truth.,. Schmidtke well
v
asks: MMit welchem Recht £laubt man, diese anderS denn als 
getaufte und zur Grosskirche ubergetretene Juden beurteilen zu 
dflrfen, wie Bolche Origenes, Bpiphanius haer. 30, 3ff mnd auch
Hieronymus selber comm, in Tit. zu 3, 9 (ML 26,631) als ihre
267
GewShrsleute n&her geschildert haben ? fl
•m ^Origen's reference to the Jew who became a fugitive for the 
sake of the faith in Christ; Epiphanius 1 account concerning the
experiences of Joseph of Tiberias; Jerome s Hebrew teacher whom
27*
he calls "frater ^ui ex Hebraeis crediderat", were all Jews who
became members of the Catholic Church. Schmidtke shows that 
Jerome clearly differentiated betv/een catholic Jewish Christians,
 
i  
and heretical Hebrew-Christianity: "Wie weit der Kirchenvater in 
Wirklichkelt davon entfernt war,*die Begriffe NazarSer und christ- 
gllubige Hebrfler einander gleichz\»setzen, veranschaulicht sein
Conmentar zu Jes.8,23 - 9,5, v:o er zuerst die wohl von j'enem 
Prater stammende Ericlftmng von r.n Ghristus glaubenden Hebra'ern 
anftthrt und sogleich danach die Auslegung der ..TazarMer zu eben 
derselben Textstelle als einen Beitrag von ganz anderer Seite 
folnen iSsst. lint er-den glaifoenden Hebra'ern sind in ;jeder Hin-
 
sicht rechtglftubige Christen $ebr£ischer Abstarnr'iung verstanden... 
Hleronymus hot niemals daran gedacht, die Ebionfter und ITazar^er 
els die eigentlichen Vertreter der hehrMischen Christen anzusehsa. 
Schnidtke*s opinion cannot be easily contradicted. The usual 
division of "etire^'-Christianity into two main groups, which 7/agen— 
mann calls "ein vulgftres und ein synkretistisch-gnostisches Juden-
VJH
Christentum", is only a distinction within heretical Hehrew- 
Christianity, "but it does not circumscribe the whole Ileb rew-Chrifefc- 
ian situation. "Tot only was there an important Jewish ingred- 
ient within the Catholic Church, but there was also a section of 
Hebrew-Christianity which, though living its own national life, 
was closely related to it. It stood, as it were, between Catho- 
lic Christianity and heretical Jewish Christianity. But nearer 
to the first than to the latter.
b) The Nrzarenes.
The Hazarenes and the Ebiunites are sometimes taken for 
the same group under different names. Brandt has argued that
 
a differentiation between tho-1 rests upon a misunderstanding due
i-7^T
to Epiphanius' "Preude am Spezifizieren". He holds that Justin'S
failure to mention either the Naearifces or Ebionites shows how 
quickly the Catholic Church had lost touch v/ith Hebrew Christian­ 
ity. "TatnSchlich aber hat die ganze ara-ifische Christenheit 
nie aufgehflrt, den aus der Urgemeinde stammenden ITazarfternamen 
zu ftthren: der Tolmud, gnostische Schriften, eine von den Lan- 
dftern nngenomniene Selbstbezeic'muiir, schliesslich der $u ! an und
255"
tfberlaupt die muslimische Tradition bezeugen ea"Cf* The name
 
Nazarenes, Brandt connects with that section of Hebrew-Christian- 
ity which spoke Aramaic; the Greek sp.eaking Hebrew-Christians 
called themselves Christians. Later, under the influence of 
the Aramaic version of Matthew, and the Hebrew Scriptures, they 
began to call themselves Ebionites, for they were both the pious 
and the poor, especially those to the east of the Jordan?7? Brandt^ 
therefore,' does not distinguish between Ebionites and Nazarenes 
as two different, sects, but rather traces the two different names 
"back to the difference of language. While the ITazarenes were 
Aramaic speaking Jews, the Ebionites spoke Greek. Hilgenfeld, 
however, has accepted Epiphanius 1 authority that the Ebionites 
were a split from the Nazarenes, who as it were, represented the 
more conservative branch of the heretical sect. Their common 
feature was a determined antagonism to Paul. The Nazarenes, it
4 ' '
would appear, stood nearer to the Catholic Church, the Ebionites 
'to the syncretic Gnosticism of Elxai*7* Hilgenfeld sums up the 
Nazarene position: "In den NazarSern erh&lt sich im Allgemeinen 
das Urapostolische Judenchristentum". But- Schmidtke has shown 
with great ingenuity that the Nazarenes are in no way to "be con-
1*7<9
founded with the Ebionites. The Nazarenes, at least those of 
Beroia (Ber6*a in Coelesyria) used a New Testament canon similar 
to that of the Catholic Church: they included Paul amongst the 
Apostles; they were anti-Pharisaic in their attitude, and
tti ey kept certain customs prescribed by the Law, these were given
2S0
a national, and not a religious significance. In-view of these 
facts, .it is difficult to accept Bousset's summary judgement: 
"Das nazar&isehe Judenchristentum von Beroia mit seinem tfber- 
setzten arama'ischen Matth&us, seinefei kirchlichen Kanon und seiner
»
mit der Grosskirche vollkommen u"bereinstimmenden Gesamthaltung
25*6
halte ich fflr eine ganz sekundgre und zuffillige Erscheinung, die
   
mit dem Urchristentum und seiner Entwickelung im Ostjordanland
kaum etwas zu tun haben wird". It is interesting to rote that
Bousset does not deny Schmidtke's findings; he only ascribes
to them secondary importance. But how is it possible to "believe
» " * *
that such an important affinity "between Jewish and Gentile Christ- 
ianity is the result of a mere coincidence ? Bousset suggests 
the possibility that the Na^arenes in question represent a circle
 
of Jewish Christians who 'have subsequently joined the Catholic 
Church. „ £ut then they would cease to "be Nazarenes. Schmidtk^s 
explanation is undoubtedly much more plausible.
 
Schmidtke denies a direct connection between the Nazarenes
582.
of Beroia and the primitive Church in Jerusalem. These Nazar- 
enes werej however, trought up under the roof of the Catholic
»
Church. They were "der spa*terhin abgesonderte ^udenchristliche 
Teil der ursprttnglich gleich der Gemeinde von Antiochien (Gal. 2)
  . >
aus geborenen Juden und Heiden gemischten Gemeinde von Berda.
% , >
Diese Christen jfldischen Volkes waren durch die Verhflltnisse daai 
gedrfingt worden, sich zu einem eigenen Verein zusammenzutun, in
1 <2J?S
dem sie ungestfirter die alte nationale Sitte pflegen konnten".
 
They were thus, no heretics in the accepted sense; their atti- 
tude to the Law, to Paul and to the Gentile Church was such that 
they could be regarded as a branch of Catholic Christianity. . 
Justin Martyr' would look upon them as weak brethren, but never-
2$V '
theless brethren, fhe name itself is very old and probably goes 
back to the first Christian community in Jerusalem, 
c) The Ebionites.
Hilgenfeld has worked upon the principle that, to Justin, a
13**
Hebrew-Chri simian heresy is still an unknown thing. He points
out that even those Hebrew-Christians who would force upon the
Gentiles the keeping of the Law, meet onl^ with disapproval, and 
not with condemnation on the part of Just in* But it seems to us 
that the moderation in Justin's language must not "be relied upon 
too much. The fact that he was speaking to a Jew whom he tried 
to win, or at least to interest in the Christian faith ̂ deserves 
due consideration. However, while Justin knows, or appears to
    *
know but little about Jewish Christian heresy, Irenaeus is the
186first to mention the existence of -the Ebionites. H^Lppolytus
seems to connect thet liWoLioi* with a certain Ebion whom he
1*7
associates with Cerinthus. But it is Epiphanius who appears to
1 18$ 
know most details about Ebion: He lived at Kochaba, travelled
to Ephesus and Rome. He amalgamated all heresies in his own
person: from Jews he received his name, from the Samaritans the
abomination, from the Essenes, Nazorites and Nazarites his mind,
 
from the Carpocratians his wickedness and from the Christians he
«  
usurped his second name. Some of the other Church Fathers seem
to accept the theory that a man of such a name existed, and that
290
he was the founder of the sect. A few scholars have thus held
to the existence of Ebion as historical fact. J. Lightfoot has 
drawn attention to Joma 4,5, where a somewhat similar name occurs
Hilgenfeld has pointed to Baba Kama 117a, where we are told that
L R. Huna bar Judah came to a place of the Ebionites ( '^PlJ< ' !l7 ) .
He accepts the testimony of the Church Fathers as authentic on 
the grounds that nobody had any doubt in the old Church as to
£93 '
the existence of such a personage. This is also Dalman1 s view. 
On the other hand, it has been noted* that the statements of the 
Church Fathers concerning the Ebionites are confused, and some- 
times contradictory. Epiphanius himself, who seems to know most 
details about Ebion, awakes suspicion. At one time, he connects
the name of. the Ebionites with Ebion, at another time, he ex-
^.
plains it from fhe poverty of the Hebrew-Christians, who sold
IS*
their possessions at th'e time of the Apostles. It has also 
been noticed that Epiphanius ascribes the same or similar customs 
to "both Ebion and Elchasai» interchanging and mixing up the two
£tf£
Iteresies freely. To this may "be added the fact that neither 
Justin nor Hegesippus, ever mention Ebion. The same is true of
-
Irenaeus, Origen and Eusebius. Hoennicke has thus concluded on
294
good grounds that a man of the name of Ebion never existed. This
is also Schmidtke's view.
Who were the Ebionites ?
Two parties are usually distinguished within this group: 
l) Ebionites of a purely Judpistic type, emphasising the humanity 
of Jesus, the importance of the Law, and rejecting the Apostolic
\
authority of Paul. This would cover what 'Yagenmann choses to
call "vulg&res Judenchristentum" which he regards to "be a genuine
3o0
continuation of the original Judaistic movement. They have
••• " 30/
"been well described as Ebionites of a Pharisaic type. The nature^ 
of their christology and their attitude to the catholic Church
\
is difficult to define, Sehmidtke has shown the extent to -which 
the Church Fathers have mixed them up with various' other heresies
and the odium they attached to the hame of the Ebionite,s. More-
 
over, the Ebionites have frequently been confused with the
303
Elchasites, with whom they shared certain points of doctrine.
But there were important differences which divided the two sects.
\
The Ebionites rejected the Virgin Birth, they seem to have paid
*
special homage to John the Baptist, whom they copied as. their
 
example as a vegetarian, and whom they revered as a preacher of
*o*/
repentance, the Baptiser of Jesus and the descendent of Aaron. As 0
to their name, Schmidtke makes the following suggestion: "Ich
t
vermute, dass es auch das Bewusstsein urn den Zusarnmenhr.ng mit der 
Urgemeinde war, dass den ersten Anstoss zur Annahrae .les 'T^n.
EbionSer gegeben hat. Denn Rom. 15,26 und Gal. 2,10, liess sich 
leicht dahin missverstehen, die Glsubigen zu Jerusalem seien
schon in dera apostolischen Zeitalter als 'die Armen* ausgezeich-
3or
net worcten". The name itself appeared at a later period and
probably in the Diaspora. Hoennicke makes the suggestion that 
it is connected with the material position in which the Hebrew
306
Christians found themselves after their flight from Jerusalem,
 
This is, however, imporbable. It is more likely that the name 
goes hack to certain Old Testament texts, where the humble, the
307
poor and the righteous appear to "be synonyms. Schmicltke finds
I
reason to assume that the Ebionites consisted mostly of Greek- 
speaking, Hellenistic Jews. This creates a difficulty, as a
(
Hebrew name presupposes a Hebrew or Aramaic-speaking community. 
But there is no need to suppose that Greek-speaking Jews had no 
knowledge of Hebrew, or that the terminology of the Hebrew Old 
Testament was unfamiliar to them. There may, however, be anotlt-
er reason for their name. 7/e have already noticed that the
  
Ebionites held in high esteem the person of John the Baptist, airl
that they were vegetarians. There- is therefore a definite
Essene element in their teaching. It may well be that a certain
emphasis upon poverty was part of their doctrine. It is diffi-
cul^t to assume, as Hoennicke and Schmidtke do, that the name
  
Ebionites was a self-chosen appellation. It is more natural
to suppose that it was in the first instance a nickname which,
  i«#
gradually hallowed by tradition, became an "Ehrentitel". If
«
this be the case, we may account for the double tradition, or 
the fusing of traditions in Ebionism; the Uazarene tradition,
»
 leading back to the Jerusalem Church, ,and an Essene tradition, 
with a tendency towards gnosticism.
Though it is not possible to draw a clear line of distinction
3oy
between Pharisaic and Gnostic Ebionisn, vie may say with a measQre
260
of safety, that in the more conservative (i.e. Pharisaic) circles^
the Judaic elements, while in the more progressive (i.e. Gnostic)
/
circles, the syncretistic-speculative elements, prevailed. But 
on the whole, it seems to us, the line of division is not so much
04
to "be sought in the sphere of theology or Christology, T*»4 in 
the sphere of national emphasis. While the Pharisaic grou*p
* »
stressed the national importance of Israel, the religio-national*
3/0
significance of Jerusalem and the Law, Gnostic Ebionism had, "by 
its very nature, assumed a more universalistic outlook. In the
3//
form of Elkesaitism, it even made an appeal to the Gentile world,
 
f 
_   ' *
That "both groups shared in a definite Gnostic outlook is proved 
"by the fact that even Pharisaic Sbionism had points in common 
with Cerinthus.
 
2) Syncretistic-gnostic Kbionism falls into many groups and is 
difficult to describe. Our chief authority is again Epiphanius,
3ft
and we have already seen how confused his ideas are. The Gnos-
. r
tic Ebionites are distinguished "by certain non-Jewish features
 
from the more conservative group. However, Wagenmann asserts: 
"Ihnen alien ist die Anerkennung des Geyetzes und, seiner zere-
3/3
monielen u. rituallen Porderungen selbstverst&ndlich auch eigen". 
They laid great emphasis upon the Pentateuch, or certain parts of 
it, "but seem to have rejected the books of the prophets. Their 
canon, however., included the historical and hagiographicel "books
3/Vof the Old Testament. They practised ,ciroufflei8ion, kept the
  x/
sabbath (perhaps also Sunday ?), denounced St. Paul,'they repud- 
iated the Virgin Birth, in some instances they associated Adam- 
with the Messiah. Jesus they held to be a mere man of great 
virtue.  ' To him was united the spiritual Messiah, an eternal 
Being, who suffered upon the cross, rose from the d ead and asceni-
*
ed into Heaven. They led a severely ascetic lifer they were
vegetaripns ?nd drank: no wine. Tho; r strongly repudiated the
 
sacrifices. We have already remarked that they had affinities
with the Elkesaite systen. But while Scrr iidt,:e has shown the 
important points where the two systems diverge, Bevsridge holds, 
"that the differences between the Essene Sbionites and the Jllce- 
saites were small, practically the only point of divergence being 
the new doctrine of forgiveness". Beveridge, therefore, defin- 
itely associates the Gnostic believers with the Boole of Elkesai 
and the pseudo-Clementine literature, while Schmidtke holds the 
^Lcesaites and the Sbionites separate. But it appears to us 
that the difference of opinion is due to a too rigid delimitation 
of both groups.
On the v/hole, we may say, that.Gnostic Zionism was marked 
by a more highly speculative Christology: by a more rigid form 
o^ ascetism e.nd a less pronounced nationalism. Triile to the 
Pharisaic group, the . essiah* s significance lay inlis perfect
fulfilling of the Law, to the Gnostic group, he was given greater
sife
metaphysical importance. To both, however, Jesus himself was
only a man of great virtue, a teacher and a prophet. The ascet-
4.
ism of the Gnostic group is cl •"- "/'. ~ of Essene origin, whichA »
expresses itself, not only in a strict vegetarianism, but rlso 
in the repudiation of the sacrificial system andthe practice of 
daily lustrations.
But it is doubtful whether there is justification to speak 
o^ distinct groups within heretical "ebrew-Christianity. Hoeri- 
nicke 1 s observation: "Dass e^ unter den Judenchristen zu ale-e-^^ *-j
schlossenen Sehten gekommen ist, ist geschichtlich nicht v/ahr-
3«1
scheinlich", deserves our fullest attention; it is a warning 
against a too clear cut systematisation of Zionism.
10. The end of Hebrew-Christianity.
Jewish Christianity, PS it presents itself to us in the 
first 3 or 4 centuries of the Christian era, reveals the follow- 
ing picture:
1)   A proportion of the Hebrewbhurch, even prior to the 
Destruction of Jerusalem, was swallowed up "by Catholic Christian-
« *
ity. This Jewish element was steadily reinforced "by means of 
conversion and intermarriage, especially after the Pall of Jer- 
usalem. It is usually held that the Jewish element within the 
Catholic Church was numerically insignificant. But this is 
difficult to ascertain. Their influence, however, upon the
* 
\
Gentile Church was of the greatest possible importance. Gentile 
Christianity owes to those Jewish Christians the handing on of 
the primitive tradition, the emphasis upon the moral aspect of 
religion, the exegetical understanding of the Old Testament: "but
/
above all, the Old Testament/^self. It is doubtful v/hether
a i"
the Gentiles, without the insistence of Hebrew Christians, would
»
have retained the Old Testament canon. The importance of this 
cannot "be overestimated.
2) Apart from Jewish Christians, who lived in full commun- 
ion within the Gentile Church, there was the ITazarene group,
which closely approximated the Catholic view. The distinctionn
"between the ITagarenes and the Gentile Christians was fundamentally 
of a national and not of a theological nature. They attached 
national significance to the observance of certain customs, "but 
did not require of the Gentile "believers the keeping of the Law. 
Even Graetz admits their Christolbgy to be akin to that of the
3")
Gentile Church. To what extent they submitted to Pharisaic 
principles is difficult to say. Graetz speaks of Jewish Christ- 
ians who "went yet further than the JTazarenes and gave up the
2,6*.
law, either in part or altogether". We are inclined to assume  
that this was actually the case with the Nazarenes themselves. 
If we accept Schmidtke's arguments, and there are no good reasons 
to oppose them, the Nazarenes were pro-Pauline and anti-Pharisaic,
 
Their separate existence was due to their national loyalty and  
r
to a sense of duty towards their own people. Hoennicke well
remarks: "Es war fflr viele Juden ein folgenschwerer Schritt,%
wenn sie infolge der Annahme des Evangeliums aus dem Volks - und
<3K>
Synagogenverbande ausscheiden mussten . The separate existence
 
of the Nazarenes was the vain effort to maintain the connection, 
if not with the Synagogue, then at least with the Jewish people.
 
3) Ebionism in its various forms was the right wing of the
0
Nazarene section of the Church. The Sbionites were closer to' 
Judaism than to Christianity, Beveridge has defined it' as "the 
residuum of the struggles and heart-burnings of the age when the
*
religion of Jesus Christ shook off the trammels of Judaism". It 
was an effort to combine faith in Jesus Christ with the tradition- 
al tenets of Judaism. As always, the national motive was an
important factor. .Though G-raetz is mistaken in identifying
:\
the Ebionites with primitive Hebrew-Christianity in its purest d
t
form, he is right in emphasizing their strong national leanings. 
If W. Singer is right, the writer of the Book of Jubilees, is an
i
Ebionite Christian, who is pleading against the abrogation of 
the Law?2!L
However, there.was no room, even for JETbionism, in the Jewish
*
Synagogue. It vras this fact that drove the Sbionites ever closer 
to a Gnostic non-Jewish outlook.
*
»
Thus, Judaistic Christianity, the historical episode which^ 
depicts the attempt to graft upon the essentially different Syna­ 
gogue, faith in Jesus Christ, found its slow and tragic death.
gemmed in "between the Catholic Church and Catholic Judai sm, Jew- 
ish Christianity slowly dwindled away. Between Justin (Dia. c. 47J
 
and Irenaeus (Adv. haer.1,42, where Ebionites are already an 
obscure sect) lies the last phase of Hebrew-Christian existence,
VIAas far as the Church was concerned/ For the Synagogue, Hebrew
 
Christianity proper ends v/ith the Bar Kochba insurrection, when
4
the final act of separation was completed. Its actual existence 
reached to the 4th and 5th centuries, especially in Syria. But
*




Hoennicke suggests a few valuable points which contributed
»!«/
towards the disappearance of the Judaistic party:
 
1) The -universalism of the .Christian message.
2) The abatement of Pauline, influence within the Catholic 
Church: "l.Iit dem Zurucktreten der pmilinischen Predigt musste 
die judaistische Bewegung ihre Sch&rfe, ihre eigentliche Pointe 
verlieren".
3) The Destruction of Jerusalem.
4) The hostility which Jewish Christians met v/ith from their 
Jev/ish brethren. »
Of these the most important is the Destruction of Jerusalem.
/
Hebrew-Christianity detached from its native'soil, had^only two
alternatives - back to the Synagogue, which entailed denial of\
Jesus the Llessiah, of1 fellowship v/ith the Gentile Church, which
meant denial of the Jewish national heritage. The dilemrie was 
a specifically Jewish one, the Gentiles wer.e in a different posi- 
tion. For them, the choice was entirely uithin the sphere of
 
religious life, for the Jews, it v;pn both a national find a relig-
/
ious problem. Ebionism reveals an effort to find a compromise 
or to evpde the issue. It went hplf-wpy in both directions,
3




According to a strange Jewish trrdition, to the Apostle
4
Peter is escribed the authorship of the prayer »h 7^ /Iftt^ the.' *
pijjut for the Day of Atonement 7)7i1.h ).T)X and some other
W
Pijjutim. The origin of such a legend is difficult to explain,
"but it may "bear evidence to the fact that a vague memory of the
* *
Synagogue's connection with Christianity has never left the Jew- 
ish consciousness. Not only has the Synagogue felt herself
t
challenged "by the existence of the Church, hut Jews in all cen- 
turies have "been fcoth at-tracted and repelled by Christianity. 
The main fascination for the enquiring Jew was the person of
 
Jesus Christ. To use Rabbi Enelow1 s words: "as a matter of*
2
fact, the interest of Jews in Jesus v/ss never der.d", "but only 
"suppressed or misdirected". -It was inevitable that, some Jews 
should come in closer touch with Christianity and jdeld to its 
message. However impenetrable the fence the Synagogue erected
 




world was to a large extent Christian, was of no little signifi-.
cance to Judaism. - The missionary impulse, of Christianity, its
« «
non-national^ features, its lofty spirituality and its affinity 
with Judaism on some vital points of doctrine, but above all, the
social pressure exerted upon the Jewish population, made it an• i ~
ever present danger to the Synagogue. There was never a .time i
when there were no Jewish Christians in the Church.
"   »
To the Synagogue, naturally, every Jewish conversion to 
Christianity, wes a major cale.mity. It broke the closed rantes
of Jewry and jeopardised Jewish existence. To this must be
f 
added the fact, that some of the converts, especially in the
Middle Ages, showed a fanatic hatred to Jewry and were the cause
of great tribulation. Every convert was thus regarded "both as
4 
a traitor and a mischief-maker. To this day, lieshummad is the
most contemptible appellation a Jew can conceive. It implies
*  
apostasy, faithlessness and opportunism in one. Seldom do Jew- 
ish writers admit the sincerity of a Jewish convert to Christian, 
ity. All "baptised Jews are suspected of mixed motives. The 
possibility of conviction is almost unanimously denied. While
A
«
Jews have never had any doubts as to the sincerity of Gentiles 
who "became Jewish proselytes, some of whom were outstanding men 
and abandoned high positions and wealth for'the sake of Judaism,
c*
they heap scorn upon every Jew converted, to Christianity. Such 
"behaviour, however, is not only the result of intolerance on the
part of a minority struggling for self-preservation. While the
%
Gentile, "by "becoming a Jew, joined a despised and persecuted 
religion, the Jew, "by "becoming a Christian, found himself at an
( i «
o"bvious advantage. To this must "be added the f act that the
Church was sometimes guilty of employing unworthy methods, such
6
as "bribery, social pressure, etc. in order to win converts.
* * 
Furthermore, Jews are deeply convinced that Christianity is in-
  
ferior compared with Judaism. Conversion, 'therefore, born out
.of personal conviction is ruled out as an impossibility.
, . Prom the Jewish point of view, religion is not v a matter left' ' *'. .  
to the decision of the individual. At any rate, as far as the 
Jew is concerned, it is not his choice or conviction, but the 
fact of His birth which is decisive. For the Jew, there is no 
escape from Judaism, it is part of his destiny, if. he likes it
V
or not. Every effort at independence is equal to treason. 
While for the Gentile proselyte his choice is purely a religious 
matter, for the Jew who leaves Judaism, it is both religious and
f
national. To leave the Synagogue means to leave the people at
the same time. Here.lies the main reason why Judaism, while 
gladly admitting proselytes, calumniates every Jewish convert to
Christianity.   .
* 
That a great number of Jews who accepted "baptism did so for
other than religious motives, is an undeniable fact. The social, 
economic and other advantages of joining the majority are so
obvious, that even in the case of sincere conversion, there is
 
always the suspicion of opportunism. For this reason, many
Jewish believers in Jesus Christ have never joined the Christian
S %'   
Church. On the other hand, to deny sincerity of convictipn to
all Jewish converts amongst whom were many saintly men and women,
  *
'is a grave injustice. It springs out of the conscious, or un-
»
conscious, assumption that the difference between Jew and Gentile
*
is such, that the psychological and spiritual laws operating in
the one are not applicable to the other. That such anassumption
. >
has no foundation is amply proved by the fact of Hebrew-Christian-
« ,
ity. That there is no essential psychological difference between
* «
the Jew and Gentile goes without saying. The accident of birth
 
,  
must not, and cannot be the d eterrnining factor in the human quest
/ 
for truth. If .our definition of the difference between Judaism
  
and Christianity in terms of inward disposition rather than out-
,  
ward adherence, holds good, then, neither tradition nor history
9are decisive factors. The characteristically Jewish attitude
is not confined 'to Israel and the characteristically Christian *
attitude to the Gentiles. Before God, man stands in his fallen* .
humanity, and he stands alone, in all his poverty. His national 
traditions, his loyalty to the past, his claim upon prerogatives, 
provide no itfuge before the Judge of mankind. . Man either surren- 
ders in his helplessness, pleading no merit sav£ God's grace; or 
else he asserts himself before God, falling bac?.:, if not upon 
his own, then upon his peoples', virtues. Faith in Jesus Christ,
as the Church understands it, implies surrender. The underlyiig 
principle of Judaism is opposed to such an attitude, for it is
  t  
"based upon the fundamental Jewish assertion, that man can hold
41
his own "before God.  
There are many Jews in the Synagogue, who, though never 
challenged "by the Christian message, have "been led to acknowledge
their utter helplessness falling "back upon God's grace; in this
'2
their inward disposition, they are potentially Christians. On
the other hand, there are many Christians in the Church who
 
faithfully adhere to traditional Christianity, hut who in their
 
self-sufficiency have assumed an attitude of independence vis a
u
vis to God: in this their inward attitude, they are Jews. To
the first Jesus Christ says: He that is not against us is for- 
us- (Mk. 9,40): to the latter he says: The last shall "be first 
and the first last (Mtt.20,16). It is from this position of
inwardness that the demarcation line "between Church and Synagogue
_i 
"becomes fluid. The real test lies not in the rigid adherence to
tu 
tradition, hut in the inward attitude of the individual "believer.
To deny this fact is to deny not only a vital 'Christian truth, 
"but the "basic principle of true religion.
*
There is, however, one more point which must "be "borne in
 
mind. In the Christian view, that characteristic attitude of 
surrender t which is- only the reverse side of humble acceptance 
of salvation from the hands of God is not due to human humility, 
"but to God's grace. .Man cannot save himself, he must "be saved.
 
Even man's acceptance of salvation is due to God, and not to man.
This is the meaning of "prevenient grace". The source of faith
IS
itself is God and not man* Conversion, therefore, is always a
\
miracle of God's grace. Man does not convert himself, he is 
converted "by th'e Spirit of God. That conversions can and do
•
happen is not only upheld "by the missionary experience of the
Church, "but "by the miracle of her own existence. It is the
.
fact of conversion which .holds the' secret of the continual re-
«
newal of Christianity. Franz Rosenzweig has clearly recognised 
conversion as an important characteristic of the Christian Church*
Missionary enterprise is thus an integral part of the Christian
*
faith. Its life depends upon it. The Church "began its exist- 
ence "by calling individual men into fellowship with Jesus Christ'.
16 
and it still addresses itself primarily to the individual. In
her missionary vision, the Church knows of no geographical or. 
racial limitations. In her claim and profession she is still 
the ecclesia catholica« If not in practice, in theory "at any
4
rate, her missionary work amongst Jews and Gentiles has never 
ceased. Jewish converts are thus the result of the missionary 
effort of the Church which knows herself called to preach to all 
men. What appears to the Synagogue as interference is for the
f
Church an expression of her loyalty and faith. To leave out the 
Jew from the missionary obligation is to the Church not   religious 
.tolerance, "but "betrayal of her cause and denial of her-faith. 
Without the Jews', the Church is incomplete.'
*  
Thanks to the missionary impulse of the Church, Hebrew-
(«. 
Christianity has really 1 never totally disappeared. At 'no time
was the Church entirely without converts from Judaism, There
* 
f •
is, however, an important difference "between Hebrew-Christianity
f *. *
prior to 155 A.D. and after that date. While Hebrew-Christian-•
ity till the Bar Cochba Insurrection was a pfe^bnomenon taking 
place within the life of the Jewish, people, after the Bar Cochba
incident, it first lived in separation, and later in estrangement
  
and even in hostility to the Jews. The revival of modern Hebrew
Christianity is marked by the attempt on the part of Jesus-be-
, *
lieving Jews to regain entrance into Jewish socijety.
1. $he missionary approach.
'The missionary approach to the Jewish people is as old as
*
the Church itself. Its "beginnings go "beyond the opening chap- 
ters of the Acts. Johannes Weiss has shown that traces of the 
missionary activity immediately after the death of Jesus, are
14
still recognizable in the Gospels. In one sense, the first and
*
greatest missionary to the Jews was Jesus himself, who addressed
20
his message primarily to the Jewish people. The disciples follow
ed their Master's example, limiting their missionary effort to* 
their own kinsmen. Even Paul, the "Apostle to the Gentiles"
seems to have carefully followed the rule "to the Jew first".
  »
Only by degrees were the Gentiles included; St. Paul's Apostle- 
ship to the Gentiles was the result of circumstances rather than
design. It was under pressure that he turned to non-Jews with
H
his Gospel: and though Paul was not the first to approach the
2* • ' .
Gentile world with*the message, the main attoietion of the early
 
church was fixed upon Israel.
a) TPhe Old Testament. ' 
The "burden of the missionary message was the Messiahship of 
Jesus. This was supported "by Old Testament texts1. Christian 
interpretation of the Old Testament was, from the "beginning, an 
important factor in the missionary witness of the Church. In the 
case of the- two disciples of Emmaus, it was Jesus himself, who
«
^"beginning from Moses and from all the Prophets" interpreted to
2^ * *
them the Scriptures concerning his own person. *<*T <* ^^5
(l Cor. 15,3,4), was an important phrase in the vocabulary of -
tfearly Christianity. The appeal to the authority of the Canon
was a powerful weapon especially as far as the Jews were concerned,
*
It is for this reason that the controversy with the Synagogue
Zfe
was primarily exegetic^l in character. The knowledge of the
important proof-texts ana their right interpretation formed the
"basic education of the Christian missionary. As there were,
• i- * . 
However, no professional missionaries in our modern sense, the
knowledge of Messianic passages was a universal acquirement in 
the Christian community. Everyone was expected to he a"ble to
 
give an answer concerning the Hope cherished by the believers 
(l Pt. 3,15). It was for this purpose that manuals containing 
selected texts, the so-called Books of Testimonies, came into 
existence.
The method of finding the Messiah predicted in the Old Testa- 
ment is not 3 Christian invention. It belongs to the ancient
i
tradition of the Synagogue. The Rabbis held that "All the pro-
23
phets prophesied only of the days of the Messiah'1 . . The identi-
N   .
fication, however, of Jesus with the Messiah was the distinctly 
Christian interpretation^? Scripture. For this purpose, inci- 
dents in the life of the Messiah we. re mpde to tally with Old
Testament prophecies pnd vice versa, prophetic utterances were
w
applied to the Person of Jesus as the promised Messiah. A
classical instance is Philip's interpretation of Is. 53 to the
so
Ethiopian eunuch. The connection between the suffering Servant
«
of God and the crucified Messiah was only too obvious. But here
a£ain, it was not Philip's ingenuity that created the parallel.
  
Is. 53 has undoubtedly had important Messianic significance for
the Synagogue, though it i& not possible to ascertain how earlfc
!>
this chapter was interpreted as referring to the Messiah.
and the' various other references to the -fulfilment of Scripture
belong to the genuine tradition of the primitive Church and un-
31
doubtedly go back to Jesus himself. It is for this reason that
we have to repudiate Lee 'Voolf's assertion that the Messiahship
33
of Jesus was only of local significance. "/ithout the "background•j
of the Old Testament and the deeply-rooted'Messianic tradition 
of "the 'Synagogue, Jesus' claims would have had no foundation 
whatsoever.
The Old Testament, therefore, was of the greatest possible 
assistance to Christian preaching. All missionary preaching, 
especially to the Jews, was substantiated "by an appeal to Scrip- 
ture. The speeches in Acts, attributed to Peter, Stephen and
Paul, all make reference to the Old Testament. Apollos, who
/
was "mighty in the Scriptures", showed by the same that Jesus
3f
was the Christ. The importance attached to the Old Testament/
appeal can "be a judged from the dialogue "between. Justin and Trypho. 
Here, every claim Justin makes for Jesus, he tries to prove "by
Scripture, even to the name of the Messiah, which he identifies«
in some curious way with the name of God (ch.LXXV). ' He also 
accuses the Jews of having removed passages from Ssdras and 
Jeremiah. He alleges that from Ps.96,10, they have removed the
phrase "from the Tree", which,, in Justin1 s opinion, contained a'36
reference to the Cross (ch.LXXIII). Another exegetical curiosity
is the famous passage in the Epistle of Barnabas, where it is 
made out, first, that Abraham circumeised 318 men of his house- 
hold, and secondly, that this number conteins the initials "of
/ \ / NJ7the name of Jesus (IH) and a reference to- the Cross (T). Bat 
such ingenious exposition was by no means foreign t o the methods 
with which the Synagogue was acquainted. The Church Fathers
soon learned from the Rabbis how to make use of the text for
58 .
their own purposes. Evidence of the ingenuity of both is amply
provided by the Talmud, the Midrash and the Patristic literature. 
The reason why "the Church Fathers in some instances appear to 
outbid the Rabbis lies in-the fact that in most cases they" entire-
5-73
ly relied upon the Greek text. But however forced the exegetica^ 
methods may appear to our modern mind, the importance of the 
appeal to the Old Testament in discussions with Jews cannot tie 
overestimated. .It gave the Christian missionary the first   
point of contact, it created a mutual platform and made it poss- 
ible to point to the essential unity "between the Old and the New
Testaments. The allegorical method of spiritualising the cere-
 
monial law and the sacrifices which we meet throughout the pat-
to
ristic literature, e.g. in the Epistle of Barnabas, was practised,
though with greater restraint, in certain Jewish circles, ^espec-
4/ially in the diaspora. In one form or another, it was known
4i
and used "by the Rabbis in Palestine itself. To a large extent,
it was this method of allegorical or typological interpretation, 
which dominated the missionary approach of the Church. It is 
still widely used with a certain measure of success.
Dr. Hertz, in a note on "the "alleged Christological refer- 
ences in Scripture", makes out that some passages traditionally
i
»
held by the Church as referring to the Messiah, like Gen. 49,10 
(Shiloh), Pa.2,18 ("Kiss the'son") Is.7,14 ("a virgin shall con- 
ceive")- and Is.53 (the Suffering Servant) have "become untenable
</*under the pressure of modern scholarship. He therefore holds
that only illiterate Jews, ignorant of Scripture, can be impress- 
ed by the argumentationspf Christian missionaries. But the
fact is, that in many instances, not the ignorant, illiterate
\
Jews, .as the Chief Rabbi alleges, but men of great learning, 
have accepted the Christian interpretation of the Llessianic
texts contained in the Old Testament, and have acknowledged Jesus
LM
to be' the promised Messiah. It was with this .fact in mind that
the late Prof. Franz Delitzsch wrpte his famous missionary tract*
4$~ 
Brnste Pragen an die Gebildeten jfldischer Religion. Christian
*
missionaries to-the Jews have always paid special attention to
A/
the educated representatives of Judaism. It v/as with them that 
an adequate discussion concerning the Christian claims was poss- 
ible. These claims, were for the most part based upon the Old 
Testament. It was here that the Church found its supreme wit- 
ness to the truth, as she knew it in Christ Jesus. It was hand-
v
.ed down to her by Jewish hands. They were Jews who first con- 
nected the Messianic passages in the Old Testament with Jesus 
the Messiah, and throughout the centuries, the appeal to the Heb- 
rew Scriptures remained the most convincing argument for the 
Messiahship of Jesus. Saul, the converted Pharisee. was"proving
it/ ) to. the Jews of Damascus that Jesus was the 
Christ; J. Lichtenstein, the old Rabbi of Tapio Szele, - Hungary, 
was "proving" to his brethren, since the days of his conversion, 
that Jesus v/as the promised Messiah. Both, Rabbi Saul of Tarsus 
in the first century, and Rabbi Lichtenstein of Tapio Szele' in 
the 19th, were appealing fdr evidence to Iftie same Old Testament. 
The Hebrew Scriptures are still of fundamental importance in the 
proclamation of the Christian message. Without them Christian- 
ity is inexplicable. However much our exegetical methods have 
changed, the appeal to the Old Testament is still an essential 
part of Christian evidences. The discussion between Jews and 
Christians must of necessity centre round the interpretation of 
Scripture. It may be that the lfNew Israel" as the Christian
tit'I
Church calls itself, "did not precisely grow out of an Old Israel ;
52
to borrow a phrase from S.' A. 'Cook, but without the one, the
other would have been impossible. The embryo of Christianity
\
is deeply embedded in the Old Testament and this not merely in
the sense of a progressive understanding of spiritual truth, as
f3
is now commonly held, but in the deeper sense of promise and ful- 
filment*
The t experience of the Dutch poet Isaac Da Costa was 12ie 
experience of most sincerely converted Jews. Da Costa, in the
%  
preface to the English edition of his "book, Israel en, de Vblken,
tells us that it was through the study of the Old Testament that
*"£
he was led to the New Testament and finally to Jesus Christ.
Elsewhere, Da Costa confesses* that he owes his conversion to the 
testimony of the great Dutch poet William Biltterdijk (1756-1831),
who spoke to hinr of the Old Testament and directed his .attention
  *
"to the prophecies, to the promises given to the fathers, to the
  ~
portions of revealed truth, preserved even in the traditions of
* / ' N,, 53"the Rabbis (Messiah fcen David and Messiah "ben Joseph, etc)".
*
For the religious Jew converted to Christianity, the 'OiLd Testa-
  
ment has been the infallible guide' leading in a straight line
from Moses and the Prophets to Jesus- and the Apostles. To the
«,
Hebrew Christian, the connection between the Old Testament and
» 
the New Testament is of most vital importance. Unless the two
Testaments, compliment and explain each other,.faith in the Mes-
siahship of Jesus becomes a purely subjective conviction without
$6 anchorage in historical revelation.
 b) Mysticism.
  It is unfortunate that the excess of zeal on the part of
si
Jewish missionaries, especially-converts, has led to extending
%
the field of evidence from the Old Testament, first to the Tal-
 
mud and then to- Jewish mysticism. In the ssarch for a starting
point, the temptation to elaborate any affinity of ideas is very
'
natural. Paul in Athens seized upon the inscription:
6 iu , in order to make known the God who revealed himself in
Jesus Christ; he even quotes a Stoic poet to give force to his> •
5*
argument against idolatry. But occasional reference to a fam­ 
iliar quotation from an alien source is one thing, and the
 
adducement of pr.oof that the source is only apparently alien, is
another.
Christian apologists have sometimes committed the mistake 
of going to Ratfbinical literature for evidence in support of 
Christian doctrine. Pa"blo Christian! appears to have "been one .
of tne first to use this sort of argumentation in his famous
59
public discussion with TTachmanides, while Raymund Martini follQw-
60
ed the same path in his Pugio Pidei. Later, when the mystical
literature of the Synagogue "became more widely known amongst 
Christian scholars, the apparent affinity with Christianity led
» 'i'
to the convic'tion that it actually contained in esoteric language
the doctrines of the Church. Thus, the Zohar was held to toe an
61
important witness to the truth of the Christian faith. Some
resemblance to the Christian doctrines of Atonement, Mediation, 
the Holy Trinity, etc, and the metaphysical speculations of the
k
Ca"bala has led to the assumption of an internal harmony "between
i
Christianity and Jewish mysticism. Medieval scholasticism was 
specially attracted "by the speculative-fanciful- method of exe- 
gesis employed in the Zohar. A fascination with Jewish mystic- 
ism has survived to our days. Jehiel Zetoi Liechtenstein, a Jew-
\ 
ish-Chrjstian missionary, has tried to prove in his "book Limmude
ha-iTe"biim (1869) the extent of harmony "between the teaching of 
the Catoala and that of the Hew Testament.* Dr. P. P. Levertoff, 
a great exponent of Chassidic thought, has devoted h±s energies
*3
to working out the essential unity "between Jewish (viz. Chassidicj
6Hand Christian points of view in matters of worship and doctrine.
Lev Gillet, who appears to "be influenced "by Levertoff, has de- ; 
monstrp.ted in his recent "book that there are fundament?.! elements
*
in "the Ra"b"binical tradition which are common "both to the Church
teand the Synagogue. ' To Gillet, the strongest link "between Jud-
«
aism and Christianity, is to "be found in Jewish mysticism, esp-
177
66
ecially in the doctrine of the Shekinah.
Christian writers have rightly-found in Jewish mysticism
the weakest spot in the armour of the Synagogue/ ever ready to
-,,, ,
defy the missionary propaganda of the Church, Buwhile older/
writers .have worked on the principle that good evidence from any
67source may "be used for missionary purposes, .modern apologists
work on the principle that Judaism is<not a false, "but only an
0 ' 
* .
incomplete religion: "Nothing of the true Jewish tradition", 
says Gillet, "needs to "be altered in order to adjust itself to 
the Gospel: it needs/only to "be complemented. The Christian 
doctrines of the Word, the Son of God, the Messiah, the Mediator, 
the Holy Spirit, the Community are legitimate interpretations
and extensions, not only pf Scriptural, "but also of rabbinical
,,te
Judaism". Underlying this approach is the principle of pro-
V
gressiveness in religion. On this premiss there must "be a way 
nack to the source from which Judaism and Christianity sprang. 
From the historical point of view, such retrospect in the sphere 
of comparative religion is a logical possibility, Christianity 
explained in terms of religious, growth is deeply anchored in
 
Jewish tradition. It ought to "be possible to retrace t he thread 
to the place from which "both 'Church and Synagogue originally 
started. The fact, however, that it is mainly in the mystical 
domain of Judaism, that any affinity of ideas can "be discovered, 
ought to caution Christian writers. The association bf Cabala.
,*
v/ith Christian theology, throws a shadow of suspicion upon the 
Church. Christianity is more »than speculative mysticism. The 
mystical elements in the Christian tradition are not the main 
characteristics of the Churxch. Besides, the Cr.be.la itself ov;es 
some debt to Christian ideas, hrving drawn upon a large variety
df source's. Orthodox Judaism, on the whole, has looked upon
i * . - 
its mystical speculations v/ith suspicion. Judaism, though
making room for a certain amount of mysticism, is essentially 
a religion of law and reason. Mystics in Judaism, as in every 
other religion, have always "been a snail minority. The affinit;- 
between Jewish and Christian mysticism is not only explained "by
  *
the derivation from common sources, "but also "by the fact that 
mysticism is essentially universal, it follows the same law and
  i
strives towards the same goal. To describe the origin of
 >
Christianity as the result of suppressed mysticism is an'aberra-
72. -
tion. Every religion possesses a mystical element, if we under- 
stand mysticism as the expression of inwardness. But mysticism 
proper is infinitely more than religious inwardness. It is 
rebellion against historical revelation, and as such both Jud-
a
aism ancl Christianity are opposed to it. While there is an 
undeniable affinity of outlook between Jewish and Christian
*
 
mysticism, Jewish mystical speculations cannot serve.as a bridge
73leading to Christian ort!y>doxy. The underlying principles of
X
Judaism and Christianity are such that they automatically ex- 
clude each other. A. Pftrst has shown the precariousness of the
IVmissionary approach via Jewish mysti'cism. The divergence be- 
tween Jewish mysticism and the Christian Faith is fundamental.i*   
Spiegel rightly says: "The Kabbala teaches nothing less than  
that this deliverance of Q-od can be brought about by man and by 
man alone". It? is here that the disparity appears in all its 
force.
 " c) Criticism.
* w
The most common method in missionary propaganda was the
direct assault upon Judaism. Christian preachers and writers 
   
have set themselves to prove the inferiority of the Jewish relig- 
ion as compared with Christianity. The starting-point of.this 
method was the attempt to show the Jews their misunderstanding 
of the Old Testament.
St, Paul, in an effort to explain the unbelief of his "bre- 
thren, spoke of the. "veil of Moses" which lies upon the heart of 
Israel so that they cannot see Christ.7* The reference to the 
Spirit in the context (v.17), suggests that the veil of the Law
 
which hides Christ from the eyes of the Jewish people, is caused
, - - -
"by their faulty understanding of Scripture. This was an ancient
view in the Church; thus, Jn.5,39 reads:
* «  / 9 c
The reason
why the Jews could not see Jesus Christ in the Old Testament was 
"because they clung to the letter which killeth, while neglecting
'the Spirit which giveth life?7 It was with this fact in view
«
that the Epistle of Barnabas carries on its strange e'xegetical
 
argumentation. Here every Old Testament ritual is made to pre-
- <&
: -v?
figufe Christ, and is given a spiritual significance. Thus, the
IBred heifer is a type of Christ, and circumcision has only mean-
ing when interpreted in the spiritual sense. Even the Mosaic 
prohibition of certain foods the author finds possible to explain 
in a spiritual fashion. The reason why the esoteric meaning
of the Old Testament is clear to the Christians but obscure to
»
them (i.e. the Jews) is "because they did not hear the voice of 
the. Lord11 . This mode of argument is common &o all ancient 
Christian writers. °
To the old Church, Judaism was an error born out of unbelief 
and lack of spiritual insight. It was not and could not be the 
religion of the 01 d Testament. Between the Rabbis and Moses
was a gap. Both the Law and the Prophets foretold .Christ, but
gi
the Jews rejected him; they have thus disobeyed the laws. Ter-
tullian tells us that in the dispute between a Christian and a
«
Jewish proselyte, it was the Gentile who vindicated God's Law
. 42
and not the Jew of the stock of Israel. For Israel has mis- 
understood the meaning of the Law and has fallen away from the
Wo
&faith .as"represented in the Old Testament. Tertullian explains
elsewherd that, "in former times, the Jews'enjoyed much of God's 
favour, when the fathers of their race were noted for their
, .  
righteousness". But having trusted in their no"ble ancestry,
and "being puffed up, they have fallen away from God and "become
6fimpious. As a merited punishment for their sin, Uiey are unable
«
to understand the Lord's first advent, still waiting for their
own Messiah to come in glory, while rejecting the humble appear-
86 *ance of the Son of God. -
  ' -
«
The minct of the Church with regard to Judaism has "been clear
 
ly put forth "by Cyprian. In the first of. his three hooks, Ad
»
Quirinum, the no"ble "bishop of Carthage proves from Holy Writ .the
utter rejection of the Jewish people, their incapability of under
**
standing the Scriptures? the ^anulment of. the Lav/: the a"bolish-
A
ment of the priesthood; the passing away of the temple: the
. ' tf7
acceptance of the Gentiles instead of the Jews, etc. Cyprian,.
however, does not end in this strain: the Jews still can obtain
1 x ,
pardon from their sins "if they wash away the "blood of Christ 
slain in His "baptism, and passing over to his Church o"bey His 
precepts". He supports* this view "by quoting Is.l,15ff: V/ash
 .;.*
you,"" make you clean, etc.* This may appear a harsh view judged
t 
objectively. But for the Church Fathers, Judaism was not ad-
.   « '
judged on its merits or demerits, only on its attitude to Jesus
 
Christ. The fact that it was hostile to Him whom the Church "be-^-
lieved to he the Christ, stamped it^es an error. They therefore 
sharply differentiated "between the Synagogue and the Church of 
the Old dispensation. In arguments with the Jews this has "been
* . -* ' '
repeatedly "brought up "by Christian apologists. Tertullipn ex- 
plains that the veil which was t on the fp.ce of Moses, was only a 
figure of the veil which is still on the heart of the Jev.rish
ZSf
people: ^because even now Moses is not seen "by them in heart,
da 
just as he was not then seen "by them in eye". An interesting /
attempt to reconcile Jewish unbelief in the Messiah and Israel's
1 
adherence to the Law is contained in the Clementine Homilies.
The author explains that the things which "belong to the Kingdom
*  * .
have been hidden from Israel, "but the way which leads'to the
 
Kingdom "that is, the mode of life, had not been hid from them1**
_  . . *
For Moses said: Behold, I have set before you the way of life
'  . 
and the way of death; and the Teacher, (i.e. Jesus) when asked
ft
how one can inherit eternal life, pointed to the commandments b.f
50 * 
the law. Here the Law itself is not repudiated, but the Jewish
,e. 
. ' a
interpretation of it. It is for this reason that the author 
quotes Mk.12,24, adding: "Wherefore every man who wishes to be 
saved must "become, as the Teacher said, a judge of the books
 
written to try usw. For the Old Testament contains spurious
11    
matter which only the believer in Christ knows how to separate
9o 
from what is genuine.
The argument of the Clementine Homilies is''unique.' .The 
more usual line followed by Christian apologists is to show the
«
inconsistency of Judaism. The fact that th'e Jews cling to the 
promises of the Old Testament, still expecting the coming of 
Messiah, while all the time rejecting Jesus in whom the prophecies, 
were fulfilled, appeared to the Church an inconsistency which
^
could only be explained "by obduracy and which Origen held to "be91 '
in keeping with human nature generally, and most specially with 
the character'of the Jewish people.^
A certain disparity between the Old Testament and Rabbinic 
Judaism has been noticed "by Christian-apologists from the begin-
.   *
ning. It underlies all Christian arguments directed against 
Judaism. The frequent'accusation "that the Jews understand the
  A
words of .the prophets in a carnal manner and explain them falsely 9
  * ' »
is already implied, in the Hew Testament literature. The most
%
natural step was to separate RabMnic Judaism from the Old. Testa-
i
ment altogether and to discredit it' as an aberration. The essen-
\
tial difference between Judaism and Christianity was seen in the
fact that while Christianity is closely linked to the Old Testa-
  / 
ment, Ra"b"binism is a departure from it. Writers like J. Georg
Walch (1693-1775), P. J. Martin GlSserner, Paul Ant on (1661-1730) ' 
H. Stuss and J. Christoph Georg Bodensc.hatz (1717-1797), have all
' . »
worked on this principle. Ur.rtin Rudolf lleelftthrer, though con- ,
\
vinced that Judaism holds much in common with Christianity, stresi-» ' A
W
es that it has strayed away from Biblical truth. Writers like
K < *
John Lightfoot (1602-1675), Johann Christian 7/agenseil (l633-1705/;
$7
Johann Christian Schflttgen (1687-1751), and many others, have
held similar views.. A Jewish Christian writer, Philipp Ernst 
Christfels (1671- ), in his "book Das neue Judentum (1735/38), 
sharply distinguishes "between the Old Testament which he proves 
to "be closely related to Christianity, and the "new" Judaism, en- 
tirely an invention of the Ra"bMs. Host pronounced are the view    
of Johann Andreas Eisenmeiiger (1654-1704)> the notorious enemy
,  
of the Talmud. ^ In his Entdecktes Judentum,' he declares the Tal­ 
mud to "be nothing else "but "ein von den Ra"b"binen erfundenes, und
in lauter Menschen-Satzungen "bestehendes -'Verk, darinnen wider das
tfGe"bot Deutr.4,2 etc... ausdrflcklich ist gehandelt worden". Eisen- •
A
menger explains: "Die Ursach aher, warum die Juden die heilige ̂
Schrift so seltsamer Weise auslegen und verkehren, ist ihre
99
Blindheit und Verstockung... " The fact is often o"bscured that
Eisenmenger wrote in a'missionary interest; Chapter XVIII deals 
with the reasons why so few Jews are converted,and he ends his 
"book with a prayer that God would remove the veil-of Loses from 
the Jewish heart, so that "both Jews and Gentiles would become «  
united in 'the Messiah.
The last great Missionary writer, whose "book marks, as it
were, the end of the period of.the older method of approach, is
* 
Prof. Alexander-Me Caul. His, Old Paths, which first'appeared in
60 weekly instalments "beginning Jan. 15th, 1836, and has since 
seen several editions and translations, is "based on the principle 
of absolute disparity "between Rab"binism and Old Testament teaching; 
The author uses Ka"b"binic sources in order to show the utter in- 
adequacy of Judaism, In his preface to the first edition, he 
carefully explains that it is not his purpose "to ridicule any 
man's superstition^ hut to instruct those, whom Moses and the 
Prophets would have delcared to "be in error". Eisenmenger's 
tone is abhorrent to the pious writer, and he expresses the hope 
that his readers will know how to distinguish "betv/een Judaism
and the Jewish people. His controversy is thus not with the
ico
Jews, "but Y/ith their religion. .
:/
Prof. McCaul explains at the "beginning of the first chapter, 
'that the opposition "between Judaism and Christianity is not that
f
of a Jewish to a Gentile religion, "but of two Jewish creeds: tfit 
must never "be forgotten that the latter is as entirely Jewish* %
as the former". Accordingly, the writer defines Christianity' •
as the Old Testament explained "by the New. Testament, while Jud-
: aism is the Old Testament explained hy Ra"b"binic law, i.e. ,
/ Tl& V^tlVJ- It is, therefore, obvious that Ra"b"binism is. a
* - * i
departure from the Old Paths, fr^iy hM'h 1} (Jer.6,16). In'
*
conclusion of this rather elaborate study (over 650 pages .'), 
McCaul arrives at the following points: l) Judaism is a false 
religion; 2) Judaism has for its authors wicked men, unworthy 
of credit; 3) Hence their testimony against Christianity is of 
no value; 4) finally, in all those points wherein the Oral lav; 
is weak, the New Testament is strong.
The last point is important, for it reveals to us the main 
principle upon which missionary propaganda was based, namely the 
exaltation of Christianity at the expense of Judaism. The re-
Ik
suit of such an approach invariably led away from the main pur- 
pose of Christian witness into the inconclusive discussion as to .     
which "religion" is superior. . Thus, McCaul says in all earnest-
 '
ness: "If there "be one sign of true religion more satisfactory
,  
than another, it'is.the placing of holiness of heart and life
 
as the first great requisite, at the same time that it does not  
undervalue any of God's commandments. Now this mark Christian-
<10t
ity has, and Judaism wants". What would a Jew answer to such
criticism ? Isn't the moral law the very essence of the Jewish 
faith ?   McCaul appeals to his readers to compare the New Testa- 
ment with the Talmud and judge for themselves. Montefiore, how- 
ever, has pleaded convincingly *that the counterpart to the Talmud
101 *
is not the New Testament, but the Patristic literature. Further-  *
  "  
more, TTachmanides, in his controversy with Paulus Christiani, *ias
already explained that nothing in the Talmud but Halaka 4 is bind-
/oj
ing for Judaism. It is true that McCaul resorts to the Jewish
Prayer Book in order to establish the authority of the Oral law 
from it, but his digressions are such that they seem to include
every possible superstition in order to show the absurdity of
/of
Rabbinism. There is still another point which immediately
A
strikes the impartial observer in a presentation of Christianity 
such as McCaul 1 s. There is complete absence of reference to 
historical fact as far as the Church is concerned. In view of
 
Church history, it almost sounds like mockery when McCaul declares
that had Judaism .power, it would convert the nations with the
/<»r 
edge of the sword.
*
A. definite reaction against such one-sided and partisanf
presentation of Christianity-marks the modern missionary approach.
Here Judaism is presented, not as an erroneous religion, devoid 
of all truth, separated in letter and spirit from the Old Testa- 
ment but as on the same level with Christianity, yet at a less 
developed stage. It is stressed that "Judaism and Christianity
are not so far apart as some ifeiagine.. .Christianity is the com-
fo t*t 
pletion of Judaism, not the destruction of its fundamental truths.
> 
(T. H* Box, after referring to the view which holds the two creeds
as "hopelessly divergent''1 , explains that "such an attitude can 
only "be looked upon as unhistorical". To him, Christianity i-s
nothing more than "the flower and perfection of Judaism in its
toj 
most.vigorous and spiritual phase". Not only are there Christ-
* x 'OS *
ian strains in Judaism, "but it is even possible to speak of a
/00
'latent Christianity" within the religious life of the Synagogue. 
Another author reminds us that "Judaism is of divine origin",
 
and in his recent "book, Lev G-illet urges the full use of'Rabbin- 
ic theology in an attempt to translate Christianity .in terms com-
4ti
prehensible to the Jewish mind. Even in the official document
of the findings of the Budapest Conference, '!the difference in.
 
the religious approach between the followers of other non-Christ-
ifi
ian religions and of Judaism" is stressed. An increasing appre- 





For the old Church, conversion meant a radical break with 
the convert 1 s former religion. In the case of the Jew^ -owing
*
to the fact that all national customs had religious significance,
\
and also because of the ever-present fear of "Judaizing", he was 
expected to break away completely from his former traditions,
even from contact with his people. Origen*s answer to the Jew
\
whom Celsus quotes as accusing converts from Judaism to Christ- 
ianity, of having forsaken the law of their fathers, is somewhat
airibiguous. He draws attention to the Ebionites whose very name
*
is derived from the "poverty, of the Law", and who strictly keep
i
to the traditions of the fathers', "but makes no reference to the
other Jewish Christians who were within the Catholic Church. His*  
 
scornful remark concerning" the Law, and his explanation of the
Apostles' adherence to t it, show clearly that the Jewish- believer
> im
was not expected to remain in subjection to the old customs. At
a later stage of his argument, Origen proves to Celsus that it
 
is not impious to do away with ancestral laws Y/hen these laws are
Hfunreasonable and harmful. In the case of the Mosaic law, it was 
neither unreasonable nor harmful, "but superseded "by the new dis-
 
pensation.
The convert who left Judaism and "became a Christian assumed
a new loyalty to the community into which he entered. He left
nb
"behind "the unbelieving and ignorant Jews", who have1 "been disin-
in
herited "by God for rejecting Christ, to "become a member of God's 
people. The severity of the restrictions and the imposition of
»
»
a solemn renunciation of the Jewish faith, as practised in the
/
early Middle Ages, was the result of suspicion attached t o the
Ml
Jewish convert. The national motive was "of little consequence
.«
to the Church. The Christianfeith created, a new "brotherhood.
  * * ,
The controversy "between the Church and the Synagogue was at such
a pitch that the two faiths were held to "be totally incommensur-
/ 
ate, the one entirely excluding the other.
Historical research and the comparative study of religion
has effected an important change of attitude towards Judaism.
 *
Careful investigation of the Jewish -religion in the New Testament 
period has* revealed a certain association of ideas common to the 
Ra"b"bis and the primitive Church. Early RaTsbinic writings became 
an indispensable factor for a "better understanding of the :.Tew
K4Testament. 1 The steady growth of RaTDbinic knowledge amongst
Christian scholars shed new light upon the faith of the Synagogue 
and brought Judaism and Christianity into closer contact. The 
decline of orthodoxy and the modern tendency towards relativism 
has made a more sympathetic understanding of Judaism easier. The 
gap which once divided the two creeds has considerably narrowed, 
and in some instances, has actually been "bridged. The character-
istic emphasis upon religious experience on the one hand, and/  
ethics on the other, has pushed dogmatic thinking into the
9
ground. It is held in certain circles that a common platform
1 10
is possible on a purely religious and. moral basis. In these cir- 
cumstances, the missionary effort of the Church is looked upon 
as antiquated.   It is asserted .that in the ease of so highly 
developed a religion as Judaism, there is nothing Christianity
can offer. Judaism itself has a contribution to make to the lie
ill
 of the Christian Church. Some scholars would even hold that
Judaism is closer to Jesus and Paul than is the Gentile Church: 
"for Christians to wish to turn Jews into Gentiles" says Parkes,
\
"is to ignore the facts that the religion of Jesus and of Paul
was Judaism, and that neither of them envisaged the c reation of
*n
a rival body..." We have already seen that in the- less radical
view, Christianity and Judaism meet atmany important points, only 
that the Church supplements the Synagogue and takes it a step 
further. "The change from Christianity to Judaism", it is assert- 
ed, "is less a Conversion than a progress. It requires little 
of destructive work, but something of building on the old founda-
' '23
tion, and the acceptation of the -fulfilment , of promises foretold". 
It is on this premise that the idea of a Christianised Synagogue 
is founded, a Synagogue whereii. all national rites and ceremonies 
are retained, superadding to these "the distinctively Christian 
observances". "Conversion" in the sense of an absolute break 
with the spiritual traditions of the Synagogue and uith Jewish
nationalism, has thus "become obsolete.
But the rapp ro cheme nt of Christianity and Judaism has led to 
a further development. The whole idea of conversion itself has 
undergone a profound and significant change. Judaism knows of
^
no conversion in the Johannine or Pauline sense. 'p^J^JJ^ is
a much-used term in the Synagogue's vocabulary, "but ' 
115"
is not. Though the term is Greek and can only with difficulty
he translated into Hebrew, the notion itself must he sought in 
.the Old Testament and the ancient Synagogue. In the New Testa- 
ment the idea occurs under a variety of expressions and is close- 
ly associated with faith in Je'sus Christ. In ttiis connection,
126
it is a characteristic peculiarity of early Christianity. The 
New Life, the Life from a"bove, the Second Birth, is the consequence, 
of faith in the Son of God. Conversion in terms of 
(2 Cor. 5,17) is more than repentance, moral reform or renewed 
religious endeavour; it is an inward quickening "by an act of 
grace. It is "because this possibility does not occupy a funda- 
mental place in Judaism that the Jew is forced to explain con- 
versions to Christianity either °by hypocricy or opportunism, ' 
But that Christian writers should overlook a phenomenon of such
vital importance to the Christian faith and to which even modern
130
psychology has paid due attention, reveals the extent of depart-
ure from "basic New Testament teaching. Lev Gillet tells us that 
the word conversion implies "that one is "brought over from an 
error to a truth, either dogmatic (as in the conversion of the 
heretic or the unbeliever)- or moral -(as in the conversion of 
the sinner)". But as far as the pious Jew is converned, neither 
of the two cases is applicable. Judaism is not an error, nor
is the pious Jew a sinner. The word "conversion" ought therefore
131
to "be avoided.
This, overlooks the fact that conversion has still another 
meaning, namely that of regeneration. Whatever the missionary
approach of the Roman Catholic o'r the Greek Orthodox Church has
 W
"been, Evangelical Missions to Jews and Gentiles weret>orn of the
conviction that conversion in the sense of regeneration is the 
"basis, of all Christian life: that it is a miracle, and a miracle 
wrought "by God.
In the last resort, the "basic principle underlying the 
missionary witness of the Church is not founded upon exegetical
.  
proof, nor the community of religious ideas, "but solely upon faitk. 
in (the miracle of conversion. The challenge which Jesus Christ 
presents, is not answered in terms of doctrine, "but of life. The 
 Gospel message, comes to the Jew as it comes to the Gentile, not 
merely as a call to augment his religion, "but to transcend it. 
The Church does not regard her missionary witness as a participa- 
tion in the general contest of religions in which the "better wins,
/
Her message is not a religious system, "but STesus Christ. .Her 
witness is carried Tby the conviction that in Him is an abundance
  -  
of Life which in quality and intensity transcends all religious
«
forms (her own included), and "brings men face to face with the 
eternal reality of God.' This is certainly a subjective view
r *
which can "be easily gainsaid. But all faith has -the quality of•
subjectivity. The missionary work of the Church is the express- 
ion of her faith.
2. Missions to Jews.
 
We have already remarked that in one sense, missionary work
  • 
amongst the Jews never really ceased. If not carried out "by
the Church at large, there were always individual Christians who 
tried to win Jews for Jesus Christ. The methods employed differ* 
ed according to the spirit of the age. t The notives "behind the
missionary attempt were, alas, not always spiritual. Impatience, 
greed, fanatical zeal, and religious intolerance, have often obs- 
cured the more noble impulse on the part of individual Christians.
*
It is noteworthy that the stimulus to renewed effort frequently
/*</
came from converted Jews, sometimes with results which "brought
  *  
more harm than .good. This was one of the reasons why the con- 
verted Jew was so dreaded by the Jewish community. Most of the
 .  
famous converts of the later Middle Ages were in one way or an-
t.
other, engaged in winning their brethren to their new faith.
*
 
Abner of Burgos (1270-1348), John of Valladolid (1335), Joshua 
ibn Vives al-Lorqui (G-eronimo de Santa Pe, 15c.), Peter Alphonsi
/ X /S5" I(1062-1110), Peter Perrus, Diego de Valencia, Juan d'Bspana, 
Juan Alphonso de Baena, Francisco de Baena, they all sought to 
win the Jews to Christianity. Astruc Raimuch (=Francesco Dios
' 136
Carne) is described as "an ardent proselytiser among the Jews".\'
The greatest of them all is the famous bishop of Burgos, Paulus 
a Sancta Maria (Solomon ha-Levi ca. 1351-1435), who, in his Scru- 
tiniuM Scripturarum, (Pttrst calls it, a "Jewish-Christian More
'3?
TTebuchim"), has set himself the task of removing the difficulties
%
which stand in the way of the Jew acknowledging Jesus Chtist. .
*
Even men like Donon and Pfefferkorn were, in their own crude ways,
/3S
interested in the conversion of their former coreligionists.
r
On the Gentile side, there were numerous attempts.at con- 
verting the Jews, aid not always by means of coercion. The saint-
  ^
ly Gilbert Crispin wrote a Dialogue between a Jew and himself on
' i?9 
the Christian Paith. Nicolas de Lyra wrote to prove that the
  %
time of Christ's coming corresponds with the time prophesied in 
the Old Testament, and also that according to the same Scriptures, 
the Jewish Saviour was to be both God and Man. He also wrote a
treatise to refute the allegations of a certain Jew who criticised
(Mo
thev Gospel according to St. Matthew. Some of t he Dominican.
Preachers, especially men- like Raymund de Penaforte, Raymund
«
Martinti and Rayimind Lull, have done much "both as controversial- 
ists and also as inspirers of others to carry on the work. Igna- 
tius Loyola founded in Rome the first Jews' Society with. a. strict- 
ly missionary purpose. But on the whole, mission work remained
'4i
"spasmodic and unorganized". The systematic and organised
V
effort to preach the Gospel to the Jews is strictly connected wift
Protestant Christianity, and especially with the religious reviv-
  
al of the 18th century in Germany and in England. The pioneer
iti
country for missions to Jews in the modern sense is Germany, "but
the establishment of the London Society for promoting Christian- 
ity amongst the Jews (1809; now Church Missions to Jews) made
/43England .the champion of the Jewish missionary cause.
There is an important difference "between the earlier mission-
* *
ary enterprise of the Church and evangelical missions of our
modern age.' It is marked "by the difference of spirit which
^ « 
divides the Lliddle Ages from our own times. Its first character
istic is the new attitude towards the Jewish people and a better
* t _
understanding of Judaism. Instead of maintaining, as the old
lift
Church did, that the Jewish people is utterly rejected by God,
• ;
it was now -recognized that Israel had still a g reat future,' 5 This 
change was to a large extent effected by the revival of eschato- 
logical interest end the intensive, though biased, study of
prophecy which accompanied the pietist movement in Germany, and
utf
the-Evangelical Revival in England. One of the first champions
of the prophetic view regarding - the Jewish people was William
iMfe
Gouge. A number of tracts dealing with the Jews and their atti-
i«7 
tude to Christianity appeared in quick succession. The dispute
»
about Jewish disabilities, and the ever growing "prophetic" out- 
look fixed Christian attention upon the Jewish people. A theology
/
in which the Jews played a vital pp.rt ceme into existence.
The next important feature resultant from the spirit of the 
New Age was the abandonment of all forms of coercion. This came 
about only slowly, and reflects the steady advance from Medieval-
ism to modernism. Even Edzard (1529-1708) ,. otherwise a great
iff 
friend of the Jews, was still uiider the influence of the medieval
point of view. He kept close wr.tch that the Jews complied with 
all the restrictions imposed upon them "by law, which in those 
days were many. In Hamburg they were only ? knitted on suffer- 
ance and had to promise that they would build no Synagogues and 
refrain from practising circumcision. " Edzard saw to it that
'' ISO
these and other restrictions were strictly observed. The author-
»
ities, on the. other hand, quite in accordance with medieval 
Christianity, deemed it proper to order Jews to attend sermons
»5V
in Christian Churches. In Holland, where in the 17th century, 
there v/as an unusual interest in missionary work amongst the Jews, 
John Hoornbeck, though missionary-minded, was still in favour of
(
heavy restrictions. The same may be saitj of Richard Kidder*>
(16507-1703), bishop of Bath and Well's, who is described as "more
formidable against the unbelieving Jew than the credulous Roman-
153
1st . Though opposed to the use of force, he advocated a method
by which Jews were to vbe made to listen to sermons. But the
 
spirit of the age was -rapidly changing. Christians realised 
that the only method worthy of Christianity was that of friendly 
intercourse. A real step towards a warmer and more, humane
missionary approach was made by the- staunch French protestant,/
Philippe de Lornay (1549-1623). His book, De veritate relig- 
ionis, which has seen many translations and editions, breathes 
a new spirit and forecasts the approach of a new age in the
Church1 s dealing with the Jews. In 1698, Charles Leslie (died
'56
1722) wrote, A Short and Easy Method with the Jews, which in 
approach and argument is a definite break from the crudity of
less enlightened times. But the great"pioneer in this direction 
was Philipp Jaco"b Spener (1635-1705), who was the first to wor> 
out a detailed missionary plan of the Christian approach to the 
Jews.' Its main significance was the renunciation of all forms 
of coercion. 'The only methods he approved was that of prayer 
and the use of the Word of God. Spener fiimself prayed clcily 
for the conversion of the Jews and firmly "believed in their ulti- 
mate redemption. It .is, however, interesting to note that even 
Spener only gradually arrived at the conviction that, as Roi puts
/f7
it, "das gute muss auch auf eine gute "/eise voirbracht werden". 
Spener went so far as to advocate complete freedom for the Jews
in the exercise of their own religion. This was an entirely
'58
novel idea even for pietistic Germany.
The fact that modern missions to Jews were the outcome of a
«
religious revival such as Pietism in Germany and Methodism in 
England, with their characteristic emphasis upon persD nal convic-
 
tion, had profound influence upon missionary preaching. Whereas 
in the past, "conversion" in most cases expressed itself in con- 
forming to the dogmas of the Church, the emphasis now- was upon 
personal religious experience. This had immediate effect upon 
the quality of the converts and the methods of the missionaries. 
It reduced the number of hypocritical conversions; it also re- 
moved the v temptation of using unworthy methods on the part of the
missionaries. It shifted the Christian witness from learned
'#
controversy with the few to the common Jewish people. Mission
work was not any more the specialised jo"b of the scholar, "but 
the duty of every professing Christian.
To this must "be added another feature ?/hich distinctly marks 
modern missions to Jews from the medieval attempt in this direct- 
ion. , It is the increasing recognition on the part of t he Church 
that Jewish converts must not Tse segregated from the rest of their 
people. This is a novel point of view inconceivable to the
medieval Church. In. the past, the Jewish convert was me.de to
break, all ties with his former life. Any retentionbf Jewish' .
tradition would have "been regarded as a lapse from the faith,i
A man like Paulus of Burgos could say to his son with pride: 
"nobis ex Levitico sanguine descendentibus", "but his attitude to 
his Jewish brethren was nothing but hostile. He contented him- 
self with remaining an outsider. This was taken for granted 
both by the Church and the Synagogue. ' The Church insisted upon 
complete separation. The recognition that the missionary effort
must not aim at "Gentilising" the Jew was an entirely new develop- 
J60
ment.
It has been remarked already that the modern missionary
 
approach is distinguished by a better understanding of Judaism.
The older method of ridiculing the Jewish religion has become
/6I *
obsolete. The search for points of contact has rather tended
'62
to obscure the deep division which separates i the two faiths. The
attempt to present the Gospel in terms less alien'to the Jewish 
mind has its inevitable dangers. But however the case may be, 
the effort at an honest, appreciation of Judaism has had a salut- 
ory effect upon the'whole missionary enterprise. The repeated 
admonitions by eminent scholars like Franz Delitzsch, Hermann 
Strack, Gustaf Dalman, G. H. Box, W. 0. E. Oesterley, A. Lukyn
Wiltons, who have pressed for a closer study of Judaism, have
us
not been in vain. The result was not only a more adequate pres-
P
entation of Christianity to Judaism and Judaism to Christianity, 
but," what is more inportant, a deeper understanding of the sig- 
nificance of the Gospel. The Juxtaposition of Judaism and 
Christianity has made it clear that the Christian contribution 
to the Synagogue is not in the sphere of religion or ethics, but 
in an honest presentation of Jesus Christ. Themissionary mes- 
sage has thus become more Christocentric and less doctrinal. The
keynote of missionary preaching became a"call to discipleship
'  ' IM 
' rather than to Church membership. Herein lies the greatest
difference between the mediaval and the modern presentation of 
the Gospel.
The last 150 years have witnessed an evergrowing effort on
* *
the part of the Protestant Churches, to evangelise the Jews, At 
the beginning of this century (4902), Prof. Dalman, in an address 
delivered in Scotland, said: "The century that has just come to
*
a close has been emphatically one of Jewish Mssionary work. A 
great system of missionary stations has been spread over many 
lands, where Jews are settled. A considerable number of miss- 
ionaries are at work". Israel Cohen records that at the Inter- 
national Missionary Conferences at Budapest and Warsaw (1927), 
there were represented 47 societies employing 724 missionary
i *
workers at 169 stations, adding: "but these numbers do not by 
any means comprise the entiretjof evangelists of all the various 
Christian denominations and do not include any at all of the
166
Catholic Church". This organised missionary effort testifies to
what has been called "the changed heart of the Church", and to
f " ' *
the discovery that the Jew can and must be reached with the Gos- 
I6ft ' 'pel message. Thus, the missionary effort once maintained.by 
small groups of pious Christians, is increasingly becoming the
I6i)
concern of the Catholic Church. The above mentioned conferences
1 .. ' ^
at Budapest and Warsaw have proposed the creation of a special
department wo'rking in conjunction with the International Mission-
*
ary Council. Ttie proposal was discussed and accepted at the 
'meetinJof the Council at Jerusalem in 1928, with the result that 
there is now in existence an International Committee on the
\ . '
Christian Approach''to the Jews, enjoying the support of all 
Protestant Churches. This fact is of great significance for
the future development in the, miss ion-field. 
3. Converts.
. To the Synagogue, every. Christian convert appears indiscrim- 
inately es a traitor. The possibility of conviction is almost 
entirely ruled out. Geiger, puzzled as to the reasons which led
to the conversion of Paul (Rabbi Solomon ha-Levi) of Burgos,
'71 ' 
could only explain it "by his loss of common sense. The more
usual explanation, however, is the desire for material gain or 
social advantage. That such was the case in many instances, 
no"body can deny. It will "be difficult to dispute Mr. Cohen's 
judgement: "Instances of conversionfblr conscience 1 sake may
occur, for even Jewry has its mystics; "but they are difficult»
to prove, as the acceptance of "baptism is invariably accompanied
'71
"by a material advantage". The nature of the case lends force
to such an allegation. The fact that the converted Jew leaves 
a despised minority for the camp of .the majority is, or appears 
to "be, in itself, an advantage. In countries where religious 
discimination prevails, the temptation to leave a persecuted 
religion is very great, especially in the case of Jews whose 
attachment to Judaism is only formal. To this must be added the 
fact that in the past the Jews have suffered considerably at the
, *
hands of unscrupulous converts. Rabbi Leo Jung, however, great-
-v.
ly exaggerates when he says: "The Jewish apostates, from Saul 
who became Paul, have been a source of profound trouble to Jewry. 
Many became informers, blackmailers, defamers of Jews and Judaism 
relentless enemies, who*by their machinations and falsifications
caused countless massacres, burning of Jews and of Jewish books,
'73 
exile and other misfortunes". It is difficult to see how Paul
the Apostle can be included amongst such-traitors. That some 
converts in the past have behaved treacherously, there is no
denying. In some cases, however, enemies of Judaism have "been 
suspected of Jewish origin, without good foundation. Thus,
Alfonso de Spina, described by Newman as "one of the inveterate
ijtf
foes of Spanish Jewry", was of pure Spanish origin. To what
 v
extent Luther was indebted to converts for his anti-Jewish. tracts,
is difficult to say. The fact that he quotes Antonius 
.^ftha's Der ganze ju'dische Glaube (1530) and that he was in touch 
with a few Jewish converts does not explain his sudden change 
towards the Jewish people. On the other hand, no less an author- 
ity than Dr. H. C. Lee, the historian of the Inquisition, observes* 
"Prom early times the hardest blows endured by Judaism had always 
been dealt by its apostate children, whose training had taught 
them the weakest points to assail, and whose necessity of self-'
. '76
justification led them to a-frtack these mercilessly". Thus it 
was in the past. In more recent' times, however, the attitude 
of Christian converts has radically changed. This has been frank- 
ly admitted by Kaufmann K6hler: "Most modern converts, unlike
i 
 the apostates of former centuries, have retained in their'heart
of hearts love for the faith and the history of their nationj and 
in critical hours many h§ve stepped forth in its defence". K6*h- 
ler calls them, therefore, }liX'J>7 p»^/5/^>, in Rabbinical
terminology, such as have yielded to desire,' or as he interprets 
the term: "such as apostatized for^ personal motives". The fact 
that amongst those -who. defended' the Jews were sincerely converted
men such as Johann August Wilhelm Neander (1789-1850), the great\ • 175
Church historian, the famous Roman Catholic priest Johann Emanuel
'74 'So
Veith (1788-1876), Paulus'Cassel (1821-1892), Michael Salomon
Alexander, (1799-1845), the first Anglican bishop in Jerusalem, 
who headed the list of protesting ITebrew-Christians in England 
against the blood libel at Damascus, and many other less promin- 
ent Hebrew-Christians/ carries little weight with Jewish writers.
The Jewish policy towards Christian converts has remained subs-   
tantially unchanged. Every member of the community, without re- 
gard to the degree of his own religious adherence, is expected
m _ 
to refrain from any form of intercourse with a converted Jew. In
*
this respect, Jewry, though often pleading religious tolerance,
\ /ii is seldom prepared to yield to the same principle. This is true
not only of orthodox, ,but also of reformed' and even of Literal 
Jews, to a large extent. As always in Judaism, the motives for 
such action are not purely religious. Baptism has proved the
*
greatest danger to Jewish continued existence. It is the first 
step towards assimilation. This is borne out "by the fact that 
in spite of the steady flow of Jewish converts to the Christian 
Church, there has "been so far, no Hebrew-Christian tradition poss- 
ible. Prof. Dalraan once remarked: fl if all the Jews who have
t
embraced -Christianity had remained a distinct people instead of
being absorbed by the nations among whom they dwelt, their des-
/63
cendents would now be counted by mic&ions". But Jewish Christ- 
ians, so far, have not been able to retain their identity. The
implications of the Christian faith, with its -definite denation-
»«« 
alising tendency, the social ostracism on the part of the Jews
i&?
which invariably leads to intermarriage with Gentiles, and the
infallitSe law that a minority ultimately succumbs to the majority
166
makes Hebrew-Christian survival a remote possibility. The sev- 
eral millions of "non-Aryans" victimised by the German National 
Socialist state bear, sufficient evidence to the rapidity of the 
process of assimilation once the religious barriers are removed.
But while Jewry still judges Hebrew-Christianity by past ex- 
perience, certain developments in the outside world have corrolete-
*
ly changed the complex of problems associated v/ith conversion to 
Christianity.
1) Religious discrimination.
The most inportant change in the structure of social life 
in Europe was the progressive weakening of the religious factor. 
In Western Europe, discrimination on religious grounds has large- 
ly ceased.' Where it exists, it is only a^s a subterfuge for 
anti-Semitism. Religious considerations only seldom decide 
social relations. In Russia where religious pressure upon the
Jews was strongest, and where "baptised Jews enjoyed special pri-
<*7 
vileges, the religious factor has completely disappeared. There
are few countries left where baptism constitutes an advantage.
2) The rise of racial philosophy.
The rise of nationalism in modern Europe was accompanied "by 
a steady growth of anti-Semitism, which reached its final triumph 
in the race-philosophy of Nazi Germany. Its effects have extend
ed beyond the "borders of the Reich and have determined Gentile-
\»a 
Jewish relationship considerably. The racial outlook with its
/
strong appeal to human selfishness, has put the "baptised Jew at 
a definite disadvantage. He'finds himself exlcuded from Gentile 
society "by virtue of his race, and from the Jewish community by
 
virtue of his religion. This is a position which removes every 
illusion of gain from submission to baptisnu 
. 3) The national revival.
 
The rebirth of Jewish nationalism has strangely affected the 
outlook of protestant Christianity. Long "before political Zion- 
ism made its appearance, it was held in evangelical circles on 
the strength of Old Testament prophecies, that there will finally 
come a time for Israel's national restoration. The gathering 
in of the Scattered Nation was an important element in the es-
J4A
chatological scheme in these circles. The appearance of politi- 
cal Zionism was thus followed with keen interest. The attempt 
to return to Palestine was interpreted by a certain section of
30C. 
the Church as a definite fulfilment of prophecy. This gave a
» *
new stimulus to 'missionary activity and made the Church realise 
the national coherence of Jewish life. As this coincided with 
a growing national consciousness in the Gentile-Christian world, 
especially in Germany, the "baptised Jew was not any more expected
*
to "break away from his people. On the contrary, it was insisted
'9 
upon that the convert remains a loyal member of the Jewish nation.
It was this new development that made modern Hebrew-Christianity 
possible.
4) Freedom of conscience.
The right to personal conviction is an acquirement of our 
modern age. Tribal loyalty militates against the private opin- 
ion of the individual. In primitive society, obedience to the 
religion of the clan was a supreme duty to which every member
had to submit. The difference between collectivism and individ-
i$i
ualism is the difference between savagery and civilization. Ow- 
ing to the peculiar political situation of Jewry, the survival
%
of a certain tribal strain in Judaism is a fact which cannot be
191
easily denied. Loyalty to the community takes precedence of
f
loyalty to personal conviction. The disintegration, however,
of Jewish communal life and the decline of orthodoxy brought the
% *  
Jew into the stream of modernism where the assertion of the right 
of the individual is regarded a.sacred duty. In these new cir- 
cumstances, religious conviction is increasingly becoming the 
private concern of the individual.
These four factors: the disappearance of religious discrim- 
ination and the substitution of racial discrimination, together
>
with the insistence on the part of the Church upon the convert's 
loyalty to his people and the modern assertion of the right to 
personal conviction, have fundamentally changed the whole posit- 
ion of the Jewish convert. Whereas in the past, the acceptance
361
of "baptism offered a definite advantage, at present it does not. 
On the contrary, the position of the convert is socially more com 
piex than that of the Jew. On the other hand, those Jews who 
desire to assimilate themselves to their surroundings and seek
 
the opportunity of intermarriage, may do so, without the inter- 
mediation of the Church. In countries where civil marriages are 
not yet sanctioned and intermarriage necessitates the formal 
acceptance of Christianity, such "baptised Jews sink all peculiar- 
ities and soon disappear amongst the Gentiles. They can hardly 
"be regarded as "converts" in any real sense.
4. Hebrew Christians.
In the Jewish view, the term Hebrew-Christian is a contra- 
dict io in adjecto. One can either "be a Jew or a Christian. To 
"be "both at the same time is to attempt the impossible. A Jewish
writer tells us that ."the term 'Jewish-Christian1 challenges
143 
logic". Another writer restricts the right to existence of
Jewish Christians to the time of Primitive Christianity, apart
'0Y 
from which they constitute an anachronism. The reason for such
a view is twofold: first, it is "based upon the conviction that
•9S
the Jewish people and Judaism form, an inseparable unity; second- 
ly: .it is held that Christianity is alien to the mental and psy-
i#>
chological make-up of the Jews. To some Jewish writers, Hebrew- 
Christianity suggests, either a compromise or a fusion of Judaism 
and Christianity. Thus, S. S. Cohem tells us that "the past 
nineteen centuries have shown that such a fusion has been imposs- 
ible". He adduces proof from Early Christianity to demonstrate 
that a "dual allegiance is as undesirable in religion as it is
•97
in politics".
The confusion arises from the fact that, with the exception
30.1
of a few representatives of Liberal Judaism, most Jewish writers 
are not clear in their own mind as to the exact definition of the 
terms "Jew" and "Judaism". Sometimes, the word "Jew" is given 
a purely national (or racial) connotation and sometimes a purely
religious meaning; 'sometimes, Judaism is taken to describe the
igfi 
Jewish religion, at other times it is used to describe Jewish
2oo 
 civilization, religion included. The position of the Hebrew-
Christian depends to some extent on the answer to the question 
whether a Jew who ceases to practice Judaism still retains his 
status amongst the Jewish people ? In this connection an import- 
ant passage from an orthodox writer deserves to be quoted: "When 
some of our brethren reject the authority of the Oral Law, while 
others refuse even to recognise the authority of the Written Law, 
when some set aside the Divine precepts out of convenience, and 
others from principle, and still others from ignorance; when 
some limit their Judaism to the nominal membership of the Jewish 
race, and others to a negation of other creeds. .Are all these 
Jews ?" Rabbi M. Friedl&nder replies: "Whatever the answer
to this question may be from a practical, political, social and
zoi
communal point of view, the fact is that they are Jews". This
is a correct statement and in accordance with the Rabbinic view 
that the privilege of belonging to Israel is a birthright: "The
Jew is born a Jew", and the fact of birth cannot be annulled. 
The Hebrew-Christian is thus a Jew, but an apostate Jew. By 
accepting another allegiance, he has put himself outside the Jew- 
ish community. For there cannot be any doubt about the fact 
that Judaism is a national religion: "Without Jews there would
be no Judaism". It is at this point that the Jewish position,
Jo? 
measured by Western standards becomes indefensible. I^ontefiore
once said, though in a different connection: "If the Jews are
303
a nation, then it must "be possible for the members of that nation 
to include believers in many creeds, and if Judaism is more than
i
a tribal religion, then it Mist be possible for the believers of
&>6 
that religion to include members of many nations". With regard
to the second half of the quotation, we would say that de jure 
there is limited room for members of other nations to enter the
207
Jewish community in the form of proselytes; but as to 1he first 
half of the sentence, we must say that, "the co-extension of 
nationality and religion" which Mr. Montefiore deplores of Czar- 
ist Russia, is an inherent feature of historical Judaism. The . 
survival of this form of tribalism in the Jewish community is 
more the result of necessity than choice. In the peculiar pol- 
itical situation in which Jewry finds itself, the sacrifice of 
personal freedom for the sake of national survival is the only
* t
price which makes continued Jewish existence possible. It is 
a price which all Jews have to pay. It is only from this angle 
that the problem of the Hebrew-Christian can be properly under- 
stood.
Church historians refer generally to Hebrew-Christianity as 
to a heretical branch of the early Church. It is thus described 
as the Judaising movement which sought to bring about a comprom- 
ise between loyalty to Jesus and loyalty to the Synagogue. Har- 
nack insists that the term "Hebrew-Christianity" may only be 
limited to those Jews who, because of religious scruples, refused
communion with Gentile Christians; thus, Peter, in the second
iffperiod of his activity ceases to be a Hebrew-Christian. We have
' »
already seen, however, that this is too narrow a definition, .as 
it does not describe the whole situation of the Jewish Church. 
There were Jewish Christians, who, though loyal to the Catholic 
Church and its doctrine and in full communion with it, yet lived 
their separate life as the Jewish branch of that Church. Modern
Hebrew-Christianity, as we understand it, is a revisal of the old
  t
tradition. It is therefore necessary that we clearly define the 
meaning of the term "Hebrew-Christian".
A "Hebrew-Christian", to give sense to the term, must ack-
&><?
nowledge himself "both a Hebrew and a Christian. It means, that»
a Jew who accepts "baptism with a. view to losing his identity is
not a Hebrew-Christian, though he may "be a Christian. It also
\ 
means that a'Jew who accepts "baptism without conviction is not a
Hebrew-Christian, "but a renegade. Both types are frequently ' 
associated with traditional Christianity. There are Jews who 
have accepted "baptism out of conviction, "but uho refuse to aeeoe- 
iate with the Jewish people, and do everything to hide their 
identity. There are also Jews, who have "become "baptised for 
other than religions reasons and are obviously not Christians.
*
Thus, the suggestion made by J., Singer that in order to solve the
«
Jewish problem, the Jews should accept baptism, call their Syna-
t
gogues Churchy their Rabbis Pastors and themselves Christians;
f
give up the Sabbath for the Sunday and together with it the food 
restrictions and the Talmud on the conditions that the spirit of 
pure monotheism be'maintained and that these new "Christians"
  N
still maintain their national unity until such time when htaanity
2/e
has outgrown all national limitations, is not Hebrew-Christianity.
as we understand it. The writer either purposely or out of •
ignorance, fails to appreciate the gulf that divides the two
2// creeds. He also fails to understand that there is such a pheno-
i>
menon as Jewish Christians in the truest sense of the word. His 
assertion that it can be, statistically proved that there never 
was a case of a Jew becoming a Christian out of conviction is
211
more than an exaggeration, it is a misrepresentation of fact.
Whether it is acknowledged by Jewry or not, it is an estab-
305"
lished fact that there are'Jews who believe in JesusChrist, and 
who. have become^members of the Christian Church out of conviction. 
Biographical notes of such Jews have been collected on the Roman
l/i
Catholic side by Rosenthal, and on the Protestant side by De le
a/v
Roi and others. The uprightness, integrity and sincerity of
conviction of men like Isaac da Costa, Dr. Abraham 'Capadose, 
Prof. A. Neander, Prof. C. P. Caspari, Dr. J. H. Biesenthal, 
Prof. P. S. Cassel, F. C. Ewald; the great missionaries: Joseph
2/r
Wolff, Aaron Adolph Saphir; the three Jewish tashops: Alexander,
Hellmuth and Schereschewsky; the fine Jewish scholars, Dr. Alfred
_ ' t
Edersheim, Isaac E. Salkinson, and a host of others, will not
i .   
easily he gainsaid. It is not our purpose to provide proof of
their conviction. Their lives, their "books, and the influence
»  
they exerted "both upon the Christian Church and the Jewish people 
is evidence enough. It is, however, our intention to point out
 
that apart from the "bond of "blood there is a spiritual experience 
common to all Hebrew-Christians which is the basis of their
essential unity. In the centre of this experience is the person'
 
of Jesus Christ, The nature of the experience, can be described.
  >
but cannot be explained. How a Jew becomes a Christian is as 
much a mystery as how a heathen becomes a Christian, but-the 
fact is that he does. There may be psychological, theological
and other causes which effect conversion, but these are secondary.
;  117 
When Paul of Burgos said: "Paulus me ad fidem convertit", he
meant that Paul helped, him to see Jesus Christ; the object of 
his faith was not Paul but Jesus. When Rabbi J. Lichtenstein  
describes his strange experience on first reading the New Tes'ta-> *
ment after having been in possession of the book for 33 years,
he does not exalt the lofty idealism of the book, but the person
-, . Ut> 
who stands in its centre, namely Jesus the Messiah. A striking
306
» 
case is that of 0. V. Aptekman, a young medical student, in the
/
stream of the Nihilist movement in Russia, who, while trying to 
enlighten a nurse of peasant origin, was himself converted throug/u
her witness,, and accepted "baptism. Nadejda Gorodetzky tells us•+
that he "abandoned a successful university career and went to
work under a carpenter, who finally advised him to use his know-
* ' ny 
ledge rather than his hands". The intermediary causes effecting
conversion are varied, "but the result is always the same: Jesus 
Christ "becomes the object of faith, trust and personal devotion. 
Many Jews have "become "believers through reading the New Testament 
and comparing it with the Messianic predictions in the Old. .Others 
have "been led to believe "by the humble and quiet witness of
•220
Christian friends. There is an instance on record of a Jewess 
who entered a church "in utter spiritual darkness seeking for 
Truth", "bought a Prayer-Book, and "by comparing the Athanasian 
Creed with the Bible, "became converted. There is also the fact 
that some Jews, who for other than religious motives, have accept- 
ed "baptism, have later'become convinced "believers. An interest- 
ing case is that of Christlieb von Clausberg (1689-1751)., who 
was knighted "by King Christian IV of Denmark and awarded the hi$i- 
est order. In a conversation with missionaries from the Institu- 
tum Judaicum, he admitted that he had "been a Christian "by name
for 30 years, and that only now he was beginning to realise the
MI
true meaning of the Christian faith. Here must also "be mention- 
ed those who never left the synagogue, but who have been con- 
vinced of the Messiahship of Jesus. Some of them believed
m . .W
secretly, a few of them, like Rabbi J. Lichtenstein, expressed 
their views openly, though they never accepted baptism/**"
Not a few of these converted Jews have shown great depth of 
character and true saintliness. Apart from men like Neander,
3o7
Caspari or Edersheim, who have become famous, not only as scholars, 
"but as Christians, there were many humble believers of whom the 
world knows nothing, but who have faithfully followed their Mas- 
ter. There is the story of the Polish Rabbi Abraham Schwarzen- 
berg, who, after having read some missionary literature and the 
ITew Testament became convinced of the Messiahship of Jesus. He 
first baptised himself and later was baptised by the great Jew- 
ish missionary of the London Jews Society, Alex. IlcCaul, at the 
age of 64. After baptism he retained his distinctive Jewish
garb, "in order to prove to his brethren that no mere worldly
Ml
motive had induced him to renounce Rabbinism". He gave his few
possessions to his son, earning his own living by selling fruit 
in the streets of Warsaw. He never missed an opportunity of 
preaching Christ, and distributing missionary literature in the
 
Jewish quarters of the city. Once when the Russian police were 
beating up a Jewish crowd for mishandling the old man, Schwarzen- 
berg knelt down in the street and would not move until the police
left off punishing his enemies. He died in 1842 at the age of
i\"}
80. An even more remarkable character was the beautiful daugh-
i*B
ter of Johann Navrazky-(or Naferowsky), who became a leading
member of the Herrnhuter community. She is the authoress of 
several well-known hymns, notably the hymn: "Herr, auf den so
 
viele Juden hoffen". Roi tells us that she is still remembered
140
amongst the Brethren by the name of Esther. Many Hebrew-Christ- 
ians were not only greatly honoured in the Churches to which they 
belonged, but have been held in esteem amongst their former co-
«
religionists. Of S. S. Jacobsohn (1810-1871), a devoted miss- 
ionary of the Berliner Judenmission, it is said, that even the
23o
Jews had to admit "er sei aus Uberzeugung Christ geworden".
But Hebrew-Christianity to deserve its name, must not only 
express the religious conviction of certain Jews, but must also
imply a positive attitude towards the Jewish people. It is 
here that the vast difference between the modern Hebrew-Christ- 
ian and the baptised Jew of the Middle Ages appears. Modern 
Hebrew-Christianity is impelled by a desire to remain loyal to 
t he Jewish people, so long as such loyalty does not clash with 
its religious convictions. It is essentially a movement towards 
the Jewish people and is marked by the effort to find a place in 
its life.
5. The Hebrew-Christian position.
j
The Hebrew-Christian problems are in some ways similar to 
those of other converts. They, too, are struggling to build up 
a tradition, to adapt themselves to the new circumstances,- and 
to create for themselves an atmosphere of trust amongst those 
whom they have left behind and also amongst those whom they have 
joined. But. owing to the difficult position in which the Jew- 
 ish people has been destined to live, the Hebrew-Christian prob- 
lem shows peculiar features of its own. While in the heathen
 
mission field the issue between the converts and the rest of the 
people is mainly of a religious nature, though the tribal element 
is by no means absent,, in the case of the Jewish convert, it is
.both religious and national, but mainly national. The reason
/
for this is, first, because the religious element does not any 
more dominate Jewish life as it .did in the past; secondly, be- 
cause the Jewish people is at present witnessing a surge of
 
nationalism; and thirdly, because the Jews, as a minority strugg 
ling for survival, react more intensely at any attempt of surren- 
der to the opposite camp.
The second consideration in estimating the position of the 
Hebrew-Christian is his relationship with the Gentile world. 
Baptism cuts him off from the communal life of his own people.
300
 
He becomes a member of a gentile Church. He comes to it as a 
stranger (and herein lies the main difference "between the heathen
convert's position and the Jewish convert; in the case of the 
heathen, it is the missionary who is the stranger and the con-
«
vert the indigene), "brought up against a different background, 
and in a different atmosphere. His first problem is that of 
adaptation. But the decline of religious life in the Western 
world, and the intensity of nationalist sentiment, so character- 
istic of the present age, makes the process of adaptation more 
than difficult. The Jewish convert finds not only a divided
231
Church, "but also an intensely nationalist Church. In such an 
atmosphere,- the stranger feels ill at ease. To make it worse, 
the influence of the Church is rapidly diminishing, the vast mul-
>
titude of religiously indifferent Gentiles look with suspicion 
upon a man who left the faith of his fathers for a religion in 
which, they- themselves have ceased to believe. To them, he is
 
still a Jew and a "bad Jew at that. To the average Gentile,
• t :   
 
therefore, the Hebrew-Christian appears -as an interloper, who has 
trafficked with his soul in order to gain some social advantage. 
The natural reaction on the part of the Jewish convert "is an 
attempt to find a way back to his own people. It is the struggle 
for a place in Jewish life which marks modern Hebrew-Christianity 
in contradistinction to the baptised Jews of the past who moved
 
in the opposite direction.
  *
a) The Hebrew-Christian and the Jewish people.
<
Schwarzenberg, the old Polish Rabbi, who accepted baptism
*
at the advanced age of 64, by his behaviour and attitude, may be
•styled the Father of modern Hebrew-Christianity. To quote his»
own words: "The Jews often think that persons are baptised in 
order to escape reproach, or to live in Christian quarters of the 
city, or to walk in the "Saxon Garden" (from which Polish Jews
3/0 
were then excluded), but I will show them that none of these
 't*-|j!
things move me. I am a Jew still - formerly I was an unbeliev- 
ing Jew, "but now I am a "believing Jew, and, whatever inconvenience 
or reproach may result, I wish to "bear it with my "brethren". In
Oforder to prove his words, he refused to shave his heard, Ato 
change his dress and continued to live in the midst of his people- 
On this account he was denounced "before the police, "being accused 
of "Judaisijig ha"bits lf . He wittily defended himself "before the 
magistrate, saying that Christ 1 s command was not tobaptise the
» £* 
clothes, "but the heart. But the outstanding figure in the hist-
   
ory of Hebrew-Christianity is Joseph Rabinowitsch (1837-1899), 
the head of Jewish-Christian community in Kishineff (Bessarabia),
233
called "Israelites of the New Covenant".
>r
The importance of the movement initiated by Rabinovitsch lay 
in that it was Catholic, as far as Christian doctrine was concern- 
ed, and Jewish at the same time. Herein lies Rabinowitsch1 s
a, * 
greatest achieyjnent. There were other leading men in Hebrew-
/  
Christianity, notably C. Theophil Lucky of Stanislawow, and
Jechiel Zebi Lichtenstein (Herschensohn) of Leipzig, who .have 
united faith in Jesus the Messiah with a profound love for the 
Jewish people. But their over-emphasis of Jewish tradition made 
them suspect of Judaistic tendencies. We have, however, the 
authority of Prof.'Franz Delitzsch and Prof. G. Dalman vouching
*3V
for the orthodoxy of Rabinowitsch1 s views.
Joseph Rabinowitsch was singularly fitted for his task.. He 
had a winning personality, a warm heart, a'deep religious dis- 
position and a great love for his people. As a speaker, he made 
a singular appeal to the Jews. Roi says of him: "Seine Sprachfi- 
erinnert vielfach an die Propheten, alles in derselben ist ttber- 
dem original, nichts gemacht. Geist und Genrtit ftihlen sich
gleichtnflssig von ihra angezogen; er spricht in Tflnen der Liebe
135*
und Freundlichkeit, die etwas Bezauberndes halo en". Rabinowitsch 
spoke Hebrew fluently and was contributor t.c the Febrew periodi- 
cal Ramelitz and the Yiddish Journal Kol-Mebasser, both edited 
by his friend Alexander Zederbaum. He joined early the haskalah 
movement and in the controversy which followed Jacob Prelooker's
s^
tracts advocating a drastic reform of Judaism, Eabinowitsch sitW'
*3*
vlth tie letter. But while Prelooker's programme for his "Novy
Israel" (New Israel), was an eclectic religion consisting of all 
the best elements of all existing religions, Rabinowitsc.h*s 
spiritual development led him into fellowship with Christ.
Rabinowitsch was deeply concerned about the welfare of his 
people. Russian Jewry at that time was groaning under the 
oppressive hand of the Czarist regime. Many Jews realised that 
they needed both a social and religious reform. Rabinowitsch
 
himself advocated in an article in the Hebrew Journal "Ha-Boker 
Or", a drastic reform of the Rabbinate and the Jewish return to
agriculture. In Elizabethgrad the "Bible Brotherhood" (Bib- ' 
437 
leitzy) came into existence, founded by Jacob Gordin in 1879.
  .
They were recruited mainly from the working class and one item
  
of their programme was the repudiation of the Talmud and of the
lid 
Jewish ceremonial law. The movement had in view an approchement
4 * •
to the Greek Orthodox Church. The outburst of pogroms in Odessa 
in 1871 and the defeat of Prance in 1870 combined to disillusion 
those Jews who staked their hope upon the progress of humanity 
and the triumph of liberalism, Rabinowitsch became an ardent 
supporter of the early Zionist movement in Russia and went to
*
Palestine. But even here, he found no peace, until he came to
the conviction that Jesus Christ holds the key to the Jewish
2$qproblem; D.ecisive for Rabinowitsch 1 s future became a copy of
a .Hebrew New Testament handed,him by his youthful friend Jechiel
Zebi Herschensohn, the lateijmissionary Lichtenstein. In later 
years, Delitzsch1 s translation of the New Testament became his 
inspiration and guide. Delitzsch said of him: "Rabinowitsch 
lives and moves in our Hebrew version of the New Testament". His 
motto became: "Jesus our Brother".
Rabinowitsch, on his. return from Palestine, published his 
13 theses addressed to Russian Jewry,, in which he put forth his 
faith in the Messiahship of Jesus. He soon gained adherents in 
Kishineff and in other Bessarabian towns. In 18>85 he published
*
his Hebrew-Christian 'Qreed, consisting of seven articles. Prof. 
Franz Delitzsch was deeply interested in the movement, and admits 
that the confession of Faith.which Rabinowitsch has drawn up,
"exhibits throughout a familiar acquaintance with and conformity
lit
to the Church's symbols". In fact, it is almost a paraphrase
of the Apostolic Creed with an emphasis upon justification through 
faith, forgfceness of sin through baptism and the resurrection 
from the dead. But Rabinowitsch, though strongly repudiating
m
the Talmud, maintained his Jewish right to national customs, and 
even thought it necessary to retain the rite of circumcision. Hie
- »
advocated the keeping of the Sabbath, giving to it no religious, 
( but only national significance. To the end of his life, he
remained a warm nationalist.  '
, The remarkable thing about the Kishineff movement was that 
it originated from within Jewry itself without outside help. 
Rabinowitsch's influence expanded wide over the Russian Empire 
as far as Siberia. Seldom were such taasses of Jews reached by 
the Gospel message. Rabinowitsch managed, Roi says: "Jesum aus 
der Peripherie in das eigentliche Centrum des jtidischen Lebens 
zu stellen". S Though the Russian government refused his request 
to'allow the establishment of a Hebrew-Christian community, such 
a community came actually into existence. Opposition on the
3/3
part of Jewry was fierce. Rabinowitsch met with hostility on 
every side. After his death the movement began to disintegrate. 
Thus Rabinowitsch, of whom Roi says that he was a Jew "an dem
   
Jede Fase-r jtidisch ist und bleibt", found himself pushed out from 
Jewish life and his dream remained unrealised. The terrible 
pogrom in Kishineff, on Easter Day, 1905, must have helped con- 
siderably to undo Rabinowitsch1 s work.
4
Rabinowitsch 1 s importance for the future missionary policy 
of the Church cannot be overestimated. Though it had been real­ 
ised before that the Gospel ought to be brought to the "Jews in 
more congenial terms, the issue as to the Christian approach was 
brought to a head by the leader of the Hebrew-Christian community
.  
in Kishineff. Rabinowitsch Reserved himself the right to give
. v .
to his faith his own specific Jewish expression, though affirm- 
ing his membership of the Catholic Church. He naturally met 
with opposition and, there were some who suspected the reappear-
 
ance of heretical Hebrew-Christianity. But in the end he triu 
ed. The most enlightened section of the protestant Church 
stood by him. In the venerable Prof* Franz Delitzsch, Rabin­ 
owitsch found a great and sympathetic friend. The question 
concerning a Hebrew-Christian Church and a Hebrew-Christian lit-
  L
urgy, raised by G.H. Box, C. J. Ball and others, was largely due
mito the influence and example of this remarkable man. The sub-
Wi 0- 
ject has -been repeatedly discussed ever since. Box suggested
the creation of a liturgy "which should be at once both Jewisli
ttft
and Christian". For this purpose he proposed that a Hebrew- 
Christian Liturgiological Society be formed "with a view to 
formulating out vof existing material:
a) a Hebrew-Christian Prayer-Bo ok
24?
b) a Hebrew-Christian Liturgy (Communion Office)".
The Bishop of Salisbury suggested the creation of a special
Saturday evening Service to usher in the Lord1 s day, correspond-
iw ing to the Friday evening service of the Synagogue. . Bishop Poi>-
"* *-
ham Blyth, in an article on the revival of the Church of the Heb- 
rews, expressed the view that "the Jew cannot, "by the Missionary 
distinction imposed "by Christ, "be incorporated into any Gentile
i *
form of Christianity". G. H. Box, one of the most enthusiastic
propagators of a Hebrew-Christian branch within the Catholic
t 
Church, worked out a tentative form of Evensong "for the use of
ifZHebrew-Christians on the Eve of the Lord's Day". Even Canon 
Hastings Kelk, who opposed the idea of a distinct Hebrew-Christ- 
ian Church, advocated the formation of Hebrew-Christian congrega- 
tions and admitted that allowances ought to be made for "Jewish
* 2*3
idiosyncracies, manners and customs". The matter was discussed
*
at the Budapest-Warsaw conference of 1927 and at the Atlantic
  t * - k »
ZSHCity Conference of 1931, but without much result. The greatest
difficulty involved is that at present, owing to Diaspora-life,
^ 
the Hebrew-Christians belong -to a multitude of denominations
which creates the danger of a Church coining into existence with/
branches "as numerous and variegated a s all the rest of the 
Church combined".
Amongst Hebrew-Christians themselves, opinions are divided. 
P. P. Levertoff, Morris Zeidman of Canada, and others hold that 
a Hebrew-Christian Church is the only solution of the social pro- 
blem which the Jewish Christian has to face on the Jewish and
i& the Gentile fronts. Others, like Pastor Christlieb T. Lipshytz,
hold an opposite opinion. .The reasons which Lipshytz gives
against a Hebrew-Christian Church deserve attention.' They are:t
l) The content of the Christian faith is independent of a dis- '. 
tinct national consciousness; 2) The present economy is that of
the (universal) Church; 3) The Jewish^national consciousness 
is the consciousness of a people mhich has rejected Jesus Christ.
Many hold, and with good reason, that a Hebrew-Christian 
Church in the Dispersion is an utter impossibility. A native 
Hebrew-Christian Church can only come into existence under con- 
ditions of Independent national life. This is increasingly 
"being-recognised "by "both Gentiles and Jews. Canon Hastings Ke3Jc
rf
has already argued that-the conditions for a Hebrew-Christian
. . *
Church "are a Hebrew-Christian people, and a land in which they 
are the supreme authority". In a recent article, Mr. H. Poms, 
a Hebrew-Christian, has clearly recognised that the whole Hebrew 
Christian movement depends upon the national reestabli-sliment of 
Jewish life. Without the existence of a real Jewish nation,
( ZS$
Hebrew-Christianity hangs in the air. On the Jewish side, it 
is.admitted that owing to the political changes taking place in
Palestine "a revival of the Judeo-Christian phenomenon is not
.. 260
impossible".
As long as the state of Dispersion lasts, a Hebrew-Christian 
Church appears to be not only impracticable, but also undesirable. 
For the creation of such a Church would be the first step towards 
the establishment of a new denomination. The existence of a
V
distinctive national Church is conditioned by geographical and 
linguistic limitations, otherwise it is a sect and not a branch 
of the Church Catholic. No such limitations exist in the dias- 
pora. To create a Hebrew-Christian Church in the Dispersion 
would be an admission that the middle-wall of partition between 
Jew and Gentile still exists. There is and there must be room
for the scattered Jewish Christians in the universal Church of
ifci   
Christ. But there is a further point tfiich c£ls for attention.
It is sometimes" argued that only the existence of a Hebrew-Christ 
ian Church will overcome Jewish suspicion and remove the accusa- 
tion that baptism leads to assimilation. This is the main line
of Philip Cohen's "book, The Hebrew-Christian and his national 
Continuity. "Our contention, therefore is", says Mr. Cohen, 
"that if Christianity is to become-a lasting and conquering power 
among Israel, it must lose its Gentile form and colour, and it 
must become as 'much a Hebrew religion to the Hebrews as the Pro- 
testant religion is English to the English, German to the German,
161
etc". But so far, history has proved that no attempt on the 
part of the Hebrew-Christian to force his way into Jewish life 
has been successful. Neither Rabinowitsch, nor Salkinson, nor 
Levertoff, have been admitted into Jewish society. The pre-
j
carious position of J. Lichtenstein was due to the fact that he 
had never accepted baptism. Roi says that Rabinowitsch had
 
shown to his people: "wie gerade der Jude alles in Christo zu
263
seinem Ziele kommen sieht, was ihm heilig, gross und -teuer ist".
But the fact remains that his efforts were depreciated and his
 
name slandered. Neither Rabinowitsch*s love for his people,
*-** . 
nor Salkinson 1 s mastery of Hebrew, nor Levertoff f s admiration
for Jewish mysticism, have won them a place in Jewry.
b) The Hebrew-Christian in the Gentile Church.
When Hans Herzl, the son of the great Zionist leader, after 
having become a Roman Catholic, committed suicide, Prof. Einstein
* t
is supposed to have remarked: "This shows the terrible danger,
of cutting oneself off from the Community". Perhaps more correct- 
ly, the great scientist ought to have said "of.being cut off 
from the Community". However, this is the first and greatest 
problem the Hebrew-Christian has to face the moment his baptism 
becomes known amongst other Jews. Together with the explusion 
from community-life, arises the economic problem. The individual 
Jew is to such an extent dependant on the community, especially 
where Jews live in larger groups together,' that severance from 
it spells economic ruin. This has been and still is the great-
3/7
est deterrent to an open profession of faith. In order to 
remedy the situation, the Christian Church felt it its duty to 
offer help to those who have thus suffered for their faith. The 
reluctance to offer such help, Eisenmenger in9ludes amongst the 
reasons why so few Jews are converted.
The necessity of offering help to many converts is naturally 
a source of great danger and raises grave problems. First, it
'provides the Jews witti the standard accusation of the use of
  
"bribery. This is a widely spread view amongst the Jewish people.
There was hardly a convert who had-not to face it. Even Rabbi
 
Lichtenstein, who had formally never left the Synagogue, was con-
267stantly accused of having "been "bribed by the missionaries.
Israel Cohen, following the mathematical calculations of Kaufmam^ ' _>
Kohler, alleges that it cost the London Jews Society in 1894,
0,68 
between £600 and £3,000 to make a single convert. Secondly,
*
it has a demoralising effect even upon sincere believers in that 
it makes them rely upon other people*s help. Thirdly, it is
 /
apt to attract unworthy men who are willing to barter their relig-
    
ion for material advancement. Nothing has done greater harm
to the name of Hebrew-Christian and to the missionary cause among 
Jews,« than the presence of such individuals. Lastly, it con-
*
stitutes an additional burden upon the Christian community and. »
also tends to degrade the convert in the eyes of the G-entile
*
Christian. • ' ?
In the Middle Ages, the economic position of the Jewish con- 
vert was even more aggravated by the custom of depriving him on 
his "baptism of all his property. The reason for this lay in the
fact that Jewish property belonged to the king, who stood in
* 164  danger of losing it once the Jew became a Christian. The estab-
lisliment of the Domus Conversorum in London by Henry III in 1232,
3/0
may have "been an effort to compensate in some measure the material
loss, "but its prime purpose was to encourage those who were in- 
clined to accept Christianity "by assuring them of shelter and
170 »
food. ^The expenses were mainly "borne "by the royal treasury with
the help of gifts from pious Christians, though the- Jewish corn- 
er/ 
munity had to contribute towards it. In more recent times, the
idea of a similar home for converts was conceived by Johann
i
Philipp Fresenius. He was the founder of such a home in Darm-'
/ 
stadt in 1738, which, however, had a very short history, for it
discontinued aiter Fresenius left the place to take up a prof-
2,72 essorship at Giessen. As the missionary zeal of the Protestant
Churches increased and the number of converts grew, their sit- 
uation became more and more difficult. The Jewish community
refused them every aid, and the Christians stood aloof. Many
^ 
of these converts were wandering about with their baptismal cert-'
ificates in their hands as evidence of their "conversion", teg-
i?3 •'
ging. The Herrnhuter Brethren were amongst the, first to extend
w
help and encouragement to Jewish converts. The missionary So- «
cieties felt it their duty to remedy the situation and variousY-
plans were conceived and executed, with a view to bringing mater-
 
ial and spiritual help to Hebrew-Christians.
Already in the early days of the London Jews Society, a 
weaving shop", a small printing press and other branches of in- 
dustry were created inx order to provide employment for Hebrew- 
174 
Christians. But these were short-lived. Later other institu-
%
tions were created, notably an industrial establishment in Pal- 
estine for training converts in carpentry and joinery, inaugurat- 
ed in 1843. It soon developed into a Home and a workshop "in 
which the converts and enquirers were housed, maintained, and in- 
structed in Christianity, during the time they were learning a .
VJS 
trade"* Similar homes for Jewish enquirers were founded by the
Rev. Ridley Haim Herschell, the father^ of the Lord Chancellor, 
also "by another Hebrew-Christian, Erasmus H. Simon at Campden
 \
Town. A much more ambitious plan was conceived "by Adelbert 
Graf von der Recke-Vblmerstein.' It consisted of creating a sem­ 
inary for Hebrew-Christians as future missionaries and a home
*
for Jews who wanted to "be "baptised. This was to "be the nucleus
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of a future Hebrew-Christian colony. ' A similar idea was con- 
ceived "by Dr. H. Lhotzky, the assistant missionary to Pastor Pal- 
tin in Bessarabia. He purposed to establish an agricultural 
settlement, where Jewish enquirers and Hebrew-Christians could 
work together on the soil. He was encouraged by the fact that 
German farmers had already employed at various times Hebrew- 
Christians in farm work. Lhotzky rented a piece of ground of
* *
300 morgen at Strembeni-Oneshti, in 1886, for the period of 12 
years. Dr. Lhotzky himself, assisted by an experienced farmer, 
stood at the head of the establishment. Seven young Jews and
  *
two Jewish families were settled on the farm. Unfortunately, 
the Russian authorities intervened, as there was a law prohibit- 
ing Jewish settlement upon land. Only the baptised members of 
the colony were allowed to stay,.the others were dragged back to
 
the town like criminals. Finally, the project had to be given 
up. The establishment of an agricultural colony in Palestine 
was seriously contemplated by the London Jews Society, though its 
main purpose was to help the distressed Jews who were at that 
time fleeing from Russian persecution. The moving spirit be- 
hind the enterprise was a missionary of the Society, a Hebrew- 
117 " 
Christian, Hermann Priedlander.' For this purpose, in 1883,
  
The Refugees' Aid Society was founded under the patronage of the
Earl of Aberdeen, with the result that 1,250 acres of land were
»
purchased to the south-west of Jerusalem, and a number of fam- 
ilies settled. Unfortunately this plan, too, met with little
320.
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success, -for various reasons. In many other ways, the London 
Jews Society has tried to help Jewish converts. The "Operative 
Jewish Converts 1 Institution", an establishment for teaching con- 
verts and candidates for ."baptism printing and "book-binding was 
founded in 1829 "by the great friends of the society, Simeon, Marshx
Hawtrey and Sir G. H. Rose. This institution, originally estab-
• 2&0 St$l
lished in Palestine Place, was later transferred to Hackney. It
  v , '
continued for a number of years and proved a great help in giving
181
employment and shelter to many Jewish Christians. There was also 
in existence the Jewish Converts 1 Relief Fund for the purpose of
,   '*
helping Jewish Christians in distress.
The economic problem connected with the open profession of 
the Christian faith is still one which frightens many Jewish "be-
 
lievers. On the other hand, missionary societies are unable to 
make themselves responsible for the upkeep of converts unless they
it• \ 
are prepared to deteriorate into philanthropical institutions.
*
Many believing Jews, therefore, have been refused baptism, until 
their economic position was secured. Thus, following the work 
of -Pastor Paltin in Kishineff, so many Jews offered themselves 
for baptism, that only the unmarried could be accepted because of 
the impossibility of providing support for the others. This 
policy has been followed by other missionary societies where it 
is increasingly recognized that philanthropic activity is no sol- 
ution of the problem.
c) The Hebrew-Christian Alliance.
The Hebrew-Christian Alliance grew out of an effort on the 
part Of Hebrew-Christians themselves to solve some of their diffi­ 
culties. It is not a union of ^baptised Jews, but of Jewish 
Christians. The rules laid down by the Hebrew-Christian Alliance 
of Great Britain, require therefore of its members, l) public
 
confession of their faith in Jesus Christ; 2) the acknowledge-
ment of Jesus Christ as personal Saviour and Redeemer; 3) faith 
in the Atonement and vicarious suffering wrought upon the Cross;
4) faith in Christ's Divinity and Resurrection; 5) adherence to
 
the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as the supreme rule
2*3
of faith and life. Its first aim , is 'to foster a spirit of fellow
ship and co-operation among Hebrew-Christians throughout the
W 
world".
The "beginnings of the Hebrew-Christian Alliance go back to
•
1813, when the first Hebrew-Christian Association, under the name 
of jbiT»*1i>^ '^3tL was formed in the Jews 1 Chapel, London, with a
membership of 41. They undertook to meet for prayer twice a week,
'tog
to attend Divine Service, to visit sick members, etc. Carl 
Schwartz, a Hebrew-Christian, originally from Poland, and sometime
missionary of, L. J. S. , was the first to conceive the idea of a
/
Hebrew-Christian Alliance on a wider scale, which he organized in
186 
1866w But a more immediate connection with the present Hebrew-
Christian Alliance is to be found in the Hebrew- Christian Prayer
* \
Union, which came into existence in 1882, largely due to the exer-
^
tions and devoted service of the Rev. J. B. Barraclough, Chaplain 
to Palestine Place until 1891. "Its. objects were the promotion
of unity, piety, and brotherly feeling amongst Jewish converts,
i«7 
by means of mutual prayer and religious intercourse". The first
president of the Union was the veteran missionary, H. A. Stern. 
Each member pledged himself to pray for the Union every Saturday* 
On the Day of Atonement, a meeting was arranged to offer prayer
, ^
for the salvation of the Jewish people. In 1886, 393 Hebrew- 
Christians belonged to the Union; later the number rose to 536, 
and in 1890, 600 members were on the list, amongst whom were the 
names of the two Jewish' bishops Hellmuth and Schereschewski, and 
outstanding Hebrew-Christians like A. Saphir, P. Cassel, Herschell 
Lukcy, Margoliouth, Rabinowitsch, Schdnberger, etc. Branches of
the Union were formed in Germany, Norway, .Roumania, Russia, Pal- 
estine and the United States.
In America there came into existence a He"brew-.Christian
*
Alliance in 1915. Representatives of the American Alliance and 
the Hebrew-Christian Prayer Union in Great Britain issued a joint 
appeal inviting Hebrew-Christians of all countries to an Inter- 
national Conference, which took place at Islington, London, on , r 
Sept. 5th-12th, 1925. The outcome of this conference was the 
formation of an International Hebrew-Christian Alliance. A res- 
olution- carried unanimously read: "That we Hebrew-Christians from 
different parts of the world standing for the Evangelical Faith
* :>
now met in Conference, reaffirm our living faith in the Lord Jesus 
as our Messiah and our oneness in Him; and do hereby declare that
we now form ourselves into an International Hebrew-Christian
ias 
Alliance".L The late Samuel Schor was its first president, and
he was followed by the late Sir Leon Levison of Edi&bur^i.
The spiritual and material welfare of scattered Hebrew-Christ- 
ians has remained the main concern of the International Hebrew- 
Christian Alliance whose president is now the veteran missionary,
* «
the Rev. A. Prank, D.D., formerly of Hamburg. The official 
organ of the Alliance is a quarterly magazine called the Hebrew 
Christian.
The importance of the International Hebrew-Christian Alliance 
lies, not only in the vl^uable service it renders to[lndividual 
Hebrew-Christians in need. It strives to promote the sense of
\
unity amongst the scattered Hebrew-Christian members and to en-*
»
courage their Christian witness to their own people. It presents 
the Hebrew-Christian cause to the Gentile Church and a united 
front before the Jewish people. By keeping together, Hebrew- 
Christians- demonstrate to the Jews that they are determined, as 
far as in them lies, to maintain their loyalty to their own people.
313
The existence of the International Hebrew-Christian Alliance 
refutes the notion that Christianity is a purely Gentile preroga-
*
*
 tive.  
d) Hebrew-Christian influence.
The Jew in the Dispersion, on becoming a Christian, naturally 
enters one of the existing Gentile Churches, Owing to the divis- 
ions within Christendom, the choice which denomination to Join is
4
»
not an easy one. Rabinowitsch was determined to become a member
s
* V
of the Church Catholic and not of one particular Christian denomin- 
ation. On the 24th March, 1885, he was, therefore, baptised in 
the Bohemian Church in Berlin, by Prof. Mead of Andover, America; 
but that was all he could do. Most Jews,, however, join the de- 
nomination either of the mission where they were converted or the 
Fational Church of the country in which they live. -Many of them 
have assimilated themselves to a remarkable degree to the theolo- 
gical outlook of their particular Church. Others have only super- 
ficially accepted a denominational colouring, remaining strangers 
to its traditional past. In an anonymous article, 'an Anglican 
High Churchman, obviously a Gentile, corplair.s bitterly of the 
"Undenominationalism" of the Hebrew-Christian Alliance and Prayer 
Union. The writer reasons as follows: "if-a Jew is converted 
as a Plymouth Brother, he must remain a Plymouth Brother, if he
 *
is sincerely convinced that that form of faith be the true one; 
to pretend to be in communion with the Church would be hypocrisy 
on his part, because the Church teaches as vital truths things
, *
which a Plymouth Brother regards as utterly unnecessary; the same
W
applies to members of each of the sects!' This gives some indica- 
tion of the convert* s position within the Church of his choice. 
He is naturally expected to identify himself with the theology, 
tradition and mode of life of the community.
32V
Prom the foregoing, it is obvious that there can "be no quee- 
tion of, a .distinctive He"brew-Christian contribution to the lifepf 
the Gentile Church. This can only "be possible when there comes 
into existence a He"brew-Christian "branch, living its free and 
Independent life. The important influence exerted "by converts 
from Judaism upon the Church was only due to their remarkable 
ability at adaptation. Their greatness lay in the fact that in 
spite of their Jewish descent, they managed to attain positions 
of prominence. They acted not as Hebrew-Christians, but as-typi-'
»
cal representatives of each particular Church. Thus, Neander
\
represents the orthodox Lutheran view, and Dr. Ludwig Jacoby that 
of a typical Methodist.
The Hebrew-Christian contribution to the life of the Church 
was mainly in two directions: within the sphere of theology and 
in the mission field.
1. Theology.
There is no Hebrew-Christian theology or school of thought, 
nor can there be, considering the circumstances. But individual 
Hebrew-Christians have made important contributions to learning, 
especially in the Protestant Church. It is a remarkable fact 
that the greatest Hebrew-Christian names are associated with a 
vigorous affirmation of orthodoxy. Only seldom have Jewish Christ- 
ians moved in the opposite direction. This is the more note- 
worthy as it is f requently Jheld that the Jews are a revolutionary
%
element in every movement. *
 
One of the most outstanding Hebrew-Christians was undoubtedly 
the great orientalist and translator of the Scriptures, Emmanuel 
Tremellius (1510-1-530). His importance as a biblical scholar in
I
the Reformation period cannot be overlooked. He. produced a Syriac
«
New Testament with a Latin translation, to which he added a Syriac 
and Chaldee grammar. He also wrote a Hebrew grammar, a "Hebrew
Catechism", and a commentary on the Prophecy of Hosea. But'his 
greatest work is the celebrated Latin translation of the kible * 
published in 1575 with the help of Francis Juflius, The Real. Encyc£
\
fflr protest. Theol. und Kirche says with good reason that Trem- 
ellius was "ein bekannter Theologe und hervorrangafler Kenner der
fiebrSischen Sprache". He is looked upon as one of the most learn-
U)o
ed scholars in oriental languages of his time.
\"  *
Tremellius had an adventurous life and took an active part in 
the Reformation movement. . He held the chair of Hebrew at various
V
universities pn the Continent and was for a short time professor 
of the Old Testament at Cambridge. Together with his great 
friend Vermilius, he came to England, following an invitation "by 
Cranmer. He helped with the framing of the 39 Articles and the 
compilation of the Book, of Common. Prayer. It is thus of special 
interest that a Jew had some part in the doctrinal and liturgical
4
constitution of the Anglican Church.
Two other Hebrew-Christians "belonging to the same period
,-  ^
-.-
deserve to "be mentioned, though their importance is entirely con- 
fined to the field of Biblical' scholarship. Johannes Isaac
»
Levita Germanus (1515-77), who strangely enough, though originally
f'-
baptised in the Protestant Church, "became a Roman Catholic and 
was appointed professor of Hebrew at 'Cologne. .He wrote a Hebrew 
Grammar, and edited Maimonides' work on astrology and Moses ibn
Tibbon's commentary on Aristotle's physics. Matthaeus Hadrianus,
  
the other Hebrew-Christian, a man of great scholarship was highly
praised for his learning by Erasmus, Reuchlin and Luther.2^' In 
the field of Biblical scholarship and 'the Hebrew language, con-
 
verted Jews have made valuable contributions. Charles Singer'/'
points out that of the four Latin Christians in the Middle Ages 
who have left any written records to show their Hebrew scholar- 
ship, one was probably, and the other certainly (viz.Paul of
316
Burgos) a converted Jew. To mention a morg recent name, Chriet- 
ian David (Jinsburg (1831-1914), is looked upon as "one of the
243
greatest biblical scholars of his day". His massoretic studies 
have made a^n important contribution to the fixation of the Hebrew 
text.
Perhaps the man'to whom the Protestant Church owes most was 
the remarkable scholar Jacob ben Chayim ibn Adonyah (died 1537), 
who was employed by the famous printer Daniel Bomberg and "who. 
was mainly responsible for the editio princeps of the Rabbinic
Bible, and wrote the Introduction to it". There is some reason
245"
to suppose that he became a Christian. It was the Hebrew Bible
which stood in the centre of the Reformation movement and the
scientific publication of the Massoretic text still in use was
*96
mainly due to the labours of this great scholar. Another Hebrew
 Christian who worked for Bomberg was Felix Pratensis, the Editor
£47
of the Biblia Veneta (Venice, 1418).
It is unnecessary to enumerate all the Jewish Christians, 
many of whom were fine Hebrew scholars, and not a few of them, 
teachers at various European universities, 'but one more name de- 
serves special mention* A man of great prominence of tfhom De-
litzsch spoke as being an ornament -to the Christian Church, was 
Moses de Krakovia, who, after his conversion, assumed the/name of
 - 
John Kemper (died 1714). He taught Judaic a at the university of 
Uj^sala and is the author of some works dealing with subjects re-
lated to the Sphar. He also translated the New Testament, and 
2*4
wrote notes.
It is a remarkable fact that in the age of growing rational- 
ism, some Hebrew-Christians rank as the foremost defenders of 
orthodoxy. On the Roman Catholic side, one of the most representa 
tive Jewish Christians, was undoubtedly, Dr. Thepdor Kohn, the
  »
archbishop of the ancient see of Olmtttz. Eohn was an expert on
Roman law, and an energetic defender of the faith. But as an
*  ,
apologetic writer for positive. Christianity, Don Juan Josef Hey-
/  
deck is ah ^.unique phenomenon in the Roman Church. His work,
Defensa de la religion Christiana, 3 vols., Madrid, 1792, is/ k
designed to refute the attacks Upon Christianity "by Voltaire, 
Rousseau and others. Both Abraham Capadose and Isaac Da Costa,
3oohave "been greatly helped "by this work.• ' •
On the Protest'ant side, there are several great Hebrew--Christ- 
ian names, especially in Germany. Foremost amongst them is Prof.
»
August Neander, who stood firmly on the ground of positive Christ-
t
ianity. Neander "became professor at the Berlin university at 
the early age of 23, and0 for many years he exercised an amazing 
spiritual influence upon German youth. It was largely thanks to 
thie example and teaching of this no"ble Hebrew-Christian that Ger- 
many witnessed a new spiritual revival. Roi "boldly asserts, and 
with good reason: "Dass es in diesem Jahrhundert auf den deut- 
schen Universitfiten zu einem neuen Erwachen des Glaubenslebens 3of'
kam, ist ihm (i.e. Neander) in "besonderem Maasse zu verdanken". 
As a^ thinker, Neander combined Schleiermacher*s theology with the
3Oi
warmth of personal conviction and nobility of character. His 
favourite motto reveals the importance o.f the personal element 
in *his theological thinking: Pectus est quod theologum facit.
The Encycl. Brit, says of him: "He rested with a sequre footing
303
on the great central truths of Christianity". As a church his-v-
torian, he had an amazing grasp of nis subject and a good psycho-
*r
logical understanding of the intricacies of human nature, the
decisive factor in historical events. Neander has written much 
and on many subjects, but experts regard his great vork, Die
t 
Allgemeine Geschichte der christlichen Religion und Kirche, 5 Vols v
(the 6th vol. was edited posthumously by K. P. Th. Schneider),
3
as of epoch-making importance.
31*
In answer to Strauss', Leben Jesu, Neander wrote, Das Leben 
Jesu Christi in seinem geschichtlichen Zusammenhange u. seiner 
geschichtlichen Entwickelung darsgestellt, 1837. The finest evi- 
dence of his deep conviction is afforded by his noble "behaviour 
with regard to Strauss 1 book. Answering a request "by the Prussia^ 
authorities with a view to suppressing the book* Neander advised
\
that the only way of procedure was to answer the challenge in a
 
scientific manner. Neander was convinced that scholarly research 
would in the end overcome Strauss 1 evidence and help to confirm 
the Christian faith.30 *"
Another Jewish Christian whose influence was perhaps more 
perceptible, but less profound, was Priedrich Julius Stahl (1802-
1861), a great leader in German politics and a convinced and firm
i
Christian.   '' v " 
, *' Stahl was the founder of the German Conservative Party and*
its leader in the Prussian Upper House. Kohut regards him, with 
some justification, as the father of the German national-Christian
' ' ' " 306
philosophy for which he .fought all his life. Both, as a politi- 
cal leader, and as professor of law at Erlangen, Wflrzburg, but 
chiefly at Berlin, he exercised immense influence upon German life. 
In the opinion of some, he is held to have had a more lasting
influence, and to-have been possessed of greater political skill
^07
than Disraeli. He was, perhaps, the most ardent defender of*
Mheran orthodoxy of his time, and as such he-opposed Hegel's 
philosophy, stressing the importance of Revelation above reason.
There is a consistent apologetic strain in defence of orthodox
508
Christianity in all his numerous writings. He is the author of
the famous, sentence: "Die Wissenschaft muss umkehren". Stahl 
betrays his.Jewish upbringing by his characteristic insistence 
upon Christianity pervading the totality of human life, refusing
to distinguish "between Church and State.
In this connection, the names of Friedrich Adolf Philippi 
(1809-1882), professor of theology at Rostock; Karl Paul Caspar!
 w
(1314-1892), professor of theology at Christiania; and last "but 
not least, the Dutch poet Isaac Da Costa, deserve our mention,
*
Philippi was an ardent defender of the Church, and his
*  
 
"Glaubenslehre" (1853) "became a standard work of Lutheran theology. 
Roi says of him: "seinem Einflusse war es besonders zu verdanlten, 
dass dem Rational!smus im Grossherzogtum ein Snde bereitet wurde".
* .. ; ' *   .
Caspari eriQ'oyed great esteem in Norway and is still known as an
outstanding Old Testament scholar. He was held to "be one of the
. Ho
most learned Lutheran theologians .of his time. Da Costa occupies 
afi unique position in Dutch literature, "both as a poet and as a
theologian. The Encycl. Brit, affirms that "da Costa ranked
jfV
first among the poets of Holland after the death of Bilderdijk".
But "besides poetry, he has written many "books on theological and 
missionary subjects. His outlook was definitely Calvinistic and 
he exerted a decisive influence upon the Reformed Church of Hol- 
land. From the day of his "baptism (1822) to the end of his life, 
he remained a faithful champion of orthodox Christianity.
 
  2.- Mission work.
r *> *
' :, : "V '
I
The greatest contribution Hebrew-Christians have made to the 
life of the Church is undoubtedly in the sphere of missionary 
activity, especially in the Jewish field. The remarkable array 
of great missionaries within the short period of scarcely a hund- 
red years, is an unique phenomenon in the history of missions.
*
The often asserted view that the Jewish people is specially gifted
*
for mission work finds some support in the fact that many of the 
converts have proved to be missionaries of outstanding quality. 
However the case may be, the missionary zeal on the part of many
330
leading Hebrew-Christians is more than a "necessity for self- 
Justification", as Dr. H. C. Lee would suggest. The position of
many of those Het>rew-Christians who showed sincere concern wi'th the
•
spiritual welfare of their own people, was such, that self-justi- 
fication on their part was unnecessary. What need for self-
t ..
justification could there "be for men like Da Costa, Caspari or
. / 
Adolf Janasz ? The fact that men like these shov/ed so-much zeal
and self-sacrifice in their missionary endeavour, ought to caution
Jewish writers in indiscriminately condemning all Jewish mission-
/  * 
aries. as opportunists.,
The father of modern missions to BTews is undoubtedly Christ- 
ian Friedrich (Joseph Samuel) Frey (1771-1851)'. v He was the primg 
mover in the establishment of the London Jews Society (1809). 
A. Ftlrst says convincingly: "H&tte er weiter nichts in seinem 
;Le"ben voirbracht, als die London Society ins Le"ben zu rufen, so 
verdient er schon dessharb den Dank und Ruhm der christgla'u'bigen
Ml > •
 Naehwelt... " Frey's importance in the history of Jewish mission- 
ary work cannot "be overestimated. Roi, who is not given to ' 
exaggeration says of him: "Fttr fie Geschichte der Judenmission 
"bleitot er eine der wichtigsten Persdnlichkeiten denn er ist der 
eigentliche Vater des heutigen Missionswerkes". It was Frey 
who conceived the plan for the creation of a Society which was 
destined to,"become the stronghold of all missionary work among
the Jews. Thanks to Frey' s uremarkaTDle tenacity and perseverance 
/ 
against many difficulties, the plan of an independent Society
* 9
    '
was ultimately crowned with success. In his far-sighted policy 
he was often misunderstood and he had to fight hard "battles first 
with the committee of the London Missionary Society, in 'whose
employment he stood, and later with the committee of the new
>  
Society. His "broadly conceived plan became._the foundation for
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the Society* s centre, the famous Palestine Place.
Prey, though originally a qualified shoemaker, was a man of 
intellect and considerable learning. His missionary book, Joseph 
arid Benjamin, written in the form of letters, treats of almost all 
the controversial points between rabbinic Judaism and Christianity. 
It saw several editions in England and America and may still be 
consulted with some profit by Jewish missionaries.
It is remarkable that'not only the great English Society, but
, *
that also G-erman missionary work amongst the Jews owes its exist-
3/6
ence in some measure to the missionary zeal of a Hebrew-Christian.
The name of Dr. Heinrich Christian Immanuel Prommann is close- 
ly connected with the early history of the Institutum Judaicum 
in Halle. Thanks to Prommann1 s enthusiasm while still a young 
medical student, the little printing-press was established, which 
became the nucleus of the later famous Institute. Roi generously
admits: "Dass die Halle 1 sche Mission ins Leben trat, ist in der
517 
Tat in nicht geringem Grade auch Prommann zu verdanken". Prommann
\
remained to his life's end a faithful champion of Jewish missions. 
For this purpose he translated parts of the New Testament into - 
Yiddish. His Hebrew translation of Luke has been highly praised' 
by Delitzsch. Dr. Biesenthal brought to light a.Rabbinic cofcmenr-
*
tary on St. Luke written by Prommann, which he revised and edited, 




" An unusual man was Adolf Janasz. He was the son of a rich 
landowner near Warsaw. Both he and his father were baptised in 
the Protestant Church. Janasz married the daughter of a Hebrew 
Christian missionary of the London Jews Society named Rosenthal. 
After the abortive Polish insurrection of 1863, he founded an 
orphanage for destitute Jewish children, and attached to the
S3X
orphanage was a home for Jewish inquirers. Janasz employed at 
his own expense a Bible woman and two colporteurs to bring to the 
Jews of Warsaw the Gospel message. Later, the British Jews 
Society sent him the Hebrew-Christian missionary, Paul tfworkowicz. 
A Polish nobleman, Count Wengerski, was keenly interested in 
Janasz' s work and helped him to finance it. Dworkowicz left in 
1877 for another field, but Janasz faithfully continued his mission- 
ary effort single-handed. L. J. S. missionaries in Warsaw found
t
in him a devoted friend, and he remained a generous supporter of 
the Society all his life. He is the author of a tract called,
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"Die Zukunft des Volkes Israel (Berlin, 1882). His name is now 
largely forgotten, though at one time he was a well-known figure 
to many Jews in Warsaw. There is still a market-place in the 
Jewish quarter of the city, bearing the name of Janasz; the pro- 
perty once belonged to the family.
.Many other Hebrew-Christians have played a decisive role in
» 
the Church's endeavour to preach the G-ospel to the Jews. Some
of them, like Da Costa in Holland, Dr. C. H. A. Kalkar (1803-1886)
*n
in Denmark, and Caspari in Norway, have profoundly stirred their
*
respective Churches to the Christian missionary obligation in gen- 
eral, though the Jewish missionary cause was closest' to their. «
heart. Neander himself was a great supporter of missions to the 
heathen, though he lacked understanding for the work amongst the 
Jews. He regarded the existence of the Church as a great enough 
challenge, making direct missionary enterprise to the Jewish
* 
people superfluous.
Hebrew-Christians haveaJLso made some contribution to the 
Church's missionary endeavour at home. Dr. Abraham Capadose, 
Da Costa 1 s close friend, took great interest in home evangelisa- 
tion, and was one of the founders of the Dutch Protestant Union
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for Evangelisation. Ridley Chaim Herschell, (1807-1864), the
4
father of Lord Faber Herschell, was not only one of the founders 
of the British Society for the Propagation of the Gospel amongst 
the Jews (founded 1842), but had also, some share in the founding 
of the "Evangelical Alliance" which came into existence mainly by 
the efforts off Eftward Bickersteth in 1845, in order to bring into
*
closer touch the nonconformists with the evangelical party. In 
Paris, he helped to establish a Union for the distribution of 
Christian'literature, and in many other ways he showed keen inter- 
est in home missions. His .funeral was attended by 300 police 
officials who used to attend his ̂ weekly Bible readings.
The greatest contribution, however, Jewish Christians have 
made, is in the actual mjLssion field itself. Herein lies a. mark- 
ed difference between the Jewish and the heathen field. While 
only few heathen converts have shown qualities required of a great 
missionary, the Jewish field has provided a continuous succession
*
of great and efficient missionaries. It is not possible to enunBr- 
ate all outstanding Jewish missionaries, but a Jew names of spec- 
ial'merit must be mentioned.
The first place undoubtedly belongs to Joseph Wolff (179*5?- 
186S), the greatest of Jewish missionaries. Wolff was no mission- 
ary in the ordinary sense; he was a great traveller and a great 
adventurer as well. Pew missionaries have travelled so extensive- 
ly, have met with greater adventures and have enjoyed greater 
success than Wolff. Without any exaggeration, Wolff belongs to
7 * . « ' *
the greatest missionary pioneers of all times. »A man of great 
courage, of profound* scholarship and gifted with many tongues, he
was described by Louis Way, the benefactor of the London Jews t
•>• * >v ,   
Society, as "a comet without any perihelion, and capable of setting
a whole system on fire 11 . Wolff. was an extraordinary character,
passionately active, in constant need of motion and consumed with 
zeal to preach the Gospel. He knew of no obstacles, was capable 
of superhuman endurance and was a "born leader. Way describes 
him: "A man, who at Rome calls the Pope 'the dust of the earth1 , 
and at Jerusalem tells the Jews that r the Gemara is a lie 1 ; who 
passes his days in disputation, and his nights in digging the Tal- 
mud; to whom a floor of brick is a feather-bed; and a box is a 
bolster; who. makes or finds a friend alike in the persecutor of 
his former, or of his present'faith; who can conciliate a pasha,
/
or confute a patriarch, who travels without a guide, speaks with- 
out an interpreter, can live without food, and pay without money;
*
forgiving all the insults he meets with, and forgetting all the 
flattery he receives; who knows little of worldly conduct, and 
yet accommodates himself to all menwjithout giving offence to any1!.
r'*'-
Wolff had a great love for his people and a greater love for Jesus 
Christ. Like all 'great men, he acknowledged no fetters. Way 
accurately describes him: "he knows of no church .but his heart, 
no- calling but that of zeal, no dispensation but that of preaching,
1 3J4His Travels and Adventures, .and his Missionary Journal and Memoir, 
give some indication of his eventful life and his great missionary 
efficiency.
..... Next to Wolff we would place Joseph Rabinowitsch, who, thou$i*. . ,/ 
\
less spectacular, was possessed with an equal zeal, a great vision 
and profound love for his people. While Wolff was the wandering 
preacher, aptly called in missionary circles "the meteor", Rabina-*
* 
witch was. a great organiser. His merit is to have been the found- 
er of the first modern Hebrew-Christian community without any out- 
side assistence. As such, he will always* occupy the first place 
in the history of modern Hebrew-Christianity. As a man of great 
Christian virtues, as a great preacher and above all, as a leader, 
Rabinowitsch will remain for long the finest example of a Hebrew-
Christian missionary.
, «
In this connection we must make mention of Dr. Joachim 
Raphael Heinrich (Hirsch) .Biesenthal (1804-1886 ), who, though
i
different from Wolff and Rabinowitsch, stands out as the eiaens>lary 
scholar-missionary. t Both Strack and Schlottmann have confessed 
that they owe to him their missionary'zeal and their love for the 
Hebrew language. Biesenthal's merits are mainly literary, "but 
all his writings are inspired by a great missionary zeal and pro- 
found scholarship. Delitzsch regarded his "books as the best of 
all,missionary literature. He was also appreciated for honest
i >
scholarship, Rabbinic knowledge and Hebrew style, by Jewish writers
like the.historian Jost and the grammarian Dr. Julius Fflrst.* '
Both as a missionary and a writer, he exerted great influence 
upon Gentiles and Jews alike. Under the pseudonym of Karl Ignaz 
Corve, he defended his Jewish brethren against the Blood libel. 
Of his many works his, Zur Geschlchte der christlichen*Kirche in 
ihrer erst en Entwickelungsperiode bis zum Anfang 'des 4. Jahrhun-
*
derts (1850), deserves special attention from the missionary point 
of view.' This book was written for the Jewish people, intending 
to demonstrate the utter "Jewishness" of the^ early Christian move- 
ment. His, Chrestomathia Rabbinica, cum versione latina et Vitis
 
Scriptorum (1844), earned him the D.D. of the university of Giesseh. 
The London Jews Society may be proud to have counted this great 
man amongst its missionaries. / .
v ,- .     '
Of Hebrew-Christians who laboured in the heathen field, the 
rcoet famous is Dr. Joseph S. Schereschewsky (1831-1906), to whom 
the Church in China owes -a lasting debt. His Christian character
  ,
his devotion to duty, but above all, his amazing perseverance, ic 
a lasting monument of the triumph of spirit over matter.
Schereschewsky was a^ missionary of the Episcopal Church ot
America in China. Durirr tv c v ^-.tilities with the United States,\
he was one of the few white missionaries who refused to leave the 
country, earning his Iivellho6d "by teaching. v Twice he was appoint
 
ed "bishop, "but refused to accept the office until finally he con- 
ceded in 1877, "becoming bishop of Shanghai. Already as an or- 
dinary nissionary, he translated the psalms into the colloquial
*
language of China and together with Bishop Burdon, the first Man- 
darin Prayer Book; he was also a member of the committee entrust- 
ed with the task of translating the !>Tew Testament. In 1865, he 
undertook the translation of the Old Testament in Mandarin and
t
completed the task in eight years. Later he translated the 
Prayer Book into classic Chinese (Wen-li) and began the transla- 
tion of the Apocrypha, when he was suddenly seized with paralysis»
*_  It was during his illness, "being able to use only his two middle- 
fingers on a typewriter, that the "bishop accomplished his greatest 
task, namely the translation of the whole Bi"ble including the 
Apocrypha into the Wen-li dialect. For 20 years he laboured on 
this work which he completed not long before his death. Thus, 
a Hebrew-Christian brought the Bible "to the two-hundred and fifty 
million Mandarin-speaking Chinese, as well as to the mass of read^-
?31ers in China".
* *
Bishop Schereschewsky is also the author of several Chinese 
grammars and dictionaries. He translated the Gospels into Mon- 
golian and prepared a dictionary of that language. Prof. Max 
Mflller regarded himjas one of the most learned orientalists; as 
a Sinologist he certainly occupies a prominent position.
Of the many other missionaries of the houseo f Israel,.the 
names of Salkinson, Ca^sel, Lucky, the two Lichtensteins, Sch6*n- 
berger, Joseph Immanuel Landsmann, Dr. P. P. Levertoff, may all
** 
provide material enough for interesting biographical studies.
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They can all be characterised by devotion to the missionary cause, 
simplicity ofx faith and great Talmud!'c learning. The most origin- 
al of them all was undoubtedly^Theophil Lucky, the editor of Bduth 
le Israel, Lucky was possessed of a phenomenal memory and could
* »speak with expert knowledge on almost any subject. He was deeply
9
religious and a great Jewish nationalist. It was his conviction 
that organised missionary activity is harmful and he consequently 
refused every help from outside. He lived the life of an ortho- 
dox Jew, keeping the Mosaic commandments,"but firmly convinced of
 
the Messiahship of Jesus. His attitude to the Churchlas sometime? 
been called in question. Dalman and Roi regard him as an Ebion-
333
ite of the heretical type, but Bernstein asserts that he was 
"thoroughly orthodox.with regard to the cardinal doctrines of
M4
Christianity 11 . His observance of the Rabbinical laws was rather 
an expression of loyalty to his people than of doctrinal signifi- 
cance.
Lucky managed to collect a circle of Jesus-believing Chassid- 
im both in Stanisiawow and Lwow; and the-movement which he started 
in some ways resembled the one of Kishineff led by Rabinowitsch. 
After his death, a few of his disciples joined the Protestant
3*rChurch, others lapsed to Judaism.
s
 Thus, Hebrew-Christian missionaries have brought valuable 
psychological and Rabbinic knowledge to the missionary task of 
the Church. They have insisted that the Gospel be brought to
*
the Jews not in Greek, but in its original Hebrew dress, and have*  
made no small contribution both to the interpretation and transla-   .  
tion of the Christian Paith in terms familiar to the Jewish people. 
Not a few of them have had a share in introducing Hebrew as a 
means in the missionary approach. This has proved of utmost im- 
portance, for together with the Hebrew language came a new under-
-534 
standing for Judaism, and the Jewish people in general.' Modern
j  
missions to Jews are closely .connected with the history of the>
Hebrew New'Testament. . As long as the Church saw fit 'to'preach
to the Jew in an alien tongue, Christianity remained a subject of
i 
controversy between'a few learned Rabbis and priests. It was
the New Testament, offered to the Jew in the Sacred Tongue, which
/
opened the way to the .heart of the Jewish people.
 
Tremellius clearly recognised the utter importance of ap-
3?6
preaching the Jew in-his own language and not in a foreign tongue.
It was with this purpose in view that he published-in 1554 his
 
Hebrew Cathechism, which contains an>exposition of the Apostolic 
Creed, the Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, the two Sacraments 
and finishes with some prayers. To what extent Tremellius 1 opin- 
ions have influenced others is difficult to say, but it is remark- 
able that 'in this period the first efforts were made to bring the
» 
New Testament to the Jews in the Hebrew language. In the first
plape of this pioneer work stands the Strassburg professor, Elias
*
Schadaeus, who,, established a special printing press for tie purpose
Ha
of publishing parts of the New Testament in Hebrew script. It
  
was Elias Hutter (1553-1605?), who translated the New Testament:
539
into-Hebrew for the polyglo-t Bible (Nttrnberg, 1599). There soon
 
followed a whole series of translations, not only of parts of the 
New Testament,but also of other important Christian documents,
  *-
like the Augu*sburg Confession by Philipp Gallus (1588), Luther's
* »
Cathechism by Theodosius Pabricius. Even Christian hymns were 
translated into Hebrew and adapted to well-known Jewish melodies^ 
(Leipzig, 1662). The Rev. Thomas Ingemethorp, in the diocese of 
I>urham, translated the Anglican cathechism in 1633, and W. Robert- 
son corrected Hutter f s Hebrew New Testament. A Hebrew-Christian 
by the name of Abraham Bar Jacob made the first translation of
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of the Book of Common Prayer in 1717, which, 1 however, was never 
published. But together with the translation by another Hebrew- 
Christian named Czerskier, made about 100 years later, it served 
as the "basis for the Hebrew translation published by the London 
Jews Society in 1834/36 for which'McCaul and Reichardt were res- 
ponsible. This translation was in use at Palestine Place from
340 
1837 and in Jerusalem from 1838.
s
There are at least three standard translations of the New ̂  
Testament used by the various missionary societies. The first
was published by the London Jews Society between the years 1814-
*m
1817. It is to a large extent the work of Hebrew-Christians.
•It was partly made by a German Jew named Judah df Alleraand, and 
the committee which was responsible for its revision in 1838 and
3V1
1866 consisted mostly of Hebrew-Christians. The second is Prof.
yt\
Delitzsch1 s masterly translation, which appeared complete in 1877, 
having the Sinaiticus as its basis. It has since seen many edit- 
ions. The last translation is that by Salkinson, published post-
V
. humously by the learned Dr. C. D. Ginsburg in 1886. It is entire­ 
ly the work of a Hebrew-Christian, and though perhaps less accur-
•
ate than Delitzsch's translation, it by far surpasses it in beauty
?4Vof style and the easy flow of language.
6. The Hebrew-Christian future.
• *
Standing mid-way between the Gentile and the Jewish world, 
Hebrew-Christianity performs a double function: it interprets 
Judaism to Gentile Christianity and Christianity to Judaism.
V
But its existence is of still greater significance.
  »
The .present world-crisis in which the Church and the Syna- 
gogue are both involved, has its roots in a philosophy which has
/
placeman in the centre of the universe. Strange as it may be, 
such exaltation of man is neither contrary to Greek "philosophy
nor to the spirit of Judaism. It is, however, alien to the es- 
sence-of Christianity,, which is "based upon the|notion of human 
inadequacy. The prevailing humanism of our age has thus greatly 
reduced the distance which once divided Church and Synagogue. The
s
faster the Church is moving in the direction of Greek philosophy, 
especially Platonism, the closer it approximates the Jewish point 
of view. The gap which still divides the two creeds is increas- 
ingly "bridged "by the common religious denominator. The emphasis 
upon religious experience has created a platform for all reli-g-
«
iously-minded men, irrespective of creed. "Proselytising" is 
thus increasingly "becoming a sign of intolerance, and is looked 
upon as outrageous to the religious instinct. On the Jewish side, 
the lack of active missionary propaganda on the part of the Syna- 
gogue is regarded as a virtue. On the Christian side, the theo-. 
logical implications of the central doctrines of the Church, are .. 
giving place to the mystic experience of the individual, thus 
rendering missionary activity pointless. In this general atmos- 
phere of universal religiosity, the He"brew-Christian is a curios- 
ity, a disquietning phenomenon to "both sides. At a time of doc- 
trinal indifference, when adherence to a historic creed is more
 
an expression of loyalty than personal conviction, the presence 
of the Jewish Christian is a strange reminder of a "by-gone age. 
To leave the Synagogue with its many and great religious tradit- 
ions appears not only to the Jew, "but to many a Gentile Christian 
an act of "betrayal. Again, in our age of intense nationalism, 
when the Christian Faith has "been degraded to a tribal religion 
of various ethnic groups, conversion from Judaism to Christianity 
appears to some Gentiles as an intolerable intrusion. This will 
become etvious when we remember that to many Church people, to 
"be a Christian is a Gentile prerogative. ' In spite of the fact
that the Gentile world is increasingly "becoming indifferent to 
the Christian profession, it is still, taken for granted that the. 
Gentiles have accepted and the Jews have rejected Jesus Christ. 
It is thus almost expected of the Jew to remain loyal to the relig 
ion 'in which he was "born. - . .
The position of the Hebrew-Christian is ofle of great loneli- 
ness. He finds himself outside "both camps, standing mid-way. He 
is torn in two directions, "between the Gentile Church and the Jew- 
ish people. We 'now understand the reason why so many prominent 
Jewish Christians have championed the cause of orthodox Christian- 
ity. Positive'Christianity can provide the only justification 
for the grave step a Jew takes When accepting "baptism. Religious 
experience is no Christian prerogative, it can be attained within
«
the walls of the Synagogue. If a Jew leaves' his kindred and his
\
father' s house, and "becomes a stranger, there must, toe a great and• • ' »
compelling reason. True Hebrew^Christianity is thus founded upon
/
loyalty to Jesus Christ. , It is for Christ's sake that the Jew-
V . - '
ish Christian is called upon to make this great sacrifice. ITo- 
body who has read the recent* memoirs by a convinced Roman Catholic
Jew, a Polish lawyer, can remain unmoved by the clash'of loyalties
. W 
in which the Hebrew-Christian finds himself. His first loyalty .
is to the Church whose' spiritual son he is; his second loyalty 
is to his people to whom he belongs and whose memories and tradit- 
ions are deeply "bnuled in his heart. Jewish Christians have 
sometimes held that there need be no clash of loyalties. They 
argued that, like the Frenchman or the Englishman who manage to 
be loyal to their nation and remain good Christians, the Jewish 
Christian ought to be able to be both a Jew and a Christian. Such
*
reasoning, however, overlooks tv/o fundamental facts: l) * The age-.
*
long division between the Synagogue and the Church, with its 
manifold implications; 2) the political position of Jewry, which
demands every sacrifice for the preservation of Jewish existence. 
But there is yet a greater truth Involved. Historic Christianity 
avoided the conflict between loyalty to Jesus Christ'and the de- 
mands of the world by a compromise. It made peace with the world 
by giving -to Caesar what legitimately only belongs to God. There 
can be little doubt that national selfishness, which inevitably 
involves political intrigue, has been the downfall of the Church.
 
In essence, Christianity stands opposed to the world, cutting 
right across all national aspirations. Philip Cohen, arguing 
for the national continuity of the Hebrew-Christian on the basis 
'Vthat the acceptance of Christianity does not involve denationalisa- 
tion", was unfortunate in the choice of his example. He says: 
"Japanese Christians have given a practical illustration to their 
people that loyalty to the national cause and love to Christ are 
not incompatible". Subsequent events, however, have given the 
lie to this statement. The Church in Japan was made to choose 
between the t\.<o loyalties, and lilce the rest of Gentile-Christian- 
ity, it chose nationalism. Cohen1 s plea on hehalf of Hebrew- 
Christians, "to be" allowed to exercise the same law of self-preser- 
vation, ' as far as our nationality is concerned, as others are 
allowed to do", may be justifiable on historical grounds, but 
spiritually, it cannot be so. The uniqueness of the Hebrew-Christ- 
ian situation lies in the fact that without his choice r he is put 
in a position from v/hich there is no escape. In his case, it
\
is either - or; only two possibilities are left to him: on the 
one side is Jesus Christ, but loyalty to him spells the forfeiture 
of national rights; on the other, is the Jewish people, demanding 
the denial of personal donviction, for the sake of its continued 
•existence. There is no way out of the dilemma. The creation 
of the touch discussed Hebrew-Christian Church, or separate Hebrew-
Christian communities, will not solve the problem. At best it 
canfering the Jewish Christian to the position Gentile-Christianity 
occupies at present, adding another sect to the manifold divisions 
of the Church.
In the Hebrew-Christian, thus, the drama of Primitive Christ­ 
ianity is re-enacted. Loyalty to Jesus Christ becomes to him the 
supreme test of discipleship. He is called upon to go outside 
the camp ."bearing His reproach", having no abiding city in this
 
world (Hebr. 13,13f). This was the price'both Jews and Gentiles
* 4
once had to pay for their faith. The Jewish Christian still pays 
the price. Prom the national point of view, the Hebrew-Christian
v • >
has no future. H. Loewe's opinion reflects a fact when alluding 
to the Birkat ha-Minim he says: "for the Jewish-Christians there
V(4
can be no hope". National continuity of Hebrew-Christianity will 
only be possible when the Jewish people lives its own life upon 
its own soil, and can afford to grant to its members the luxury 
of personal conviction without endangering its separate existence. 
Until then, there is no way out of the impasse. Every effort at
* * ' *
a. solution must break at the person of Jesus Christ. Only men 
for whom to belong to Jesus means more than to belong to a nation 
are fit for the Kingdom of G-od. "This is.the experience of every 
Jew who yields to the challenge of the Gospel message. The trag- t
edy of the Church is that this is no longer the experience of the
35-0
Gentile Christian".
In the unique position of Hebrew-Christianity, the conflict 
between faith in the One Catholic and-Apostolic Church and the
«
spirit of national separatism, breaks out in all its acuteness.
 
In the Hebrew-Christian, the tension which exists between the 
Church and the world reaches a climax. Discipleship means once 
again carrying a Cross and fellowship in suffering. Faith ceases 
to be intellectual acquiescence and becomes once more a hazardous
venture. Abraham^*' experience is the experience of every true 
Jewish Christian. This overaccentuation of the implications of 
the Christian Faith is a constant irritant to self-centred Christ- 
ianity. Herein lies the significance of Hebrew-Christian exist- f 
ence to the Church. By the sacrifice of national loyalty for 
the sake of a higher.good, the Hebrew-Christian demonstrates be- 
fore the Church and the Synagogue that the flesh profiteth nothing;
  s "
it is the Spirit which giveth Life (John 6,63).
CHAPTER VII. 
JUDAISM AND CHRISTIANITY.  
We have already had occasion-to notice that the controversy
t*t. 
"between the Church and the Synagogue centres round the person of
Jesus Christ. The problem for the Jew is what place can "be as- 
«
signed to Jesus in Jewish thought, without endangering the funda-
*
mental principles of Judaism ? It has "become increasingly o"b-
*
vious to Jewish thinkers that the traditional attitude of aloof- 
ness is not only impossible in modern conditions of life,l)ut also
t
harmful to the cause of Judaism. Yet 'room for the Master of 
Nazareth within the structure of Jewish thought is only possible 
on the condition of a clear distinction "between the Christ of the 
Chrjrstian dogma and Jesus the Jew. Jesus can enter the sanctuary 
of the Jewish heart only divested of all his supernatural glory. 
Is such a distinction possible ? Jewish writers say: yes. It
is not only possible, "but alsolutely essential for the sake of
i' " 
Divine truth. The Christian perception of Jesus in terms of the
 
Holy Trinity rests upon a tragic misunderstanding. Such differ- 
entiation "between the historic Jesus and Hie Christian Christ, is
a modern development, and was made possible "by the influence of
 
advanced scholarship. The rehabilitation of the "historic Jesus" 
at the expense of the orthodox Son of G-od is the logical answer 
on the-part of progressive Jewish writers, after critical study 
had reduced the Divine Saviour to the plebeian position of a
»
Jewish Ra"b"bi. But what need is there, one would ask, to attach 
so much importance to the restoration to a place of honour, of a
*
man, thus reduced to insignificance ? Is it just to satisfy the 
modern Jewish craving to reaffirm the Jewish origin of important
' *
personages ?
John Cournos, an enthusiastic champion of the reclamation of 
Jesus "by the Jews, has no real answer to that question. He holds 
. that, for a Jew to deny Jesus is "to .reject the Jewish heritage, 
to "betray what was "best in Israel". ' But, we would ask, is it not 
possible to claim that heritage, minus Jesus ? Has not Judaism
assimilated the teaching of the Prophets without paying special
  >
attention to the prophets themselves ? To Judaism, there can "be 
no religious significance attached to any historic person. It is
i
not the man who "brings the message, "but the message which he
* 4
"brings, that is decisive. So far, our study has clearly shown
that Jewish scholars are una"ble to discover in all honesty any
objective truth by which Judaism could have "been enriched "by Jesus.
s
Cournos tells us that "Christ's essential Jewishnass has "been ad- 
mitted "by Jewish scholars and divines". But in the light of our 
investigation, this sentence requires careful examination. "The
* 
%
Jewishness of Jesus" admitted by Jewish scholars, refers to the 
"background of Jesus 1 life, which e xisted in its self-sufficiency 
"before Jesus, and' remained essentially unaffected after his com-
*
ing. Jesus owes a debt to Judaism,"but Judaism owes no debt to 
Jesus. Such is the general view of Jewish scholarship. It is 
obvious that the Jesus whom Cournos has stripped of all theologi- 
cal and dogmatic significance in order to make him acceptable to 
the Jewish taste, has simultaneously lost all his peculiar unique- 
, ness, which both attracts and repells the Jew. Jesus, secularized 
and divested of all his religious meaning, ceases to be important. 
Rabbi Enelow and John Cournos thus defeat their own ends: a 
Jesus whom the Jews do not reject, need not be reclaimed .' The 
controversy regarding Jesus left on the plane of humanitarian   
idealism, inevitably works itself to a stand-still. It ends in 
the resolve to admit the Man of Nazareth to the veneiable assembly 
of the geniuses belonging to the Jewish race. Such admittance
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entails no obligations and makes no demands.
The real controversy regarding Jesus takes place, not on the
f ' *plane of secularized idealism, but on the plane of religious truth. 
It is essentially a theological controversy which can only be 
carried dm in its full significance between the Synagogue and the 
Church. The nature of their femtual relationship, their historic 
interdependence, their common hope, their profound divergence and 
their deep-rooted opposition to eachVother, make them, and them
V 1
only, legitimate partners &? the discussion. The dialogue which 
has taken and still takes place between Synagogue and Church is 
more than mere theological quibbling, it is a necessity upon which 
their life depends. In juxtaposition to each other, they learn 
the meaning of their own existence. Confronting each other int
question and answer , they perpetuate their decision and affirm 
their faith.
The divergence between the Church and the Synagogue is funda- 
mental and covers the whole sphere of human-Divine relationship.
V * ~At no point do these two divergent circles intersect. It is 'only
a vague and diluted Christian theology which imagines it possible   ito come to terms with Judaism. In reality, there is no under- 
standing between the two faiths, they possess no common denomina- 
tor, which could form the basis for a tfbridge theology'1 . They 
can only compromise by surrender; either the Church becomes the 
Synagogue, or the Synagogue the Church. But in their separateness 
their only legitimate relationship is that of continuous interro- 
gation. They can, nay they must question each other^intil the 
end of time. Their existence side by side puts both simultaneous- 
ly under a question mark. The theme of their conversation is 
thus as to the why and wherefore of their separate life. The 
answer to this question leads to the person of Jesus Christ. Be- . 
tween Church and Synagogue'stands the Crucified. Church and
Synagogue derive their existence from their attitude to Him. The 
Synagogue perpetuates her existence in her continued negation, and 
the Church in her continued affirmation of the claims which Jesus 
made.
A. Theological issues.
Mr. Montefiore has hinted at the possibility of an understand- 
ing between Liberal Judaism and Christianity on the basis of the
*
Sermon on the Mount. He even went one step further. In his
book, The Old Testament and After, he makes a remark which has 
been severely criticised on the Jewish side. His words are: MIt 
will be needful for the Liberal Jewish theologians to consider the 
new modern interpretations of the doctrine of the Trinity"; and: 
"Nor does it follow that because the doctrine has been, and even 
is, in frequent danger oft degeneration into Tritheism, or has 
often so degenerated, it is therefore not true". But whatever 
opinions Montefiore may hold about the philosophical significance 
of the Trinitarian doctrine, it has no bearing upon the person of 
Jesus. Not even in its diluted Unitarian form is the Christian
'9
emphasis upon the importance of Jesus acceptable to a Liberal Jew. 
An approach to the Church is therefore made impossible for any 
form of Judaism, as long as the Christian faith is related to Jesus 
Christ. That Hontefiore is well aware oxf the difficulty can be 
seen from an earlier remark: "The centre of the teaching of the 
historic Jesus is God: the centre of the teaching of the Church 
is he" (i.e., Jesus himself). ' It is this peculiar attitude to 
Jesus which divides forever the Church from the Synagogue. By 
working but the implications of faith in Jesus Christ, we automatic- 
ally draw the demarcation line which divides Judaism from Christ- 
ianity. But because we are writing from the Christian point of 
view, we will reverse the .process l.y strtir.r prir^rlly the' Jewish 
position.
. 1. The unity of (Joel.
The essence of Judaism is the'doctrine of the absolute and 
unmodified unity of God. Prof. Moore's masterly definition of
»
the. Jewish conception of thivfc unity ea: ", •c-.*dl^ T.-e surpegsecl. Ee
•
CFlls it: -•• "the numerically exclusive ei'c'. v.rcoL'.prcr.JLsir-.£'ly person-
•z
al monotheism1*1 . With it, Judaism starts and. falls. Indeed, the
absolute Unity of the God of Israel together with the Torah, i.e., 
the revelation of this one and only God, form the heart and essence 
of Judaism. The rest of .Jewish thought and practice is of second­ 
ary importance, when cornpared with these two fundamental truths. 
Though Liberal Judaism has only retained the first pillar upon
« 
*
which the Synagogue rests, and has substituted for the unchangeaTSe
• \
Torah c --r?y—cr,~:."-o conception of revelation commensurate with
*i* ' ' 
reason, yet in its emphasis upon absolute monotheism and in its
' conception of Law, it is still in spirit and essence Judaism'1
T^lr ch^rcterlstic emphasis upon the one-ness of God which
•
forms the basis of the Ten Commandments and has found its classic
• i • * 
expression in the Old1 Testament literature, differentiates the
Synagogue from all other religions. But the Rabbinic interpre­ 
tation of the Old Testament conception of the Unity of God is 
such that it runs contrary to the Christian conception of the 
Messiah, This most vital tenet as conceived "by orthodox and -
•
liberal Judaism alike, stands thus in direct opposition to the 
Trinitarian doctrine of the Christian Church. It is at this 
point that the gulf between the Church and the Synagogue opens 
before us in all Its depth and significance. On this issue,
Judaism-has never faltered. It still apeaks with one united
i* ' T ;6 
voice. Dr. J. H. Hertz, an orthodox *>ew, and Kaufmann Kohler,
•
a liberal, unequivocably say the same thing. The teaching of 
the divinity of Jesus Christ is an unpardonable offence in the 
eyes of Judaism. It is for this reason that Judaism could never
proclaim whole-heartedly the Christians to "be Monotheists; at
'7
"best they were looked upon as "semi-proselytes"; while Mohammed-(




The puzzle which confronts the-historian in his study of the
•
inner causes which led to the division between the early Christian
»
Church and the Synagogue, resolves itself into a simple "—ii¥ir* j— 
when, viewed from this fundamental theological aspect. Did the
• (• 
disciples in Jerusalem, i.e., Jews, upon Jewish soil, claim for
Jesus Divinity ? This question is difficult to answer, and we 
have seen that even Bousset hesitates. But there can be little
•
doubt that the first "believers in Jesus claimed for the Master an
*
unique importance which gradually lifted him out of the ranks of,
* Xo
mere Minanity. Against this, Judaism could not "but protest with
all its strength. Even the suggestion that Jesus 1 position was
i
unique amongst men,' a claim which was upheld "by every shade of 
Hebrew-Christianity, no matter how it differed in every'other res­ 
pect, could not be anything else but an offence to the Synagogue.
* »
Such an admission would inevitably break the closed ranks of 
humanity and set Jesus upon a plane outside history. It is for
this reason that Judaism can neither admit the authroity, unique-
• 
ness, nor the perfection of Jesus. It consequently rejects
even the Unitarian point of view. A;
Ferdinand Weber has shown that the Synagogue's conception -
•
of the Unity of G-od underwent a change under the influence of\
Christianity. He maintains that the conception of God in ? the 
older Targums is more closely related to that of the Old Testa-
*
ment. But even there,' he finds: '"einen gewissen Monismus und
Transpendentismus der ihn unfflhig macht auf die iiinergdttliche • •
Lebensbewegung einzugehen, die demprinitarischen Gottesloegriff 
zu Grunde liegt, unf&hig auch dem in Alt en Testamente bezeug1>en
Bingehen Gottes. in die Geschichte gerecht zu werden". Such 
criticism, however, may appear to overlook the great tradition of 
Jewish piety and the strongly developed. Jewish awareness of God's 
interference in human history. So much may be said in defence 
of Judaism. But it will be noticed that an appeal to experience. 
removes the discussion from the theological plane on to empiricism.
*
Philosophically, however, and theologically, the Jewish conception
i
of p' 'n*?y> JnohH reveals an abstract Monism and a cold Trans­ 
cendentalism which strangely contrasts with the indwelling rich-
23ness of the Christian view. We have already referred to Monte- 
fiore's remark regarding the Christian conception of the Trinity,
*
which goes to show that he- was aware of that fact. But Judaism
\
is irrevocably committed to such a position as long as it con­ 
fronts the Christian Church. The slightest retraction from rigid 
monotheism makes room for the Christian conception of the Christ. 
But such a conception runs directly contrary to the whole struc­ 
ture of Jewish thought. This can be seen from Husik T s comment 
on Maimonides' conception of the Godhead. He says: "God is 
conceived as absolutely transcendent and unknowable. No positive 
predicate can apply to him so as to indicate his essence. We 
can say only what he is not, we cannot say what he is.- There is 
not the faintest resemblance between him and his creatures. And 
yet he is the cause of the world and of all its happenings. Posi­ 
tive attributes (e.g. life, power, knowledge), signify that God 
is the cause of the experience denoted by the attributes in ques­ 
tion..." Prom this description it can be clearly recognized
* « *
wherein lies the difference between the Christian and the Jewish 
conceptions of God. The God of Jewish, theology, especially 
under Maimonides* influence, is reduced to a philosophical princip­ 
le. The active and intervening God of Old Testament .Scriptures
assumes here the form of the First Cause. His absolute otherness
i
removes Him entirely from the world of His Creation. But while 
the infinite difference between man and God is the starting-point 
of Christian thinking, God's transcendence is overcome, not by 
the arbitrary act of human piety, but by the self-chosen and self-
%
willed manifestation of God in the person'of Jesus Christ, in 
Judaism it is overcome by man himself. This is the most signifi­ 
cant difference between Church and Synagogue.
Closely connected with the unity of God is the Jewish con­ 
ception of Man. Here it is well to remember that philosophical 
*and theological thinking is never suspended in the'abstract air
«
of pure logic, but has a generic relationship to the concrete 
facts of. life. It is a remarkable fact that the Jews, a small 
people, living for centuries in most difficult circumstances, 
exhibit a positivism to life and an optimism about Man which is 
peculiarly their own. There is an interesting connection between 
the Jewish outlook and the actual historical experience of the 
Jewish people.
It seems to us that Jewish life, which'for centuries has
\
entailed humiliation and suffering, has coloured Jewish thought 
in a peculiar way. The natural result of oppression is the de­ 
velopment of an inferiority complex. But by way of compensation, 
that sense of inferiority has been turned into a positive tendency 
to assertiveness. . In Jewish thought this expresses itself in an
•
exaggerated emphasis upon the importance of Israel in particular
and of Man in general.
•
m •
We hold that there is an inner connection between the Jewish 
conception of Man and the Synagogue's attitude to the Christian 
concept of the Messiah; we will thus turn to consider Jewish 
anthropology.
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2. The Jewish conception of Man.
Dr. Dieneraann has seen aright, when he said that the most 
characteristic difference between Judaism and Christianity ffist
die Lehre vom Menschen, die Anschauung ifber Art und Wesen des Men-
„**• " '
schen . This is "by no means an exaggeration. At first sight,
it would seem that the fundamental difference "between Judaism and 
Christianity lies in their respective conceptions of God. But 
this is not so. Man's conception about God reflects his view 
about himself. Feuerbach1 s contention, that the idea of the God-
t -
head is-a projection of the human mind undeniably contains, some
2* - •*?truth. The starting-point of man's thinking' is man himself. It 
cannot be otherwise. Thus, the genesis of the. division between 
Church and Synagogue is o'f an anthropological nature. Because
the Church and the Synagogue radically differ on this point, they
> 
differ on all other points.
•^hat is .man ? Upon the answer to this guest ion depends the
i
philosophical outlook, and ultimately the theological direction 
of both faiths. ITeedless to say, both Synagogue and Church try 
to answer this question in the light of Scripture. Their differ-
4
ence lies in the emphasis, but it is a difference of far-reaching 
consequences. The Synagogue emphasises the Imago Dei in man; 
the Church stresses man's Pall. The result is that the Synagogue 
offers a lofty humanism which is essentially idealistic and op­ 
timistic in its outlook. The Church, on the other hand, by em­ 
phasising the depravity of human nature and the impotence of man
«
to save himself, presents a negative^ ascetic attitude to the world.
* ,
It is thus in direct opposition to that frame of mind of which 
humanism is its
t
There have naturally been attempts to combine the two views
/ ' 
in a synthesis, aspoth apparently contain elements of truth, and
on the surface seem to,supplement .each other. Indeed, the his­ 
tory of Christian thought, viewed from this angle, reveals repeat­ 
ed attempts injone form or another, to find a compromise. - But in
, «
reality, a synthesis is impossible. The Imago Dei concept which 
ultimately dispenses with the need for man's 'restoration, or adop-
•
tion, as Paul would call it, destroys the most central fact.of 
the Christian* faith, namely the Incarnation. If man is essen-
0
tially good, then the difference "between him and Jesus is only a
•
difference of degrees ill the scale of perfection. Then there 
is no actual difference between Him and us. He only is what we 
shall "be. Upon the ladder of human perfection, Jesus merely
»
occupies1 a higher rung. He has attained- to what we are striving. 
But even such a relativisation between Jesus and the rest of 
humanity is unbearable to Judaism. As Montefiore puts it: "There
have been many men who were very good and very wise; there never
i i.
has been, and there never can be, a man who was perfectly good
2S
and perfectly wise". Here we meet with the inexorable logic of
Judaism. To admit perfection on the part of one man means to
*
detach him from the rest of the human race, and thus to break t he
*
closed circle of humanity. In- essence it amounts to the' deifica-
mtion of one man. The only other alternative is to assume that
«
so perfect a man is not Man in the ordinary sense of the word.
«
But against such an assumption, Judaism revolts, for underlying it
is the thought of- human impotence. . If God revealed himself in
• • 
history through His Son, as the Christian Church claims, then
His appearing amongst us is an indication of human helplessness;
«
it is the greatest crisis in the history of man. Such a crisis 
Judaism cannot admit, for in the light of the Imago Dei concept, 
the line between God and man is not really broken, it is only 
marred. • It is still within the power of man to ascend heavenwards*
It is for these reasons that Judaism is a"fc>le to accept, without 
restriction or qualification, the doctrine of the Fatherhood of 
God, and from it the deductio'n of the Brotherhood of man. The 
equality of men is thus a logical corollary to the Jewish outlook. 
Hence the democracy of the Synagogue. It is a democracy with a 
positive sign.
It is at this point that the "bridge is "built "between the 
transcendental and eternal God and finite man. Godf s transcen­ 
dence is not overcome "by God Himself, in that he condescends to 
dwell amongst men, "but "by man, in that he reaches out God-wards. 
Thus, the "barrier which divides man from God is "broken down, no't 
"by an act of God, as the Christian "believes, "but "by the self-
30
sufficiency of man. Buber has admirably defined the position, "by 
contrasting Judaism with Christianity: Judaism, he said, is "based 
upon the "belief that there is a way from earth to heaven, from 
"below, upwards. It is the faith that struggling man, in his
f
moral effort can climb the steep hill which leads to God. Christ-
•
ianity, on the other hand, holds the opposite view. It is "based•\
upon the "belief that there is no way from earth to heaven, from 
man to God. Unless God, in his mercy, stretches out his hand 
from ahove, man can never reach him. Hence the Incarnation which
V
teaches that in the person of Jesus Christ, God came from heaven
l\to earth to find and to save mankind.
Judaism is "built upon the assumption of man's unlimited re­ 
sources to attain to the highest. "If you wish to stand under
<b
the special protection of special Providence", says Ra"b"bi v/ise, 
"you must exert your energies to rise, to climb, to ascend and
32
come as near "to your God as you can". But what if man cannot ? 
The Synagogue does not admit such a possibility, Judaism is 
essentially a religion for those who can. We quote Dr. '.Vise
again: "To rise to self-conscious immortality and happiness is 
in manf s power eixdusively; it depends on no circumstances and 
no outer influences. Man is to all intents and purposes a free
33
and independent "being".
It is obvious that the Fall of man, which occupies a central 
position in Christian theology, reverses the picture which Judaism 
draws. The corollary of the Pall is that the original relation­ 
ship "between man and God is broken. Henceforth man stands be­ 
fore God, not as a child before the Father, but as a creature be­ 
fore the Creator, as guilty before .the Judge. The Church thus 
speaks in terms of unredeemed humanity. Without this fact, the 
Incarnation becomes superfluous. The Cross, which in the eyes 
of the Church, is the symbol of Salvation, otherwise becomes a
•
mere tragedy and the Christian Faith the result .of a misunderstand­ 
ing.
Indeed, .the Church also knows x about the Fatherhood of God, 
but this is conditioned by an act of adoption on the part of God * 
of which Jesus Christ is the pledge and token. For man to claim 
relationship with God, without the Cross,- ithout forgiveness, is 




From what has been said already about Jewish anthropology, it 
is. an easy inference that the teaching of Free-v/ill is an import­ 
ant element in the whole conception. Indeed, Jewish tMnr.ers 
from the earliest times invariably assert the absolute freedom of
33-
the human will. This is already implied in the well-knovm sen­ 
tence.: £'OY/ .hKV/O yih A 1 /*^ l "7 '^ ^btV* The meaning of
f • »
'this adage is, that though God, .by virtue of his position, -controls 
the affairs of man, "is control is not such as to override Imvian
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choice. The assumption being that mn'is capable.of choosing 
for himself and choosing aright.
The doctrine of Free-will plays a prominent part in Jewish
«
tho.ught. ' It is constantly asserted "by Jewish divines and has 
"been claimed to "be a fundamental principle* of Judaism Husil: 
says: "So fundamental has it seemed for Judaism"to maintain the
; »
freedom of the will that no one hitherto (i.e. till Crescas c. M340
tf
1412) had ventured to doubt it. llaimonides no less than Judah
Balevi, and with equal emphasis Gersonides,, insist that the in­ 
dividual is not determined in his conduct. » This seemed to "be the
36only way to vindicate God T s justice in reward and punishment".
•
But in actual fact, the insistence upon human freedom has deeper 
reasons than the vindication of divine justice. Thawhole con­ 
cept about'man and his relationship to God makes freedom of will
37a logical necessity for Judaism, Husik is well aware of this.
» •
The main difficulty which Jewish thinkers have felt was that the
« 
t
idea of human freedom clashes with the doctrine of God 1 s omnis-
r
cience. They have been thus forced either to restrict human 
freedom, or God's omniscience; or else, as in the case of Maimon- 
ides, evade the problem "by a reference to God's transcendence. 
Crescas 1 position is exceptional for Judaism. But even in his
• / *
case, the tension is lessened by a dialectical distinction between
.39
determinism -and fatalism. On the whole, it may be said that the'
»
natural trend in Jewish theology is towards an emphasis upon the
human side. But while medieval thinkers still restricted human
*•
freedom so as to relate it to God's sovereignty, moderns assert
4i
unqualified freedom of will.
( , 
Judah Halevi explained that free-will, which by its nature
belongs to the class of intermediary causes, is linked up with 
other causes "which reduce it, chain like, to the Prime Cause".
35*
Human action'is thus, in one way or another, related to God's om­ 
niscience. The final choice, however, is not compulsory, "but 
potential; "the mind wavers between an opinion and its opposite,
"being permitted to turn where it chooses. The result is praise
4z
or "blame for the choice'1 . This may "be contrasted with the ad­ 
vanced views of-modern writers. Rabbi Dienemann, pointing out 
the Christian conception of grace which man requires not only in
«
order to abstain from evil, "but also to do good, observes: "Mit 
Beharrlichkeit h&lt die jfldische Anschauung an dem Gedanken der
43
vollen Selbststflndlgkeit der sittlichen Pers6*nlichkeit fest". .But 
Dienemann actually goes further than this. In the interests of 
ethics, on the grounds that tfdie sittliche Erneuerung muss aus
eigener Kraft erwachsen", and that man in himself must therefore
44carry the sources of moral regeneration, he does not hesitate to
place man opposite G-od: "Neben der Hoheit und grenzenlosen Gnade
Gottes steht als ebenso wichtiger religiflser v/ert die Wttrde des
4r
Menschen". The Jewish conception of man and the characteristic
emphasis upon human action, provides the background for this sen­ 
tence. It is the logical conclusion of a theology whi.ch 3.s essen­ 
tially anthropocentric. That Dienemann by no means occupies an
\
isolated position, may be judged from the words of another writer 
who represents a somewhat different school of thought. The leader 
of the TTeo-Kantian school in Judaism, Hermann Cohen, explaining 
the 'Connection between free-will and ethics, says: "Die Wahl des 
Guten ist die Aufgabe des Menschen. Die Preiheit dieser Wahl ist 
die Grundbedingung der sittlichen Vernunft. Fflr sie, fttr die 
Preiheit des menschlichen, als des sittlichen Willens, kann es
fceine Schranke in Gott geben. Der Wille Gottes, das Wesen Gottes4fe ' 
erfordert die Preiheit des mensc'hlichen V/illens". At this point,
the border-line between Judaism and Christianity becomes visible. 
Whatever freedom the Christian assigns to himself; whatever wqrth
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he ascribe's to human personality; in view of the Cross he stands 
incapacitated, i.e., he cannot save1 himself. Salvation is a
gift from God; in the last resort, man undergoes salvation; he
ti- 
does not attain to it. But such is not the Jewish view. God
indeed acts, "but his action is conditioned "by human behaviour. 
.Israel's redemption depends on Israel's repentance: R. Elieser 
said: If Israel repent, they will "be redeemed, if not, they will 
not be redeemed. R. Joshua said to him, If they do not repent 
they will not "be redeemed. But the Holy One, "blessed "be He, will 
set up a king over them, whose decrees shall "be as cruel as Hamafcg,
whereby Israel shall engage in repentance, and he will thus "bring
4d
them back to the right path"-. Against this may "be put the words
«
of the Apostle, which "by contrast reveal in a remarkable way the 
profound difference between the Christian and the Jewish idea of 
redemption: "while we^were yet sinners, Christ died for us". 
(Rom. 5,8).
The whole idea of salvation in the Christian sense is foreign
•
to Judaism; and naturally so. The Synagogue knows of "two kinds 
of redemption; national redemption, i.ej, the redemption of Israel 
and redemption-from sin. Israel's redemption depends on Israel's 
repentance; redemption from sin is understood in terms of for-
• • '
f
giveness: it is God's prerogative to save man from sin. This 
he does by an act of forgiveness. Hermann Cohen thus makes for-
«
giveness of sin "die eigentliche Spezialit&t der Gtfte Gottes". * 
Judaism, therefore, emphasises not salvation,' but Atonement. The 
Day of Atonement occupies a central place in the calendar of the-
t 
j
Synagogue. Characteristically enough* Hermann Cohen1 s great 
book on Judaism (Die Religion der Vernunft) has a chapter on Atoite- 
ment (Vers6*hnung) but no chapter on Salvation. V/herever Salvation 
is referred to,, its.meaning is that of Atonement.
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The prerequisite to Atonement is repentance. The Rabbis 
had an extraordinary estimation of repentance: The llishnah 
teaches that Repentance atones for lesser transgressions of the 
Law, while the punishment for .greater transgressions are, thanks
50
to repentance, suspended until the Day of Atonement. But in lat-
t
er Rabbinical writings, the importance of repentance is even more 
magnified. A fine example of the place *n!UVJJ> occupies in 
Rabbinic thought is offered by Pesikta de Rab Kahana, where one 
section deals exclusively with repentance (Piska XXV). R. Juda 
Nishraja said in the name of R. Juda bar Simon: When a man shoots 
an .arrow, how far does it go ? The length of a field (required)
for the sowing of one cor of corn, or two fields (required) for
\ • 
the sowing of one cor of corn. But great is the power of repent-
51ance, for it reaches to the throne of Glory. There is no crime
which repentance cannot atone. Even Cain's sin was forgiven 
because he repented. Kaufmann Kohler says that "Repentance 
occupies a very prominent position in all the ethical v/ritings
5V
of the Middle Ages". It is still the corner-stone of Jewish . 
piety.
Montefiore seems to be in agreement with Delitzsch's estimate
of the*difference between the Jewish and the Christian conception
/
of repentance. "According to the Jewish doctrine", says Del- 
itzsch "God lets himself be reconciled through repentance; accord-
r • *
ing to the Christian doctrine, he is reconciled (vers6*hnt) throu^i
the. mediation (Mittlerwerk) of Christ, and the individual man is
i
reconciled to God (vers6*hnt) when in faith and repentance, he 
accepts the mediation, which is common and general for all man­ 
kind. The New Testament method of salvation (Heilsordnung) has 
the same sound as (lautet auch wie) Jer. Llaccoth l>6:^ivjj^ 
I ' ^DtX/V/ ('let him repent and receive atonement'), but
repentance is not the factor which atones (das Su*hnende selbst),
, • Sfa
but only the way to receive atonement (der Weg zur Verstfhnung)".
• •
It seems to~ us that in this subtle distinction lies the whole' 
difference between the Church and the Synagogue with regard to 
human freedom and Divine Grace. For the main point under dis­ 
cussion is not what is intedded by repentance, on this Church and
*
Synagogue are agreed, but the question what efficacy we ascribe
• *
L * •
to the act. In the estimation of Judaism, forgiveness is con- 
dvtioned by repentance, according to the Church, forgiveness has
, f
its foundation in the Cross. The centre of gravity is thus for
. • 
Judaism on the human side, and for Christianity on God'.s action
which precedes repentance.
We restate the case: according" to Judaism, it is man who 
takes the first step towards reconciliation, and not God; hence 
.the utter importance of repentance. In tne act of contrition,, 
man expresses his willingness "to amend his life and to ask for
forgiveness. That God will ̂ forgive is taken for granted. It i's •
•• • 
on these grounds that Maimonides can pronounce without hesitation;
"Now in our days, when the house of the Sanctuary exists no long-
» . '*•
er, and when we have^no atoning altar... repentance atones for all
57 • 
transgressions..." This actually goes beyond the Mishnah, where
forgiveness is still to a certain degree tied to the efficacy of •
the Day of Atonement. But even in the Mishnah, the reference to
f
the Day, of Atonement does not lessen the importance of repentance:
"death and the Day of Atonement effect atonement if there is re*-
5$ 
pentance". It is therefore quite true to the spirit of Judaism
when Leo Baecli says: "Atonement to,o is ours* our task and our*
54way". Dr. Dienemann has not over-accentuated the Jewish position
» 
by differentiating between the Christian conception of Salvation
and the Jewish conception of Atonement: the Jew stands in no
need of salvation, all he requires is Atonement (Verstfhnung): "bei 
der Veraflhnang" however, "wirken beide, Qott und Mensch mit...
aber im Vbrdergrund steht die aus der eiffenen Kragt geleistete
60 
Arbeit des Menschen". Klausner explains that Paul's doctrine of
predestination, whicfc he calls a "mystico-religious determinism"f 
puts man in a position where the chance "to determine his own fate 
is taken from him. Such a doctrine is unacceptable to Judaism,
• *
which is characterized "by pro found-faith in life and a strong
' 61
optimism. In the Jewish view, human dignity requires that man
"be free, with an absolute freedom, for only thus can lie be held
/
responsible for his deeds. It is .for this reason that in the 
Jewish conception sin does not totally affect human nature; man
•
only sins, but is not sinful.
4. The Jewish conception of sin.
Closely related to the problem-of free-will, is the problem
«
of evil, .-u Judaism, with its characteristic emphasis upon morality 
and law, is naturally conscious of the fact of evil. The Syna-
>
gogue knows of sin and human depravity. It often speaks of the 
lllVD *7S' and ftS»1 *}** ' fighting for supremacy within the human 
heart. But the Jewish conception of Yetzer hara is totally
4
different to the Christian conception of Sin. The difference is 
logically .connected with the doctrine of free-will.
,.*:• Evil and good are ever-present potentialities in human life.•
Man is constantly put to the test by being'offered the choice 
between right and wrong. He carries *in his bosom the tension 
between two dispositions. But his human dignity requires that
^
Tie "ce free to tip the balance in either direction. The final . 
decision is with him. Deutr.30,19 plays an important part in 
Jewish thinking: "I have set before thee life and death, blessing
*
and cursing; therefore chose life that thou mayest live,.." Dr.
365
J. Ii. Hertz cooiicnts on this text: "Jev;ish ethics is rooted in 
ohe doctrine of human responsibility, that is, jTreecVji.. ci V^4L"»
*
l>r. "erts, "owever, hnov.'s that the human will is condition.? "> "by
ke.
^ereclity and environr.ientj &fi nevertheless holds that "in the moral 
universe, man ever remains his own master". This is an axiom to 
Judaism, on it depends its whole structure. Maimonides rightly
•
regarded the doctrine of free-will as the pillar of the Law and 
the commandments. 2' The enacting of Commandments postulates the 
possibility "of keeping them, they presuppose human freedom. I. It 
Wise puts it: "The Sinaic revelation is the proof for the immort­ 
al and God-like nature of man". It is then obvious that for 
Judaism there can only be sins, but. no Sin in the Christian sense. 
Its main concern is with .hlVi,*/ ,• trespasses and the safeguard­ 
ing of the Law, but not with the redemption of sinners as the
Church understands it.
65- . 
Original sin was unknown to the old Synagogue and it is ofpio
consequence in the teaching of Judaism. The Rabbis taught that
66
man at his birth is given by God.a pure and holy soul; and though 
man possesses the latent possibility towards evil or good, the 
inclination towards good is stronger than the inclination towards 
evil. Thus, man at the outset, starts with a plus and* not with 
a minus. Dienemann has shown that the existence of evil is not 
a postulate of Judaism. It is not something that man finds al­ 
ready present on entering the world, but is of his own creation.
&4 
Jusaism denies the _a priori character of evil. "And if thou wilt
now ask", says a I.iidrash, "why did then God create the yetzer hara. 
God replies: who makes him a yetzer hara, only thou thyself".
•
Sin is, therefore, not an inherent characteristic of human nature, 
it is only acquired. To quote Dieneraann a:;ain: "Sttnde ist nach 
der jtldischen Lehre also nichts TTotwendiges, nichts dem Llenscheii
Angehorenes, von ihm Untrenribares". Hence, sinfulness to Judaisn 
is not a state to which man is confined, "but rather "eine fltich-
72
tige und vorfrbergehende Hemmung". Or, as 'Ra'b'bi 7ise puts it: 
"A sin, according to RaTabinical definition must he an action"/*
A
If we understand Hermann Cohen1 s difficult discourse on the 
origin of evil aright, sin is essentially a means for the individ­ 
ual to develop into an Ego and thus to find his completion. Cohen. 
guards himself against the thought that there is an inherent in­ 
clination (Anlage) within man towards evil. On the contrary,
•
man carries in his "bosom the holy spirit.7^ Man "by nature, however, 
is "bound up socially with the rest of humanity; he is, therefore, 
only an Individual, hut not an Ego. Sin serves as a medium "by 
which man develops into a self-conscious "I". Cohen strongly 
differentiates "between social sin and sin "before God. Religious 
sin, i.e., sin "before God, is the refusal on the part of man to 
rise to the state of isolated existence as an Ego. To use his 
ovrn words for the sake of clarity: "Hur die jenige Stale des In- 
dividuums ha"ben wir allein als Sflnde vor Gott zu erkennen, welche 
das menschliche Individuum an das menschliche Ich emporhSlt". Sin 
thus understood serves a positive end. It "becomes a ladder whicTj 
leads man to his highest existence. It is not something from 
which man must "be saved, it is something jliich man is called upon
»
to overcome. V/ithout it, man is deprived of the means of attaint*^ 
his highest end: "Die Sflnde vor Gott", Hermann Cohen explains, 
t uns.zum lilenschen als Ich. Die Silnde vor Gott fflhrt uns 
Srlflsung. durch Gott. Die Drltfsung durch Gott fflhrt uns zur 
Versflhnung des I'enschen. mit sich sel"bst. Und diese erst fflhrt 
uns in letzter Instanz zur Verstfhnung des Ich mit Gott, Die
Versflhnung mit Gott erst ist es, die das Individuum zur Iteife
16"brinr.'t als Ich".
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The involved philosophical reasoning of r-". Cohen need not
<•
o"bscure the fact that his structure is "built uoon the foundations 
of Judaism. , The whole Jewish outlook is marked ~by a deep-seated 
optimism. Judaism is fundamentally at peace v/ith the world. It 
affirms life and existence and is determinately, opposed to every 
form of other-worldliness. >C!L?7 ^iy which plays such an im­
portant part in Ra"b"binic thought, is not the expression of renun­ 
ciation of this world, "but the longing for an improved form of
f ,
present e-xistence. . Leo Baeck rightly regards this inveterate
' - * •' \ « ••
affirmation of life as a peculiarity .of Judaism, which he calls
•7*
"the religion of ethic?.! cotini^ i". TTot that Judaism is unawarei ~ v
of the wrongs and tragedies of 'human existence. A denial of evil
•
•
is ''impossible in face of the accumulation of Jewish experience.
i
But Jewish optimism is founded upon the "belief that evil is not a 
necessary prerequisite of life, "but only a deficiency which man 
is in power of remedying. "The optimism of Judaism", says Baeck, 
"consists in a Tjelief in the good which wills .the good. It is 
tlie "belief in God, and consequently the "belief in man, in God 
through whom the good finds reality, and in man who is a"ble to 
realise the good. All the ideas of Judaism can "be traced "back
to it"!9
TTow, in the opinion of some Christian writers, "the other.- 
worldly aspect of Christianity needs to "be "balanced "by the in-
ao
corrigible optimism of the Jews with r'egard to this world..." That 
may "be so* Pessimism which expresses itself in retreat and se­ 
clusion is alien to the Christian spirit, Christianity is also 
essentially optimistic. But its optimism springs from a differ­ 
ent source. The "basic note of the Easter message is victory, 
"but not man's victory, it is God'.s victory. God's victory, how­ 
ever, is man's defeat. Not so to Judaism: here, man's victory
is God's victory; it is man. who helps God to triumph. It can­ 
not "be otherwise; any other position for Judaism would mean the
denial of its fundamental proposition - the inherent self-suffic-
•
iency of man. 4 •
The difference here "between Judaism and Christianity is funds.-' 
mental. While to Judaism, sin is only a latent disposition or 
an acquirement easily corrected, to Christianity, sin is an all- 
pervading principle in 1 ife. It has'cosmie significance and ex-
•
presses itself in the human attitude of inward rebellion against
/ v#
God: Eritis sicut Deue (Gen.3,5). In the Christian view, man 
stands as an usurper of G0df s glory and a rival to His power; he
is thus guilty of high treason. Sin is a power which enslaves
i 
man, incapacitates his will, pushes him irresista"bly towards evil
and puts him in a state of utter helplessness. To the Churqh, 
man is sinful "before he has yet done anything; to the Synagogue,
man is sinful when he is full-of-sins. Consequently, in the eyesf
of the Church, even the best of men needs salvation; in the view 
of the Synagogue, the transgressor needs only amendment of life.
Hence, Christianity speaks in terms of regeneration, Judaism in
41terms of moral conduct. What Strack-Billerbeck say about the
old Synagogue well applies to Judaism in general: "Die alt- 
jfldische Religion ist hiernach eine Religion vfllligster Selbster- 
Iflsung; fttr einen Erlflser-Heiland/ der fttr die Sflnde der Welt
t$ •Stirbt, hat sie keinen Raum". 
5. Mediation. •%
\
The concept of sin determines the question as to the human 
approach to God. To Judaism, man's access entirely depends upon
his moral integrity. (cf.Ps. S4,3ff). "The essence of Judaism
&v is ethics". Or as Baeck puts it: "It is the right deed alone
a* 
which always places man in the presence of God". The attention
367
.of the 'Synagogue is arrested upon man in his moral endeavour. It •
j
. is for this reason that Judaism is unable to accept the doctrine 
of the Incarnation, for such a doctrine implies the need for 
mediation. Mediation, however, implies the inadequacy of ftie 
human effort to reach out Godwards. Judaism is founded on the 
premise that man is capable "by virtue of his moral effort of 
approaching God. Hence, God's coming to man's aid, not only "be-, 
comes superfluous, "but actually interferes with the progress of ' .
human development.
$(, 
To Judaism, the way from man to God is open. All that man
needs is to amend his ways and return to God: "If he has sinned
»
he is always able to "become different, -he is able to find his way
back. ..he can hallow and purify himself again, he can make atone-
a; 
ment". This possibility is not only a Jewish prerogative: "The
6*
; righteous of all nations have a share in the world to come". Jew-
aq
ish writers are proud of this sentence and quote it frequently. 
The meaning of it is that not faith, but works'decide. God
•
.^
judges man according to his deeds. Though man transgress and
fall away from God, he never can fall so as not to be able to /
stand up again. The guarantee for his ability to rise is 'the 
Imago Dei, which man has imprinted upon his soul. Thus "the
00
covenant of God with man is never broken"; contact between God
and man is always possible: "Everybody can draw near to his God,
9iand a way to God proceeds from every soul". It is no exaggeration
to say, that the Synagogue's motto is: man is able.
This almost unlimited confidence in human ability, pervades
the whole Jewish*outlook. There is an interesting passage in
• 
Sanh.97b: Rab said: All predestined dates (for Messiah's coming) •
•
have-passed, and the matter (now) depends only on repentance and 
good deeds. But Samuel maintained: It is sufficient for a mourn-
er to keep his (period of) mourning. H. Freedman explains Sam­ 
uel's words to mean: "Israel's sufferings in the Galuth in them­ 
selves sufficiently warrant their redemption, regardless of repent*
Q9*
ance". Thus, Israel's redemption, in the opinion of "both sages, 
actually depends on Israel himself. The only difference is that
in1 one case it is Israel's repentance and in the other Israel's#*
suffering that effects his redemption. But to "both Rabbis, Is­ 
rael himself is the decisive factor. Mediation, therefore, is 
foreign to the spirit of Judaism/ Kaufmann Kohler rightly ways:
"Judaism recognizes in principle no mediatorship between God and
93man". This directness of approach is a definite departure from
the Old Testament position. It is here, if nowhere else, that
•
we recognize the difference "between the Synagogue and the Old 
Testament religion. : 
Mediation in the Old Testament plays an important part in 
religion. The priest, the prophet, the angels, who act as mes-
»
/ 
sengers of God, they all stand "between sinful man and the Lord of
QH ' ,
Hosts. The Torah'itself was received "by Israel MO^o »~n 7^/,* *^ * • * ^05"
This was still the view of the Old Synagogue. Philo's Logos,
which assumes such importance in his conception of God, has its
96
root, not only in Greek philosophy, "but also^in the Old Testament.
It rests upon the'principle that "between God and man there is a
s
gap. Judaism, however, with its characteristic predisposition 
towards the unitary view of life, and its emphasis upon human 
action, ftas gradually departed from the doctrine of mediation. 
An important factor will have "been opposition to the teaching of 
the Church, which made mediation an absolute necessity. T&ere 
is a characteristic remark "by Abraham ibn Ezra, which singularly
well describes the Jewish tendency: "The angel that mediates
97 between man and God is reason". Behind these words lies conceal-
ed the thought that man, "by virtue of his God-given faculties, is
able to "bridge the gulf which divides bin) from his Creator. The
9& whole trend of modern Jewish thought is in this direction*
How then does sinful man, "we ask, find approach to the holy 
and invisible God ? First, says Rabbi Wise, he must "find and 
understand the loftiest and surest standard of rectitude", This 
standard, Judaism finds in the Torah. The second step is exempli 
fied in the words Israel spake at Sinai: "na'aseh venish'ma", 
"we will do and obey". In this manner man returns to God, and
in doing so he "obliterates his own sins...he changes and reforms
99his character.. .he rises to the dignity of manhood..." Coramini-
cation between man and God is made possible by the fact that man 
participates in God's spirit. The unity between them is there­ 
fore never broken. The Holy Spirit belongs as much to man as to 
God: "Der heilige Geist kann weder allein Gott, noch allein Mensc/v 
sein, noch aber etwa gar Gott und Mensch zugleich, -sondern er ist
* 100
ein Attribut beider Begriffe, vielmehr der Verbindung beider". 
In other words, Holy Spirit is not conceived in the sense of
Hypostasis, but in terms of function; it is the result of the•
meeting between God and man. Cohen calls it "das Verbindungs-
t
glied der Korrelation". Relationship between God and man does
•
not so much postulate the existence of the Holy Spirit, as the
/Ofequality of partnership. The spirit comes into evidence,not 
only when God speaks to man, but also when man speaks to God. It 
is the self-same Spirit indwelling in both. The reason for de­ 
claring the spirit a function is obvious. The purpose is to 
exclude every form of mediation. "Vereinigung schliesst die
Vennittlung aus" says Cohen.
•
Man occupies a position in the Jewish view which makes med­ 
iation not only superfluous, but unbearable. It is an intrusion
370
which violates man's rights and injures his dignity. Righteous­ 
ness, to Judaism, cannot "be imputed, it 'must he attained, "Right­ 
eousness !t says Rabbi Wise, "is the ability or state of man to live 
and act in exact conformity with the highest standard of rectitude
/02, '
within his reach". Judaism does not require the impossible of
•
man; what it requires is within the sphere of human ability. Man 
is able to stand "by himself, herein lies his dignity. "Nobody
s*tands between him and God, no mediator or past event, no redeem-
,. ">3
er and no sacrament". The whole idea of vicarious atonement,
•
Rabbi Wise declares is a "product of the Christianity of history",
Neither in Scripture, nor in philosophy can he see the reason for
ley
it. . The whole -conception is directly opposed to Jewish thinking.
"Was soil mir ein Gottmensch, wenn ich Gott selbst in mir habe ? fl
A
The gulf which divides man from God is of man's creation.
*•
Thus, only he himself can restore the divine-human relationship. 
By virtue of the Imago Dei dwelling in him, he is atole to do so* 
if he wills. "Every man" says Miss Lazarus, "has to bridge the
f06
gulf himself"; nobody can do it for him. Man must do it himself 
by means of his moral endeavour. Here the divergence between 
Judaism and Christianity becomes very clear. These are two 
worlds diametrically opposed to each other. The Xlllth of the 
39 Articles of the Church of England provides a classical example 
of the wide divergence between .the two faiths: "Works done before 
the grace of Christ and the inspiration of His Spirit and not 
pleasant to God, for as much as they spring not of faith in Jesus- 
Christ. ..Yea rather, for that they are not done as God'willed and
commanded them to be done, we doubt not but they have the nature
% /07 
'of sin, (peccati rationem habere non dubitamus)".
In the Christian view, nothing therefore, no human endeavour, 
no good deeds can restore man to sonship. Sin is so grave that
atonement can only "be made "By God himself. Jesus Christ stands 
as Mediator "between man and God "by virtue of His sacrificial
death. The "believer through faith identifies himself with the
» . 
Crucified Saviour. There is no direct approach to God, it leads
•
over Calvary. In Christ Jesus, God has stretched out His hand to' 
save mankind. Underneath the Cross man stands condemned and 
pardoned; in it is revealed human helplessness and God's power,
human sinfulness and God* s eternal Love. .
t _ » 
6. The Messiah.-
Prom the preceding remarks, it is o"bvious that the Jewish 
conception of the Messiah must fundamentally differ from that of 
the Church.
«
To start with, it is well to remember that faith in a personal
1 * /04Messiah does not "belong to the fundamental tenets of Judaism.
-• *
This is the more curious when'we consider that Maimonides has in-
i/o
eluded it in the Creed which is still in use in our days, and that
Jewish hopes were for centuries associated with the coining of 
Messiah. No doubt, in the old Synagogue, the Messianic hope was 
adhered to with great fervour, though Bousset has shown that in
~ir
the r pre-Christian era, the'Messiah did not occupy as central a'+H
position as is' usually assumed. It appears to us, however, that
9
the apocalyptic literature must not "be solely relied upon for our 
judgement concerning the Messianic views of that period. But1 •
even that literature contains enough evidence to show the place
nt
the Messiah occupied in Jewish thinking. At a later period,- es­ 
pecially after the decline of the Hasmonean dynasty, the Messianic
,'S
hope came to new life again. In the post-Christian era, it "be-
. ' ^
came the subject for many speculations, and RaTDMnic literature 
is full of references to the Messianic age and the person of the-«
Messiah. There are reasons, however, why the person of the
37*
Messiah was never emancipated so as to occupy a c'entral place in 
Judaism. The first is an external reason, and is connected with 
the appearance of Christianity. Some Rabbinic sayings, like that- 
of Johanan b. Torta, addressed to Akiba on his proclaiming Bar 
Kochba the Messiah: "Akiba, grass will sprout through your cheeks
ere the son of David comes", may have "JDeen prompted "by its rise.
ffu
The context, however, makes this doubtful. A more likely case
is that of Rabbi Hillel, who declared: "There shall be no Messiah
for Israel, "because they have already enjoyed him in the days of
ft"*"
Hezekiah". This strange remark has "been sometimes connected with
the story-recorded "by Epiphanius about Hillel the Patriarch, who
116is supposed to have accepted "baptism "before his death. But it 
seems ,to us that Rabbi S. Mendelsohn's explanation is more plauslb-
-. i .
le. He suggests that Hillel "may have "been prompted to this
t
declaration "by Origen's professed discovery in the Old Testament 
of Messianic passages referring to the founder of Christianity". . 
In later, times, Jewish views concerning the Messiah's functions 
have been greatly nkodified. This can be seen from Rashi's re­ 
mark that the Almighty himself will redeem Israel and reign over 
him. This can also be seenfrom Maimonides* utmost caution in 
describing the position of the Messiah: "The king who is to a-
rise-out of the seed of David will be wiser than Solomon and he
n<H
will be a great prophet near ( !ll*i^) unto Moses our Rabbi". The
second reason is of an internal nature. The hegemony of the 
Law conflicts with the idea of a Messiah who may command supreme 
authority. Even the Messiah, can only occupy a place near Moses 
and is under obligation to obey and keep the commandments. The
•
noTargum already conveys this idea plainly. The Rabbis spoke %a of-
the MVJ/3 7^ l.hMJ^ , but the Messiah's Torah was essentially
(31Moses 1 Torah. The abrogation of the Torah by the Messiah is
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totally alien to the Rabbinic view. Strack-Billerbeck observe:
"eine solche Annahme ist von vornherein durch den feststehenden* . \
G-laubenssatz ausgeaJilossen, dass die Tora Moses, wie sie seit 
Ewigkeit pr&existiejfte, so auch Israel fflr alle Ewigkeit gegeben
•
sei, so dass niemand das Recht habe, ihr etwas hinzuzufttgen Oder
von ihr etwas wegzunehmen". The Messiah not only obeys the Torah, 
"but also studies it and expounds it. In the days of the Messiah, 
the Torah will assume, new significance and will be universally 
obeyed, the theatres and circuses of Edom will be turned into 
schools of study. Thus, the centrality of the Torah in Jewish 
thought has forced the Messiah into the background. This has 
already been recognized by Albo. "Der Glaube an den Messias,
sagt Albo, wtlrde der fundamentalen Heilsdeutung des Gesetzes Ein-
\ lJZ(/ tragpun". "Das nomistische Princip!! as Weber calls it, determin­
ed Jewish Christology. The supremacy and the immutability of the 
Torah which is fundamental for Rabbinic thinking, has necessarily 
forced Jewish theology to assign to the Messiah' a secondary place. 
Nevertheless, hope in Messiah* s coming and the establishment 
of a Messianic Age played an important part in Jewish life and 
worship and still sways the imagination of Jewry. It forms the
•
backbone of Jewish eschatology. It must be remembered, however, 
that the Rabbis have never worked out a consistent and systematic 
theory concerning the Messiah/ his person, his coming and his 
reign. Their ideas are confused, often contradictory and vague, 
On the whole, it may be said that Rabbinic notions connected with
•
the coming of the Messiah show more signs of the play of imagina­ 
tion than of serious theological thinking. Against modern Liber-
•
al views, however, it may be safely affirmed that the Rabbis never
«
fetached the Messianic Age from the person of the Messiah. The
•
two were inseparable. They conceived the Messiah, n<3t as an
•kiu
ideal, but as a real historical person^ The Messianic function,
x
however, was conceived to be primarily political. His chief 
mission was to free Israel from bondage. Klausner 1 s description 
well states the case: "The Jewish Messiah", he says, "is above 
all a redeemer of his^nation from subservience to foreign rulers". 
• That this was the case can be seen from Akiba's behaviour towards 
Bar Kochba. It 'is, however, noteworthy that not all the Rabbis 
shared Akiba's enthusiasm. TTo doubt, the Synagogue expected more
than political leadership from the Messiah. $ven Klausner admits
HI / so much. v
Dr. S. Schechter has worked out four main points under which 
the Rabbinic ideas concerning the Messianic Age can be summarised^ 
these notions reveal their view concerning the person of the Mes­ 
siah himself. All the other features attached to the Messiah
by various Rabbis are only of secondary importance. They are of
\
a mystical nature (like the preexistence of the Messiah, the crea­ 
tion of his name before the creation of the world, etc.), and have 
never seriously affected Judaism. Dr. A. Cohen rightly remarks: 
"The Talmud nowhere indicates a belief in a superhuman Deliverer 
as the Messiah". Dr. Schechter 1 s points are: l) The Messiah 
is a descendent of the house of David and his purpose is to restore" 
the kingdom of Israel and extend it over the whole world. 2) . In 
a last terrible battle the enemies of'God will be defeated and 
destroyed. 3), The establishment of Messiah's Kingdom "will be 
followed by the spiritual hegemony of Israel, when all nations 
will accept the belief in the unity of Go.d, acknowledge his Kingdom 
.and seek instruction from the law". 4) The Messianic Age will 
bring material and spiritual happiness, death will disappear and 
the dead will rise. For the sake of clarity, however, it must 
be added, that the Messianie concepts of the Rabbis contain other
v/r
•
important elements. One of the most striking is that of suffer­ 
ing. The passages referring to the suffering Messiah have "been
studiously collected "by Strack and Billerbeck in their great Corn- 
130mentary. The most striking of these which show remarkable like­ 
ness to the Christian conception of vicarious suffering come from 
the Pesikta Rabbathi. But three things must.he "born in mind: 
l) Though the Rabbis were acquainted with the thought of sacrific­ 
ing one's life "whether voluntarily or involuntarily fort he sake 
and the "benefit of others", vicarious suffering on the part of the
JVJ
Messiah was unknown to them. 2) The occasional allusions to a 
suffering Messiah have a definite nationalistic colouring. It is
•
Strack's and Billerbeck' s opinion that "nur Israel's Sttnde stthnt 
der Messias. Der.Gedanke, dass der Messias die Sttnde der Welt,
also auch die der Nichtisraeliten, trSgt (Jn. 1,29), begegnet uns
, IJ*
nirgends in der altrabbinischen Literatur". With this statement
/JV
Mr. Montefiore is inclined to agree. 3) The Messinaic Kingdom 
of the future is, according to Rabbinic views, essentially this- 
worldly. It is a Kingdom within history and time and is ultimate­ 
ly superseded "by the final end.
•
We see then, that whatever similarity there might "be "between 
the Jewish and the Christian conceptions of the Messiah and thB 
Messianic Age on three most vital points they totally differ. The 
Christian faith is founded upon the belief in the vicarious suffer-* 
ing of the Messiah; this suffering "benefits all'nations; the
»
Messianic Kingdom, though conceived to take place upon earth, is
not totally of this world, it "brings history to an abrupt conclus-
<3t> 
ion and starts a New Order. But there is a further point of even
greater importance. In Christian faith, the Messiah occupies a 
central position. He commands obedience, he makes claims upon 
loyalty, he forgives sin, he mediates "between man and God, he re-
37*
deems men, he renews their spirit, he reveals God's love. And*
furthermore, this Messiah is identified with a historical person 
whose name is Jesus of Nazareth.
• >
The divergence "between Literal Judaism and orthodox Christian­ 
ity is even greater.
Literal Jewish theology has completely abandoned the idea of 
a personal Messiah. Leo Baeck, a typical representative of Lit­ 
eral thinking, interprets the Prophetic o^nception of the Messiah 
as a symbolic form of speech. He explains that Hebrew genius be­ 
ing averse to the abstract form of expression invested in a con­ 
crete person the Messianic ideal. But later, Judaism shifted the 
emphasis from the person upon the time: it began to speak morebf
i
"the days of the Messiah" and of "the Kingdom of God" than of the
' t
Messiah himself. Thus, Liberal Judaism has- completed the process 
of evolution. It detached' the Messianic ideal fprom the person of 
the Messiah, and looks forward to the realisation of the Messianic 
Age. MThe future man", says Rabbi I. M. Wise, "will need no
' ' 13*
Messiah..." To Liberal Judaism, the Kingdom of God is no gift 
from Heaven, it is the result of the slow but steady progress of
humanity. It is brought about by "die unausgesetzte Arbeit der
139
Menschheit an sich.selbst". The establishment of the Kingdom de­ 
pends on the final triumph of human reason and the highest human
me 
aspriations; "it is not given, but achieved". The Kingdom of
God «is not God*s Kingdom, but man's Kingdom wfyere God has been 
made King.
\ '
It is obvious, that though the orthodox and,Liberal concept­ 
ions regarding the Messianic Age appear to differ on a vital pointy 
in essence.they are agreed. With the Messiah or without the Mes­ 
siah, to Judaism, the Kingdom of God is in our hands, it is :"or
Hflto establish it upon this earth. The idea that Isrpel himself
577
is the Messiah is not far removed from the Jewish mind. Dr. II. 
Kohler will meet with approval from many on t-.j orthodox side, 
that the Kingdom of God is not the work of an individual Messiah 
"but of Israel as a, whd>le. Kohler says: "Deutero-Isaiah stated"
•
it for all time, Israel, the Servant of God, the Messiah of the 
nations, working amid woe and suffering", will ultimately "bring 
"the divine Kingdom of righteousness and peace on earth", i
7. The To rah.
"Felix Perles, in a ahort essay on, Die Autonoinie der Sittllch- 
keit im ^disohen Schrifftum, points out that the ii^ortance of 
Herman Cohen1 s work lies in showing that the concept of moral 
autonomy stands in opposition to ( religion,.and therefore also to
msJudaism. The writer traces the anomaly to the Philonian influence 
upon Rabbinic thinking. He holds that the Rabbis did not realise 
the existing contradiction "zwischen Philos Lehre von der Autonomie 
der Sittlichkeit und der jfJdischen Anschauung von Gott als dem
IMM
alleinigen Gesetzgeber.,. " A contradiction, .which when thought 
out to the last consequences, destroys the very "basis of religious 
faith. Naively enough, Perles thinks, that the Rabbis could not 
have been aware of this fact "before Kant had explained the meaning 
of "autonomy". But to regard this pehnomenon as a mere result 
of faulty thinking appears to us to overlook the whole nature of 
Judaism. The autonomy of ethics in Jewish thinking has its roots 
not in speculative metaphysics, "but in the concrete conception of 
man. The absolute validity of the moral act vis a vis to God 
postulates freedom on the. part of man and therefore the autonomy
• - .
of ethics. The whole structure of Jewish religious thinking de­ 
pends upon it. , The depreciation of the validity of moral action 
strikes at the foundations of Judaism, underlying which is the 
conception of Law and justice.
Jewish scholars have rightly protested against the erroneous
V/8
view that "Torah" and "Law" are synonyms. Tor?.h .is a much wider 
arvT noiTi cDi'nrehensive conception than the word \lofA-o $ conveys. 
"The legalistic element", says Dr. S. Schechter, "which might
t
rightly be called the Law, represents only one side of the Torah". 
Torah itself covers the whole sphere of Judaism, as it expresses 
itself both in doctrine and practice. Torah, then, isjthe Norm 
against which Jewish life is measured, and it fulfils, in a sense, 
the purpose the dogmas do in the Church. But here lies a signi­ 
ficant difference. H. Loewe has with fine insight recognized that
*
the difference between Judaism and Christianity expresses itself 
in that the former insists upon orthopraxy and the latter upon 
orthodoxy. Behind tHis fact lies concealed the gulf which di­ 
vides the two faiths.
Jewish scholars often dwell upon the peculiarity ofthe
*
Church in that it insists upon orthodoxy, i.e., the adherence to
a creed and to dogmas. .That Judaism, however, has no dogmas, is
ti«i
a view which has been repudiated by Dr. S. Schechter.* There is,
however, a good deal of truth in H. Loewe's statement. The main 
emphasis in Judaism is upon the right deed. Leo Baeck hardly ex­ 
aggerates when he says: "Judaism too, has its Word,but it is one 
word only - "to do"; hence the toultiplicity of commandments. They 
all pursue the same end - the guiding of human life into the chan­ 
nel % of .right action. It is through the medium of t he moral act 
that the Jew finds his'approach to God. Indeed, Baeck goes as 
far as to say that obedience to the law of God is prior to any 
comprehension of God himself. It is only when men become "con­ 
scious of the moral unity" that they can "comprehend the unity of
IS!
Gpd". It is froto such insistence upon the right deed that the 
Law is put in its proper perspective.
The significance of Torah as Law and Commandment is the most
characteristic feature of Judaism. It is for this reason that
Moses occupies an unique position in Ra"b"binic thought, and that 
the Pentateuch stands a"bove the rest of the Canon. What Weber
says about the Scriptures in general applies primarily to the
l£-h
: it is the norma normans of all Rabbinic thinking* The
Torah is looked upon as the greatest and most perfect gift that 
God has "bestowed upon Israel. In it is embodied "the will and
••V
purpose, of the perfect God, perfect in Wisdom, perfect in right-
t?6
eousness, perfect in lovingkindness". - It forms the sure guide
tinder all conditions of life and its purpose is the purification
v 157 
and the sanctification of men. ' Israel, therefore, owes his loyal
ty to the Torah, and he expresses his obedience "by keeping the
*
Commandments. By doing so he ratifies 'the covenant established
*
at Mount Sinai between the chosen people and. the God of Israel.
iS$
Thus, the Torah occupies a central place in the Jewish faith. 
The Chief Rabbi, Dr. Herts, in a recent speech, said with
great emphasis, that the second fundamental principle of Judaism• ,
(the first "being the Unity of God) was Morality and Law. "It
*
proclaimed the Divine origin of the Moral Law; that there was an
1 ' . > ;
everlasting distinct ion" between right and wrong, an absolute ^Thoi
shalt 1 and 'Thou shalt not 1 in human life, a categorical impera-
W 
tive in religion..." This connection between moral action and
faith in God is upheld by Christianity as well as by Judaism. 
St. Paul's antinomy between faith and work has never been under­ 
stood by the Church as a dispensation from the human obligation 
to do right. It 'seems to us that Schoeps mispresented St. Paul's 
position, when he implied that the Apostle misunderstood t he pur­ 
pose of the Law, namely the sanctification of the will of God. 
Schoeps' well chosen passages to show that the Rabbis too knew 
of the value and greatness of faith, have nothing to do with the
main issue. The Apostle would have "been the last to deny to the 
Synagogue the claim to the possession of faith. ' There is also no 
hint in the Epistles of St. Paul to show that he repudiated the
»
right of the Law to make demands upon men. On the contrary, he
affirms the divine origin and the justice of the Lawr to. him the 
Law is the Law of God. He too knows, that not the hearers, "but
the doers of the Law shall "be justified.
The extent of the misunderstanding on the Jewish side can "be 
gathered from Montefiore's suggestion that the antinomy "between
•
the Jewish emphasis upon works and the Christian emphasis upon
a
faith may "be combined in a synthesis for "we need them "both: each 
possesses its measure of truth41 . Montefiore continues: HI can­ 
not help "believing that this old point of difference between Jud­ 
aism and Christianity may gradually "be done aray with. Each will 
recognize that the fuller truth lies in a combination of doctrines
<65"
hitherto thought opposed and alien to each other". To* this we 
may ask: did" the Apostle Paul, and does the .Church ever oppose 
faith to work in the sense that one excludes the other ? Such 
an allegation 'we would emphatically deny. There is no antinomy 
"between faith and work; this is made impossible by the fact that 
in the Christian view, they both belong to different spheres. In 
Christian thought, faith and work are held separate, the one re­ 
lating to God, the other to human relationship. Herein lies the
duality at the heart of Christian thinking to which Benzion Keller-
i6t> 
man draws attention. Such duality is conditioned by the singular
position which Jesus Christ Occupies in the Church.
Man's relationship to God depends, in the Christian view, not 
upon right action, but upon a right attitude to Jesus Christ. 
This is the meaning of Faith in the Pauline epistles: a striking • 
example is offered by the strange phrase in Gal. 5,23 & 25: 7T{>o
33'
Paul does not mean to imply that "before the appearance of Christ
3
there was no faith, but that faith now centres in the person of
• •
the Messiah. Herein lies the reason for the characteristic em­ 
phasis upon the creed, which Kohler calls the conditio sine qua
• '67
noji of the Christian Church. The creed, as the intellectual de­ 
posit of faith, is the only criterion, whether a man affirms.or
165
denies the claims the Church makes for Jesus of Nazareth. 
•
But, there is still one further point to be considered. 
Mbntefiore severely criticises Christian theoldgians for
•
presenting Judaism as a religion of external Law-observance and
i6<? 
Lohnsucht. This mistaken view has arisen from the position which
«
the Law occupies in Judaism. Montefiore himself agrees with
*
Weber that the Law'forms the centre of the Jewish religion: "All
170
radiates out from the Law, and from it all depends". The supreme-
i
acy of the Law goes right through the whole history of Judaism. 
Even in Hermann Cohen* s religious philosophy, the emancipation of 
religion from ethics has .not. taken place. Cohen was not able to•
overcome the supremacy of the Law as completely as Felix Perles 
seems to imply. Faith and Law, religion and ethics are inter-
\
twined to a degree which makes any attempt at separation imposs­ 
ible. This utter dependence of religion upon ethics puts man in 
a position of independence vis a vis to God, which in the Christ-
\ "• ' *
ian view is nothing*else but rebellion, for it ultimately implies 
that man is able to stand before God on his own merits.- This the 
Church categorically denies.
*• * 
Schoeps rightly regards*St. Paul's assumption that man is un-
able of himself to keep the Law as alien to the spirit of Judaism,
< •• • 
"Jeder Jude", says Dienemann, "ist der Uberzeugung, dasj'Glaube an.
die sittliche Kraft des Menschen* und 'Gesetz 1 , dessen Erfttllung
/
dieseri Glauben bestftt^igen soil, unauflflslich miteinander verbun- 
den sind". It is here that the difference reveals itself. The
discussion, as throughout, turns round man's position "before God* 
To the Synagogue, man appears as an independent agent capable of
• f'i
l-ILf
holding his own: Thou canst, is its constant cry. Pauline theo-
t
*
logy, on the other hand,"begins with the assumption that man is 
unable to keep the Law; he thus stands condemned "before God. God
* »
in His mercy, however, and herein lies the meaning of the Gospel,
* 
sent His Son to die for sinners: "While we* were yet sinners,
Christ died for us" (Rpm.5,8). ft is thus that .God "becomes the 
Judti'fier of the ungodly (Rom.4,5). Rom.10,4: T//*OJ p«f V//M.OV 
XftrfT<>3 fcl 5 cfliCtxiWuVfj^aoeg not "imply, therefore, arbitrary 
abrogation of the Law on the part of the Apostle. The end of the
•
Law is in its completion, in the fact that God has accomplished on 
"behalf of man, what man was unable to do for himself. The "right­ 
eousness" of the "believer is not his own, he owes it to God, 
through the Messiah. Kohler says that loyalty to the Torah is 
an "all-penetrating principle of the Synagogue". What the Jew
; ,
owes to the Torah, the Christian owes to Jesus Christ. But the 
difference lies, not merely "between loyalty to a person and loyal­ 
ty to a code. Underneath the Cross, men stands in .the position
' , '.!*.• •
of crisis, asking for grace: Tinder the Scrolls of the Law,man
stands in a position of self-assertiveness, giving his "best. Thus*^""™"™ /




The connection "between Torah and Revelation is o"bvious. 
Traditional Judaism has always claimed faith in Revelation as a
v •
fundamental tenet of the Synagogue. The inference from the prin-
*
ciple of Revelation is the immutability of the Law. Maimonides,
176
Handai, Al"bo and others regard this an essential "belief of Judaism.
/
# . .
The rigidity which such a tenet would inevitably impose upon Jew­ 
ish thinking has "been remedied "by the conception of tradition.
383
Next to the written Law (tiJi^Jib tOlh) is the Oral Law, ( Tl 1 /.h 
ill) ^^/llVJ); in the orthodox view, "both originating from Moses
to- • 
and enjoying equal sanctity. This principle of oral tradition
•
accompanying the written Law provides Judaism with the possibility
.177 
of growth and adaptability to circumstances. The rational ten-
V •
dency and the idea of progress are thus organically connected with
the concept of revelation. This wide conception of Torah is al-
• 
ready present in the teaching of the old Synagogue. When two.
• i• •
schools of thought like that of Hillel 'and Shammai differed on a
vital point, "both claiming the right to Halachah, the Talmud simply
175
declared "both right: "All words come from the same shepherd".
The Rabbis worked on the principle that the words of the Torah 
"are fruitful and multiply". • Torah thus assumes a muchx wider 
meaning than the principle of immutability would imply. Indeed, 
the Rabbis went so iar as to maintain that all which was to "be
• 
i
taught in the future was already communicated to Moses on Mount
Sinai: "The doctrines of the Rabbis were the harvest.from the
.. '30
seed which was sown .at the time of the original Revelation".
>This fluid and broad conception of revelation lends to Jud*-
aism an unique power of adjustment to the ever changing concepts
/ 181 
in human development. All manifestations of the human spirit,
all wisdom, all philosophy, all' science,'become thus, as it were,
» • *
a diffusion of Torah, being related to the revelation of God. 
Once again we meet here the underlying principle of unity between
God and the world. The totalitarian tendency of Judaism to ex-•
tend religion to all spheres of life springs from this source.
•
The division between the secular and the holy,^ the material and
*' '
the spiritual, is thus reduced to a minimum. The connection bet-
' •
ween Spinoza* s philosophy and the Jewish conception of revelation, 
becomes evident. There is an undeniable pantheistic strain in
Judaism which manifests itself in the narrow margin separating
• ' • . 
God from man, Hermann Cohen, who is determined to draw a clear
dividing line "between his ethical Monotheism and Spinoza's Pan­ 
theism, is only a"ble to establish his case within t he sphere of' •
182ethics. There is no denying that Spinoza's amor intellectualis
•
and the categorical imperative derived from the Law of Moses differ
. • • 
"both in intensity and quality. But it is significant that the
•
dividing line appears most prominently within the sphere of ethics 
as nowhere else. •• The reason for this lies deeply imbedded in the
fibre of Judaism. x . •
It is true that Judaism is deeply aware of God's transcend­ 
ence; it is equally true that the Immanence of God is" a vital ele­ 
ment of Jewish piety. "Resting on" this twofold anchorage", says 
Abel son, "Rabbinical Judaism was save£l from destruction. Its 
outwardness and its inwardness were both nefiessary for its preser-
'83 : "vation".. But the vital question which concerns us is by what
•
means does /the transcendent God become immanent ? In other words;
•under what conditions does the finite meet with the Infinite ?
To this, Judaism has only one answer: man creates those conditions
•i84 
himself. By his pie*y, by his earnest endeavour, by-his striving
upwards, he reduces the distance which divides him from the Holy
• 
One. The immanence of God is thus obtained by intrusion: it is




•: * * The connection between the Jewish conception of Revelation
•
and Spinoza's philosophy is not difficult to establish. The
, • •
great philosopher in his Short Treatise on God, Man and his Well- 
being, asks the important question: how can God make himself 
known to man ? Does it /§fcppen by means of the spoken w$rd or by 
direct communication through himself .? To this he answers: "v/e
consider it to "be unnecessary that it should happen through any 
other thing than the mere essence of God and the understanding of 
man; for, as the Understanding is that in us which must know God, 
and as it stands in such immediate union with him that it can 
neither "be, nor "be understood without him, it is incontrovertibly
*
evident from this that no thing can ever come into such closeiS5" 
touch with the Understanding as God himself can". Spinoza's
t
point is that the affinity "between the human and the divine Spirit 
is. such that any intermediary instrument is not only unnecessary, 
"but impossible: "Because we can never attain to the knowledge of 
God through any other thing, (i.e., w6\jds, miracles or any other
4
created thing), the nature of which is necessarily finite. ..for 
how is it possible that we should infer an infinite and limitless 
thing from a finite and limited thing ?" Only on the assumption, 
therefore, that man and God partake of the same infinity is revela-
\
tion possible. The process itself takes place within the soul of
iftt
man. With this we would like to compare the statement made by
• 
*
the, great Jewish theologian Kaufmann Kohler. In his article onv >
Revelation, in the Jewish Encyclopedia, he describes the process
1*7 
as "the gradual unfolding of the divine powers in man". The
difference between Israel and the other nations lies inthat the
•
Jewish race "has been endowed with peculiar religious powers that
fitted it for the divine revelation". In view of these two state-• • 
ments it is difficult to see how Dr. Kohler can assert that the
essential feature of revelation "is not merely a psychological
t
process in which the human imagination or mental faculty constir- 
tutes the main factor..." Can the-"divine powers in man", we 
would ask, be legitimately segregated from the intellectual life 
of any individual ? That Kohler's conception of revelation isja 
purely subjective one and-this in spite of his remark "that man
is "but the instrument upon which a superhuman force exerts its 
power", can "be Judged from his concluding remark. He finishes 
the article "by saying: "Whether 'Torah 1 has not frequently a far 
"broader and deeper meaning in the prophetic and other inspired 
books - denoting rather the universal law of human conduct, the
/
Law of God as far as it is written upon the heart of man in order 
to render him a true son of God - is a question at' issue "between 
Orthodoxy and Reform".
The difference, however, "between the Orthodox and Reformed
«
conception of Torah is only a formal one. It turns round the 
position of the written Law within the wider concept of revealed 
Truth. While orthodoxy relates all truth in some way or another, 
to the Mosaic Law, Liberal Judaism does not hesitate to brush the 
Law aside when it conflicts with reason. Montefiore thus bluntly 
declares: "Liberal Judaism no longer teaches the eternal validity 
of the Pentateuchal laws or law; we teach a progressive religion, 
a progressive apprehension and unfolding of the will of God". But 
strange as it may seem, there is no essential difference between 
the Liberal and Orthodox view. We shall find this affirmed by 
the example of H. Loewe, who describes himself as an orthodox, but 
not a "fundamentalist".
In his introduction to the Rabbinic Anthology, he dwells upon
*
the subject of Revelation. "Judaism", Mr. Loewe explains, "whe­ 
ther Orthodox or Liberal, old or modern, teaches that God's Law 
is universal as well as immutable. What is true in nature is 
true in religion? what is ialse in science cannot be true in relig­ 
ion. Truth is one and indivisible. God is bound by His own 
I A q *
.laws". Between Torah and the laws of nature there is then no 
essential difference. Not only the Holy Scriptures, says Mr. 
Loewe, but also history and archaeology "have been vouchsafed to
us "by Revelation11 . Revelation, he thus concludes, tfis the silent 
imperceptible manifestation of God in history11 ; or to "be more 
precise: "God in history is the definition of Revelation". If 
we ask in what relation then stands the Torah to this concept of 
revelation, Mr. Loewe has a twofold answer: 1) "Judaism regards 
the Torah as capable of expansion".'^* He provides proof from Rab­ 
binic literature to show that this is by no means a novel view.
According to the Rabbis "God's word", we are told, "is not an
f i 
antiquated tf«* T<*^/UA, but one which is ever new, which men run
to read. The Torah is 'your life', and like life, it grows"/* 3 
2) Side by side with the doctrine of the immutability of the
•
Torah "there is in Judaism a basic principle of the most potent
194 mutability, the doctrine of progress".
It is clear to us that Mr. Loewe has sufficiently demonstrat­ 
ed the essential unity between the Orthodox and the Liberal view.
On this subject, to use his own words again, "there is no dlffer-iflf ' ' 
ence between Liberal and Orthodox Jews". This fact is of the
utmost importance as it warns us from drawing too clear a line of 
demarcation between the two schools of thought.
It is evident then that between the Jewish and the Christian 
conception of Revelation is a deep cleavage. The cleft appears 
not in the question as to the primacy of the Bible or value of 
Biblical criticism, but over the problem of history. In the 
Jewish view, history is essentially the manifestation or unfold­ 
ing of God's will. It is on these grounds thatJRevelation and 
history can be linked up in one straight line. "In Judaism", 
says Leo Baeck, Mthe Kingdom of God is not a kingdom above the 
world, or opposed to it, or even side by side with it. It ia
rather the answer to the world...the reconciliation of its finite-
; \y° ness with its infinteness". Between the kingdom of God and this
world there is no qualitative difference, but only a difference of 
degree. Human history progressively unfolds God's purpose. All 
that happens within the experience of man serves a higher end. 
History becomes thus the supreme test of good and evil. What sur­ 
vives is good, what is unable to survive is evili^ 7 It is for this 
reason that thinkers, like Rosenzweig, Buber, Schoeps and others, 
have included Christianity within the general scheme of salvatioa 
It withstood the test of history; it thus proved its value and 
is therefore God willed.
The Christian position, however, is diametrically opposed to 
such a view. Revelation, to the Christian Church, is not some­ 
thing that runs alongside the world, and certainly not something 
that merges with it, it is something that stands opposed to it. 
The word of God is primarily a word'of Judgement, a condemnation 
of history. Between God and the world stands the Cross of Jesus 
Christ. The meaning of the Incarnation is that the continuity of 
history has been broken at a definite point. Whatever progress 
can mean for mankind, it cannot mean that man is able to advance 
to a position beyond the place where Jesus Christ stood. In the 
Christian view, Revelation is thus concentrated in His person. 
The value of the Bible is in that it points to Him. It is for
this reason that the Church could maintain the unity between the
2o« Old and the New Testament. The very fact that the Old and New
Testaments were knit together into one whole refutes the view of 
a progressive unfolding of God in history. The idea of endless 
evolution is not merely excluded by the fact of the Canon, but by 
the position which Jesus Christ occupies in the Christian Faith, 
The existence of a new Testament, never meant to the Church 
that the old one has been outgrown, but that it has reached its 
culminating point in the Messiah. In the words of Luther: "Chris-
tus universae scripture scopus est". Schleiermacher 1 s opinion, 
therefore, that Christianity is a new and different religion de­ 
tached from the Old Testament does not represent the view of the
iol
historic Church. Mr. Davies 1 via media: Christianity grew out 
of Judaism, "but "in the marvellous personality, life and teaching 
of Jesus, we have a new beginning..." also fails to understand the
Christian point of view. His underlying principle is the idea of
f
evolution which extends not only in the sphere of human existence, 
"but to God's dealing with man. 3 The view the Church has taken is 
perhaps best expressed in Prof. Macmurry's words: "Jesus is at 
once the culmination of Jewish prophecy and the source of Christ­ 
ianity. These are not two different aspects of the life of Jesus. 
They are the same things referred baclcwards into the past and for-
SfrU
ward into the future 11 . n
Revelation as far as God's dealing with man is concerned, the
•
Church finds not outside, but inside the Canon. The Canon forms, 
as it were, the periphery of Revelation, its centre being Jesus 
Christ. This unique position assigned to the Messiah runs con­ 
trary to the whole Jewish conception. HJenes Wort aus dem bren- 
nenden Busch, H says Buber, ' MIch werde dasein als der, als der 
ich dasein werde' (d.h. als der ich jeweils dasein werde) macht 
es uns umriflglich, irgend etwas Sinmaligna als die endgflltige Off en-
Zc$
barung Gottes zu nehmen*1 .
The reasons for objecting to the singling out of one person
«
and attaching to him revelational significance are not difficult 
to find: l) Jewish anthropology demands absolute equality of 
the human race. All men stand basically in the same relationship
•
to God. At no point may the chain of humanity be broken. 2) The 
superiority of the Torah and Israel's unique position in the pro­ 
cess of revelation cannot admit revelation to be vested in an in-
390
dividual person, 3) The concept of revelation understood in 
terms of continuous gfowth contradicts all claims to finality:
"The richness of the religion is not contained in a single one.*.•
The whole content of Judaism truly lies in its unended and unend-
A ... H Zcbing history*1 .
Modern Jewish thought deeply impressed by the idea of evolu­ 
tion, inevitably tends to deny absolute validity to religious val-
X
ues. The Christian emphasis upon the historical, the concrete,
*07
the individual, clashes with the basic principle of evolution. ' 
Herein, modern Judaism differs vitally from the old-Hebrew atti­ 
tude to history. A-historical thinking, in terms of the general 
and the abstract is alien to the Bible. It always speaks in 
terms of concrete events. To regard the concrete individual case 
as a mere manifestation of the general and the abstract, a mere 
fraction of the pattern which is to evolve by way of endless evolu 
tion, is Greek and not Hebrew. It is for this reason that Greece 
had no real sense for the historical; instead of concrete history 
it developed an abstract mythology where- the heroes of history be-
2o%came shadows or symbols of an idea.
Christianity, by its very nature, is anchored in history. 
The Christian Messiah is not a mythological abstraction, but a 
historical person. He lived, taught, died at a definite moment 
in history. It is on behalf of a historical person that the
**
Church'makes stupendous claims. These claims have the nature of 
finality: there will never be a person to bring to mankind a fun 
er revelation or a greater Truth. It is on this issue that Jud­ 
aism and Christianity part.
30/ 
B. Israel and the nations,
Apart from the main theological Issues already discussed, 
there is still one important problem to "be considered. It con­ 
cerns Israel's position in the world* The significance attached 
to Israel's election; the meaning of Jewish destiny; Jewish 
close proximity to the Bible; the Jewish position in the history 
of Revelation; the Jewish claim to the sole helrship of the pro­ 
phetic tradition; are factors which have vitally determined the 
structure of Jewish thought.
It is not possible to understand Jewish thinking without pay­ 
ing full attention to the basic principle underlying all Jewish 
theology: Israel's unique and singular position in the history 
of mankind. The division, therefore, between the Church and the 
Synagogue opens a far wider issue than can be expressed in terms 
of theology. It concerns the very existence of the Jewish people< 
Israel's opposition to the Church is dictated by something more 
elemental than theological divergency; namely, by the Instinct 
of self-preservation. The Christian claims are such that the 
whole meaning of Jewish destiny is at stake. The existence of 
the Church throws a threatening shadow upon Jewish life. Two 
vital factors are here involved: l) The spiritual destiny of 
Israel; 2) The safety of Israel's national life.
The relationship between Jewish separate existence and Is­ 
rael's spiritual significance is sucfc that a threat to either is 
a threat to both. In the Jewish view, Judaism and Jewish nation­ 
hood are interdependent; there is no Judaism without the Jewish 
people, and there is no Jewish people without Judaism. The 
modern distinction between religion and nationhood is for three 
reasons inapplicable to the Jewish situation: a) The unitary 
tendency of Judaism allows of no separation between the religious
and the secular; b) the political position of Jewry makes relig­ 
ion the only, unifying factor of Jewish life; c) Jewish exper­ 
ience as a scattered minority has shown that any loosening of the 
religious "bond opens a wide door to assimilation. But the dis­ 
appearance of Israel amongst the nations is tantamount to the "be­ 
trayal of his spiritual vocation. Israel and Israel's message 
are inseparable; the message is vested in the people and the 
people exists by the message. Israel, in order to fulfil his 
historical vocation, must exist. It may be observed, however, 
that the Liberal Synagogue, especially in England and America, 
has made strenuous efforts to overcome the national Implications 
of Judaism. Whether it will be able to survive in the recast, 
universalistic form only the future will show. Older Liberal 
theologians like Kaufmann Kohler and Leo Baeck, recognized the 
indivisible unity between the people and the message, and have 
thus held to the doctrine of Israel's unique significance amongst 
the nations of the world. We will ndw turn to consider the Syna­ 
gogue's attitude to the nations and its teaching about Israel. 
1. Jewish universalism.
, »
The question whether Judaism is a universalistic or particu­ 
laristic religion has been discussed at great length in recent 
years. Christian writers have adduced evidence from Jewish sour­ 
ces to prove the particularistic attitude of Judaism. Jewish 
writers .have, from the same sources given proof of the opposite. 
The undeniable fact is that both tendencies exist side by side
3o4in the Synagogue. To a large extent, Jewish feeling towards the 
other nations was governed by the circumstances under which the
Jews lived." 10 Monteflore's contention that the real attitude of
• 
the Rabbis must hot be judged from isolated instances, but against
the general historical background to which they belong, is a just 
plea
There is still a further point to "be considered. It has 
"been the practice of Christian scholars to contrast Rabbinic teach­ 
ing with that of the New Testament. But Montefiore rightly con­ 
tests the fairness of such a comparison. The counterpart to 
Rabbinic writings, he points out, is not the classical literature 
of the New Testament, but that of the Church Fathers.1 '1 This is 
an important point worth bearing in mind.
To deny to Judaism a strong universal!stic tendency, as some 
Christian scholars have done, is to overlook the mass of evidence 
contained in Rabbinic JLiterature. The concern with the Gentile 
world is much older than the Synagogue and goes back to the Pro-
»
phets of Israel. Is.l9,29f where Israel is given the third place 
standing side by side with Sgypt and Assyria his hereditary ene­ 
mies, is the finest testimony to prophetic unlversalism. A simi-
•
lar spirit permeates many of the psalms. Prom the New Testament 
writings, we know that the Jews busied themselves with what we
2(3would now call Foreign Missions. It may well be that it was the
missionary need which led to the translation of the Hebrew Scrip-
ai**- 
tures. When Paul went out with the Gospel message, he found a
well prepared field; the pioneer work had already been done by 
Jewish teachers and missionaries. The debt the Church owes in
liu
this respect to the Synagogue Is Inestimable. v The Rabbis in 
later centuries often showed a similar concern for the Gentile 
worldf"'* Such an attitude was not only prompted by the prophetic 
spirit of the Scriptures,"but was Implicit in the monotheistic 
faith of Judaism. The God of Israel, being the One and Holy God, 
was Inevitably the Lord of the Gentiles also. There is the touch­ 
ing sentiment expressed by R. Johanan, who declared that God does 
not rejoice over the downfall of the wicked: When the ministering 
angels wanted to sing a hinnn at the destruction of Sgypt, God said:
x "My children lie drowned in the sea, and you would sing ? M
By its very nature, Judaism was at first a religion deeply 
rooted in nationhood. The history of the Jewish people was at 
the same time the history of its religion. Their customs were 
religious customs and therefore national; their book was a nation­ 
al book and therefore religious. Prof. Moore has pointed out: 
MThe Jews were both in their own mind and in the eyes of their 
Gentile surrounding, and before the Roman law, not adherents of 
a peculiar religion, but members of a nation11/17 ' It was as such 
that they carried, with them wherever they went their religion and 
their mode of life. But Prof. Moore has drawn attention to a 
peculiar feature which is of great importance in the development 
of Judaism. The fact that the ger who previously was an advena 
in Jewish territory, becomes after the fall of the Kingdom an ad- 
vena to the Jewish religion, testifies, not only to the change 
of political circumstances, tut to an important change in the out­ 
look of Judaism. Dr. A. Marmorstein has noted the fact that the 
word 01 am at a certain period of Jewish history which cannot be 
chronologically fixed, changed its meaning from the restricted 
sense as used in the Bible to its world-wide signification in
Rabbinic writings. This inner change in the word Olam, testifies
zig 
to a change in Hebrew thinking in the direction of universalism.
Characteristic of the spirit of some Rabbis are the often 
quoted words of R. Simeon ben Azzai. Against R. Akiba's sugges­ 
tion that love to one's neighbour is the greatest principle of the 
Torah, Ben Azzai said that the words in Gen.5,1 MThijS is the book 
of the generations of Adam...in the likeness of God made he himM , 
contains a still greater principle. The inference being that 
the common origin of humanity imposes the duty of mutual love. ° 
Leo Baeck makes the following claim for Judaism which will not
easily be refuted: "Judaism created the fellow-man or neighbour, 
and with it the conception of humanity in its true sense...In 
Judaism, neighbour is inseparable from 'man 1 *1 . This, of course, 
is an over-statement in «* £ar-&s it includes all exponents of 
Judaism. But that many Rabbis have taken so noble a view cannot 
be questioned. The fact that such lofty views were often held 
in spite of the adverse circumstances under which Jews had to 
live, enhances their nobility in the eyes of mankind. It must 
also be borne in mind that the distance which separated the faith­ 
ful Jew from his heathen neighbour was not conducive to an univer­ 
sal istic outlook. The natural feeling of superiority both by 
reason of the great spiritual tradition and the moral purity when 
compared with heathen life, must have made it very difficult in­ 
deed for the Jew to regard the pagan as his equal.
Nevertheless, if in the eyes of the pious Jew, his pagan neig/t 
bour could hardly be his equal, it must be said to the credit of 
Judaism that it made honest attempts to raise him to equality. 
Prof. Moore has stressed that the principle of absolute equality 
between the ger and the born Israelite runs right through the tra­ 
ditional law. The moment the Gentile underwent circumcision and 
baptism, he was duly received into the religious community, "hav­ 
ing all the legal rights and powers and being subject to all the 
obligations of the Jew by birth11. Sven if he lapsed afterwards, 
he was still looked upon as an apostate Jew and not as a heathen. 
It is true that we sometimes meet with slighting references to 
proselytes. It was alleged that they cause misfortune, that they 
ptftpone the coming of the Messiah, that they are like leprosy to 
Israel"3 But these sentiments are easily explained by the in­ 
evitable disappointments that accompany all missionary efforts. 
On the other hand, thesis* >S was held in great esteem; he was
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looked upon as specially beloved by God; he was to be treated 
with deference; his origin was not to be cast in his teeth; his 
failings were to be borne patiently. The Midrash contains the 
touching parable about a stag which Joined the king's herd. The 
king was told about it; but he felt affection for the stag and 
ordered that fee be treated with special care. When the servants 
enquired the reason for his special affection for a wild creature, 
the king explained: MThe flock have no choice; whether they 
want or not it is their nature to graz« in the field and to come 
in at even to sleep in the fold. The stags, however, sleep in 
the wilderness. It is not in their nature to come into places 
inhabited by man. Shall we then not count it as a merit to this 
one which has left behind the whole of the broad, vast wilderness, 
the abode of all the beasts, and has come to stay in the court­ 
yard ? M The Midrash continues: "In like manner, ought we not 
to be grateful to the proselyte who has left behind him his .people 
and all the other peoples of the world, and has chosen to come to 
usf H It is for this reason that G^d provides the Proselyte with
12ty
special protection and exhorts Israel to do likewise. "The 
names of the proselytes", said the Holy One, blessed be He, "are 
as dear to me as the wine of libation which is poured out upon 
the altar".
God gave the To rah to Israel, not for the purpose of keeping 
it to himself, but of sharing it with the Gentiles. This is the 
meaning of the comment to Is.45,19: God did not wait to give the 
Torah until Israel entered the Holy Land, but gave it in the 
wilderness, lest Israel claita it for himself and exclude the
lib nations. The Gentiles, too, have a claim upon it:. R. Jeremiah
said: Whence can you know that a Gentile who practises the Law 
is equal to the High Priest ? Because it says: "Which if a man
do he shall live through them". (Lev.IS,5). And it (also) says: 
"This is the Torah of man" (2 Sam.7,19). It does not say the 
Torah of Priests, Levites, Israelites, "but Torath ha-Adam... And 
it does not say: "Open the gates, and let the Priests and Levites
and Israelites enter", tut it says: "Open the gates that a -pS
3.17 
fi'T* may enter" (Id. 26,2).
A 128In Pirtce de Rabbi Sliezer, there is the following eschato- 
logical reference: "Ten kings ruled from one end of the world to 
the other"; "The first King was the Holy One, blessed be he". 
The second king was Nimrod; the third king was Joseph; the 
fourth Solomon; the fifth was Ahab; the sixth was Nebuchadnezgar; 
the seventh was Cyrus; the eighth king was Alexander of Macedonia; 
the ninth King is King Messiah, "who in the future will rule from 
one end of the world to the other." The tenth king will r estore
224the sovereignty to its owner. He who was the first king will 
be the last king, as it is said: 'Thus saith the Lord, the King.., 
I am the first and the last; and beside me there is no God1 , and 
it is written: 'and the Lord shall be king over all the earth".' *° 
In this passage, we receive a glimpse of the Rabbinic vision which 
was based upon the faith of the ultimate vindication of God's 
righteousness and the extension of His Kingdom over the whole 
world. The passage reveals close affinity with the Pauline hope
/ 3 ** *when God will be tk -TTOLVTOL^ 7Tot6t\/(l Cor.15,28).
We may, therefore, say with some assurance, that Israel's 
Messianic hope had always a universal aspect. In the Messianic 
Age, the Gentile world will join the true worshippers of God. 
Meanwhile, it was incumbent upon the faithful Jew to preach re­ 
pentance and to make proselytes. flBy these means", says Schech- 
ter, "the Kingdom of Heaven, even in its connection with Israel, 
expands into the universal Kingdom to which sinners and Gentiles
131
are invited". Here, however, one important feature must be notic­ 
ed. The Kingdom of God is closely connected with the triumph of 
Israel. Not until the Jewish people has regained its freedom and 
established the divine Order in the Holy Land, can salvation come 
to the rest of the world: "Israel is the microcosm in which all 
the conditions of the kingdom are to find concrete expression11/32'
Hot before redemption has come to Israel, can it come to the world^ 
until then, even the Shechinah is in exile.133 
2. Jewish particularism.
It is an undeniable fact that side by side with the universal- 
istic outlook runs a strong particularistic trait through the 
whole history of Judaism. Jewish scholars have tried to explain 
it, and we take full knowledge of the suggestions they make. The 
fact, however, remains with all its consequences. There is no 
necessity to refute Dr. A. Gohen* s statement, that "in aii the 
sphere of morals", the Rabbinic outlook, "was universal and not
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national". The point is that it is not in the moral sphere that 
Jewish particularism appears. Its roots are to be sought in the 
consciousness of the Jewish people. In the Rabbinic view, the 
difference between the Jew and the Gentile arose, not merely from 
the difference of moral standards. It is true that to the Rabbis 
the Torah made a fundamental difference between Israel and the
nations. "Torahless universalism" as Schechter calls it, would
n.
have been abhorrent to the leaders of the Synagogue. It is equal­ 
ly true, that to the Rabbis, Israel was not a nation in the ordin­ 
ary sense. It was not race, but the Torah that made Israel a 
people^ This fact of spiritual prerogative, however, was not
J36
always interpreted in the sense of special grace, but of merit. 
The Gentile world refused the Torah, while Israel accepted it.** 7 
There was a certain unspecified inherent quality in Jewish blood, 
a connection with the Patriarchs, a special favouritism on the
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part of God, which placed Israel in a singular and unique position . 
The best the Gentile could do was to Join Israel, but he could not 
become Israel.
Prof. Moore explains that "equality in law and religion does 
not necessarily carry with it complete social equality", and that 
"the Jews would have been singularly unlike the rest of mankind if 
they had felt no superiority to their heathen converts". It was 
for this psychological reason that the Proselytes were put at the 
end of the list in Jewish society. Indeed, sometimes so low that 
they ranked lower than bastards and Nithinim (descendents of old 
Temple-slaves) and only above the heathen slaves who had been 
freed by their Jewish masters. ° Social conventions are certainly 
persistent and must not be made the criterion of religious stan­ 
dards. There are, however, deeper reasons which affected the Jew­ 
ish attitude to the Gentile world.
It is essential to bear in mind that in the Jewish view, be­ 
tween Israel and the Nations, there existed an abyss, which could 
not be bridged. There could be no compromise between Israel and 
the Gentiles, as there could be no compromise between the God of 
Israel and the idols. Faithfulness to God already implied hos­ 
tility to idolatry, andtherefore to idolaters. The harsh say­ 
ings against Gentiles are primarily prompted by religious scruples"", 
There was something so terrible in idolatry for the Jewish mind, 
that to conceive the possibility of a radical change within the 
lifetime of one generation was impossible. 'We do not believe a 
proselyte until seven generations (have passed), so that the wat­ 
ers should not return to their source". A Jew could under no 
circumstances marry a non-Jew. There was no social intercourse 
between them: "for whosoever eateth with an uncircumcised person 
is as though he were eating flesh of aboMnation". If a Jew
showed kindness to a Gentile, it was only pli/ O«>T
•
Faithfulness to Judaism required a measure of hostility towards 
the pagan world. To this must "be added the important point that 
the Gentiles, who by reason of their idolatry, were enemies to the 
God of Israel, were also, "by reason of their political superiority, 
enemies to God1 s people. Guignebert affirms with good reason 
that even in cases where the Messianic ideal tended towards uni­ 
versal! sm, Hits fundamental idea was still the restoration of Is­ 
rael, that is to say, the triumph of Jewish nationalism11/^ This 
was only natural, for in the Jewish view, the triumph of Israel 
was tantamount to the triumph of God. The primary function of 
the Messiah, the true son of David, was the restoration Af Israel's 
Independence and the defeat of his enemies. Maimonides quotes 
the Talmudic saying: MThere is no difference "between this world 
(i.e. as it is now) and the days of the Messiah, except only sub-
1V6
mission to (foreign) government". It must not "be overlooked that 
Jewish universal!sm was crippled "by the growing hostility of the
Roman Srapire and the tragic end of national life. It is for thisi
reason that the universalist utterances of the Old Testament have 
been given a restricted meaning.
Bousset admits that Judaism was conscious of a world-mission,* **o 
but he holds it was hindered by its deeply rooted nationalism. '
The only way, therefore, to reach out to the heathen world was to 
Join the Gentiles to Israel: wwer wirklich zur jfldischen Religion
2 tf 3
flbertrat, wurde Jude M. It was in this peculiar form of univerwal- 
isra that the Synagogue differed from the Church. Both were con­ 
scious of a message and both made claims upon the Gentile world. 
But while Christianity, thanks to the labours of St. Paul, became 
completely detached from nationhood, Judaism could not afford to 
be so. The Jewish message could therefore only come to the Gen-
kot
tile world in its national dress. The reasons for this lie ddep- 
ly rooted in Jewish history. But two main factors must be men­ 
tioned in order to account for the course Judaism had taken.
a) The national motive.
It is a peculiar fact about Judaism, that religion and nation­ 
hood are inseparably welded together. This characteristic fea­ 
ture which almost creates the impression of tribalism, is not only
t
explained by the tendency of /*k>no theism towards the total unifi­ 
cation of life. The religious development of the Synagogue must 
be placed against its proper political background to do full Jus-
*
tice to it. It must be constantly borne in mind that Judaism 
has laboured under abnormal political conditions. The Rabbis who
faithfully watched over the Synagogue were not only the religious
m1) 
leaders, but also the guardians of national life. Only at the
expense of deeply-cherished principles could Jewish life continue. 
2verything that served towards preservation of the Jewish people 
became hallowed by religion. Judaism became the means of pre­ 
serving the Jewish people. While in natural circumstances, Is­ 
rael would have lived for his religion, under abnormal conditions,
Israel's religion became subservient to Israel's national exist-
iso 
ence. Such use of religion for the purpose of nationalism could
have only taken place where the national and the religious cause 
were looked upon as identical. But such was the case in Judaism:
•
the people of God and the God of the people were inseparably un­ 
ited. Subservience of the religious to the national cause was no 
departure from the main principles of Judaism. It may well be 
doubted whether the Rabbis were even conscious of the fact. To 
them, the preservation of Israel's identity was a religious task. 
They therefore never hesitated to use religion as the most potent 
means for the preservation of national life. It is for this
402
reason that the demands of Judaism aim primarily at national pres­ 
ervation.15'
b) The Jewish religious consciousness.
We have observed already that, according to the Rabbis, Is-
•
rael occupies an unique and singular position. The Jewish people
differs from all other peoples upon earth. Such a view was, in
i
the first place, prompted not by an exaggerated form of national­ 
ism, but by the religious consciousness of the Synagogue. God's 
dealings with Israel have both national and religious significance , 
God called His people; He saved it from the house of bondage; He 
gave it His To rah; He brought it to the Promised Land; He was 
and is Israel's King. n a^p i^'iX is a familiar phrase in 
the Synagogue's liturgy.152
To have Abraham as a Father, to claim God's promises, to keep 
His Commandments, to belong to the commonwealth of the Chosen
•
People, were the religious prerogatives of the Jew. The fact 
of his birth was not fortuitous, but a God-given privilege, an 
act of grace. It is for this reason that the Jew thanks God for 
not having been made a heathen, a slave, or a woman. To have 
been born a Jew had religious significance. Even the Jewish sin­ 
ner was in a different position to the Gentiles: no Jew goes to
•?5*4
Gehenna, as there is no Israelite without some good. Such notions 
had their root in the conviction that Israel stands in unique re­ 
lationship to God. wGod's love is primarily for Israel as a. 
whole". Israel's election stands for eternity/
To this must be added the fact that the Law of Moses in its 
Rabbinic interpretation Imposed severe restrictions upon Jewish 
life. Hoennicke has paid attention to this important factor: 
MDas Gesetz als Sitte und Observanz hatte eine in das Leben Jedes 
Juden tief eingreifende Bedeutung". ' The Law formed the middle 
wall of partition between Jew and Gentile.
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These two factors, the national and the religious, have de­ 
cided the Jewish attitude to the Gentile world* In spite of its 
many and noble efforts, Judaism was unable to break down the bar­ 
riers, it remained essentially a national religion* Sven the 
Hellenised Jews of the Diaspora, have only loosened, but not thrown
5 £8off, the fetters of national exclusiveness. Such an attitude, 
if detached from its religious motives, could easily lead to ex­ 
treme pride and a perverse form of nationalism. No doubt, many
i59Jews did not escape the danger. Racial pride is a failing common 
to man. In Judaism, where the national and the religious arejso 
closely knit together, the danger is even greater. Montefiore 
frankly admits the fact* <WI do not deny", he says, "that the 
Old Rabbis 1 religion was prevailingly particularistic. The en-
llaO •
emies of Israel were the enemies of God". The utter impossibil­ 
ity of separating the national cause from the religious, inevitably 
made for a certain national arrogance. It led to utter contempt 
for the Gentile world* Though the door to Judaism was left open, 
the masses of the Gentiles remained outside. For them, the Syna-
262gogue had no hope.
•
It is for these reasons that it is difficult to speak of Jew­ 
ish universal!sin* For this, Judaism was too deeply anchored in 
its national life. The universal!stic tendencies of Judaism Mare
«
nothing more than an extent ion of particularism, implying the ab-
*63
sorption of the Gentile world by the chosen people M. This is not 
an unjust description, it tallies well with the facts. The way 
to the God of Israel, led via Israel; the Synagogue could not 
conceive of any other way.
The great sacrifice the hour demanded, Judaism was unable to 
make. The Kingdom of God remained closely knit to Israel's nat­ 
ional ambitions. Weber does not exaggerate when he says: "Zu
dem Gedanken der Universalitflt des Reiches Oottes steht also das
I6y
jfldisch religiose Bewusstsein in unversflnnlichem Gegensatz". Be­ 
tween the God of Israel and the Gentile world stands the Jewish 
people. To come to God, meant primarily to come to the Jews. 
Without first coming to Israel, the way to God remained barred.
\
Leo Baeck has tried to exonerate the exaggerated importance of Is­ 
rael by explaining that Hthe greatest duty always carries with It 
at the same time the greatest promise 1'. He, therefore, asks:
H8hould not that power which made special demands of Israel grantifc** 
it also special promise ? H This question we cannot answer. How
God rewards faithfulness is His own secret. Jesus Christ, how­ 
ever, once said: Mwhen ye shall have done all those things which 
are commanded you, say, we are unprofitable servants*1 . (Luke 17, lo). 
It may be that such an attitude is alien|to the spirit of Judaism. 
The fact remains that Judaism continued a national religion; the 
Gentile world stayed outside the Synagogue.
Jewish writers have sometimes implied that Christianity 
bought its success at the price of a compromise. "Compromise be-
*
tween Judaism and Hellenism, between Israel and the pagans", says
266
Klausner, wis the foundation and basis of all Christianity..." 
But it seems to us that whatever foreign elements may have been 
admixed with the Gospel which Jesus preached, the success of 
Christianity is not fully explained by the principle of adaptation. 
Klausner maintains that Paul, though unconsciously and unintention­ 
ally, "made his Christianity acceptable to the minds of the best
167 of the pagan world". But, we would ask, was the Gospel which
i •
Paul preached really acceptable to the pagan world ? Furthermore ; 
were those who received it the best of the Gentiles ? Perhaps 
part of the answer lies in Klausner's admission that Paul "took 
from the Jewish Messianic idea its universalistic side, and ignored
consciously or unconsciously - its politico-national side..." 
That Paul's behaviour, however, was conditioned "by a reconcilia- 
tory policy towards the Roman authorities, we would strongly re­ 
pudiate. Klausner himself admits that the two aspects of the 
Messiah, the "politico-national", and the "universalistic-spirit­ 
ual" existed side by side in the minds of the Jewish people!'* If 
Paul was to preach to the Gentile world at all his choice was al­ 
ready predetermined, without any alterior motives to decide. Only 
a Gospel unhampered by nationalistic ambitions and broad enough 
to include mankind, could break down racial prejudice and make 
room for the Christian Church. Herein lay the strength of Christ­ 
ianity, and thwweakness of Judaism.170
3. Israel's election.
Jacques Maritain, in his fine small book on Anti-semitism,
•
refers to Israel as a corpus mysticum. He holds that "the bond 
which unifies Israel is not simply the bond of flesh and blood,
or that of an ethico-historical community, it is a eacred and•
supra historical bond, of promise and yearning rather than of
%i\ possession". This is Israel's election viewed from the Christian
point of view. The Jewish view is somewhat different.
"the Jewish religious consciousness is deeply aware of Is-
VM, 
rael's election; " -l^tt^Qil n-ftX » is to the Jew ^TQ than
^ ' *
a pious phrase. It expresses faith in Israel's unique signifi­ 
cance and mission to the world. Israel's election precedes the
113
creation of the world and extends for everlasting. This belief
27ty
which Schechter calls "an unformulated dogma", for it is not con­ 
tained in Maimonides' Creed, is of basic importance for Jewish 
religious thought. Faith in Israel's election has determined 
the Synagogue's attitude to the Gentile world and was an import­ 
ant factor in the Pauline controversy. Its foundation is the
Old Testament. Passages like Deutr.14,2: "For thou art an holy 
people unto the Lord thy God, and the Lord hath chosen thee to "be
a peculiar people unto himself, above all the nations that are up-i75~ 
on the earth 11 , have naturally lent themselves to an interpretation
in the sense of unconditional election. It is for this reason 
that God is first and foremost the God of Israel: j**>jib Ox )'X 
^x*»u* rr^X *<?* niDljO ^b 'Vi^V'lsrael's future is depend­ 
ant on this supreme fact. It is on the strength of this that we 
are told: HA11 Israel will have a share in the world' to comeH. 
For Is.60,21 says: They shall all be righteous.177 It is, however, 
important to observe that such a certainty does not entirely rest 
upon Israel's own merits, but rather upon God's gracious dealing 
with his people. George Foot Moore, remarks on this passage: "A 
lot in the World to Come is ultimately assured to every Israelite 
on the ground of the original election of the people by the free
grace of God, prompted not by its merits, collective or individual
*78 
but solely by God's love, a love that began with the Fathers*.
Here we must note an important deviation from the Christian con­ 
ception of election.
To the Church, election applies to tl\e individual. It is 
only because the Church consists of elected members from all races 
that the Church claims election for herself. The Church as a
m '
body is elect in as much as its members believe themselves to have 
been called by God. This iejnot so in the Synagogue. It is not 
in the first placd the individual Jew who claims for himself elec­ 
tion: it is the people, the4**>VJ' Ji 0 3 b whom God has chosen
7 ^^•^••^^^^•••^^^ f
for an eternal heritage. Israel is, as it were, the repository
%
of God's grace, and the individual partakes of it only by virtue 
of belonging to the community. Sven the bad individual has thus
*
still a share in the united effort of the whole people. "What
the community does, or, as the community as a whole acts, can 
affect for good or for evil the individuals of whom the community 
is composed...The unity of the community is anunity which is an
1?#
advantage to its evil members". God's dealing is primarily with 
the congregation of Israel, and through the Congregation with the 
individual Jew. This is not, however, a denial of individual 
providence, it simply emphasises the collective and social aspect 
of election over against the individual. HIt must "be remembered*} 
says Montefiore, Hthat the community of Israel, and even each lo­ 
cal congregation, were more important to the Rabbis, and, as they 
believed, more important even to God, than any individual Israel­ 
ite. The Rabbis never abandoned the 'collective* point of view 
of the Old Testament, even though they had also adopted and in­ 
tensified the later individualism. The community of Israel 
(kelal Israel) forms a sort of real, if mystical, personality. 
It is because the community is known to, and loved by, God, that 
God knows and loves each individual who composes it". There is 
much truth in J. Abelson's opinion that Judaism is, as he calls
2$l
itj an "amalgam of a Jeremiah and an Szekiel"; both elements,
that of communal adherence to the religious traditions, and also
• 
individual piety, are present. But there can be no doubt, that
the Synagogue's traditional emphasis is upon the collective side 
of religion. This fact is of far-reaching consequences. The 
collective aspect of Judaism counteracts the Christian conception 
of personal salvation, and also places the Synagogue in a differ­ 
ent position to the rest of humanity. We will now turn to the 
more recent restatements of the doctrine of Israel's election. 
It is the firm belief of the Synagogue that God's dealing 
with Israel is not merely an example, as is the Christian view,
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of His dealing with mankind. Israel's history is essentially on
a different plane. There are, as it were, two histories; the 
history of the Jewish people, and the history of the rest of man­ 
kind. Such a view is born out of the conviction of Israel's 
unique mission to the world. Judah Halevi expressed it in the 
following words: M0od has a secret and wise design concerning us, 
which should be compared to the wisdom hidden in the seed which 
falls into the ground, where it undergoes an external transforma­ 
tion into earth, water and dirt, without leaving a trace for him 
who looks down upon it... w The seed, however, which thus die-
2*3appears, produces a tree which bears fluit; so also Israel. Is­ 
rael's supreme mission is to stand as a witness to Monotheism. 
Ziegler, referring to the Jewish determined opposition to Paul,
•»
asks the question: would it.ever have come to a trinitarian doc­ 
trine had the Jews been less adamant towards the Apostle ? Zieg­ 
ler' s answer is that there was no other solution, no compromise 
would have satisfied Christianity; to yield to the Gentile Church 
would have meant the end of the Jewish people, and therefore also
9gl/
of Monotheism. Providence had endowed Judaism, at a moment of 
great peril .with leaders, whose only aim in life became: "Die
2$£
Srhaltung der Religion durch die Nation". It was for this higher 
purpose that the Synagogue had made use of religion to preserve 
Jewish identity. This is a constant Jewish plea.
Ziegler himself admits that the tenacious holding to the Law 
on the part of the Jews was prompted, not only by religious, but
556also *by national motives. It is for this reason that H. Loewe 
insists upon the importance of the ceremonial side of Jewish life: 
wit prevents the disappearance of Judaism in its environment... 
the discipline .of the Torah is so powerful a shield that it could
28?
be laid aside only at grave risk". The religious fence which 
Judaism has built up between itself and the world was a measure
of self-protection* Its purpose was, and still is to maintain 
Hits individuality in the midst, both of a hostile and a friendly
18&
world". To the Synagogue, "both are of equal danger; the one
, /
uses force, and the other enticement to destroy Israel's separate 
existence. Bousset has clearly recognized the national signifi­ 
cance of religion in Judaism; he calls it "das wiehtigste Mittel
iSf
zur Srhaltung der Slgenart des jitdischen Vblkstums".
Is such a use of religion justified ? Prom the Jewish point 
of view it is, and this for two reasons: l) From the peculiar 
Jewish conception of history, the ceremonial fence "built round 
the Jewish people has served a purpose and has therefore vindicat­ 
ed itself. For "in history everything which fulfills a definite
and required task is necessary; that which accomplishes some-
Wo 
thing, and remains within the domain of the good, is justified?
2) The maintenance of Israel's separate existence is not an end 
in its£lf. The main purpose is the Jewish mission. The law 
serves as an iron wall to keep Israel separate from the rest of 
the world, "because on his existence depends the existence of 
Monotheism: Hnur ein VollJude" says Ziegler, with great emphasis,
IQlis a"ble to "be a real Mo not heist.
Thus, the Synagogue makes an unique claim on "behalf of the 
Jewish people. It demands a position which places Israel out­ 
side the wider circle of humanity. The Jewish people occupies 
a place to itself, "by virtue of its election. No fusion is pos-
»
sible between Israel and the rest of mankind. He must remain 
what he is, Mein Sinmaliges, Sinziges, in keine Gattung Sinzurei-
S£l
hendes, nicht "begreiflich Unterzubringendes". To Buber, Israel 
is neither a nation, *nor a religion, in the usual sense of the 
word, it constitutes "eine Sinheit von Glauben und Volkstum, das
243einmalig ist". It is this indivisible unity between nationhood
(Vblkheit) and faith, which closes the circle round Israel and 
keeps him apart from the nations. The outsider can only join, 
but not really enter into Israel's election. Schoeps accepts 
Judah Halevi's opinion that Israel's election is "samenhaft gebun- 
den". Kaufmann Kohler's Liberal view is not much different. He 
explains the difference between Judaism and Christianity, that 
while one can become a Christian, one has to be born a Jew. It 
is possible to cut oneself loose from Church membership, but "the 
Jew is born into it and cannot extricate himself from it even by 
the renunciation of his faith..." The original German is even 
more explicit: "Im Judentum "btjldet die Stammesgemeinschaft die 
Grundlage der Glaubensgemeinschaft, derart, dass auch der unglftu- 
bige Jude noch Mitglied der Judenschaft bleibt". Leo Baeck takes 
a similar view. He*claims that both the peculiarity and the 
difference which distinguishes Israel from all the other nations 
"rests on a clear and permanent possession". Franz Rosenzweig, 
however, has gone to the full length, and with indeflectible logic 
has built up a racial theology. His heavy book, Der Stern der 
3rl6*sung, is based on the idea of Israel's mystical blood-relation­ 
ship. This, according to Rosenzweig, differentiates between the 
Jewish and all the other peoples: "D*£ Vfllker der Welt kdnnen 
sich xfcht genttgen lassen an der Gemeinschaft des Blutes; sie 
treiben ihre Wurzeln in die Nacht der selber toten doch lebenspen- 
dendeh Srde...Wir allein vertrauten dem Blut..." In Rosenzweig f s 
racial theology, the Jewish people is assigned a place of self-
^
sufficiency which borders on apotheosis. It lives by its own sal­ 
vation; it partakes of eternity (Ss hat sich (i.e. das Volk) die 
Swigkeit vorweggenommen"); its growth is accomplished; it has 
reached its goal; it stands "jenseits des Gegensatzes... von Sige*i- 
jf&rt und W^itgeschichte, Heimat und Glaube, Srde und Hiranel".
Augustine's concept of unity "between fides and salus, which is 
still the dream of the nations, has already been attained by Is-
"VOI
rael. Herein lies for Rosenzweig the difference between Judaism 
and Christianity. It is essentially a difference of direction: 
HDas christliche Leben folirt den Christen ins Aussen". Christ­ 
ianity is outside him: "Sr (i.e. the Christian) ist nie Christ,
3oi
obwohl das Chrlstentum ist". Christianity denationalises the 
believer; but; "den Juden fflhrt das jfldische (Leben) tiefer in 
seine jfldische Art hinein". It is here that the essential cleav­ 
age between the two faiths reveals itself; the greatest differ­ 
ence between the Jew and the Christian, says Rosenzweig, is in
that the Christian "von Haus aus oder mindestens von Geburtswegen
303 
Heide ist, der Jude aber Jude".
Against this attitude the whole Christian assault breaks 
down. The Gospel has nothing to offer. The fact that a man 
belongs to Israel is already good news in itself. While the
heathen becomes a son of God by adoption ( utoflt^catj^ the Jew
*o4 
is already a son by birth. He stands in an everlasting covenant
with God because he is a son of Abraham: "Abraham, der Stammvater 
und er (i.e. the individual Jew) der Slnzelne nur in Abrahams Len- 
den, hat den Ruf Gottes vernommen und ihm mit seinem (i.e. Abra­ 
ham's) 'Hier bin ich' geantwortet. Der Sinzelne wird von nun
an zum Juden geboren, braucht es nicht erst in irgend einem ent-
3or 
scheidenden Augenbllck seines Sinzellebens zu werden".
It is obvious from this that the whole Christian conception
•
of salvation falls to the ground. For the Jew, there can be no 
personally acquired salvation. He already partakes in it by 
reason of his birth. Salvation is consequently limited to the 
national restoration of Israel. There is profound significance 
in the fact that to Judaism the Messiah is primarily a national
306
hero. "Regeneration11 in the Christian sense is foreign to the
Synagogue. The Jewish word for -TT «^ *^£*is ln ^.
*
the erring Jew needs only to return to the forsaken position. 
Rosenzweig rightly explains that for the Jew "Wiedergeburt ist 
nicht seine persflnliche, sondern die Umschaffung seines Volkes 
zur Preiheit im Gottesbund der Offenbarung. Das Voile und er in 
ihm, nicht er persflnlich als Sinzelner, hat damals eine zweite 
Geburt erlebt". °' The real meaning of St. Paul's struggle appears 
in all its significance at this point of our discussion. G. Foot 
Moore remarks that Paul and the church had substituted for the 
Jewish national election "individual election to eternal life,
SOS
without regard to race or station*1 . It may be doubted whether 
this was a Pauline substitution, as a tendency towards individual­
ism is already present in the Old Testament. But it fell to the
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Apostle to draw the last consequences from the prophetic teaching. 
The profound difference between Paul and the Synagogue ultimately 
turned round 'the question of the meaning of "Jew11 . To Paul, a
•
Jew is not defined by race and tradition, but by the moral quali­ 
ties which link him spiritually with Abraham: a true Jew, one can 
only be <v TU» K?urrru> (ROm,2,28f)^° Israel to Paul, is not de­ 
fined in terms of race or colour, but faith. In Christ Jesus, 
the Gentiles are Abraham^ seed and heirs of the promise (Gal, 3, 29). 
Here all national limitations are broken down, the New Israel 
knows of no differences and admits no prerogatives. Before God, 
all men stand in equal need and therefore have equal rights.
The whole Pauline attitude towards the Law must be viewed 
from the angle of human equality before God. The Synagogue ac­ 
cepted a graduation of standards which was unbearable to the 
Apostle. There were Israelites, full proselytes, semi -proselytes 
and God-fearers. Their status was dependent upon the 'degree of
adherence to the Mosaic Law as Interpreted by the Rabbis. Such 
a classification presupposed a scale of merits according to which 
God's attitude to man was determined?' 1 This view ran contrary to 
the Gospel message which proclaimed the good news of God's free 
grace revealed in the Messiah. Before the Cross, not only the 
heathen stranger, but also the pious Jew stood condemned and in 
need of pardon. It is for this reason that the Cross was to the 
Jew an offence. The coraplet.e levelling down of Jew and Gentile 
was an outrageous act of insolence in the eyes of the Synagogue. 
There can be no equality between the Chosen People and the pagans. 
Israel is pledged to the Law, the nations are not. While it is 
enough, therefore, for a Gentile to keep the seven commandments 
of Noah, it is incumbent upon a Jew to keep the whole Law. Prom 
Paul's position of equality, such a stiuation was intolerable. 
If the Law is necessary for salvation, then it must be the whole 
Law for all men, or else no law for anyone. The manifesto of 
the Kingdom of God, consisted for St. Paul in the announcement 
of free grace for all men through faith in the Messiah. Not even 
Israel could enter the Kingdom cum privilegio. It is not enough 
to be a son of Abraham in order to be a son of GocU
It is important to note that this new and revolutionary con­ 
ception of election is a recurring principle in the pronouncement 
of Jesus himself. MThe first shall be last, and the last first'} 
is the motto of his Kingdom.
4. Israel and the Church,
BJf God's providence, the majority of the Jewish people was 
destined to live in the midst of Christendom. The Church and 
the Synagogue have been facing each other for nearly 2,000 years. 
They both constituted a challenge to each other. They both claim­ 
ed the same privileges, lived by the same hope, worshipped in their
own way, the same God. Moreover, "both have claimed to be Israel, 
the chosen people, the people of God. While Israel, however, has 
violently disputed the right of the Church, strange as it may seem, 
the Church has never disputed the right of the Jew. What is Is­ 
rael to the Church ?
1) The Christian view concerting Israel.
The Christian view concerning Israel has been moulded by the 
Bible; especially by St. Paul's Spistle to the Romans. However 
individual Christians may have behaved towards the Jewish people, 
the Church, at least in her doctrinal aspect, has never denied to 
the Jew the right to election. She could not do so in view of 
the Bible. Rom. 9 - 11 have been deeply imprinted upon the mind
3liof Christianity. Israel was and remained an important witness 
to God's revelation. The fact that Jesus Christ was a Jew, that 
the Church first took root upon Jewish soil, and that the histori­ 
cal background of the Bible is the people of Israel, has deeply 
penetrated the Christian consciousness. St. Paul's words ack­ 
nowledging Israel's unique position, the Church has accepted with­ 
out questioning: They are Israelites, theirs is the adoption, and 
the glory, and the covenants, and the giving of the Law, and the 
service of God, and the promises (Rom.9,4). Israel's obdurate 
refusal to accept the Messiah is a mystery to the Church which 
she cannot explain. But Israel's ultimate restoration, though 
not an article of faith, is yet a constituent part of the Church's
hope. The Church knows herself incomplete without the Jewish
, 3/3 people.
Does the Church then accept the claims the Synagogue makes on 
her own behalf ? We think the answer is definitely No. The 
significance the Church attaches to the Jews over and above any
*
other people, is not occasioned by what the Jews are in themselves
but by what God is. The faithfulness of God the Church does not 
call in question: God's gifts are without repentance (Rom. 11, 29). 
Blindness in part has fallen on Israel, but this is not God's 
final word. God's purposes are never defeated and his triumpli 
is the last. It is because the Church clings to the God of Is­ 
rael that she also clings to Israel. Israel in himself, however, 
stands not outside, but within the family of nations. God's 
dealing with the Jewish people reveals His dealing with man.
The sole advantage the Church concedes to the Jew is that of
• 
•primus inter pares. All that happ'ens in history can only happen
consecutively, this is the meaning of time. The Jew, therefore, 
stands first but he does not stand alone. The beautiful collect 
for Good Friday in the Anglican Prayer Book admirably expresses 
the Christian attitude to the Jewish people. There the Church 
prays for the Jews, the Turks and the Infidels. The Jew stands 
amongst the Turks and the Infidels, but he stands first. His is 
the first claim upon the Christian Church, though they all stand 
together. And for all of them the Church prays: "fetch them
home, blessed Lord, to thy flock..." For obvious reasons, how­s'*" 
ever, the Church is specially concerned with the Jews. Without
/ 
them, as Charue has beautifully put it, "I'Sglise reste incom­
plete, comrae amputee d'un de ses meilleurs merabres, tant que la 
nation elue ne 1'a pas reintegree". And he adds in hope and 
faith: MCette heure sonnera, et quand seront ainsi venues la
plenitude de Gentils et la plenitude des Juifs, la resurrection
/ .. ?/6 
finale ouvrira la phase definite du Soyaume".
2) The Jewish view concerning the Church.
The Synagogue's attitude to the Church in some respects wide­ 
ly differs from the Christian attitude to the Synagogue. Judaism 
however, has in recent years undergone a profound change in its
attitude to Christianity, and we will have to take full account*
of this change.
•Traditional Judaism looked upon Christianity as it looked up­ 
on Mohammedanism, as an error. We have already observed else­ 
where, that in some measure, Jewish criticism of Christianity was 
justified.* 1 ' Prom the "beginning, the Christian attitude to Jesus 
Christ raised grave doubts on the part of the Synagogue. Trypho
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already accused the Christians of worshipping a man. Apart from
this, the Christian attitude to the. Law confirmed the Jewish view
5'4 that Christianity is a terrible delusion, worse than paganism.
Characteristically enough, Just in is told "by Trypho: Hit were 
"better for you still to abide in the philosophy of Plato...cul­ 
tivating endurance, self-control, and moderation, rather than to 
be deceived by false words...For if you remain in that mode of
9
philosophy, and live blamelessly, a hope of a better destiny were
left to you; but when you have forsaken God, and reposed confld-
i&° 
ence in man, what safety still awaits you ?" The righteous
heathen stands a better change to inherit Olam ha-ba, than the 
Christian. This view is interesting as it confirms the Rabbinic
321opinion concerning the righteous Gentile. It is only natural 
that the claims of the Church appeared'to the Jew preposterous. 
The Church was usurping Israel's privileges and lawlessly entering 
upon his heritage. The levelling down of the essential differ­ 
ence between Jew and Gentile was an attempt upon the Synagogue's
3>11prerogative and was violently opposed. We have, however, seen 
that in later centuries an attempt was made to interpret Christ­ 
ianity as well as Mohammedanism, in a more positive sense. Both 
were looked upon as a preparation of the way for Israel's Messiah. 
This was the position till recently. In the last years, an 
important change has taken place. Schoeps explains the Novum in
'7
the history of the Jewish-Christian controversy as the result of 
the modern conception of relativity. For the first time, it has 
"been acknowledged on "both sides that truth is subjective, and that 
Judaism and Christ lenity can be only fully understood from the 
inside. This led to what Schoeps calls "gegenseitige Anerkennt-
4 H 3^nis .
In the past fche controversy between Church and Synagogue was 
marked by mutual condemnation. Since the controversy between. 
Pranz Rosenzweig and the Christian professor of the history of
31«/
Law, Sugen Rosenstock, there has taken place an important develop­ 
ment. On the Jewish side, the subjective and objective truth of 
Christianity has been fully acknowledged. This became possible, 
not only thanks to the recognition that an outsider is unable to 
fathom the ultimate truth of his opponent, but also because of the
325"
characteristic Jewish conception of history. Schoeps explains
*
that flim Hinblick auf die Wirklichkeit geschichtlichen Geschehens 
Jfldischerseits die Gottgewirktheit des Christentums und seine 
Offenbarung als Heilsweg f&r die Vfllkerwelt ausserhalb Israels
auzusehenM , though not Halacha in the traditional sense, is since
326 Rosenzweig and Buber, increasingly becoming a Minhag. HWir sehen
das Christentum" says Buber, Mals etwas, dessen Kommen tfber die
Vfllkerwelt wir in seinem Geheiranis zu durchdrigen nieht imstande
W7 
sindM . It is, therefore, incumbent upon the thinking Jew to take
Christianity seriously, and though he cannot see its significance 
for the Jewish people, he must acknowledge its profound meaning
»
for the Gentiles. The Jew takes this view in recognition of the
historical significance of Christianity, and also out of respect
3.26 for the faith of the non-Jew. Schoeps is therefore prepared to
•
recognize both the Old Testament and New Testament as God's word 
directed towards humanity. He is the same God who speaks in botty 
and what he says is the same truth; but His mode of revelation is
different (unterschiedlich). He spoke to the Jew at Sinai and 
to the Gentile in Jesus Christ. The word spoken to Israel is 
not for the Gentiles and the word meant for the Gentiles is not 
for Israel. Rosenzweig thus says: "Was Christus und seine Kirche 
in der Welt bedeuteA" darflber sind wir uns einig: 3s konmt niemand 
zum Vater denn durch ihn. Ss kornmt neimand zum Vater - anders 
aber wenn einer nicht mehr zum Vater kommen braucht, weil er schon 
bei ihm 1st", And this is the case with Israel (though not with
330
the individual Jew). For the Gentile, the way to God is only 
through Jesus Christ, it is the way of faith and regeneration in 
the Holy Spirit. The Jewish way. is a different one: MDem Volke 
Israel ist der Glaubensumweg erspart worden"; Israel walks "mitt- 
lerlos", in the light of God's Countenance. There can be no 
New Covenantffo* the Jew, for the Israelite "ist seiner Physiologie 
nach schon iro Bunde". Both Church and Israel, though walking 
different ways, move towards the same goal. Torah and Gospel 
(Svangelium) relate facts of sanctified history "in denen tfber-
333
wirkliches wirklich geworden ist. . ." Both testify to God's deal­ 
ing with humanity. But Israel's destiny is to walk his own way. 
The Church calls it unbelief, and looks upon Israel as rejected
33V
"by God, but Israel knows that he is not rejected. His lonely
path is not obduracy, but faithfulness.
3) The Jewish and the Christian Mission.
The recognition of the singular and unique position in which 
Israel finds himself, bears directly upon the understanding of 
his missionary task in the world. The logical conclusion of the 
essential difference between the Jew and the Gentile, puts an end 
to all proselytising. Judaism is not for the Gentiles. Baeck 
consequently explains: "Das Judentum, so sehr es universelle 
Religion ist, universell in seinete Gesichtskreis wi« in seinem 
Will en" 9 is yet tied to the Jewish people in a way which makes it
impossible to become a universal religion.33** Montefiore, we hare 
noticed, regards this as the weakest point in Rabbinic Judaism. 
But this is not the general view of Jewish writers. They rather 
see in Israel's peculiar position a source of strength. Baeck 
explains that exclusiveness is only the other side of universalian 
wonly a people which felt its own individuality in its soul could
338feel what its importance was to be for others 11. Israel's mission 
is not to convert the world to Judaism, but to be himself. As 
Ben-Chorin put it: Hdie recht -verstandene Mission Israels ist 
eben eine existentielle. Hur auf dem Weg nach Innen kflnnen wir
i3^werbend nach Aussen wirken11. Rosenzweig has carefully explained 
the Jewish position: he compares Christianity to an everlasting 
way which demands continual expansion. Missionary activity is 
the Christian form of self-preservation. The case with the Jew 
is different: MDer als Jude Gezeugte bezeugt seinen (Jlauben, in- 
dem er das ewige Volk fortzeugt. Sr glaubt nicht an etwas er ist 
selber GHauben. . . M While the Jew has already reached the goal,
.. the Christian is still on the march. He is the "everlasting
beginner11 , who in hating the Jew, hates his own incompleteness.*1*3 
Christian life, therefore, leads outward (nach Aussen), Jewish
3*/^/life leads Inward (nach Innen).
Judaism, as understood by modern Jews, is therefore, not a
3vf missionary religion in the proper sense. The Noachidic movement,
which is connected with the names of Rabbi Slie Benamozegh, pro­ 
fessor of theology at the Leghorn Rabbinical Seminary and the 
French proselyte Aime' Pallier«, is not an attempt at proselytisirg 
Its aim is to help the Gentiles to lead a righteous life by keep-
3V6ing the seven Noachian Commandments. The Noachide does not even 
join the Community of Israel, he only adheres to the main princip-
ftf uvuUit u|»tfM. /Hon«ft<»'i»n .
les of morality^, There is no need for him to walk the Jewish
way, he remains an outsider.
There are thus two ways to God: 'the Jewish way for the Jew­ 
ish people only, and the non-Jewish way for the nations of the 
world. This does not mean a denial of the universal!stic outlook 
on the part of the Synagogue. Schoeps points out: "Damit ist 
gesagt, dass das Judentum wohl einen universalen Gott und einen 
universalen Gotteswillen sowie ein universales Menschheitsziel 
bekennt, aber seinen Weg durch die Geschichte nicht als Missions- 
religion gehen kann - ff . And Schoeps gives the reason why Is­ 
rael's way must be different: "urn des Bundes willen zwischen dem 
Sinen Gott und dem Sinen Volk, zu dem am Snde der Tage die Sine 
Menschheit treten wird".*1*7 As the People of Revelation ( Mdas Volk
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der Offeribarung11), Israel is destined to walk apart from the rest 
of humanity.
The significance of the new attitude lies in the fact that 
Christianity is not ruled out as a fatal error, as was the case 
in the past. It is emphatically affirmed that Jesus Christ is 
God's revelation to mankind, but not to the Jew. Sholem Asch 
has given dramatic expression of the modern Jewish view, in his 
great book on Jesus. HThis Rabbi's doctrine 11 , explains Nicodemon 
to his sorely tried disciple, Judah Ish-Kariot, His good and great 
for those who are born without the spirit, or for such as would 
deny the spirit. But we that are born in the spirit...how shall 
we be born again without denying the spirit ? For the people of 
the world, for those who are born only in the flesh and not in 
the spirit. He has been sent to bring them close to our father 
in heaven...He has been appointed the prophet of the nations..." 
It.may be noted that Trypho already accepted the doctrine of the 
double way. He says to Just in: MLet him be recognized as Lord 
and Christ and God, as the Scriptures declare by you Gentiles....
But we who are servants of God that made this same (Christ) do not
35TO
require to confess or worship him". These words may be compared 
with H. Lo ewe's remark to the effect that "the world needs both 
the Church and the Synagogue" - it is wrong to deny that Jesus had 
none of the Holy Spirit - but as far as the Jew is concerned, there 
is no need for him to go outside his faith Min order to supplement
35V
his own religion". The famous story about the two rings admirably
illustrates the Jewish position. Martin Buber has defined it 
with masterly precision: "Die Gottestore sind off en fflr alle. 
Per Christ braucht nicht durchs Judentum, der Jude nicht durchs 
Christentum zu gehen urn zu Gott zu kommen"»3g3
The Synagogue's contention, therefore, is that the Church 
should recognize the peculiar Jewish position and refrain from 
missionary work amongst the Jewish people* Judaism, on the other 
hand, is prepared to leave to the Christian Church the missionary
3f4
task amongst the nations, in the conviction that both ways ultimate-
»
lylead to the same goal, namely the Father of mankind. Israel'si
mission is thus to be himself; the mission of the Church is to 
convert the nations. It is on these grounds that Jewish writers 
object to the missionary activity of the Church in so far as it is 
directed towards the Jewish people. It is argued that the accept­ 
ance of Christianity will have a disintegrating influence upon 
Jewish life and will thus interfere with the fulfilment of Israel's 
historic mission. "Jesus is the extra grain in the con^osition 
of Judaism which radically changes its whole nature". 8. S. Cohon 
argues that "to tear away a person from the religion of his people 
to which he is linked with All the fibres of his being, both 
physical and psychical, amounts to cutting him off from the source •
35*6
of life and idealism". Kaufmann Kohler declares that "in the 
opinion of unbiased observers", great harm is done by those who
endeavour wto uproot the faith of a race admired for its steadfast
557loyalty". The nature of the argument, in its theological signi-
ficance, however, appears in Franz Rosenbaoag's explanation that: 
"Verjlwurzlung ins tiefste Selbst" is the secret of the Everlasting
People. Israel fulfils his mission by his existence. His voca-
359
tion is to remain true to himself.
4) The everlasting division.
It is the Jewish contention that no religion can claim abso­ 
luteness. "Judaism", says Eohler, "denies emphatically the right 
of Christianity, or any other religion to arrogate to itself the 
title of 'absolute religion'". S. S. Cohon, in his article on 
Christian missions, argues that there tost be more than one way
M 36/
"in which the human heart can reach out after the Holy One". The 
truth, says Schoeps, is one Truth, but the mode of human percep-
•
tion differs. He is the same God who revoLed himself to both 
Jews and Christians: " je nach der Seite Gottes, die. er Israel am
36*,Sinai, und die er der Welt auf Golgotha zugewendet hat". Sdwyn 
Sevan replying to Cohon 1 s article, argues that the Jew cannot 
"consistently base his plea for 'tolerance' on the ground that 
Judaism and Christianity are equally good religions, Judaism for 
Jews and Christianity for Gentiles"; for if Christianity is #ot 
true "it must be a grievous spiritual harm to Christians that they 
should hold it".3 3 This argument is based on the premise that 
there is equality between the Jew and the Christian; what is 
therefore harmful to the one is also harmful to the other. But 
the Jewish position, as represented by Rosenzweig, Buber, Schoeps
3W
and others, does not admit such a supposition. Israel claims to 
be pledged by an eternal Covenant to God, but this is not the case 
with the Gentile world. Hie loyalty to the To rah demands that 
Israel goes his own way. God's dealing with the Jews is differ-
ent to his dealing with mankind. It is not that "truth11 is 
denied to Christianity, "but that it is not Jewish truth.
Can the Church accept such a duality ? Can there he two 
ways of salvation, one for the Jew and one for the Gentiles ? Is
•
the word spoken on Golgotha essentially a word to the Gentiles and 
not to Israel ? Can the historical fact of Israel's refusal "be 
construed as God's will and not as human guilt ?
An answer to these questionf, the Church finds not in herself,
& •
and not in Israel, and certainly not in history, "but by listening 
to her Lord. Ben-Chorin has rightly recognized that the command 
to the Church, to go to all the world (Mt. 28,19), and specially 
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Mt. 1^,6), makes it in­ 
cumbent upon the Christian to preach the Gospel to "both Jews and
Gentiles. To neglect this duty is to betray the message, which
V»s~ 
means to betray the Master. It is thus for the sake of her own
loyalty, for the sake of her life and her hope that the Church 
must deny any difference between the Jew and the Gentile.
God is no respecter of persons. Before Him, the Holy One, 
men stand' not as Jews and Gentiles, but as sinners who are in need 
of grace. Jesus the prophet may be speaking to the Gentiles; 
but Jesus the Son of God, speaks to mankind* Jesus the martyr,
*
may be appealing to some and not to others; but Jesus the Lamb 
of God challenges the whole human race. God's word is one word, 
and God's way is one, if it is the way of God.
Thus, Chwrch and Synagogue face each other; between them 
stands Jesus Christ. The Synagogue's No and the Church's. Yes, is 
not No and Yes to each other, but No and Yes to Jesus of Nazareth^ 
the Son of God. The Synagogue's theology and Israel's national 
position are both conditioned by the Jewish attitude to Jesus 
Christ. The Jewish conceptions about God, Man, Sin, the Messiah
and Revelation, and Israel's unique claim, are, not only the cause 
but also the result of the opposition to the Christian view?66 
Buber rightly brings down the difference between Church and Syna­ 
gogue to the central point - the Messiah: "Die Kirche steht auf 
dem Glauben an das Gekommensein Christi, als an die der Henschheit
durch Oott zuteil gewordene Srl6*sung. Wir Israel vermBgen das
^7 
nicht glauben. To the Church, however, Israel's unbelief, is
not part of his election, but part of his humanity. It is not 
Israel's unbelief, but human unbelief. The fact that it is
Israel who disbelieves, stands as an everlasting warning before
•x&g 
the eyes of the Church. In Israel, she sees her own faithless-
*e>9 
ness and unbelief. In her prayer for the Jew, she prays for
;
herself. In as much as the Church claims to be Israel, the pro­ 
phetic words: You bnly have I known of all the families of the
37/>
earth, therefore will I visit upon you all your iniquities; are 
as much applicable to the Christian as to the Jewish situation. 
In our common humanity, in our common failure, in our common faith­ 
lessness to God, the Jew and the Christian, though standing apart, 
yet stand together.
The line which divides the Church from the Synagogue, is
•
not a horizontal, but a vertical line.
As historical entities, between Church and Synagogue, there 
is no essential difference. They both fall under the category of 
religion. Both express the same human cry for God, and the same 
need of forgiveness and grace. Their difference is rather due 
to historic contingency than to elemental principle. In differ­ 
ent modes they both Express the same basic truth: finite man in 
quest for eternity. On the religious plane, therefore, whatever 
features distinguish the Church from the Synagogue, these are only 
of an accidental nature. There is no horizontal line to draw a
clear-cut division* Church and Synagogue intersect and touch 
at many points.7' The segregation into "Jews" and "Christians" is 
not spiritually, "but historically conditioned. Many a Jew could
have lived his religion in the Church, and many a Christian in
37; *•
the Synagogue.
The real line dividing the Church from the Synagogue is 
vertical. It is the line of faith. In the last resort, neither 
Judaism nor Christianity can be adequately defined in terms of 
history. A person-is not a Jew or a Christian in the true sense 
of the word "by merely following the example of his parents, "but 
by the acquisition of the habit of mind which is characteristic-
374
ally Jewish or Christian. In both cases, it is the expression of
an attitude rather than a tradition. The Jewish or the Christian•
attitude can neither be the result of history or race, but entire­ 
ly depends upon the personal response to Jesus Christ. Christian 
theology is the result of faith in Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of 
God. Jewish theology is the negation of that faith. The divid­ 
ing line is not between Jews and Gentiles in the racial sense, but 
between men who accept and men who reject the Christian claim. 
The division between "Jews 11 and "Christians" on a historical basis 
is thus fictitious. There is only one division: between the man 
who in his actual, existential situation says "yes" and the man 
who in his actual, existential situation says "no", to the chal­ 
lenge which Jesus Christ presents.
Trattner closes his book with the following words: MThe in­ 
telligent Jew enjoys the Jesus of the Synoptics; the Churches 
adore the Christ of the Fourth Gospel. And so the grand division 
goes on between the brethren of Jesus and his followers..." To 
the Church, however, the division which separates Christianity
from Judaism is only part of the division which separates the 
Church from the world. It is the division between faith which 
knows and unbelief which also knows...
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143. Cf'. Klausner, Jesus, p. 373.
;» ">;:.i*ii '»A
144. The Pharisees, p. 33; for social divisions cf.i"b.p.344.
^fiV ' •
145. Cf. Jud. : & Christ., I, ff.I22tf.
*
James Hoffatt,v The Approach to the ITev; Testament, IiTD"bert 
Lectures,
147. Jesus the !.:e»sidh$ p. 85.
148. ih. pp. 89-93.
- » . ' , 
148 a. it>. p^!53.
149. T.7. A. Curtis, Jesus Christ the Teacher, p. 168; cf.p.205.
150. Cp. B. H. Streeter, The Pour Gospels, p. 292.•> — ' -,
151. Adolf Schweitzer, Geschichte der Leben-Jesu-Forschung, 
Ttthlngen, 1921, p. 4; "So fa.nd jede folgende Bpoche der 
Theologie ihre 3edarC:en in Jesus, und anders konnte sie 
ihn nicht "belehenT
/rUnd nicht nur die Eipochen f anden sich in ihm wieder: 
jeder einzelne schuf ihn nach seiner eigenen Persflnlich- 
."' fip. also Montefiore, The Teaching of Jesus, p. 1
Llontefiore thinks that the great diversity of views is 44 
partly due to the 'fragmentary nature of our sources.
152. 3. Hermann, Slacken and Bergson, p. 117. 
155. Lindeskog, p.251f.
154. Cp. liontefiore, S. G., 1909, CXXII; Klausner, pp. 257, 
251ff, 853-57.
155. Montefiore, The Teaching of Jesus, p.120.
156. Ibid. 161.
157. ib. p. 124f. Cp. also Ilontefiore's commentary on the 
Messianic passages in hip Synoptic Gospels.
158. Llontefiore. The Teaching of Jesus, p.161.
159. Klausner, p.256f. This is also Chwolson's view, cp. 
Chwolson, Das Letste Passataahl Christi, p. 91 note 2.
160. H. Loewe, Judaism & Christ. Vol. I, p. 161; cp.also p. 164f.
161. Konteflore, S. G. (1909) p.105.
162. J. K. J.Iosley, The Heart of the Gospel, London. 1925, p. 1721
^
U
155. H. P. Chajes, Markus-Studien, 1899, p.11. Klausner does
not actually accept the suggestion, "but thinks it is worth 
noting (Kle.usner, p. 264f). Abrahams is opposed to- it, and 
prefers A. Wflnsche's suggestion that &$ ijow6t<** £x*»>v 
points to the Rabbinic idiom 7»">i!i*fl »3>>o . (Abrahams, I, 
p. 13f). Both S. Schechter and Montefiore accept the ^ 
phrase as authentic. Schechter connects it with Ben Sira 
3*10. (S, S'cheehter, Studies in Judaism, 2nd Series, 123), 
but cf. T. W. Llanson, The Teaching of Jesus, p. 106 note 1. 
Montefiore*s remark is noteworthy: "His teaching is fresh­ 
er and more instinct with genius than that of the Rabbis, 
of whose teaching we have records in Talmud and Midrash. 
It is more inspired. It is grander. It is more prophetic. 
It seems to claim 'authority*, just as the prophets claimec 
it, because they were convinced that their words were from 
Sod.- Such a consciousness of inspiration Jesus also must$, 
have possessed". (Liontefiore, Synoptic Gospels, 1909, -^ 
p.555;.
164. S. Schechter, Studies in Judai-sm, Second Series, p. 117.
165. Montefiore, S. G. (1909) p.499. Montefiore resorts to the 
usual method, not that Schechter is wrong, but that the 
antithesis is added by a later hand in the passages v/here 
Schechter 1 s explanation is inapplicable.
166. Montefiore, The Teaching of Jesus, p.124.
167. MLes Pherisiens avaient tenu, pendant le siecle et demi quJ
precede notre kre, une r6le utile, et parfois glorieux" 
"but "meme au temps du Christ, si "beaucoup n'e'taient plus 
que le vinaigre d'un vim. gene*reux, les epigones, d^une race 
heroi'que, une imposante minorite* n'avait pas peche centre 
la lumiere". (Andre' Chartte, L(lncreMulite des Juifs dans 
le Nouveau Testament, Geiribloux, 1999, p. 23).
168. D. Chv/olson, Das letste Passamahl C^risti, p. 87. The most 
recent effort to explr.in the death of Jesus was made "by 
Solomon Zeitlin in his "book, "/ho crucified Jesus ? Zeitlir 
is driven to assume the existence of two< Sanhedrins: one 
independant and entirely concerned with the religious life 
of the people; the other, political, a tool in the hands 
of the Romans and concerned with legal questions and the 
relationship to the Roman Empire. It was the latter, in 
complicity with Pilate, which "became guilty of the death 
of Jesus. The theory of two distinct Synhedria was pro­ 
pagated "by Bflchler, Das Synhedrium in Jerusalem, 1902. 
Abrahams is prepared to accept the view; cp, Abrahams, 
Studies in Pharisaism I, p. 9.
169. J. G-resham Hachen, The Origin of Pa.ul's Religion, p. 15.
170. Op. op.cit.p.88. "^
171. H. Loewe, Judaism & Christ. Vol. I, p. 187.
17?. Dr. Parkes, though not a Jewish Ra"b"bi, "but strangely ad­ 
verse to "theological opthalmology", whatever that may 
mean, apparently disputes Earth's right to discuss Pharis­ 
aism; a privilege reserved for the historian only (.') (Cp. 
Jesus, Paul & the Jews, p. 19).
173. Matthew 21, 28-32.
c ~ '174. o<~ r-r^XO*- ^"i rn/eu/ittfC-ct. f /vnTl H^, are the
anawim of Is. 61,1. "• "
175. Montefiore, S. G. (1909) p. 87.
176. Rom. 3, 9ff. 3rich a statement, however, runs contrary to 
modern Jewish sentiment.
177. Prof. W. Manson, enumerates five important points in
connection with the claims of Jesus; cp. Jesus the Messiah, 
P. 98.
178. Op. Lee Woolf, The Authority of Jesus, pp. 260f f .
179. C-?. A. Taylor Innes, The Trial of Jesus, a legal monograph, 
Edinburgh, 1905, p. 43.
180. Simkhovitch, p. 81.
181. Cp. Lindeskog, p. 275f .
182. Lee ^oolf, op.cit.p.216.
/3
183. It is characteristic for Dr. Lee 'Toolf's presentation
that he describes Jesus as "-° ^righty. soul at one v.ith G-od" 
(O-Q. cit.p. 242). .In identical expression is used bj7" P.. T. 
Her'ford 1 (Cf. Jesus Christ, London. 1901, a twopenny 
trpct). Dr. Lee 7oolf*s attitude to the question of 
Hessi&hship in the .result of a. cpriplete .neglect of the Old 
Testament as a. bacj^round for Jesus' life and ministry. 
(On the importance of the O.T., see 2. C. Hoskyns, -Jesus 
the Messiah, I.'^sterium Christi, 19130, pp. 69-89, a collec­ 
tion of. essays edited "by G-. I'l. A. , Eel 1 . and Ado If Deissmann: 
cf. also V/ACurtis, Jesus Christ the Teacher, pp.49, 51: 
el8D T.V. Ilanson, Jestf's the Messiah, p. 43.)
184. Dr. Lee V/oolf, op. cit.p". 215: "(Jesus) was not Messiah
prior to and apart from this tasl-;. If He had. no.t under- 
te '.'sen, this special v'/orl:, j^f He had not answered this 
divine call to. service ? T-Te'.wotil^ next have "been I,:essiah at 
all. ; The. funo.tion gave .the" title and-not the? title the 
function". , ,
185. Gp. 7% Bpussevt, pyr:Las,C!irist-os, a&ttingen, 1921, p. 100; 
JesuSf.£^r Tierr,,^rBt tinmen,. 191S, p. SOff •. Ky.rios Christos, 
G-o'ttingen, 1^21^ p.SGO: "Die Frage, ..bfa und wie. weit das- . 
rej^uine,, Ibe^w. au.ch... clas .C-no.stisch bestliiimt©) Judencliri s- 
tentmn ,sic-^ ni'f den Boden 4es Kyr-iosk^iltes--der hellenis- ^ 
tis^h'en Geraeinden gestellt 'habe, i^iiss aiis Mangel an allen-v 
genaueren Cuellen n.n"oe-r ntwortet "oleiben". (cp.also note 5),
136. n-nstaf Dalrha.n, T^'e :7or>s of Jesus, p. 526.
187. " Cp. J. ?-resh'ara*J.!acherii The Origin of Paul* s Religion, pp.
183. JOi'ifi Eeid,,.',er^lai]Ts',tlia.t: •to-_Je>visJ,ia Crhristiaiie, Jesus .was 
lino.vn as.,the. "ivle-ssi©.^"," to Jews--ofcHellenistic origin, 
«Tesus-.jjras "tlie CJaJ?i-5.t" r but. to the •• 0-ent•' 1^, Christian, he 
T-as. ; r t]?e Lor4.n . ' (Bict.' pi1, C^r. ^..tiie Go.spals, Vol. II, 
p. -vSg). ",B,ut cp. aiacheh^ ib.pp. r.OOff. . •
189. Hp.' p.g.rl^es, Je8us*,^,aul ancl the" Jews., p. 124f; Qesterley: 
"th.^e. .^isti_n^i(F«hln^,:;ffattjLr9f of th^f Hellenistic_factip:-i 
•;.'.Tsu i|F! pre^iitati^n o£ Judaisn.as.Va .religion-.Q^T Hope, 
vrhile'.".to the "orthodox p^r.ty Jiideism-?/:^? .above all things, 
a reXl";ion'jof Law". (Tlis-Pnrti^F.'of the "Road s, p. 87). 
th.is ^.as ^»,6"i ; we .'."cr jT.not ..""if 11; to whf.t • e ' 1
J
eclectic syste«-i" which was "unacceptable to ori;::'.;ial 
Judaisr ".but -f>vourpr<le to early Christia:\lty (inrom Je^-n.s 
to Paul, :;.1A ); °"'1 t 1 "16 other hp-id, he disputes Lloris
o; inion t^rt J-^.^r's-' of the Diaspora was*
"ore liT^sjjaj. in itr outlppk (in.p.£7f). Fo 1- the ort^odor 
Je\vish-Diaspoir0, could f oriii- a bridge to Pauline Christ?"an-
ity,{ib.'\'. rn) .I!?.&ii^"_^^ .does not -.-jl.- j.-it. ..
189a. Of. G. P. Moore, Judaism, Vol, I, p.243f.
190. Cp. Yoma 9a - for parallel passages and other explanat­ 
ions, cp. Strack Billerbeck, Vol, I, 366; 882;9y/II, 
253, IV, 205.
191. Cp. ray article in Der Weg, Nr. 3, Warsaw, May/June, 
1938 - The cause of the destruction of the Second 
Temple (Yiddish).
192. Dr. Rabbi Ignaz Ziegler, Der Kampf zwischen Judefctum 
und Christentum, p.52f.
193. ib. p.56; cp. also p.73f.
194. Rabbi Ziegler often prints with fat, big letters, state­ 
ments whose historical accuracy are questionable. This 
emphatic presentation cannot make up for the lack of 
evidence. We are thus told with every possible emphasis 
the art of printing can provide: "dass das Judentum 
und seine Vertreter, gegen Jesus persflnlich vorzugehen 
keinerlei Ursache hatten und es tatsflchlich auch nieht 
taten. In dem Augen blicke aber, in welchem Paulus die 
Befreiung vom Gesetze, von der Beschneidung u. den Spei- 
se Gesetzen, aussprach, entbrannte so fort der Kampf... lf 
(ib.p. 73f). What evidence is there in support of such 
a dictum ?.f
195. Isral Abrahams, Studies in Pharisaism, II, p. 56ff.
196. Cp. Harnack, Die Mission, p
197. Norman Bentwich, in an essay on Philo-Judaeus (Aspects 
of Hebrew Genius, ed. by Leon Simon, London, 1910), 
refers to Hebrew Christianity as a section of the Jew­ 
ish people "which separated itself from the general 
body of the community and formed the Christian Church, 
which, starting as a heresy from Judaism, became more 
and more hostile to the parent body" (ib.p.20f). Such 
a presentation of facts is not historically accurate. 
There is evidence to prove that the Jews who believed 
Jesus to be the Messiah persisted in remaining within 
the Jewish community. Only under great pressure did 
they leave the Synagogue. Reflexion upon the unforseen 
results of the Synagogue's intolerance may perhaps 
have found expression in the words of an old Baraita: 
Let thy left hand ever repel and thy right hand invite. 
Not like Elisha who repelled Gehazi with both hands, 
nor like R. Yehoshua ben Perachya who repelled Yeshu 
(the Nazarene) with both hands. (Sanh, 107b; cp. 
Klausner, p. 24ff).
198. Cp. pp.
199. Cp. Chwolson, op.cit.p.!04ff. But it is probable that 
in the case of Rabbi Jehudah hakadosh, the compiler of 
the Mishnah (ca 135-220), the Min represents a shade of 
Hebrew Christianity closely related to Judaism. It
seems to us that Chwolson is trying to prove too much. 
This, as other instances, must be "balanced by the 
passages which manifestly reveal a spirit of host 31 ity.
200. For Rabbinic references, see Strack-Billerbeck, Vol. IV, 
p. 332f .
•
2Q$. pal. T. Shab. 13,5. For further parallels see Strack- 
Billerbeck, Vol. Ill, p. 11. Strack refutes Bacher *s 
suggestion that /> « V ̂ ̂  here refer to Euangellion, (cp. 
Bacher, Tann,II,p.258). The Talmudic rule
(Shab.llGa), which Strack understands to mean that the 
books of the Minim are to be treated like the giljonim, 
to which applies the injunction that they be burned. 
The Rabbis have cacophemistically altered the word 
e&*3d£A<ov to mean 7*7 '$M& (Strack: "Unheils- 
rolle"; Jastrov: "falsehood "of blank paper") or
)M> H^.( tf scroll of sin"). The word )'/'•>>* 
(plur. ' >7j/»$*)itself is according to George Foot 
Moore: a blank' leaf, or margin, before, after or on 
the sides of a volume (roll), (so also Strack; cp. 
also ,W. Bacher, Le mot "Minim" dans le Talmud, Revue 
des Etudes Juives, 38, p. 40). But Rashi remarks: • IO
**»>}iX|.M*.h* JO/TI yt>7>b's* /i 'toy* \\ty&7\ nao4 o? vx£ (Bwald, Ab. Zarah, p. 121). Bacher, therefore, accepts 
the view that >&iv/a '">uo are not the books of heretics 
as Friedlflnder takes it, but simply "des copies de la 
Bibles faites par les Minim, qui servaient a leur 
usage". But this rule does not apply to Hagiga 15b and 
Sanh. 166b (cp. op.cit.p. 42).
202. Chul. 13a: R. Eliezer (90A.D. ) said that he who eats 
the bread of a Samaritan is as if he ate pork.
203. pal. T. Chul 2,20f.
204. Jewish Studies in memory of Israel Abrahams, New York, 
1927, p. 210. Herford uses the example of the earth and 
the moon to illustrate the relationship between Judaism 
and Christianity: "Judaism continued to move on in the 
same direction as it had formerly done, Christianity 
from its point of origin, moved in a quite different 
direction". "The moon began to move in a new orbit, 
at first not far removed from that of the earth, but in 
course of time diverging further and farther from it". 
(p. 213). Such a picture belies the laws of physics. 
But H. guards himself against the inadequacy of t he 
example. As a matter of fact, Judaism was as vitally 
affected by the appearance of Christianity as the earth 
was by the appearance of the moon. (cf. Montefiore, 
The Old Test. & After, pp.!64ff).
21D5. op. cit.p. 211.
20)6. Moore, Judaism, Vol. Ill, note 110.
207. R. Travers Herford, Christianity in Talmud and Mldrash, 
p. 200f; cf. also p. 122.
208. Tractate Berakot 7a. A. Cohen's excellent translation 
and notes, Cambridge, 1921; cf. p.
209. Cp. W. 0. E. Oesterley & G. H. Box, A short survey of 
the Literature of Rabb. & Med. Judaism, London, 1920, 
p. 118; Bacher, Palest. Amorger, II, p. 552ff.
210. Cp. Bacher, Agada der Amorfier I, 555f; also Midrash
Rabbah, Gen. VIII, 9. (Transl. "by Rabbi Dr. H. Freedman, 
London, 1939). Cp. also Midrash Rabbah to Gen. 1,1 - 
where the plural is explained as referring to God con­ 
sulting the To rah; and Sanh. 38b - where on the author­ 
ity of R. Jo^anan, it is explained that the plural sig­ 
nifies that The Holy One, blessed be He, does nothing 
without consulting His heavenly Court (lit. "family1/
211. Minim once asked Rabban Gamaliel "whence do we know 
that the Holy One, blessed be He, will resurrect the 
dead ?" He answered: "from the Torah, the Prophets 
and the Hagiographa". But they refused to accept his 
proofs (Sanh. 90b). Herford rightly points out that 
this is not a case of Minim rejecting the doctrine of 
the Resurrection, but only the warrant for this doctrine 
in Scripture. Herford takes them to be Christians for 
whom the Resurrection of the dead "was subsequent on 
the resurrection of Christ". (Cf. Christianity in Tal. 
& Midrash pp. 231ff).
212. A. Mishcon suggests that this might have been in lieu
of an honorarium for his work a) either as a teacher of 
the Minim (so Herford, p. 267f); b) or as an assistant- 
collector of imperial taxes (so Bacher, Agada A. palest. 
Amor. II, p. 96ff); c) or as a scholar (cp. Babyl. Talmud 
ed. by I. Epstein, Seder Nezikin, p. 14 note).
213. Abodah Zarah, 4a. A. Mishcon explains that "others"
refers to the Rabbis of Babylonia. There Christianity 
was only known from hear- say.
214. Cp. Bacher, Agadajd. Pal. Amor. 1 1, p. 141 note. There
are numerous traces of the influence of Christian thoug­ 
ht upon Judaism. Referring to Jalkut, Chukkath parsuf-. 
764, where Adam is spoken of as having brought death* 
into the world by his fall, FriedlSnder remarks: "This 
idea has found its way into the Midrash from Christian 
sources". (Gerald Friedlfinder, Rabbinic Philosophy and 
Ethics, London, 1912, p. 236, note).
215. Joe'1, Blicke, p. 36.
216. Cp. Abrahams, Studies in Phar.I,p.9.
217. S. Singer's Annotated* Daily Prayer Book, p.Clf.
218. Louis Finkelstein, The Pharisees, p.65.
219. Oesterley A Box, Short Survey of Literature of Rabb. 4
Med. Jud. p. 159. It is interesting to note that to this 
day, the Decalogue is not part of the Synagogue's lit­ 
urgy.
220. W. L. Knox, in Judaism & Christ. Vol.11, p.86-88; Knox 
draws attention to Antig. 111,5,4, where Josephus de­ 
clares it prohibited to repeat the actual words of the 
Decalogue, presumably implying that they are the words 
of God Himself.
221. W. L. Knox thinks that such a view is already implied
in Stephen's speech, Acts, ff.38 (?) Cp. Didascalia, VI, 
ch.XVI,7. The Apostolical Constitutions, which in its 
first part is a mere enlargement of the Didascalia (cp. 
Otto Bardenhewer, Patrologia,p.319) simply say$: "Now 
the law is the decalogue, which the Lord promulgated 
to them with an audible voice, before the people made 
the calf which represented the Egyptian Apis". But 
after that event "He bound them for the hardness of 
their hearts, that by sacrificing, and resting, and 
purifying themselves, and by similar observances, they 
might come to the knowledge of God, who ordained these 
things for them". (VI,ch.IV,20).
222. The Decalogue contains 620 letters: It was therefore 
regarded as the "Crown" of the Torah (Crown= ")-h3 =620) 
which was explained as containing the 613 ( 'tjt' lr*\h )
J}\\ *S& (of which 365 are prohibitions and 248 positive 
Commandments) plus the 7 Rabbinical commandments, (Cp. 
Herbert Loewe, Jud. & Christ. Vol.I,p.Ill, note 1; 
S. L. Knox, Jud. & Christ. Vol.II,p.87, fiaefcnote).
223. This is also Dr. P. P. Levertoff's view; cp. Liturgy 
& Worship, S.P. C.K., 1936,p. 63.
224. The Shema, the most important section of the liturgy, is 
composed of three parts: Deutr.6,4-9; Deutr. 11,13-21: 
Num. 15,37-41. It derives its name from the first word 
of the first section: Shema Israel. It is recited 
three times daily: twice at morning and twice at even­ 
ing prayer and once at bedtime. In old times, the cus- 
tonte seems to have been to recite the Shema twice only, 
at the beginning and at the end of the day. Cp. Strack- 
Billerbeck, Vol.IV,part I,p.198.
225. Berakoth 1,5.
226. Joe'1 I,p.36; Ber.lSb: Why was the Parashah of Fringes 
(Num.l5,37ff) included in the Shema ? Five reasons are 
given, one of which is Minuth. It is then asked: but 
where is there a reference to Minuth ? The answer is:
"after your heart" means heresy; for thus the Scrip­ 
tures state: "The fool saith in his heart, there is 
no God.
227. H. Loewe holds that "the secterian motive underlying
the choice of extracts accounts for the dropping of the 
Decalogue in tte Synagogue and emphasizing the Shema" 
(Montefiore & Loewe, Rabbinic Anthology,p. 641).
228. For the doxology, see Singer's Prayer Book, p.LI. For 
Talmudic references, see Strack-Billerbeck, Vol.IV,part 
I,p.l94f.
229. The present writer knows an analogous case. Some of 
Theophil Luky's "Chassidim" who used to attend faith­ 
fully the Synagogue Services, made it a practice, at the 
end of each prayer, to utter under their breath:
230. Cp. Sotah<J,14; "during the war of Titus", reads accord* 
to the Cambridge text: "Quietus", who was governor of 
Judea in A.D.116 or 117. Dariby, Mishnah, p.305 note. 
Cp. Strack-Billerbeck, IV,p.406. The traditional day of 
the translation of the LXX, 8th Tebeth, came to be re­ 
garded as an evil day. (Cp. Strack-Billerbeck IV,414). 
This marks a definite regression from a more liberal 
position. Schlatter interprets the prohibition not 
referring to the language itself, but to Greek litera­ 
ture and rhetoric. Its purpose was not so much revenge 
on Israel's enemies, as an attempt to sever the ties 
between Palestine and Hellenistic Judaism, for political 
reasons (cp.A. Schlatter, Die Tage Trajans und Hadrians, 
pp.89ff).
231. Cp. Dial. chch.LXXI,LXXII,LXXIII. 
252. Cp. Joe*l,I,p.41f.
233. Cp. A. Schlatter, Gewchichte Israels, p. 364f.
For sources concerning Aquila's life, ib.note 356.
234. Vallentine's Jewish Encycl.p.100.
235. Joseph Reider, ib.p.99. Theodotion's translation, which 
was prior to that of Aquila's was really a revision of 
the LXX but still under its influence; cp. Schlatter, 
op. cit.p. 364.
236. The Parting of the Roads, p. 306.
237. Cf. Fr. Buhl, Canon & Text of the Old Testament, 1892, 
pp.25ff.
238. ib.p. 28.
239. Rabbinic Anthology,p. 161.
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A similar passage is to be found in Num. R. 14,10: 
"The Holy One, blessed be He, gave Israel two Toroth, 
the written and the oral. He gave them the written 
Torah in which are six hundred and thirteen command­ 
ments in order to fill them with precepts whereby they 
could earn merit. He gave them the Oral Torah whereby 
they could be distinguished from the other nations. 
This was not given in writing, so that the Ishmaelites 
should not fabricate it as they have done the written 
Torah and say that they are Israel". Dr. A. Cohen 
recognizes in this passage a reference to the Christ­ 
ians, (cp. Everyman's Talmud, p.!55f).
S. M. Lehrman, Valientine's Jew. Enc.p.598.
243. Berachoth 28b; English translation by A Cohen, Cambr­ 
idge, 1921; the^ original text reads: ( n^vi 15O,*) O.H
S'TOiV
242.
244. A body of men, referred to in Talmudic literature, as
the spiritual leaders of Judaism during the period from 
Ezra to Simeon the Just (end of 4th. century B.C.)
245. Levine, observes in a footnote, that under Gamaliel II 
(ca 90A.D.) *the question of excommunication was 
brought to the fore*1 , (The Parting of the Roads, p. 302). 
But it is not clear whether this stands in any relation­ 
ship to the Jewish-Christian controversy. Strack-* 
Billerbeck emphasise that the p.l?) was not used as a 
means of excluding from the Synagogue till the 9th cent, 
(cp. Straclc-Billerbeclc, IVmp.331). (Or does Levine, 
perhaps, refer to the Birkat ha Minim ?)
246. Singer's Prayer Book, p.LXIV.
247. Cp. Ghwolson's Anhang to Das letzte Passamahl Christi, 
especially pp.99ff.
248. Cp. Montefiore, Rabbinic literature & Gospel Teaching}, 
p. 99.
249. Abrahams, Pharisaism II,p.61f.
250. Singer's Authorised Prayer Book, p.48.
251. Abrahams, ibid.p.LXV.
252. Abrahams says: "The text has been modified again and 
again, owing to the whims of censors"; cp. also 
Montefiore, Rabbinic literature & Gospel Teachings, 
p. 99.
20
253. S. Krauss, The Jews in the works of the Church Fathers, 
Jewish Quarterly Review, Vol.V,p.l31f. The Church Fathers in question are: Justin, Dial.ch.16; 96; Origin, Horn, in Jer. 18,2; Eplphanius, Haeres, 29,9; Jerome in Jes. 2,18, reads: "Sub nomine Nazaraeorum anatheraatizant vocabulum Christianum"; and ibid. 49,7: "Christo sub nomine Nazaraeorum maledicunt"; also ibid. 52,4: "sub nomine, ut saepe dixi, Nazaraeorum ter die in Christ ianos conge runt maledicta, etc". Krauss (, corrects Sehflrer's opinion that Epiphanius 1 phrase ot"£ Tot$ eJx&5 VTTCT-^AOU </W means "at the conclusion of the prayers" (Schflrer, Geschichte des jfld. Volkes, II, 387), but rather, "while they read the prayers". But cp. Straek-Billerbeck,IV,part I,p. 219.
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op. cit.pp. 373ff.
74. ibid. p. 277.
75. ibid.p. 281: "No healthy state of society .has ever been 
built on purely Christian principles".
76. ibid.p.290f.
77. Gerald PriedlSnder, The Jewish Sources of the Sermon on 
the Mount, London, 1911, pp.Iff; Cp. also his preface 
pp.XXIIIff.
78. ibid.p. XVIII.
79. ibid.p.XXI; cp. also G. PriedlSnder, Hellenism & Christ­ 
ianity, London, 1912, pp.49ff. It is, however, character­ 
istic tJcf* Jewish scholarship to insist on the historicity 
of Jesus: MWenn wii^iie Literatur ttberblicken, finden wir, 
dass die allermeisten jtidischen Autoren von der Geschicht- 
lichkeit Jesu fest flberzeugt sind". (Lindeskog, p.207). 
But there are a few exceptions; Samuel Lublinski, Das 
Werdende Dogma vom Leben Jesu, Jena, 1910, advocates "die 
mythologische Richtung". Lublinski f s aim is to work out
a positive & synthetic picture of the "Erl3sungsmythos" 
and tb emphasize the magnificence of the symbol vhich 
forms its 'background* He therefore reduces the whole 
Synoptic tradition to mythology* Wherever two persons 
show any affinity or similarity, they Instantly become 
"Doppelgtnger", e.g., Mary and Martha, Lazarus and John, 
etc, cp. also Gteorg Brandes, Jesus-Sage* Berlin 1925.
80. Friedllnder, op. c it. p. 4.
81. ibid.p.XXIIf.
82. it) id. p. 23; this is a common feature of most Jewish writer* 
Abraham Gelger already said: MSind die lusserungen, die 
injden relnsi ttliehen Verhflltmlssen der Menschen gegen
9&* elnander wurzeln, wirklieh treu beriehtet (i.e. in the 
Gospel s, ) so finden wir in ihnen entweder niehts Neues,
96* Oder das Neue tritt in einer gewissen krankhaften Weise 
auf , wie es einer kranken Zeit gehdrt". (Das Judenthum
97 und seine Geschiehte* Breslau, 1864, p. 113). Lindeskog 
calls it the "Uihil novi w attitude* ep.op.elt.pp.217ff. 
and footnotes. Montefiore thinks that the majority of 
educated Jews would insist that the teaching of Jesus* 
"where good was not original* and where original was aa£
not Jewish or good*1 . (In Spirit & in Truth* p. 316)."&' • •
83. Ibid p. XXVII j Test. Issachar, V, 2.
84. ibid p. 266.
85. Op. p.264f.
86. Of. Lindeskog* p. 250.
87. Frledl finder, p. 262.
88. p. 265.
89. p. 262f.
90. Martin Buber, Der Heilige Weg* FrankforVM. * 1920* p. 14.
It must "be noted that Buber is neither a Zionist nor a 
11<L Socialist in the ordinary sense. He explicitly says:
"National! sinus als isolierte Lebensanschauung und Sozial-
ismus als isolierte Le'bensansehauung sind dem echten
Jadentum gleich f rernd*1 . ( ib. p. 19) .
91. it. p. 15.
92. 11). p. 16.
>* . , .
93. Buber singles out two main features of Judaism: "Die 
erste^grosse werbende Eigentumllchkeit der jttdischen 
Lehre war diese ihre Alloffenheit* die zweite war ihre 
Richtung auf.die positive Tat. Sie wollte nicht wie 
etwa der Buddlsmus* von der Welt weg, sondern ins Herz der
Welt ftthren; sie forderte von dera tfitigen Menschen nicht, 
dass er auf das Tun verzichte, sondern dass er das Eechte 
tun lerne". (Vom Geist des Judentums, Leipzig, 1916,p.32f)
94. Buber, Vom Geist des Judentums, p. 33f; Buber explains
that Christianity has conquered the West in its syncretis- 
tic form: "wohl hat sie U.e. Christianity) ^om Hellenis- 
mus mehr angenommen als Bilder und Worte; aber das 
dauernd Zeugende im Christentum war j^disches Urgut". 
(ibidem). The greatest weakness of Christianity is its 
dualism which has its origin in Pauline theology. (Cp. Der 
Heilige Weg, pp.44ff). Prof. Buber has thus anticipated 
Klausner's last book, From'Pe«l to Jeouo; (cp.pp.204f; 
522, and throughout). T£^> *"*-
95. Buber, Der Heilige Weg, p.40.
96. ibid.p.41.
97. ibid.p.48f. Saul, the man of Tarsos, whom Buber calls a 
"representative Jew", has deflected the essential Jewish- 
ness of Jesus 1 message, in his effort to hand it over to 
the Gentile world. Bver and against the ever-present 
attempt of Judaism to positive action, stands the Pauline 
conception of human impotence. Buber calls Paul's attitude 
the "titanic renunciation" (titanischer Verzicht).
98. Buber, Die Stunde und die Erkenntnis, Berlin, 1936,p. 159f.
99. "...an Stelle dieses echt jfldischen Wissens tritt die
Annahme einer grundsfltzlichen und unttberbrfickbaren Zweiheit 
von Menschenwlllen und Gottesgnade". (Der Heilige Weg, 
p. 45).
100. Der Heilige Weg, p. 47.
101. Quoted by Le vert off, Der Weg, Jan/Peb., 1933, p. 8. (Yiddish)-.
102. "Dies, dass Gott in der Welt...verwirklicht werden will... 
dieses abgrflndliche Wissen ist Jesu tiefstes Judentum". 
(Der Heilige Weg, p. 41).
103. ibid. p. 44.
104. It may be that Prof. Buber would object to such a state­ 
ment. But the general trend of his reasoning makes such 
an assumption possible.
105. ibid. p. 18.
106. Cp. Lindeskog, p.!70f.
107. "The Jew must change his attitude before the world, and 
come into spiritual fellowship with those around him. 
John, Paul, Jesus himself, we can claito them all for our 
own. We do not want "missions" to convert us. We cannot
"become Presbyterians, Episcopalians, members of any 
dividing sect, 'teaching for doctrines the opinions of 
men1 . Christians as well as Jews need the larger unity 
that shall embrace them all, the unity of spirit, not of 
doctrine". (Miss Josephine Lazarus, The Outlook of 
Judaism, in Judaism at the World's Parliament of Relig­ 
ions, Cincinnati, 1894, p.303).
108. The emphasis upon the Jewishness of Jesus is common to 
all Jewish writers, with the exception of the ultra- 
orthodox. By placing Jesus of Nazareth within the line 
of religious development, the edge of his uniqueness is 
broken and he can be dealt with as a phenomenon belonging 
to the manifold manifestations of the spirit of Judaism.
109. C. G. Montefiore, The Synoptic Gospels, 2 Vols, London, 
1909. (I. Abrahams contrlbted a third volume of Addit­ 
ional Notes, vide infra); 2nd ed. 1927; For an earlier 
attempt by Rabbi Elie Soloweyczyk, see Lindeskog, p. 123f.
110. "Montefiores interpretatio evangelica innerhali der
Grenzen des religiosen Liberalismus und des konsequenten 
Historismus bezeichnet einen Hdhepunkt in der Geschichte 
der neutestamentlichen Exegese". (Lindeskog, p. 241f).
111. Synoptic Gospels, 1927, appended note at the end of the 
2nd. vol.
112. Lindeskog, p. 241.
113. MThe teaching of Jesus, which has had such gigantic
effects upon the world, is more and other than a dissect­ 
ed list of injunctions. It is not merely the sum of its 
parts; it is a whole, a spirit". S.G.,1909,p.CIVf. cp. 
Some Elements of the Relig. Teaching of Jesus, 1910,p.85f.
114. Lindeskog, p. 236f. Though Montefiore was not the first 
to hold this view, Lindeskog says of him: MEr scheint 
mir das Problem geschickter und bewusster als andere 
gestellt und gelBst zu haben". The greatest merit of 
Montefiore's work is his honesty in controversy and his 
fine sense &jr justice. An outstanding example of these 
great qualities is his essay, Jewish Views of Christianity 
(In Spirit & in Truth, pp.311ff).
115. Cp. Montefiore's short art. What a Jew thinks about Jesus, 
written late in life, Hibbert Journal, Vol.XXXIII, 1934^, 
pp.511ff.
116. Some Elements of the Teaching of Jesus, p. 20. cp. S. G., 
p.CXXXIV: "His teaching is a revival of prophetic 
Judaism, and in some respects points forward to the 
Liberal Judaism of to-day".
117. What a Jew thinks about Jesus, H. J. XXXIII,p.516.
118. The Teaching of Jesus, pp.55ff.
119. ibid.pp.89ff. Montefiore holds that while the Talmud 
and other Rabbinic literature is opposed to Christian 
trinita^rfrian doctrine, yet there is no contradiction 
"between the religious and ethical teaching of Jesus and 
the best religious and ethical teaching of the Rabbis". 
(Rabbinic Literature & Gospel Teachings, London, 1930, 
p.161). At another place, Montefiore remarks: "Jesus 
was not so far from the Rabbis, nor were the Rabbis so 
far from Jesus", (ib.p.195).
120. ib.pp.!25ff; 432; Montefiore, though admitting what he 
calls "a marked personal element" in the. teaching of 
Jesus, thinks that this has been unduly emphasized by 
tradition and editors; cp. ib.pp. 15$ff.
121. ibid. p. 131.
122. ibid. p. 141.
123. HTo the hardest excellence of all even Jesus could not 
attain. For it was far easier for him to care for the 
outcast than to care for his opponent..." (ib.p.53). 
In this respect he did not differ from the Rabbis, (cp. 
Montefiore & H. Loewe, A.Rabbinic Anthology, London, 1938, 
p. XXIX).
124. ibid. p. 146.
125. Montefiore holds that though the evidence is conflicting, 
Jesus inclined to the universalistic view; cp.p.70f.
126. ibid.p. 139; Montefiore admits that a subjective element 
enters into the task of textual criticism; cp. passages 
where he expresses the hope that certain utterences are 
unauthentic because they conflict with his own views; 
p. 164.
127. cp.pp.143, 145, 14^, 152, 156, 159 etc.
128. ibid.p.143; cp.p.!46f; cp. S.G. ,1927, Vol.II,p.624f.
129. ibid.p.159; cp.Syn.Gosp. (1927) Vol.II.p.l76f.
130. Rabbinic Judaism and the Epistles of St. Paul, an address 
delivered before the St. Paul Association, Nov.21,1900, 
(J. Q.R., Jan. 1901, p. 167).
131. J. Q.R. , Jan. 1901,p. 168f. But Montefiore does not alto­ 
gether reject Paul. H. Loewe, in his introduction to 
the Rabbinic Anthology, objects to Montefiore 1 s opinion 
that "There are no such religious geniuses and innovators 
as Jesus, Paul and the author of the Fourth Gospel among 
the Rabbis". In Loewe 1 s view, Hillel's introduction of 
Prosbul and Simeon's ben Shetach's invention of Ketubbah
make them of equal importance to society. The Rabbis 
have, therefore, also a claim to the title "religious 
innovators", (p.XCIXf).
132. The Significance of Jesus for his own age, Hibbert Journal 
XX, 19X1/12, p.773, 779.
133. Cp. Kaufmann Kohler, Grundriss einer systematischen
Theologie des Judentums auf geschichtlicher Grundlage, 
Leipzig, 1910; Sngl. transl: Jewish Theology, systematic­ 
ally and historically considered, New York, 1918, p.428; 
cp. also The Origins of the Synagogue & the Church, New 
York, 1929, p.261.
134. The Synoptic Gospel & Jewish Consciousness, Hibbert
Journal, III, 1904/5, p.660; cp. also Liberal Judaism 
& Hellenism, and other essays, London, 1918, pp.93ff.
135. H. J., III, 1904/5, p.657; in his later work, Rabbinic 
Literature & Gospel Teachings, Montefiore has made an 
even stronger case for the originality of Jesus; cp. ib. 
p.!62f.
136. Outlines of Liberal Judaism, London, 1912, p. 319. On
the subject of Jesus 1 limitations, cp. S.G. (1909) pp.140 
633; The Teaching of Jesus, p.!51f.
137. Cp. Kaufmann Kohler, The Origins of the Synagogue & the 
Church, New York, 1929, p.218, 230; Klausner, op.cit. 
pp. 373ff; (German ed., 1934, p.416).
138. Liberal Judaism & Hellenism etc., pp. 104ff.
139. Synoptic Gospels (1909) p.594.
140. Liberal Judaism & Hellenism etc., p. 128. (The whole chap­ 
ter, Liberal Judaism oj^the New Testament, gives a clear 
outline of Montefiore*s position and also contains some of 
the most striking tributes to Jesus Christ).
141. Liberal Judaism & Hellenism etc., p.126f.
142. Outlines of Liberal Judaism, p.313.
143. Hibbert Journal, XXXIII, 1934/5, p. 520; cp* 0. Lazarus, 
Liberal Judaism & its standpoint, London, 1937, p.85f.
144. Kaufmann Kohler, The Origins of the Synagogue & the Church, 




147. ibid.p. 205: Antiq.. XVIII,3,3.
148. ibid. p. 227f; cp. Kohler' s art., Jesus in Theology, 
J. E. , Vol. VII, pp.!66ff.
149. Ab. de R. Nathan, ed. "by Schechter, Vienna, 1887, p. 56; 
for Jesus 1 connection with the Essenes, see Kohler, op. 
cit.pp.238ff; Jew. Encycl.VII, p.256t>; but cp. Lexikon 
fflr Theologie und Kirche, Vol.1, p.643a.
150. Judaism & Christianity (or the Synagogue & the Church) 
an address delivered before the Religious Congress in 
Chicago, 1893; cp. Judaism at the World's Parliament of 
Religions, Cincinnati, 1894, pp. 114ff.
151. The Origins of the Synagogue & the Church, pp.218; 230.
152. ibid. p. 230.
153. ibid. p. 223.
154. op. cit.p. 231.
155. Origins of the Synagogue & the Church, pp.217, 229f;
It is interesting to observe thata similar criticism is 
made by Klausner with regard to Judaism. Klausner points 
out that Judaism by its tendency to give to all accidents 
of life a religious bent has made the development of 
politics impossible. That is the reason why "the 
Arabian, Abyssinian & Cuzarite kings, who embraced 
Judaism in the Middle Ages, found themselves unable to 
survive"! (Klausner, op. cit.p. 226) ; in opposition to 
the Rabbinic striving for "a higher synthesis", however, 
Jesus fully accepted a duality alien to the spirit of 
Judaism ( cp. ib. p. 373f ) .
156. Israel Abrahams, Studies in Pharisaism & the Gospels; 
First series, 1917; second series, 1924.
157. op. ci t. p. Vlf .
158. ibid. p. 16.
159. ibid.p. 134; cp. the Rabbinical formula in Yoma 85a:
160. ibid. p. 142.
161. ibid. p. 149.
162. ibid. p. 146; cp. Aboth 111,20; Abrahams explains the 
Pharisaic position as an effort "to hold the balance 
between man's duty to strive to earn pardon and his 
inability to attain it without God's gracious gift 
of it" (ib.p. 147). Strangely enough, the Pauline 
words of Phil. 2,12f, entirely escaped the author.
163. ibid. p. 156.
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164. ibid. p. 88.
165. Paul Goodman, op. cit.p. 291.
166. Montefiore, Outlines of Liberal Judaism, p.304.
167. Joseph Salvador, Jesus-Christ et sa doctrine; Histoire 
de la naissance de 1'Eglise, de son organisation et de 
ses progres pendant le premier siecle, Tome 1-2, Paris, 
1838; cp. Lindeskog, pp.96ff.
168. For a survey of the literature, cp. Lindeskog, chapters 
V, X; and his exhaustive bibliographical list, pp.328ff.
169. Klausner complains with justification off A. Schweitzer's 
inadequate attention to Jewish writers. Salvador's work, 
to which Klausner attaches great importance, Schweitzer 
mentions in a short footnote, carelessly misspelling his 
name (cp. The Quest of the Historical Jesus, Engl.2nd. 
ed., London, 1926, p.162, note 2). see Klausner, Jesus 
of Nazareth, Engl.,p.107.
170. Robert Eisler, The Messiah Jesus and John the Baptist, 
according to Plavius Josephus 1 recently rediscovered 
'Capture of Jerusalem' and the other Jewish & Christian 
Sources, Engl., London, 1931, p.X: MI was actuated 
almost exclusively by a boundless curiosity and a passion­ 
ate desire to get at the real truth".
171. K. Kohler, The Origins of Church & Synagogue, p. 232.
172. Klausner, pp.9, 369ff; cp. also Klausner's recent book: 
Prom Jesus to Paul, Engl. transl. by W. P. Stinespring, 
New York, 1943, p.IX.
173. Ernest R. Trattner, Qs a Jew sees Jesus, New York & 
London, 1931, p. 55.
174. Graetz, History of the Jews, Engl.II,p.155.
175. Trattner, op.cit.p.49.
176. ibid. p. 50.
177. H. Qraetz, History of the Jews, Engl. London, 1891,Vol.II, 
p.142; cp. Klausner,bp.275, 371.
178. Martin Buber, Die Stunde und die Erkenntnis, Berlin, 1936, 
p.!59f.
179. This is the burden of Klausner's recent book, Prom Jesus 
to Paul.
180. Enelow, A" Jewish view of Jesus, p. 159; Montefiore
says of Paul that he was "a religious genius of 1he first 
order", (Rabbinic Judaism & St. Paul, J. Q.R., Jan. 1901).
181. "Paul? says Graetz, "conceived Christianity to "be the 
very opposition of Judaism. The one was founded on 
Law and compulsion, the other owed its origin to freedom 
and grace". (II, p.231).
182. Graetz, It.II, p.224f; tut cp. Klausner, op. cit.p. 275f.
183. Kaufmann Kohler, The Origins of t he Synagogue & Church, 
p.260; cp. Enelow, op.cit.p.159.
184. But cp. Solomon Grayzell, Vallentine's Jewish Encycl., 
p.463a. Dr. Grayzell says: "The Epistles of Paul are 
permeated with Jewish concepts and Jewish modes of 
thought". But elsewhere, Grayzell says that Paul could 
not have teen for any length of time a pupil of Gamaliel 
"since his sutsequent writings show no evidence of an under 
standing of Pharisaism", (it.p.505t); Montefiore holds 
Paul's opposition "of work and faith, and of merit and 
grace" as inapplicatle to Rafbinie Judaism, which is an 
"unsystematic mixture of works and of faith, of grace and 
of merit". (J. Q.R., Jan. ,1901,p. 183).
185. But cp. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p.309; Klausner 
says: "it seems to me that there is evidence, even if 
it is not absolutely conclusive, that Paul was a pupil 
of Rattan Gamaliel".
186. The Origins of the Synagogue & Church, p. 261. cp. also 
Kohler's art. on Paul, Jew. Encycl., Vol.XI, pp.79ff; 
cp. also Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p. 304f. Klausner 
says: "If Paul could without sufficient grounds assign 
Jesus to the house of David, why could he not assign him­ 
self to the house of Saul "? Klausner explains that he 
called himself a Benjaminite on the grounds that his 
namesake King Saul also telonged to that trite. (.')
187. The Origins of the Synagogue & Church, p. 262. cp.
Klausner, Prom Paul to Jesus, pp.467ff. Many of Kaufmann 
Kohler's views occur in Prof. Klausner1 s took.
188. Dr. Isaac M. Wise, The Martyrdom of Jesus of Nazareth, 
Cincinnati, 1874, p.107. Klausner repeatedly stresses 
the opportunism of Paul, he calls him "a thoroughgoing 
opportunist", op.cit.p.429; cp.p.506.
189. it.p. 127; Dr. Wise's denial of the actual crucifixion of 
Jesus is tased upon the apparent similarity tetween the 
martyrdom of Jesus and that of Antigonus who was scourged 
and crucified ty the Romans under Antony. Paul made use 
of the death of the latter tecause there was great 
sympathy amongst the peoples of the east for him I Cp. 
also Salomon Reinach, Orpheus, A history of religions, 
London, 1931, p.245f, 249f.
190. Reinach, Orpheus, p. 253; cp.p. 257f. A peculiar view is
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that of Moriz Friedlander, who sees in Paul a representa­ 
tive of Jewish Hellenism which was opposed to the Pharis­ 
aic point of view. Though Paul thought himself a Pharisee 
"ein richtiger Pharisfter ist er dennoch niemals gewesen". 
When Paul first heard Apollos preach in Ephesus "da wurde 
er inne, dass der Inhalt seiner Predigt sich mit dem 
gottgeofferibarten Evangelium Jesu decke". This would, 
of course, mean that the essence of the Gospel message 
existed independently of the preaching of Jesus. Indeed, 
Friedl&nder says of Apollos: "Dieser predigte, ohne 
noch von Jesu Kenntnis zu haben, sein hellenistisches 
Judentum frei in den Synagogen der griechfashen Diaspora". 
Die religiflsen Bewegungen, p. 342f; cp. also pp.344j$J49ff.
191. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p.119.
192. ibid.p.311f.
193. cp. ib.p. 310; Shab. 30b. In a note Klausner explains
that "there is no good basis for the conclusion that the 
Rabban Gamaliel, who discoursed about the Messianic Age, 
was Rabban Gamaliel II (Rabban Gamaliel of Jabneh), as 
fyacke* OAtf/K against I. S. Bloch". (p. 511 note 40); 
cf. Strack-Billerbeck,III,p.856 note.
194. The reference is to Shab. 30b, where to Gamaliel's teach­ 
ing regarding the Messianic age, somebody referred to 
as "that pupil", is supposed to have laughed and to have 
quoted Eccl. 1,9: There is no new thing under the sun; 
cp. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p.600f; Aboth 111,12 
contains this striking passage: R. Eleazar of Modiim 
said: "If a man profanes the Hallowed Things, (some 
texts read 'the Sabbaths') and despises the set feasts, 
and puts his fellow to shame publicly, and makes void 
the covenant of Abraham our father (i.e.circumcision) 
and discloses meanings in the Law which are not accord­ 
ing to Halakah, even though a knowledge of the Law and 
good works are his, he has no share in the world to come", 
(cp. A. Jellinek, Zur Geschichte der Polemik gegen das 
Christentum, Orient, X, (1847), p.413; G. Kittel, 
Paulus im Talmud, Rabbinica, Leipzig, 1920).
195. ib.p.312; cp.p.465: Klausner explains that Paul,
influenced by his environment,created a religion "which 
was Judaism and non-Judaism at the same time. Such a 
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or founded bjr Jesus, who, with all the strange, non- 
Jewish elements that came to him, perhaps from the 
schismatic Jewish sects founded by apocalyptists, or 
more correctly, from a very vivid expectation of "the 
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of Palestine".
196. ib.p.466; a similar view is expressed by M. Priedlander. 
He describes Paul as: "der Diasporajude, in dessen 
Brust zwei Seelen wohnten, zwei Kulturen, die jfldische 






200. Jesus' teaching already contained the germ for the future 
rise of Christianity, cp.Jesus of Nazareth, p.371.
201. i"b.p. 590; it is to be noted that Klausner attaches con­ 
siderable importance to the influence of the primitive 
Jewish Church upon the views of Paul. The germs of some 
characteristic tendendies in Pauline thought are already 
present, according to Klausner, in primitive Christianity, 
while still on Jewish soil. If this were not so, it is 
difficult to see, Klausner says, the reason why James 
the brother of Jesus was executed in the year 62 A.D. 
He thus ignores Eisler's hypothesis which gives a polit­ 
ical interpretation to the death of James. This Eisler 
does by connecting the Brother of the Lord with the ultra- 
nationalist party, which apperantly dissatisfied with 
the pro-Roman policy of the priestly hierarchy, acclaimed 
James to the High priestly office. Ananus, however, 
profiting "by the interregnum in the Roman governorship 
after the death of Pestusw had James executed. (Robert 
Eisler, The Messiah Jesus and John the Baptist, Engl., 
London, 1931, pp.540ff).
202. Quoted by Lindeskog, p. 27.
203. cp. Lindeskog, pp.269, 276. "Like the Prophets of old, 
Jesus unhesitatingly criticized the religion of his 
people; but no more than they, did he dream of institut­ 
ing any independent organization or of becoming the 
founder of a new faith". (Trattner, p.46).
204. Moriz Priedlflnder, Die religiflsen Bewegungen, p. 317.
205. Enelow, op.cit.p.73.
206. Graetz, II, p. 156; cp. Trattner, p. 55.
207. Cp. Graetz, II, pp.!49ff; Moriz Friedlfinder 1 s view,
according to which Jesus acted in conscious opposition 
to the Pharisees and stood on the side of the Amme(ha- 
arez, found little support among Jewish scholars, (cp. 
Klausner, p.116); for Friedlflnder 1 s view concerning the 
Am ha-arez, see Lindeskog, p. 153.
208. Cp. Klausner, p. 224f; cp. also his remark concerning
Delitzsch's book, Jesus und Hillel, Leipzig, 1879, p.224 
note 99; sometimes Jesus conformed to the views of the 
School of Shammai, (ib.p.374).
209. Cecil Roth, A short history of the Jewish people, London, 
1936, p.140.
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310. Uorijz Frledlflnder, op.clt.p.316. 
Trattner, op.cit.p.50f; 
Enelow, p.85.
213. Enelow, op.eit.p.86; "cp. pp.93, 137; cp. Kohler, 
Origins of Church & Synagogue, p. 218.
214. Adolph Danziger, Jewish Forerunners of Christianity,
London, 1904, p.32. Danziger comments on the death of 
Jesus: ttJesus died for the essence of all religion; 
for purity, charity and holiness; for a cause in which death itself is a godly thing11 , (it).p.51).
215. Cp. Die Hellg. Bewegungen, p. 340: HEs bestimmt nloht
den geistigen Adel einer grossen Persdnlichkeit, aus dem Nichts zu stammen.. .Aber deswegen Ihr das Verdi ens t 
der Initiative absprechen und ihr Werk in eine Summe von llassenwlrkungen aufheben...hiesse Ursache und Wir^kung kritiklos durchelnander werfen und das We sen der gesehichl lichen Kausalltflt arg mlssdeuten". v '
216. X. U. Wise, The Martyrdom of Jesus, p. 133. The author 
refers to his own book, Judaism, Its Doctrines & Duties, 1872; Wise compares his book with t he Gospels and naivelj claims superiority for his own work on the grounds that 
it contains no reference to Satan etc.
217. ib.p.132; cp. also the view of 8. Heinach, Orpheus, B. 153
218. Enelow, op.clt.p.14f. , •
219. Monteflore, Rabbinic Literature & Gospel Teachings,
London, 1930, p.85; cp. also ib.pp.47, 52, 102f, 221f, 
254f etc.
220. Enelow, op.clt.p.18; cp. p.26.
221. Klausner, Jesus, p. 374.
222. Qraetz, II, p.368.
223. Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, p. 261.
224. Oraetz, op.clt.II, p.150; cp.Klausner, p.llOff.
225. Klausner, lb.p.211; cp.p.202.
226. Klausner, pp.211; 245.
227. Cp. Trattner, op.clt.p.41.
228. Cp. Llndeskog, pp.251ff.
229. Cp. Llndeskog, p. 252.
5*
230. Klausner, in a prefatory note to his most recent "book
From Jesus to Paul, remarks: "I came to the conclusion, 
after much research, that Jesus considered himself to "be 
the Messiah, and that, by means of the repentance and 
the morality which he preached in Jewish cities, he 
expected to "bring redemption to Israel"; p.IX; cp.p.4, 
pp.255f f. etc.
231. R. T. Herford, Jesus Christ, (small pamphlet), London, 
1901, p. 18; Herford holds that the final step of the 
deification of Jesus was taken "by "John", "by identifying 
him with the Divine Word (ib.p.20).
232. Prom Jesus to Paul, p.107.
233. Eisler's main argument seems to rest upon the fact of 
Jesus' crucifixion as an "auctor seditionis". (cp.op. 
cit.pp.510ff); the reconstruction of his sources, his 
treatment of the so called Testimonium Plavianum, and his 
use of the Slavonic Bellum Judaicum, has met with severe 
criticism; cp. Gustav Pfannmttller,3i*u^ tWUruu^. 7*t/Ai**<*fc/ 
Berlin, 1939, pp.399ff; cp. also Lindeskog, op.cit. 
p.193f.
234. Am ha-arez in Friedl&nder' s view is not the "idiotische
Ptfbel" of a later period, "but the land-gentry which stood 
in opposition to the Pharisaic party; cp. Die relig. 
Bewegungen, pp.78ff; "but cp. I. Abrahams' notes on 
the Am ha-arez appended to Montefiore's commentary, 
2nd. ed.
235. Friedlflnder sees the mission of Jesus in the attempt
to "break the power of Pharisaism which hindered Judaism 
from "becoming a world-religion. But Paul went one step 
further; the Apostle "broke the letter of the Law of 
Moses; cp.op.cit.p.354.
236. Moriz Friedlftnder, Die relig. Bewegungen, j>p. 318ff;
It is interesting to note that Priedllnder, like other 
Jewish scholars, feels the harmony of the person of 
Jesus disturbed by the double strain in his character 
(severity and humility, love and rigour, etc,). But 
FriedlMnder ingeniously explains the double presentation 
of the character of Jesus by the double conception 
people had of the Messiah: "bald als eine von himm- 
lischer Liebe tfberquillende, bald als eine kriegerische, 
die Welt in Schrecken setzende, rait dem Hauch seines 
Mundes tfltende Persflnlichkeit". This dbyuesJttbp "ist 
eine Schdpfung dec Evangelisten"; it does not belong 
to the historical Jesus. It only betrays the close 
connection between primitive Christianity and the 
Apocalyptic literature. But the historical Jesus by 
far outdistances (ttberragt) the mythological portrait, 
(ib.pp.323-328).
^^^&
237. M. Frledlftnder, op.clt.p.339; it may be noted that 
Klausner attributes the emphasis upon the individual, 
not to Jesus, but to Paul, and regards it as a depart­ 
ure from traditional Jewish teaching, of. Klausner, Prom 
Jesus to Paul, p. 119; 535.
238. Of. Abba Hillel Silver, A history of Messianic Speculation 
in Israel from the 1st through the 17th Centuries, New 
York, 1927,
239. Ernest R. Trattner, As a Jew sees Jesus, New York & London, 
1931, p. 45.
240. ib.p.64. 241. ib.p.66.»'•> • . ->•}•<<•-». .. . • ,- -
242. ib.p. Ill; "after his death, his disagreements with
contemporary Judaism were magnified- in the interests of 
Gentile propaganda 11 , (p. 50).
243. ib.p.78; op. also p. 145f. Trattner explains that Jesus 1 
emphatic ^ HI say unto you" - His merely. ..a very old and 
approved rabbinical method 11 . (p*86); cp.p.^
Iff . i. •
244. ib.p.95. 245. ib.p.49. • » - 246. ib.p.133. 
247. Enelow, op.cit.p.128. '248*; e ^ ib.p. 150.
249. Enelow, opicit.p.101.
;: -fit 3w -\, .
250. Montefiore, The teaching of Jesus, p. 20; 3. G. (1927) p. 25$ 
cp. D. Chwolson, Das Letzte Passamahl Christ!, p. 89; "Der 
Kern und die Quinteeeenz der Lehre Christi besteht, wie // 
allgemein erkannt wirct, in der Vergeistigung der Religion.
251. Enelow, op.clt.p.lSlf; cp.p.92.
252. Klausner, Prom Paul to Jesus, bp. 266; 267f.
•
253. Cp. H. von Soden, Die urchrlstliehe Literaturgeschichte, 
Berlin, 1905, Engl. The History of A Early Christian " 
Literature, 1906, pp. 227ff; p. $34.
254. Cp. Klausner, op.cit.p. 213.
255. ib.p. 212; it is difficult to see what Klausner means by 
the phrase nthe disciples decided". Does he visualize 
some sort of a conference which resulted in a change of 
policy ? The author is actually trying to evade unobtrus­ 
ively a problem of the greatest importance. It involves 
the question; how did the Messianic movement, with its 
national implications, become a purely mystical movement 
continued by Paul ? On Klausner1 s own evidence, 1he 
change began not with the Apostle of the Gentiles, but
with the primitive Church in Palestine, (cp. ib.p. 343, et al)/
256. ib.p. 268; cp. also p.437f. j 257. Klausner, Jesus of 
Nazareth, p.312f. |
258. Maimonides, Mishneh Torah (Yad ha-Hazakah), Hilkhot 
Melakhira, XIV, 4; cp.p./5/.
259. Cp. Enelow, op. cit.p.!68f.
260. Enelow, op. clt.p.9.
261. ( Trattner, op.clt., foreword.
262. Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p.413f.
263. Graetz, op.olt. II, p.149.
264. Kohler, The Origins of the Synagogue, p. 231.
265. Trattner, op. clt.p.40; cp. Montefiore, The Religious 
Teaching of Jesus, pp.56ff.
266. Enelow, op.cit.p.167.
267. it.p. 170; Schalom Ben-Chorin, in his preface to the
booklet containing George L. B. Sloanf s address on the 
Christian view on the 0. T. and his own answer, well 
remarks: "die protest ant ische Kirehe, ebenso wie die 
Synagoge, kann heute nicht durch elnen Sprecher verbind- 
lich vert re ten werden. Was allein mflglich scheint in 
dieser Weltstunde, 1st eln Glaubensgesprtch zwischen 
Juden und Christen. Das heisst also zwischen Einzelnen. 
die als Einzelne sprechen, nicht als Delegierte elner 
Gmppe11. ^Das christliche Verstflndnis des Alt en Testa­ 
ments und der jftdische Einwand, Jerusalem, 1941).
268. Il3.p.l71f.
269. Ib.p.l72f; cf. Buter, Die Stunde und die Erkenntnis, 
p. 153: "Wir wissen a"ber auch, wie wir wissen, da SB 
Luft Ist...das8 Raum ist«..tiefer, eohter wissen wir, 
dass die Weltgeschichte nicht bis auf ihren Grund 
aufgebrochen,' dass die Welt noch nicht erldst 1st. Wir 




^Notes to Chapter V.
1. HE. 1,15; cf. Lfc.4,20f.
2. Pp. Mt.3,2: Prof. P. C. Burkitt. may be right, howerer, in pointing out that the words 93^*4 ?*f *f Arf^Xou-* «*>• o-u/btviov' in lit. 3,2, are a Matthaean addition, as, they are lacking in Luke. It so then, "the message of John was comprised in the single word "Repent* ,f (P.C.Burkitt, Christian Beginnings, London, 1924, p. 15f).
3. 1ft. 4, 23; ep.9,35.
4. Mt. 9,12 and paral.
5. Lk.19,10.
6. 1ft. 11, 5.
7. Mt. 9,11 and paral.
8. Jn.12,19. ,;-:,:.-
9. Enelow, op. cit.p.138.
10. Mt.9,36.
11. The deeper reasons for the antagonism which finally led to our Lord's death, we have discussed elsewhere,
12. Edmond Fleg (Flegenheimer) has shown fine psychological insight in portraying the double effect which Jesus exerted* upon the common people; cf. Jesus: told by the Wandering Jew, London, 1934.
13. Cf .V,ji*fe 256; Mont ef lore, who admits the double strain in Jesus' character and often refers to his inconsistency (cp. The Teaching of Jesus p. 53), speaks at the same time of his character as "finely balanced and tempered". (cf. 8.G. , 1909, p. 182); cp. also Cecil Roth, A history of the Jewish people, p. 140.
14. Cp. Jer.20,7 - 9.





20. Oraetz, op. c it. II, p. 166.
21. Klausner, Jesus, p.356.
22. Prof. Arnold Meyer, Die moderne Forschung tfber die
Geschichte des Urchristentums, ein Vortrag gehalten auf 
dem ersten religionswissenschaftlichen Kongresse in 
Stockholm, 1. Sept. 1897, Freiburg in B., 1898, p. 6.
23. Cp. Meyer, it.p.16.
24. W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos, Gflttingen, 1921, p.XIII - 
Paul the Pharisee must have come in contact with Greek- 
pagan thought and speculations which he carefully stored 
up in his mind, and which came to the surface under the 
impact of the new faith: "Und wie bei einem Eisbruch 
die trftge Masse in Pluss gerflt und die Eisschollen sich 
stossen u. schieben und ffber einander ttlrmen, so ist nun 
die Gedankenmasse des Paulus in Pluss geraten und hat 
sich zu wunderlichen Massen aufgettlrmt, und das Ergebnis 
war - die paulinische Theologie".
25. Meyer, ib.p.20.
26. Harnack; quoted by Meyer, op.cit.p.36.
27. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p.464f; and elsewhere.
It is of interest to note that Klausner's detailed analy­ 
sis of Philonian conceptions related to Pauline theology, 
yield negative prcrf against the author's intention. It 
seems to have escaped Prof. Klausner that he is actually 
proving the opposite. For example: he points out that 
Philo's goal was the advancement of supreme happiness for 
the human race (De Virtutibus - de Caritate II 395) - 
but was this Paul's goal ? Paul, who worked upon the 
principle of eternal predestination .' Again, he tells us 
that Philo speaks of man as "having come into being as a 
copy or fragment or ray of that blessed nature 11 , ("the 
divine spark" idea) (De Mundi Opificio I, 35) - this 
"modernist" conception is foreign to Paul, to whom man is 
only related to God by adoption. Again, to whow the high 
opinion Philo entertained about man, Klausner quotes his 
sentence: "Assuredly there is in the sou^of every man, 
however undistinguished he may be, a detestation for evil", 
(De Specialibus Legibus, III, M II, 312) - but this is not 
Paul's opinion about fallen man in whom sin reigns unto 
death (cp.Rom.5,21). The "delight in the law of God 
after the inward man" in Rom.7,22 applies only to the 
awakened sinner or the struggling saint. The others 
are dead in their sins till they are quickened with the 
risen Lord, (Col.2,13). Pauline theology reveals a low 
opinion of man. Again, Philo's mysticism which Klausner 
describes as the attainment to the highest knowledge, the 
"sober intoxication" ( ,u£d»j v7^* A105 ), "the 
state in which man's knowledge of himself is fused with 
the heavenly light which is shed from deity into the soul 
of man" (Klausner, p. 196), is different from the life 
ivXf<^r*5 yl»<jou (cp.Gal.2,20) of which St. 
Paul speaks. This "unio mystica" of which Klausner
speaks is not easily applied to Paul, as Deissmann has 
shown. Herein the Apostle differs from the mystics of 
the Middle Ages. In Pauline theology no "fusion11 is 
possible; its feature is the dying with Christ in order 
to "be raised with him (cp.Rora.6,8ff; Col.3,1; Cp. also 
Adolf Deissmann, Paul, Engl. London, 1926, pp.147ff). 
That Philo's conception of the Messiah is entirely differ­ 
ent from the Christ iai view, Klausner admits himself: 
"at this point Christianity was not able to borrow any­ 
thing whatever from Philo" (op.cit.p.198).
With regard to pagan Hellenism, Klausner finds only 
minor affinities, apart from the idea of the sacraments 
and the conception of the Son of God. Its Importance, he 
sees, not so much in the influence of explicit doctrine, 
as in the general tendency, the "colowf, and the atmos­ 
phere, (cp.op.cit.p.464ff). On the main issue, as to 
the faith in the risen Christ, Klausner definitely 
dissociates the early Church from the influence of pagan 
cults: "The differences between the stories about the 
crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus and the stories of 
the pagans about the death and resurrection of their gods 
are so numerous and so great, the possibility of death 
by crucifixion, at the hands of the Roman procurator, for 
anyone who claimed to be the Messiah was so near certain­ 
ty, and belief in the resurrection of the dead was so 
widespread in Israel in the period of the Second Temple 
that all three of these reasons force us to conclude that 
the fate of Jesus is not just a reflexion of the fate of 
the gods Osiris, Attis, Adonis, Mithras, and other 
such divinities". (Klausner, ib.p.107).
28. Meyer, op.cit.p.17. Klausner is well aware of the
difficulty; after strongly affirming that "there is 
nothing in all the teaching of Paul, as there is nothing 
in the teaching of Jesus which is not grounded in the 
Old Testament, or in the Apocryphal, Pseudepigraphical. 
and Tannaitic literature of his time"" (p. 482; Klausner's 
italics), he adds:"Nevertheless, it is difficult to 
explain the adoration, amounting almost to deification, 
with which Paul regarded Jesus merely as an intensificat­ 
ion of the Jewish Messianic idea", (p.484) It is on 
these grounds that Klausner is driven to assume the 
influence of "pagan-philosophic" ideas "which hovered in 
the air in the Hellenized cities in which Paul lived 
and preached".
29. Cp. Carl von Weizsflcker, The Apostolic Age of the
Christian Church, Engl. transl., London & New York, 1894, 
Vol.I,pp.124, 130f; cp. Bousset, Die Religion des Juden- 
tums, 1906, p.307f note 2.
30. Cf. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p.270.
31. Cf. 1 Cor.l5,3ff.
32. Meyer, ib.p.69; cp. also p.65. Klausner, op.cit.p. 261:
"If Jesus had not "been a remarkable personality, who did 
remarkable deeds and spoke remarkable words, he would 
have faded from the memory of his disciples after a shame­ 
ful death on the cross as faded the memory of the rest of 
the "false Messiahs", that is to say, the saviours who 
did not succeed in saving".
33. cp. note 24.
34. cp. p, 1U; Faith in the Resurrection was now related to 
the person of Jesus, cp. Acts 4,2.
35. Klausner, op.cit.p.437.
36. Of. Klausner, ib.p.440.
37. Sch&der has rightly stressed the fact that the Cross with 
Paul does not lead to death, "but to Resurrection and life. 
The Apostle knew of the meaning of the Cross in the light 
of the Resurrection, (cp. Meyer, op.cit.p.31).
38. Acts 2,41; 4,4.
39. Graetz explains the success of the early church by the
fact that the message was chiefly intended for the simple
and dejected, whom the Law deprived of their rights "while
Christianity opened the Kingdom of heaven to them".
(op. cit.II,p.367). But this is not borne out by Christian
tradition which includes amongst the believers men like
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea and many priests and
Pharisees.
40. But cp. Johannes von Walter, Die Geschichte des Christen- 
tums, Gfltersloh, 1932, pp. 26ff, where separation is 
already contemplated by Jesus.
41. Cp. Jh.11,49 - 51; Acts 23,5. Jh. attributes to the 
Highpriest the gift of Prophecy and Paul acknowledges 
him to be the ruler of the people. (There must have been 
an old tradition which attached the gift of prophecy to 
the highpriestly office. Strack-Billerbeck quote some 
passages where prophecy is uttered unawares, but have 
nothing to show for the connection between the highpriest- 
hood and the gift of prophesying).
42. Graetz, II, p.171f. From the context it would appear
that he is actually speaking of the early Christians. (?.f )
43. Weizsficker, op.cit.I,p.130.
44. Dr. Joseph Klausner, Die messianischen Vbrstellungen des 
jtidischen Volkes im Zeitalter der Tannaiten, Berlin, 1904, 
p.2; cp.p.119.
45. ib.p.14; (Klausner's italics).
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46. op. p. -2^/.
47. Klausner, op. cit.p.117; "7. Bousset admits that after the 
Destruction of Jerusalem "scheint das Interesse an der 
Gestalt des Messias dann aHerdings sehr stark zurttckgetre- 
ten zu sein", and he refers to Klausner's work. (cp. Die 
Religion des Judentums im neutestamentlichen Zeitalter, 
Berlin, 1906, p.257f, note 3). But Bousset offers no 
explanation for this strange phenomenon. Cp. also Paul 
Volz, Jtldische Eschatologie von Daniel bis Akiba, Ttfbingen 
und Leipzig, 1903, pp.!98ff.
48. Bousset, op.cit.p.255f: "Wenn nicht noch andere Quellen
neb en denen der jftdischen Apokalyptik vorl&gen, namentlich 
die neutestamentlichen Schriften, kflnnte man zu der 
Anschaulig kommen. als hStte in der Hoffnung des Spfltjuden- 
tums di^e Gestalt des Messias kaum noch existiert"; cp. 
also Burkitt, op.cit.p.27.
49. Cp. W. Bousset, Kyrios Christos, p. 2. But Bousset limits 
the evidence of the N. T. to the Synoptic Gospels.
50. Cp. ib. pp. 151f f.
51. Enelow, op. cit.p. 114f.
52. Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, p.313.
53. Bousset, Kyrios Christos, p. 2.
54. Bousset, ib.p.17.
55. Burkitt, op.cit.p.104f; cp. Prof. Walter Grundmann 
(Jena), Das Problem des hellenistischen Christentums t 
innerhalb der Jerusaleraer Urgemeinde, (Zeitschrift fur 
die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, herausg. von H. 
Lietzmann u. w. Bltester, Bd. 38/1939), p.65: "Be ist 
ein beredter Hinweis auf die Tiefe dieser Spaltung (i.e. 
between the Hellenists and Judaizing Hebrew Christians), 
wenn die Zw6*lf und ihre Anhflnger in der Stadt bleiben 
kflnnen, w&hrend die Sieben und die Hellenist en sie ver- 
lassen rattssen". (Wetter*s words quoted by Grundmann).
56. Burkitt, op.cit.p.62f.
57. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p.321, note 13.
58. Cp. Klausner, ib.p.496.
59. Cp. Strack-Billerbeck, Exkurs 29: Diese Welt, die Tage 
des Messias, etc. Vol.IV B, pp.814ff.
60. Cp. ib.Vol.IVB,pp.lff.
61. 1 John 2,7: Ou* ivTo TToL A Oc^^v. Cp.
Bousset, Kyrios Christos, p.293.
62. W. Bousset presents Paul as "the great opposer and
destroyer of the Law". (Die Religion des Judentums 1m 
neutest. Zeitalter, p.138). But such a view rests upon a 
misunderstanding. Paul hma never called in question the 
sanctity of the Law.
63. Cp. Julius Wagenmann, Die Stellung des Apostels Paulus
neben den Zwfllf in den ersten zwei Jahrhunderten, Giessen, 
1926, p.26.
64. For the central importance of the Law, see Bousset, Die 
Relig. d, Judentums im neutest. Zeitalter, pp.136ff.
65. Cf. Klausner, Paul, p.281; Jesus, p.41.
66. Cf. Ab. Zarah-16b - 17a.
67. Grundmann, ZNW, 38/1939, p.65ff.
68. Cp. George Foot Moore, Judaism, Vol.II,p.376.
69. Kaufmann Kohler, Jewish Theology, p.469.^7'
70. Burkitt, op.cit.p.46f.
71. Cf. the important essay "by Edwyn Clement Hoskyns, Jesus 
the Messiah, x Misterium Christi, ed. by G. K. A. Bell and 
A. Deissmann^ 1930, pp.69ff.
72. Paul Volz, Der Prophet Jeremia, Leipzig, 1928, p. 103f; 
cp. also Jesaia II, Leipzig, 1932, p.45f. Ben-Chorin, 
however, holds that the prophets did not oppose the cult itself "sondern seiner tlberbetonung und der Irrlehre, 
dass Opfer genttge und den Menschen vom Halten der Gesetze entbinde, welche die Gebiete von zedek und mischpath 
bertthren..." (op.cit.p.46). But Hermann Cohen holds a 
different view. In his book: Die Religion der Vemunft 
aus den Quellen des Judentums^ Leipzig, 1919, he says: 
"Unter den Wuneiern, welche fur die geschichtliche 
Auffassung mit dem Wunder des Monotheisiaus verbunden 
sind, steht doch vielleicht an erster Stelle der Kampf 
der Propheten gegen das Pofer", (p. 200). "Die Geschichte des Prophetismus verl&uft beim Opfer in zwei Wegen. Der eine halt sich in der ¥erwerfung des Opfers. der andere hingegen geht auf seine Verwandlung... Tp-205).
73. Cp. Volz, Jesaia II, p.218.
74. Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums, p. 124; (his italics).
75. Bousset, ib.pp.!28ff. Bousset quotes three facts to prove this important point:
1) The existence of the Essenes, who though universally 
esteemed for their great piety, did not participate in 
Temple-cult, at least not in the animal sacrifices.
2) The general tendency of Jesus*message, directed
against the outward ceremonial.
3) The fact that after the destruction of the Temple, 
Judaism remained unshaken.
76. Cp. Klausner, Die tfessianischen Vorstellungen, p. 117f;
Schlatter has shown that there existed some form of Temple- 
service even after the Destruction, cp. A. Schlatter, Die 
Tage Tra^ans und Hadrians, pp. 55f f .
77. Cp. 1 Peter 2,5.
78. Bousset, Die Religion des Judentums, p. 130.
79. E. Klostermann regards the quotation both in Mt. 9,13 and 12,7 as not original, entirely due to the "Biblizist Mt. n and interfering with the context. (Handbuch z. N. T. , 
Das Matthausevangelium, Tttbingen, 1927, pp.81; 105).
80. Cp. Yoraa 8,9: Transgressions that are between man and God, the Day of Atonement effects atonement, but for transgress­ ions that are between a man and his fellow, the Day of 
Atonement effects atonement only if he has appeased his fellow. (Dariby). Cp. also Thomas Walker, Hebrew Religion between the Testaments, London, 1937, p. 117f.
81. Klostermann says that ^eJcV »»geht (wie Mt.11,7, 12, 
41f ) doch nicht auf ein wirkliches Neutrum. " The meaning of the passage is: "kann der Tempel schon seine Diener vom Sabbatgebot entblnden, wie viel mehr der Messias seine Jttnger". (Klostermann, however, thinks the whole text out of place here, cp.op. cit.p. 105).
82. But cp. Klostermann, Das Markusevangelium, Tflbingen, 1926, p. 142.
83. Klostermann points to an important difference between
Mt. and Mark concerning the "false witnesses"; he says of Mt: Durch die (weitere) Auslassung von Me. 5,9 und durch die ausdrDckllche Betonung von ti'tftfov and <Tvo 
( SB die erforderlichen zwei, die Mt also ttbereinstimraen Iflsst) scheint er die Aussagen fiber das Tempelwort nicht wie Me als weiteres Beispiel der ungtlltigen ytviojuoiftvpiou zu rechnen, sondern als ein gflltiges Zeugnis, dessen ' 
schwerwiegender Inhalt nun den Hohenpriester zu einer direkten Prage veranlasst". (op. cit.p. 215). Erwin 
Preuschen remarks: "jede Christus feindliche Aussage 
gait als (y£ud~o iioCf-cuf i(<. • (Handbuch z. N. T. , Die Apostelgeschichte, Tttbingen, 1912, p. 38).
84. Eisler for some reason regards John as having preserved 
the more genuine text. (op. cit.p.496).
85. Cp. Preuschen, op. cit.p. 38.
**
86. Ephiphanius, Haer. XXX, 16: $\QoV K*T*;#*I, -c«s 6Ui<*5 
- ad abroganda sacrificia veni - Migne, vol. XLI, 431; 
it is a remarkable fact that in Jewish legend the birth of
66
the Messiah is placed on the day of the Destruction of 
the Temple. Gressmann says: "die Zerstflrung und der 
der Neubau des Tempels (ist) rait dem Erscheinen des 
Messias aufs engste verknflpft. " (&gr^tert.p.449, note 5). 
He leads this tradition back to Menahem ben Hiskia, who 
le^d the insurrection in 66 A.D. (cp. Jos. Bell, II, 17, 
8-9) Menahem could have easily been singled out as the 
cause of the'destruction (cp. Gressmann, pp.458ff). 
There is, however, some difficulty as to the connection 
between the coming of the Messiah and the destruction of 
the Temple. The reading is uncertain (cp. A. Cohen, 
Midrash R. Lamentations, p. 137, note 1 & 2). j)'^")!. 
( J'frV) fy- Buber) may mean because of his coming; or 
through him (so Geiger; or, for his sake. Gressmann 
remarks: "die dritte Auffassung, wonach dieser (i.e. the 
Messiah) als Ursache gedacht ist, setzt Mark.14,58 
voraus". It is therefore quite possible that the view 
which connects the Messiah with the destruction of the 
Temple goes back to a much older tradition, (cp. Jer. 
Talmud Ber. II, 4 fol 5a; Midrash Rabbah, Echa, to 1,16).
87. Bfcrkitt, op.cit.p.62f.
88. Carl von Weizsficker, The Apostolic Age, Engl., 1894, 
Vol. I, p.159.
89. Cp. Strack-Billerbeck, II, p.282f; cp. Klausner, Die 
fldess. Vorstellungen, p. 119.
90. ib. II,p. 274.
91. cp. Volz, Jttdische Eschatologie, p. 237.
92. Cp. Strack-Billerbeck, II, pp.292f, 297; cp. Bousset, 
Die Religion des Judentums, 1926,3*Afpp.206, 215.
93. For the Ebed JahVe and his messianic features, see Hugo 
Gressmann, Der Messias, Gflttingen, 1929, pp.308 - 323.
94. It is remarkable how little reference there is to the 
suffering Messiah in the apocalyptic literature, (cp. 
Strack-Billerbeck, II, p.282 note l),
95. Cp. also W. Baldensprenger, TceWessianisch-apokalyptischaG 
Hoffnungen des Judentums, Strassburg, 1903, pp.88ff. 
Baldensprenger takes over Schftrer's simile and speaks of 
two poles in Judaism: Nomism and Messianisms. In the 
ordinary way these two trends counterbalanced each other, 
but under special circumstances, e.g. under the influence 
of a powerful religious personality the balance could be 
upset. This does not however imply a conscious opposition 
to the Law, but a latent tendency fcOTMMMbOHfct (Unter- 
strflmungl1) cp, p. 215.
96. We have already pointed out Klausner's failure to
establish a connection "between Paul and Philo. The 
same may be said of Moriz FriedlSnder. FriedlSnder 
connects all the great truths in Paul's Epistles with 
Jewish Hellenism. This includes his teaching about the 
Law, the Resurrection, Grace, Election, etc. For parall­ 
els he naturally goes to Philo. But his quotations 
rather tend to show the opposite. Friedlfinder, like so 
many other scholars, overlooks the fact that both Philo 
and Paul have at least one important source in common, 
the 0. T. It is also to be noted that not only Philo, 
but the Rabbis too, knew about the resurrection, grace, 
election, etc. (cp. Friedlflnder, op.fcit.p.349ff). For 
the relationship between Christian and apocalyptiC writ­ 
ings see Baldensprenger, op. cit.pp. 164ff, 174ff. His 
estimation of this literature is important: "Im Unter- 
schied zu den prophetischen Messianismus bedeutet die 
Apokalyptik nicht Fortsetzung, sondern Abbruch, nicht 
Abschluss, sondern Antithese, nicht potenzirtes Erden- 
leben, sondern Gericht fiber das Vergangene und neuer 
Ansatz, sie ist nicht ein Finale, welches an ein frtiheres 
Motiv anklingt, sondern ein neues Lied in hflherem Chor.v 
(p. 174). In that it is detached from history andother- 
worldly, it essentially differs from the prophetic out­ 
look. "Es gibt keinen anderen Punkt, in welchem sich 
das apokalyptische Judentum so sfljjiarf von der fllteren 
Religion abhebt als die Vorliebe fflr die transzendente 
Welt".
97. Hoennicke assumes that Hebrews was written by a Jew for 
Jewish Christians, before the destruction of the Temple. 
(Gustav Hoennicke, Das Judenchristentum im ersteniiruC 
zweiten Jahrhundert, Berlin, 1908, p.95); but see 
Hermann von Soden, The History of Early Christian Liter­ 
ature, Engl., 1906, pp.248ff. Herford, Christianity in 
Talmud, p.384; "Hebr. is a sort of declaration of indepen­ 
dence on the part of the Minim".
98« Cp. Hoennicke, op.cit.pp.90ff. Hoennicke regards James 
as a document of the time when Hebrew Christians still 
participated in the Service of the Synagogue. 2,2 refers 
to the Synagogue and not to the eKKAi^otx, . which has 
a Christian connotation.
99. Cp. Moore's excellent analysis of the Didache, op.cit., 
I, p.188f. He dates it at the beginning of the 2nd c., 
and regards its source a Jewish Christian community.
100. Moore, ib. I, p. 186; Prof. T. W. Manson says: "The
strong anti-pharisaic tendency seems to belong both to 
the first evangelist and to his special source". (The 
Teaching of Jesus, 1935, p.330, Additional Notes). 
Arnold Meyer justly calls attention to Rev., which 
shows "wie eng das Christentum mit der apokalyptischen
Erwartung des Judentums, also mit den stflrksten und 
innersten Fasern des jftdischen Lebens zusaramenhatlgt... 
(Die moderne Forschung ttber die Geschichte des Urchrist- 
entums, Ein Vortrag, p. 56).
101. Joe'1 maintains that the "Yom Trajanus" in the Megilla 
Ta'nnith 18b, which is a day of rejoicing, was due to 
the fact that at first Trajan dtelared himself willing to 
allow the rebuilding of the Temple. Such an attempt, 
however, was frustrated by the influence of the anti- 
national and antinomistic section of Hebrew Christianity, 
as for them it was a question of to be or not to be. 
(Blicke, p.15; cp. also p.50f). The Destruction of 
the Temple was certainly of great consequence to Hebrew 
Christian theology, but Joe'1 has no evidence for Hebrew 
Christian interference: l) The "Yom Trajanus'1 is 
connected with the escape of Pappus and Lulianij 2) it 
is doubtful whether OH'O/to can be identified with 
Trajan in view of the fact that the latter died a natural 
death. There is a suggestion that the incident refers 
to Trajan's general Lusins Quietus, who was executed by 
Trajan (cp. Schtirer, I, p.660 note 62); 3) Trajan's 
record and his attitude to the Jewish people was not 
such as to show willingness for the restoration of its 
religious-national centre. Samuel Krauss suggests that 
the "Yom Trajanus" was to commemorate a Jewish victory 
over the Roman army. (cp. J. E., Vol. XII, 218b); this 
is also Schlatter's view (cf. Die Tage T^ajans und 
Hadrians, p.95f).
102. Though Samuel Lublinski represents the opposite view to 
our own, he has a sentence which deserves quoting: "Die 
Absondejtoung der jungen Kirche vom alt en Staram war eine 
Entwicklungsnotwendigkeit, die ohne wilde Kampfe und 
Krfimpfe und ohne Krisen nicht vollzogen werden konnte. 
Hier iMsst sich die Schuld und Unschuld nicht mit der 
Elle messen". (p.148).
103. Joe'1, op.cit. II, p.87. Grundmann expresses somewhat 
similar thoughts with regard to the Temple, but his 
presentation is too radical and includes onl.v the Hellen­ 
istic element of the Church in Jerusalem.(cp. Das 
Problem des hellenistischen Christentums innerhalb der 
Jerusalemer Urgemeinde, ZNW, Bd 38/1939, p.65).
104. Joe'1's judgement "Das Christoitum enstand als Verwirk- 
lichung gerade der nationalen Hoffnung, die damals 
Israel hegte..," (op.cit.p.25f), is an overemphasis of 
the national element. But that there were national 
motives which came into play need not be denied.
105. According to Graetz, Jesus chose to work amongst the
lowly and the outcast because the middleclass was already 
good enough (.') and the rich would not listen in any 
case (cp.op.cit. II, p.152).
106. It is difficult to see how Moehlman can assert: "The 
earliest Christian records (then), reveal no break 
"between Jerusalem Jew and Christian prior to C. E. 66" ? 
(op. cit.p.!89f).
107. Cp. Brwin Preuschen's commentary to Acts: Die
Apostelgeschichte (Handbuch z. N. T. ) , Tttbingen, 1912, 
p. 37.
108. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p. 271f.
109. ib.p.280.
110. ib.p.369; cp.p. 368 note 18.
111. Cp. Euseb. H. e. II, 23; The passage reads:
<fi'*C<XtOj KoCi a^A**.?/ 0
Klausner suggests 8 interpretations of which the last
seems to be the most natural:
fa i* "strong tower of the people" 
N,y "strength of the people" 
** "Father of the people".
cp. Klausner, op. cit.p. 279. But cp. the notes by H. J.
Lawlor and J. E. L. Oulton to Bus. Vol.11, p. 74.
Burkitt says: "Oblias means nothing nothing at all";
op. cit.p. 58, note 1.
112. Euseb. ib. 111,5:
ft9
113. Epiphanius, Adversus haereses 29,7; cp. 30,2; De
Mensuris et Ponderibus 15: "discipuli omnes ab angelo 
moniti sunt, ut ex ea urbe migrarent".
114. Lawlor & Oulton, II, p. 82; or Julius Africanus, cp.
Harnack, Mission, p. 413; cp. also Schmidtke, Texte und 
tint er suchungen, XXXVI I.
115. Cf. Schttrer, The Jewish People, Engl. , 1890, Div. I, 
Vol.11, p. 208.
116. Cp. Lawlor & Oulton, II, p. 73.
117. Harnack, Mission und Ausbreitung, p. 413.
118. Schtirer, div. II, Vol. I, p. 230
119. Joe'1 extends the nationalist tendency of the Messianic 
movement to the period of Simon Clopha (cp. Euseb. h. e. 
Ill, 32). He says: "Simon Clopha teilte wie alle 
Judenchristen damals noch die nationalen Hoffnungen der 
Juden, und das Jahr seiner Hinrichtung 116 ist ja eben 
bezeichnend genug". (Blicke, p. 32, note l).
120. The importance which primitive Christianity attached 
to Jerusalem can "be seen from Justin 1 s Dial. Trypho 
asks Justin with understandable curiosity: "Tell me, 
do you really admit that this place, Jerusalem, shall be 
rebuilt; and do you expect your people to be gathered 
together...?" To this, Justin replies that for his 
part he has such a hope, though others "who belong to 
the pure and pious faith, and are true Christians, think 
otherwise". (Dial. ch.$0; cp. also ch.81) Cp. also 
Julius Wagenmann, Die Stellung des Apostels Paulus neben 
den Zwfllf in den ersten zwei Jahrunderten, Giessen,1926, 
p. 28.
121. Harnack interprets the evidence from Eusebius and
Epiphanius to mean that the whole Christian community 
left for Pella. Be therefore feels himself entitled to 
assume that the Church consisted of a very small minor­ 
ity, (cp.Mission u. Ansbr. p.413 & note 5). But the 
evidence of Acts is against such an interpretation. It 
is therefore, more reasonable to assume that only the 
leading members of the Church left the city. Hoennieke 
also assumes a very small Christian community in Pales­ 
tine. (Das Judenchristum im ersten und zweiten Jahr- 
hundert, Berlin, 1908, p. 175). But the fact of persecut­ 
ion is evidence for the growth of a movement.
122. Joe*l attributes to the Destruction of the Temple one of 
the main causes which b rought about the separation of 
Christianity and Judaism, (cp.op,cit. II, p.85f); a 
similar view is expressed by Travers Herford, (cp. 
Christianity in Talmud & Midrash, London, 1903, p.383f).
123. Cp.pp.6$-7£; cp. also I. Abrahams, Studies in Pharisaism 
& the Gospels, p.59.
124. George Foot Moore, Judaism, I, p. 244.
125. Dial. ch. 108; cp. ch. 40.
126. Mt.23,38; Luke 13,35: ifou #$itL*L v/u-lv o OCKOJ 
1/yu.uiV .
127. Shab. 119b: Abaye said: Jerusalem was destroyed only 
because the Sabbath was desecrated therein; R. Abbahu 
said: Jerusalem was destroyed only because the reading 
of the (shema) morning and evening was neglected; R. 
Hamnuna said: Jerusalem was destroyed only because they 
neglected (the education of) schoolchildren; Ulla said: 
Jerusalem was destroyed only because they (its inhabit­ 
ants) were not ashamed of each other; R. Isaac said: 
Jerusalem was destroyed only because the small and the 
great were made equal; R. Amram, son of R. Simeon b. 
Abba said in R. Simeon ben Abba's name in R. HafiLna's 
name: Jerusalem was destroyed only because they did 
not rebuke each other; Rob Judah said: Jerusalem was 
destroyed only because scholars were despised therein; 
Raba said: Jerusalem was destroyed only because truth­ 
ful men ceased therein.
y/
128. Cp. H. J. Schoeps, Jtidisch-christl. Religionsgespra*ch, 
p. 41; "Kein Christ", says Harnack, "mochte es auch 
ein ^ifernder Judenchrist sein, konnte die Katastrophe 
des jfldischen Staates, seiner Stadt und seines Heiligtums, 
fflr etwas anderes halten als fflr die gerechte Strafe 
des Volkes, das seinen Messias gekreuzigt hatte". 
(Mission, p.44f). cp. A. Marmorstein, Religionsgeschich- 
liche Studien, H. 2 p.3f.
129. Von Soden puts the date "between 92 - 96 A. D. , on the 
grounds that the persecution hinted at in the Epistle 
refers to the reign of Domitian; cp. op. cit.p. 271f; 
cp. also H. Windisch, Der He'bra'er'brief, Tttbingen, 1913, 
p.H4f.
130. Von Soden seems to doubt the author's Jewish origin.
(cp.op. cit.pp. 271ff), "but cp. Hans Windisch, Der He'bra'er­ 
'brief, Tttbingen, 1913, p.114^.
131. Harnack, Judentura u. Chris tentum in Just ins Dialog mit 
Trypho, Texte u. Untersuchungen, XXXIX, 1913, p. 51.
132. Dial, ch.40.
133. Jn.1,29; 4,23f; cp.11,51; H. Loewe says that ffthe
stress laid in the Church on the Agnus Dei motif. . .made 
the Jews look for a parallel 11 . They found it in the 
Akedah, the "binding of Isaak. Ra"b"b. Anthol. p. CI.
134. Mt.27,51; Mk.15,38; Lk.23,45; According to Jewish 
tradition, the veil of the Temple, Titus cut with his 
sword; cp. Strack-Billerbeck, I, p. 1044.
135. Cp. Mt.24,lf; Lk.21,5f.
136. Erich Klostermann, Das Markusevangelium, p. 147.
137. Cf. Montefiore, S.G. 1909, p. 300.
138. Cp. Strack-Billerbeck, I, p.!045f.
139. V. G. Simkhovitch' s remarks concerning the application of 
Jesus' message to the political situation of his time has 
greater force for the post-Destruction period. (Cp. 
Toward the Understanding of Jesus, New York,
140. Streeter, The Primitive Church, London, 1929, pp. 92ff; 
cp. Lawlor & Oulton, II, pp,167ff.
141. Hoennicke has rightly argued that 13 bishops within the 
space of 28 years implies that they did not hold office 
consecutive order "but several of them simultaneously. 
(cp. Hoennicke p.!06f).
142. Harnack, Judentum u. Judenc: ristentura in Justins Dia 
mit Trypho, Tex^e u. Unter$uc%ungen, XXXIX, 1913, p 
(Harnack' s italics}.
143. Harnack observes: "Dass unter den TC^£J , die noch 
tflglich zu Christus bekehrt werden, geborene Juden zu 
verstehen sind, ist nicht gewiss, aber wahrscheinlich". 
(ib.p.84 note 2). But this is an unnecessary caution, 
as the whole sense of Justin's argument would otherwise 
fall to the ground.
144. Some read "of our race"; (cp. Ante-Nicene Christian
Library, Vol.11, p. 149, note l), but "your race" seems 
to be more natural, as Justin is now addressing himself 
to the whole company.
14ft. Harnack, op. cit.p. 89.
146. ib.p.89, note 2.
147. ib.p.84 and note.
148. Harnack' s omission is due to his narrow definition of 
Hebrew Christianity, according to which not Jewish 
descent, but adherence to the national character of 
Judaism is the determining factor. Thus Paul, because 
of Rom. 11 is a Jewish Christian, while Papias, the 
author of the Didache, and Hennas, are not. (cf. Harnack, 
Abriss der Dogmengeschichte, 1893, p.42f).
149. Cp. Dial, ch.119: "After that the righteous One was
slain we bloomed forth as another people. ..This is that 
nation which God promised of old to Abraham". The 
Christians spoke of themselves as "a new nation" and 
"the Christian nation"; cf. Euseb. Hist. I, 4,2; 
IV, 7,10; cf. Lawlor & Oulton, Vol. 2, p. 52.
150. The ITazareans with whom Jerome stayed in Aleppo seem
to have been orthodox Christians; cf. Lawlor & Oulton, 
II, p.97f.
151. To such secret or semi -believers the Talmud refers :...ii^io
Berach. 29a: also Mishna Ber. V,3; (cp. Ber. 34a; 
Megilla 25a); According to Je8l this is evidence to 
"die noch nicht vollzogene Trennung zwischen Juden und 
Christglaubigen". (op. cit.p. 34, note).
152. Cp. Walter Grundmann, Das Problem des hellenistischen 
Christ entums innerhalb der Jerusalemer Urgemeinde (ZEFV7, 
BcU 38/1939, p. 60); p. 63: "Die Eigenstandigkeit des 
Christentums des Hellenistenkreises ist schon in 
Jerusalem offenbar".
153. so Hort, Judaistic Christianity, p. 83.
154. Josephus, Wars, VI, 5,2.
155. Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, p. 530.
156. Chwolson 1 s Talmudic references, sho'-viii^ close relation­ 
ship "oeuvjen Jy :i ;\ -Ti^istians and pious Jews, bears 
out our theory. Chwolson finds it remarkable that the 
Mishnah very rarely refers to Minim. He thus concludes 
that Judaism only opposed gnostic Hebrew Christians; 
but as to the others: "Man stimmte zwar ih'^n Grlau^e".. 
,n Me :.!essianJ.t2t, Christi nicht bei, aber man verdamzute 
sie nicht desbalb". R. Judah, the compiler of the 
Mishnah, Chwolson suggests must have only known such 
Hebrew Christians who in everything shared the religious 
life of the Jews, and were thus treated as members of 
the community. Hence the lack of reference to them, 
(cp. Das letzte Passamahl, p.llOf). The story in Hullin 
87a where Judah (usually referred to as Rabbi, died 
193 A.D.) sat down to a meal with a Min, the Min insistiig 
upon the privilege of pronouncing the blessing upon the 
wine ( 713*)! JYt oo ), is a remarkable example of 
such friendship. (cp.ib.p.!04f).
157. Hort, op.cit.p.48.
158. Harnack well observes: Das Judenchristentum, welches 
in iflbens^gemeinschaft mit den Heidenchristen trat, 
hob sich damit selbst duf..." (Mission, p.43).
159. M. PriedlMnder, Die religib'sen Bewegungen, p. 171; (cp. 
also Der vorchristliche jfldische Gnosticismus, 1897;




162. Cp. R. Travers Hepford, Christianity in Talmud & Mid- 
rash, London, 1903, p.122, note 2; p.145, note 1, etc. 
Some of FriedlSnder's grave mistakes which occur in his 
book, Der vorchristliche jfldische Gnostieizmus, have 
been pointed out by W. Bacher; cp. Le Mot "Minim" dans 
le Talmud, Revue des Etudes Juives, Vol. 38. pp.38ff.
163. In a few instances, such Minim may have been Gentile
Christians or other heretics. Thus Moore says: "That 
by the Minim who are so often named in the Talmuds and 
Midrashim, Nazarenes or Christians are always intended 
is going much beyond the evidence and sometimes contrary 
to it". (op.cit. Ill, p.68). cp. also Herford, op.cit. 
p.122: "A Min as such is not necessarily a Christian; 
but as a matter of fact, most of the heretics who came 
into strained relations with Jews were Christians, and 
more particularly Jewish Christians". A. Schlatter 
perhaps goes too far when he makes all the Minim to be 
Christians, (cp. Die Kirche Israel's vom Jahre 70-130, 
1895, p.7f.
164. Cp. ib.p.!77f; That there were Gnostic Minim, nobody
can deny. Some of them may have existed in pre-Christian 
times, but whether they were called Minim before the 
advent of Christianity we seriously doubt. (But cp. 
H. L. Strack, Jesus, die Hgretiker und die Christen 
nach den altesten jfldischen Angaben, Leipzig, 1910, 
p. 47; Strack speaks of pre-Christian Minim; Minim at 
the time of the appearance of Christianity, and Minim 
who are Hebrew Christians of a later time).
165. Cp. Herford, op.cit.pp.562 - 365. Bflchler does not
even attempt "das noch immer rStselhafte Wort v/D zu 
erklfiren". (A.Buchler, tfber die Minim von Sepphoris u. 
Tiberias im zweiten u. dritten Jahrhundert, Festschrift 
zu H. Cohen, Berlin, 1912, p.272).
166. H. Strack, op.cit.p.47.
167. Herford, op. cit.p. 363; J. Wiesner, Scholien zum baby- 
lonischen Talmud I,, 1859, p.35, explains the etymology 
of 1"* with A*?Vu-r*jv « /uyvtf£tv = to betray: 
M so wurden die Christen im ersten Jahrhundert genanwt, 
weil es wahrscheinlich nicht selten vorkam, dass die 
Anhanger der neuen Sekte ihre frflheren Glaubens und 
Leidensgenossen bei den r6*mischen Gwalthabern verleum- 
deten und anschwflrzten". (?) But why should the Jews 
go to Greek for a Christian nickname ?
168. W. Bacher, op.cit.p.45; cp. also Israel Levi, Le Mot 
"Minim", Revue des Etudes Juives, vol. 38, 1899, pp. 
214ff; Isaac Broyde, J. E. , Vol.VIII, p.594f; G. P. 
Moore, op.cit. Ill, p.68f; Schwaab, op.cit.p.145f; 
G. Hoennicke, op.cit.p.386, note 2.
169. ib.p.45, note 2.
170. Cf. Brown, Driver & Briggs, Hebr. Lex. ad loc.
171. Joe'1, Blicke H, p.90.
172. ib. II, p.90, note 2.
173. Cp. J. Dereriburgh, Essai sur 1'histoire et la ge'ographie 
de la Palestine, I, 1867, p.354f.
174. Herford, op.cit.p.365: "This is ingenious, but nothing 
more". (?)
Joe'1 draws attention to a few similar corruptions, like 
jT'a* 'DL ("be Abidan") which he thinks stands for the 
meeting-place of the Kbionites; and >D">S$ /i ("be 
Nazrefe") for meeting-place of the Nazarites; (cp.ib. 
II, p.91, note 2). But this is doubtful. However, 
there are other examples: The corruption of the word
oy , which R. Meir called Aven-giljon 
)i* ) and R. Yochanan called Avon-giljon > ( 
Shab 116a^ dr else the corruption of £ic
~7Tot f&6rVQu into 6 K TTOf VtfoLS # Whi ch
Krauss identifies with the Talmudic ,\ *>7}B applied 
to Jesus. Of. J. Q. R. Vol. V, p.!43f.
175. Moore, op.cit. Ill, p.68f.
176. Cp. Jo8l, II, p.188.
177. Cp. Herford, op.cit.p.247 - 250;
A. Bflchler has tried to show "dass in Galilfla im zweiten 
und dritten Jahrhundert Min in erster Reihe ausser- 
jfldische Sekfirer bezeichnet... " (uber die Minim von 
Seppioris und Tiberias im zweiten und dritten Jahrhund­ 
ert, Festschrift zu Hermann Cohens siebzigsten Geburts- 
tage, Berlin, 1912, p. 273). But such is not the general 
view. Bitchier 1 s main proof rests on the assumption 
that no Hebrew Christians have ever accepted the divin­ 
ity of Christ, (cp.ib.p.289). But we shall see that 
this is unwarranted.
178. Israel Levi, Le Mot "Minim", Revue des Etudes Juives, 
Vol. 38, 1899, p.206.
179. Strack, op. cit.p.47.
180. Bacher, op. cit.p.4&.
181. Bttchler, op. cit.p. 293; Against Bflchler1 s view may be 
put that of I. Abrahams: "The Jewish sources have a 
good deal to say about Christians, but almost invariably 
it is Jewish Christians that are the subject of 
castigation". (Studies in Pharisaism, II, p.56, cp. 
also ib. appended note l).
182. Cp. Jus tin, Apology I, 31; Schlatter has shown that 
Akiba was not the only one to acclaim Simeon (Bar 
Cochba) King Messiah. There were other leading Rabbis 
who followed Akiba ! s example. Cf. Die Tage Trajans u. 
Hadrians, pp.50ff.
183. Cp. Harnack, Mission, p.45;
Hieronymus, in his epistle to Augustine (ep. 89) says: 
usque hodie per totas Orientis synagogas inter Judaeos 
haeresis est, quae dicitur Minaeorum, et a Pharisaeis 
usque nunc damnatur, quos vulgo Nazaraeos nuncupant, qui 
credunt in Christum filium Dei, natum de virgine Maria, 
et eum dicunt esse, qui sub Pontio Pilato passus est et 
resurrexit; in quern et nos crediirlus, sed dura volunt 
et Judaei esse et Christian!, nee Judaei sunt nee 
Christian!". Schmidtke, however, has shown with some 
reason that the whole passage depends upon Bpiphanius, 
haer. 30, 9 - Cp. Alfred Schmidtke, Neue Pragmente u. 
Untersuchungen zu den judenchristlichen Evangelien, 
Leipzig, 1911, Texte u. Untersuchingen, XXXVII, p.252f.
184. "The war under Hadrian brought about a complete separ­ 
ation of the Nazarenes from the body of Judaism, and
after the war the animosity diminished with the danger 
of the spread of infection within the Synagogue". 
(Moore, Judaism, I, 244; cp. also p.90ff).
185. ib. I, p.175.
186. Herford, op. cit.p.380f.
187. "Ich kenne ein bisher nicht publiziestes altchristliches 
Fragment, in welchem sich der Ausdruck Xf«</Vt<*voc 
Tt Hot\ 'louJotToc XfidVdV o*x oX o ^oCrt/' r: ^ <
findet". (Mission, p.38, note l).
188. Harnack, ib.p.37, #ote 5.
189. "Der Min Judenchrist ist zu unterscheiden einerseita 
vom Nochri Heiden, der den'Vfllkern der Welt 1 angehdrt 
und ein unzweifelhafter Gfltzendiener ist, anderseits 
vom Kuthi. Kuthfler (2 Kings 17,24,30) oder Samariter, 
der des G6*tzendienstes verd&chtig ist. Der Min ist 
flrsprttnglich Jude, er hat aber den Monotheismus nach 
dem Urteil der Synagoge aufgegeben, indem er sich dem 
christlichen Trinitatsglauben ergab und gilt als 
Hflretiker". (Ferdinand Weber, Die Lehre des Talmud, 
Leipzig, 1880, p.147).
190. Sanh. 38b: Adam is called a /'/s, for it is written, 
And the Lord God called unto Adam and said unto him, 
Where are thou ? (Gen.3,9), i.e. whither has thine 
heart turned ? R. Isaac said: He practised epiplasm, 
for it is written, But like man, (Adam) they have trans­ 
gressed the covenant (Hos. 6,7). This passagejmay, however, 
contain a hint to Hebrew Christianity,
191. Aboda Sara 27a permits to receive medical treatment from 
a min if it is not done il>0ro.Dl. 9 i.e. secretly
192. Chwolson, op.cit.p.102. (Chwolson also refers to A. C. 
Toettermann, R. Eliezer ben Hyrkanos, Leipzig, 1877; 
cp. ib.p.101, note 4); cp. Abodah Zarah, 27b; A. 
Mishfton translates the sentence in the same manner: 
"It is different with the teaching of Minim, for it 
draws, and one (having dealings with them) may be drawn 
after them". (Abodah Zarah, London, 1935, p. 137).
193. Tosefta Hull. II, 24; cp. Klausner, Jesus, p.39f.
194. Abodah Zarah 16b - 17a.
195.
196. Cp. J. E., Vol. V, p.114; Strack, Introduction, p.111.
Klausner, ib.p.42f; cp. Herford, p.145.
197. Yoma 66b, R. Eliezer was once asked whether
is worthy of the world to come. But he obviously tried 
to evade the question "by saying: "have you only asked 
me about '*/£& ? Dr. Leo Jung remarks, that all his 
answers are evasive, (cp. Yoma, London, 1938, p. 311, 
note l); but Klausner has shown that I'jfffc refers to 
Jesus (cp. Klausner, Jesus, p.37); cp. Hoennieke, op. 
cit. pp.389ff. cp. also Chwolson, p.101. 
Ber. 28b, Eliezer became ill and his pupils asked him 
to teach them the way of life. He advised them that 
their children be restrained from reading (the Scrip­ 
tures ?). Goldschmidt transl. y ><n "nachsinnen" 
(cp. Der Babylonische Talmud, Bd. I, p. 124 note 67). 
But,if L*}w is right,then |i'*n ought to read J/'7*'~» 
= *u<*3££A«>v (?)• Cp. Bacher, Die Agada der 
Tannaiten, 1903, I, p.98 note. This may be an attempt 
to rehabilitate a great teacher, suspected of heresy (?). 
(cp. Hoennieke, 392 note l).
198. Cp. Wilhelm Bacher, Die Agada der Tan. II, p.5ff.
199. L. Ginaberg, J. E., Vol. V, p.139.
200. cp. ;jer. "Hagg. II, 1 (77b); Schlatter interpretes the 
story of R. Meir's seeing his former teacher on the 
sabbath at Tiberias on horseback, metaphorically, the 
horse being a symbol for wealth. (cf. Die Tage Trajans, 
p. 26).
201. Cf. Herford1 s short essay, Elisha ben Ahtyjah, Essays 
presented to J. H. Hertz, London, 1942, pp. 215ff.
20)2. Hagigah 15b: "It is told of Aher that when he used to
rise (to go) from the schoolhouse, many sifre minim used 
to fall from his lap". May there not be some signific­ 
ance in the fact that R. Meir, R. Akiba's greatest 
pupil and "Aher's" devoted disciple is credited with 
the pun on tuVj^liov - "iff^i]!** " which 
Johanan further developed into " /f«7* )i^ " ? (see 
Bacher, Agada der Tannaiten, II, p.36, note).
203. L. Ginzberg doubts whether the note in Hag. 15b is
genuine A* i<- *'* eAc«,l*q in the Jerusalem Talmud; he also 
suggests that owing to the changes made bythe censors, 
the original may have referred not to Minim, but to 
Sadducees. (J. E. p. 138b). This may be so or may not.
204. Midrash Rabbah, Ecclesiastes, I, 8. (A. Cohen1 s transl., 
London, 1939; we quote with slight alterations).
205. Cp. Herford, Christianity in Talmud & Midrash, p.213f.
206. A few Christian scholars, notably Schflrer, have idoitified 
Trypho vM.,th R. Tarphon; Jewish scholars t«&e 4&e 
oppos£dfe&'view. (cp. Schflrer, Geschichte II, 5, 378 & 
555f; cf. Strack's Introduction to Talmud & Midrash,
Philadelphia, 1931, p. 309, note 44).
Schlatter supports the Jewish view, cp. Die Tage
Trajans, p. 98.
207. There are several hints in Rabbinic literature which 
show a knowledge of the N. T:
Reference to the 3 hours darkness and the rending of 
the veil; cp. Joe'1, op. cit.p. 6f.
Reference to the rock (1 Cor. 10,4; Rom. 9, 33). Cp. 
Gerald Friedl&nder, Rabbinic Philosophy & Ethics, 
London, 1912, p. 249 n. In Midrash to Is. 51,1 and 
Jalkut Num. parag. 766 fol 243 c. (ed. Venedig), 
Abraham is referred to.-A^t^D '/» X 3/s />77 ; on this, 
see Krauss, op. cit.p. 270; J. Q. R. , XII, April, 1900, 
p. 428 (Schechter); Edersheim, Life & Times, II, p. 83. 
Reference to Gal. 3,10; cp. G. F. Moore, op. cit. , Vol. Ill 
p.lSOf.
208. Cp. A. Cohen, Mid.rash rabbah, Eccl. , London, 1939, 
p. 29, note 4.
209. Cp. Herford, op. cit.p. 216ff.
210. Cf. Strack, Introduction, p. 120.
211. Cf. Herford, p. 216f .
212. Herford 1 s analysis of this, as of many other stories, 
suffers from a too literal adherence to the text. His 
presentation presupposes historical accuracy, he thus 
tries to interpret every feature, while most of it is 
allegory with the intent to sermonize.
213. Cp. Herford, op. cit.p. 391;
There is also another factor to be considered, and this 
is the alterations made owing to Christian censorship. 
Cp. Hoennicke, op. cit.p. 282f.
214. So Schoeps, op. cit.p. 25, note 3.
215. Herford, p.379f.
216. Cp. Schoeps, op. cit.p. 27.
217.
"Man was created last. And why was he created last ? 
That the Minim might not say there was a partner with 
him in his wo-V. Tosephta Sanh. 8,7. (Tosephta ed. 
by Dr. M. S. JJuckermandel, 2nd. ed. , Jerusalem, 1937). 
Cp. The prologue to John's Gospel; cp. also Midrash 
rabbah to Gen. 1,1.
218. Dial, ch.49: Trypho: "Those who affirm him to have
been a man, and to have been an/iointed by election, and
then to have "become Christ, appear to me to speak more 
plausibly than you who hold those opinions which rou 
express. For we all expect that Christ will "be <xvfyuj/r 
£f &*Q$u)7rov. .. ..." cp. Ch.67, where
Trypho hints that the Christian doctrine concerning the 
"birth of the Messiah resembles the Greek myth about 
Perseus & Danae, the virgin.
219. Megillah IV, 9:
Dariby takes p ratio to refer to man "Good men shall 
bless Thee". Rabbinowitz translates in the same manner: 
"The good shall bless Thee". The heresy thus being "in 
the implication that God is blessed only by 'the good' 
and not by all His creatures". This is Rashi's view. 
But the Jerusalem Talmud, Rabbinowitz admits "interprets
fct^llo (the good') as referring to the Deity", in 
the sense: "May the beneficent powers bless thee". 
(cp. Joseph Rabbinowitz, Mishnah Megillah, London, 1931, 
p. 130f). If this were the case, Rabbinowitz thinks to 
detect Zoroajzistrian dualism here, which he identifies 
with "the chief doctrine of the anti-Jewish Christian 
Gnostics". Did the Parsees, however, invoke a blessing 
of Alftmanps well as of Ormuzd ? It seems to us that 
there" is no need to go beyond the text, especially as
in the phrase, £ • T/O /> f T/p , Rabbinowitz seems to 
admit the reference to two powers, (cp. ib.p. 152).
220. R. Samuel b. Nahman said in R. Jonathan's name: When
Moses was engaged in writing the Torah, he had to write 
the work of each day. When he came to the verse: 'And 
God said let us make man etc', he said: 'Sovereign of 
the Universe .' Why do|st Thou furnish an excuse to 
heretics ?' 'Write', replied He; 'whoever wishes to err 
may err'. (Midrash Rabbah, to Gen. 8, 8). Evidence of 
how the Christians understood this passage is to be found 
in the Epistle of Barnabas. Here the writer represents 
God saying to the Messiah at the foundation of the world, 
"Let us make man, etc". (Barn. ch. 5; cf. ch.6).
221. Sanh. 38b.
222. Jacob Schachter, one of the translators of Sanhedrin, 
London, 1935, Vol. I, p. 245, note 7.
223. Herford, p. 297.
224. For other instances concerning the unity of God, the 
"Two Powers", etc. see Herford, op. cit.pp. 291 - 307.
225. Cf. Herford, p. 273.
226. The reference is to Semukin, ( )O/£0) which Herford 
transl. "contexts", i.e., "The law of Biblical exegesis 
which is based on the fact that two passages are found 
together in the text and are therefore to be connected 
in interpretation". (A. Cohen, Berakot, Cambridge, 1921,
8G
p. 429. Seraukin = "connected"/ A. Cohen translates: 
Juxtaposition", cp. ib.p. 58).
227. Cp. A. Cohen, ib.p. 41, note 4.
228. Ber. 10a.
229. Cp. Strack, Introduction, p. 125.
230. So Herford, p. 303; Strack calls him Reuben ben Isterobeli 
or Esterobeli. Nothing is known about him; it is 
assumed that he belongs to the Tannaitic period andfliat 
he lived in Rome (cp. Strack pp.116 & 314, note 45).
231. J. Shab. 8d.
232. Bacher, Agada d. Fala*st. Amorfler III, p. 80; cp. also 
p. 362. r
235. Herford, p. 302f; cp. also the following passage on tie 
same theme, ib.p. 303f. The passage from Agada th Bere- 
shith c 31 (end) concerning the death of the son of God 
belongs to a later period {4th c. ) cp. Bacher, Agada d. 
p. A. , III , p. 690.
234. For similar passages, see Schoeps, op. cit.p. 29.
235. H. Priedman, Midrash Rabbah, Genesis, London, 1939, 
Vol. II, p. 957, note 8.
236. Bacher, Agada d. pal. Amor., Ill, p. 91, note 3.
Bacher reads \'^h '•> ; cp.ib.p.86, note 4. An Amora 
perhaps identical with Chanin of Sepphoris ? cp. Bacher, 
ib.p. 88.
237. Cp. Edgar Hennecke, Handbuch zu den neutestamentlichen 
Apokryphen, Tubingen, 1914, p. 71.
238. >//3 JM3<7& 7DT).hvu Tiy NO. -TIT 
Sanh. 97a; for parallels see Herford, p. 207.
239. Cp. Mishnah Sotah 9,15.
240. Herford, p. 209. Abrahams suggests the following
explanation: "The refusal of the Jewish Christians to 
join (in the latter1 s) revolt against Rome and the 
triumph of Rome over the Jewish nationalists, may well 
have appeared to Judah b. Ilai (ace. to Sanh. 97a, he is 
credited with this utterance) an indication that the 
'Kingdom shall be turned to minuthl and that another 
than Bar Cochba must be looked for as Messiah". (Stud. 
in Phar. II, p. 63). But in view of the fact that 
Abrahams insists that Minuth is a purely Jewish heresy, 
the only inference possible is that the passage contains 
a reference to the success of Christianity.
241. Cp.ib.p.209, note 1.
242. Cp. Bacher, Agada d. pal. Amor., II, p. 481 note*57
Midrash Rabbah, Lam. 1,13; cp. Song of Songs v.8,9.
A. Cohen & Maurice Simon (Midrash Rabbah, London, 1939),
have both accepted the reading "Babylonians".
244. Abrahams, Stud, in Pharis. , II, p. 59; for "test-passages, 
see Montefiore - Loewe. Rabb. Anthol. ,pp. 335, 369; cp. 
also ib.p. 12 (parag. 21).
245. Midrash Rabbah, Gen. 44, 5. Dr. H. Friedman's translation, 
London, 1939.
246. Bacher, Die Agada d. pal. Amor. , I, 470 note.
247. To the same category belongs the passage quoted by Schoeps from Midrash Samuel V,4: "Wenn du das Daifch in dem 
Worte 'Echod1 (Deutr. 6,4) zu eineto Resh raachst, zerstflrst du die Welt". "Echod" would thus become "Acher" - "an 
other one". This is the reason why Prayer Books and 
Bibles have the daleth printed in double size and fat 
type. (cp. Schoeps, p. 29, notel).
248. "Der Kampf zwischen den Juden und den Judenchri sten
bewegt sich um die Einheit Gottes" (F. Weber, op. cit. "p.148).
249. Bflchler, op. cit. p. 293.
250. Mishnah Megillah IV, 8 - makes some mysterious reference 
to the >>n'p7? 5">T and fiiilfthn *p-r - it is 
difficult to decide who are meant. It is in connection 
with the performance of public prayer and Graetz and 
Herford and Moore have assumed that the reference is to 
Hebrew Christians, (cp. Herford, p.!99ff; 361ff); cp. Moore, Judaism, Vol. I, p. 365f.
251. "Our Rabbis taught: Adam was created on the eve ofSabbath. And why: Lest the Sadducees say: The Holy One, blessed be He, had a partner in his work of creation". 
(Sanh. 38a); cp. also Sanh. 37a.
252. cp. the case with R. Akiba and R. Jose.
253. The Torah declares: "I was the working tool of the Holy One, blessed be He"; God consults the Torah in the 
creation of the world - the Torah itself being created 
before the world. (Midrash Rabbah, Gen, 1,1; cp.J. Q.R. , 
III, 357ff).
254. Scrolls of the Law, tefillin, mezuzzot, written "by a 
Min were burned (Git 45b; Ab. Zarah 40b); Relatives 
of a Min were not permitted to observe the laws of 
mourning after his death and were required to wear 
festive garments and to rejoice instead (Semahoth II, 
10). But considering the late date of Ebel Rabbathi 
(euphemistically called Semahoth), the custom may belong 
to a much later period.
255. Leo Baeck points out that R. Simon bar Yochai's saying 
that together with Israel is also the Shechinah exiled, 
is directed towards the Christian Church; also R. Juda 
ben Simon1 s utterance about the dwelling-place of the 
Shechinah in Israel's midst points in the same direction, 
(cp. Schoeps, op. cit.p.36, notel).
256. Taanith 7a: R. Abbahu said: "Greater is the day of
the fertilizing rain than the resurrection of the dead; 
for this is only for the pious, but the rain for pious 
and wicked". ;A strange utterance from the mouth of 
a Pharisee .V f'cf. however, Loewe, Rabb. Anthol.p.369^.
257. Harnack, Texte und Untersuchungen, XXXIX, p. 91.
258. The prevailing temper towards the Minim can be seen from 
the following story: A Min said to Beruriah: It is 
written 'Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst not bear1 
(Is.54,1). Is the woman to sing because she did not 
bear ? This is her answer: "Sing, 0 community of 
Israel, who art like a barren woman that hath not borne 
children for Gehinnom - like you". (Berakot lOa). 
Beruriah was the wife of R. Meir and the daughter of 
R. Hanina ben Teradjon. It must be borne in mind that 
her*father was executed during the persecution under 
Hadrian. Her husband was a disciple of R. Akiba, another 
martyr. This may account for some of the bitterness to 
people who refused to partake in the national struggle. 
The Min here is certainly a Christian, and probably a 
Jewish Christian. Herford remarks: "Her answer 
shows clearly enough the hostility felt by Jews towards 
the Christians, in the second century, at a time when the 
latter were steadily increasing in numbers", (ib.p.239).
259. I. Abrahams, ib. II, p.56.
260. Joe'1 rightly says it represents the first attempt on 
the part of the Synagogue "das Judentum gegen das 
ftberhandnehmende 6hristentum afzugrenzen". (Blicke, 
p.31f).
261. It is possible that Mishnah Megillah IV,8,9, where
reference is made to those who place their phylacteries 
on their foreheads (in a way not prescribed by the 
Rabbis) and on the palms of their hands (instead of 
the traditional way on the inner side of the left arm), 
has in mind Het»w Christians, (cp. Herford, pp.200 -
S3
204). It would "be a means of detecting those with 
heretical tendencies. Perhaps the practice arose in an 
effort to symbolise the manner of death of the Messiah ? 
It may well "be that those referred to in Midrash Ps.XXXI, 
23, who say: "Amen against their will in faithfulness" 
are secret "believers in Jesus. (But cp. Rabb. Anthol. 
p. 355). That some Gentile Christians have also left the 
Church and joined or rejoined the Synagogue may "be 
assumed. An outstanding example is that of the trans­ 
lator of the 0. T. from Hebrew into Greek, Aquila. Both 
Jewish and Christian tradition connect Aquila with the 
Church and the Synagogue (cp. Ephiphanius, De Ponderibus 
et Mensuris XIII - XVI; Git. 56b and 57a; see also 
J. E. II, pp. 37f). Aquila is supposed to have been a 
Christian who apostatized for Judaism and became a pupil 
of R. Akiba.
262. Cp. Euseb. h. e. IV, 22,8; cp. Lawlor & Oulton, II, 
p. 144; J. E. Vol. VI, p. 318a.
263. Adolf Hilgenfeld, Die Ketzergeschichte des Urchristentums, 
Leipzig, 1884, p. 448; cp. ib.p. 33, note 47. Hilgenfeld 
bases his view upon the testimony of Stephanus Gobarus 
quoted by Photius. Carl Weizs&cker, however, suggests 
that his remark on 1 Cor. 2,9 may well refer not to Paul, 
but to a Gnostic Apocryphon. For, indeed, the words of 
Paul in 1 Cor. 2,9, and the words of Jesus (Mt. 13,16) 
which Hegesippus is supposed to have quoted to contradict 
them, express the same thought, (cp. Weizsflcker, 
Realencykl. fflr protest. Theologie u. Kirche, 3rd. ed. , 
Vol. 7, p. 534).
264. Weizs&cker' s main reason for denying Hegesippus 1 Jewish 
descent.
265. Cp. Hoennicke, op. cit.p.141, note 1.
266. Hilgenfeld, op. cit.p.445.
267. Hugh J. Schonfield, According to the Hebrews, London, 
1937, p.253f.
268. Wilhelm Bousset refers several times to Schmidtke's work. 
For his criticism, see Kyrios Christos, p. 21f ; cf. also 
A. F. Findlay, Byways in early Christian Literature, 
pp. 54f f .
269. Schmidtke, op.cit.p. 247f.
0^ f
270. Origenes, horn XX in Jer: *<*l Tfui-coV
271, Epiph. , haer. , 30,9; Graetz has naturally nothing good 
to say about Joseph whom Constantine raised to the dig­ 
nity of Comes. As to his story about the Patriarch who 
accepted Christianity on his death-bed, Graetz calls it
"a thoroughly incredible tale". (op.cit.II,p.572); but 
cp. P. Heman, Qeschichte des jfldischen Vblkes seit der 
Zerstorung Jerusaleras, Stuttgart, 1908, p. 57f.
272. Hieronyraus, Ep. 125 ad Rusticum parag. 12$ cp. also 
Ep. 18 parag. 10.
273. Schraidtke, op. cit.p. 248f.
274. Wagenmann, op. cit.p. 142.
275. Wilhelm Brandt, Elchasai, Leipzig, 1912, p. 53.
276. lb.p.54.
277. ib.p.57.
278. Hilgenfeld, op. cit.p. 445f.
279. Schmidtke, op. cit.pp.H8ff.
280. Schraidtke, ib.pp.lOSff.
281. Bousset, Kyrios Christos, p. 22.
282. "Zwischen ihr (i.e. the Nazarene community of Beroia)
und der Jerusalem! schen Urgemeinde hat ein Zusammenhang 
bloss in der Phantasie des Epiphanius bestanden". 
(ib.p.124).
288. Schmidtke, ib.p.125.
284. Cp. ib.p.125, note 1; Origfen in referring to those
Israelites, who though converted to Christianity, have 
not abandoned the law of their fathers, has probably 
such Nazarenes in mind. (cf. C. Gels, chap.
285. Cp. Hilgenfeld, op. cit.p. 21.
286. Irenaeus, Haer, I, 26,2; cf. also Hort, op. cit.p. 197.
287. Hippolytus, Philosophumena, 7,23.
288. Cp. Schmidtke, pp.230 - 232.
289. Epiphanius, Haer,
•Cdt *»a&M* ^V tMioLw TO
' > til* rrftOtjofiotV.
(Nam Samaritanorum impuram superstitionem affectavit. 
A Judaeis porro nomen accepit; ab Ossaeis, Nazaraeis 
et Nasaraeis dogmata. Cfcrinthianorum deinde formam, 
Carpocratianorum nequitiam, Christianorum denique 
appellationem usurpare contendit), Migne, XLI, p. 406.
85-
290. Of. Tertullian, De praescriptione haer. chs. 10; 33;
de carne Christi, ch.14; de virginibus velandis, ch. 6; 
Hieronymus, Gal.3,14; Tit.3,10; etc; cp. Schraidtke, 
op.cit.pp.!91ff; 247ff; Hoennicke, pp.228ff.
291. J. Lightfoot, Perergon de excidio urbis; cp. Hoennicke, 
p.229.
292. Hilgenfeld, p.426, note 725. cp. J. Levy, Neufcebrgisches 
Wflrterbuch; also Jastrow, ad loc. It has been suggested 
that Baba Kam. 117a corresponds with Shab. 116a, where 
JT»3,< »a and »o-)5T «a occur. These being corruptions 
of POM** and ^o^i^i ; cp. Hoennicke, p.229, note 2; 
cp. also ib.p.175, note 15.
293. "An Ebion als Stifter der Ebionfter hat in der alten 
Kirche nieraand gezweifelt", (Hilgenfeld, p.423).
294. Dalman, The Words of JJesus, Engl., p. 52, note 3.
295. Epiphanius, haer., 30,17; cf. Hilgenfeld, p.432f.
296. Cf. Brandt, op. cit.p.74f; Schraidtke, pp.!87ff, 213f. 
Other ancient writers do t he same; cp. ib.p. 241.
297. Origin explains the name Ebionites: Trtmxt/ot TT** <fl*.voc 
(De princ.IV,22; cp. also Contra Gels 11,1; <?p.
Euseb. h. e., III, 27).
298. "Viefce Grflnde sprechen dafttr, dass Ebion eine fingierte 
Pers8nlichkeit ist..." (Hoennicke, ib.p.231).
299. Schmidtke has shown that Epiphanius, the chief witness 
for the existence of Ebion, had almost no personal 
knowledge concerning the Ebionites. He is entirely 
dependant upon other writers whose data he reconstructs
actnA*^ to his own intuition, (cp.ib.pp.215ff; cp. also pp. 
204ff, where Schmidtke describes the sources of 
Ephiphanius* knowledgejL
300. Wagenmann, op. cit.p.143.
A.
301. Cp. W. B«veridge, art. Ebionism, Encycl. £e*» Religion 
& Ethics, Vol. V, pp.!39ff.
302. "Bekanntlich haiJ' man in der alten Kirche sogar die
Lehren eines Arius, Photin, Paul von Samosata und Nestor- 
ius als ebionitisch bezeichnet, und Hieronymus hat den 
^ddischen Bibelttbersetzer Theodotion wiederholt bloss 
wegen seiner Version von Jes.7,14, als Ebiona'er einge- 
ftthrt". (Schmidtke, p. 235; cp.ib.pp. 236ff).
303. Cp. Schmidtke, p. 241f; cp. also W. Beveridge, op. cit. 
p.144a.
304. Cp. Schmidtke, pp.227ff.
305. ib.p. 233.
306. Hoennicke, p.232.
307. Cp. Brandt, op.cit.p.90; Pindlay explains the name
"partly with reference to their outward condition, and 
partly through their sense of unity with the pious in 
Israel who in the Old Testament were often so called", 
(op.cit.p.309).
308. Cp. also W. Beveridge, op.cit.p.139.
309. A clear cut distinction between the Pharisaic, i.e. non- 
Gnostic and the Gnostic or Essene Ebionism, is not poss­ 
ible, (cf. J. C. Lambert, art. Ebionism, Hast. Die. of 
Christ & Gospels, I, p.505a). Fir Essene influence upon 
the Ebionites, see Beveridge, op.cit.p.143a.
310. Cf. Irenaeus, haer. I, XXVI,2.
311. Cf. Beveridge, op.cit.p.144a.
312. Schmidtke came to the following conclusion with regard 
to Epiphanius 1 statements: "So viel steht nunmehr 
unbedingt fest: die meisten und eindruckvollsten 
Nachrichten von haer. 30 sind nicht nach eigenen Erf orach- 
ungen in ebion&ischen Gemeinden niedergeschrieben, 
sondern aus dem vermeintlich total ebionfiisch verffilsch- 
ten Klemensroman herausgezogen". (ib.p. 199).
313. Wagenraann, p. 145.
314. Irenaeus, adv. haer. I, 62; cp. Schmidtke, pp. 225ff.
315. Beveridge, op.cit.p.144a; cp. Schmidtke, pp.227 - 235.
816. Beveridge mentions the following three points which
differentiated the Gnostic Ebionites from the Pharisaic 
type: a) their Christology while fundamentally alike, 
is mixed with elements of Gnostic speculation; b) their 
ascetism is rigid, except on the point of marriage; 
c) for their abandonment of the sacrificial system, the 
annals of Pharisaism contain neither precedent nor 
preparation, (ib.p.143a).
317. Hoennicke, p.240.
318. Hoennicke has recognized the absolute importance of the 
0. T. to the young Gentile Church: "ohne das Alte 
Testament we're es schwerlich so schnell zur Verbreitung 
des Evangeliums gekommen. Das Alte Testament so wie die 
Predigt der Judenchristen trug dazu bei, dass beijfren 
Heidenchristen das Evangeliuto sich nicht verflflchtigte 
Oder aufltfste in asketische Theorien, in Libertinisums 
oder philosophische Spekulationen". (op.cit.p.176).
319. "The Nazarenes... acknowledged the power of the Jewish 
law in its entirety; "but they explained the "birth of 
Jesus in a supernatural manner... and ascribed to him 
godlike attributes". (Graetz, II, p.373).
320. Hoennicke, p.175.
321. Op,; Graetz, II, p. 373.
322. w. Singer, Das Buch der Jubillen, 1898; but cp. 
Hoennicke 1 s criticism, op.cit*p.225, note 2.
323. Cp. B. H. Streeter, The Primitive Church, pp.42f.
324. Hoennicke, pp.241ff.
325. Hilgenfeld has described Ebionism as "Entwicklungs-
unfahlg" (op. cit.p.445), but its basic problem, in our 
view, was not doctrinal, but national.
•ffotes to Chapter VI. 
1. The prayer is called) i\^/7i >^^i and is recited at 
the end of the first section of the Sabbath morning 
prayers in the Synagogue and at the home service for the 
two Passover nights, (cp. Singer, pp.!25ff). The 
peculiarity of the prayer is that it forms a "nominal 
acrostic 11 , giving the name of IIX&MJ written backwards. 
For the tradition Cp. Samuel Krauss, Das Leben Jesu, 
p. 226f; cp. also Monatschrift fu"r Geschichte u. Wissen- 
schaft des Judentums, 1858, p. 461; 1861, p. 212; 1870, 
p. 237; of. also Baring-Gould, Lost & Hostile Gospels, 
pp.91, 101; also H. G. Box, Peter in the Jewish Liturgy, 
Expository Times, Vol. XV (Oct. 1903 - Sept. 1904), 
pp. 93ff. Box describes the tradition as "nothing more . 
than a passing Jewish fancy". ~7w ofa&s
2. Enelow, op.cit.p.167.
3. ib.p.168.
4. TptO, Hif. T//}Yjnto destroy.
5. Cp. Lev Gillet, Communion in the Messiah, p. 236f .
6. Raymund de Penaforte on the authority of Gregory I, held 
that Jews and Saracenes ought to be provoked to accept 
the Christian faith with the help of "authorities, 
reasonings and alluijhents" (auetoritatibus, rationibus 
et blandimentis); quoted by L. Williams, Adv. Jud. 
p. 243 note 2).
7. Leo Baeck, after deploring the methods the Church
employed in order to win over Jews to the ruling relig­ 
ion, asks with obvious irony: "Who are they, for the 
most part, who left Judaism, in order to belong to 
another religion ?" Here is his answer: "They were 
too often Believers', who went over to the other 
religion, in which they did not believe, or in tfiich 
they also did not believe. . . Seldom has conviction ever 
caused anybody to turn his back on Judaism, seldom has 
conversion shown a spirit of courageous sacrifice. 
Usually the conversion has been an act of materialism". 
(op. cit.p. 284f; cf. also S. Daiches, p. 133),
•
8. Henri Bergson explained in his will that he decided not 
to accept baptism as he felt it impossible to leave the 
Jewish people at a time of rising anti-Semitism. Cf. 
Jacques Maritain, Redeeming the Time, London, 1943, 
p. 89, note; cf. also Jewish Chronicle, Jan. 16, 1942. 
Alfred Englflnger, one of the two heroes in Franz Werfel's 
novel Barbara, undoubtedly expresses the author's own 
experience when he confesses the reason for his not 
accepting baptism: "Ich war ein Sklave der Menschen- 
furcht, ich war zu eitel, mich durch einen scheinbar 
vorteilhaften Tausch in den Verdacht des Opportunismus 
zu setzen. . . " (Barbara, p. 514) .
9. Of. p
10. A. Marraorstein, The Doctrine of Merits in Old Rabbinical 
Literature, London, 1920, has shown that the emphasis 
upon Israel's merits was due to the Synagogue's controver­ 
sy with the Church, (cp.pp.79, 86, 96f, 106, 128, etc). 
It appears, however, that the whole concept of merit is 
much older than the Jewish Christian controversy, and 
is closely connected with the Jewish view concerning the 
value of human action.
11- Op. p.355/.
12. R. Isaac's opinion: "Everybody is in need of God's
grace, even Abraham on whose account grace surrounds the 
whole world", expresses an essential Christian attitude, 
(cf. Marmorstein, The Doctrine of Merits, p.13; cf. also 
ib.pp.10, 12, etc).
13. An extreme example of an essentially Jewish attitude is 
provided by the person of Pelagius. His emphasis upon 
human freedom, upon the natural goodness of man (naturalis 
sanctitas), human sufficiency, etc., is characteristic 
Jewish teaching, (cf. W. J. Sparrow-Simp son, The Letters 
of St. Augustine, pp.126ff).
tS»——Cfj Auguotinoi Rotractionco XIII jO;—eft—de praed. "2, 5; 
2, 7.
14. The present writer found an anonymous note in a copy of 
Dienemann's book, Judentum und Christentum, belonging 
to the New College Library, Edinburgh. The note was 
written by a German Jew who once left the Jewish 
community out of "cowardly motferes". As time went by, he 
found deeper reasons for separating himself from Judaism. 
Though eclectically inclined, he was drawn towards 
Christianity. But for the fact that the Christian Church 
is "zu sehr im Buchstabenglauben gefangen", and therefore 
does not incorporate the teaching of Jesus, he would 
have become a Christian. His remarks are important, as 
an illustration that the characteristic Christian 
attitude is no Gentile prerogative.
In contradistinction to Dienemann's emphasis upon the 
goodness, autonomy and self-sufficiency of man, the 
writer remarks:
1) I believe that man is sinful. I need Christ as a 
Symbol, as Mediator between me and God. To me, the Jew­ 
ish teaching concerning Jewish election is inconceivable. 
The conception of the eternal value and the continued 
existence after death is entirely different in Judaism 
and Christianity.
2) Concerning grace: When I do anything good, my 
first reaction is gratitude for having been allowed by 
the Almighty to do it, and not the consciousness of my 
own strength.
15. Cf. Augustine, Retractiones XIII,2; cf. de praed. 2,5; 
2,7.
16. "Der Christ is' ewiger Anfftnger; das Vollenden ist nicht 
seine Sache, - Anfang gut, alles gut. Das ist die ewige 
Jugend des Christen; jeder Christ lebt sein Christentum 
eigentlich noch heutigen Tags, als wa*re er der erste". 
(Der Stern der Erltfsung, p. 451; cf.p.497).
17. Cf. p. 4/5".
18. V/e use the term Hebrew-Christianity, not in the narrow
sense which Harnack assigns to it, "but in the wider sense, 
describing Christians of Jewish descent.
19. Weiss, Das Urchristentum, p.99; cf. Harnack, Mission,p.31.
20. Cf. Mt.lO,5f; 15,24. These passages express more than 
the much-spoken-of Judaistic tendency of M. Streeter's 
comment to Mt. 10,23, a&d may well include the above 
verses also: "It is not that Gentiles cannot or ought 
not to be saved, but the time will not be long enough 
to preach to all, and Israel has the first right to 
hear". (Pour Gospels, p.255). Cf. also Hort, Judaistic 
Christianity, p. 34.
21. Rom. 1,16; 2,9,10; cf. Lightfoot, Gal. p. 26.
22. Acts 13,46: (Ttr^ri <>/!*£$* elf Tec t6vj;
in the usage of Actjs z~«r <~6Vf are the Gentiles, 
as distinct from o \ofc$ , the Jews; cp. Harnack, Die 
Apostelg. Leipzig, 1908, p. 54f; Hort, Jud. Christ, p. 59.
Harnack: "Paulus ist nicht der Erste gewesen. der die 
Heidenmission begonnen hat..." (op.cit.p.211),
23.
24. Luke 24,27.
25. Rev. 19,10: *
o/u. OL ZT75 -TTfOf •) rr & <x 5 ;
which Weymouth beautifully translates: Testimony to 
Jesus is the spirit which underlies Prophecy. (Moffatt 
reads the sentence differently).
26. Cf. p. 64 f.
27. Canon Lukyn Williams, Adversus Judaeos, briefly discusses 
the theory as suggested by Edwin Hatch and later develop­ 
ed by Rendel Harris; (cp.op. cit. ch.1).
28. Sanh. 99a; Ber. 34b.
29. Cf. Mt. ,2,5f£ 150 17f etc. Edersheim1 s insistence upon 
the conception of unity between Israel and the Messiah 
is important to the understanding of the Gospel refer­ 
ences to the 0. T. , especially in Mt; Cf. Life & Times,
I, p.!61f; cf. also Church & Synagogue Quart., Vol. VI, p. 45; for the use of 0. T. prophesy in the early Church, see V. H. Stanton, The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, Edirburgh, 1886, pp. 177f f ; 370ff.
30. Acts 8,35.
31. Cf, Strack-Billerbeck, I, p. 481; under the stress of the controversy with Christianity, Is. 53 has "been re-interpret­ ed as a prediction of the sufferings of Israel. (cf. Bergmann, Jttdische Apologetik, p. 57; cf. also Dr. Montalto, A Jewish tract on the 53rd ch. of Isiah, transl, from Portuguese, London, 1790).
32. Cf. Luke 4,21; 18,31; Mt.26,24.
33. Cf. Le^Woolf, op. cit.p.219; cf. p. 54/.
34. Cf. E. C. Hoskyns, Jesus the Messiah, Mysterium Christ i, ed. "by G. K. A. Bell & Adolf Deismann, p. 70; Against the background of the 0. T. , Jesus* significance becomes that of the Messiah, "if this be the case, we must then abandon a merely tentative ascription to Jesus of Messian­ ic claims... "
35. Acts, 18,24, 28.
36. Prof. P. C. Burkitt refers to it as "a curious interpola­ tion which long survived in Latin Psalters", (Legacy of Israel, p.87 note 2). "Wood" as a reference to the Cross appears to have been an important item in Christian evidences. Tertullian sees in almost every 0. T. refer­ ence to it a prediction of the Cross, (cf. Adv. Judaeos, chch. X & XIII); the accusation that the Jews have tampered with the text is a frequent feature of Christian apologetics (cf. Origin, Ep. to Julius Africanus, Ante- Nicine Lib. Vol. X, 377ff). The Jewish convert David Aboab makes similar accusations against his former co­ religionists (cf. his Preface to A short, plain and well- grounded Introduction to Christianity, London,
37. Cf. Barn. ch. IX; cf. R. H. Snape, Rabb. Anthol. p. 619;Lukyn Williams, Adv. Jud. p. 24f ; A somewhat similar result was obtained by the Rabbis on the number 318 (Gen. 14, 14) by way of gematria. cf. Lev Gillet, Com. in the Mess. p. 53.
38. Lukyn Williams observes: "Christian Jews only carried on the methods of Biblical interpretation which they had used before their conversion, and Gentile Christians naturally followed suit". (Adv. Jud. p. 17). The infinite ingenuity of exegetical skill can be seen from how a newly convertedfrew, David Aboab, manages to translate the words 'JJiMlWJi rrtj/iW)! "we shall rejoice in thy Jesus" (/) (op. cit.p. X), after fiirst having inserted these words in Ps. 145,13; The Vulg. transl. «ft t*i n (Hab. 3,18) "exsultafco in Deo, Jesu meo" (,f )
39. Of. Lukyn Williams, Adv. Jud. p.63f: of. also Burkitt, ^ 
Legacy of Israel, p.87f: James Parkes, Jud. & Christ. 
II, p. 123.
40. Cf. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, p. 239.
41. Cf. Strack-Billerbeck, III, p. 386 and parallels;
Klausner, Prom Jesus to Paul, pp. 28f f ; M. Gfldemann, 
J. Q.R. , Vol. IV, p. 353.
42. Strack-Billerbeck, III, p. 388; cf. Lev Gillet, pp. 53f f ; 
H. Loewe, Jud. & Christ. II, p. 11; Strack-Billerbeck 
point out the important difference between the Alexandrian 
method of interpretation and that of the Rabbis. The 
latter, probably under the stress of the Jewish-Christian 
controversy, warning against the dangers of allegorising. 
(ib. Ill, p. 397 - 399); the same warning is sounded by 
Hayyim ben Musa of Bejar who advises his coreligionists 
to keep to the literal text and reject allegory when 
engaging in Christian controversy. (cf. A. Neubauer, The 
Expositor, 3rd. series, Vol. VII, p.
43. Cf. The Pentateuch, abridged ed. p. 202; cf. M. Fried- 
l&nder, Jewish Religion, p. 225f .
44.- Prof. M. Phili^fson (1846 - 1916) has frankly acknowledged 
the fact that many Christian converts were men of out­ 
standing quality. These are his words: "Man ist h&ufig 
geneigt, sich flber den urn sich greifenden Abfall zu 
tr6*sten indem man sagt, es se3«a nur faule, kranke Zweige, 
die von dem uralten Baume abbrdekeln. - Allein das ist 
leider unrichtig; vielmehr verlassen uns zah^reiche 
geistig und materiell potente, sogar sonst sittlich 
hochstehende Elemente". (quoted by A. Prank, Zeugen aus 
Israel). A similar admission is made by Graetz, who 
says: "By the conversion of learned and educated men, 
physicians, authors, poets, Judaism was deprived of many 
talents, some of them were possessed of a zeal for con­ 
version, as if they were born Dominicans". (Geschichte, 
VIII, p. 83; quoted from Enc. of Missions, 2nd ed. , 1904,'
45. Pranz Delitzsch, Ernste Fragen an die Gebildeferijudischer 
Religion, Leipzig, 1888. (Institutum Juddicum &r. 18 &
46. Cf. the answer by the Rev. M. M. Ben-Oliel to a similar 
allegation made by Claude G. Montefiore, in a letter to 
the Times, April 26th, 1902. (Church & Synagogue, Quart., 
Vol.IV, p.118); Mr. Ben-Oliel, addressing himself directly 
to Montefiore, points out that seven members of his own 
family-circle have become Christians; cf. also C. P. ^ 
Sherman, who in an article on Isaac Salkinson's translation 
of Paradise Lost, says; "The Mission to Jews can boast 
of having from the days of St. Paul gained the ear and 
heart of many brilliant sons of Israel who shine as 
stars in the firmament". (Milton & Salkinson, Church & 
Synagogue Quart. Vol. XI, p.85).
47. Acts, 9, 22.
48. Of. A. Bernstein, Some Jewish Witnesses, p. 338.
49. J. Lichtenstein, in an open letter to his Jewish "brethren, 
declared with great solemnity: "als ein im Amte ergrao- 
ter Rabbiner, als alter gesetzestreuer Jude bekenne ich 
nun laut: Jesus ist der geweissagte Messiahs Israels..." 
(Eine Bitte an die geehrten Leser, Budapest (no date), 
P. 4).
50. Charles Kingsley in a letter to Adolph Saphir, truly
stresses this point; Cf. Church & Synagogue Quart. Vol. VI, 
p. 74.
51. The greater part of the Chizzuk Emunah is concerned with 
the interpretation of 0. T. passages. Lukyn Williams' 
answer to R. Isaac of Troki is an exposition of the same 
passages from the Christian point of view. (cf. Lukyn 
Williams, Christian Evidences, Vols. 2, 1911/1919).
52. S. A. Cook, The Old Testament, A Reinterpre^tation, p. 222.
53. cf. ib.p. 221.
54. Dr. Isaac Da Costa, Israel & the Gentiles, Engl. by
Mary J. Kennedy, London, 1850j cf- -
55. Quoted in full "by Bernstein, p. 178.
56. Kingsley has truly recognised the importance of the 0. T. : 
ffif we once lose our faith in the Old Testament", he 
wrote to Saphir, "our faith in the New will soon dwindle 
to the impersonal spiritualism of Prank Newman, and the 
German philosophers". (Church & Synagogue Quart., Vol. VI, 
p. 75).
57. Cf. A. Fflrst, Christen und Juden, pp. 225ff.
58. Acts 17,22ff.
59. Cf. S. Schechter, Studies, I, p. 126; Lukyn Williams,
Adv. Jud. , p. 247; Pablo was not the first to introduce 
this method of argumentation, cf. Adv. Jud., p. 244, 
note 2; 247, note 1.
60. For a description of the Pugio Pidei and the line of
argument it takes, see Lukyn Williams, op.cit. , pp. 248ff; 
cf. also the learned art. "by A. Neubauer, Jewish Con­ 
troversy and the "Pugio Pidei" (The Expositor, 3rd ser­ 
ies, Vol. VII, pp.Slff, 179ff). Neubauer shows, against 
Schiller-Szinessy, that Martini was well versed in 
Rabbinic literature and that not Pablo, but he himself 
was the author of the Pugio Pidei.
61. Cf. G. H. Box, Legacy of Israel, pp.328ff; A. C. Adcock, 
Jud. & Chty. II, pp.292ff; one of the most outstanding 
pupils of the •***» Cabala was Pico di Mirandola (1463 - 
94;; Reuchlin attached great importance to the Messianic 
conceptions of Jewish mysticism, cf. Kayserling, J. E. 
art. Cabala, L. „ Vol. Ill, p.470f).
62. Of. Bernstein, Jewish Witnesses, p.337; Delitzsch called 
Lichtenstein' s book upon which the author has laboured 
for 12 years "das gelehrteste und eigenttfmlichste, was je 
ein Judenchrist geschrieben", describing it as "gnostisch- 
ebionitisch", (Saat auf Hoffnung, 1868/69, p.189); 
Lichtenstein 1 s later Commentary, however, shows greater 
restraint in the application of esoteric teaching. (cf. 
Zflckler, Aus Jechiel Lidtensteins fiebr&ischenjKommentar, 
Leipzig, 1895, p.6); another famous Hebrew Christian, 
Joachim Biesenthal, uses the Sohar to adduce proofs for 
the doctrine of the Trinity and other Christian dogmas, 
(cf. Auszflge aus dem Buche Sohar, 1837).
63. "'Christianity expressed in Jewish terms', has always
meant to Levertoff, 'Chassidic terms'". (0. T. Levertoff, 
The Jewish-Christian Problem, Judaism & Christianity, ed. 
by L. Gillet, p. 99); cf. also Comm. in the Messiah, 
p.203.
64. Cf. his study in the conception of love in Chassidism
& the Johar&ne Gospel, (Love & the Messianic Age, London, 
1923); cf. A also his liturgy, Missale Judaeorum Pidei 
Christianae; Paul Schorlemer, Eine Judenchristliche 
Liturgie,* Olga Levertoff, Paul L. & the Jewish Christian 
Problem; in Judaism* Christianity, ed. L. G., pp. 57ff; 
71ff; 93ff.
65. Gillet, Communion, p.97; Gillet observes, however, "One 
must categorically repudiate the naive endeavours to find 
in Jewish tradition the present Christian dogmas of tie 
Trinity, Incarnation & Redemption".
66. ib.pp.81ff (Questions concemant la Chekinah, in 
Judaism & Christianity, ed. by L. G; pp. 33ff).
67. Cf. Lukyn Williams, Adv. Jud., p. 251. Of older writers, 
G. Ch. Sommer, Heinrich Michaelis & John Chr. Schoettgen 
may be mentioned.
68. Communion in the Messiah, p.186; J. Douglas Lord: "The 
change from Judaism to Christianity is less a Conversion 
than a progress". (Church & Synagogue, Quart., Vol. I, 
(1898), p.213).
69. Cf. A. Lukyn Williams, Church & Synagogue Quart., Vol. VI, 
p. 9. cf. J. Abelson, Vallentine's Jew. Encycl. p.121; 
L. Gillet, Communion in the Messiah, p.64; A short 
summary of Cabbalistic teaching is to be found in Joseph 
Bonsirven's book, On the Ruins of the Temple, ch. XII,
pp250ff. For the description of Jewish mystical liter­ 
ature, see Cesterley & Box, A short Survey of the Liter. 
of Rabbinical & Medieval JuTaLsn, pp.235 - 254; cf. also 
S. Spiegel, Hebrew Reborn, pp.!36ff.
70. Cf. A. Ftfrst, Christen unc. Juden, p. 323f; "L^ie Chassidic 
Movement of Israel b. Bliezer Baal Shem-Tob (Besht) met 
with fierce opposition on the part of Talmudic Judaism; 
cf. S. Schechter, The Chassidim, Studies in Judaism, I, 
pp.49ff; For an understanding of Jorish mysticism, see 
T. Ysander, Studien zum BeStschen Hasidismus, Uppsala, 
1933, pp.17 - 37.
•y
71. Cf. Abrahams, Judaism, pp.68, 76f. Heinrich York-Steiner*s 
verdict: "von Mystieismus will die jfldische Religion 
absolut nichts wissen...", is obviously an exaggeration. 
Torsten Ysander speaks rightly of a double trend in 
Judaism, one tending towards rationalism, the other 
towards mysticism. The trend towards rationalism is, 
however, in preponderance.
•
72. "Der unterdrflckte Mystizisraus wurde ein Ferment des 
entstehenden Christenfciras... " (York-Steiner, p.114).
73. It is interesting to note that Nachmanides and Buber,
both no mean mystics, are strongly opposed to Christianity.
74. A. Fflrst, Die Kabbala und tire Ausschreitungen auf dem 
G-ebiete der christlichen Apologetik, * Christen u. Juden, 
pp. 222ff.
75. Spiegel, op.cit.p.137f.
76. B»#sv~«kr&. 2 Cor. 3,13 - 15.
77. 2 Cor. 3,6; cf. M. Gttdemann, Spirit and Letter in Judaism 
and Christianity, J. Q. R., April, 1892. Gfldemann holds 
that the Rabbis too, were willing to sacrifice the letter 
for the sake of the spirit. They opposed Paul, because 
the spirit with which he was concerned was not the spirit 
of the Biblical text, but a spirit foreign to it: "the 
Jewish teachers felt themselves compelled to retain 
their hold upon the letter, not for the sake of the 
letter, but for the sake of the spirit'1 . (ib.i>.554f).
78. Cf. Barn, ch.8; the author says crudely: "The calf is 
Christ"; The whole chapter is an example where the 
allegorical method of interpretation can lead to.
79. Barn. ch. 9.
80. Cf. Cyprian 1 s treatise, Testimonies against the Jews, 
Bk. I, parags. 4 & 5.
*
81. Hippolytus, Refutation of all heresies, Bk.IX, ch.25.
82. Adv. Jud. ch. 1.
83. cf. iTD. ch. XIII.
84. Apologeticus, parag. 20.
85. lb. parag. 21.
86. Tert. , Ad. Jud. , ch.XIV; Hippolytus says of the Jews that 
"up to this day they continue in anticipation of the 
future coming of Christ", whom they expect to "be "a 
warlike and powerful individual". (Haer. , ch.XXV).
87. Testimonies against the Jews, Bk. I; cf. Origin, C. Gels, 
Bk. II, ch.8.
88. Tert., Adversus Marcionem, Bk.V, ch.XI. .
89. Homily XVIII, 17.
90. Homily XVIII, 20; the usual method of dealing with
difficult texts in the 0. T. was "by means of allegory. 
A past master in this method of exegesis was Origdn. 
Dr. R. B. To 1 limit on says of him: "His whole exegesis 
rests upon the principle that Scripture says one thing 
and means another..." (Selections from Comm. & Homilies 
of Origin, p.XXVl).
91. C. Gels. Bk.II, ch.8.
92. ilD. Bk.II, ch.74.
93. Cf. Peter Alphonsi, Dialogue Petri; Lukyn Willians, 
Adv. Jud., p. 234; cf. A. Fttrst, p.47ff.
94. Meelfdhrer wrote a little "book, Jesus in Tamude Sive 
Dissertatio Philologica, etc. Altdorf , 1693", in which 
he discusses the well known passages referring to Jesus 
with special attention to the Tol'doth Yeshu; "but his 
Consensus veterum He"braeorum cum Ecclessia Christiana, 
1701; Causae Synagogae errantis, 1702; contain his 
views concerning Judaism and its relationship to the 
Church.
95. The author of Horae Hetoraicae et Talmudicae, in his
Manipulus specilegiorum, has a section specially intend­ 
ed for the Jews, showing how the Law of Moses foretells 
the function of the Messiah which has "been fulfilled "by 
Jesus Christ.
96. Joh. Chtfistophorus Wagenseilius, Tela Ignea Sa/tanae, etc., 
1681.
97. J. Chr. Schoettgen, Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae in 
universum Novum Testamentum, Leipzig, 1733.
98. Johann Andreas Eisenraenger, Entdecktes Judentum, oder 
Grflndlicher und Wahrhaffter Bericht welchergestalt die 
verstockte Juden die Hochheilige Drey-Einigkeit Gott 
Vater, Sohn und Heil. Geist, erschrecklicher Weise 
iMstern und verunehren etc, etc., Kflnigsberg /fr. ,1711, 
p. 302; cp. ib. pp. 453f f.
99. it), p. 492.
100. The Old Paths, (Nethivoth Olam) was translated into
Hebrew "by a Jewish Christian, Stanislaw Hoga of Kazimierz, 
Poland. In 1857 the Jews replied to it in a Hebrew "book, 
The voice of Judah, where it is alleged that McCaul is 
a Jew by the name of Judah, the son of Rabbi Israel of 
Brody near Lwow; that he was given 100,000 mark for his 
work; that he went to America and there returned to 
Judaism. Later, Isaac Ber Levinsohn (1788 - I860) and 
Lazar Zweifel (1815 - 1888), have also written against 
it. (cf. Roi, III, p.56).
101. Old Paths, p.652.
102. Cf. J. Q. R., Jan. 1901, p.170.
103. Cf. Lukyn Williams, Adv. Jud., p. 247; cf. also A. 
Neubauer, Expositor, 3rd series, VII, p.194.
104. Cf. Old Paths, p.!78ff.
105. ib.p.654.
106. Church & Synagogue Quarterly, Vol.1, p.378; cf.ib.p.213.
107. Church & Synagogue Quarterly, Vol.Ill, p.54.
108. ib.p. 55. (K. T. Cheyne quoted, Expositor, 3rd series, 
Vol.1, 1885, pp.401ff).
109. ib.p.58.
110. H. E. K. Pry, Church & Synagogue Quart. Vol. Ill, p. 181.
111. Communion in the Messiah, p.186.
112. The Christian Approach to the Jew, Report of the Budapest- 
Warsaw Conferences, April 1927, London, 1927, p.19 
parag. 3.
113. There is, however, an important difference in the
appreciation of Judaism between those who look upon it 
as opposed to Christianity and those who regard it merely 
as on a lower stage of development. Thus, Dalman, in a 
missionary talk once said: "let us not despise Judaism 
as a religion. Some missionaries have tried to make Jew­ 
ish religious thoughts, boofc$ and customs ridiculous. 
This is an entirely wrong method of procedure, and will
only be resorted to by ignorant people. Among the non- 
Christian religions of the world, none deserves more 
respect, none is of greater interest or more worth 
studying than the Jewish - wrong though it is". (Church 
A Synag. Quart. IT, p. 105); against this may be put Lev 
Gillet 1 s view that Christianity is merely a continuation 
or the completion of Judaism, (cf. Communion in the 
Messiah, pp.180; 186). The difference between these 
two outlooks is connected with the conception of 
progressive revelation. To Gillet, the Messiah has not 
only come in history, but is still coming; his coming 
is a long-drawn-out historical process". (ib.p.110).
114. C. Gels. Bk.II. ch.I.
115. ib.Bk.V, ch.25.
116. Clement Alex., Stromata, Bk.II, ch.5.
117. Cf. Lactantifjs, Epitome div. inst., ch.48; cf. Gregory 
Thaumaturgus, On the Annunciation to Mary, Ante-Nicene 
Lib. Vol. XX, p.!34f.
118. Cf. Parkes, Conflict, p.395 parag. II; Rabbi Moses
Scialetti, an Italian Jew who was baptised in London in 
June 1663, in his tract, A letter written to the Jews, 
London, 1663, gives us the questions and answers on 
condition of which baptism was administered. One 
question reads: Do you renounce the errors of Judaism 
and with all your heart embrace the doctrine of Christian­ 
ity ? Another question: Are you heartily sorry...for 
the errors and obstinacy of your nation, whereby they 
approve the malice of their forefathers, and are guilty 
of the death of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ? 
(ib.pp.16ff).
119. William Surenhusius, the famous Amsterdam Hebraist, held 
that a worthy disciple of Christ must either become a 
Jew or else learn thoroughly the language and culture 
of the Jews. (cf. G-raetz Vol.V, 199f). For the 
influence of Rabbinic Studies upon modern Christian 
thought, see G. H. Box, Hebrew Studies in the Reform­ 
ation Period and After, Legacy of Israel, pp.315 - 375.
120. R. E. Strakan, in an article: Evangelistic work among
the Jews, points to the strong bond of unity between the 
English Christian and the Jew on the religious basis. 
Judaism already possesses "the great elements of 
religion", (cf. Church & Synag. Quart, Vol.VIII,p.30).
121. Cf. Gillet, Communion in the Messiah. (The Mission of 
Israel to the Christian Church), pp.191 - 195.
122. Jesus, Paul & the Jews, p.151f; cf. also his article: 
A Christian looks at the Christian Mission to the Jews, 
Theology, Vol.XLVII, No.292, Oct., 1944.
39
123. J. Douglas Lord, Church & Synag. Quart., Vol.1, p.213.
124. G. H. Box, The ideal of a Hebrew Christian Church,
Church & Synag. Quart. Vol.VI, p.40; but H. Heathcote, 
The Anglican Church & the Jews, (Church & Synagog. Quart. 
Vol.IV, pp.43ff), warns against the creation of another 
Church which will soon "become a denomination. He holds 
that "the Synagogue reformed in the direction of 
Christianity" will not meet the need. "The Anglican Churdi 
can offer the Jew nothing less than the Catholic faith 
in its entirety", (cf. G. H. Box's answer, it?.p. 55).
125. The idea itself is not entirely absent in Judaism, and 
occurs under the terra of HVL/TA 77 ''^l. 5 cf. Dalraan, 
Words of Jesus, p. 178. T-T-; -r . :
126. Dalman, p. 177.
127. Cf. Vernon Bartlet, Hast. Diet, of Bible, Vol.IV, p. 215a.
128. Cf. James Denney, Hast. Diet, of Christ & the Gospels, 
Vol.II,p.489a.
129. J. Douglas Lord records a significant fact: "The
orthodox Jew looks upon a sincere acceptance of Christian­ 
ity as a moral and inherent impossibility, and attributes 
in every case te base motives". (Church & Synagog. 
Quart., Vol.1, p.213). In the majority of cases this 
is also true of the non-orthodox Jew. For Jewish views 
concerning converts, see J. B. art. Apostacy, Vol.11, 
pp. 12ff; also Conversion to Christianity, ib.Vol.IV, 
pp. 249ff. Kaufmann Kohler repeats the ridiculous story 
about a certain Jewish convert of the 13th century 
called Everard, canon of St. Andrew's in Cologne, who 
is supposed to have said: "as little as the dog will 
ever cease running after the hare and the cat after the 
mouse, so little will the Jew ever become a true 
Christian". The Haggadic origin of the whole story is 
clearly recognizable. (.')
130. see William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience, 
1902.
131. Gillet, Communion in the Messiah, p.195f; Gillet,
however, takes up a much more positive attitude in his 
reply to Parkes 1 article on Missions to Jews, cf. 
Theology, Vol.XLVII, Oct. 1944, pp.224ff.
132. It is significant that Pr. L. Gillet is a member of 
the Greek Orthodox Church.
133. The polemical or apologetical facttfis thereby not
excluded and has its place as part of the human effort 
to say, what can only be said adequately by God Himself. 
The missionary may thus follow the example of the great 
Apostle, (cf. Oesterley, Church & Syn. Quart. Vol.XE,
p.67f).<
fee
134. J0. Christoph Wolf, in his Bibliotheca HebrAfiA, gives 
a list of over 80 Jewish converts who have written on 
"behalf of Christianity "before the year 1721: Scriptores 
anti Judaici ex Judaei, op.cit.pp.1003 - 1013; The list 
contains 91 names, "but a few do not appear to have "been 
of Jewish descent; A.Neubauer remarks that it was usually 
learned converts wwho provoked the official discussions" 
(op. cit.p.88).
135. Bernstein says of him: "he was a poet of ability, "but 
lacked discretion as well as charity in his poems with 
regard to the Jews". (op.cit.p.45).
136. L. I. Newman, Jewish Influence, p.552; an unusual
exchange of views took place between Paulo Alvaro of 
Jewish descent and Bodo, the royal chaplain to Louis Le 
Debonnaire, who became a Jewish proselyte and assumed 
the name of Eleazar, cf. Jtukyn Williams, Adv. Jud.pp. 224ff,
137. A. Fflrst, Christen u. Juden, p. 69.
138. Pfefferkorn 1 s character has been repeatedly discussed. 
Pew have tried to defend him, amongst them Geiger. For 
the whole case see S. A. Hirsch, John Pfefferkorn and 
the Battle of the Books, J. Q.R., Vol. IV, pp. 256ff; cf. 
also Darihy, The Jew and Christianity, pp.48ff.
139. Disputatio Judaei cum Christiano de Fide Christiana;
Lukyn Williams dates the tract some time before 1098 A.D. j 
for a description, see ib.pp.375ff.
140. Cf. Lukyn Williams, Adv. Jud.pp.409ff; 412ff.
141. W. T. Gidney, p. 2; Italy was the scene of an injbensive 
missionary effort in the 16th century due to the influ­ 
ence of Pope Paul III, who established a house for 
Jewish enquirers in 1550 and who was a great friend of 
the Jews, cp. Heman, p.299.
142. In 1728, the Instituturn Judaicum in Halle came into
existence, founded by Prof. John Henry Callenberg. It 
was the result of coincidence rather t han design. 
Johannes MflHer of Gotha wrote a booklet Das Licht am 
Abend, which a Hebrew Christian student of medicine 
called Immanuel Frommann translated into Yiddish-German, 
and for lack of a publisher offered to act as compositor. 
(Bernstein attributes the authorship of the tract to 
Frommann himself, but this is a mistake). In March 
1728 the first 1,000 copies were printed. Frommann 
put on the title page the Hebrew translation of Mtlller' s 
name: Jochanan Kimchi. The booklet was a tremendous 
success and was translated into many languages. Soon 
two other Hebrew Christians were engaged in the printing 
press. Thus the Institute was born. On the 16th Nov. 
1780 the first two theological students, Johann Georg 
Widmann and Johann Andreas Manitius went out as
wandering missionaries to reach the Jews. Not long 
after, other students followed their example. Roi 
regards Callenberg as the father of Jewish missions 
of the evangelical Church. (cf. op.cit. Vol. I,p.246); 
At the end of a little "book, A short account of the 
wonderful conversion to Christianity of Solomon Deitsch, 
v/ith Preface and Remarks "by the Rev. Mr. Burgmann, 
London, 1771, the writer, a missionary of the Halle 
Institute gives a short description of its early history. 
The Institute was established "for the good of Jews and 
Mohametans".
143. An interesting tribute to the importance of C. M. J.
comes from the Jewish side: "Until the beginning of tiie 
nineteenth century", says Israel Cohen, "the efforts of 
missionaries to convert the Jews were carried on only 
sporadically, but since the establishment in 1809 of 
the London Society for the Propagation of Christianity 
among the Jews, missionary societies have sprung up in 
all parts of the world". (Jewish Life in Modern Times, 
p. 271).
144. The dispersion of the Jews was a favourite argument 
for the truth of Christianity, cf. Augustinus, Ep. 
232, parag. 3.
145. In German pietistic circles, the general conversion of 
the Jews became a universally accepted dogma, only 
opposed by a few theologians (cf. Roi I, p. 239). Roi 
mentions that in 1748 the theological discussion as to 
the final salvation of Israel stirred so much strife 
amongst the Danzigers, that the authorities had to 
forbid any further discussion of the subject.
146. The Calling of the Jews, a present to Judah and the 
Children of Israel, London, 1621.
147. John Grindley, The Farmer's Advice to the Unbelieving, 
Jews, Shrewsbury, 1717; the writer makes three points: 
l) He gives proofs that the promises in the O.T. apply 
to Jesus; 2) that Jesus whom the Jews put to death has 
fulfilled these promises; 3) He demonstrates that both 
Scripture and reason prove Jesus to be the promised 
Messiah; The Jews impartially considered, London, 1754; 
the writer explains that the Jewish people is not to be 
considered in the same category with the rest of mankind 
"but as a People now dispersed abroad by the Hand which 
at first collected them together, and under correction of 
that Hand for a very flagrant Enormity (p. 3). They 
must thus remain monuments of God's ditepleasure till they 
"acknowledge the divine Mission of Jesus"; Richard 
Parry, The Genealogies of Jesus Christ in Matthew and 
Luke explained; and the Jewish objections removed, 
London, 1771; J. Bicheno, A Friendly Address to the 
Jews, London, (about 1787); the writer gives Scriptural 
proofs for the Messiahship of Jesus and also an answer
too
to a letter "by a certain Mr. Levy in connection with 
the letters "by Dr. Priestley addressed to the Jews (see 
ib.pp.70ff); The Case of the Jews, considered with 
Respect to Christianity, anonym., London, 1755 (the 
same writer is the author of another tract called Deism 
Refuted: or. the Truth of Christianity Demonstrated, 
London, 1755;; for farther literature, see Roi, op.cit. 
I, p.423.
148. Paul Lewis, A Treatise of the Future Restoration of the 
Jews and Israelites to their own Land...Adress f d to 
the Jews, London, 1747; The writer frequently speaks 
of the Messiah, "but avoids mentioning the name of Jesus 
Christ; he calls the Jewish people to cleanse themselves 
from their iniquities and to make themselves worthy 
of God's wonderful promises to His people; Joseph 
Eyre, Observations on the Prophecies relating to tie 
Restoration of the Jews (1777;; Charles Jarram, An 
essay tending to show the grounds of Scripture for the 
future restoration of Israel, (1796). A literary 
curiosity is the strange story told by S. Bret, a 
supposed eye-witness of a council of Jews to examine 
the Scriptures concerning the Messiah: A true Relation 
of the Proceedings of the Great Council of the Jews, 
assembled the 12th of October, 1650, in the Plains of 
Ajayday, in Hungary, about 30 leagues distant from Buda, 
to examine the Scriptures concerning Christ. (The 
Account is incorporated in a little book called, A 
looking-glass for the Jews: or, The Credulous Unbelie­ 
vers, London, 1753; it contains the story of Shabbethai 
Zevi and a brief account of 21 other false Messiahs); 
William; Pinchion of Springfield, N. England, wrote: The 
Jews Synagogue, or a Treatise concerning the ancient 
Orders and manners of worship used by the Jews in their 
Synagogue-Assemblies, London, 1652; The writer proves 
that the "Synagogue-Assemblies" were true visible Church­ 
es of Jesus Christ and thus some of their customs before 
their "Apostasie", may prove profitable for Christianity, 
such as prayer and preaching without any levitical 
ceremony, weekly lectures, the use of the common tongue, 
etc; the Monthly Magazine, 1796, published an article 
by a certain Meiron, putting forth the theory of blood- 
relationship between the Old Britons and the Hebrews.
149. Esdras Edzard is held by some to have been of Jewish 
descent, but this is doubtful.
150. Cf. Roi, Vol.1, p.107.
151. Cf. Roi I, p. 103.
152. The Dutch Church has made an early contribution to the 
missionary cCttlse amongst the Jews. Her Synod was the 
first to propose the training of missionaries and the 
creation of an adequate missionary literature. In its 
missionary zeal, it went as far as removing pictures from
Churches which might appear offensive to the Jews. It. also instituted special prayers for the conversion of the Jewish people and Israel's salvation "became the topic of many sermons. The University of Leyden created a chair for Jewish controversy. The most outstanding champion of the missionary cause was the famous Arminian Hugo Grotius (1585 - 1645), a personal friend of Rabbi Menasseh hen Israel. (cf. Roi, I, p. 147f). Another Leyden professor, Simon Episcopius, an ardent Arminian, took an anti-Trinitarian view, holding that this doctrine was the greatest obstacle to Jewish conversion.
153. Imperial Diet, of Universal Biography, Vol. Ill, p,89.
154. Richard Kidder, A demonstration of the Messiah in which the truth of the Christian Religion is proved especially against The Jews; in two parts, London 1684 & 1699. In the second part, the author sets out to give reasons why the Jews ought to "believe in Jesus: "it is not my "business to speak in dimtoiition of Moses, or to question his Divine Mission, "but only to show, that the Jew hath the same reason to "believe Jesus sent from God, and greater reason also". (i"b. Vol. II, p. 17). Eisenmenger includes "die allzu grosse Preiheit, welche den Juden gegeben wird" (.M and "derselben Befflrderung zu Ehrenaemtern" (?) amongst the obstacles which hinder Jewish conversion. (cp. op. cit.p. 990).
155. Roi says of him: "Der Ton aber, welchen er den Juden gegenttber anschl&gt, ist ein ungemein ansprechender. Die Worte kommen aus einem lie"bewarmen Herzen und aus einem fflr das Heil der Seelen glflhenden Eif er" (op. cit. Vol. I, p. 141).
156. This tract A reprinted "by L. J. S. , in 1812.
157. Roi, Vol. I, p. 208.
/
158. Sigismund Hosmann wrote a tract: Das schwer zu
"bekehrende Judenherz (1701) in which he advocates coer­ cion as the only means of breaking Jewish opposition to Christianity. Julius Stahl, (1802 - 1861), himself a convert from Judaism, professor of Law & Philosophy and leader of the conservative party, was opposed to , the idea that Jews should hold public office in a 
Christian State. (Der Christliche Staat und sein Verhflltniss zum Deismus und Judentum, Berlin, 1847; cf. Roi, II, pp.236ff).
159. Modern Jewish writers still complain of unworthy methods employed "by missionaries in order to make converts. In a letter to the editor of the Times (April 26th, 1902) C. G. Montefiore, complains of the missionary activities of the Church in the East End of London. He calls it "a remarkable thing that the proselytising activities of the various conversionist societies seem to limit
the sphere of their operations to the poorer and less 
cultivated class of Jews". Israel Cohen alleges that 
missionary work is carried on by means of cunning entice­ 
ment and prying on Jewish misery and poverty, (cf. 
Jewish Life in Modern Times, p. 272ff). A similar allega­ 
tion is made "by S. Daiches (cf. Aspects of Judaism, 
pp. 132ff). That missionary societies have tended to 
concentrate their effort upon the poorer Jews cannot "be 
denied (cf. Dalman, Church & Synog. Quart. Vol.IV, p.99); 
that missionary work has a philanthropical side to it is 
inevitable, but the Jewish contentions are not only 
exaggerated, but also unfair. The Gospel message was 
from the beginning primarily for the poor and needy.
160. The great champion of this new under standing of o£ the 
Jewish national tradition was undoubtedly the French 
professor A. P. Pe*tavel (I791 x - 1870). In his Discourse 
prononce dans 1'assemblee generale des missions (1834), 
he insists that converted Jews be encouraged to remain 
in close touch with their people. Hebrew Christians must 
not be an offence to their brethren and continue their 
life within Jewry. Roi calls these "sonderbare Ideen"(?) 
(cf. Roi, op. cit.II,p. 280f), but Pe'tavel's views have 
quickly gained recognition. A few sentences from a 
sermon by the great Jewish missionary, Gustaf Dalman 
may be quoted: "We have not to Germanise or to Anglicise, 
but only to Christianise them... Jewish missionaries are 
called upon to endeavour to preach the gospel in as 
Jewish a shape as its essence permits, and so to respect 
the peculiarity of the Jewish nation...At all events, 
let us not help to kill the spirit of Jewish nationality 
by our missions .'" (Church & Synog. Quart. Vol. IV,p. lOlf) 
Charles Kingsley, in a letter to Adolf Saphir says: 
"I would, therefore, intreat you, and every other con­ 
verted Jew, not to sink your nationality, because you 
have become ^member of the universal Church..." (Church 
& Synag.Quart. Vol. VI, p.75).
161. Cf. The Christian Approach, p. 19: "In the religion of 
Israel there are ideas of culture and principles of 
morality which are not to be found in other non-Christian 
religions".
162. In this respect German writers have been more cautious, 
than their English counterparts. J. Fr. Buddeus has 
already stressed the difference between Judaism and 
Christianity in the conception of sin which makes a 
Saviour to the Synagogue superfluous, (cf.Roi,I,p.232). 
Gustaf H. Dalman fully appreciating Judaism, was con­ 
vinced that "true evangelical Christianity must be 
placed in opposition to Judaism, without any watering 
down and without disguise". (Christianity & Judaism, 
transl. by G. H. Box, London, 1901, p. 25f). English 
writers on the other hand, have tended towards reconcilia­ 
tion at the price of toning down Christian doctrine. 
Another feature is the appeal from modern Judaism to
/or
Rabbinic sources as Oesterley has done in his study of 
the Jewish and Christian doctrine of Mediation (cf. 
Church & Synag. Quart. Vols.X - XII) cf. also H. B. K. 
Pry's criticism of Dalman1 s essay (Church & Synag. Quart., 
Vol.III,pp.l79ff).
163. Dalman, in an address delivered in Scotland in Jan,1902, 
severely censured missionaries who speak to the Jews, 
"as if they were addressing non-Jewish Christians, with­ 
out importing into their words anything specifically 
Jewish or calcuMed to appeal specially to Jews as such". 
(Church & Synag. Quart. Vol. IV,p. 95). Lukyn Williams 
pleaded for a scientific study of Missions to the Jews 
and his programme includes a thorough knowledge of 
Judaism (cf. Church & Synag. Quart.Vol.IX,p.11); cf.also 
The Christian Approach, p.41, parag.IIb.
164. Cf. The Christian Approach to the Jew, p,18f: "Our
message to the Jews is the love of God revealed in Jesus 
Christ..."
165. Church & Synag. Quart. Vol. IV, p. 105; For a description 
of the various Jewish Missionary Societies, see Encycl. 
of Missions, 1904, pp. 356ff.
166. Jewish Life, p.271; cf. the official report of the 
Conference, The Christian Apporach, pp.79ff; 198ff.
167. Cf. The Christian Apporach, p. 5.
168. cf. ib.p. 7: "the Jew, as never "before, has been dis­ 
covered to "be reachable - we believe, glorimsly 
reachable". At the Conference at Atlantic^City in May, 
1931, under the auspices of the Inter nation/Missionary 
Council, a resolution was passed in the form of a 
"unanimous acceptance of a statement on the supreme 
Christian responsibility of sharing with the Jew the 
faith in Christ and knowledge of God in Him which is 
the supreme treasure of the Christian Church". (Intern. 
Rev. of Miss., Vol.XXI, 1932, p.344).
169. The ijafluence of men like Graf Nicolaus Ludwig Binzen- 
dorf t/7oo- tj6Q ) and Prof. Franz Delitzsch (1813 - 
18937 upon the Protestant Church cannot be overestimated. 
Thanks to the spirit of Zinzendorf, the Herrnhuters were 
the first to introduce prayers in their litany for 
Israel's conversion; to pray for the Jews on the day 
of Atonement; to insert special hymns in their humnary 
remembering the Jews. Their finest missionary was 
Samuel Lieberkflhn (1710 - ?), who may be called the 
first modern missionary to the Jews. He adapted him­ 
self to those to whom he preached to such an extent that 
the Dutch Jews called him Rabbi Samuel (cf.Roi,I,p.366). 
Prof. Delitzsch, by his example and his writings, has 
stimulated to missionary activity not only the Lutheran, 
but the Protestant Church at large, (cf. Roi,II,p.132).
I Ob
170. Of. International Review of Missions, Vol. XXI, 1932, 
pp. 342f .
Cf. A. Fflrst, p. 60. 
172. Jewish Life in Modern Times, p. 269. 
175. Vallentine's Jewish Sncycl. p.45b.
174. Cf. Lukyn Williams, Adv. Jud.p. 277.
175. Newman mentions, Victor von Carben, Emmanuel Tremellius, 
Jochanan Isaac and his son Stephen, as Luther's special 
friends. To a former Rabbi Jacob Gipher, called Bernhard, 
Luther sent his trat, That Jesus was "born a Jew. With 
Matthew Adrian, Hebrew professor at Wittenberg and 
Johann Boeschenstein, Luther came to grief, (cf. Newman, 
op. cit.pp.625ff.
176. Quoted by Adler, Auto de Fe,p.49; cf. also Roi, op. cit. 
pp.404ff. A notable exception was the convert Dr. Carl 
Anton, a former pupil of Eibeschtttz, who defended the 
Jews against Eisenmenger (cf. ib.p. 403). Newman mentions 
also Martin of Lucena as friendly disposed towards the 
Jews (cf. op. cit. p. 371). But such were exceptions. What 
the Jew expected from the converts we can guess fromlhe 
Chassid,ic story about the baptised Jew who becomes a 
bishop but is brought back to the fold by the mystic 
power of Baalshem. The former bishop confesses: "I 
was filled with hatred against my own belief, and this 
grew every day. But in the nights, when I was defence­ 
less, the shame of my apostacy came upon me. In the 
day I took revenge for the unrest of my nights, and 
persecuted my people". (M. Buber, Jewish Mysticism, 
p. 108). Anti-Judaice ex Judaei (cp. Elk an N. Adler, 
About Hebrew Manuscripts, 1905, p. 118).
177. Cf. J. E. Vol. IV, pp.249ff.
178. Neanders* Jewish name was David Mendel. Already in 1805, 
on leaving school, he made a Latin speech deploring the 
difficult position of German Jewry and pleading for 
equality (De Judaeis optima conditione in civitatem 
recipiendis). He remained a friend of the Jews all his 
life: "He emphatically denounced the Blood Accusation 
in 1840" (Valient. J. E. ,p. 457b) .
179. Veith, who was a great preacher, a prolific writer and
a good physician, defended the Jews in the Damascus Blood 
Libel of 1840, as Neander had done. According to the 
Jewish press, he was supposed to have taken a solemn 
oath from the pulpit with the Crucifix in his hand, 
denying the use of blood by Jews for religious purposes. 
(cf. A. Jtirst, p. 289f; Adolph Kohut, Berfthmte israeli- 
tlsche Manner u. Frauen, II, p. 357).
"7
180. Paulus Stephanas Cassel (Selig Cassel) is described as "an active opponent of anti-Semitism" (Valient. J. E. 
p.132b). At the time of the rise of anti-Semitism in Germany, Cassel raised his voice with great effect on behalf of his people. He wrote: "Wider H. v. Treitschke fflr die Juden"; "Die Anti semi ten und die Bvangelische Kirche", and many articles against AdoHf Stacker. Roi disapprovingly remarks: "Alle seine Kundgebungen auf diesem Gebiete sind mit der vollsten Einseitigkeit der Partei behaftet" (II,p.191). But Roi's judgement is in itself biased, though in the opposite direction. He denies the Jews the right to citizenship (cp.ib.II, p. 259)- and defends Sttfckef's anti-Semitic activity. (cp.ib.II,p.263).
181. Cf. A. Fflrst, p.60: "In dieser Beziehung sind unsere modernen Juden um kein Haar besser gesinnt als ihre Vorfahren". J. Lichtenstein, bitterly complains that religiously indifferent Jews are his most ardent oppon­ ents. (Eine Bitte, p.9f).
182. There are,naturally,laudable exceptions. Dr. Blau of Frankfurt /M, in an attack upon apostatised Jews and those who maintain social relations with them, makes it plain "that he has no quarrel with persons who may become converted to Christianity from conviction". (Jewish Chronicle, March 26th,1909).
183. Quoted by C. M. Robinson, History of Christian Missions, 1915,p. 473f: (C^Cafo^o^ f-a^e^ ajfrrd* *- f*+<* «*«**y**- *L t^rof**^ rf- txk, ftv»e t#» #- a-**/***'/*-***•«./ ff~ &Ye<JffhPt <^. e<"c. p. 146/M-ef*' • f '
184. The insistence upon the significance of the individual as against the nation (Judaism) is one of the main 
denationalising causes of Christianity. "Historically", says J. H. Oldham, "the creation of this sense of the value of the individual was largely the work of Christ­ ianity", (Christianity and the Race Problem, p.221). It is the belief of the Church, that in Jesus Christ there is established a new human relationship which transcends all human divisions. (cp.ib.p.253f).
185. Lukyn Williams, Missions to Jews: A Historical Retros­ pect (S. P. C.K. ,1897), p.54: "If a Jew is converted, he, from want of sufficient choice among Jewish women, 
marries a Gentile, while his children for a certainty, and even he himself for a probability, become assimilated to Gentile surroundings, and practically become indistinguishable from the English, Germans or French among whom they dwell".
186. A. Hastings Kelk, in an article on A Hebrew Christian Church, admits the fact that the rapid assimilation of the Hebrew Christians to their surroundings is "a great hindrance to their brethren of the Synagogue". (Church & Synqpgue Quarterly, Vol.IV, p.143).
187. An Ukase signed by Czar Alexander I on March 25, 1817,
ruled that 1) all magistrates ecclesiastical and civil 
afford protection and assistance to all Jews seeking 
"baptism; 2) that settlements of such Jews "be facilitat­ 
ed with sufficient land provided by the Government;
3) that a Society of Christian Jews be established;
4) that a board be formed to supervise these settlements
5) that this board report periodically to the Czar.
The rules respecting the Society of Christian 
Israelites provide:
1) Free land provided by the Crown to Christian 
Israelites and their posterity,
2) On these lands they may organise their communal 
life in perfect freedom.
3) Pull and perfect liberty of confession regardless 
of denomination to all Jewish Christians entering 
the Society.
4) Apart from the Committee in Petersburg, nobody is
to excercise any authority over them..
6) All civil rights granted to them throughout the
whole empire. f 
10) Members of the Society are dispensed S£* all
military and civil service and this applies both to
them and their posterity. 
12) Members of the Society of Christian Israelites
are exempt from all kinds of duties and taxes for the
space of twenty years. 
13; Foreign Jews who have embraced Christianity and
desire to become members are given all rights and
privileges granted to the Society.
(For the full text in English, see Three letters to the 
Hebrew Nation, Anon., London, 1817, pp.HYff).
188. Cf. Frederick A. Aston* The Menace of Anti-Semitism in 
America To-day, The Hebrew Christian, April, 1940, 
pp.!2ff.
189. One of the early missionaries in Calleriberg1 s Institute, 
Johann Georg Widmann, was the first to conceive the idea 
of a Hebrew Christian settlement in Palestine. His plan 
was to settle on the land with a group of converted Jews 
in order to await the Lord* s Return which he expected to 
be imminent, (cp. Roi,I,p.285). Most of the missionary 
literature in the subsequent period had a similar 
eschatological bias.
190. G. H. Box: "So long as Christianity is presented to 
the Jew in such a way that its acceptance involves 
severance of racial ties and ultimate absorption, it 
can hardly be wondered at if the great mass of Jewish 
people refuses to consider such a possibility. In the 
face of such a phenomenon as present-day Zionism...it 
is hardly necessary here to insist on this point further" 
(Church & Synag. Quart. Vol. Ill,p. 53). G. H. Dalman, 
referring to the discussion of a Jewish Christian Church, 
explains that it is not the missionary purpose to make 
Jews into non-Jews or Gentiles, but rather "bad Jews into
true Jews" for God "wills- not that Israel should "be 
absorbed among the nations". (Church & Synag. Quart. 
Vol.III,p.109).
191. Of. Sir James George Frazer, Folk-Lore in the O.T., 
Vol.11, p.227.
192. Montefiore admits that Judaism is a national religion
de facto though not de .lure (cf. Liberal Judaism,p. 286) 
E. Bevan has described Judaism as "a strange survival 
in the modern Western world - a survival of a type of 
community which in primitive times was general". 
(Intern. Review of Missions, Vol.XXII, 1933, p.490).
193. H. Loewe, In Spirit and in Truth, p.262.
194. Franz Rosenzweig: "Die Judenchristen haben ihr Recht
geschichtlich im Urchristentum, so sie alsbald abstarben, 
als die Heidenkirche des Paulus wuchs, und dogmatisch 
in der christlichen Eschatologie. Dazwischen sind sie 
in der ersten Hinsicht ein Anachroni smus und in der 
zweiten eine Paradoxie". (Quoted by Schoeps, p.134).
195. The soul of the Jewish people is Judaism, "without which 
it cannot possibly live" (S. S. Cohon, Intern. Review of 
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(In Spirit & in Truth, p.fees).
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part of it", (Communion in the Messiah,p. 196). To 
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